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INTRODUCTION

The four volumes in this report to the President's Com-

mission on School Finance represent the results of our work on

two of the Commission's study topics, namely:

Project 3: A study of the current and potential
economic and social contributions of
nonpublic schools and the potential
for increased cooperation between
public and nonpublic schools.

Project 4: A review and assessment of public
assistance programs for nonpublic
schools.

In the process of our research over the four month period

allocated, much information was assembled that seemed too use-

ful to discard, though it would have impeded the flow of the

logic if incorporated into the running text. The materials

have been placed in a special volume of appendices--Volume IV.

Yet many parts of Volume IV are far more than usual appendices.

Hancock's input-output analysis of arrangements for public and

Catholic schooling in a major city (Appendix B), is the first

comparative study of this kind, and provides surprising find-

ings on the question of equal educational opportunity. Ap-

pendix C summarizes little-known data concerning the charge

that nonpublic school patrons harm the public schools by with-

holding moral and financial support. Appendix D details a

fascinating yet frustrating base study of how attempts to
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achieve stable racial balance in a big-citY community were

thwarded by the actions of public school board members and

central office administrators who seem obvious or insensitive

to local conditions.

Our review and assessment of public assistance programs

for nonpublic schools, cailed for in Project 4, appears in

Volume III. The results of Project 3, "a study of the current

and potential economic and social contributions of nonpublic

schools and the potential for increased cooperation between

public and nonpublic schools," are found for the most part in

Volume I. Since the first chapter in Volume I is in important

respects an overview and synthesis of what comes later, we have

decided not to publish a separate abstract. Readers who wish

to determine the gist of our analysis, yet can read very little,

would be well advised to examine that chapter.

Since most questions addressed in the present report must

be considered in the iight of the current crisis in nonpublic

schools, a separate volume (Volume II) has been devoted to an

effort to describe, more thoroughly than has been done thus far,

the nature of the crisis in the schools thus far primarily af-

fected (the Roman Catholic schools).

While we would not want to be in the position of identify-

ing the "best" papers in this collection (and thus, by implica-

tion, the not-so-good) it may be useful to mention a few that
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seem unique, the first of a kind. Volume I, already mentioned,

falls into this category. Vervoort's analysis of the Dutch

policy of equal aid to nonpublic schools, the first we have

seen by a resident of that country, lays to rest a number of

contentions advanced by American scholars who have made quick

trips to the Netherlands. Steeman's Concept of inter-community

and intra-community pluralism may constitute an important con- i(

tribution to the literature in this area:

We believe that the chapters presented herewith embody

the unst adequate information any public body has had available

thus far in connection with the convoluted issues of aid to

nonpublic schools.
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CHAPTER I

THE CASE FOR EDUCATIONAL PLURALISM
FART 1: THE MAJCR. QUESTIONS

As Table 1 is intended to illustrate, a complex matrix of public

policy issues is involved in any rational decision with respect to educa-

tional pluralism. In a sense, the entire four volumes of materials we have

prepared for the Commission are addressed to these enigmas. Even so, many

questions deserve more empirical and analytic attention. The present chapter

is intended as an overview of the major dilemmas, with particular attention
,

to those not extensively discussed elsewhere.

The chapter is organized in terms of the eleven issues listed vertically

along the left-hand D.T.argin of Table 1. The horizontal listing across the top

of Table 1 emphasizes' that the details of the public aid to nonpublic schools

that inty be considered at any point are directly relevant to the eleven is-

sues.: For example, some quality-control mechanisms would be conducive to

experimentatiOn, whereas. others 'would not.

1. Will the proposed pluralism provide a necessy educational basis

for future national unity?

Historically in the United States, it has often been assumed that a
:

melting-together (and consequent homogenizing) of religious and ethnic dis-

tinctives is necessary to the development of a cohesive social order.

Like most educational reform etyleavors in the United States, the battle

for connnon schools during the early and middle 1800's was a response and re-

action to a perceived social problem -- in this case, a condition which

seemingly threatened the development of 'a politically egalitarian societY.
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1

the common school was faced with its first severe test, the tide of Immigra-

1:3

Fearful lest an uninformed majority eventually find itself in the position

of directing the destiny of a nation, a number of articulate educators,

such as Horace Mann, Henry Barnard, John Pierce, Calvin Stowe and Caleb Mills,

along with political leaders such as Daniel Webster and Edward Everett, con-

.

the trusts which the people may devolve upon them."
1 It was a_ noble idea,

argued eloquently and persistently. For these leaders,

cluded that ,"we must establish such a system of general education as will

furnish a supply of well-informed, intelligent and respectable citizens,

in every part of the country, and in every walk of life, capable of discharging

.

would be the 'great equalizer" OL human conditions, the

the social machinery," the "creator of wealth undreamed

universal education

"balance wheel of

of".2 The objective

was not a school for the common people but rather a school conmon to all

people. "It would be for rich and poor alike, not only free, but as good

as any private institution "3

Shortly after establishing itself as the American educational ideal,

tion which hit American shores in the late 1800's and early 1900's. With

over thirty-five million culturally diverse immigrants arriving between 1815

Jfj and 1915, the task: of "eqUalilatirn" was not an easy one. The comMon school
,

rose to the challenge. "Let.us now be reminded," stated Calvin Stowe, "that

'

unless we educate our ,immigrants, they,will be our ruin It is alto-

gether essential to our national strength and peace, if not even to our

. . .

national existence,, that the foreigners who settle on our 'soil, should cease

EuroPeSns.and.become Americans;"4
*A'new.:word,:.1.'Americanization," was

incorporated intO .the lexicon of edirdator and pOliticiain alike. FOr

educators such"aS the renOWne&Elwood CUbbeiley; "to.:AMericanize". Meant

,"toassimiiate,.and
amilgamate.these .people:aS a part .of our American::rSce



and to implant in their children, so far as can be done, the Anglo-Saxon

conception of righteousness, law and order, and popular, government and to

awaken in them a reverence for our democratic institutions and for those

things in our national life which we as people hold to be of abiding worth."5

The guidelines of the Americanization campaigii) were clear--the

6
maintenance of Anglo-Saxon dominance. In the Second Annual Report of the

erintendent of Public Instruction Indiana we read:

Our policy as a State is to make of all the varieties of
population among us, differing as they, do in origin, language,
habits of thought, modes of action, and social custom, one
people with one common interest.7

While the main burden of Americanization fell upon the educator,

scholars from other disciplines added ethical legitimacy and helped create

a favorable eitzeist for the process. Ethnic and religious diversity was

viewed a "a problem" to

tinction
10

.

which there was only one solution--cultural ex-
,

Historians began to praise both the power of the American frontier as

the crucible" of Americanization, liberation and fusion11 and the wonders

of the melting pot ' as a vehicle of spiritual transformation . 1 2 Other

historians either traced the source of the "problem, recons tructing the

economic and political issues raised by successive immigrations,13 or dwelt

upon the disrupting influences on the psyche of the "uprooted."14

Sociologists were conceriked with "culture conflict" cind the emergence

of the "marginal man" as a societal entity. Early emphasis in this ,area

of endeavbewaS upbn cultural resolution through "assimilation " "accomaada-

16
,

t ion' or "iicculturation."

PsyFi.hologists generally adopted the conceptiof "conflicting role

:v ,,r , . I

orientations" as a frame of reference for their, studies of cultural diversity.

I
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One study of second generation Italians, for example, catalogues 're-

belliausness," nin-group reaction, and "apathy" as forms of defense against

role conflict.
17 Another study supplied a similar list of defense mechanisms

which seemed to operate among minorities: ',aggressive projection," "pattern

maintenance," and "integrative behavior."18

Implicit in the acceptance of an Anglo-Saxon ideal as the dominant in-

gredient in the country's cultural crucible or melting pot was the-belief that

such an ideal was the only one that could preserve the American social order.

It followed, therefore that: (1) All ethnic and religious groups if they

were truly desirous of being "American" should cooperate in their own

amalgamation. Anything less was divisive, dysfunctional and un-American.

(2) The success of the common school's equalization efforts could be

measured by the Anglo-Saxon homogeneity of its product.

The latest phase of the equalization thrust of the common school can

be called the inner-city crusade.. An educational system which measures

cultural socialization in terms of the dearned ability of various minority

group members to "disappear as ethnic entities and to "reappear" as members

of the host society cari achieve some success with minority peoples who are

to eradicate their non-Anglo ethnicity.

achieved when the host society's standards

of the.same race and are willing

Far dess success, howeVer will be

are such that certain:Minority groups:.cannever"disappear " because o

permanent highly,visible,;attributes 'peculiar to, their ethnicity. ;Such has

been the case with:the Black Americans.. t Ls:largely ,,due.to ,their."diScoyerY"
,

by,: social scient is t s and, po I itic iaiig as an unamalgamated Minor4;;:, that , the

current crusade 'upgrade" the Black, the present occupant of the inner

city; came ,into t thiit. the initial framerof reference, .
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for the early crusaders was that of paternalistic concern for the culturally

"deprived" and "disadvantaged."

That such a concept of equalization (often viewed as cultural homo-

geneity) is a pervasive element in American educational thinking is evidenced

by the federally financed Coleman study, which concludes that since White and

Black students do not display equal levels of achievement, the public schools

are unequal. 19 Equality, for those who conducted the Coleman study, was de-

termineCby achievement as defined by tests based on Anglo-Saxon norms. But

recent changes in Black intellectual thinking concerning the long range

feasibility of an Anglo-Saxon oriented common school for Black children indi-

cates that the Black community may be reappraising its past willingness to

join the American mainstream on White terms. The.continued existence of the

common school as an agent Of Anglo-Saxon socialization now appears tenuous.

The original intent of- the connnon school advocates was not to curtail

educational 'freedom. Mann, for example, was impressed with the diverse

character of the American people and wiShed only to help establish 'a common

value syetem within Which diversity coUld flouriSh."20 But.the vision Was

never realized. The dictates of Anglo conformity often served to subvert

both cultural diversity and eduCational freedom 'Nevertheless despite:-these

obstacles, -the :advocateS of both divereity and freedom in American education,

though in :the -)niroir ity Made - theMselVes.. knoWn.

arlYT-' in--19154 there appeared on-the pages . of The Nation -a.iiequende:
T.-.

Of.'tWO:-.articles. Under the title of Melting...Pot" In

.,We are,infact,at.the parting-of: theways.- A genuine ;Social
alternative is.;before;us,r,either-of,-Which..parts we..May :realize:

'the'United.Statei=7;a:
unison singing the ,Sld Anglo-Sakon.:theme:','AMer ice'. the 'ilinerica.
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of the New England school, or a harmony, in which that theme

shall be dominant verhaps, among
others, but one among many,

not the only one.2i

Kellen questioned the merit of Anglo-conformity
and the melting pot as models

of cohesion for the American social order. He condemned Americanization

programs which forcibly imposed Anglo-Saxon uniformity on all aspects of

American life and urged the conscious encouragement of ethnic and religious

diversity. For Kallen, the "American way" was "the way of orchestration."22

The ideal of cultural pluralism, first
articulated by Horace Kallen,

was echoed by others. In 1918 Robert E. Park a sociologist argued that

education could enrich and develop racial and national social groupings, but

could never dispose of them. "So far as Americanization
is undertaken by the

schools, effort should be directed it would seem toward maintaining and

creating a mutual understanding among our, peoples rather than toward perpe-

trating as we have been disposed to do in the past a sentimental and

ceremonial patriotism."23

two educators Isaac Berkson and Julius Drachsler, published

of immigrant
assimilation and supported the pluralistic

ideal. ,Berkson argued that ethnicity should be a matter of choice.

should have ethnic membership forced upon him if he found spiritual suste-

nance elsewhere.
Drachsler proposed that government

institute a program in

the public schools that emphasized the,knowledge and appreciation of all

contributions to ,American society.24

Other educators
.whO:seemed to appreciate this.-poSitioni:condemning

:the

"steam;rcillertigticey2Of.:the,AmeriOnization

campaign, ,were William.

Harris.and

_

riai and nationality.,in.hnman
affairs and generated more sophisticated
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study of ethnic life in America. Louis Adamit, an immigrant turned pro-

lific writer, took up the theme of America's multi-cultural heritage and

criticized continuous
insistence on an Americanization program which implied,

through its educational agents, that Anglo-Saxon culture las superior. He

blamed feelings of ethnic inferiority and rootlessness among non-Anglo youth

on the condescending climate which prevailed in American schools.26

In 1938, Marcus Lee Hansen, another pioneer in the struggle for the

acceptance of cultural pluralism as a practiced ideal in American life, be-

moaned the tremendous waste of cultural resources which was a by-product of

the amalgamation process. "Blind stupid America, ' he wrote, "the one nation

of the globe which has offered to it the rich gifts that every people of

Europe brought and laid at its feet, and it spurned them al1.27

Following the war, ethnic research grew in sophistication. Louis Wirth

made clear the fact that ethnic groups cannot be treated as homogeneous social

entities that are unanimous in all of their attitudes and actions. On the

contrary, within each group can be found "internal differentiations factions,

and ideological currents and movements.28 Nathan Glaser and Daniel Patrick

Moynihan helped expose the melting pot ideal as a myth. In a monumental

study conducted in New York City, they learned that: (1) ethnicity is still

a vital part of life in New York; (2) each ethnie grou0 reacts differently

to the forces of assimilation; (3) ethnicity, even after distinctive language

patterns, cuStoma 'and. culture Were lost was 'Continually recreated by'new

experiences iñ-AMerica: -

Within MOre recent -'years there 'hask'been-groling
evidende'that- t 6

6thnie factor, despite .sOCioeeonomiC and 'deiographiC-:contrOle; is*ill a

statistically
iCant'44tiable' in humawbehav intothe-Lthird

and fourth 'generation. Of special interest
to-educators is a recent-study
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which indicates that ethnicity may be a crucial va:Aable in mental-ability

patterns. The study not only discovered that children from four different

ethnic groups had different mental ability patterns but also that "once the

pattern specific to the- ethnic group emerges, social class variations within

the ethnic group do not alter this basic organization."31

The role of nonpublic schools in maintaining ethnic pluralism in the

face of a Melting Pot emphasis has never been adequately documented. Some

facts however, seem clear. The largest collectivity of privately supported

nonpublic schools in the world--the nation's Catholic schools--at one time

consisted in major measure of "national" parishes---Italian, French, Canadian,

Polish, Lithuanian Irish German Ukranian.
32 Many Lutheran schools were

predominantly German or Scandinavian.33 The Greek Orthodox Church and Christian

Reformed Church have long maintained day schools manifesting strong ethnic

overtones. These ethnic schools were widely ,and furiously attacked in the

34
Americanization movement during and after World War I. With the help of

the Ku Klux Klan the Scottish Rite Masons the American Protective Society,

and other super-patriots of the times laws were passed in several states to

seriously hamper or even outlaw nonpublic schools. Three landmark decisions

by the,.Supreme Court

School's were,depicted

were necessary before the movement was stopped.35 The

(with no significant shred of,supporting evidence) as

hotbeds of foreign influence, crime syndicalism ,and,juvenile. delinquency.-

Even in the modern era leaders as prothinent as Conant.haye labelled non-

public schools as, divisive--a ;threat- to :natiOna1,.unity 36

arner ,was one of the first ,.

'

:iologists to_ take note in print tha
..

the ethnic nonpublic schools might be performing ;,service, rather.

than a disunifying-function. ,if ey ,were,cushioning the shock the immigrants

la,"Str,
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experienced in encountering a new culture, he suggested. More recently,

the studies of Greeley and Rossi, based on carefully selected national

samples, have added quantitative evidence to the view.38 According to their

data, Catholics who attended parochial schools in the past are not ghetto-

minded, as compared with equally religious Catholics who attended the public

schools. If anything, they may be more inclined to participate in the wider

society, likely to go farther in educational and vocational spheres. The

studies of Rosenberg indicate that it is important to the psyche of the

individual to be reared not as an "odd-ball" among his peers, but in

39
situations where his religious or ethnic group is in the majority. As an

extreme example to illustrate the point, picture the ridicule to which an

Old Order Amish child, dressed in his traditional dress might be subjected

in many main-line schools.

In a history of Greek Orthodox education now being conducted at the

University of Chicago, Kopan finds evidence that the day schools' operated

by the Greek community were very effective aCculturating agents.4° Greek

children in public schools evidenced much-hostility, feeling they were under '

constant pressure to give up their cultUre and beCome "true AmeriCans ."

The public schObls.refused to adapt in any way to Greek culture; They would

not even provide interpreters' for the Many 'Greek children who could' not

understand' the' English- instruction.' -Greek children in the parOchial schools

adapted' just ii'much tO the laiger society as did -their public-school peers,

but without developing hostility' and without 'sensing any coercion. The

Greek parochial'schools 'were 'a decompression chamber,', preventing 'the "bends"

associated'witiv'forced'assidilation.

.4s:"also instructivetoconsider, in more recentyears the --

tween,the Old' Order 'Amish,and publia school officials in,Misaouri,-'
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Pennsylvania, Ohio Maryland, Kentucky Indiana, Wisconsin Michigan Iowa,

Kansas, and several other states. The groundwork for the struggle was laid

shortly after World War II when a vast reorganization of public school

. districts was launched. Armed Witk statistics On how much more it dollar

would buy when, school districts were enlarged, educators began .joining to-

gether the thousands of small districts that rambled patchwork-like across

rural America.

The failure of public schoolmen to weigh the 'consequences for the Old;

Order Amish of school district reorganization was lamentabl .41 Apparently

little or no thought was given to the welfare of the Plain People by these

apostles of efficiency. 42
, Amish children had attended public schools for

many years, for the buildings were small and close at hand. But when the

simple schoolhouse at the country crossroads was closed and children were

bussed to the nearby town, in dozens of cases the leaders of the Old Order

quietly bought the abandoned buildings and 'went private." They knew

intuitively what social scientists declared on.the basis of evidence--that

to expose a group,of this kind, to the influences represented in a large,

complex school in an alien setting would destroy the culture. 43 Had the

alternative of nonpublic education not been available the Amish way of

life in the United States might have been virtuallY, obliterated by now.
. ,

Most followers of the ,Old Order might have left the United States in search

of religious freedom,:- as:numbers ,have already done, . and most children of those

who remained might have been alienated from iheir origins. Public schoolmen

obviously were not ready, or not able, to take steps necessary to the preser-

vation of this unique subculture.

The growing societal acceptance, of ethnic diversity that seems. apparent'

in the previously discussed literature could be used to bolster an argtment
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for governmental support of nonpublic schools, since it is apparent ,that

public schools have typically been antagonistic to some varieties of this

s no evidence so far
diversity.

we can find,

As we have noted furthermore there

that opportunities in the past to perpetuatm this diversity

have compromised national unity. In line with Vervoort's discussion of the

Dutch experience (Chapter III), there is room to argue that the freedom to

maintain the distinctives that major segments of the population desire defuses

disruptive impulses.

Nevertheless the issue of national unity is raised anew whenever any

form of encouragement to nonpublic schools is considered as a matter of public'

policy. As Steeman points out (Chapter IV, A), "It cannot be said any more

that the parochial schools are divisive. The conclusion is partially

warranted by Steeman's rediscovery that Catholics have been assimilated in

major resPects to mainstream'Culture. 'Since a great many Americans seem still

to exhibit anti-Catholic prejudices based upon another assumption itl appears

that the relevant facts have never been adequately' disseminated.

But the most difficult aspect of the issue of natiOnal unity, perhaps,

concerns hew groups that repeatedly Spring up in dissent' against' the con-

temporary national Consensus'. Suet' gronps die particularly ViSible' today,

given the.WidesPread penCiiint toWard' deniOnetrationS'and even Violence.as a

.

way of 'attracting attention tO.cauSes. In this cOnnection, One Must ask

. .

whether governMent caniencOurage nonPUbliC schOO1S thrOUgh tax suppOrt or'

other 'means, without enabling eXtreinists' On the'Right' and Lefe to. proliferate'

.hatemOngering 'instithtiOns.

The response of most legislators thus far haa been to limit aid' (one,

form of encouragement) to sChOOls'ihat' hiive' been' in Operation for:at .least

two oi thkee yearsf,' on the generally tacit aSsuiption thatithe Creation 'of



extremist schools will thus be discouraged. Little overt attention has

been given to the ,certainty that exclusion clauses of this type will limit

educational pluralism generally. While encouraging the schools parents and

others have brought into being in the past, they discourage the options

citizens may particularly desire in the future. The exclusion clauses say,

in effect, that past diversity was relatively benign, but future diversity

is too likely to be malignant. This is a fairly typical totalitarian rationale.

Not much democratic impulse is required to tolerate what proved harmless in

the past and is on the wane at, present . Since education, like the press is
-
one of the nation's primary mechanisms for exposing ideas to .,discussion and

debate, such tactics seem lamentable. As a barrier to needed experimentation,

they could be disaitrous. .A high, proportion of vital' experiments could

, .

flounder if financial relief were unavailable until operations had been sus-/
../

tai.ned at, private expense for two or three'years.

What steps should be taken to engure that governmental,encouragement

would not proliferate genuinely harmful schools? The question is, full of

pitfalls, for thought control Seems as evident in extending help exclusively,

to ideologically "safe" schools as in providing subsidies exclusively to,,

ideologically "safe'Y magazines, newspapers, or televisicn stations. As the.

Supreme Court once observed:

Probably no deeper.,division-,of .our,people could proceed,;,from. .

any.,.provocation than from finding it necessary to choose what
!dOCtrine and _who se;program public education- of f ic ials shall
.-,compe/ youth to unite in embracing . Those who begin coerciite
eliniination of dissent , soon find themselves exterminating disr
senters. Compulsory unification of opinion achieves on/y the
unanimity of the graveyard.44

. .

The Supreme Cour't has niaintained; however, that the state may insist
. ,

in all schools/(the dictum should ,be particularly applicable in schools
!.. .

given some form of public encouragement) tl at certain studies plainly

MEM
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essential to goed citizenshipmust be-taught`

5

and that\nothing be taught

to the publi/c welfare."4 Accordingly,

authorities could be given power to inspect all schools and to disquarify

any in which this demand was not met while the schools, in turn could have

clearly specified due-process rights of appeal from those decisions.- The

which is manifestly inimical

courts would in all likelihood uphold disqualification of schools in which

..overt attempts:were made to promote racist doctrines, or to train children

to make Molotov cocktails; but officials-Would no ddilbt have difficulty eX-
)

cluding.i.,,Chools that seemed to them .to be 'dangerous but. yet were not mani-

festly:inimiCal-to the public welfare. Frustration of this type is in the

highest of American traditions, a ;vital.component:of. freedom.

As another approach, government could' folloW the'apparent example 'Of

the Netherlands (s e Chapter III), preseribing in-such detail what must be

taught and when it must be taught that little time is left for anything. else.

But then as Vervoort suggests tionPublic schools become Public in most

respects other than name, and may have

entities.
A particularly pertinent consideration

little reason to exist as separate

n this regard is the likelihood

(briefly addressed by Cohen in Chapter Iii, B) that the media, particularlY

newspapers and television have taken over the functiOn' Of providing -tile

nation!s citizens with the connon percePtions and. value's. Perhaps the re-

sultant commonality, is ..so great that schOOlsB'ShbUldconcentrate :on prOduCing
..

diversity, as a'neCestiary.:counteraction:

. Will the proposed pluralism promote domestic tranquility?

One objeCtive.of constitutiOnal separation':Of church and state is to

ob-4ate,:the bitter confrontations that may result When conflicting religious
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viewpoints find expression in the legislative arena. Even when the

possibility of domestic strife is not cut off constitutionally, it warrants

attention. There is sufficient polarization at present over Viet Nam

civil rights, campus violence, and the burgeoning drug culture without the

`i

creation of a chronic cleavage over aid to nonpublic schools. The divisive

potential of the issue scarcely needs arguing
46

. The current bitterness in

Michigan, discussed in Chapter III of Volume III of this series s a good

example. If lawmakers openly consider various ways of assisting nonpublic

schools efforts to pass, amend, and -repeal the resultant bilis may result

in acerbic campaigns along religious lines. The nation might reverberate

with litigation on the topic. Vengeful counteractions might be launched

against the religious and political leaders who did the most to provide or

prevent the aid.

But the considerations are not one-sided. . Notalarming signs of

ligious warfare have emerged in several states that have recently enacte:i

programs of unprecedented direct or indirect aid to nonpublic schools, such

as Connecticut, Hawaii, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and, Rhode Island. Perhaps the

storm has berm delayed while citizens seek redress in the courts. Or perhaps

mosthumans adapt;'to these.realities once they.Seent unavoidable..':.,Strident
. .

. s.

..charges :and countercharges while, a bill is under conSideration may:die down

surprisingly, for all we knoW, when. the new policy seems Permanently.
,

established. FOr maiiy.years Canadian provinces (e.g.,'Alberta,.Ontario,
, .

. . .

Quebec, and' NeWtoundland) .have supported Public and "SeParate".

lent to our 'YnonPublic") .schoOls' on a.:wellnigheqUal ,basis withoUP: ex
.

periencing serious intertiar, schi anis on the': topic (see. Cheal s . analysis in

'Chapter'III) .,Ii..appear0:.;,.ine0.table,..'furtherMore' that many'prOponents of
.

,
.

aid to.: nonpublic ,3chools will be ;.:reisentful--;ifWhat., theY,

--
:
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distributive justice is decisively withheld by their fellow citizens. Ac-

cording to Vervoort (Chapter III) the warfare over tax suppo.:t of private

education in Holland stopped, for all practical purposes, once a seemingly

equitable arrangement was effectuated.

,;'1

1

!rill the prOposed pluralism preserve religious liberty?
. .

One primary purpose of state and federal constitutions is to protect

such salient rights as religious liberty. It is not valid to assume, how-

ever', ,that clearly constitutional measures involve no threat to freedom.

Often the constitutions
forbld only the most blatant injustices, and fre-

quently they fail even to do that. They were never intended as a substitute

for legislative wisdom.

Like the two clauses of the federal First Amendment, the question of

religious liberty is double-edged. One edge of the argument insists that to

aid nonpublic schools is to tax one citizen to support the religious institu-

tions that another, citizen favors, thus, in effect, coercing the former to

support the latter's religion. (The power of this argument seems determined

by the extent to which support of the secular in church-related schools

damonstrably involves support of the sacred. It depends, as well, on the ex-

.

tent to which the public schools themselves may be viewed as religiously

neutral, an issue examined in more detail later.)

.The other edge of the argument avers that the oft-reiterated right of

parents to select on religiOus 'grounds the schools their:children will attend

.is meaningless when economically; unfeasible. Government activity is.becoming

.

ubiquitous, permeating many areas of life once considered exclusively private.

There is little danger that this regulation will interfere with the religious

beliefs and practices \of the majority.
As Galanter,Observes:
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Whatever seriously interferes with majority religious beliefs
and practices is unlikely to become a legal requirement--for
example, work on Sunday or, Christmas. And whatever the majority
considers necessary for its religious practice is quite unlikely

to be prohibited by law. And whatever the majority finds re-
ligiously objectionable is unlikely to become a legal requirement
--for example, medical practices which substantial groups find
abhorrent like contraception, sterilization, euthanasia, or
,abortion.47

Similarly, services provided by government will seldom be extended so as

inconvenience or impede the majority in the exercise of its religious

preferences.

Do minorities deserve similar consideration? In extending its services

and regulations, should government take special steps to minimize the expense

and inconvenience minorities encounter in putting their religious beliefs

into practice? Ifit takes these special steps, is government exhibiting

preferential or merely.restorative

minority'

action? Is it "supporting ' the

religion or, introducing a counterbalance to a wider

which has already accommodated the religious scruples of

In earlier times and simpler societies proponents of this view argue,

government could promote religious liberty chiefly,by abstention, by not

compelling religiously repugnant acts and not prohibAing religiously re-

quired behavior'. Nowadays and in our nation, "outright prohibitions of

religious practice are rare;. indirect.: burdens which make it difficult or

expensive are more common."49 In terms of our present topic the advocates

of "balanced,religious neutrality" would urge government aid as a means

reducing the price attached to nonpublic school attendance when preferred

on religious grounds.0

It is possible to argue ,that a new, more subtle religious bigotry has

arisen in the United.States to..replace the 'Overt prejudice of. an earlier.:era...

, .,..

'In other,-times,,:minorities were of ten. forbidden:to 'follow the dictates .of
...-

their consCiences. Today We do, not forbid: We make it' increasingly onerous,'
. , . .

,
. . , ,
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and often financially prohibitive. In the early decades of this century,

attempts were made to outlaw nonpublic schools. Today, we simply price them

out of existence by steadily, steeply increasing the expense of competitive

programs, requiring their patrons to shoulder a full share of costs in

public schools and denying fiscal relief to nonpublic schools.

The strategy of the Seventies is proving more effective than the strategy

of the Twenties. Nonpublic education is now beyond the reach of most low

income families. If current trends continue, it may eventually be an unreal-

istie alternative for the majority. Government ohvioUsly cannot attempt to

provide all minoritY groups with a full panoply of their own institutions--

special alternatives to public hospitals, transportation, fire departments,

swimming pools Perhaps consideration should be given, however, to

particularly sensitive functions such as education, that have the potential

of molding the basic philosophies

it may be argued.

In the chapter that follows

"schoolmaster" who is Urging ,the nation to

freedom and equalitY in this regard:

If aid 'is extended to'nonpublie schools or-their patrons in an effort

its avowed values of

to maximize opportunities to make educational Choices' on religions grounde ,

the asaistande "obVioualy ahoUld gO primarilY tO the 'families with the least

opportunity to exerCise. these ChoiCes;;-the poor. Some bills Contradict their

own rationales in this respect. John Donovan ioints out that the legislation

. .

in Pennsylvania,' until;it,wati amended,..Wati of-iiich more benefit "to' opulent

schOois'than to ''Pooreri:.:sChooia .(see'.:Chapter II Of 'yolurne

Same teligions.'leadera feet, that-the' integrity of churches will. be
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compromised if public support for church-related institutions, such as

schools, prompts a decreasing sense of responsibility on the part of the

faithful to support endeavors of this type. The possibility may be cited

as an argument against aid, or as a reason for insisting that only incentive

'grants be provided. These could be designed to stimulate rather than dis-

courage private contributions, for the availability or magnitude of public

assistance would depend upon the degree to which school patrons were willing

to contribute their own funds to the enterprise.

4. Are nonpublic schools necessary to cultural diversity and the

life-style options it represents? ,

A strong rationale in favor of aid to nonpublic schools may be derived

from the assumption that cultural diversity is essential to individual well-

being and social liveliness, 'as well as to the exercise by individuals of

the choiCes that are their basic right. When it leaves no room for this

diversity, government is usurping unto itself and its 'agencies unwarranted

powers of indoctrination, cutting off the availability of life-style options.

H This is prObably not the place tO:disSect the questionso insus-
,

Ceptible to cOnclusive: analysis, of whether:individuality is being smothered

by Mass society--through uncontrolled technology, automation, megalopoliza-

.tion, .urban blight, bureaucracy, meritocracy, planned ,obsolescence, the arms

raCe, and ecOlOgiCil decay. 'That position has been articulated in seemingly

innumerable bOcikS .ind .ar:ticles in recent years. An opposite, thesis Ingy...be

advanced7-that routinizgtion haS 'had the primarY effect,' nOt:of robotizing

man, but, of, delegating to procedures, and machines life's drab, repetitious

,functions so the-human may:concentrate On.matters that really interest lidm6

One may argue, Similarly, that disenchantMent, with' Our institutions is pore
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a function of rising ideals than:Of declining accomplishments. The demand

for the accouterments of self-development and recreation is unprecedented--

for the materials, processes, and products of the fine arts; for equipment

with which to roam and play in the outdoors; for adult education, books,

records--though the tastes exhibited in the avocational bazaar still run

rather raunchy. And is this not the "do-your-own-thing era characterized

by a wide gamut of modes in clothing, hair styles, and deportment?

As for the role schools play in the promotion of diversity, major

possibilities for diversity do exist in the nation's public educational

enterprise. To visit Perry School No. 1 near Jesup, Iowa the Chinle Public

School in the center of the Navajo reservation and the Ray Public School in

Chicago Hyde Park-Kenwood community is to witness three different worlds.

Unlike most public schools in similar districts, the Perry School is kept

nearly as primitive physically and-pedagogically as the nonpublic Amish

schools that operate nearby, in deference to its community.

The Chinle School has a fascinating mixture of Navajo, White, and Black

students and an instructional emphasis that would make no sense at all in a

School reflects the cosmopolitanism and volatility of an

integrated university neighborhood encircled by a ghetto. Even within

single public school district, schools differ in keeping with the personali-
.

ties and philosophies of administrators and teachers--in disciplinary ap-

proach in the extent to which teachers work collaboratively rather than as

a c011ection' of individuals, in their approach to Controversial issues.

'These examples scarcely begin:to illustrate ehe disparate facets ofHthe

nation's'public schools.

To what types of diversity, if 'any, is pilbliO education inhOSpitable?

(00rex4minatiOnofthis,questian:should not-be regardeds:a'disparagemen:
A
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of public education.'. It is-no insult --to any -organizatiOn to assess the

possibility that another organizationi,cstrué tured differently, may be ,better

suited :to some functions.), .7.-1. t,

The, most'obvious 'anSwer," peihaps, is that -state and federal constitu

t ions, keep 'public School -programs within distinct boundaries in several

particulars. Religion is one., Public schools are not permitted to base

their programs; in ,whOle or In part, on theistic premises. There 'are several

valuenrelated subjects, such 'as literature and, social studies,- in which human

interrelationships and' the meaning.'of life must be discussed--if not in

theistic. termS,' 'then in nontheis tic: terms. ,To ',choose nontheis tic 'explanations

rather- than,theistic 2-- many:philosophers insist, is not, to be neutral., ' :It .ie;

tantaniount to, declaring-;that the .concept Of God and' the presupPositions .

generally defineas "religion"lare unnecessary to an -understanding, of -.life.' s

basic concerns;) At,any. rate,;,;as 'the ,constittitions: are, now.-interpreted, the-

parent!-whco feels .this3(way. cannot 'legally eipece any: public' school to be' re-.

sponsive :to -his, convictions: And to the eXtent _that ,the)lexistence 'of anY,

subculture depends Upon the molding' of sacrediand.'secular considerations in"

the, minds 'of: the-,young, `. sUrvivaL maY depend' upon the availability of a- noyd:

public-i(schooli:),I0rJse'Sbmecscholarwineist:, rfre9'

A second limitation upon diversity in public ':education, inheree in, the
,

state-, schoOD-codee,,.mOst of Which 'are.-replete'-with- 'mandatory rn"standirdS"-':.`:

that have no,.-Shrfid: Of 'evidence ! ito eupporiftheni and, :that:.have.'beeri attacked

repeatedly, for' their, irrationality.
I ,

1

Herbert ,Thelen notes , for example , diet teachers generally- 'are-i

plussed; When, challenged> tO Make .AL yf i!firm connection between' classroom be-

haviors andptheii-.:;passiOnately,'asserted 'ideals:51 :.-Th& current! collection

1.
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of pedagogical orthodoxies is characterized by The len as the "semi

culture of the classroom,": unscathed by .,mre-than_seventy years of attempted

reform. 'Much classroom education and teacher

simply for their own sakes," and 'efforts to justify their procedures and

curricula remain extraordinarily unconvincing to a serious student

behavior."52 In many states nonpublic schools are

most old-wively rules of thumb imposed_

But if current compulsory educational

law on the .Oublic

standards" Are based more 'on

folklore than :on evidenCe why : not- abolish these TenUous Commandments fOr

public as well as nOnpublk'.'schools? Some prOgress can and 'shoUld .be made

in that direction. Nevertheless:, organiZationSofedUcators, nOt

only to improve the schools but also (sometimes primarily) to improve their

own working conditions have demonstrated so much influence that some

dif fic4lt-,to-defend

1

regulations will probably always be imposed upon the

public schools. (Typical certification

of regulations that function.priMarily

'
but to controlHacCess tOthe profesSion:,for thebenefittoffthOse who

standards ire-,iOui standing

:

not' ,to make instOCtion more

'Already in it .53):: Historically

example

effectiVe,

are

has-not been. possible for educator groups

to-imOose the Same regulations upon 'nonpublic as Uponpublic. schOols, though

the attempt has often been made.

To an increasing extent, furthermore, most public school students are

educated, in large schools - which in turn are. located .,itu Masa ive sChOol
,

systems.

are often%unavoidable.

, To the ektent,.that;.theY-areHlarge, :.complex, 'and 'bufeaucrStiC 4 pnbliCy,.

schools may_ ,be: .inhospitable to diversity ofi particularly,

To .make''ihese. Schools_iind ,syStems function', bureaucratic. prOcedures.:...

There is growing eyidenca to suggesti.:that the quest, 4i:of'" education for economieS,-
i
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of scale, partiCUlarly since -WOrld'Wer II, was guided by faulty -assuMPtions

about the social needs of individnals. When sChoOlsgiow-larger, they d

not uSually increase their eXtracurricular'..actiVities

portionately fewer students particiPate or have opportunity to function in

positions of leadership. Youngsters have less contact with either their

friends or adults in the school. Guidance personnel, apparently because

.they do not know the children as well, are less effective. .The students show

less tendency to identify with the purposes of the faculty. Cheating becomes

more frequent. Less student learning is produced per unit of input. The

major explanation apparently, is that the institution is too cumbersome and

impersonal to meet the psychic demands of its members. Human beings parti-

cularly during their formatiVe years, may need a chance to identify with

communities small in scale but stable in structure.55

When the school system is too massive, furthermore, board members and

top administrators find themselves presiding over such a polyglot of competing

communities that they can be properly responsive to none of them, particularly

to communities that are impotent politically. Large number of parents are

alienated, convinced that the system' is insensitive to their 'needs. Nonpublic

schools, catering to constituencies much smaller in size and more homogeneous

in outlook, pan .adapt more;readily to=patron demanda. would be naive to

imply that these differences mean ihere are "bad" people in public schools

and "good" people in nonpublic schools. "The explanation for apparent non-

responsiveness is organizational structure.

A relaEed liwitation on diversity, largely independent of size, is

the major i tar i an natur e of public education.

If a cUltural:or ideoiogiCal group, is dominant in a. public school dis-

trict, its interests will be reflected in many ways in the public schools.

nj



..Public.6schoolst.,respond. to the.;:.demandsof'.'grotipatt*.t,:are powerful ., given r...

lecaVity,..cleillen40,64r4c4lateci,;.LtirC4g11 politicalprocesses., En C..9,P.r.4sP -.1(r6<,-

many, nOnpublic.j:schoolS respOnd.:7tO the _demands.7.;of..jgroups4bigh.. .,1_?eCause .f they.

are ..more:cidispersed geograPhic4 ly ,,.O*1., for other: 1:regson6 lUentia

in local ;politics4_,:, Their jdemands ,are art,1culated through] the Innrke ;,:rather

than the ,political.syste.M. 9;W c414..Y.; attempt 9021f .cqurAe, to m4.ke ,pu11,ic

cational:programs, .nctutral.:stoward,,,the yieWpo ints ,,,andj-ife-rAtyles,,of.Alocal r;

minori tie s ., .A . great many court :dec isions in recent 'years may be . viewed as

a par t ....of this ,:;effort.,..i...But -sthOugh,..s.ozne prOgresA.,Aoward jec tivei.has

been ,...made it ,,may be:, impos s ib le to make jany.f,educ a tional :fiins,titutionntruly

benign towaro (all group s . The1 detertnining !faotor may be ow extent :_to;-,which

a grouvdeparts :2,front the cultural,:mainstream as Steemanoseems,!ito:,:imply

(Chapter IV A) . The More it depar t s, the , more will it ,:perc give a :mainstream-,

school,: as ;biased,tagainstjt.:,,:iThis phenomenon may explain, i.for.,:example,,, why

the , Hut teri tes ,and ,,Old Order, Amish almost always ons ider,modern, public

school s hos t i le, to their,lintere s t s. rwhlle few.:of lithe ir neighbors can nunde.,.;., )

stand: that:; viewpoint .,atfiall. We are.; prone to ;ethnocentrism-7. the assumption ,

that ;all, moral, ,thinking ',people ,reac t, as .weAo. If rye sense ._no ;bias in the

publ ic,-, school s we assume no. bias sensed iv., 4W:0m e 14.e. . _:Few ,citizens

considered

took the

the:c ompulsory flag ,salute-oppressive ; until ,Jehovah.!.s Witnesses , c:

issue ;to. court .11ainline Protestants : and Cat)olicsstill have--.

dif f icu/ ty perceiving., the :departures :;from neutrality ,;that :are lamented by,

Jews and Seventh Day Adventis ts . 57 Amish parents, are. still .fined , and jailed

for refusing ..zto patronize ,public :schools <which ,prominent experts, on Amish

culture agree, are almost certain to , alienate children , from _their, Jfaith and ,

way , oflif,e,andjsome American! courts ,still,,hold ;that -no question of religious

liberty is ;. invo1ved.58. .,,;0 , ;r;
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It may seem relatively simple to rid a school of the overt evidences

of religious, ideological, or cultural bias. Religious observances, for

example, are easy to detect and outlaw. Yet many public schools have failed

to comply with the decisions of the Supreme Court in this regard.
59 As

Theodore Powell observes, "the public school is usually a reflection of

dominant local public opinion," the constitutions and the courts notwith-

standing.°

The school curriculum is even more difficult to neutralize. As was

pointed out earlier, what one man views as neutrality, is outright hostility

to another. Some citizens view an education denuded oftheism as neutral.

Others disagree stridently. In the light of this dilemma, Counelis offers

the intriguing suggestion that the public school curriculum should be re-

structured to present "several theistic and non-theistic world outlooks."61

Though deserving attention, the idea is fraught with difficulties. The idea

of confronting

But even

dences of bias

a child with competing world views is repugnant to same

if one succeeds in ridding a public

against subcultural viewpoints, and

creating a neutral curriculum, he has not begun to

school of all overt

even if he succeeds

control the primary

groups.

evi-

in

sources of pressure toward conformity. While it has been difficult to produce

systematic evidence concerning the effects of official observances and

curricula on student values and attitudes, there is kunple evidence that

children are affected profoundly by the adults with whom they identify and

the peers with whom they associate (particularly in adolescence).62

How can we keep individual teachers and administrators from stamping,

out, through the influence they exert over the young, the ideologies and

life-styles of minority groups? As one approach, we could forbid discussion

of all value-related topics, since few individuals seem capable of presenting
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positions-with-which- they disagree aOrcefully.as positiOnswith.which

.they agree.. .But since. VirtUallyevery.aspeCt oUlife is fundamentally...

significant/to someone, this policy would pladeA taboo Onalmost:everything

and make the Widely/documented boredom-of
the.classroOm*pie-deadly thaw ever.-

'And even-if.we'dould
preventteachers frOm presenting unbalanced discussions

.-afvalue-related topics we wouldhavetoreckoniwith. such' nonverbalAnm._

fluences as an attractive or -repugnant personality.- .Whanhe,admires a teaCher

and begins to identify:with him _the Child is likely to acquire some of. the

,teachers.attitudes
and-values.- We could forbid allpublic schoolteachers -

from revealing- their .positions conCerning.issUes on.which minorities differ:.

fundamentally from the local majority. -Then what-if the teacher's position

becames knawn to his students, in spite of efforts to Conceal it? Should he

be required-to resign, or failing that .. to desist at once from impressing
.H

students favorably, lest they beginto-identify with him and in the process

to view his position,in an increasingly positive light? We could try not to

hire any charismatic teachers, since they all have attitudes they may transmit

powerfully to.the young. .At the same time,, we should screen out all

cantankerous instructors lest students develop antipathy toward the positions..

these teachers embody. We could require a variety, of ideologies and cultures

to be represented proportionately among the attractive and .repellent members

of the faculty, so as to cancel each other out. Each child could be itv

structed, during a given school year, by at least half a dozen charismatic

teachers, each representing a different position, to avoid uni-directional

influences. But all of theseapproaches are ridiculous! There seems to be

no feasible way of neutralizing effectively the tendency of teachers to

influence children one way or another on important questtons.



The aspect of the public school that is most difficult to neutralize,

yet the most powerful .of all is the.stu4nt subculture. Educators as,,yet

know comparatively little about it, to,.say nothing of knowing how to control

it. Furthermore, these influences far from random in distribution, will

virtually always be patterned in keeping with the community outside the

school.

As James Coleman s study indicates conformity to the norms of student

peer groups is apparently induced by the "rating and dating system," which

mercilessly dispenses popularity, respect, acceptance into the crowd, praise,

,

awe , support , aid, is o la t ion, ridicule, exclusion, disdain, discouragement ,

and disrespect.63 The system's blunt estimation of the student's worth

has a profound effect upon his self-concept. As Bernard Rosen's work with

orthodox Jewish adolescents suggests, most young people may capitulate. In

his study, 83 per cent of adolescents observed Orthodox dietary laws if

their parents and peers both were observant. When both parents and peers

were non-observant 88 per cent of adolescents were non-observant. When

parents and peers disagreed, 74 per cent of the adolescents complied with

their peers rather than their parents.
64

Whether he capitulates or not, the individual may acquire permanent

scars from the confrontation. When Morris Rosenberg compared Catholics,

Protestants, and Jews who had been reared in consaunities where their re-

ligious group was dominant with those reared in communities where they were

the minority, he discovered a uniform tendency for the minority-reared to

exhibit more anxiety, as reflected in psycho-somatic symptoms, many years

later in adulthood.
65

On the basis a hundreds of relevant studies, Bloom

concludes:

Where the home and the school are mutually reinforcing
environments , the child' s educational and social development

1
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ardAikely todtake place-At higherlaiid'higher'levels. Mier&
the home and the school are contradictory environments, it is

likelythiMightouv'eVidenee ii'hdevery-systeSiAtid'oA-this' ---'

point) that the child's development will be slower, more erratic,

and, pgrhaPswith'a'goOd Vf.ethotiOnal-disturbanee'for'ihe

child.°°

In summary, a close analysis.of the public school suggests that it
.,;-- ;1 ! !

will always tend to enforce the viewpoints of the local majority. As one

renowned anthropologist has observed, "Our public school system does an

extra-ordinary job of moulding American youth to fit the'culture of which we
:,::;

;.)

are a part. This is what disturbs us."° For children whose origins are
,

close to the cultural midstream. it may be feasible to take public education

reasonably neutral, but not for many others. If nonpublic schools are not

available to meet the needs of groups too small or dispersed to exert a
,

powerful influence,.it is difficult to see how this type of diversity,

can be maintained. And in the proCess,.the psychic well-being of many

children may be sacrificed.

We should now identify briefly another facet of the issue of cultural

diversity. In the preceding discussion we raised the consideration
,;r f

of how

much diversity was good for society. It is also pertinent to ask to what

extent parents and comuunities have a basic right to the educational

diversity they prefer, even when one would not regard the diversity as es-

sential in itself to the general welfare. Or to phrase a central aspect

of the issue another way: What right do parents have to direct the up-

bringing of their own children--to determine the ideologies life-styles,

and forms of training to which their own children will be exposed system-

atically? A number of scholars are begiming to reexamine the assumptions

built into the current degree of governmental control over these factors.

In his startling analysis of legislation in New York State Economist
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E. G. West .concludes :that the.;current (pattern of,publicil.compulsory.
68schooling .was. never, properly ..justified. The,..most !logical ,explanation

for its development, he suggests, is that teachers, understandably Prompted

by self-interest ,recognized the . creation :;:of: an :educationallmonopply, -,a8, a

likely route to. economic gain. First,:they ,talked mere/y,,of ,encouriginik

education through tax'support, .with,no suggestion.that,nonpublic schools , ,

should be, hindered or _abolished., _Later, they depicted private, education,:,

as undemocratic a.source of -"unfair" competition that must be destroyed

through fiscal policy., Then ,they, terminated most competition within the

public sector by creating _rigid .attendance boundaries. New students could

attend only assigned schools. Finally they ,cut ,off- the remaining avenue

escape for ,dissatisfied clients by making attendance compulsory, even,thcrigh

the state superintendent of schools insisted at, the time that the major/cause

of pupil .defection was poor teaching, apt parental neglect. Educatorf; like

Horace Hann demonstrated, to be sure,, that financial help was needee. t

ensure instructional programs for the poor and for sparsely popu4ted com7,

munities, but they ignored all possible solutions except a state school
:(

system. "Although representing themselves as champions a the: needY.," West

observes "the sUpporteri 'and leaders of the Common School system do not

seem to have given any serious attention to the possibility 'that the ex-

pansion and evolution of it might...serve to worsen, not improve, the chances

of poor children. For in such a system, as subsequent experience has

shown, __it often transpires thit it is the poor who .subsidize the middle

class.1169 Earlier in England, in an analysis deemed compelling by leading

American economists, West demonstrated that Britain's nationalized educa-

tional sYstem was lirOught IntO being 'withont belief it'd adequate .evidenCe."

In a related vein, reemmining all 'the releVant targumc;nté he Can find,
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Schrag concludes that there.seems to be no firm logical basis, at lease

in this.society,lor denying parent's extensive control aver their childrens'

destinies.71

The widespread condemnation, quite unsupported by evidence, that

public educators have heaped uTIon the suggestion of limited voucher-plan

experiments seems tO support Weit's suggestion that they fear competition

more than almost anything else (except where racial integration is feared

even more). 'Perharis the most notable characteristic of the voucher concept

is its potential for creating competition. Dissatisfied with his school,

the parent could readili transfer, taking with him his child's share of tax

funds for education. No school could thus be sure of either pupils or

fiscal support. What well established administrator or teachers' union

should be expected to welcome that state of affairs?

Later, however, we must examine a highly pertinent question: Given

more control over thair children's educational destinies would parents make

wise choices?

5. Is the educational pluralism represented in the maintenance of

nonpublic schools essential to needed educational experimentation?

One frequently avowed objective of aid to nonpublic schools is to

trigger mcme experimentation, both in public and nonpublic schoz4s. If so,

the form of the assistance should be designed to counteract current impedi-

ments to experimentation. One school of thought emphasizes that teachers

and administrators lack sufficient autonomy to experiment freely--that

parents too often interfere when their children are exposed to avant-garde

ideas and teaching methods.
72

It can be argued, on the other hand, that

since discontinuities between home and school are counterproductive, as we
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obserVed a little earlier, educators who cannct convince parents of an

experiment's promise had better not introduce it.

According to another viewpol.nt, reflected in federal funded regional

educational laboratories and research and development centers, the funda-

mental problem is that inadequate mechanisms exist for translating basic

research findings into widely adopted methods for running schools.73 If

this isthe assumption, it might make much sense, in programs of aid to non-

public (or even public) schools, to lodge much allocative power in regional

laboratories and R and D centers.

A third stance sees professional.educators as sufficiently imaginative

and well-informed, but views the bureaucratic constraints of public school

systems (particularly in big cities) as destructive of most reforms.
74

But

there is disagreement among scholars in this regard. Robert Havighurst

condemns the demands of the "new 'establishments" for sweeping changes in

the structure of the nation's educational enterprise.75 (Re describes this

nnew establishment" as "a kind of counter-establishment, loose-knit and

unorganized," composed of "sour old liberals and unripe young educationists.")

What most needs changing, Havighurst insists, is the child, not the school.

He emphasizes "the very solid set of facts about the failure of many low

income families to provide a family environment which gets their children

'ready' for school learning, Li failurg generally tossed off by the

critics as though it was not the basic cause of the low achievement of

children from low income families."76 Rather than major organizational

surgery, like a voudher plan, the creation of "open schools," or community

control, he advocates such improvements as free preschool education for

disadvantaged children aged three and four and the institutionalization of

experiments that have been tried and proven successful.
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Havighurst,' s-contentiow. is unassailable that. Cond in the t child ' s:.

home and community have been linked-muck-:.thoreconclusiVelyilthanfconditions:

in theschOot:to leveltir.ofacademic:achievement<', Bnt itist.not:Ineceesary-

to conclude opponents of: .Havighurs t s Position 'argue-; that- the primary.

task of educatori)inv- this regar& is to :teach disadvantaged children the

"values and MOt iVes that...Willi lead to better . learning:, inischoOl; , a

Hay ighurs t Contends .77!
To adopt=: that stance;.- the, argumentlruns ; is:. to ,dismiss

the contention;, advance&increasingly by Black citizens, Americans of Spanish

descent, American Indians, and a growing body of..scholars that most, school.

sys tems today exact a i narrow conformity) to mitid?.et.class values , as the . price .

of success._ It is:not surprising that! most .youngsters:who!hold. different:.

values:.are typically thwarted.: The.. answer:in iv pluralistic ,.society is.. to

develop a pluralistic , educational . enterprise,- not:. to find more . effect ive

of fitting children-to:a Procrustean bed.- Such is--the argument. ,

Many scholarb and Citizens-. go : further, viewing most schools today as

a travesty -upOn eduCation;'even for the'middle-Claas' Youngsters: who- aucceed

the:moat. 'On' the basis..of -long montha -of first-hand -Obervation,

ways

Jackson concludes that _ihe predominant classroom emotion itv boredoin.7 Dan

Lortie charaCterizes teachers as basically. anti-intellectual." Many

researchers lament what theY characterize as a well-nigh pathological pre-

occupation of schoolmen with control devastatingly illustrated in.the

recent film, High SchOol80. Most classrooms, Silbei-man.insists; are mind-

less."81 Goodlad, perhaps theprimary advocate of nongrading, now states

that it along with.a spate of other "innovations" installed with fanfare

in countless schools since.Sputnik,,was,almost always introduced in name.

only. 82
, Nothing- fundamental changed. Even a decade of attempts -by federal

agencies to bribe the public, schools into, introducing basic reforms seems
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to have produced no significant general improvement, Goodlad concludes.

A fourth-pOsture stiggesti" that there are Many cieative educators to
.

be found; their teriden4 oüsoñ the ta "ciiio -genera lY guarare

that they' Will 'riOt 'ride ';i6 'of -'06Wer. 'As' a conseqiieriCe -Of

organizational processes' of selection iand socialization,' key offiCe-holders'

in educricionat, lOCal, state, arid 'Tierhaps -.alien national leVelsare tO6'

hide-bound to encourage =hackneyed programs.

Finally, One' Slay aigue that 'the 'exPeriMentatiOrieeded the 'moat Will

not conie abOut until parents hive freedom- to -"vdte 'With their feet;"

schools thatSeeM 'unresponsive 'to the need's Of 'their ohildien and 'going to

schools that 'seeis More 'adaptable, 'taking 'theii'mOriei; 84 ,11,e

assumptiOn is that parents are the best position to knów what techniques are

working'*With'iheir' Children.
7 1All' cif these fiVe 'rationale's can- be used, in One way or anOther, to

defend asaidiance to nonpUblie sChOoli.- 'But the aid must' be 'eXtended with

care if experimentation is' the' goal:" 'If experimentation' in nonpublic schools
,

is intended as a deviCe'-for impoving jubli achOOli, cOnsideration should

be given to programs' of supPort 'that' include public and 'nonpublic schoOls

within the same framework.': ''In the desigii,fOi the' irOuCher expeiiments that

may be launched by' 'the Office of Economic OppOrtunity In. the 'fall of 101,

for example, public school incosie'will become more visibly affeeted by

changes in' student enrollment, for both' public and nonpublic schOOie will

derive: their support through the Vouctieis:85

If mUch exPerlientittiOn is' deiired, the anticipated' public' aid Should

be sufficientty' liberal to enciige enterpriseit riot ailready i3uusidized

from some other source, and start-up' TnOliey and tiChnical iSiistance may

be advisable:" Allocative diicretion' shoUlL be carefully located to over-

come preaumert Sources Of resistinee' to' change in terms of the' five view-
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points on this question discussed earlier)--in the hands of R and D

centers regional laboratories established educational leaders, maverick

schoolmen, or parents. It may be particularly difficult to ensure that

more influence will be exercised by parents in the light of the hegemony

professional educators have established in recent years. A program of aid

designed to accentuate parental autonomy should make direct or indirect aid

to schools clearly dependent on enrollment should enable parents to switch

schools easily (even if transportation must be provided and admission-ex-

pulsion requirements must be imposed upon schools), should make parents

fully aware of their freedom to move, and should not limit unnecessarily

the variety of schools that may spring up in response to parental preferences.

Furthermore, if the intention of aid is to catalyze experimentation,

wide discretion should be granted regarding the allocation of the funds.

Orthodoxy may be enforced, for example, in terms of time, space, and tra-

ditional curricular pigeon-holes. To mention a few instances of this trend:

State codes usually condition approval and assistance on compliance

with compulsory attendance laws, which in turn mandate school days and years

of minimal length. Far from being supported by evidence, these rigidities

could exclude the best programs for difficult-to-educate children. Common

statutory language has been interpreted, in addition, to disapprove "un-

schoolish" learning, as when pupils are not congregated in classes, when no

recognizable teacher is present, and when the locale is not contained within

similar constraints are at least latent

rigid thinking and mal -interpretation)

86
school walls.- Though this is idiocy,

(in the form of language conducive to

in most programs of aid to nonpublic schools.

One example arisps from attempts to avoid church-state proscriptions

by defining "secular" areas of instruction that the state' may support in,
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sectarian schools. From the constitutional standpoint, perhaps the most

systematic effort of this kind is reflected in the Pennsylvania "purchase

of secular services" statute (now before the Supreme Court of the United

States), the prototype after which bills in many other states have been

modeled. William Ball (the law's chief draftsman) differentiates three

types of formal instruction: (a) "religious subject matter," (b) "value-

related subject matter," and (c) "secular subject matter." Ball argues that

the last of these, "secular subject matter," should be supportable consti-

tutionally. It includes, he says,

those curricular items which no one ordinarily thinks of as
Itreligious" and into which values are not easily, or inevitably
introduced. For example, mathematics, foreign languages, manual
training, physical education, chemistry, geography, spelling,
and physics. Subjects like these admit of isolation into the
It
secular" compartment with relatively little danger that such

value-ties as they do have need be jeopardized. A high school
religion, course, for example, is the proper place meaningogully
to relate mathematics to Catholic philosophy or theology."

On this basis of this rationale, admirable jurisprudentially, Pennsyl-

vania reimburses nonpublic schools for costs incurred in four subject areas

only: mathematics, modern foreign languages, physical science, and physical

education. The danger should be obvious. On the one hand, category-

fixated state officials may disapprove schools whose instruction is not

conventionally packaged ("mathematics," "modern foreign languages," "physi-

cal science," "physical education.")88 On the other hand, schools may dis-

courage idiosyncratic learning for fear of losing essential assistance.

Another example inheres in the seldom-examined assumption that schooling

is in an important sense indivisible. When the state supports the schooling

of a child, normally he must accept either the total package or nothing at

all and must obtain it all in one place (except for "shared time" programs,

discussed later). These requirements inhibit specialization among educational

intrxtrerarrtts',.t?.ve
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agencies and minimize opportunities to match programs to student needs.

They probably discourage some educational ventures altogether by making it

unfeasible for a group to offer some areas of instruction without attempting

them all.

As an alternative, the state could make the fruits of educational taxes

separable, perhaps by allocating stated amounts to stated subject areas and

permitting them to be spent in various places. Thus, a parent might purchase

reading instruction at a storefront academy, mathematics instruction at a

computerized facility maintained by Xerox, fine arts instruction at an art

gallery, and other learning opportunities at the local public school. But

serious inhibitions could inhere in the subject-matter divisions in terms of

which the aid was made divisible, in keeping with considerations raised earlier.

As an approach more conducive to exotic undertakings, govermnent could

permit per-pupil tax funds to be apportioned among learning experiences in

almost any way, no matter how nonconforming, so long as minimal cognitive

(and perhaps effective) objectives were achieved in areas manifestly essential

to the general welfare-a proposal to be discussed at more length in con-

nection with quality mechanisms.

Even more radically, a legislature could allocate to each individual

a stated lifetime sum for learning, abandoning the assumption that various

investments in htnnan capital "belong" within given age brackets. Individuals

could then move easily in and out of the stream of formal instruction, re-

turning to schools and colleges whenever the desire to do so reappeared or

could invest their learning legacy in travel, books, art gallery memberships,

or other unschoolish opportunities.

One modification of these ideas perhaps more feasible, would be to

supply some stated minimal amount or proportion of tax-provided educational
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benefits in "home base" public or nonpublic schools that would be sufficiently

regulated to ensure the acquisition of fundamental skills, but beyond this

to encourage selection from the full range of conventional and unconventional

offerings, at least as a carefully evaluated experiment.88a

"Shared time" (otherwise known as "dual enrollment") arrangements, now

common in the United States, are very limited examples of this "home-base-

plus-components-elesewhere" idea. The underlying asstruption of shared time is

divisibility--that each child is entitled to the beinfits of public educational

expenditures, either in toto (as when he enrolls in a public school) or in

selected parts (as when he takes some subjects in the nonpublic, and others

in the public, school). The most coupon application of the principle is to

permit a few children from a Catholic high school (the "home base") to visit

a nearby public school for instruction in such subjects as science, home

economics, industrial arts, and business education.-purportedly "value free"

subjects that are costly to provide. In some states, not even this guarded

divisibility of tax benefits is permissible, and where it is allowed, it

generally depends on the willingness of local public educators to develop

the necessary arrangements.89 In the interests of needed experimentation,

these meager beginnings should be extended.

Access to sharing arrangements should be granted, as a matter of right,

to convention-defying schools thac could never gain it through local bargaining.

High school dropouts should be permitted to return to tax-supported schools

for limited work when they cannot tolerate instruction in fivehour doses.

Storefront academies should be able to reintroduce students into conventional

schools little by little, a subject or so at a time, whenever that seems

desirable. When a particular agency, public or nonpublic, proves expert in

one area of instruction, students should be allowed to benefit in that area

453-050 0-71-4
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at tax expense without tolerating mediocrity in the rest of the same school's

program. Educational enterprises should be free to specialize without fore-

going a share of the public largesse.

Delhuited freedom to allocate state benefits unconventionally also inr

heres in unconvertible entitlements. These unconvertibles are a shortcoming

of most current shared time, state-funded auxiliary services, and federal

programs for disadvantaged youth in nonpublic schools. Under most shared

time, pupils in nonpublic schools secure certain areas of instruction in

public schools, but since the resources involved in the arrangement (e.g.,

classrooms, equipment, materials, teacher time and skill) are pre-packaged,

like TV dimmers, they cannot serve as grist for experimentation. They relieve

some schools of responsibility in areas where teachers and administrators have

limited interest and competency, enabling them to focus their resources else-

where. But v&ten fiscal emergencies push shared time beyond that point, into

subjects nonpublic educators would prefer to teach themselves, it reduces

the domain in which innovation can occur in nonpublic schools. Progressively

extended, shared time functions as a phase-out technique. Whenever students

are asked to study another subject in the nearby public school, the sphere

of influence of the nonpublic school is minimized accordingly, until eventually

nothing is left.

State-provided auxiliary services and federally funded "poverty pro-

grams" have a similar effect. Umrse still, since the prevailing pattern is

to design these provisions for public schools and offer them (more or less

as an afterthought) to nonpublic schools, the programs in question (particu-

larly the federal series) have often been grossly maladapted to the needs of

children in nonpublic schools." (The update of this study by Norton and

Nsccio contained in Chapter I, Volume It/ of this series, found that this
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is still the case.) Like typical shared time offerings, they come pre-

cooked, for quick use but not reformulation.

With a little imagination and flexibility, these programs of sharing

between public and nonpublic schools could be rendered more conducive to

diversity. Buildings, playgrounds, equipment and services could be provided

in less programmed ways. Children from nonpublic schools could receive in-

struction in public facilities, not only by public instructors, following

conventional curricula, but by nonpublic teachers or technological surrogates,

pursuing farout topics in novel ways. Public teachers could be used for stg-

ments of instruction artfully plugged into exotic frameworks. It might be.

instructive, to see what street academy inventors would do with a language

laboratory or closed-circuit television installation.

6. Are nonpublic schools needed to ensure that educational programs

will be responsive to the differential needs and interests of individuals

and communities?

The- typical resistance of established institutions to change is not the

only reason given for the alleged "massive failure of big-city public schools

to educate disadvantaged -children."91 Schools may fail to meet the differ-

ential leeds of students, parents, and comusnlities because centralized

governance demands too much standardization or because educators are not

motivated to be responsive.

One approach to the problem is to decentralize bigacity school systems)

transferring some decision-making power to a lover level--ideally to indt-

vidual schools. When decentralisation is genuine (often it is not), principals

and teachers are free to fit programs to the neighborhoods they serve. A more

drastic strategy, based on the assumption that principals and teachers will

not otherwise be motivated to adapt programs to comunity needs, is to put
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authority into the hands of the community itself, as represented through

a local school board. If the board has power to hire and fire, teachers

and administrators may bu more inclined to follow the cosmunity's wishes.

Obviously the securiry of schoolman will be jeopardized in the process.

Cittell's studies indicate that "teachers and administrators largely view

con:unity control as a threat to their own status and will not be especially

cooperative.
92

it is net accidental, b3 cite two prominent examples, that

the powers of local boards in New Vtwk City's recent reorganization and in

Chicago's Woodlawn Experimental Schools PrOect are exceedingly vague. The

most recent reputable study of which we are aware concerning the efforts of

Chicago community groups to influence the schools concludes that (a) the

ideology of school administrators is strongly opposed to this "interference"

and (b) the efforts are effective only on those comparatively rare occasions

when the co-existence of skilled comamnity leadership and a volatile issue

permit a systematic, unified action on the part of a major segment of the

community.93 The researcher concludes that the control aisadvantaged com-

mtmities need to exercise to make_the schools responsive to their needs is

unlikely to occur through school decentralization and political action.

In the struggle for control of the schools, the professional educator

has advantages that are frequently overlooked. He generally controls the

flow of information to his board. Many school policy decisions involve highly

technical considerations. Community control is not produced by the mere

creation of a local board and an ostensible delegation of power. At Rough

Rock, Arizona, perhaps the most lauded example of "community control"

nationally, the evidence revealed that, though the locally elected Navaho }

-7 -

school board was legally in control, virtually all important policy decisions

94
were made by the white administrator. Too much risk was involved in
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alienating him, and the board members were ill-equipped to cope wieh his

arguments on most issues.

A. different approach is to initiate a voucher plan. Schools are given

money only to the extent ehat they attract and hold students. Parents who

might otherwise be powerless to influence any school, whether it is de-

centralized, coussunity-controlled, or traditional in structure, can "vote

with their feet," moving eheir children (and more important, the funds for their

children's education) from schools that seem unresponsive and ineffective to

schools that seem to achieve better resulta. At least to the extent (proba-

bly considerable) that parents can gauge the responsiveness of teachers and

administrators to the child's unique problems, the foot-voting procedure may

represent an improvement.

To make highly visible options available to parents may be more critical

than is generally recognized. Not only is it logical to anticipate that pro-

grams will be effective only if they meet the unique needs of the child, but

a sense of powerlessness has repeatedly been linked to alienation. Measures

to give impoverished people control over important decisions affecting them-

selves and their offspring could do much to instill hope and diminish hos-

tility. If parents and children could protest school policies effectively

without breaking windows, boycotting, and rioting, the violence in many big-

city public schools might be defuaed significantly. A number of recent

studies demonstrate a clear linkage between academic performance and the

feeling that one may influence hia own future.

In the light of the fact that schools have repeatedly shown themselves

unresponsive to differential or rapidly chmiging needs, me tend to disagree

with our esteemed colleague John Cheal (see CLapter III) in his conclusion
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that education might be improved if all schools were so closely coordinated

that some state agency could engage in central planning for them all. W4

have already noted evidence of the unwillingness of public schools to adapt

to the needs of several subcultural groups, including particularly the

Amish and the Greeks. There is little evidence that professional educators

foresaw the crisis in the inner cities, and once it was evident, schoolmen

responded lethargically. In Cronin's recent historyof colonial education,

the conclusion is suggested that the disconnected nature of colonial schools

helped make education more adaptable.
95

Governed by a central planning

agency, schoolmen would have served the group currently in pover, neglecting

special intezest groups. Perhaps a brief elucidation will help emphasize

the point:

We may begin in Massachusetts, the Bible Comonwealth, with two of

the best-known dates in educational history." In 1642, the commonwealth

ordered the selectmen in each town to inspect the younger generation regularly

to determine whether it was being properly versed in reading, the doctrines

of Puritanism, and the major laws of the colony. Whenever a youngster's

knowledge seemed neglected, the parents could be fined, as could maEters

to whom children were apprenticed.

As a follow-up in 1647, the famous "Old Deluder Att" was passed, to

counteract the efforts of "the old deluder Satan to keep men from knowledge

of the Scriptures." The act required towns of a certain minimum size (100

households) to furnish instruction in Latin grammar so youth might be

"fitted for the university." The edict had its ups and downs. Enforcement

was uneven and at times the provisions were removed from the statute books.

Nevertheless, the nation's first significant collection of publicli ad-

ministered schools was created, the town schools of Massachusetts, often
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identified as forerunners of tho current public school system.

Though not supported, in the main, from the public purse, ehe town

schools were publicly administered, and as such they reflected faithfully

Ithe purposes of the established theocratic order. ln addition to the Bible,

they titillated the young with such delicacies as JohriCotton's Spiritual,

Milk for Babes Drawn out of the Breasts of Both Testaments and the New

England Primer, often called the tittle Bible of New England. Rather than

lovwersz-metagramVIRM!!***TV:

following the shopping trips of Dick and Jame, the youngsters recited:

Young Obadias
David, Josias
All were pious

Zaccheus he
Did climb the tree
His Lord to see.

Or, when flippancy nceded to be supplanted by sobriety, they chanted:

in the Burying Place may tee
Craves shorter there than 1;
Prom death's arrest no Age is free

Young children too may die. . .

The school's main repertory consisted of the Three Rls. Sometimes a

little arithmetic. History, geography, the wonders of sciencethese were

ummentioned. The classroom WAA the utrkshop of the Lord.

Now all of this pleased the orthodox Puritans, but soon a new spirit

arose in New England, the impulse of the entrepreneur, the merchant...capitalist,

the Yankee shipper. His interests ware secular. Hardheaded, self-reliant,

individualistic, he absorbed himself in practical interests, in pursuits

with a payoff in the present. He began to have an impact upon the laws of

New England and the publicly administered schools, but changes were slow.

His youngster vas not headed for the ministry or the other traditional voca-

tions of the Bible Commonwealth. AA a neophyte in the world of commerce,
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the young man saw little purpose in Latin and Creek and the other ancient

cargo of the grammar school. What be needed was useful and practical

knowledge--knowledgc to cast accounts, compose clear letters, and carry on

business in alien lands and waters--perhaps the rudiments of a language or

two and some principles of business law. Since reform was coming slowly

in the townts grammar schools, private instruction began to flourish.

Private teachers offered tutelage in whatever their clients wanted, so long

as the money could be placed on the barrel-head: arithmetic, vulgar and

decimal; physics; astronomy; surveying; fortifications; gunnery; navigation;

marine law; drawing, "as far as it is useful for a compleat Sea-Artist";

French "by the most efficient method"; music; painting; and even dancing,

which only yesterday the theocrats had condemned as carnal, especially if

executed to lascivious music and by male and female together. To cite one

advertisement from the Boston Ntws letter for March 14-21, 1713:

At the house of Mr. George Brownell in Wings Lane, Boston,

is taught Writing, Cyphering, Dancing, Treble Violin, Flute,

Spinnet, &c. Also English and French Quilting, Imbroidery,

Florishing, Plain Work, Marking in several sorts of Stiches

and several other works, where Scholars may board.

All in the all, the histolians seen agreed, the colonial private school

did good service, filling a void the publicly maintained schools were not at

the time willing to acknowledge. There is little doubt that the example set

by the private school, and by the soon-to-be created private academy, helped

the publicly.maintained schools adapt.

7. Hill encouragement of nuàlic schools tend to impede progress

toward radial _justice?

Since we examine this question at great length in Chapter V, it may

suffice mere114 to record here the conclusions of that effort. The available
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data do not substantiate the frequent charge that nonpublic schools as a

whole in the United States are an obstacle to the achievement of racial

integration. It would be difficult to demonstrate (particularly outside the

South) that public schools as a total group are significantly more integrated

than nonpublic schools as a total group.

"/n some racially integrated communities, nonpublic schools are a vital

instrument for preserving integration. In some predominantly white communities

that resist integration, nonpublic schools help prevent a rapid exodus of

whites and thus keep open the possibility of developing rapprochement between

blacks and whites. Nothing could be worse in this regard than for whites to

continue fleeing from blacks, intensifying the geographic separation of the

races >and polarising more and more the interests of the cities and the suburbs.

In some stable communities where integration is feasible, nonpublic schools

are making strong contributions to that end. For the many disadvantaged

children from whom integration is not feasible, fhe nonpublic schools may

hel.p produce a more adequate quality of education. 2here are also communities,

to doubt, in which nonpublic schools are a net liability in the struggle for

racial justice.

National studies should be launched to provide information concerning

the frequency of these trends. In the meantime, it appears that potential

for using nonpublic schools as an instrument for adhieving racial justice is

considerable. To state that the objective would more readily be reached if

nonpublic schools were curtailed or abolished is obviously naive and in,

defensible.

8. Do nonpublic schools contribute tou or detract from, equality of

educational opportunity?

As has often been noted, the nation has a poor batting average on
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equality of educational opportunity.
97 Hastily designed policies concerning

nonpublic schools could exacerbate the inequities. If nonpublic enrollment

declines accelerate notably and government takes no coupensating steps,

many public schools with inadequate revenue resources may find themAelves

unable to maintain the current level of per-pupil operating expenditure,

and uany uay have difficulty providing additional physical facilities.

Another consequence of a =ajar phase-out of nanpublic schools would be,

almost certainly, the virtually total obliteration of the nonpublic alterna-

tive in locations where the alternative is valued the most. The well-to-do,

living in suburbs with reputable public schools, will have the necessary

money to keep their nonpublic schools open, at least for some years to coue.

Even when the local nonpublic school closes, the rich have other cptions.

If dissatisfied with their public schools, they may lIKAte to more expensive

residential areas as a way of obtaining educational Eervices financed at a

higher level (since there is a marked tendency for public education to be

more adequately funded in yealthier communities), or uay send their young

(at considerable cost) to nonpublic boarding schools at a distance. The

poor, living in central cities with public schools that are castigated by

practically everyone, will find alternatives less accessible than ever.

This is hardly equality.

Recent actions of the Detroit Archdiocese, discussed in Chapter III

of Volume III of this series, exemplify the efforts many Catholic diocesan

officials have made to keep Catholic schools in the inner city from closing.

According to evidence mentioned earlier, these schools may uake vital contri-

butions to equality of opportunity. Often they have sizable numbers of

nonfCatholic patrons and are bereft of any significant religious Emphasis.

/f government shows no interest in helping, it seems unrealistic to expect
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the church to continue these emergency efforts indefinitely, especially in

the light of the opposition of many suburban Catholics to such "diversions"

of denominational funds.

As Economist Milton Friedman points out, the poor are particularly

disadvantaged in education as compared with other areas of life.
98

AY

sacrificing other advantages, a low-income family may often save enough money

to buy the same automobile as a family in a high-income suburb. Similar

possibilities apply to clothing, furniture, books, and many other goods and

services. But a low-income family willing to extend itself to obtain superior

instruction is frustrated in two particulars: both nonpublic schools and

well-financed public schools are inaccessible geographically, and the parti-

cularly impoverished, who most need access to superior educational programs,

find more and more that the occasional nonpublic school within distance is

out of sight financially, since in most cases tuition fees are rising.

In a related vein, we must attach some danger signs to carelessly de-

signed aid to nonpublic schools. If, through equal-value vouchers or some

similar mechanism, fairly sizable funds were put into the hands of parents,

the rich and the poor could easily sort themselves out into different insti-

tutions, liberally funded in the case of the rich and conservatively funded

in the case of the poor. It would be even easier then than at present for

the well-to-do to ensure many educational advantages for their children that

the impoverished could not obtain. Currently, a family whose income rises

can usually gain corresponding educational advantages only by moving to a

more costly neighborhood--an onerous and expensive step inmost cases--or

by incurring the entire burden of tuitions and incidental fees in a non-

public school deemed academically superior. Under a well financed scheme

of flat-grant vouchers, the family could move to the expensive nonpublic
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schnol by paying only the difference between the voucher value and the school's

total fees. The "threshold costs" would be considerably reduced.

If Peter Drucker is correct in his prediction that the clamor for

superior educational services will vastly increase in the future, there is

serious likelihood that monied parents would use their superior purchasing

power increasingly to this end.
99

The poor, with little available money to

add to the vouchers, could not afford entree to schools financed at the higher

levels. Many families would have no alternative to institutions whose public

funds (from the vouchers or through same other mechanism) would be supplemented

not at all through private .investment. The institutions attended by the poor

would thus always be outbid by institutions attended by the rich in the compe-

tition for personnel with the highest qualifications, to say nothing ofdiffer-

ences in facilities and instructional materials.

An attempt could be made to counteract these tendencies by supporting

public schools at a very high level. Even if that tactic is assumed (rather

dubiously) to be politically feasible once the affluent and powerful have

deserted public education, it is often argued that the "dumping ground" image

conld be devastating to the impoverished child's self-esteem. Sensing he

was relegated to i institution almost no one would patronize by choice, his

sense of defeat might be dangerously reinforced. There is considerable evi-

dence, moreover, that disadvantaged children learn best when their classes

contain children tommiddle-class homes. Children from privileged homes,

may exemplify attitudes and behaviors that are functional in most schools.

Teachers may expect more from and lAttempt more with classes that contain ,

at least a few students who learn/quickly.

We cannot be sure, however, to what extent these dire predictions are.
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warranted. As Coons, Clune, and Sugarman point out, "even those rich for

whom the costs of private education are relatively insignificant have, for

the most part, chosen public education," particularly outside Kew England

and the South.10° Families of middle-range wealth, these authors argue,

are unlikely "for reasons of habit, political morality, and self-interest"

to ccnsider nonpublic schools seriously. They, along with the poor, may

create "an irreducible consensus" for widely patronized, well-supparted

public schools. According to Vervoort (Chapter III), public schools in

Holland did not become "dumping grounds" when equal aid was given to non-

t public schools.

The danger, however, is serious enough to warrant attention. Govern-

ment might wish to limit the freedom of state-supported schools to skim off

the best students from whatever pool they tap, leaving the alienated and

slow-to-learn in public school dumping grounds. Any aid program launched

should probably be examined while in action for consequences of this type.

Early revisions might prove necessary.

/ 9. Can aid be given to nonpublic schools in such a way as to ensure

1

, AELesuitable distribution of the burden of financing education?

1

In accepting nonpublic schools as an alternative to public schools

under compulsory education laws, the legislatures and courts have declared,

explicitly or implicitly, that socially necessary education (the education

, the state is entitled to demand) is provided in both public and nonpublic

schools. With this difficult-to-escape premise in view, it has frequently0

been asserted that current money-raising methods for public and nonpublic

schools are unfair. Let us assune for the moment that the state has worked

out an equitable arrangement for distributing the burden of financing
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socially necessary education, so long as all students are in public schools.

Let us further simplify disrtusaion by assumdng that there are exactly 400

families in the Smiths' comaunity, each with one child in the local public

elemencary school, that socially necessary education costs exactly $800 per

year for each pupil (boch in public and in nonpublic schools), that the

public schools are financed entirely at the local level, and that the um-

public schools are financed through tuition fees. Let us ignore economies

of scaie and the marginality of same costs. Though distorting our figures

somewhat, these simplifications will not alter the principle we seek to

illuminate.

Under the conditions we have specified, when the Smiths transfer their

child to the nonpublic school, the total cost of providing socially necessary

schooling to children km the local public school drops by $800, or $2 per

family, but the Smiths now must assume an additional burden of $800, the cost

of providing their child with socially necessary schooling in the nonpublic

school.

To provide socially necessary schooling to the children in the com-

munity, 399 families now shoulder an annual burden of $798 each, but the

Smiths must pay $1598, more than twice as much. If it were known that the

Smiths had transferred their child because of profound religious conviction

or some other sincere, deep-seated commitment to his welfare, the community

might want to do what it could, within constraints imposed by general welfare

con$iderations, to lessen the price the Smiths were required to pay for their

convictions. This issue was discussed at length earlier.

Equity in the distribution of fiscal burdens for socially necessary

education could also be sacrificed if the per-pupil state support foi non-

public schools exceeded per-pupil state aid for public schools by a
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significant 4MOVOCIt. Under theme conditions, some communities could, by

transferring virtually all students from public to nonpublic school3 shift

to the state (and thus to the totality of taxpayers in thc state) a higher

proportion of the costs of socially necessary education in their locality.

Communities that mulntained a strong commitment to public schools would be

saddled with an unfair proportion of the state-wide burden (assuming other

factors affecting the distribution of burdens _lid not counteract this

tendency).

(For'a further discussion of the equitable distribution of the burden

of financing education, see Daniere's treatment in Chapter VI, Part 14, of

this volume.)

10. Does the existence of nonpublic schools curtail the effl.pLuncy of

r

the total enterprise by requiring costly duplication of programs or in other

[
H2/1?

I.

Properly understood, efficiency concerns the relationship between costs

and benefits. A concern for efficiency embraces this entire chapter, for we

have been considering, in effect, which public policies are likely to create

the most favorable balance between values foregone (costs) and values gained

(benefits). This entire report represents an attempt to identify the im-

portant costs and benefits and to predict, at least tentatively, the factors

that will affect the balance between them.

At this point, however, we must focus primarily on fiscal comuonents

of the cost-benefit equation. At one level, we may consider analyses by

Schultz and other economists, indicating that the nation's investment in

"human capital" (produced in major measure through education) is probably

inadequate.
101 It would probably be more efficient, in other words, to devote
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significantly more propoctianately of tha nation's total wealth to the

provision of educational services. The problem, well explicated by Galbraith

and others, is that public taxing mechanisms in our culture have prlven ex-

tremely sluggish. When consumer demand increases for some service provided

in the private sector of the economy, the market responds rather well.

Money flaws rather quickly to the institutions that provide the service.

But when demand increases for a service provided in the public sector, taxa-

tion mechanisms, controlled through the political system rather than the

market, are notoriously slaw to respond. The additional money that families

would be willing to invest in their children's schooling cannot readily be

introduced into the system. To cite a hypothetical example:

John Q. Axelrod, a would-be physician turned successful truck driver,

wants to realize his thwarted dream through his son, now thirteen years old.

The boy works hard, but his academic performance is only average. His school

maintains mediocre programs at a per-pupil expenditure of $600 a year.

Axelrod attempts, as his income improves, to obtain a better education for

his boy. A reputable independent school nearby charges a yearly tuition of

$900, just $300 more than the public school's expenditure level. If given

a $600 voucher from the public coffer, Axelrod could supplement the voucher

with $300 of his own and enroll the youngster in the independent school.

At the same time, he and his fellow patrons of nonpublic schools would

probably be more willing than at present to encourage higher tax levies for

education, for they would

tions, Axelrod is blocked

additional $300 per year

in his bank account or is

analogous situations, the

share in the benefits. But under current condi-

by the threshold costs discussed earlier. The

that he would willingly invest in education stays

used for another purpose. If many parents are in

nation s schools are being denied millions of

MIONOM
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dollars in potential revenue, while familios are deprived of the educational

improvements they crave and are willing to support.

Once well established, the tendency of parents to finance education

at increasingly higher levels under a voucher plan might be reinforced by

the "demonstration effect." Assunm that Smith and Jones are next-door

neighbors, each with a six-year-old in the nearby Lincoln School. Both

children have trouble learning to read. For an additional $100 a year, Smith

transfers his child to the Washington School, not far away, which is much

like Lincoln in most respects, but employs one of the most skilled reading

teachers in the area. Almost immediately the child's reading improves.

Jones could hardly live with himself if he denied his youngster the same

opportunity for less than the price of a Brooks Brothers suit. Under current

conditions, neither Smith nor Jones could secure this educational improvement

for individual outlays of only $100 a year.

But even at present, revenue levels for education may be higher than if

nonpublic schools did not exist, contrary to a common assumption. What lay-

men generally forget is that a mixed public-private system lets funds flow

into education more readily, in response to parental demand, than does an

exclusively public system. The often-emphasized resistance of nonpublic

patrons to increased taxation for public schools is probably an important

phenomenon, but it seems more than counteracted by the fact that the children

of these petrons are educated largely at private, rather than public, ex-

pense. The implication of the sketchy'research available on this topic is

that levels of per-pupil.support in public education is higher, not lower,

in areas where larger proportions of school-age children are enrolled in

nonpublic schools.1°2 (See Appendix C for a more extensive discussion of

this topic.)

453-050 0-71-5
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As a closely reined consideration, it must be,recognized that public

revenue mechanisms at state and local levels are drastically overburdened

at present. If government could facilitate the flow of private investment

into education, not only might the schools be financed at a level more

rationally related to the public weal, but the proportionate burden upon

taxation systems might be minimized.

If a major purpose of aid to nonpublic schools were that of minimizing

the proportion of educational support provided through taxation, or at least

of inhibiting the tendency for education to be financed more and more ex-

clusively from the public coffers, the principle of fractionality
103

seems

essential: fiscal relief provided by the state to nonpublic schools or

their patrons or pupils must never surpass same stated proportion of per-

pupil expenditures in public or nonpublic schools. One approach to fraction-

ality would be to extend flat grants (uniform amounts per pupil, teacher, or

classroom unit) to nonpublic schools or their patrons or pupils on the under-

standing that the aid, though perhaps increased from time to'time, would

never exceed some agreed-upon proportion of actual costs in public or non-

public schools.

If the principle of fractionality were written explicitly into the law,

incentive grants would be created--the grants would depend upon specified

levels of private investment. Unless some minimal level of private invest-

ment were maintained, the state aid would be discontinued. To overcome the

tendency toward uneerinvestment in education, incentive grants could be de-

signed, not merely to maintain, but also to increase, the flow of private

investment. The amount of state aid could be made proportionate to the amount

of private investment provided by the parent or maintained by the school. If

the aid were considerable, it should attract considerably larger infusions of
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private money into education.

A. another aspect of efficiency, aid which induced A sizable pro-

portion of the student population to shift from public to nonpublic schools

could involve serious social costs, such as reduced economies of scale

(through costly duplication of programs and the creation of too many small

school units), social divisiveness, and inequalities of opportunity. To the

extent that these outcomes are probable, it would appear that the aid should

be withheld or that patrons of nonpublic schools should be required to

shoulder more ehan their proportionate share of the burden of providing

socially necessary education--as a way of compensating the state for the ad-

ditional costs. Assistance plans could provide strong incentives for patrons
1

1

Iof nonpublic schools to encourage liberal levels of tax support for public

ischools. In addition, the "surcharge" attached to patronizing a nonpublic

1

school through stringent application of the principle of fractionality could

be kept high enough to ensure that the majority of students would continue

to attend public schools. These measures appear necessary so long as a strong,

numerically dominant public school system is regarded as a sine qua non of a

democratic society. But if the values customarily attributed to public edu-

cation can be achieved as well or better through a system with a major private

component, such safeguards may be superfluous.

As we pointed out earlier, the available evidence suggests that large

size in education may produce diseconomies more often than economies. Even

if it did not, economies of scale are not at stake in the current context.

A more common consequence of an enrollment shift from public to nonpublic

schools occasioned by levels of government assistance within the imaginable

realm of political feasibility would be to relieve overcrowded, often tension-

ridden public schools of a well-nigh intolerable burden. It is in the
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crowded, harrassed Inner-city that nenpublic schools most often represent

a highly valued option to parentsu

Economy could be sacrificed if state funds allocated to nonpublic

schools cventuated in an inferior educational output. When inputs into

the bulk of nonpublic schools are assessed by customary standards, they

often look inadequate. Even when the value of contributed services is

considered, nonpublic schools appear to be operating at considerably lower

levels of per-pupil expenditure than is common in public schools. Yet the

more studies of comparative student achievement control for hmportant

factors, the more public schools and predominating groups of nonpublic

schools look similar. Are nonpublic schools utilizing subtle "production

methods" not generally found in public education? If not, how can we ex-

plain the apparently aomparable outputs in the light of the incomparable in-

puts? Does the explanation perhaps lie in the tendency of nonpublic schools

to be responsive to the differential needs and interests of students, parents,

and communities? There is probably no area of education more worthy of re-

search than this.

To illustrate the question of efficiency in more concrete terms: Would

government (assuming the way were clear constitutionally) obtain guperior

results per dollar if, instead of investing virtually all its educational

funds in public schools, it fostered a few more inner-city Catholic or

Luthenan schools? Or a Zew more street academies for dropouts at perhaps

$600 a year? Would a million or two be well invested in experiments spawned

by groups With ideas most established schools are incapable of imagining,

far less trying? Do the dying dozens of Catholic schools represent anything

it would pay the public to salvage? Does the current crisis itself embody

anything priceless, worth redeeming,.perhaps through more daring methods
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than any law-making body has adopted thus far?

111. What measures of direct or indirect su..ort for non u lic schools

are constitutionally and politically feasible?

Since it is not part of our assigned task to explore questions of

constitutional and political feasibility, we will merely note that these

are vital considerations. One major danger is that rationally designed

policies for nonpublic schools will become grossly irrational through amend-

ments introduced by the political trade-offs that are typically required to

get a measure passed. As we noted at one point in the chapter, clauses that

make much jurisprudential sense can turn out to be harmful educationally.

We terminate, then, precisely where we began, by pointing out that a complex

matrix of dilemmas must be weighed in any adequate assessment of public

policy for nonpublic schools. Finally, resolutions reached for the many

cells of the matrix must be molded into a coherent legal and administrative

framework.
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CHAPTER II

THE CASE FOR EDUCATIONAL PLURALISM: PART II:
EDUCATIONAL VOUCHERS AND CONTEMPORARY VALUES

by

John A. Rohr

The Supreme Court has always presented a problem for Americans. How can a

democratic polity justify a governing body whose members are appointed instead

f elected and hold office for life? This anomaly has been discussed from the

days of the Federalist Papers to the 1-Iaynsworth-Carswel1 nominations.

The most common justification of the Court's power rests on a distinction

between law and politics. Congress and the President represent the 'political"

branches of American government. It is appropriate that these branches are

rooted in popular support. The courts, however, deal with technical questions

of law wherein popular judgment is both incompetent and irrelevant. So the

argument goes. The politics-law dichotomy is similar to the politics-administration

dichotomy of the Civil Service Reformers and the dichotomy of spiritual and

temporal power of an earlier day. Such dichotomies are always illusory. Human

affairs are too complex to be neatly packaged in boxes marked "law," "politics,"

and "administration."

Well over a century ago DeTocqueville commented on the American tendency to

reduce massive political issues to legal questions. Subsequent events confirmed

his observation. The Dred Scott case was an attempt to impose a legal solution

on the burning political issue of the day--slavery in the territories. Throughout

the Vietnam War numerous attempts have been made to get the Supreme Court to

declare the war unconstitutional. This American tendency re-inforces the inherent
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ambiguity in any attempt to distinguish law and politics.

Ambiguity, however, is no solution to the problem of how Americans justify

such a notoriously non-democratic institution as the Supreme Court. A light-

hearted cynicism has been one response. "Mr. Dooley" once remarked that he did

not know if the Constitution followed the flag but he did know that the Supreme

Court followed the election returns. The rise of judicial realism led to a

debunking of the Court's role. Prominent scholars warned that Americans had

better soon realize that Supreme Court decisions were not "babies brought by

constitutional storks." Still others insisted that the most fruitful way to study

the Court was to look upon it as a government agency in which the bureaucrats

wear robes.

Despite such cynicism serious attempts have been made to examile the theoretical

foundations of the Court's role in the American political process. How does the

Court immerse itself in this process without surrendering its distinctive role as

a court? Ralph Lerner has suggested that we look upon the Court as a "republican

schoolmaster" that reminds the nations of its fundamental values. He shcws how

effectively (and at times excessively) the first Justices of the Supreme Court

fulfilled this role in their charges to the grand juries while they "role circuit.

Alexander Meikeljohn develops a similar point. The court must be a teacher"an

accredited interpreter to us of our own intentions." If the Socratic admonition

to "know thyself" is the highest Wisdom -"it is to our highest court
.

that we must

turn when we seek for wisdom concerning, our relations _to One another and to the

government which. . we haVe established ind maintained."2

In this report I will discuss educational vouchers in the light of recent

Supreme Court,.decisions .Following. the -lead, of Lerner arid' .Meikeljohn, I. will took
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upon the Court as a teacher rather than a decision-maker, In its latter capacity

the Court is constrained by the ',case or controversy brought before it, but as

a teacher it can offer a broader vision of our society and remind us of the

fundamental values that hold us together as a people. In relying on the Court

as "republican schoolmaster," I will discuss vouchers in policy terms rather

than in terms of constitutional mandate. :The method will be to look at the Court's

interpretation of certain sections of the Constitution to see what underlying

political values it is trying to uphold. We can ther) measure the wisdom of

Congress' encouraging the states to adopt a voucher system in the light of these

values. Thus, while the emphasis of this report is on Supreme Court decision, it

is not the Court commanding or forbidding that' is emphasized but rather the

Court inviting the citizenry to share its vision of our salient contemporary values.

. Cracks in the "wall of separation."

The most common position articulated by opponents of government aid to

parochial' schools is that the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment forbids

it. If this is the case, there is, of course, no point in rehearsing the

desirabilitY of such aid. If the Constitution prohibits government aid to

parochial schools, Congress can no more approve such aid than it could pass an

ex post facto law or, a bill of attainder. The issue of course, has never been

so clear cut. It has always been a question of constitutional interpretation

rather than an explicit prohibition.

In Everson v. Board of Education
3 the Supreme Court held that the Establishment

clause erected a high wall of separation between Church and State. This interpre-

The decision itself contained the seeds

Y.v
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of its own destruction by accepting the "child benefit" theory. This theory

holds that the constitutional prohibition on government aid to religious institutions 4

does not preclude aid to the children attending the religious institutions. For

all its talk of high walls and separation, the Everson courtrevertheless upheld

the constitutionality of a New Jersey busing law which authorized transporting

parochial school children at state expense. In dissenting, Mr. Justice Jackson

said the Court's decision reminded him of Lord Byron's Julia who "whispering,

'I'll ne'er consent,' consented."

The child benefit theory has provided a principled response to those who

would elevate the American tradition of separation of Church and State to an

absolute doctrine. Parochial school children have benefited from government

sponsored programs involving busing, free lunches, textbooks, health care and

audio-visual materials. In Allen v. Board of Education, 4 however, the Court

went beyond the child benefit theory in finding ways to penetrate the "wall of

separation." The case involved a New York statute zequiring public school

authorities to lend textbooks free of charge to all students in grades seven

through twelve--parochial school children included. The Supreme Court upheld

the statute not only on child benefit grounds but also because of the "secular

education" provided in parochial schools. The Court distinguished two goals in

the parochial school system--religious instruction and secular education. The

second goal is a fitting object of government concern, regulation, and subsidy.

In other words, in Allen the Supreme Court suggested the possibility that aid

to religious schools (not just the children in the schools) is constitutionally

permissible insofar as those schools concern themselves with secular ends.
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This suggestion was developed explicitly in Walz v. Tax Commissioners of

New York .1.11:,5 which raised the question of the constitutionality of tax

exemptions for Church property. Walz is particularly interesting because it

involved houses of worship rather than schools. The secular character of churches

is less obvious than that of schools with religious affiliations. Nevertheless,

the Court found that churches along with "hospitals, libraries, playgrounds,

scientific, professional, historical and patriotic groups" are "beneficial and

stabilizing influences in community life" whose contribution to the public

interest amply Justified the tax exemption they received.

In permitting government to confer financial benefits on religious institutions

for their contribution to the public interest, the Court was able to acknowledge

a defect in the child benefit theory that "strict separationists" had complained

about for years. In aiding children who attend religious schools the state

obviously aids the religious schools as well. Chief Justice Burger frankly

acknowledged that this was the case but this admission was not fatal for the

tax exemption. By distinguishing the religious and secular gcals of church-

related institutions (schools in Allen and houses of worship in Walz), the

Court was able to uphold the exemption without denying that it was a form of

financial assistance to a religious organization. Indeed, one might say that in

Walz the Court dismantled the wall erected in Everson. After admitting that

there was "considerable internal inconsistency in the opinions of the Court"

in Church-State questions, the Chief Justice offered a fresh approach:

The cause of constitutional neutrality in this area
cannot be an absolutely straieat line; rigidity could
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well defeat the basic purpose of these provisions
Establishment and Free Exercise clauses , which

is to insure that no religion be sponsored or
favored, none commanded, and none inhibited. The
general principle deducible from the First Anendment
and all that has been said by the Court is this:
that we will not tolerate either governmentally
established religion or governmental interference with
religion. Sfiort of those expressly proscribed
governmental acts there is room for plwin the joints
productive of a benevolent neutrality which will permit
religious exercise to exist without sponsorship and
without interference. 6

This statement of the Chief Justice liberates the voucher question from

constitutional rigidities. The Establishment clause forbids government

"sponsorship" of religion and the Free Exercise clause forbids government

"interference" with religion. Otheruise there is room for play in the joints

productive of a benevolent neutrality. In other words educational vouchers can

be discussed on their merits. The Allen and Walz cases would seem to make it

untenable to say any longer that one would be favorably disposed to educational

vouchers if only the constitution would permit it. Allen and Walz have the

merit of substituting desirability for constitutionality as the central issue

in the debate over educational vouchers.

2. Fundamental Rightsno payments required.

The equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendmeat has been the

vehicle for the Supreme Court's attempt to bring about what one canmentator has

called an "egalitarian revolution. '7 ,This was seen most clearly in the reappor-

tionment cases, where the Court applied its principle/of "one-man, one vote" with

breath-taking consistency. So relentless was the Court in following this principle

that sOme critics maintataed it-yielded to a sterile dogmatism that relied upon
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slogans as a substitute for thought. Regardless of the merits of the Court's

decisions, there can be no doubt that equality is a-salient political value in

the eyes of most Supreme Court Justices.

Racial justice has been another area in which the Court has applied the

[equal protection clause with remarkable vigor. The prohibition on racial

/

segregation in public schools !Ls, of course, well-known to all. But the Court

Alas not rested with an affirmation of a merely formal equality--i.e. an equality

in Ndaich black students could choose to go to school with whites. There has been

considerable judicial concern with the effectiveness of the constitution mandate

to desegregate school districts where de lure segregation existed prior to 1954.

Green v. County School Board provides a graphic example of this condern with

results. 8 In Kent County, Virginia, there are two public high schools which

draw students from all over the country.- The students select the school they will

attend under a "freedom of choice" plan. Every white child in the county chose

1 to attend New Kent high school and eighty-five per cent of the black children

I

1

chose the Watkins School, which.had been "the Negro school" before 1954.

The Supreme Court ruled that Kent County's "freedom of choice" plan, though.

Inot unconstitutional per- se, was unconstitutional as applied because its result

was to render almost meaningless the constitutional mandate to desegregate. The

decision is significant for the purposes of this report because it shows that the

Court is willing to go beyond mere formalities'in upholding constitutional rights.

Theoretically, every black child was as free as-every white child-in choosing what

school'he woUld attend. . In reality hoWever the blacks were almost as unlikelY

.....[...,......

i
I

1
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to attend an integrated school under "freedom of choice" as they had been under

de jure segregation. Hence, the Court required that the School Board adopt a

new method of assigning pupils.

A third area in which the Court has been concerned with equal protection

of the laws is that of poverty. There has been considerable judicial concern

that "fundamental" rights should not be restricted to the wealthy. In Harper

v. Board of Elections9 Virgints's poll tax was declared unconstitutional because

it was based on an "invidious" discrimination between rich and poor. The right

to participate in the political process cannot be made a function of wealth.

Criminal procedure is another area in which the Court has been vigilant in protecting

the rights of the poor under the equal protection clause. In Griffin v. Illinois10

the Court held that an indigent defendant could not be denied a full appellate

review of his conviction simply because he could not afford to pay for a

transcript of his trial. In Douglas v. Californian the same principles were

applied to void California's practice of denying counsel to indigents at certain

steps in the appellate process. The right to travel is another "fundamental"

right which cannot be compromised by state action that discriminates agains:: the

poor. In Shapiro v. Thompson1 2 the Supreme Court struck down a Connecticut

statute requiring one year's residency for welfare recipients. The Court held

that the statute was unconstitutional because Connecticut failed to show a

compelling state interest" in detering indigents from exercising their right to

travel and reside within the state's borders.

,
In decicting these and similar-cases the Supreme Court has uttered some strong

words upholding the principle that a citizen' poverty should not force him to
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forego his constitutional rights. In Griffin, for example, the Court said:

Such a denial is a misfit in a country dedicated to

affording equal justice to all and special prtvilege to

none in the administration of its criminal law. There

can be no equal justice where the kind of a trial a man

gets depends on the amount of money he has. Destitute
defendants must be afforded as adequate appellate review
as defendants who have money enough to buy transcripts.13

In Roberts v. LaVallee the Court reaffirmed the Griffin doctrine:

Our decisions for more than a decade now have made it
clear that differences in access to the instruments
needed to vindicate legal rights, when based upon the
financial situatiyg of the defendant, are repugnant to
the constitution.

In McDonald v. Board of Election Commissioners, the Court gave an insight

into the sort of test it would apply in determing whether or not the eqmal

protection clause had been violated:

A careful examination on our part is especially warranted
where lines are drawn on the basis of wealth or race, . . .

two f'ctors which would independently render a classification

high), suspect and thereby demand a more exacting judicial

scrutiny.15

By "a more exacting judicial scrutiny" the Court refers to the type of

test a state'will have to pass to justify classifying citizens on the basis of

wealth or race. Since such classification are "invidious" or "suspect,' the

state will have to show a campelling interest in making such classifications.

Classifications of citizens according to other norms--e.g. age, height, health,

blood type, academic achievement, previous military service, etc.--can be

justified by showing only, a "reasonable relation" between the classification and

its purpose. For example, if a state provided that only those students who

-finished in the upper.half of their high school graduating .class couldattend a:

rftiostWor&fr.'7,11
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certain prestigious state university, its policy could be defended by merely

showing a "reasonable relation" between the classification according to academic

performance and its purposethe academic excellence of a particular state

university. But if the university were open only to children coming from

families with an annual income of over $20,000, the state would have to show

a campelling interest because of the suspect character of classifications

according to wealth.

In Dandridge v. Williams16 Mfr. Justice Stewart developed the notion of

"more exacting judicial scrutiny" when he maintained that the Court would apply

the compelling state interest test to cases involving a classification "infected

with a racially discriminatory purpose or effect" or one which interferes with

a "constitutionally protected freedom." Where other rights are concerned the

state would be held only to the reasonable relation test. In combining

Dandridge and McDonald, then, it seems that there are two types of situations

in which the Court will demand that a state show a compelling intereC: to

justify its policies under the fourteenth amendment: (1) if the classification

is "suspect"--i.e. race of wealth or (2) if the right involved is "fundamental"--

i.e. racial discrimination or a constitutionally protected freedom.

At this point the reader may wonder whatever happened to educational vouchers

and nonpublic schools. Perhaps a brief review is in order. We have seen (1) that

the Court is deeply committed to equality as a political value in American life,

(2) that this cammittment is not satisfied by an assurance of merely formal

equality wherein students have a "freedom of choice" that ac-ually retains

segregationist patterns, (3) that the state must show a "campelling state interest"



when it abridges constitutionally protected freedoms and (4) that it must

pass a similar test when it classifies citizens according to the "sUspect"

category of wealth.

point out that in attending such a school he is using the constitutionally

In applying these principles to the parochial school student we need only

protected right of the free exercise of religion. To the extent that the state

does not aid him in pursuing this education, it places a price tag on the exercise

of this constitutionally protected right. If he is poor, therefore, his right

to the free exercise of religion is a mere formality. He cannot exercise this

right because he is poor.

In presenting this argument I do not wish to draw the conclusion that the

states have a constitutional obligation to support parochial schools. Hy

intention is rather to shift the burden of proof in the debate over aid to

parochial schools from the proponents of such aid to their adversaries. It

seems reasonable to suggest that proponents of such aid should demand that the

several,states show a compelling reason for withholding it. Since this report

deals with federal aid to parochial schools, it would seem altogether appropriate

for Congress to enact legislation creating financial incentives for the states

to support parochial schools. Similar laws have been enacted to cover a wide

range of policies from highway construction to pollution control. In creating

such incentives Congress would be acting in a manner consistent with (if not

required by) the Supreme Court's concern that the exercise of constitutionally

protected freedoms should not be conditioned upon one's financial status.
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requiring public officials to take an oath that they believed in God. The

statute was voided not only as an Establishnent of religion but also as a

violation of the free exercise of an atheist's "religion." The Court held that

for constitutional purposes atheism should be considered a religion and, as

such, entitled to the protection guaranteed to those of a more conventional

persuasion.

A similar line of reasoning appeared in two cases involving conscientious

objectors. The Selective Service Act restricts the privilege of conscientious

objection to men who "by reason of religious training and belief are conscientiously

opposed to participation in war in any form." In U.S. v. Seeger18 the government

contended that the defendant did not qualify for the exemption because he did

not base his objection to war on religious grounds. Once again, the Court showed

itself eager to uphold the religious character of Seeger's profound but unusual

views. His beliefs were religious because they occupied in his life "a place

parallel to that filled by the God of those admittedly qualifying for the

exemption." In U.S. v. Welsh the Court went even farther and defined as

religious any "deeply held belief."19./
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3. Encouraging religious diversity:

The Lurden of the previous section was to demonstrate the appropriateness

of'dongressional incentives to the states to support parochial schools. In

this section I shall appeal to recent Supreme Court decisions to show that a

voucher system is the form of aid most congruent with the values upheld in

these decisions.

In Torcase v. Watkins 17
the Supreme Court struck down a Maryland statute
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One of the underlying principles in these cases is the Court's concern

that the constitution's guarantee of the free exercise of religion should

not be restricted to adherents of the major religious communities. Precisely

because of their size and influence they are less likely to be the objects of

harassment than those of less conventional beliefs. It is no accident the

Jehovah Witnesses' cases have undoubtedly contributed more to the literature

on the free exercise clause than the legal difficulties of any other religious

group. The Witnesses are an aggressive religious community with teachings that

are not always flattering to those of other persuasions. It is "insulated

minorities," like the Witnesses, that stand in special need of the Court's

protection. The larger Churches are usually quite equal to defending their

interests through the ordinary political process.

It is the Court's sensitivity to the religious needs of the unorthodox

that makes the voucher system a particularly attractive way of aiding nonpublic

schools. At present only rather large and well-organized religious communities

are in a position to maintain their own schools. If financial aid were given

to existing schools there would be a danger of favoring Roman Catholics, Lutherans,

Greek Orthodox and Jews. A "genuine" voucher system, however, would put the

money in the hands of parents--atheist parents, black militant parents, Jehovah

Witness parents as well as Catholic, Lutheran and Jewish parents. Such parents

could pool their resources to start their own school if they desire. They would

not need the massive organizational structure that has enabled the more conventional

churches to develop their schools in the past. As long as they met the educational

requirements established by the state, they could have a school with genuine

II community control."
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4. No racial discrimination.

A final consideration in this discussion is the question of whether a

voucher system would re-inforce patterns of racial segregation. If so, its value

as public policy would be dubious in the extreme. A government policy fostering 4

racial segregation vmuld be drastically at odds with the Court's massive efforts

over the past seventeen years to achieve a racially integrated society. There

cam be no doubt that racial integration is a major--if not the major--goal in

the Court's vision of American society.

If Congree should offer the states financial incentives to develop voucher

programs, certain precautions would have to be taken'to guard againstracial

discrimination. Private schools that refused admission on racial grounds

would have to be dropped from the program. Special care would have to be taken

agains indirect forms of racial segregation. Relatively few blacks for example,

are Catholics, Lutherans, or Jews. It would not do for schools sponsored by

these groups to say their schools are open only to their co-religionists and

thereby exclude nearly all black applicants. To participate in a voUcher

system such schools znight be permitted to admit only fifty per cent of their

enrollment on religious grounds. Applicants could then be selected by lottery.

This would mean that 'members of racial or religious minority groups interested in

attending a Catholic school, for example, could not' be systematically discriminated

against. By permitting the administration to restrict one-half o.2 its enrollment

to Catholics, however, the:Catholic character of the institution would be safe-

guarded. Among the fifty ne.t. cent'admitted by lottery there would surely be some

Catholics. Their presence plus the fifty per cent admitted .precisely as Catholics
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would mean the school would be predominantly but not exclusively Catholic.

Members of racial minorities would have had as fair a chance as any othei: group

in competing for one-half the seats in the school. Nonpublic schools refusing

to accept these conditions would be excluded from the voucher system.
20

Conclusion:

At this point a recapitulation of the argument presented in the previous

four sections may be in order. The first step was to liberate the argument

from Che shackles of constitutional restraint by showing that recent Supreme

Court interpretations of the Establishment clause have considerably modified

the doctrinaire rigidities associated with "the hiah wall of separation."

The voucher question can be discussed in terms of policy rather than in terms

of constitutional absolutes. In the second section we saw the Court's vigi ance

against state action that discriminates against the poor in areas of

tionality protected freedoms. Since the right to attend a parochial

conFatu-

1 is

safeguarded by the free exercise clause of the First Amendment, the

7

ailure of

the several states to provide financial support for children attenii/ng such

schools is seemingly at odds with values championed in recent wreme Court

decisions. The purpose of this step in the argument was to sh ft the burden of

proof from the proponents of aid to parochial schools to the r adversaires.

In section three we argued that a voucher system was a par icularly appropriate

means of aiding children attending parochial schools . e reason for thie

appropriateness was the high priority placed by the Sypreme Court on the

religious views of the unorthodox. The fourth sect:ton provided a caveat
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against permitting the voucher system to reinforce segregated education.

The conclusion of the argument is that Congress has an opportunity to enhance.

fundamental social values articulated by the Court by offering financial

incentives to those states that adopt a voucher system for the nonpublic schools

students within their borders.

The reader will recall that I began this study with a consideration of

the unique role of the Supreme Court in the American political system. I

suggested that we look upon the Court as a republican schoolmaster constantly

inviting the nation to reflect upon its fundamental values. At times we may be

wayward pupils and wantonly ignore the inVitation... At other times the Court may

be no more than a querulous old school "marM." Nevertheless the.method employed

in this report enables us to make constructive use of a blatantly non-democratic

institution in our democratic society. We would never look to Congress and

seldom to the President as "teachers." Even in these days of student unrest we

do not allow students to elect their teachers. The role of the teacher is not

democratic, but because the Supreme Court has "neither force nor will but merely

judgment," Alexander Hamilton felt justified in calling it the "least dangerous"

branch of our government:21 If the reader disagrees with the interpretation of

the decisions I have reported in this study, I will b\-1 neither surprised nor

disappointed. Interpreting the Constitution is a notoriously subjective enterprise.

A former Chief Justice once said the'Constitution means what the Supreme Court

says it means. When one stops to consider how often the: Court tells us what

the Constitution 1means" by the narrow margin of a 5-4 vote the subjective

character of the Court s work (and that of court-watchers as well) is patent.



Whatever conclusions the reader may form on the wisdom of educational vouchers,

I hope he will not disregard the method used in this report. By reflecting on

the underlying values of major Supreme Court decisions, "we the people" can

exploit for democratic pdrposes the best efforts of the non-democratic branch

of our government.

ti
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INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, scholars who are life-long residents of

the countries in question summarize the social consequences of

public support to nonpublic schools, given in various degrees

(including none at all) in the various provinces of Canada, and

given in full parity with public school support in the Nether-

lands. The papers were commissioned partly because of our as-

sumption that scholars in the United States, many of whom have

commented on conditions in Canada and the Netherlands, are in

a poor position to understand subtle, though fundamental, cul-

tural nuances in societies with which they are only superficially

familiar. We think the results speak for themselves.
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1. Introduction

A number of problems arise as soon as an attempt is made

to determine the consequences of the Dutch policy of equal tax

support of public and private education. These problems are

partly of a practical, partly of a methodological nature.

The most important practical problem is that, though strange

it may sound, no systematic investigations are available dealing

with the social consequences of the policy of equal financial

support to sectarian and non-sectarian schools, made possible

by a modifi=tion of the Constitution in 1917.

On the one side this means that an evaluation of the Dutch

system cannot be based upon the results of social research. The

consequence is that such an evaluation must bear a more or less

impressionistic character.

On the other side the absence of inquiries - 'in a country

where since World War /I social research has played an important

part, and virtually all important social problems have been at

one time or another object of such research - indicates that the

solution found in the Netherlands for the relationship between

public and private education did not give occasion to problems

considered so serious that special attention, either from the side

of the authorities or from the side of certain interested groups,

was justified.
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The conclusion is not that there are no problems at all,

or that all parts of the nation are satisfied with the system

in force. This situation is rather the expression of the con-

viction that with the settling of the "school struggle" a

solution was found for the most important political issue in the

second half of the 19th century and that for a raking up of this

issue - although there are of course opponents on principle -

in the Netherlands of today no majority can be found. It is

not for nothing that the financial parity goes by under the name

ofCq3acification."

In addition to practical problems, a discussion of the

consequences of the solution chosen in the Netherlands for the

regulation of relations between public and private education

poses some methodological problems. We point out two of these

problems.

In the first place it is difficult to speak about the co:1,,

sequences of a certain measure in the abstract. A question arises

immediately as to the institutional sectors of society in which

the search for consequences is desirable and, in connection with

this qestion, which criteria of relevance should be chosen to

judge the significance of these consequences: the point of view

one chooses for the examination of a certain course of action

determines for the greater part what are to be considered as
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relevant consequences.

In the second place it is not possible to isolate the

consequences of a certain measure from the total social-historical

context, in which it comes into being and subsequently exerts its

influence. Even in its origination, it is a part of a unique web

of social, political, economic and cultural relations. The ul-

timate question here is the possibility for generalization of the

results of an inquiry into the significance of the financial

parity of public and private education for Dutch society. It

should be clear that the question of whether generalization is

defensible, or in a more limited sense, the question of what the

consequences will be of a corresponding policy in a quite different

social-historical context, requires at least a separate extensive

inquiry into the conditions which made such a policy a relative

'success in the Netherlands and into the degree in which these

conditions are met in a different context.

Confronted with these practical and methodological problems,

also with the short time available for the writing of this paper,

we preferred to tak9 a pragmatic position. We confine ourselves

to the discussion of some concrete issues, in our opinion relevant

for an appreciation of the Dutch system - against the background

of the more general question of what has been the significance

of this system for the public weal. It is clear that in this
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way a rather arbitrary choice has been made.

2. The Dutch system of financial parity ofsoublic and private
education

Flnancial parity of public and private education was laid

down by law in the Netherlands in 1920, in the first place on

the level of primary education, after a modification of the

Constitution in 1917 made this equalization possible. The

passage in question in the Constitution states that private

education meeting conditions required by law is to be financed,

to the same extent as public education, out of public means.

This rule meant the conclusion of a nearly eighty-year "school

struggle" between the upholders of public education and those

of private education.

Ttds struggle had two phases:

(a) The struggle for the right of existence of private education,

which in principle was decided in 1848, when the Constitution

stipulated that all education should be free; and

(b) The struggle for the possibility to honour this right, a

struggle which was decided in two stages:

- in 1889, when for the first time the principle of governr

mental aid for the private school was accepted (very

limited aid by the way); and

- 1 n 1917, when the Constitution stipulated that all
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education is an object of constant care by government

(instead of public education only), in addition to what was

already mentioned about financial support of education.

The history of the "school struggle" is to an important

extent also the political and social history of the Netherlands

in the second part of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th

century. It is not possible to say much about this history

within the scope of this paper, although some knowledge about

it is actually indispensable for a proper understanding of the

specific characteristics of Dutch society in general, and of the

Dutch educational system in particular. We must limit ourselves

to a reproduction of the motives of the upholders of public

and private education respectively as these motivvs were

formulated in 1925:

The upholders of public education honour
the opinion that education is a state affair.
Whereas all kinds of different views of life
find their supporters among the citizens of the
same nation, they must live together in mutual
tolerance and in respect of each others' relgious
opinion in the interest of national unity and
national power. In that case it must be con-
sidered wrong to divide the children of the
Dutch people, where education is concerned,
in keeping with the creed of their parents.
All these children must attend the same school
and accustom themselves fram childhood to
mutual tolerance. And who is more equipped
to deal with the school than the State, which
has the biggest interest in the good education
of its citizens? This school,which truly
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should be called the national school,
should also be the public school - that is
the school founded and supported by the
civil government and open to all children
in spite of their religious background.

The principles of the advocates of private education were

in brief, the following:

The child belongs first of all to the
parents, not to the State. The right of the
parents to educate their children is a right,
given to them immediately by God; it is an
indefensible natural right. Taking this into
consideration, no school law is acceptable if
it interferes, directly or indirectly, with
the freedom of the parents to choose the sort
of education given to their children. Concern-
ing tolerance, a distinction should be made
between tolerance and indifference. It is
not tolerance to say that all views of life
are equally good, which is the same as saying
that they are equally bad. That is indiffer-
ence. National unity relies mostly on peace
and justice. If the state provides only
neutral schools for whom that is necessary
and otherwise leaves its citizens free to
provide special schools for their children;
if it makes no other demands on them other
than those to which it is clearly entitled
and therefore preserves freedom of ideological
orientation, especially concerning the
appointment of teachers and the choice of
instructional materials, unimpaired; if in
the end it provides support to its own schools
and the private schools from public funds at
the same level, then, in a country where no
religious unity exists, as far as aducation
is concerned the causes of struggle and discord
are removed and the foundations are 4id for
unity and the strength of the people.'

It is not easy to indicate the precise dividing-lines
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between the advocates of public education and the protagonists

of private education, but, schematizing a little, one can

say that private education - when creed is taken as starting-

point - was and is advocated by the Roman Catholic and Protest-

ant parts of the population, with the Orthodox Calvinists (in

the Netherlands called Gereformeerden) as the most fierce

defenders, while the latitudinarian groups within and outside

the most important Protestant creed (the Dutch Reformed) and de

'buitenkerkelijken', (those who are "outside the church") stand

for public education. When political orientation is taken as

point of departure (religious and political cleavages partly

, coincide in the Netherlands) the confessional parties, who see

a close relation between religious and political convictions,

defend sectarian schools, while nonsectarian schools are ad-

vocated by the liberal and socialist parties (,..Tho are otherwise

opponents on most social-economic issues). This is the situation

at the moment; during the "school struggle" varying coalitions

between the above mentioned groupings were formed.

As mentioned already, the school struggle has played an

important part in Dutch history: the furrows ploughed into the

Dutch religious and political landscape by this struggle have,

for the greater part, determined the picture of Dutch society

as it is nowadays and given rise to a specific type of societal

453-050 0-71-8
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organization known in the Netherlands as "verzuiliny."

"Verzuiling," according to Goudsblom in his book on Dutch

society,

means literally 'columnization' or
'pillarization,' the idea being that the
various blocs of the population represent
separate 'pillars' (zuilen) , each valuable
in its own right, and together indispensable
in supporting the national structure. The
phenomenon of verzuiling is by no means
confined to politics. Each denaminational
bloc has set up a whole array of organizations
encompassing practically every sphere of social
life. Schools and universities, radio and
television corporations, trade unions, health
and welfare agencies, sport associations, and
so on, fit into the zuilen system. The actual
number of blocs represented may vary in different
areas, depending upon special alliances; the
usual division is fourfold, between a Calvinist,
a Roman Catholic, a 'general', and a socialist
bloc. The latter two may sometimes be com-
bined to form a sort of 'antibloc', or they
may be accompanied by yet another bloc of
latitudinarian Protestants." 4

For an adequate understanding of the financial policy

of equal support to private and public education it is not

enough to know the motives expressed by the upholders of

both systems, as summed up earlier; it is equally necessary

to see the preceding struggle within the context of the process

of verzuiling and against the background of the functions the

verzuiling had and still has for the groups in question. We

have available, in a study by Van Kemenade of the Dutch Roman

Catholics and their education, a description of these functions:
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In historical perspective the verzuilin9
of the Roman Catholics has a twofold
function. On the one side it is a bringing
together of forces, a concentration of power
to produce social changes, in this case to
remove the discrimination and the subordination
of the Catholics in all fields of social life.
On the other side it aims at the protection
of Catholics, by isolation, against errors
and atheism. It tries to maintain the ortho-
dox creed unchanged, in othei7 words. It is
a control-mechanism, a very agorous way to
reduce dissonance.

Especially this isolating, conserving
and defensive function the Catholic and the
Protestant verzuiling had in =mon. For
the Catholics as well as the Protestants
the verzuiling was, in this respect, quite
reactionary; the chief aim was the conser-
vation of orthodoxy - antithesis, protection
and defence. It represented a negative
reflectthn on the possible value of modernist
tendencies for religion. The renewal of the
creed through confrontation with revolutionary
principles and modern thinking was out of
the question

The same defensive and isolating attitude
was the background of the strife for own
Catholic schools, which played a central role
in the revitalization and reactivation of
both groups [the Catholics and the Calvinists
during the 19th century - CV]. Education
had strongly gained in importance since the
School Act of 1806; gradually it had become
the most important and the most comprehensive
socialization-mechanism along-side of the
closed groupings of the family, the village,
the neighborhood and the church. The con-
sequence was that the traditional socialization-
monopoly of the family and the church was
broken up and the danger of dissonance was
rendered more acute, the more so, on the one
side while this education wore of old, a
Calvinistic signature, on the other side
while, as a consequence of the affiliation
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of education and science, it represented
modernistic and rationalistic influences.

In the light then of the revival, the
religious-orthodox reaction and the emanci-
pation, it was self-evident that Catholics
as well as Protestants gave their attention
primarily to education

How much the Catholics and the Protes-
tants had the interests of private education
at heart, follows not only from their pol-
itical zeal, but in the first place from
the fact that, by 1890, 1,252 private schools
existed with 188,052 pupils and 4340 teachers,
against 2,959 public schools with'454,920
pupils and 11,197 teachers; These private
schools were founded and maintained without
the slightest support by government, exclu-
sively on the basis of the readiness of
church people to make sacrifices, and, as
far as the Catholics are concerned, through
support of the religious orders and con-
gregations.

The mainspring of this effort was, as
has been said already, the need to protect
the Catholics and the Protestants, by way
of isolation and subcultural sovereignty,
against the errors of unbelievers....

The verzuiling, and private education
as its principal exponent, came into existence,
then, while religious minorities felt them-,
selves menaced in their possibilities for
existence and tried to find in organizations
of their own a concentration of power as
well as a pxotection against this threat

Strictly speaking, the verzuiling, at
least the verzuiling of the Catholics, is
the mechanism of emancipation and isolation
of a thzeatened minority, which joined
forces in this organizational exclusivism
as a way of asserting itself, a way of
protecting itself against the influences of
the outer world, (which is viewed as pernicious).
The verzuiling is also a mechanism to control
the group ana to guarantee its survival.
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In one of the following sections the importance of the

verzuiling for the organizational structure of Dutch education

will be elaborated. However, it follows from what has been said

thus far, that the educational policy followed in the Netherlands,

resulting in the "Pacification" reached in 1917, is closely

related to emancipation (and isolation) of minorities suppressed

in the past. It is not possible to see this policy as an isolated

phenomenon, apart from a process of verzuiling, encompassing many

institutional sectors of society in addition to education.

Naturally, the translation of the "Pacification" into

provisions of law was not an easy task. The fact, to give an

example, that the municipality (one of the most important bodies

entrusted with the application of the law) partly fixed and

Icontrolled the claims of private schools to public funds, while

this same municipal corporation constituted the board of the

public school, opened up the possibility of a new "school struggle,"

now at the local level.

To prevent this, the legislature tried to lay down the

obligations and the claims of private schools in clear-cut,

well defined terms, according to objective standards, in order

to withdraw them as much as possible from the subjective judgment

of local authorities.

Once these objective standards are met, it is definitely
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established that the board of a private school has a right to

claim, according to a certain formula, an allowance by the

government for the salary of the headmaster and the obligatory

number of teachers and an allowance by the municipality for

such other costs as buildings, furnishings, and so on. The

obligation of government to consent to the creation of a private

school if certain legal regulations are satisfied is known in

the Netherlands as the "automatism."

Of course, the principle of financial parity of public and

private education has found diverging elaborations at the levels

of secondary and higher education. We leave these more technical

aspects of the principle of financial parity out of this con-

sideration, because they are not relevant for the main topic of

this paper, the social aspects of the introduction of a system of

equal support to public and non-public schools.

3. Financial parity and 'pillarization'

We start this section with a short summary of the history

of the verzuiling as given by Goudsblom:

One of the most striking features of
the modernization of Dutch society has been
the fact that the two most important religious
minorities, the orthodox Calvinists and the
Roman Catholics, were the first to launch a
successful emancipation movement some decades
before the working classes began to respond
to the call of socialism. The immediate
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cause prompting the religious minorities
to action lay in a series of measures
initiated in the middle of the nineteenth
century, measures by which the ruling
bourgeoisie intended to further general
education upon a secular basis. Against

these attempts Calvinist as well as Roman
Catholic leaders insisted upon school
instructon with a religious background.
Throughout the second half of the century

the "school struggle" remained one of

the dividing issues in Dutch politics.
As the hanchise was gradually

extended in the interim, national parties

and leagues were founded which rallied
the voters with an appeal to religious

principles. Thus the scene was set for

a process of "segmented integration"
whereby several blocs of the population,
defined by their religion or WeltanschauunA,
strove for fuller participation in society.

When toward the end of the century socialism

emerged as a political force, it joined the

already existing pattern as a full-fledged

ideological bloc. The liberal bourgeoisie
that had originally controlled national
affairs was increasingly forced into an

equal position with the newly founded

blocs. Although even today the liberals
still like to cling to the epithet
It general" in describing themselves, in

effect they have come to constitute

another bloc, characterized ideologically
by their de-emphasis of either religious
denomination or social class in political

matters.4

According to this description, verzuiling can be seen as

a phenomenon resulting from the interaction of traditional

religious diversity and the modernizing process of national

integration. It is clear, then that by and large Dutch society

has not undergone an abrupt break with tradition. In this

:"415

.:fdt
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respect the zuilen system may have served as a mitigating

factor, restraining the social and cultural impact of

modernization.

It was not inevitable that the pro-
fusion of national organizations dealing
with all sorts of activities, both com-
pulsory and voluntary, would result in
increased integration of Dutch society as
a whole. Clearly, a society may be dis-
rupted rather than integrated when some
segments of the population build strong
national organizations of their own. In
neighboring Belgium, for instance, the
competing movements of Flemings and
Walloons have caused violent outbreaks
of hostility that have jeopardized national
unity.

The Netherlands, on the other hand,
has hardly ever experienced internal
threats to its nationhood. The national
structure, established in the late six-
teenth and early seventeenth centuries,
and for a long time controlled by the
burgher elites, has not been assaulted
by the popular emancipationist movements
of the past hundred years. Instead of
opposing the national st=ucture as such,
the formerly excluded minorities have
claimed an equitable share in it, seeking
integration according to the typical
pattern of verzuiling.

For some generations verzuilin9, based
upon the two dimensions of religious and
socioeconomic differences, has more or
less monopolized all expressions of
organized conflict in Dutch society. No
other social division has yielded any
lasting preponderant issues .

Religious and socioeconomic issues,
then, are the principal foci of national
conflict in Dutch society. Neither, however,
presents a clear-cut dichotomy like the
Flemish-Walloon antithesis in Belgium....
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Given this multiform differentiation
of the population, it is understandable
that the two dividing principles of religious

and socioeconomic identification have not
produced a single cleavage splitting the
nation into radically opposed camps.5

The final aim of the confessional blocs can perhaps be

described best as "segmented integration": they aspire to

1

participate in all national decision-making and to benefit

,

,fully from all national facilities while at the same time

maintaining internal unity and cohesion. In practice this
,

means that they are willing to collaborate with others at

the level of leadershin,,while at the same time trying to

keep their rank and file insulated. The picture of the

verzuiling is more complicated-than the preceding description

suggests.

In its neat simplicity the image may
also suggest too much order, however. Actually

the situation is highly entangled, if only
because not all zuilen are based upon the

same distinguishing criteria. Whereas the
confessional blocs find their uniting principle
in religion, the secular blocs deny the
general validity of this very principle in

social organization. The latter stress specific
socioeconomic issues and interests, distinctions

that the confessional blocs try to neutralize
The contingency of these two divergent

axes renders the whole system of verzuiling
very complex. Even the number of zuilen may

be made a matter of discussion. Some observers
count only three: the Roman Catholic, the
Orthodox Calvinist, and the "neutral" zuil.
They thus ignore the second dimension 6T7er-
zuiling, whicb is no less essential to a proper
understanding of its actual dynamics. It seems
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clearer, therefore, to make a systematic
distinction between the so-called "general"
or "liberal" bloc as opposed to the socialist
bloc. The boundaries, to be sure, are vague
and fluid, and in some areas, such as school
education, they are virtually absent; yet
wherever they become manifest they prove to
be quite trenchant, as in politics, where the
Liberal and the Socialist parties represent
two sharply opposed poles. In principle both
the Liberals and the Socialists reject
verzuiling; yet in practice they are forced to
accept it, and to assume themselves the role
of zuilen in the shifting coalitions with the
two confessional blocs.

The same situation holds for the large
socioeconomic organizations. They, too, have
to operate in a field subdivided by lines of
religious confession and of liberalism and
socialism. The economy generates a wide range
of opposing interests, such as between the
rich and the poor, the farmers and the indus-
trialists, the yllite collar and the blue
collar workers, and the producers and the con-
sumers. As these potential conflicts give
rise to national organizations, they tend to
be drawn into the pattern of verzuiling. The
religious blocs do not wish socioeconomic issues
to detract from loyalty to the confessional
formation; they therefore provide organizations
incorporating these issues. By doing so, how-
ever, they also allow an element of internal
tension to enter their ranks.

Thus the two crossing axes in the system of
verzuiling are continuously at odds. Socio-
economic antagonisms threaten to upset the
confessional blocs, while confessional differences
disturb the unity of socioeconomic categories.
By thus confounding the issues and dividing the
loyalties, verzuiling probably adds to the
stability of the national order.6

As can be concluded from this analysis, the unique

character of the Dutch situation lies not primarily in the phen-

omenon of "institutional crystallization" of social functions
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around value-systems and the formation of groups corresponding

with these systems. Most democratic countries are characterized

; by value-differentiation
and an accompanying social articulation,

Iconstituting points of departure for structuration:
the concen-

t tration of like-minded people in society is not a typically

t

[ Dutch, but a general international phenomenon. A prime character-

r

Iistic of Dutch society is that levensbeschouwing
(perhaps the

best translation is "view of life") has been the principal

f
, starting-point for structural differentiation

and has put its

1

stamp on the process of "institutional crystallization." A

umber of factors were conducive to this development:

the relative size of the different denominational gromps in

the lgetherlands;

- the stringent experience of the faith and the force of the

religious ties of the Dutch Roman Catholics, stimulated by

suppression,
consolidated by rigorous missionary spiritual

care and influenced by Jansenism and Calvinism;

the far-from-pliable
spirit of the Reformation in the

Netherlands;

the religious, political, economical and cultural suppression

of the Catholics and of parts of the country mainly populated

by Catholics since the 16th century;

(the fear of) positivism and so-called modernism, rightly or wrongly

associated with the political liberalism of the 19th century;

4

1
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- the agnostic Weltanschauung of the early, at the outset

Marxist, socialism at the end of the 19th and the beginning

of the 20th century;

- and finally the fact that distinctions based on levensbeschouwingl

coincided for the greater part with economic, geographic,

political-historical and cultural differences.
7

Veizuiling, as a process of formation of organizations based

on differentiation primarily along the dimension of levens-

beschouwing, can take place with respect to all sorts of social

functions, but it is obvious that the organized mechanisms of

social control in society, such as education, the press, radio,

television, youth work, social work and politics are of the

utmost importance in this respect. Activities of these organ-

ization: imply values, and contrasting values are always at

stake. Pre-eminently through these mechanisms it is possible

to guarantee the continued existence and unfolding of the

relevant values. It follows that the principal manifest

function of the differential structuration is the maintenance

of the respective group cultures and of the typical values

considered relevant for eadh group.

Against the background of what precedes it is possible to

examine the relationship between the verzuiling of Dutch society 1

3

and the educational system. Clearly, to assert that the Dutch 1
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system of equal support to sectarian and non-sectarian sch=ils

1 has promoted the division of Dutch society into zuilen is

Ito over-simplify the actual situation.

In the first place this assertion implies a negative view

t of the phenomenon of verzuiling as such. Now there are in the

Netherlands defenders and opponents of an organization of society

1

based on verzuiling; the stand they take in this matter largely

determines the advantages and disadvantages they discern, both

generally and so far as the verzuiling of education is concerned.

The foregoing analysis thows, however, that if one examines

'as objectively as possible the historical and political

situation in which verzuiling originated, and if one takes account

of the consequences of the verzuiling for Dutch society, it

:cannot be denied that on the whole the Dutch way of doing

ijustice to divergent value and group differentiations within

Ione society can be seen as an txlequate solution to problems

/ generated by the modernization of Dutch society, insofar at

least that on the one side this solution contributed to national

integration, while on the other side it Promoted the stability

of society. A negative view of verzuiling is appropriate inso-

far as a solution which was once adequate can become a strait-

jacket in a fast developing society, an impediment in the search
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for new solutions.

In the second place, the assertion that fiscal support

of private education has intensified dissension within Dutch

society turns things upside down. Public aid to private schools

did not generate verzuiling. Rathe4 acceptation of verzuiling

as leading principle for the Dutch system of societal organization

produced the financial parity of public and private education

as an inevitable consequence.

Partly this means a recognition of the fact that there is

a close relationship between the situation of Dutch society

in the last century, and the specific solution found in the

Netherlands to the problem of the relation between public and

private education. Partly it follows from what has been

said that, apart from the stand one takes in the struggle

for or against the verzailing, as specific way of societal

organization, an objective position in the controversy around

the equal treatment of public and private education is hardly

possible. In other words: he who repudiates the verzuiling

as ...uch - and there are a lot of people in the Netherlands who

reject the system will in general, for reasons of principle,

be a defender of public education; he who accepts the verzuiling

and its consequences will also for reasons of principle, but

on the basis of quite different ideals as far as the organization

of society is concerned, acclaim the equal treatment of public



:and private education. These differing perspectives also

fzletermine the advantages and disadvantages one discerns in

the system of public aid to private education.

These considerations do not alter the fact that the system

of verzuilde education has certain consequences which are

admitted by both adversaries and defenders. The nature of

these consequences follow from the description Goudsblom

11.ves of the way the system works:

At each level, from the nursery school
to the university, parents may choose among
three sorts of schools: the neutral public
school, the confessional Protestant school,
and the confessianal Roman Catholic school.
Since 1920 all of these schools have re-
ceived full financial support from the
state. The public schools are administered
by the municipal town boards, the confessional
schools by private boards. As the supplier
of the material means, the state imposes
binding conditions upon all schools regarding
such matters as admittance, curriculum,
degrees, number of teachers, qualifications
of teachers, and so forth. Owing to the
general arrangements incorporating all
schools into one system, the Ministry of
Education can guarantee that the various
institutions at each level meet equivalent
standards of scholastic performance.

Apart from the officially prescribed
standards, however, the confessional and
the public schools diverge in several ways.
As is to be expected, the differences occur
primarily in the religious teaching -
biblical knowledge and articles of faith -
but the dissimilarities extend into other
subjects as well. In history, for example,
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the view presented in Roman Catholic
schools of the Dutch revolt against Spain
and the concurrent Protestantization of
society deviates on critical points from
the "public" or Protestant version. There
are even some striking cases of typically
Roman Catholic idiom in the Dutch language,
due to the wording of the catechism taught
in Roman Catholic classes. Yet more
important than the varied cultural content
of the teaching is the social isolation
caused by segmental education. Every child
spends a large part of the day in an insular
environment where contacts are virtually
restricted to members of the same confessional
or non-confessional bloc....Thus the schools,
while embracing the entire Dutch youth
within one national system, also serve to
perpetuate the distinctions connected
with verzuiling as well as with socio-
economic status.

Finally, it is worth noting that the
percentage of Roman Catholic and Protestant
students attending confessional schools
decreases steadily as one moves up to
higher levels of the educational system.
This can be partly explained on the grounds
of exigency, for in many areas the total
number of students does not warrant a
tripartition of advanced schools, so that
one simply has no choice. But in addition,
the same principle appears to be at work
that has been brought to light in electoral
surveys: namely, that the confessional
blocs tend to be more "open" at the top
and "closed" at the bottom. Members of the
higher occupational strata and students
at the higher educational institutions
apparently enjoy a greater leeway in moving
outside their denominational blocs.8

Clearly - and this quotation underlines it - the Dutch

educational system is not only itself an essential part of the

system of verzuiling, but also, at least as far as confessional
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private education is concerned, education aims on the individual

level at laying the foundations for participation in a society

lbased on verzuiling. This function is not only recognized

I by the advocates of private education, they even consider it

1 as an important point of departure in the struggle for private

f education. In the words of Van Kemenade:

Catholic education is in the Netherlands
undoubtedly the most important exponent,
if not the cornerstone and the promoter of
the verzuilia of the Dutch Roman Catholics.
At least in quantitative and in historical
respect the Catholic school occupies a
central place within the totality of organiza-
tions in which Roman Catholics in the Nether-
lands have joined forces.

Quantitatively, because no other Catholic
organization shows such a high degree of
verzuiling (timt is the percentage of Catholic
institutions on the totality of such institutions)
and such a high degree of participation
(that is the percentage of Catholics participa-
ting in a Catholic institution on all the
Catholics participating in such institutions)
as education.9

The same study contends that the verzuiling has been

1
functional in the development of all education, insofar as it

made the task of building up educational provisiorsmuch easier.

The contrasts in values and interests
between the Catholics and respectively the
Protestants, the Liberals and the Socialists
were rather big; in this situation Catholic
education made possible an 'undisturbed'
transmission of values, and contributed to the
erecting of a defense, which was at that

453-050 0-71-9
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time very oppo.cune in dealing with the
conflict of interests. In this way not
only the social and intellectual emancipation
of the Catholics was promoted- but also, in
our opinion, the development of Dutch educa-
tion in general, which was spared by the
verzuiling of continuous internal discussions
on issues of a non-educational character;
at the same time cloaer relations between
the several parts of the population and in
this instance the ecumenical idea were
stimulated, because it was much easier to
contact each other from "vested" positions.
At the same time it cannot be denied that
from an educational point of view the
verzuiling brought along a nunber of dis-
advantages, such as "the splitting up of
the scientific support of education, the
enormous variety of organizations of teachers,
which hampered the efficiency of the policy
concerning socioeconomic and professional
issues, and primarily the enormous number
of independent bodies, dealing with
individual schools, which made coordination
and cooperation and an integral planning of
educational provisions extremely difficult."10

These remarks demonstrate that even in the confessional

camp certain disadvantages of the verzuiling of education are

discerned. This does not mean, however, that the desirability

of confessional private education is called into question.

An important question which we cannot answer for lack of

research on this point is whether this moment there are really

substantial differences in content between public and private

education - apart from the slight differences mentioned by

Goudsblom. It is undeniable that the changes in the functions

1



of education caused by the social and economic development

during the first half of the century heve influenced public

and private education alike; the demands made by this develop-

' ment upon education have to the same degree forced public and

fprivate education to adapt. It is possible that the character

r of the school has not been modified substantially by the

changes in the nature and content of education uTought by the

development of society - that the differences as a consequence

, of the differing ideological starting-points have lost in

importance, if they have not disappeared all together,

except on some minor points. We repeat that there are no

valid data on this issue, but nevertheless there are strong

Iindication:1 that the development sketched above is coming about.

But with these remarks we anticipate two following sections,
i

1 dealing with the development of the relations between public
r

1

and private education and the future of the verzuiling of educa-

tion, respectively.

Public and private education since the introduction of
financial parity

In this section we trace the development of the relation

between public and private nducation since the 'Pacification';

special attention is given to the question whether - and to

what degree - financial parity has been detrimental to public
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education.

The point of departure for our examination should be a short

qummary of the way in which the principle of freedom of

education has been worked out in the Dutch educational system.

Characteristic of the Dutch system is that the right to, and

the possibility of, education for every part of the population

according to its own belief and choice have for th2 most part

been realized. The Constitution not only acknowledges-freedom

of education for all, but in addition, a practically complete

financial parity exists betweqn public education (that is

education founded and administered by the state cr the munici-

pality) and private education. All costs of a private school

are subsidized at a 100 per cent level by the government,

and every school is entitled to this subsidy automatically, if:

(1) the founder is incorporated; (2) it can be shown that the

school will have the minimum number of pupils fixed by law;

(3) a security of 15 per cent of the costs of foundaton can be

laid up.

Now this freedom of education is considerably restricted

in several ways. It is useful in this respect to make a

distinction between freedom of direction-- that is the freedom

to educate on the basis of religious, moral or social comiction,

the freedom of foundation, that is the freedom to start schools

for like-minded people, and the freedom of organization, that
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is the freedom Ito determine independently the curriculum,

the time-table, the subject-matter, and the educational

equipment.

It can be said of Dutch education that freedom of foundation

is completely guaranteed but that the freedom of organization,

and as a consequence, to a large extent, the freedom of direction

are severely curtailed. The requirements as to quality and

the conditions for support, laid down by the legislature for

every special type of school, contain detailed prescriptions

with regard to the obligatory subjects and the hours that must

I be allocated to them. The room that in principle is left for
t

t

free education to give a specific content to these prescribed

subjects, and to add other subjects, is in many cases nullified

by the extensive and concrete examdnations requirements and

by the fact that the compulsory subjects and religious instruction

fill up the curriculum completely.

/n reality, educational freedom in the Netherlands consists

principally of the in-itself-important juridical and financial

possibility for groups to found their own schools. The

possibility to determine the form and the content of instruction

according to particular views, to decide on the choice of the

subjects, the subject matter and the curriculum is, given the

statutory regulations, very small within the legal and in fact
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rather extensive and stringently prescribed framework.

It is, in the madn, restricted to religious instruction and

to rather limited nuances springing from the views of individual

teachers.

The stringency of this framework is shown by the items,

under supervision by the state: (1) the curriculum; (2) the

time-table; (3) the age of the pupils; (4) the admission of

the pupils; (5) the final examination and the grading of the

pupils; (6) the nutther of teachers in relation to the number

of pupils; (7) the qualifications of the teachers; (8) the

legal status of the teachers; (9) the salary of the teachers;

(10) the pension of the teachers; (11) the unemployment

compensation of the teachers; (12) the size of the school;

and (13) the budget of the schoo1.11

The purpose of these regulations is clear: wherever it was

possible, safeguards had to be created so that the financial

parity, introduced in 1920 for primary education in the first

instance, would not lead to differences in quality between

public and private education. A lot of attention was given

to these requirements relative to quality when the bill was

under discussion in the Parliament. In this respect, Idenburg,

one of the best judges of Dutch edycation, remaxks in his survey

of the Dutch educational system:

No subject got more attention when the
bill was under discussion than the safeguards



for the quality of education. Some re-
gulations obtain equally for public and private
education; for the rest equivalence has
been pursued. One or two hundred articles
were not enough to work out everything.
Later, quite a few modifications and additions
were necessary. With all its regulations
and jurisdiction the act fills some hefty

tomes. In many respects freedom has been
restricted. But democracy took its course.
There is no law in the world which with so
much cautiousness, does justice to the
claims of even small groups for schools of
their own, under their own direction. The
education of teachers on the primary level
was included in the system. Private schools
mean also the possibility of private training-
colleges.12

As far as is possible by means of statutory regulations,

attempts are made to equalize the conditions under which public

and private education functions. That the mark was not hit in

all cases and that educational interests were sometimes less

important than the political necessity of assuring a high

degree of uniformity, is undeniable. One commentator scores

a bull's eye when he remarks that the Primary Education Act

1920 in the first place tried to shape the idea of freedom

of education as laid down in article 208 of the Constitution;

secondly that as a consequence, financial parity of public and

private education has been regulated down to the minutest details

and finally that educational viewpoints were subordinated to

the first two ends mentioned.13

The legislature has taken the relevant clause in the
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Constitution, stating that education, public as well as

private, is an object of constant care for the government, very

seriously. Is it nevertheless possible to detect differences

in quality between public and private education? It is very

difficult to answer this question in a gen-aral way. As far

as we know, no systematic investigations have been conducted

into this matter. It could be concluded from the absence of

interest on this point that such differences are of minor

importance: if they existed they would undoubtedly have

attracted the attention of the many fervent defenders of either

public or private education, for these defenders are present

in the Dutch population.

One indication of the quality of a primary school can be

the number of graduates each year admitted to one of the types

of secondary education preparing for higher education. In

this respect there are big differences between primary schools,

and thus the question is to the point, whether there are

differences in this respect between public and private primary

education. The situation for the whole country with respect

to the (probable) admittance to pre.-university education after

primary school can be judged from the following table.
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Table 1: Number of pupils leaving the primary school in
1957-1959 (average) with pre-university school
as destination14

total boys girls

Total 16.2% 19.2% 13.1%

public schools 15.7% 18.0% 13.3%

Protestant schools 13.2% 15.4% 10.8%

Roman Catholic schools 16.6% 20.3% 12.6%

non-confessional private schools 53.5% 54.3% 52.7%

More recent data on admittance to pre-university education

are not available. There is no reason to presume, however,

that in the years between 1960 and 1970 important shifts have

taken place: the growing interest in pre-university education

characteristic of this period is undoubtedly fostered by the

three most important kinds of primary education.

Of course, the orientation on pre-university education has

only a limited value as an indicator of the qualitative level

of primary education. The significance of this datum is, that

on the whole there is a high correlation between the social

composition of the school and the transition to pre-university

eduCation. These data give the impression that, for the country

as a whole (and with the exception of non-confessional private

schools, comprising only 2 per cent of all the pupils in primary

schools), public and private education show no spectacular

differences in social composition of the pupils.
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As far as such differences are present, it is probably

possible to explain them by differences in social composition

between the confessional and non-confessional parts of the

population, rather than by other factors, such as differences

in status between schools of different ideological orientations.

Naturally there are important differences in this respect

between primary schools; but these differences are (again with

the exception of non-confessional private schools) independent

of ideological orientation.

For some kinds of secondary education, data are available

on social composition; these data show that in this respect

there are no differences between schools of different ideological

backgroun .

15

For the present our conclusion must be that there are no

indications - atleast, we have not succeeded in finding/them -

that the fiscal policy of equal support to public and private

education has reduced public educaton to the status of a

'dumping ground' for pupils of low ability and social status.

There are, of course, public primary schools with quite un-

satisfactory results, partly as a consequence of the low ability

and/or the low social status of their pupils, but you will

find such schools among the confessional schools as well.

Incidentally it may happen that a public school has to
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accept/children a private school wants to get rid of, but things

like this do not happen on a large scale: one in the Nether-

lands has the feeling such practices are extensive or that they

f cast a slur on the reputation of public education.

The fact remains, however, that the relationship between

1 public education and the public authorities differs significantly

t

1

from the relationship between private education and the public

authorities, and that tensions can result from these differing

relationships. In the history of Dutch education since 1920

such tensions have not been the exception. For example, in

the difficult years before World War II, as the initiative of

the Ministry of Education, 15 per cent of all public primary

schools were closed; many pupils from these schools went over

to confessional schools, which were not affected by this measure.16

Very favorable from the point of view of public education

in this latter respect was the recent addition of article 19

to the Primary School Act, which made it possible to found

1 new viable schools in several places - in places were schools
-

,

that had been closed in the years between 1930 and 1940 -

on the basis of an application by the parents of at least

twenty children of school-age.

This addition must be seen.against the background of the

then-current interpretation of a clause in the Primary Education

1 Act that stated that in every municipality there should be
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enough primary schools, open to all children irrespective of

denomination. The interpretation of this passage had been that:

(a) by cooperation of municipalities in the organization of

common schools and (b) by making a settlement to give children

from one municipality access to schools in another municipality,

the requirement can be met.

In more than 100 municipalities the solution mentioned

under (b) was in effect, and this means that the regulation

laid down in article 19 had to be considered as an obligation

to found a school only when the solutions (a) or (b) were not

possible.

The prescription that there should be enough public schools

everywhere in the country was thus immediately emptied of

meaning, so that in one third of all municipalities, no public

schools were present any longer. It is evident that the upholders

of public education were strongly in favor of objective

quantitative norms which could compel the municipality to

found a public school, a desire which was met by the addition

of article 19 of the Primary Education Act mentioned above.

In quantitative respect the policy of equal financial

support has, as could be expected, given occasion to an important

shift in the participation of public and private education.

This shift is expressed by the following table, which shows the

percentages of the school population in public and private
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primary schools from 1920 to 1969.

__-,...,,.^,,.

Table 2: Number of pupils in public and private primary schools,

1920=1969.17

year % in public % in private
schools schools

1920 55 45

1930 38 62

1938 31 69

1945 27 73

1950 27 73

1960 27 73

1967 26 74

1969 27 73

As can be seen from this table, there have been no changes

in the percentages since 1945. The same applies for the distri-

bution of pupils over the ideological orientations: the 73 per

cent of pupils in private schools consists of 44 per cent in

Roman Catholic schools, 27 per cent in Protestant schools

and 2 per cent on non-confessional nrivate schools. Goudsblom

comments on this percentage in private schools as follows:

This figure gives a slightly exaggerated
indication of the degree of "confessionaliza-
tion" among the adult population, inasmuch
as it leaves out the number of children per
family, which is comparatively high among the
Roman Catholics and the Gereformeerden.
Taking family size into account, the Dutch
sociologist J.P. Kruijt has calculated
that in 1957, 35 per cent of all parents
sent their children to a Roman Catholic
elementary school, 28 per cent to a
Protestant one, and 37 per cent to a neutral

one. This would mean that approximately
90 per cent of the Roman Catholic and
Gereformeerdenparents, 50 per cent of the
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Dutch Reformed and "others," and 10 per cent
of the nonchurched chose a confessional
elementary school for their children.18

These figures relate to primary education. On the level

of secondary education the situation is much more complicated:

most types of secondary education are less verzuild than

primary education. The conclusion is not justified, however,

that, for example, an important part of the Catholic students

enroll in non-Catholic secondary schools and that the interest

of Catholics for Catholic education is apparently greater

on the level of primary education than on the level of secondary

education. The complication is that in the participation

figures the regional differences and the differences between

boys and girls find no expression. It is a well-known fact

that the "relative lagging behind" of Roman Catholic education

diverges for the several types of schools in different regions,

and it is also known that this"lagging behind" is more

characteristic of girls than boys. Add to this that the

factual presence of Roman Catholic schools in some types

compared with others, can influence the participation. For

the Protestant part of the population similar considerations

apply.

Exact figures about the interest of Roman Catholics and

Protestants in confessional secondary education are not available

because there are no data about the number of Catholic and
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Protestant students in non-confessional schools. It is

I

definitely established, however, that, as far as the Roman

Catholics are concerned, the percentage of Catholic students

in non-Catholic schools for secondary.education declined in

the years between 1950 and 1960. In 1951 the number of Catholic

students in Catholic schools varied for some important types

f secondary education from 55.6 per cent (lower technical

school) to 70.1 per cent (pre-university school); in 1960

from 61.7 per cent (laaer technical school) to 80.6 per cent

(pre-university school). (These percentages are approximations,

based on a number of plausible presuppositions.)19

The number of public primary schools shows, in accordance

with the trends, mentioned previously a decrease from 3,457

in 1920 to 2,630 in 1969.

The financial consequences of the policy of equal financial

support become evident from the following tables.

Table 3: The costs of primary education (ordinary and advanced
primary education)2u

year gross public number of gross public expenditures
expendituresa pupils per pupil
ublic rivate ublic private public private

before financial parity
1860 3190000 18000 284440 81272 11.20 0.20
1900 14185000 1151000 519136 235857 27.30 4.90

1915 25814000 9050000 573625 420751 45.00 21.50

after financial parity
1920 68291000 39105000 560907 479207 121.80 81.60

1930 62705000 80429000 473524 770188 132.40 104.40
1939 40963000 75746000 390982 853155 105.00 89.00
a Exclusive of capital expenditures and without deducting the

revenues because of school-fees a.s.o. (Dutch florins)
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Table 4: Gross public expenditures on ordinary primary
educationa

year total public private

19:30 145689000 59586000 86103000

1946 165387000 49213000 116174000

1950 252562000 78374000 174188000

1960 604714000 188554000 416160000

1967 1335300000 . 410000000 925000000

amount per pupil

year total public private

1930 125.44 130.79 121.99

1946 152.41 163.14 148.28

1950 216.37 248.54 204.46

1960 417.59 476.96 395.30

1967 941.24 1099.44 884.53

aDutch florins

It is remarkable that the expenditures per pupil are, all

along the line, lower for private education than for public

education. The causes mentioned for this trend are a less

efficient administration of public schools compared with private

schools and the much lower number of very small public primary

schools.

It is also possible to conclude from these figures that a

problem brought to the fore in 1925 by a Dutch expert on consti-

tutional law--to wit the combination of support to private

associations on the one side and the maintenance of administra-

tive order and good management on the other side--should not

be seen as a very serious problem. Kranenburg remarked at the time
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The disproportion lies in the right of
private persons and association to money
from the public purse, while they have
themselves no direct responsibility for the
control of the public purse, and, in most
cases, do not feel such responsibility at
all. The effort to obtain support degenerates
as a consequence of the zeal of persons and
groups directed to this one end, in an
organized, unbridled hunt for aid which even
has brought people into contact with the

criminal judge. The abuse of the right to
money from the public purse leads to need-
less duplication as a consequence of local
bickerings.21

The comment of Idenburg is:

This was a sharp criticism of the
"automatism." In particular there had
indeed been a lot of "bickering" about tho

parental attestations required for the founda-
tion of private schools. In series of decrees
residue of abuse and struggle can be found.
Still more shameful is the fact that the

minise made the modification of the Primary
Education Act necessary. These modifications
in the law testify to the prevalue of morally
objectionable tactics to obtain the cooperation
of local authorities.22

With this comment one of the least ennobling consequences

of the automatism, characteristic for the Dutch system of

financial parity, has been denounced. As late as 1952, 5

pupils in a Dutch municipality were taken from the private school

they had enrolled in and for at least six months were placed in

a private school in another municipality, as part of the

struggle to establish a new private school in a legally permitted

but morally objectionable way. Abuses like these occurred in

453-050 0-71-10
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urgent needs. This does not alter the fact
that it can be useful to point out the
disadvantages versus the advantages of giving

the past more frequently than nowadays and probably are -lot

entirely avoidable. It is a fact, however--the comparison

between the costs of private education and those of public educa-

tion shows it--that on the whole private education is not more

expensive than public education.

Quite another question is whether the whole system of public

and private education, financed out of public fundslcan be

considered efficient and economical. In a 1957 article,

appearing in the monthly of the largest socialist parity in

the Netherlands--a parity that opposed verzuilin2 but was

forced to participate in the system--the costs of the verzuilin9

fosters smaller schools where bigger schools would be possible;

on the one hand; this may have led to certain economics. On

the other hand bigger schools have, in the opinion of the author,

some educational advantages. But it is not the author's

intention to suggest that the "Pacification" should be set aside

for the sake of a more efficient educational system. Along with

kmaintenange 6f- the principles of "Pacification," many consolida-
,------

ti-eafi would be possible, especially in the big population centres.
--/.

1

_
Besides, it cannot be assumed:

that any financial diseconomies caused by
the presence of verzuilde organizations are
made wrongly, for such organizations meet
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each group its own schools. One of the
disadvantages is that the educational system
is imperfect from the point of view of output.
Another disadvantage is that the omnipresent
need for educational renewal, as far as this
renewal could be better realized in bigger
schools, cannot be satisfied as readily
as it would be if education were not so
strongly influenced by divergent ideologies.
The pace of educational renewal is slowed
down by the presence of ideological differences
in our nation. Leaders are to such a degree
involved in solving denominational problems,
and the zuilen must be taken into account in
studying the improvement of education,
that the result is a slowing down of reform.23

This last remark is not free from partiality: we have

\

already quoted the opinion of another author that the verzuiling

was precisely beneficial to the development of Dutch education:

the verzuiling shielded it from continuous internal discussions,

while closer relations between the different parts of the

nation were promoted owing to the fact that the existence

of 'vested' positions makes contact easier.

There is much diversity of opinion concerning the economic

as well as the social costs of the verzuiling. Idenburg is

of the opinion that mainly the size of the Dutch schools is

influenced by the system of equal financial support, and that

the expensiveness of thisEystem should be blamed on the fact

that small se.:hool-buildings are less economical than bigger

mes with regard to construction and maintenance: "It is not
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in the line with the Dutch ideas in this field to advocate

very big schools. The higher costs to be found in this

factor should not be exaggerated." This author holds the

view that uniformity enforced by the state is worse than

the undeniable danger of waste. The system of financial parity

seems to him "the only possibility for people with different

ideological orientations to live together in one nation;

the school struggle still raging in other countries seems

to affirm this point of view. ,24

If a verzuild system of social organization means that

certain costs will turn out higher for the government than in

a system without zuilen, then the question arises as to whether

it is justifiable to ask the several zuilan to contribute

a way of compensating for these costs. 'In this respect

the opinion given by Miedema has significance:

Especially when it remains in dodbt
whether the extra-costs of a verzuilde social
activity are justified, there is, from an
economic point of view, reason to demand
contribution from the zuilen. This will
help ensure that the zuilen will be maintained
by government without any way for the govern-
ment to gauge whether from an economic
point of view there is a lasting need of
verzuilde organizations. At the same time,
an unnoticed decline in social prosperity,
the maximizing of which the government
has at heart, is prevented in this way.
Precisely because prosperity is a relative
concept, subject to many changes in the
course of time, it is necessary to see



through the petrifying effect of the 'zuilen'

organizationS. If this happens sufficiently,

the offerings of the verzuiling shall always

turn out tolbe costs and never wastages.25

. The changing function of private education

The "school struggle" ended in 1917 with a Pacification,"

but for a while old animosities were still evident. In the

half century since the acceptance of the Primary Education

Act, the educational situation in this country changed

considerably. We have seen already that, thanks to financial

parity, private education developed strongly, while the number

of public schools declined accordingly. Numerically the

private schools are in the majority.

Two factors, however, must be taken into account:

1. As a consequence of its enormous quantitative growth,

private education has become an essential part of the educational

establishment in the Netherlands. It can no longer consider

itself as the educational provision for a separate self-

contained part of the nation, but is forced to see itself

$

within the framework of the whole nation and of the provisions,

necessary from a national point of view to keep this country

up to the mark as far as education is concerned. Those who

are responsible for what is going on in society must be mindful

of the whole and of the cohesion, communication and the mutual
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influence of the parts. Educational policy is no longer

conceivable unless it is national policy, aimed at the nation

in its totality.

2. Since the "Pacification" pUblic education, as well as

private education, has been supported increasingly from public

means for the full 100 per cent of costs. Every year the

Dutch national community spends hundreds of millions on

education, without distinction between public or private

education. The Dutch nation pays for its education. Also,

considered from this angle, Dutch education is a common

affair, irrespective of ideological orientation, a concern of

every tax payer. It is not justified to draw heavily from

the public funds year after year without becoming conscious

of the fairness and the necessity to feel solidarity with all

other groups and to assume a collective responsibility.

Both these factors have gradually brought the relation

between public and private education into a quite new phase.

The landmark of 1917 cannot be considered the criterion for

what should happen in the second half of this century.

On the one side private education is no longer the

relatively restricted, distressed institution it was at the

beginning of this century. Socially, it has become equivalent

to public education. But, as has been mentioned already,

the consequence of this development has been an increasing
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iresponsibility.

On the other side, the system of complete financial parity,

as it gained in importance, had consequences nobody could

foresee in 1917. It is an interesting question whether, within

an educational system with thousands of schools paid out of

public funds, where the government exerts a strong influence

by way of conditions as to the quality of education, it is

Istill possible to call these schools "private" in the full

isense of the word.

The initial impetus to give full scope to the real

possibilities of private initiative has resulted in the situa-

tion of the present day, marked by the fact that the private

school has become virtually a semi-public school, fulfilling

a public function and forced to draw conclusions out of this

development. This consciousness is widespread, and accordingly,

the consequences certainly are not brought home to all the

parties involved. Nevertheless, elements of this consciousness

can be found in the new legislation on education.

Illustrative in this respect is the Secondary Education

Act (Mammoetwet), dating from 1963. Two elements of this

act are striking, because they demonstrate the adjustment to

changed circumstances very clearly.

One element is the financial regulation of secondary

education, calibining the principle of financial parity with
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the need to create an educational system, comprising the

different kinds of secondary education, in a well-considered

distribution over the whole country. The procedure necessary

to found a secondary school can be considered as a compromise

between the automatism of the Primary Education Act and the

need of the government to develop a common overall policy in

the field of education.

The other element concerns the way public and private

education were united in the construction of the act. The

usual division of the older education acts has been left

benind. Formerly, public education was regulated in its

totality in a separate chapter; another separate chapter contained

the Conditions for endowment of private education. The Secondary

Education Act knows principally only one kind of education:

education paid out of public funds. The whole first chapter

is dedicated to this kind of education; two short chapters

follow, containing some regulations specifically dealing with

public and private education respectively. In this way,

the legislator has tried to express the equivalence of public

and private education. One sees no longer the.old conception

that public education ihould be seen as the model for private

education, but an explicit acknowledgement of their equivalence.

Both kinds of education are "education paid out of public funds,"
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and a.d such they are on one level, irrespective of ideological

orientation.

The Minister of Education had to endure fierce attacks

from the Roman Catholic as well as from the Protestant side

.in this matter, but he was able to lean on the clause in the

Constitution stating that the requirements to be met by

education entirely or partly paid out of public funds are

regulated by law. No distinction is made between public and

private education, except the self-evident addition, "with

, .

due regard to the freedom of ideological orientation, as far

as private education is concerned.26

The new details of the Secondary Education Act reflect the

,changing function of private education since the "Pacification"

f 1917.

A

The future of public and private education

The preceding sections demonstrate that in various respects

a stabilization has occurred in relations between public and

private education. This is a remarkable phenomenon, especially

in view of the tempestuous developments in many fields of

Dutch society in general and education in particular. An

inquiry, dating from 1968, into the attitudes of parents towards

public education showed that in spite of tendencies in Dutch

society indicating a growing openness, the choice of a school
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is still a matter of principle. This is certainly the case

for the preference of Gereformeerde parents for the Protestant

school. Roman Catholic parents showed a certain degree of

divergency between behavior pattern and thought pattern in

the sense that the behavior pattern is determined on principle

and/or situationally, but that in the thought pattern a

certain openness can be detected.27

The developments in the Roman Catholic camp are very

striking; therefore it seems appropriate to give some attention

to these developments with the help of the already mentioned

study by Van Kemenade. This author finds all along the line

a declining interest for Roman Catholic education, particularly

among the younger Roman Catholics; it is losing its significance

especially as a means of defence and protection and a a self-

evident expression of group solidarity.

It is quite remarkable, however, that the importance of

Catholic education as a means of religious cultivation is

hardly declining. This does not imply that the attachment

to precisely Roman Catholic schools as the only or necessary

means for the realization of the need of religious cultivation

remains the same. On the contrary, precisely among the younger

Roman Catholics the personal identification with Catholic

education is strongly on the decline. The need of alternative

possibilities and the willingness to send children to oecumenical
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or "algemene gezindten" schools (schools in which several

denominations participate) is increasing.

On the ground of this development it is to be expected

that in the future the Roman Catholics will no longer consider

Roman Catholic education as a necessary and pre-eminently

appropriate instrument for the realization of their need'of

religious cultivation and that the interest for alternatives

warranting this religious cultivation will continuously

increase. In other words, it is to be expected that Roman

Catholic education will increasingly lose it's self-evident

priority among the Roman Catholics.

It is not necessary that this development leads at short

notice to behavioral consequences. An important factor in

this respect is the high valuation of the parents of what could

be called the secular functioning of Roman Catholic education:

in this inquiry 82 per cent of the (Roman Catholic) parents

were satisfied with the school of the child and also 82 per

cent were of the opinion that the ordinary subjects were

taught equally well in Roman Catholic and non-Catholic schools.

In other words: there are objections, in the first place

against the seclusion of Roman Catholic education, but these

objections give no occasion to an exodus, because of the high

appraisal of the quality of the Roman Catholic schools. Never-

theless the need for alternative possibilities, guaranteeing

c
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religious cultivation without the drawback of seclusion,

will increase considerably.

On the other hand, the Roman Catholic governing bodies in

the field of education unmistakably opt on the whole for the

maintenance and expansion of the existing situation. That

is to say, they prefer exclusive Roman Catholic education,

as has been demonstrated by a recent statement of the highest

authority in educational matters, the Dutch Roman Catholic

School Council.

Some factors, however, make this policy increasingly

difficult. In ti first place must be mentioned the need for

cooperation among the zuilen in order to realize, within the

possibilities opened up by the Secondary Education Act, an

optimum package of educational provisions in a certain region.

It is not always possible for one of the zuilen to comply

with the criteria of the foundation regarding subsidizing

of all necessary educational provisions in a certain region

(a new district, a developing area), while the possibility

is there when they join forces. Motives of an educational

character may, in situations like these, lead to changes in

the verzuilde structure of the educational system.

Moreover, school-boards responsible for the foundation of

new schools in new districts, where plans must be made for the

necessary educational provisions will increasingly be confronted
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with the choice between the realization of an exclusively

confessional educational apparatus and the possibility,

advocated by a still small but growing part of the public,

of an interconfessional or ideologically mixed educational

structure.28

What applies for the Catholic camp is probably likewise

valid for a great part of the Protestant camp, namely that

the verzuiling of education is in discussion at the bottom

(the grass roots) and that this will undoubtedly lead up to

tensions between "bottom" and "top". It is not very rirobable

that these tensions will demonstrate themselves at short

notice at the level of primary education, but on the level of

secondary education they are already discernable.

On the background of these ten'sions we call upon

Goudsblom:

It may well be that the process of verzuiling

has already reached its pinnacle and is now

on the decline. In some areas, especially
education, the confessional blocs tare still

gaining strength; in others, such as organized
sports, they appear to be losing ground. By

and large it is plausible to expect that the
integration (in some sectors -CV] accomplished
at the top will gradually descend to the lower

levels as well. Several factors possibly
favoring such a development may be mentioned.

One is that increasing prosperity and leisure
widen people's range of orientation, enabling
them to make comparisons , with other creeds and
other social strata. Most effective in this

'broadening process is the impact of radio and

television. The mass media and the schools
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also stimulate the general diffusion of the
elitist standards of civility, facilitating
"intersegmental" relationships. Closely
related to each of these trends is the
general "erosion of the religious landscape,"
expressed both in increasing secularization
and religious apostasy and in the ecumenical
rapprochement between different churches.

Some American sociologists have discerned
signs of American society moving in the
direction of a form of denominational segmenta-

tion similar to the Dutch. We shall not
enter into the merits of their arguments with
regard to the United States. As far as
the Netherlands is concerned, however,
the opposite prospect of a gradual "depillariza-
tion" of society seems likely. This conjecture,
to be sure, speculates upon a far distant
future: at the moment the zuilen still stand
solidly, dominating the national scene.29

It is difficult to foresee the consequences of this

"ontzuiling" for the administrative structure of Dutdh education.

It is important to keep in mind that the gradually increasing

resistance against secluded confessional education, at least

against some of its e.spects, should not be interpreted as

a growing preference for public education: there is a lot of

criticism of the management of the public schools. A system

of control by local authorities is not the only possible guarantee

for the public character of the school; in certain circumstances

it is even no guarantee at

One of the principal developments within public education

is a change from more contact with.parents..to consultation with

parents. It can be supposed that the continuation of this,

trend will lead to a delegation by authorities ct a part
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the control of the public school, to with more citizen influence

over the management of the school. Such a development would

mean that, as far as control is concerned, the differences

between public and private education diminish.

If the process of "ontzuiling" continues, this means

Ithat in the future a discrepancy could arise between the

'organizational structure of the educational system, as a

deposit of the most prominent cultural differences within the

Dutch population in the 19th century, and the ideological

idifferences coming to the fore in the 20th century, , inasmuch

as these differences demonstrate themselves in diverging
,

educational needs. Undoubtedly this discrepancy will put a

strain on the educational system. Most important for the

1

way the resulting problems are solved is the acknowledgement

of the right of educational diversity, laid down in the

Constitution; this right gives a lead for the crystallizing

of a new educational structure in the future.

The rising tensions with regard to the way the principle

of financial parity has taken shape should not be seen as a

failure of this system. In a certain phase of Dutch history

it has worked as good as a compromise can work. But the develop-

ment of society goes on and makes adaptation of institutional
,

sectors to social change3 necessary. This is the problem educa-

tion in the Netherlands has to cope with in the future.
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INTRODUCTION: PURPOSE AND PLAN OF THIS REPORT

It is-not often that a Canadian educator finds himself able to

share the fruit of Canadian experience with his American associates.

1

The reverse is usually the case. Canadian educational orgznization and

practice has borrowed heavily in the last forty years from che philosophy,

theory, organization and practice of educational professors aild practi-

tioners in the United States. The adaptatiOn has often been greatly

delayed, and the selection not always wise, but it is a fact that in

English-speaking Canada, educational systems have tended to evolve after

the patterns of its southern neighbor.

Canada has, however, ploughed some unique furrows of its own

with respect to the subject of this report: public deneminational school

systems. For over a century, it has been reaping the harvest from the

seed sown in these furrows. It is now in a position to use rather

objective measures to evaluate the fruitage and to make known the

results of this evaluation for the benefit of others.

Education today seems to be on the horns of a dilemma. On the

one hand, there is greater concern than ever before that education be

relevant to the demands of society, that it meet the needs of the

individual--of every individual. On the other hand, attempts to achieve

this goal hawi so spiralled the costs of education that the cry is for

more effectiveness, more efficiency,, more accountability. At the same

time the insatiable demand of the public for more social services has

,:11
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increased education's competition for its scarce economic resources.

Those concerned with the role of denominational education in a plural-

listic society are placed squarely in the middle of this dilemma. Economic

necessities and political expediencies have somehow to be weighed with

cultural values.

The Purpose of this Report

It is the purpose of this report to attempt to present, in as

objective a manner as possible, an overview of considered opinion and

research on the nature and effectiveness of Canada's public denominational

school systems. By so doing, it is further hoped that the ekperience,

points of view, and recommendations reported will provide a new frame

of reference within which those concerned with this topic may be able

to formulate or evaluate policy for their own jurisdictions.

To attempt in one paper, however, to achieve such a purpose

would be utterly presumptious, unless some limitations and delimitations

vere readily admitted. There will be no attempt in this paper to present

a. current up-to-date report of the educational scene across Canada.

Ti4s could well be the subject of another inveatigation. Instead, the

paper will be delimited to a report and analysis of five distinct patterns

of denominational organization in public 'school systems. These wil/ be

portiayed AA one parcular period in'theirevOlution, at a point in

time when provincial governments entrustedwith their administration,

saw fit to establish commissions Of inquiry.. TheAnquirieS, however,

werel within the last twelve-year period..

As will,belaborited,later, it is the availability of the

Reports Of these Commissions that lend detail and objectivity to the

. evaluative prOcess. The events which have, or have not followed the
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public presentatlon of the Commissions' findings are not included in

the data here reported. It is sufficient to say that education in all

parts of Canada today is under increasing public scrutiny and pressure.

In response to this pressure, major changes are in process, more in some

provinces than others. Most of the changes follow.the trends the reports

: indicate.

A limitation of this paper relates to the selection of specific

topics and data for analysis and report. The five-volume report of the

Quebec Royal Commission, and the two-volume report of the Royal Commission

for Newfoundland and Labrador, obviously contain a great deal of data

and a great number of.topics not contained in this summary. Through the

extensive use of quotations, an attempt has been made to present, on a

selected number of significant topics, the stated opinions as well as

the conclusions of the distinguished body of citizens who comprise the

commissions.

These topics fall into four main areas: (l).administration of

education at the state level, (2) administration of education at the

local level, (3) education programs and output, and (4) the role of the,'

denominations in education. The specific subjects discussed in these

areas will vary from One case to another. Some or the topics included

for consideration will be: the role of the provincial legislature and

the state department, the size and structure of local school administra-

tions, the adequacy of programs and instructional resources, the.equity

and effic.ency of financial arrangements and the qualifications of staff'

and level- of educational output.

The-Plan of the Report-

Every situation has its historical antecedents. To judge or
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reform the situation, these antecedents must be understood and appre-

ciated. Any discussion of denominationalism in Canadian schools will

founder on the rocks of bigotry or ignorance unless some understanding

is gained of its long historical tradition. In the next chapter of

this report, a brief overview is given of the way in which the concept

of what the French Canadians would call "confessionality" became an

integral part of the evolving education systems. Here will be found

the roots of the difference between Canadian and American patterns of

public education, and between the pattern of denominationalism evolved

in the Public school system of one province of Canada and that of another.

As a background to what follows, Chapter 3 will include a brief

comparative summary of selected social, economic, and educational

variables associated with the five provincial systems reviewed in this

report. It will be the purpose of this summary to relate the inputs and

outputs of the educational system of one province to those of the others

in order that the more detailed analysis which follows may be perceived

in better perspective. This chapter will also discuss the nature and

purpose of Canadian Royal Commissions on Education and the significance

of their reports for the purposes of this study.

Each of the following four chapters will present as a case study,

one particular province and its pattern of denominationalism. After

describing in brief the organization of education in the province, it

will proceed to an analysis of its denominational system under the four

areas previously described. Major emphasis will be placed on the

findings and views of the Commissions as they turned their investigations

to these particular areas. A brief summary comment will conclude each

of these chapters..,,
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Tbe final chapter in this report will attempt to pull together

some of the common and unique conclusions gained from the previous

chapters. It will then attempt to summarize some of the strengths and

the weaknesses of denominational forms of education as practiced in;

Canada. The ohapter will conclude by turning the spotlight on some of

the basic issues and major problems which society must resolve if it is

to determine educational issues where denominational considerations are

involved.



THE EVOLUTION OF CANADA'S PUBLICLY-SUPPORTED

DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL SYSTEMS

Missionary Activities

Education had its beginnings in all provinces of Canada as an

aspect of missionary activities. This activity was directed first

towards the Christianization of the Indians and later towards the propa-

gation of the gospel among the newly-arrived settlers. The goals of

education were largely limited to these ends, and the education itself

was of a very rudimentary character. Under the French rgime, the

settlement along the St. Lawrence River known as New France was governed

by a triumvirate comprised of the Governor (the military head), the
,

Intendant (the business manager) and the Bishop (the religious and

educational leader). As no Huguenots were permitted in the colony, all

religious and educational activities were under the direction of the

-

Roman Catholic Church.

Within a few years after the coming of the English to Quebec,

petitions were made to the Governor asking for financial assistance to

support English Protestant schoolmasters. The Quebec Act, passed in 1775,

while acknowledging the religious rights of French Canadian Catholics,

also asserted the right and intention of the government to promote the

Protestant religion and to provide support in the form of land grants

for a Protestant clergy. In the next fifty-year period the French

Catholics resisted every attempt to establish nondenominatimal schools

or school systems. They saw this not only as a threat to the monopoly of

c(

(I(
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the church in educational matters, but also as an'atteut to destroy the

French Canadian culture.

When the Maritime Provinces came under British rule in 1713,

there were a few French schools in existence. From that time on,

religious soci.eties of the Church of England and the nonconformist

churches were active in the establishment of charity schools. The Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts established a school

at Bonavista, Newfoundland, as early as 1722. Following the prevailing

pattern in England, such schools were conducted as charitable institu-

tions designed to propagate the gospel among the settlers through the

provision of a very elementary form of education. In 1759, the Church

of England received recognition as the official church of the Maritime

colonies. Church-related grammar schools began to appear for the social

elite, followed later by academies when American influences began to

make an impact after the arrival of the United Empire Loyalists following

the American Civil War.

It was the immigration from the United States of the settlers

who wished to remain under the British flag after the Declaration of

Independence which had the greatest influence on the development of

Canadian education prior to Confederation. The United Empire Loyalists,

as they were called, settled largely in the Maritime Provinces of

New BrunSwick and Nova Scotia and in Upper Canada, which later became

Ontario. ,They brought with them the emerging pattern f;r1 the American

colonies of locally-supported common schools of a nondenominational

character. In 1816, the first Act was passed to make provision in

Upper Canada for the establishment of common schools throughout the

province. About the same time or a little earlier, a similar Act was
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passed in Nova Scotia.

The settlement of western Canada occurred much later than that

of eastern Canada. However, it was the activities of missionaries of

various denominations which resulted in the establishment of the first

schools. Oftgn they were located at Hudson Bay Company_posts where they

could meet the educational needs of the white traders' families as well

as that of a few Indians who camped in the vicinity. In British Columbia,

for example, the chaplain of the Hudson Bay Company's fur trading post

at Victoria founded the first school in 1849. In 1865, the first school

legislation in that province was passed, establishing nonsectarian public

schools, with the clergy permitted to visit the Schools and teach

religion.

Legal Provision for Denominational Schools

A significant development related to the establishment of

denominational schools in Canada occurred in 1841 when an Act was passed

in Upper Canada (Ontario) providing for the establishment of a separate

school in any district where the religious minority (in this instance,

Roman Catholic) dissented from the provisions for the common (public)

school. Under the provisions of the Act the dissentients would elect

trustees to operate a separate school for the minority. These trustees:

(a) held and exercised all "the rights, powers, and authorities" of

public school trustees,

(b) were subject to the same "obligations and liabilities,"

(c) were subject to the same visitation conditions rules and

:obligations 'and'

(d) r were to receivetheirdue propottiOn.of'"the Monies appropriated by

Law-and raised byaSsessment-forthe'SUpPort Of COrtimOn SChools:"

,14
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The "separate school districts" thereby created were coterminus

with the common school districts. They were part of the public school

system in the sense that regulations governing teacher qualifications,

courses of study, examinations, and provincial inspection applied to

them equally yith the cormnon schools and they shared proportionally to

their numbers in provincial grants and local school tax revenues. The

chief distinction of the separate school was that its local governing

board and the teachers hired by it were of the same religious faith as

the pupils. No special concessions were made regarding the educational

program or the courses of study. During religious education periods,

however, the teachers would have the opportunity to direct the instruc-

tion to their own particular tenets.

Similar provisions were made for the religious minority in

Lower Canada (Quebec) in 1845. In this case, the minority was

and Protestant (largely Anglican). Whereas the term "separate

came to be used tor the minority schools in Ontario, the term

English

schools"

dissentient

schools' was used in Quebec. The legal rights gained at that time by

the minority religious groups in Ontario and Quebec have been jealously

guarded ever since.

Constitutional Provisions for Education

On March 29, 1867, the British Parliament passed "An Act for the

Union of Canada, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick !! subsequently known as

the British Ilprth America Act' This Act became the written portion of

the Canadian Constitution. Section 93,of Article VI of this Act, the/

article dealing with the distribution of legIslative powers, begins-

with the statement.:



In and for each Province the Legislature may exclusively make

laws in,relation to education, subject and according to the

following provisions; . . .

By this Article, therefore, the Canadian Constitution specifically

delegated to the provinces the responsibility for education. Subsequent

court cases have affirmed the provincial prerogative in this area. It

has been the major consideration in placing severe limits on any Federal

Government participation in elementary and secondary education in Canada.

This exclusive right of provincial legislatures with respect to

education is subject to one major limitation, expressed in Subsection 1

of the same Article, as follows:

Nothing in any such law shall prejudicially affect any Right or

Privilege with respect to Denominational Schools which any Class of

Persons have by Law in the Province at the Union.

This provision was specifically designed to protect those rights to

separate or dissentient (denominational) schools which the religious

minorities in Ontario and Quebec had enjoyed by law before Confederation.

In the court cases which subsequently arose over the interpreta-

tion of this subsection, the key phrases around which the legal decisions

hinged were "by law," and "at the Union." The rights to denominational

schools protected by the Constitution were !Only those which eiisted

"by law" at the time a province joined Confederation. Since provinces

entered at different dates, beginning with:the original four named in

the British North America Act in 1867 and Concluding with Newfoundland

in 1949 and since the legal status of denoMinational schools:had reached

different states of recognition prior to aeir entry, thete resulted no

common provision_for denominational forms-Of education .throughoutr the

temprovinces.of Canada. -Rather there evolyed a continuum along which

five distinct categories of provision coul4 be discerned. These range
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from a single public school system at one end, to a multidenominational

system at the other.

Categories of Denominationalism in Provincial Systems

The Province of British Columbia is the only Canadian province

which may be considered entirely comparable with the general pattern in

one nonsectarian public school system in that province, all denominational

the United States in regard to denominational education. There is only

-

forms of education being operated privately. Though limited provincial

j
assistance is made available to private schools, such as the provision of

certain elementary textbooks, they do not receive revenues from local

taxes or provincial school grants. In Newfoundland, on the other hand,

there is no nonsectarian public school system. All schools have a

denominational character, some seven different religions being recognized

for educational purposes, five of then operating major school systems.

Over 90 per cent of the revenues for these schools come from provincial

grants. Only a limited use is made of local tax sources in Newfoundland.

In between these two extremes lie the "separate school systems"

of Ontario, Saskatchewan and Alberta, and the former "dual system" of

Quebec. Growing out of its pre-Confederation precedents, Ontario has

continued with its separate schools for the religious minority. This

privilege, however, has not been extended to the senior secondary school

level. At that level, only nonsectarian public schools are supported by

public revenues, and denominational forms of education are private.

The Provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan, which were created out of the

North West Territories in 1905, emerged.from their pre-Confederation era

with similar provisions for separate schools as those prevailing in

Ontario. In Alberta this provision was extended to the high schools but.

453-050 0-71-12
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in Saskatchewan, until recently, it was limited to the elementary schools

as in Ontario. In all three provinces, separate schools may be either

Roman Catholic or Protestant, depending on Che religion of the minority

in a particular school district. In all but a few instances, however,

the separate schools are Roman Catholic. The privilege of having separate

schools supported by public revenues does not extend to individual

Protestant denominations but only to Protestants as a whole, when they

constitute the religious minority. In each of these provinces, several

individual Protestant denominations have their own schools, but these

are privately supported and operated.

In all provinces which have separate school systems, these systems

are considered to be part of the general public educational system. In

conformity with the provisions of the pre-Confederation Acts, separate

schools are under the same provincial controls and regulations as the

public schools. Where provincial regulations governing curricula, courses,

references, examinations, and inspections are in effect they apply

equally to both systems. The same grant regulations both capital and

operating, and provisions for receiving funds from local tax sources,

govern public and separate school systems. Teacher training and certifi-

cation requirements are also identical for both.

As the pre-Confederation provisions for dissentient schools in

the Province of Quebec evolved over the:lears, a dual system of education

resulted which is only now being modified 'into a more unitary model.

Under this dual system, Catholic education and Protestant education

developed almost independently. There was little attempt to develop

similar systems or to apply common regulatiOns. After certain negotiations'

with the Jewish cominunity, the Protestant system became in effect the
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non-Catholic system of Quebec, and lost much of its denominational

-haracter. The Roman Catholic system, which accomodated approximately

90 per cent of the pupils in the province, remained largely under the

direction of the Roman Catholic Church. This system had unique charac-

teristics unlike those found in any other Canadian province. For example,

until 1960, secondary education in this system was largely private,

being under the control of religious orders which operated a large

number of small classical colleges and normal schools. The curriculum

in this secondary system was narrowly academic in character and the

clientele very selective. On the other hand, the high school system

evolved in the Protestant sector was more nearly comparable with that in

Ontario and the other Canadian provinces.

One other category of denominationalism may be discerned in

Canadian provincial,school systems, though it is much harder to identify.

As the result of failure to gain the support of the courts for their

claims to the recognition of denominational schools, a number of provinces

gradually worked out informal "gentlemen's agreements" with the religious

minority. These agreements gave unofficial sanction to the denominational

character of public schools in certain districts where the population

was fairly homogeneous with respect to religion. Though this fact is

well recognized, official statistics relating to it are not available.

The Maritime Provinces and Manitoba would fall into this fifth category

of denominationalism in the public schools.

The five categories of denominationalism represented by Canadian

provincial school systems, therefore, when ranked according to degrees

of denominationalism would include a multidenominational system, a dual

denominational system, a separate denominational system, a single public
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school system with historical "gentlemen's agreements," and a single

public school system with all denominational education being private.
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CASE STUDIES IN DENOMINATIONALISM IN SCHOOL SYSTEMS

In presenting an overview of the Canadian experience with denom-

inationalism in public school systems, five case studies will be

discussed, following which a summary of the findings will be given

together with some major conclusions. The five case studies illustrate

the five types of denominationalism recognizable in Canadian education

and are represented by the following provinces:

J. Newfoundland: a multidenominational system,

2. Quebec: a dual denominational system,

3. Alberta: a separate denominational system,

4. Manitoba: a single system with informal arrangements for

denominationalism, and

. British Columbia: a single system with no provision for

denominationalism.

Before presenting these case studies, selected comparative data are given

to indicate the relative inputs and outputs of the five systems. The

data used were obtained from the Education Division of the Dominion

Bureau of Statistics. These data serve as a background for the discussions

in each cage study and will be supplemented by additional data relevant

to the particular provincial systems.

Royal Commission Reports
7

The case studies themselves have been largely based on the

findings Of Royal CemMiSSions on EduCation. During'the last dozen yearg,

III:B:l5
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the concern of the Canadian public over the quality of education in its

elementary and secondary schools has led to the establishment by provincial

governments of seven Royal Commissions on Education. These Royal

Commissions, committees of inquiry established by pavvincial legislatures,

had specific toms of reference. Their terms of office were limited to

the length of the particular inquiry, usually extending over two or three

years. The reports of the Commissions were filed with the governments

concerned and, when released, became public documents. Each Commission

was comprised of a small number of outstanding lay citizens and educators,

none of whom were members of the legislature. Their deliberations were

based on written submissions, presentations at public hearings,

commissioned studies, and direct investigations by the Commissions

themselves. It was not uncommon for Royal Commissions to travel throughout

a province holding public hearings and making investigations. Very often

they visited other provinces and countries in order to view particular

issues in broader perspective. Their final reports included recommenda-

tions for government consideration which may, or may not, have been

implemented depending upon the views of the government and the political

climate.

The role of such a Royal Commission is well presented in the

following statement by the Quebec Commission:

A commission of inquiry like ours is a public body, emanating

from the political power. Thus it is as a citizen that, at the
government's invitation, each of its members serves on it. Such a
commission, being an agency of the state, must assume the point of
view of civil society as a whole and adopt in religious matters the
neutrality which we shall, in a later paragraph, attribute to the

state. Hence, a commission of this kind would be betraying.its
civil trust if it were to define society, the state or education in

terms of one particular faith, and it would be abusing the authority

entrusted to it if it ,sought to impose on everyone the point of

view of a single, specific church. Just as the state must do, our
Commission has made every effort to understand and respect the ideas
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1,17.

of the various churches and of all citizens,concerning the schools;

it is not competent to adopt one view in preference to the others

. . We have sought instead to make clear the lines of thought or

principles which would be the most widely acceptable to the whole

body of citizens and which might serve as a general rule for the

state in determining its policy in this realm. (5: 27)

In an attempt to present a comprehensive and objective overview

and evaluation of denominationalism in a country with ten distinct

provincial systems, the use of Royal Commission Reports has the follow-

g advantages:

1. They represent an extended period of investigation by lay citizens

and professional educators of the province concerned.

. They take into consideration a wide spectrum of opinion from all

areas of the province.

13. Their conclusions are drawn with knowledge of both local traditions

and current practice elsewhere.

Their conclusions reflect a sensitivity to cultural and political

factors operating in the province.

They reflect the views of responsible citizens charged with the task

of assessing present practice in terms of current demands and future

requirements.

The provinces which have had such Commissions on Education within

the last twelve years are Alberta (which is now having its second),

British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and Newfoundland. Five of

these have been selected for case studies. The Ontario Commission had

more limited terms of reference than the others. Its comments relative

to school denominationalism, however, will be reported in connection with

the Alberta case study, as both provinces have separate school systems.
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Differences in Cultural and Economic Inputs to Education

Since some attempt to make interprovincial comparisons is

essential when discussing the effects of denominationalism, an overview

may be helpful of certain input and output variables associated with the

five provincdt selected as case studies. The input variables are in two

categories (cultural and economic), and the output in terms of a single

variable. The selected cultural variables are: the number of children

in the family, the educational level of the labor force, and the

percentage of the 15-19 age group in school. Among the economic variables

are the income levels of the population, per capita and per pupil expendi-

tures on elementary and secondary education, and median teacher salaries.

The single output measure used is the retention rate or holding power

of the schools. It represents the only interprovincial measure of edu-

cational output which is available at the present time. As such, it is

a relatively objective measure related to the stock of schooling in the

labor force which, in turn, has been proven to have significant relation-

ships with economic growth.

The provinces of Canada are often grouped for geographic and

economic purposes into four main regions. From east to west they are:

the Atlantic provinces, the central provinces, the prairie provinces,

and British Columbia. In this study, Newfoundland represents the Atlantic

region, which is the least economically advantaged of the four regions

of Canada. Quebec is part of the more densely populated and industrial-

ized central region, yet having large sparsely-populated areas. Manitoba

and Alberta, in the prairie region, have a dominant agricultural economy,

Alberta being slightly more favored due to its major oil industry.

British Columbia on the west, with major primary and some secondary
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industries, has a high per capita income comparable with that of Ontario

in the central region.

The selected data in Table 1 reflect some of the cultural and

economic differences among the five provinces in these four regions and

some of their-implications for inputs to education. At the time of the

Table 1

Cultural and Economic Variables

Degree

of

Denom. Province

No. of*
children
per family

----
Per cent

15-19

in school

Labor Force*
Educ. Level Personal Income**

Elem. Univ. per capita

$ I

per child
$

1 Newfoundland 2.7 52 48.0 6.2 1287 3516

2 Quebec 2.2 50 48.3 8.5

4 Manitoba 1.7 66 37.1 9.0 2052 6726

3 Alberta 1.8 62 34.7 9.7 2215 6956

5 British Columbia

i

1.6 68 27.2 11.7 2438 8345

*1961 Census
**1966 National Accounts

last census (1961) the number of children per family was highest in the

provinces of Newfoundland and Quebec, and lowest in Manitoba and British

Columbia. In relation to the labor force supporting them, there were

therefore relatively more children to be educated in the eastern provinces

than in the western. It should be noted also that the education level

of the labor force in Newfoundland and Quebec was lower than that of the

other provinces. The range was from 6.2 per cent with some university

education in Newfoundland, to 11.7 per cent in British Columbia. Conversely,

48 per cent of the labor force in Newfoundland in 1961 had no more than

an elementary level of schooling, compared with 27 per cent in this

category in British Columbia. The level of education of the adult

population has been found to have significant tmplications for the
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willingness as well as the ability of the population to support public

education. In this sense, the percentage or the 15-19 age group in

school in 1961 may be seen as a reflection of public attitudes towards

the value of education, as well as being considered a measure of output.

Education level of the labor force is one indicator of its

productivity and level of income. Personal income for each province in

1966 is given on a per capita basis and a per child basis in Table 1.

The personal income per capita of Newfoundland was only one-half that

of British Columbia. On a per child basis, the latter province hada

personal income two and one-third times that of the former. Level of

income is reflected in total provincial expenditures on education. It

may be seen from Table 2 that expenditures on elementary and secondary

education per capita in British Columbia were double those of Newfoundland

in 1965. On a per pupil basis, they were two and twoTthird more. A

high correlation would appear to exist between personal income per child

and expenditures on elementary and secondary education per pupil.

Table 2

Input Variables

Degree
of

Denom. Province

Expenditure on*
Elem.-Sec. Ekhic.

per capita per pupil

$ $

Median Teacher
Salary**

Teacher with
University degrees

Elem.

$

Sec.
$

Elem.
z

Sec.
x

1 Newfoundland 58 216 4344 6889 11.5 53.3

2 Quebec 111 522

4 Manitoba 100 479 5745 8111 15.6 74.3

3 Alberta 124 532 6535 8309 33.9 75.6

5 British Columbia 118 581 7032 8934 12.3 77.3

*Survey of Education Finance, 1965, D.B.S.

**Salaries and Qualifications of Teachers, 1958-69, D.B.S.
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Differences in educational expenditure reflect differences in

teacher salaries, which Comprise about two-thirds of the total expendi-

tures. The median elementary teacher salary in British Columbia, in

1968-69, was one and two-thirds times that in Newfoundland, and the

median secondary teacher salary was one and one-third times the

Newfoundland median. Salary differences express not only differences in

scale but, more significantly, differences in teacher qualifications.

Using a university degree as a standard of qualification, it will be seen

from Table 2 that, in-1968-69, Alberta and British Columbia had the

highest level of qualifications in the teaching force--both for elementary

teachers and secondary teachers. Newfoundland had the lowest percentage

-in both categories. In 1968-69, of the elementary teachers in

wfoundland, two-thirds had no more than one year of training beyond

Grade XI. In the three western provinces, the percentage of teachers

in this category was negligible. Data are not available for Quebec.

Differences in Educational Outputs

Studies have shown significant correlations between both the

cultural and the economic variables presented and educational output.

Using the retention rate of the schools as the output measure, Table 3

presents a comparison among the five provinces, with the results for the

two public systems in Quebec given separately. The data are based on an

age-cohort study conducted by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics for the

period 1953-1965. Two measures of the variable are presented: retention

to age 17 and retention to Grade XI. The data are reported separately

for boys and girls. Grade X/ and age 17 were selected for this table

because Newfoundland and Quebec have traditionally terminated secondary

education at the Grade XI level. On this measure, the highest retention

;
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rates are found in the western provinces of Alberta and British Columbia.

The Roman Catholic System of Quebec and the Newfoundland system show the

lowest retention rates.

Table 3

Output Variables

Degree
of

Denom. Province

School Retention Rates*
To Age 17 To Gr. XI

Boys Girls Boys Girls

1 Newfoundland 40 27 43 40

2 Quebec, Roman Catholic 30 15 38 37

Quebec, Protestant 36 22 54 58

4 Manitoba 59 49 72 71

3 Alberta 61 52 80 82

5 British Columbia 83 82 78 79

Associated with the school retention rates have been the retarda-

tion rates of pupils as they progrcssed through the grades. These rates,

which relate to current promotion policies, are found tr.: be higilest in

Newfoundland and lowest in Alberta. In all provinces, the retardation

rate for boys is higher than that for gialn, in some cases being almost

double. At Grade VII, the retarda ion rate in Newfoundland in 1965 was

28 per cent, compared with 15 per cent for Menitoba and 7 per cent for

Alberta. In same districts of Newfoundland, the percentage of pupils

retarded one year or Erne at age 14 ranged as high as 30 to 40 per cent.

From these input-output data, it will be seen that Newfoundland,

in an economically disadvantaged area, and with its multidenominational

school system, had both an educational input and output ratio which was

about one-half that of British Columbia with its high income level and

single school system. The level of educational output, as measured by
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the retention variable, showed the Roman Catholic system of Quebec to be

the lowest of the Canadian provincial systems. The Protestant system in

that province was above that of the Catholic system and the Newfoundland

multidenominational system in terms of output, but below that of the

western provinces. The cultural data for Quebec indicate a higher ratio

of children to be educated than the western provinces, but a slightly

lower ratio than Newfoundland. The educational level of the labor force

in Quebec ranked in a similar manner. Income and teacher-salary data for

Quebec were not available. In terms of expenditures on education per

pupil and per capita, in 1965 Quebec ranked above Newfoundland (almost

double) and Manitoba, and below British Columbia and Alberta.

Alberta and British Columbia were found to be very close in

terms of both economic and cultural in9uts and educational outputs.

Alberta had the highest rate 6f expenditure per capita, and British

Columbia the highest per pupil. This difference is accounted for by the

higher ratio of children to labor force membership in Alberta than in

British Columbia. Teacher salaries were slightly higher in British Columbia

than in Alberta. Alberta had a higher percentage of its elementary

teachers with degrees than did British Columbia, but British Columbia

had the highest percentage of degreed secondary teachers. Alberta's

retention rate at Grade XI was slightly higher than that of British

Columbia, but the latter province had a thirteenth year which caused a

greater percentage of pupils to be retained through Grade XII than in

Alberta. On many input and output variables, Manitoba occupied a middle

position between the two other western provinces and the two eastern

provinces.

In sunmary, the data in Tables 1 to 3 indicate that, associated

1
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with the degree of denominationalism in the five zelected provinces,

there is a fairly consistent pattern of socioeconomic and educational

variables. Newfoundland, with its multidenominational system, is found

to have the largest number of children per family, the lowest level of

education in the labor force and the lowest personal income. Its

expenditure level on education and its output in terms of retention rates

were among the lowest of the five provinces. British Columbia, on the

other hand, with a single nondenominational school system, had the lowest

number of children per family to educate, the highest level of education

in the labor force, the highest income level, and the highest expenditure

rate per pupil. In terms of output, it was also among the highest of the

Canadian provinces. Among the five provinces, Manitoba was at the median

on most variables.

Quebec, with its dual denominational system, had the highest

number of children per family, next to Newfoundland. The educatian level

of its labor force was only slightly higher than that for Newfoundland.

Comparable economic data were not available. In terms of expenditure per

pupil, however, its rates were more than double that for Newfoundland

and higher than that for Manitoba. The retention rates in Quebec varied

widely between the dominant Roman Catholic System and the smaller Protestant

System. The average picture would be comparable with the retention rate

for Newfoundland.

Alberta, which supported a separate denominational school system,

had the highest per capita expenditure on education and the second highest

per pupil expenditure. The number of children per family was slightly

more than that for Manitoba and British Columbia, but considerably less

than Quebec and Newfoundland. Next to British Columbia, Alberta had the
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highest education level in the labor force and the highest income per

capita. Alberta's retention rate at the Grade XI level was shown to be

slightly higher than that of British Columbia and approximately double

that of Newfoundland.

The r0.ative positions of these provinces on the variables

considered give some indication of the degree of concern expressed by the

Royal Commissions investigating the educational systems associated with

them. It was apparent that, however imperfectly, some cyclical relation-

ship existed between the socioeconomic and the educational variables.

Provinces with more children to educate and lower incomes could not make

the same investment or expect the same returns from the educational

system as provinces in the reverse position. On the other hand, provinces

with low educational output could not expect the same level of skills

and incomes in the labor force as other more favored provinces. The

Royal Commissions, however, while concerned with the regional and inter-

provincial disparities, devoted their main attention to an in-depth

consideration of the effectiveness and efficiency of their own particular

systems. Did the structure and operation of the system make the most

economical use of the scarce resources available to education? Did it

make available an opportunity for the youth of the province to fulfil

their educational aspirations? Did it provide an education relevant to

the current and future needs of society and of the individual? In the

following chapters, the case studies presented will attempt to summarize

the answers to these questions.
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THE NEWFOUNDLAND CASE: A MULTIDENOMINATIONAL SYSTEM

The Organization of Education

When Newfoundland joined Canada in 1949, there existed by law

n the province a multidenominational system of schools. The legal rights

f the denominations to continue these systems then came under the pro-

tection of the Canadian Constitution. Under the Education Act in effect

at the time of the Royal Commission on Education and Youth for the

Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, 1964-1968, the following denomin-

ations were recognized for educational purposes: Roman Catholic,

Anglican, United Church, Salvation Army, Pentecostal Assemblies,

Presbyterian, Congregationalist, and Seventh Day Adventist. Of these

denominations, the first five operated school systems large enough to

be represented on the provincial Council of Education. The Seventh Day

Adventists operated a few schools, and the other two denominations none.

In Newfoundland, there were no "public" or "nondenominational"

schools in the usual sense. There were three forms, however, of coopera-

tive denominational schools. Since 1903, there had been a recognition

of Amalgamated schools, which were operated jointly by denominational

boards until an Act of 1943 permitted the setting up of Amalgamated

school boards. The Anglican, United Church, Salvation Army, and

Pentecostal Assemblies denominations have cooperated in this form of

educational service. In 1965, over 11 per cent of the school population

' of the Province attended Amalgamated schools. Some of these were high

schools fed by denominational elementary schools.

III:B:27
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Two other forms of denominational cooperation have been developed

more recently. Under a Joint Service agreement, the school board repre-

senting one denomination may agree to provide instruction for all pupils

in the community at specific grade levels. Boards of other denominations

will then provide the educational service at other grade levels. In a

third form of cooperation, ehe school board of one denomination may provide

high school education for the pupils of other boards which operate their

own denominational elementary schools. In 1965, there were twenty-three

communities where Joint Service agreements were in effect and twenty-eight

instances of agreements to provide high school services. The number had

been stead_ly increasing.

In 1966, there were in Newfoundland 270 school boards operating

1,165 schools, with 5,625 classrooms accomodating 147,760 pupils. The

significant ratios were:

Average class size: 26.5 pupils

Average school size: 126.8 pupils; 4.8 classrooms

Average district size: 547 pupils; 4.3 schools

These ratios indicated a large number of local denominational or Amalgam-

ated school boards, each operating relattvely few very small schools.

At the provincial level of school administration, a Minister of

Education, an elected member of the Provincial Cabinet, headed a Depart-

ment of Education in which the Deputy Minister was the senior civil

servant and performed as the Minister's chief advisor and executive

officer. There was a Council of Education consisting of the Minister,

the Deputy Minister, and five Superintendents representing the denominations

having major school systems. The Council, subject to the Minister, was

the authority for all educational policy dealing with school boards,
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schools.and teachers under the Education Act.

Each Superintendent presents the views of his denomination at

Council meetings and the decisions made are not arrived at by

majority vote but rather by unanimous consent. This means that

policy which has been agreed to by four denominations may be pre-

vented from being enacted by the use of the "veto" by one

denomination. (1: 52)

To each Superintendent was delegated the responsibility of ad-

1
ministering the schools of his own denomination. This involved acting

as the official channel of communication between the Council of Education

1

t

; and the denomination, recomamnding to the Minister persons qualified to

ibe appointed to serve on school boards of his denomination, and acting

i

t as chairman of the denomination's Board of Examiners which had responsibility

t

for the selection and certification of teachers. He also represented the

Department of Education w.ith respect to the administration of the pro-

vincial responsibility for curriculum, supervision, examinations, etc.

A supervisory staff assisted in the carrying out of this regulatory

function in the schools of the Province.

Within the Department of Education there were, therefore, five

superintendents of schools, each adrenistering a separate denominational

Isystem. They performed as representatives of both their own particular

denomination and the provincial educational authority. In addition to

these five superintendents, there was in the Department a Director of

Amalgamated School Services and also a supervisory staff who were

responsible to anywhere from one to five superintendents.

Evaluation of Administration at the.State Level

The Report of the Royal Commission pinpointed the problems of

administration at the state level of operation in three areas: the role

of the Deputy Minister, the role of the Council of Education, and the
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role of the Superintendenc and his staff.

The weaknesses of divided control between church and state

appear to be most evident in the relationship between the office.of

Deputy Minister and that of denominational Superintendents. It is

here that these signs of tension are manifest that characterize all

institutions seeking to embody divergent points of view. In practice,

the Deputy Minister represents the Government in the Council of

Education-and has the responsibility of seeing that government policy,

as defined in the Acts end Regulations of his Department, is carried

out. The Superintendents, who are responsible to the churches for

policy-making, are responsible to the Government for the administration

of the schools of their awn denominations. Although he has overall

responsibility for the administration of the Department of Education,

the Deputy Minister has no direct contact either with school boards

or with teachers. His only contact is through the Council of

Education, and thus his only recourse, if his counsel is not

accepted, is to advise the Minister to withhold approval of Council

decisions. This means that there are no clearly established lines

of authority. The absence of such lines of authority is, in the

minds of nany, one of the greatest weaknesses of the Department.

(l-r-55)

With regard to the effective operation of the Council of Education, the

major obstacle reported by the Commission was the need to obtain consensus

befcre new directions in education could be taken. The threat of veto

was always present, if not often used. This tended to inhibit innovation

or the initiation of any major education change and maintain the status

quo. The Anglican brief stated:

A major weakness of this method of policy making lies in the

fact that policy which has been agreed to by all but one denomina-

tion may be prevented from being enacted by one dissenting denomina-

tion. Since the proportion of the population represented by the

Council members range all the way from 35 per cent of the total

population for the largest denomination to 4-1/2 per cent for the

smallest, it is easily seen that the wishes of 95 per cent of the

population may be set aside by the refusal of 5 per cent to go along

with the majority. (3: 58)

The United Church brief commented in this regard, "it does, tend

to keep educational advancement down to the lowest common denominator as

it seeks to reflect the views and policies of all the involved denomina-

tions. This could be detrimental to some areas of educational progress

and we believe it safe to say that this has been true in the past" (6: 3).
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From a number of points of view, the Commission was critical of

the role of the denoainational Superintendents in the Department of

Education. One statement in its report read:

As long as the authlrity for elucation in the Province remains

in the hands of the Council of Education, composed of denominational

representatives who are not necessarily professional educators, we

cannot, with any degree of hope, look for major changes at the top.

(1: 7)

The Roman Catholic brief supported this contention when it recommended

that "the Department should advertise for qualified applicants to fill

the office of denominational Superintendent when it beccmes vacant.

The Department of Education should first approve these applicants on the

basis of academic qualifications and professional background" (5: 21).

From this approved list, the brief recotmended that denominational

authorities should select the candidate most acceptable to them and

make their recommendaticn to the Minister.

The Anglicans, in their brief, expressed the conviction that

the heads of divisions within the Departmmnt should be chosen on academic

and professional grounds rather than denominational. From interviews

with past and present officials of the Department, the Commission con-

cluded that Superintendents were sometimes recommended for appointment

because of their denominational loyalty, rather than their professional

competence, and that there were cases where the decisions they made were

designed to safeguard denominational interests rather tnan to advance

sound educational policy.

Other problems associated with the denominational structure

within the Department of Education related to the duplication of

activities among the varicus Superintendencies, the confused lines of

authority under which the field supervisors operated, and the varying
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interpretations placed on decisions of the Council of Education by

different Superintendents.

The fragmentation of the administrative side of the Department's

work probably has its most nullifying effect on the work of the

supervisory staff. While a few of these officials inspect schools

of one denomination only, the majority are expected to report to

two, threel or even five Superintendents. This fact and the

necessity of reporting to a multitude of school boards contribute

greatly to the frustrations of supervisors obliged to work with

poorly trained teachers in classrooms with many grades. (1: 56)

The Commission pointed out Chat, should the present form of

state department organization be retained, equal representation would

have to he given to other denominations not currently represented. This

wmuld Involve adding more Superintendents to the Department with the

potential for more duplication, confusion, and immobility. The Commission

recommended, however, that the Department of Education should be organized

along functional rather than along denominational lines. It summed up

its conclusions on this matter by stating that, as it currently existed,

the Department was a divisive force in the provincial education scene,

rather than a unifying one. The Cmnmission expressed its conviction

that departmental officials "should be fully committed.to all children

of the Province, irrespective of their religious beliefs" (1: 60).

Evaluation of Administration at the Local Level

The Newfoundland Royal Commission expressed deep concern over

the fragmentation of school services which resulted from the Province's

multidenominational system. It reported that two-thirds of the pupils

were attending schools in communities where two or more denominations

operated schools. Its Report commented:

In communities in which mule th _znvaination operated

schools, there were 30,000 pupils attending elementary schools with

fewer teachers than there were grades and attending high schools

with insufficient pupils to pernit two classes for a grade. The



Commission believes that the education of these children particularly

is adversely affected by the denominational multiplicity of schools.

(1: 100)

The Commission reported a duplication of school services in 132

communities, triplication in 39, and quadruplication in eight. In three

communities, there were four different denominational schools. In 1955-66,

there were 107 one-room schools in centers that had a second school of

a different denomination. The brief from the United Church stated that

the presence of such a large number of all-grade schools was one of the

major problems of education in Newfoundland and was dooming many pupils

to semi-illiteracy.

Associated with the small denominational schools was a large

, number of very small districts. The Anglican brief summarized the

, findings of its study of the weaknesses of small districts as follows:

1. Small educational districts have insufficient pupils to

%arrant the provision of a properly equipped high school. Further-

more, it is impossible to develop an adequate Education program

much 1:ss a fully diversified program in such districts.

2. Small districts with inadequate school facilities and

restricted educational programs are unable to attract and hold

qualified professional personnel.

3. Small districts promote inefficient administrative practices.

4. Adequate local leadership is difficult and often impossible

to secure in small districts.

5. School boards in small districts experience abnormal diffi-

culty in financing education. This is particularly true with respect

to borrowing money.

6. Boards in small districts are unable to avail themselves of

many services and advantages . . . which the Department makes avail-

able to bigger administrative units.

7. In small districts, it is often difficult for the board to

exercise adequate and legitimate authority because of pressures from

various local sources.

8. It is extremely difficult for the Department of Education

to exercise necessary control over and provide leadership to a

comparatively large number of boards. (3: 7-8)
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The problem of finding suitable board members to manage large

numbers of small school districts was also noted by the Commission. A

1962 study of seventy-three Anglican Boards had revealed that only

le per cent of the board members had been to university and half had

less than a high school education. In some instances, inadequate prep-

aration for the role of school trustee had led to neglect of school

property and inefficient accounting procedures. With regard to the

former charge, the Commission stated:

In many communities parents appear to have little interest in

theit schools. The structure stands in neglect year after year with

a pane apathy that passes all understanding, while larger schools

hav2 disproportionately higher maintenance costs, are well-kept and

well-maintained. (2: 82)

The Provincial Department of Health submitted a brief, reporting

a survey of 187 schools in 1965. The survey found that:

(a) in 35 per cent of the

tions were unsatisfactory . .

(b) in 45 per cent of the

schools surveyed structural condi-

.

schools, lighting vas unsatisfactory

(c) in 40 per cent of the schools, ventilation was unsatisfac-

tory.
(d) in 35 per cent of the schools, heating was inadequate.

There are many reasons for these conditions. Only those who

have attempted to introduce new ideas to our more remote areas will

appreciate the degree of resistance that can be encountered as a

result of prejudices resulting from years of isolation. (2: 74)

In the realm of educational finance, the Commission reported

that few boards adopted a formal budget prior to the fiscal year. A

special study carried out for the Commission revealed that each board

selected its own method of bookkeeping, that not all funds raised through

school activities were shown in school board accounts, that in some

cases school board funds became mixed with church and other funds, and

that only 11 of 258 school boards whose reports were reviewed had their

books audited by a firm of profescional auditors. The study concluded
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Ithat "a potentially dangerous situation was created by these circumstances

[whereby funds could be misappropriated and never detected" (1: 78). The

Commission Report includes the statement, "The Commission views with

t alarm, that on occasion millions of dollars are spent on education with

no better justification than a general consensus, or even the opinion

of one or two people" (1: 85)

The small school districts also had difficulties with respect to

capital budgets as well as operating. The Commission pointed out that

e the business transactions necessary for building and equipping a modern

F school, which involved borrowing large sums of money over long terms and

making arrangements for repayment, presented too great a problem for

board members with little experience with modern methods of business.

School transportation services were also subject to critical

comment by the Commission. The Report stated, "The information supplied

by the school boards indicated a wide range in unit cost Even

allowing for difficulties caused by terrain and for disproportionate

overhead costs where small numbers of pupils were involved, the difference

must be considered as extraordinary" (2: 65). Many school bus operators

were found to provide a very small service, 46 having only one bus and

only one operator having more than seven. Nearly 75 per cent of the

reporting boards had no written policy with regard to the selection or

training of school bus drivers, and 19 of the boards reported no inspec-

tion service. Perhaps most alarming to the Commission was the reply to

a question asking what improvements were needed in the transportation

services. Eighteen boards failed to reply at all and 26 saw no need

for improvements (2: 68).
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Evaluation of the Educational Out ut and Pro ram

In an earlier chapter, the low retention rate of the Newfoundland

educational system, relative to that of other Canadian provinces discussed

in this paper, was clearly illustrated. The Royal Commission concurred

in this, statihg:

The number of students attending school in Newfoundland declines

dramatically during Grade IX, X, XI, so that by the end of Grade XI

only a small percentage of those who began school are in attendance.

(1: 46)

Studies carried out by the Commission indicated that, at the Grade VIII

level, the standard of achievement was very low, except in the larger

schools. In the all-grade schools, levels of .achievement were found to

be one to three years below that expected. Of particullr concern was

the low level of reading ability, which the Commission felt was a problem

requiring a concerted effort to solve--an effort which appeared impossible

due to the fragmentation of schools and school systems, and within the

Department of Education.

Of the pupils who did Orvive to Grade XI, the standard of

achievement was found to be very acceptable. Both retention and achieve-

/

sent were found to be higher in large schools than in smaller ones.

The studies conducted by this Commission and the Department of

Education show that in many small rural schools educational attain-
ment is far below accepted standards. For too many students in the
Province equality of educational opportunity is more a myth than a

reality. (1: 48)

Behind the low output of the educational system, and associated

with the many small districts and schools, was an inadequate educational

program and poorly qualified teachers.

Ubereas all of our elementary schools teach the basic subjects
of reading, arithmetic, geography, and history, relatively few of
the smaller schools teach such subjects as science, music, and
physical education . . . At the high school level in three- to five-
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room schools, only 18 out of a total of 252 scl!ools stated that they

taught physics; 11, that they taught earth scionce; one, that it

taught chemistry; and one, biology. (1: 98)

Of the regional high schools, nearly all taught physics, 80 per cent

taught chemistry, but only 33 per cent, biology. Of the small central

high schools,.orly 74 per cent taught physics, 24 per cent taught chemistry

and 11 per cent biology.

In the large majority of cases, a very restricted academic

program was the only high school offering available to students. This
P

i was seen by the Commission as the inevitable outcome of the small high

f school resulting from the fragmentation of the educational system, and

a major contributor to the high dropout rates at the secondary level.

Briefs from the Roman Catholic Hierarchy, Memorial University,
and the Newfoundland Teachers' Association stressed the need for a
more diversified curriculum . . . The Brief from the Roman Catholic

Hierarchy states that our present single-stream curriculum, geared
as it is to the college-bound student has proved inadequate. It

states that:

The exceptionally bright pupils are compelled to regulate their
pace to accomodate the average students. Lacking a challenge, they

soon lose interest and join the ranks of the mediocre, or worse still,

for the want of something worthwhile to do, become disciplinary
problems. On the other hand, there is a large percentage of students
who for various reasont cannot cope with the demands of the existing
curriculum.

The University Brief states Chat the Newfoundland curriculum is
restrictive in that the range of subjects covered is narrow . . . no

adjustments are made to take account of difEerent levels of ability
among students, different interests, or the possibility of different

vocations. (1: 146)

Associated with the narrow curricular offerings was the low

level of teacher qualifications referred to in a previous chapter. When

it is realized that secondary education in Newfoundland terminated at

grade eleven, the significance of having two-thirds of the elementary

teachers with one year or less of professional training becomes all the

more serious. Those with "less than one year" of training would like3y
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have had only a short summer course in teaching methodologies after

finishing their grade eleven year. At the time of the Commission study,

a general teacher shortage existed which the Commission associated with

the low output Of the secondary schools.

While the general picture of teacher qualifications left much

to be desired, the situation ulth regard to subject s:lecialists and

trained guidance counsellors was even more desparate. The Commission

reported:

In 1965-66, 29 teachers were employed in the ProvInce who had

specialist certificates in physical education, 68 in music, 5 in

art, 12 in home economics, 3 in reading, and 6 in guidance. More
than half the specialists were employed in schools in the St. John's

area. It is a reasonable deduction to state that there are large

numbers of rural and even urban pupils who go through secondary school

each year without having taken science, physical education, music

or art from a teacher who had specialized in the teaching of that

subject; or without having had the benefit of guidance from a trained

guidance specialist. (1: 99)

An associated problem revealed by briefs to the Commission uas

one of inequities in the evaluation of teacher qualifications for certi-

fication purposes. The difficulties arose because each of the five

denominations represented on the Council of Education had its own Board

of Examiners for the certification of teachers. The Anglican Church

brief contended that there should be only one such Board for the grading

of all teachers. While acknowledging the problem, the Roman Cariolic

brief stated, "Our denomination guards most jealously the powers and

duties of its Board of Examiners in the recruitment, indenturing, and

education of its teachers" (5: 18). It proposed as a solution to the

problem the establishment of a Teacher Certification Review Board. The

Royal Commission, however, ,toncurred in the opinion expressed in the

Anglican brief and recommended that a single Board of Teacher Certifica-

tion be established.
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To the limitations of inadequate educational programs and

teacher qualifications was added the lack of instructional resources

necessary to carry out the curriculum as it: did exist. Science teachers,

for example, presented a brief to the Commission based on data collected

from thirty-one of the central and regional high schools. They reported

that many of these schools were without such basic equipment as

galvanometers, voltmeters, barometers, balances, and vacuum pumps. The

results of a questionnaire sent to 124 larger elementary schools

indicated that 58 had no laboratory equipment or supplies and 29 had

very little.

A survey of library facilities conducted for the Commission gave

as its conclusions that:

(1) 124 of the 268 schools returning questionnairea reported that

they had no library, (2) the amount spent for library materials, on

the basis of the 1960 standards of the American Library Association,

was about four per cent of what it should be, and (3) the libraries

have too little space, inadequate equipment, such as shelving and

library chairs, and too few librarians. Cushue points out that the

returns of the survey represented, in the main, the larger schools

in the Province. It is reasonable to assume that the situation

would have been even worse had all schools!been surveyed. (1: 95)

The Commission also sent out a questionnaire relating to sports

and playground equipment. It found that over 90 per cent of the 520

shall schools responding had no such equipment. "The percentage of large

elementary schoolF reporting no equipment available was 48; the per-

centage of large all-grade schools, 32; the percentage of central high

schools, 17" (1: 97). Coupled with the picture of inadequate and poorly-

maintained school buildings, the educational environment in the majority

of small schools in Newfoundland was found to be anything but stimulating

or encouraging.

4
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The Role of the Denominations in Education

As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, five of the

several denominations in Newfoundland operated their own systems of

schools and had senior representatives in the Department of Education

where they were members of the policy-making Council of Education and

involved in the administration of the Government's decisions respecting

education. One other denomination operated a few schools and two others

had received recognition under the Education Act. The briefs presented

to the Royal Commission by these denominations represent a variety of

viewpoints with respect to the role of the churches in the administration

of education.

At one end of the continuum is the United Church of Canada, which

states emphatically that it has historically been.opposed in principle

to a denominational system of schools. Its brief quotes a statement made

by its Superintendent of Education which received the unanimous endorsa-

tion of the Newfoundland Conference of the United Church of Canada and

which said, in part,

We have gone on record before and we go on record again today in
saying that the United Church has no personal interest or desire to
assume responsibility for public School education in this Province.
As a Church we would be willing to withdraw from public school
education at any time the Government of Newfoundland could or would
assume that responsibility. We are further willing to unite in
common cause with any other Protestant denomination or denominations
in creating a larger and more fully integrated school system with
common School Boards, property and management. (6: iv)

At the other end of the continuum, the brief from the Pentecostal

Assemblies Board of Education took the position that the existing denom-

inational system represented the ideal, "the most realistic and practical

in the whole Western world" (4: 12). One statement in their brief

read:
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Therefore it can now be stated that the educational responsi-
bilities of Christian parents are best fulfilled--indeed, can only
be truly fulfilled--when their children's schooling is based on,
and operated in accordance with, the religious tenets of the parents'

church. This is to say, in other words, given our philosophical
presuppositions, that a denominational school system--a system which
reflects the deepest parental convictions--represents the educational
ideal. (4: 10)

The brief of the Pentecostal Assemblies did indicate, however, that where

their numbers were inadequate to operate a school of efficient size, they

would be happy to cooperate with other denominations in an Amalgamated

school--provided that such schools maintained their church relationship

and did not become nondenominational public schools.

In a Supplementary Brief presented by the Roman Catholic Hierarchy,

reference is made to the fact that there is some agitation for a "Public

System of Education." The brief contends that what is meant by the

advocates of such a system is a secular system of education, as opposed

to the denominationzil system. It claims that the existing system is

[ "public" because it operates under public authority and with public

revenues. It contends that Newfoundland has shown educational leadership

by providing freedom of choice among denominational schools, and suggests

that this freedom nay have contributed to the relaxation of interdenomina-

tional tensions.

.41

Recognizing, however, the educational problems resulting from a

ii proliferation of small denominational schools in sparsely-populated

"I

4
settlements, the Roman Catholic brief suggested that cooperative action

mo could solve the problem.
Aop

In certain areas, we see that need for some form of inter-
denominational cooperation in the pooling of resources and the
sharing of facilities and/or personnel, provided that:

1. religious liberty be in no way jeopardized and continue to be
safeguarded according to the provisions in the Education Act.
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2. provision be made in the regular timetable of the schools for

the teaching of religious knowledge by teachers (religious or lay).

of the same denominations as the pupils concerned. (5: 14)

In areas where the children of one denomination were too few to

establish a school, the Roman Catholic brief recognized the desirability

of them attending a school of another denomination, provided the safeguards

stated above were assured.

Recognizing both the educationally desirable and the politically

expedient, the Royal Commission expressed the opinicn that the churches

should continue their interest in education, but that their emphasis

should be less on controlling the educational systems and more on the

development and implementation of religious education programs.

At the provincial level, the churches should act in an advisory

capacity, with responsibility in certain specified areas. . . .

1. The development and administration of Religious Education

programmes.
2. The distribution of any grants that. may be administered on a

denominational basis.
3. Assisting in the recruitment of teachers.
4. Making representations to the Curriculum Branch concerning

the religious content of proposed courses of study and texts.

5. Making representations to the Department of Education concern-

ing any educational matter in which it is interested.
6. Working with and assisting denominational schools and school

boards . . . (1: 69)

In fulfilling these responsibilities, the Commission felt that some

denominations might perform most effectively by pooling their resources

with others.

The Commission affirmed its belief that religion was a most

important subject area. With regard to this aspect of education in the

Newfoundland schools, the Commission reported:

Early in the course of its enquiry the Commission sent a
questionnaire to every school in the Province. Included were a

number of questions related to religious education as a subject.

The replies present a picture which is not encouraging. One-third

of the elementary schools reported that they spent one hour or
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less a week on this subject. The percentage spendiug an hour or
less a week was even higher for secondary schools. About six
per cent of the schools reported giving no religious instruction
at all.

While officially many educational authorities have been rather
vocal in proclaiming their belief in the importance of religion in
the Newfoundland school curriculum, the studies of the Commission
supply some evidence that in many schools practices have not been
in compleee accord with what has been professed. (1: 68)

While expressing its agreement with those who maintain the significance

of religious education, the Commission also stated that it "also feels

strongly that it is not necessary to endanger the whole education of

large numbers of children in order to provide instruction.in religion"

(1: 169).

Conclusion

While some religious denominations in Newfoundland give whole-
7.

hearted support to the existing multidenominational system of education,
,....

rmost recognize its weaknesses in terms of the intellectual and occupational

goals of education. Some briefs, such as the Roman Catholic, indicated

4

0 that considerable
P
ro

g
ress had been made in consolidatin

g
schools within

their own system. Others pointed to success in cooperative efforts with

other denominations. The Commission stated,

In concluding this section, the Commission emphatically condemns
the duplication of school services in Newfoundland which has left
and is still leaving hundreds of children to face a hopeless future.
In particular, there can be no justification for the existence of
two or more schools in a small community. One must conclude that
those who advocate the establishment or retention of such schools are
unaware or unconcerned with the educational practices in them. In

the interest of the common good, the Government must resist the
pressures of all those who promote the continuation of such

conditions. (1: 102)
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THE QUEBEC CASE: A DUAL DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL SYSTEM

The Organization of Education

In 1961, at the time the provincial legislature of Quebec passed

an Act to establish a Royal Commission of Inquiry on Education, there

existed in the province a dual system of denominational schools, one

Roman Catholic and the other Protestant. This system had evolved from

the pre-Confederation laws in Lower Canada relating to the provision of

dissentiert schools for the religious minority. A subsection of the

Constitution Article relating to education stated:

All the Powers and Privileges, and Duties at the Union by Law

conferred and imposed in Upper Canada on the Separate Schools and

School Trustees of the Queen's Roman Catholic Subjects shall be and

the same are hereby extended to the Dissentient Schools of the

Queen's Protestant and Roman Catholic Subjects in Quebec.

This subsection provided an additional guarantee to the Protestant

minority that their pre-Confederation rights to dissentient schOols,

already protected under the first subsection quoted in an earlier chapter,

would be safeguarded to no lesser degree than those of the religious

minority in Ontario.

The Education Act of the Province provided for a Department of

Education to supply an administrative service to local school corporations.

The Department included a Superintendent of Education for the Province

and two Secretaries, one for each of the two systems, who had general

control of the Department's services. The Act also created a Council of

Education, divided into two Committees the Roman Catholic and the

Protestant.

III:B;45
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The Council of Education comprises the Superintendent of

Education, all the Roman Catholic bishops whose dioceses are

situated either wholly or partly in the Province, and equal

numbers of Roman Catholic laymen, and as many Protestants as there

are Roman Catholic lay members. (The Council of Education has at

present 67 mmbers, of whom 45, including the Superintendent are

Roman Catholics and 22 Protestants. Only three or four are career

educators.) Its ex officio members are the Superintendent of

Education and the Roman Catholic "bishops, ordinaries or administra-

tors" whose dioceses have the specified geographic location. All

its other members are appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council (provincial Cabinet) "during pleasure." In fact their

appointment is for life. The Council of Education is under the

presidency of the Superintendent of Education and has as its joint

secretaries the two Secretaries of the Department of Education.

(1: 29-30)

The two committees, the Roman Catholic and the Protestant, were

derived from the Council of Education but were completely separate from

it. They were also separate from one another. In fact, there was a

--
fifty-year period during which the two committees never met together.

The Council had no authority over its Committees, they had neither to

report to it nor have their decisions ratified by it. However, the

composition of each Committee included all the members of the Council

representing that particular denomination, with some additional persons

added--usually educators.

The Education Act entrusted the general organization and control

of the two educational systems to the two Committees. For its own system,

each had control over the curriculum, textbooks, examinations, and school

calendar. Each had authority in the area of teacher qualifications and

conditions of employment, teacher education and supervision, and regula-

tions governing the construction and maintenance of school buildings.

According to the Act, the Council of Education and its Committees were

subject to orders and instructions from the Cabinet which also must give

final approval to their regulations. In practice, however, the subordination

was largely theoretical and the two Committees operated autonomously.
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At this time in the Quebec educational structure, there was no Minister

f Education in the Cabinet. For many years, the Pruvincial Secretary

represented the interests of education, but in 1961 this responsibility

was transferred to the Minister of Youth. It should be noted, however,

that he did not head the Department of Educatioa as was customary in

other provinces. The stated intent of this arrangement was to keep

p provincial politics out of education.

Both the Roman Catholic and the Protestant Committees met in

general session about four times a year. To carry out its decisions,

F. there were under the Roman Catholic Committee a multiplicity of committees,

governing boards, agencies and commissions, chosen from its own membership.

V, Drawing also from among its own membership, the Protestant Committee

established a number of standing and ad hoc subcommittees.

The departmental services clearly reflect the existence of two

public school systems, and to a large extent fall under two separate

sectors, the Roman Catholic and the Protestant. The following are

duplicated, each of the sectors having its own service: school

inspection, teaching personnel, examinations, audio-visual education,

the official periodical of the Department. A curriculum service

exists only in the Protestant sector. The Roman Catholic sector

includes a number of additional serices not to be found in the

Protestant sector. (1: 42)

The inevitable outcome of this historic arrangement was almost

complete autonomy for the minority Protestant System and the evolution

of two completely different patterns of educational organization and

administration. By 1961, there were in the Roman Catholic System nearly

1,500 school corporations with 45,000 teachers serving over a million

pupils in 7,000 schools. On the Protestant side, there were 225 school

boards with a teaching staff of 5,000 serving 300 schools enrolling

115,000 pupils. The significant ratios are given in the following

table:
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Roman Catholic System Protestant System

23 pupils 23 pupils

Average school size: 147 pupils; 6 teachers 383 pupils; 17 teachers

Average district size: 687 pupils; 4.7 schools 511 pupils; 1.3 schools

Close to 900 school commissions, or approximately 60 per cent of

all of thtm, each accomodate less than 300 pupils in their schools;

. . . a little more than 500 accomodate between 300 and 1,000 pupils;

and . . . only 200 have in their care more than 1,000 pupils

Thus . . . more than half of them would have budgets under $10,000;

a little over a third, budgets varying from $100,000 to $500,000;

and a little over one-tenth, budgets over $500,000. (5:57)
4

One contributing factor to the multiplicity of small districts

and schools was the dual nature of the educational system. Another,

within the Roman Catholic System, was the practice of having separate

educational institutions for boys and girls, even at the elementary level.

A similar multiplicity of institutions occurred in the area of

teacher training, another responsibility under the Committees. On the

Roman Catholic side, there were in 1963 eleven normal schools for men,

70 normal schools for women, and 25 normal schools for scholasticates

preparing for religious teaching orders. Of the 150 teacher training

institutions in Canada in that year, 106 were to be found in the Roman

Catholic System of Quebec. The Protestant System of Quebec, on the other

hand, entrusted all its teacher training requirements to the Institute

of Education of McGill University.

At the secondary education level, the Protestant System provided

high school opportunities up to grade eleven. Until 1961, education

under the direct control of the Roman Catholic Committee generally ter-

minated at grade seven. Secondary education was provided for an

intellectual elite in the eight-year baccalaureate programs offered by a

large number of relatively small classical colleges operated by religious
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orders. Other forms of education, particularly of a trade or technical

nature, were available in certain areas of the Province under the juris-

diction of various other Departments of the government. It was not until

1943 that compulsory school attendance was made part of Quebec law, and

it was not extended to age 15 until 1961.

The 1961 Acts required all school commissions to provide
secondary education through the eleventh grade . . . few school
commissions had enough children under their jurisdiction to think
of providing secondary education themselves . . . The same Acts
allowed neighbouring school commissions to join together in order
to create a regional school commission covering the whole area within

their boundaries. (4: 142)

With regard to special provisions for the education of exceptional

children, this is an area of responsibility which had been left largely

to the private sector. In the majority of instances, institutions for

such children have been operated by religious communities, outside of

the control of the Department of Education. It was not until 1959 that

the Government began to provide some service to exceptional children and

in 1961 appointed a special educational advisor to help public schools

1

with the problem.

1

Evaluation of Administration at the State Level

bility of the Province.

1

The Quebec Royal Commission Report made a number

of statements relative to the State's responsibility for the education

Constitutionally, it has been noted, education is the responsi-

Eof its citizens. Among these statements are the following:

The modern conviction that everyone has a right to schooling
makes it essential that education be available to all children
without regard to class, race or belief, from the primary grades

to the university. No longer is education the privilege of an

elite . . . (1: 72)

Education is . . . essential in a democratic society, and it
must be equally accessible to all . . . (4: 3)
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Not without many misgivings has society been obliged to
.acknowledge that education, just like health, is an essential
social service, as indispensible for the individual as it is for
the community. (5: 156)

Up until now, society has had a narrow and restrictive concept
of education. Formal instruction has long been the perquisite of
specific social and economic groups. In our province, the democrat
ization of education has still only been partly accomplished; it
remains a goal to be attained. (2: 323)

Moreover, a large proportion of our adult population did not
finish secondary school, not through lack of aptitude or talent,
but because it was given no opportunity to do so. The future
security of all these people, and also the prosperity and progress
of Quebec as a whole during the next ten or fifteen years, will
depend on what measures are taken Immediately to provide all these
people with guidance, further education and means of acquiring
culture. (2: 329)

Finally, public opinion must become aware of the long neglect
it has manifested towards elementary education . . . Our society has
misjudged the importance of the school. (2: 118)

This line of thought led us to conclude that the state must
assume greater responsibility for education. (4: 4)

The Conmdssion Report emphasized three areas in which the state

must assume a greater responsibility for the educational opportunities

of its citizens. The first was the relationship between the Cabinet and

the Department of Educaticn; the second, the relationship between the

Department of Education and the local school commissions; and the third

the relationship between the Department and the.private sector.

With regard to the first area, the Commission stated:

The history and description of Quebec's educational system, . . .

showed how the Council of Public Instruction and its two Committees
gradually came to exercise a power belonging, in the last resort,
to thp Legislature and the Cabinet. . . . On occasion the importance
of the prerogatives of the provincial sovereignty has been minimized,
and a restrictive interpretation has been applied to its powers, but
this is contrary to the spirit of the laws and to present practice.
For whenever the State has had to accept a more active role in
education, either.by itself in establishing new educational services
or by large-scale assistance to school commissions and private
institutions, it has had to take upon itself direct responsibility
for financing education and for institutional management. The social



importance and the magnitude of a modern educational system
inevitably has led the State to the assumption of broader

responsibility. (1: 80)

The Commis'sion felt strongly that the lack of effective articu-

lation between the Cabinet and the Committees of the Council of Education

r had seriouslyr hindered the establishment of an oyerall educational pOlicy

for the Province. It therefore recommended that the Department of

- Education should be represented by a Minister of Education in the provincial

Cabinet. It found that, far from the existing structure keeping politics

1
out of education as had been intended, it led in practice to an increase

in political influence.

One of the reasons most frequently alleged for excluding the State
from direct exercise of its responsibilities in this domain is the
determination to protect the schools from the pressure of politics.
This was the reason given for abolishing the post of Minister of
Public Instruction in 1875. Yet, paradoxically enough, from then on
the Superintendent was almost always chosen, not from the ranks of
professional educators, but from the ranks of political personalities,
former Members of the Assembly or Cabinet Ministers. Moreover, it
is a matter of common knowledge that Members and Ministers have
frequently acted as intermediaries between the Department of Education
and school commissions seeking help from the public treasury. (1: 81)

The Canmission also recommended that the function of the Minister

should be to promote and cordinate educational services at all levels

and in all sectors, public and private. To make possible the performance

of this role, there was a further recommendation that a Superior Council

of Education should be created to advise the Minister and that it should

act as a unified body.

We have no desire to see history repeat itself, or to see the
Council again split into isolated parallel committees. This predom-
inant concern for coordination inspired our recommendations regarding
the structure of the Ministry; it plays no less a part in our
recommendations for the Council. (1: 114)

;

The Commission was concerned that a rational organization should be

developed at both the state and local levels that would avoid waste,
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costly duplication, and administrative inconsistencies. It repeatedly

stated that the Commission did not agree with the widely-held belief

that "confessionality of education necessarily implies the confessionality

of the public bodies charged with administering the-schools" (4: 150).

It therefore-recommended that the provincial Department of Education

should be reorgandzed along functional lines, rather than denominational,

and made the following statements:

The strict division which has always existed between Protestant
and Roman Catholic education has not always been to the advantage of

pupils or of the community as a whole; in some respects it has
delayed progress and prevented a fruitful exchange of ideas. (1: 95)

We are convinced that great advantages for educational progress
will also derive from more closely associating the Protestant and
Roman Catholic and the English and French sectors of education, which
have for a long time paid too little attention to each other. In

each sector, worthwhile experiments have been conducted, studies and
tests have been carried out, foreign educatiOnal specialists have

been consulted; but none of this has been exchanged or shared.

(4: 152)

With regard to the Department of Education's relations with local

school commissions, the Royal Conunission expressed the view that the State

could not permit educational progress to be left to chance or to be

designed to meet purely local needs. By permitting a fragmentation of

the educational system, the State had been guilty of neglecting a major

part of its constitutional responsibility for public education. The

Commission made the recommendation that the Minister's efforts to develop

an integrated and balanced educational system would be greatly assisted

by the creation of a Council of School Development in each economic area

of the Province. The Council would consist of representatives of regional

commissions within the area and Would be a unitary body concerned, among

other things, with the aPproval of the budgets of the regional Commissions

and with the coordination of their programs.
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The Royal Commission's concern with the provincial Government's

role in educational planning and development was reflected in its assess-

ment of the relationship between the Government and the private sector.

lIt considered the existing isolation between the various sectors of

Quebec's education system, public and private, to be a major contributor

[ to its weaknesses. It led to varying standards from one section of the

Isystem to another, with the consequent difficulties for students who

wished to make transfers. Private initiative alone, the Commission

[ concluded, could not achieve the coordination that was needed. Only

strong government leadership and the development of a master plan of

education for the province could achieve the goal. To this end, private

Iinstitutions desiring public funds for their support would have to give

,up some of their autonomy and find their place in the master plan.

At the time of the Royal Commission's study, and for several

hundred years before, the private sector--particularly the classical

colleges--had played a major role in the provision of secondary education

in the Province. With regard to the Government's relation to this sector,

the following summarizes the Commission's opinions:

1. That the purpose of state intervention in the private sector is to

ensure the quality of education it offerA and thereby protect the

public.

. That it i8 reasonable for the state to use public funds to provide

support to this sector because it is contributing to the state's

ultimate responsibility for the children involved.

. That there should be no connection between the regulatory measures

for this sector and government grants. That in according permlsolui.

for private educational institutions, it does not thereby commit

itself to provide financial support.
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4. That a distinction should be made between those institutions which

make specific agreements with the Department of Education to provide

specified services within a provinciai plan and those which only meet

certain government standards for subsidy purposes. The former the

Commissioned labled "semi-public" institutions and the latter

11 subsidized private" institutions.

5. That "semi-public" institutions which accepted government grants

equivalent to those in the public sector would have to accept

comparable admission and program standards to be eligible.

6. That a structure entirely built with public funds could not be owned

by a private institution. Because of the building needs in the

public sector, the Commission believed "that the state must make it

a rule to make no grants-in-aid for the building of new private or

semi-public institutions." (4: 224)

7. That the two major criteria which would guide officials in their

decisions relating to private institutions would be "the extent of

the public service rendered by each institutions, and the quality of

the education it dispenses." (4: 44)

Evaluation of Administration at the Local Level

Reference has already been made to the very large number of

school commissions in the two systems of Quebec. The Commission reported

that "close to 900 school commissions, or approximately 60 per cent of

all of them, each accommodate less than 300 pupils in their schools . . .

and that only 200 have in their care more than 1,000 pupils" (5: 57):

Although the Island of Montreal is a densely populated area, 41 school

commissions existed on the Island.
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Some of the problems associated with this multiplicity of small

school commissions are suggested by the following Royal Commission

statement:

The major disadvantages resulting from this fragmentation, in
Montreal as in the rest of the province, are the inequality of the
financial-burdens placed on ratepayers and in the inequality of
school seTvices offered to the population. Particularly in the case
of Roman Catholics, assessment of private property and real estate
tax rates vary from one school commission to another , . . In other
words, the majority of school commissions under Roman Catholic
auspices, outside the territory of the Montreal Catholic School
Commission, either do not have the requisite school population, or
else do not have ,:he means to enable them to set up or finance
good schools, especially at the secondary level. Furthermore the
split between two entirely separate administrations, one Roman
Catholic, the other Protestant, and the absence of comnunication
between them, have been detrimental to both; each could have greatly
benefited from a continuous exchange of ideas with the other.
(4: 189)

Other problems which the Commission became aware of were the

inability of the small school commissions to employ competent administra-
,

=

. tive and supervisory personnel and the tendency for such commissions to

become more and more subordinate to the state. The Commission felt that

until such time as school commissions, through consolidation, were able

. i

A to employ competent educational personnel, the Department of Education 4s

.0 I

t

would not be willing to grant any large measure of local autcnomy.

The Commission also recognized a growing demand on the part of

the public for a system of nonconfessional schools. Conscious of the

pluralism of Quebec society, it acknowledged this as a legitimate demand,

yet one which could fragment the school system even further.

The following statement,1 summarize the Commission's recommenda-

tions with regard to the establishment of nonconfessional schools.

The proposed school system assumes that, wherever they are

requested and are practicable, non-confessional schools will be

found alongside confessional schools, both being equally subsidized

out of,the public funds and administered in accordance with the
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same standards. Whenever, in a given educational jurisdiction,

the minority is too small, or else too divided in its religious or

philosophical convictions, to justify placing at its disposal one

or more schools fulfilling individual needs, all the groups involved

will have to collaborate with each other in order to find the com-

promise solutions best adapted to the situations prevailing in

their communities. (4: 65)

The point has previously been made, at the state level, that

the Commission did not believe that the administrative structure had to

have a denominational character, even though the schools were denomina-

tional. It took the position that "it is at the level of the school and

of instruction that confessionality and nonconfessionality are to be

found, and not at the level of administrative structures,
whether local

or provincial" (4: 67). It therefore proposed the unifying of both

coLfessional and nonconfessional schools in a given area under a single

large unit of administration known as a region school commission. It

gave as part of i:s argument:

Maintaining the present division between local administrations
for Roman Catholic and for Protestant schools, and adding to these

a new structure for the non-confessional schools would be to accept

a factor of rigidity which could prevent or limit in practice the

various accomodations which we desire. Then too, educational
diversity would be more difficult, for a number of groups each walled
off from the others would find it almost impossible to join forces

in order, when necessary, to set up jointly a school that could pass

muster. The unifying of local administrations into a single body

responsible for the management of all schoOls--Roman Catholic,
Protestant, non-confessional, English and French--would hence seem
to be a means of helping all citizens freely and effectively to

exercise their educational choice. (4: 67)

As an intermediate step in this process, the Commission recommended

an acceleration of the trend towards consolidation of school

Although progress had been made in this direction, particularly in the

Protestant sector, 60 per cent of the school commissions in the two

systems had less than 300 pupils in their schools in 1964-65.
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Evaluation of the Educational Output and Programs

Data presented in Chapter 2, Table 3, indicated the low output

level of the Quebec school systems relative to the other Canadian

provinces, as measured by an estimate of retention rates. The data

actually show considerable improvement over the results of a similar

study completed five years earlier. The Commission quoted 1961 census

data indicating that 54.3 per cent of the population of Quebec ten years

Iof age and over and not attending school had only completed elementary

'education or less. Referring again to the census data, they stated

I

that:

. . . forty-three percent.of the young people in Quebec, between

Ole ages of 20 and 24 and not attending school, had not continued

beyond the elementary course, whereas the equivalent figure for

Canada as a whole was 30 per cent, for Ontario 25 per cant and for

British Columbia 16 per cent. Of this same group, only 51 per cent

in Quebec had wholly or partially completed their secondary studies

as compared to 64 per cent for all Canada, 60 per cent for Ontario

and 76 per cent for British Columbia. This means that additional

education must be given to the population now between 25 and 30 years

of age in order to supply Quebec industry with the necessary quota

of competent workers. (5: 17)

The Commission acknowledged that the Protestant system had a

relatively high school retention rate compared with the Roman Catholic

system. It went on to say:

We are here in complete agreement with the Quebec Economic

Advisory Council which asserted that French Canadians play only a

limited part in the economic life of Quebec, the primary explanation

being the level and the manner of formation and education. (5: 18)

A basic problem was the former elitist concept of secondary education

in the French Catholic system. There secondary education was seen as a

different sector of education reserved for a social and intellectual

elite rather than a higher level of education for all students in the

province.
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Accepting as its premise that the secondary level of education

must be prepared to accept the whole of the elementary 'school population,

the Royal Commission recommended the development of secondary education

along the lines of the comprehensive high school. This development

would first of all require the coordination of all existing secondary

school programs then being offered by a multiplicity of institutilpns

under diverse agencies. A first step would be a reconsideration of the

practice in the Roman Catholic system of having separate institutions

for boys and girls. The acceptance of a coeducation principle would

reduce the costs of education resulting from a duplication of services

and make a higher quality of service possible through the more efficient

uses of professional and material resources.

It may well be said that for many years, the rejection of
coeducation has weighed heavily on the budgets of school commissions
with relatively small student bodies, . . . Moreover, the pedagogical
aspect deserves as much consideration as the economic. For the type
of programme with electives which we envisage to be organized in a
school on a sufficiently wide basis, it will certainly be necessary
to be able to count on a student body.both large and varied . . .

The division that has existed up to the present between institutions
for boys and institntions for girls has certainly contributed to
the inequalities and delays to which young women have been subject
in the types of education offered to them by our school system.
(2: 136-137)

,The Royal Commission was very critical of existing conditions

in the elementary schools of the Province. It commented that major

reforms were necessary, beginning with a rejection of the traditional

concept that elementary education was terminal. A second major area of

reform had to do with the "dispersal and isolation of elementary grade

teachers in a multitude of little schools" where it was impossible to

utilize their talents effSciently or provide the leadership and support

necessary to improve their performance, Except in the major cities

subject specialists in the elementary schools were rarely available.
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(teaching duties to provide the professional support required. The

tDepartment of Education played largely a regulatory function in relation

these school's and, rather than providing support services, burdened

the schools with provincial examinations.
*ft

The critical comments on the elementary and secondary schools

r. extended to the school programs and facilities. The cm.rent proVincial

[program of studies for elementary schools in the Roman Catholic System

dated back more than a dozen years, yet many of the more advanced concepts

in it were not being implemented. A more satisfactory picture was

presented on the Protestant side, though it too had need of reforms.

The textbooks in use in the French Roman Catholic system were described

as dull, tasteless, inadequate, and with many errors. A major problem

existed in building up adequate libraries in most schools.

The important role of books in contemporary teaching is today

generally accepted in principle. In practice, however, our school

libraries have not reflected the importance of books in education.

Until recently, our educational system far too frequently permitted

the existence of schools without libraries and indeed without books,

or with a small number of class libraries in locked book cases, or

again with a general library in the college open to the teachers

only. . . .
The recognition of the paramount importance of the

school library is also a recognition of the necessity for a

cient budget, a suitable location, and a competent staff. ,i: 298)

With regard to the learning environment in the schools, the

Commission commented:

We regret that, in general, we have been unable to find in our

elementary schools that direct, unconstrained, trustful, happy

atmosphere which is so important for the fullest development of the

child. Too often the existing atmosphere of the elementary school

locks the child within himself, warps his natural growth. . . . A

school's atmosphere depends also on its cleanliness and on the way

in which it is decorated, which we have too frequently found to be

in bad taste, sombre and depressing in its general effect . . . The

atmosphere of the elementary school also seems to us in some measure

distorted by the overemphasis on religion which has resulted from

453-050 0-71-15
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a lamentable withdrawal or neglect on the part of the family and

the clergy. (2: 96)

Related to all these inadequacies, another major area in need

of reform in the Commission's view was the qualifications of the teaching

staff. Unfortunately, current data on this subject were not available

from Dominion Bureau of Statistics sources. AccorcEng to an estimata

made by this Bureau in 1960, just prior to the commencement of the

Commission study, 69 per cent of the elementary teachers in the Roman

Catholic System, and 57 per cent in the Protestant System, had one year

or less of training beyond grade eleven. This might be compared with

over 75 per cent in this category in three of the four Atlantic

provinces, 16 per cent in Alberta and 14 per cent in British Columbia.

The Commission pointed out that a number of teacher candidates were

acquiring their training through summer and weekend courses.

Back of the teachar qualification problem, the Commission saw

traditional public attitudes to the role of the teacher in society. It

felt the urgency of raising the status of the teaching profession and

improving the preparation program. Reference has been made to the

multiplicity of teacher-training institutions which existed at that time

in the Roman Catholic System.

In 1961-62, more than half of the normal schools for women had

fewer than one hundred students. . . . Only a few Roman Catholic

normal schools had over 500 students. . . . Obviously, the majority

of these institutions did not have the staff and the educational

equipment needed for an education at this level. Moreover, the

Roman Catholic normal schools are separate from the university schools

of education and do not usually maintain relations with the classical

colleges, whose general instruction resembles their own. (2: 274)

The Role of the Denominations in Education

Given the constitutional guarantees and the traditions of

denominational forms of education in the Province.of Quebec, it is not
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surprising that Lae Commission did not reject the role of the church-in

education. It laid down two basic principles in regard to this subject:

1. "The neutralit, of the state in religious matters. We mean by this

that the state must not use its authority in any way which would

constrain.its citizens to profess one religion in preference to

another, to profess any religion in preference to none, or to

profess no religion" (4: 28)

2. "Freedom of conscience. . . . If the state denies itself the privilege

of taking sides in religious matters, it is because this realm belongs

wholly to each man's most intimate personal conscience" (4: 29)

The Royal Commission expressed the view that the state did not

I contravene the r rality principle by supporting denominational forms

f education. i. extent, however, to which it could lend support was

related to its other obligations with respect to education.

At this point it is impnrtant to stress the fact that the
obligation of the state to ensure public education for everyone
has priority over whatever duty it may have to authorize religious

instruction for groups of children in its schools. (4: 31)

Recognizing that the state had no right to compel parents to send their

children to a denominational school not of their own choice, it affirmed

its position that the state should provide a nancenfessional form of

/

education for those who desired it.

At the same time, the CoLmission recognized the economic and

educational costs of a fragmentnd school system, hence its proposal

that while the schools themselves might have a confessional or non-

confessional character, the governing bodies at the state and local level

should be unitary. It acknowledged the ecumenical movement and the

changes taking place within.the churches themselves and in their relation-

ship to society, and felt that the time was now approaching when wholehearted
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collaboration could be effected among authorities in all educational

sectors.

Conclusion

The traditional dual system of education in Quebec, like the

multidenominational system of education in Newfoundland, had resulted in

a fragmented educational system at both the state and local level. As

a result, pupils educated in small, inadequate schools had high dropout

rates which lowered the education level of the labor force and the output

of the provincial economy. Considerable inefficiency and ineffectiveness

had resulted through duplication and isolation of educational services.

Teacher qualifications and working conditions left much to be desired.

The Commission's major recommendations related to the unification

and consolidation of administrative structures. At the provincial level,

it suggested a more direct relationship between the provincial Cabinet

and the Department of Education, the organization of a unitary Superior

Council of Education, and the structuring of the Department along

functional lines. It conceived of all sectors of the educational system,

public and private, fitting together in an overall educational. master

plan through participation in regional and state planning and coordinating

bodies, and with strong state leadership.
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THE ALBERTA CASE: A SEPARATE DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL SYSTEM

The Organizat-ion of Education

The Province of Alberta was carved out of the North West Terri-

tories in 1905. As early as 1875, before the area had become settled,

a dual denominational school system after the Quebec pattern had been

provided for by an Act of the Territorial Council. During the next

twenty-five years, a succession of School Ordinances gradually unified

the educational structure. The School Ordinance for 1901 resulted in

the provision for a "separate denominational school" upon the petition

of the religious minority in a school district, after the pattern found

in Ontario. The origins of the Ontario separate school system were

given in an earlier chapter. Since the Ordinance of 1901 was the last

school legislation before Alberta became a province within the federal

structure, its provisions for denominational education are those protected

under the first subsection of the constitutional Article dealing viith

education.

With respect to separate schools, the Alberta School Act reads,

in part:

'

50(1) The minority of electors in an- iistrict, w1,-,ther Protestant
or Roman Catholic, may establisa a separate school therein, and in
such case the electors establishing a Protestant or Roman Catholic
separate school are liable only to assessments of such rates as they
impose upon themselves in respect thereof, and any person who is
legally asseSsed or assessable for a public school in the &strict
is not liable to assessment for any separate school therein.
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55. A separate school district and its board shall possess and

exercise all the rights, powers and privileges of, and are subject

to the same duties of government as, a public school district and

its board.

57(1) Where a separate school district has been established,

the religion of the owner of property liable to assessment, whether

Protestant or Roman Catholic, determines whether the property is

assessable for public or separate school purposes.

59(2) The board shall also submit a list of the names and

addresses of all persons who were at the time of the establishment

of the separate school district electors of the public school

district, and who are separate school supporters by virtue of

section 53 and section 57 according to the information available

to the board.

59(8) Any person may at any time give written notice to a

municipality stating that he is Protestant or Roman Catholic or is

neither a Protestant nor a Roman Catholic and thereupon the munici-

pality shall adjust its records to indicate that person's property

as being assessable and taxable for the school district of which

that person is or is deemed to be a supporter.

These excerpts point up the following characteristics of the

separate school system in Alberta, which are similar to those in

Saskatchewan and Ontario.

. A public school district must first exist before there can be a

separate school district.

2: The separate school district macy'be designated as either Protestant

or Roman Catholic, depending upon the denominational character of

the minority.

3. There are only the twoZesignations of denomination:, Protestant and

Roman Catholic: Individual Protestantsects are not recognized for

separate school purpOses. To haVe a Protestant separate school

district :protestants collectively mus.t be associated with it and:

muSt constitute a religious minorityjn the:distriCtIhe schools_

of4ndividual Protestant denominations:are therefore not "SeParate
.

Schools'. and do not enjoy any of the provisions of the Act bUt:Inust

.operate as private schools.
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4. The boundaries of the separate school districts are coterminus with

the boundaries of the public school districts.

5. The separate school trustees establish their own tax rates and their

supporters are not taxable for public school purposes. On the other

hand, public school supporters set their own tax rates and are not

subject to taxation foe separate schools. Both systems share in

provincial government grants.

6. Separate schools and their boards are subject to the same govern-

mental regulations and responsibilities as the public schools.

7. Whether or not a child attends a public or separate school, where

both districts exist, depends upon the religion of the parent

registered as the property owner. In Ontario, taxpayers who are

denominationally eligible to send their children to separate schools

may determine to which system their children (and their taxes) may

go.

8. The separate school board is authorized to present the municipal

collecting agency with the list of taxpayers whose religion would

make them separate school supporters. The only recourse of the

listed taxpayer who wishes to support the public rather than the

separate school system would be to make'a declaration to the separate

school board that 'he is not a member of the religious minority

represented by that board.

9. Other subseEtions of the Act deal with the complexities of th

allocation of corporation taxes among the two system

The Alberta Royal Commission on Education gave i s interpretation

of the legal status of separate schools as follows:
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1. Separate schools are first and foremost part of the public

school system, whether Protestant or Catholic. They must maintain

such standards and abide by whatever regulations may be thought

appropriate to the public school system as a whole.

,2. Separate school supporters have one unique right only--to
establish a tax-supported denominational school system in any school

district where they constitute a religious minority as among
persons of all other religions. Beyond this, their "rights" are
identicaLwith the "rights" of public school supporters, as specified
in the Alberta School Act. (1: 270)

Because the separate schools in this province are considered as

part of the public school system, there is unitary control at the

provincial level. Alberta, like other western provinces, adopted a

pattern of school organization first developed in Ontario. Under the

first Superintendent of Education, Edgerton Ryerson--a contemporary of

Horace Mann--there evolved in that province the tradition of local

school boards superimposed by a strong provincial authority. This

authority established and regulated the administrative, curricular and

instructional patterns and standards of all public schools in tiae

province.

Alberta has a Minister of Education in the provincial Cabinet_

who heads a Department of Education organized along functional lines.

There are no divisions, services, or advisory boards of a denominational

character, The regulatory functions carried out by provincial superin-

tendents of schools are applied equally to public and separate school

systems. The curriculum division of the Department authorizes the same

educational programs and courses of study, and text and reference books

for all schools. It is the prerogative of the Minister to issue teaching

certificates upon recommendation of the Teacher Certification Board.

The same standards apply to all teachers in the province regardless of

the system in which they may be teaching. All teacher, training is under

the three public universities and the junior colleges which feed their
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students into them. Two of these colleges have a denominational character

but their graduates spend one or two years in a university before being

certificated.

In the early days of the province, school districts in rural

areas were small units usually supporting only a one- or tworoom school.

In the late 1930s, the provincial government began to consolidate these

districts into large units known as "school divisions." As many as 60

or 70 small school districts might be combined into one school division.

With the population explosion following World War II, the school divisions

were able to accomodate the increased school enrolments, particularly

at the secondary level, by the closing of small schools and the building

of centralized secondary or all-grade institutions. The opportunity to

consolidate small school districts was not extended to separate schools

whose legal entity depended on the existence of the school district form

of education. They therefore continued with small schools in rural areas.

In 1967, there existed in the province 60 large rural units of

school administration (.aany of which included towns). There were eight

city public sL.lool districts and nine city separate school districts;

11 town public school districts and 33 town separate school districts;

30 village and rural public school districts and 48 village and rural

separate school districts. Altogether, there were 109 public school

districts and divisions, and 100 separate school districts. The enrol-

ments are given in Table 4.

In that year, 75 per cent of the school population attended

'.sthoolS imthe public systemand25 per cent in the separate system.

From Table 4,.the average enrolments:by type of diStrict: for each of
,,

the systems m y be derived as follows in Table 5.
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Table 4

Enrolments in Alberta's School Systems, 1967-68*

Public School Systems Separate School Systems

Divisions 143,821

Cities 167,213 53,274

Towns 9,243 10,877

Villages 611 303

Rural 7,295 1,082

Total; 328,183 107,933

*(4: 209)

Table 5

Average Enrolment in Alberta by Type of
Administrative Unit, 1967-68

Public School Systems Separate School-Systems

Divisions 2,397

Cities 20,901 5,919

lowns 840 330-

Villages and Rural 263 29

There were, therefore, in the separate .school system 48 village

and rural scheol districts with an average pupil enrolment of 29, ahd

31 town iseparate.school districts with an average pupil enrolment of

330. This might"becompared With 30 public village and rural school

districts with.an average enrolment of 263 and .11 public town school

.-

A4stricts with an average enrolMeni of 840.

Evaluation of Administration at the State Level

Three documents serve as the basis of the evaluation of Alberta's
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separate system of denominational schools. The first is the Report of

the Royal Commission on Education, 1959 (1); the second, an independent

study of the public and separate schools systems, included inDivestment

in.Canadian Youth, 1963 (2); and the third, a study of The Small High

School in Alberta (3) commissioned by the Alberta School Trustees'

Association, 1965. Only the first reference comments on the structure

for the administration of education at the state level.

The Alberta Royal Commission made the following statements

regarding the briefs presented to it on this subject:

Alberta's separate schools constitute a major feature of the

public school system. The privilege of creating separate school
districts is extended to Catholics and Protestants only. Adherents

of both denominations have exercised this privilege. In fact,

however, the matter is fundamental to Catholics primarily, and the
submissions which urged further development of the separate school
status were presented wholly by Catholic clergy and lay groups . . .

The Catholic separate school idea, as made apparent to the
Commission through briefs and hearings, would be realized most

fully under certain conditions. Fundamentally, an intimate relation-
ship must be established between the church and -ducation, the
latter being subject to conduct and interpretation specifically
conceived by the church to serve its own ends. This relationship

can be established only if Catholic children are segregated from

others, if they are taught by specially-trained Catholic teachers
and within a school environment rich in religious symbols and

exercises. (1: 267)

The Commission indicated, however, that in its discussions with

certain educational and religious leaders, it appeared that the ecumenical

movement, which was then beginning, was raising some doubt in the minds

of these leaders as to the validity of the assumption that a completely

independent school system was desirable. There was some concern expressed

that the Catholic point of view in regard to education was not being

adequately represented to the government by Catholic members of the

legislature. The suggestion was made that there should be policy-making

bodies at the provincial level on which they would have specific repre-
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sentation. The opinion of the Commission on these matters was expressed

in the following recommendations:

268. That the provincial government firmly resist any steps
toward a dual school system.

269. That no denomination be granted special representation at
the provincial level upon authoritative, regulatory or official
policy-mSking bodies governing public education.

270. That where separate schools exist or are contemplated,
controls be implemented to safeguard the scope and quality of the
programs of both public and separate schools.

271. The provincial administrative procedures be devised,
particularly with respect to school,grants, so as to prevent dupli-
cate grants for any phase of school operation in an area where
public and separate schools co-exist.

272. That with the exception of privileges suggested in
Recommendation 273, the requirements for,texts and references,
curriculum and teacher training be identical as between the public
and separate school systems.

273. That all provisions and regulations affecting accredited
and non-accredited schools be applied to public and separate school
systems alike. (1: 273)

Evaluation of Administration at the Local Level

As the Royal Commission pointed out, any evaluation of adminis-

tration at the local level must distinguish between urban and rural areas.

In the city areas, as the previous data would indicate, both the majority

and minority school systems had sufficient pupils and tax resources to

operate effective and efficient educational systems. There would be

some duplication of administrative services and capital programs which

added to the overall cost of education for the municipality. It is not

uncommon to have both schools and administrative centers of the two

systems in close proximity to one another. In some cases, there may be,

in addition to extra capital costs, an underutilization of space in one

or more of the buildings. The complete separateness of the systems would

not allow the flexibility in use of space and other resources which
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shifting populations might demand.

Tables 4 and 5 clearly indicate that a large number of small

separate school districts existed in the small urban and rural communi-

ties. The average enrolment in these districts would indicate that the

school population in many instances was exceedingly small. The number

of separate school districts in the province has considerably increased

since the Commission Report, yet at that time, Report stated:

The indiscriminate establishment of some separate school districts
in Alberta may be taken as a tangible indication of the priority of
religious over secular tasks of education. Particularly in rural

areas of small school population and limited resources, the formation

of separate schools has resulted in such fragmentation of the public
school system as to produce inevitably substandard educational
opportunity. (1: 271)

The concern of the Commission in this respect was not only with

the smallness of the resulting separate school districts and their

schools, but equally with the fragmenting effect this had on the public

schools in the area. The danger was that two ineffective school districts

could result in a situation where the population and financial resources

would only support one marginally-effective unit.

A recent study by an Ontario Commission, in recommending the es-

tablishment of larger units of administration fc that province's public

school system, indicated that "it is necessary for separate school boards

to be organized in units of adequate size" (4: 162). The Ontario

Commission recommended that the two tax-supported syStems in that province

should be brought into administrative cooperation to bring about the

sharing of special services and a reduction in duplication. The lack of

coterminus boundaries between the two systems made the problem more

difficult of solution in that province.
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Evaluation of the Educational Output and Programs

From the tables presented in Chapter 3, it is apparent that

Alberta, with the highest per capita expenditure on education of all

'Canadian provinces, had a relatively high educational output in terms of

retention rates. The question arises, were there any significant

differences in output between the public and separate school systems?

In answering this question, more precise measures of output were

available. Over several decades, the Department of Education administered

province-wide examinations in all major academic subjects at both the

Grade IX and Grade XII levels. The independent study, referred to

earlier, examined the provincial.examination results at these levels as

they applied to the two systems over a three-year period from 1958 to

1960.

At the Grade IX level, it was found that the pass rate in the

four major cities of the province was 93.9 per cent for the public system

and 91.9 per cent for the separate system. For the smaller urban and

rural areas of the province, excluding the large public tchool divisions,

the pass rate was 91.4 per cent in the public system and 83.7 per cent

in the separate system. The school divisions had a pass rate between

these two at 87.9 per cent. At this grade level, it was apparent that

public and separate systems had comparable outputs in the major cities.

In the other areas of the province, the smaller separate schools had a

lower success rate than either the public town and village school districts

or the public school divisions (2: 117).

In the cities the Grade XII eimination results were again almost

equivalent for the two systems, with the public system exceeding the

separate in some subjects and the separate syStem exceeding the public
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in others. However, in the town and rural separate high schools,

students averaged 26 per cent below those in the city public schools,

22 per cent below the city separate schools, and 17 per cent below the

town public schools (2: 118).

It would appear from the foregoing data that a considerable

difference in educational opportunity existed between urban and rural

areas for both public and separate schools. A significant difference

also existed between the separate schools in the small towns and the

public schools in the towns and in school divisions. A key factor in

this difference would appear to be school size.

Some of the differences in specific subject areas of the Grade

XII program were as follows for the town public and separate schools

and the rural school divisions.

Table 6

Percentage of Students Receiving a "B" Standing
or Higher, 1958-60

Public Town Separate Town Divisions

Schools Schools

English 60 48 53

Social Studies 61 45 55

Mathematics 66 45 54

Chemistry 63 36 54

Physics 61 44 56

Biology 62 40 58

It would appear from these data that students in the physical

science subjects fared least well in the small separate high schools.

It should be noted that most of the divisional high schools would be

centralized in a town setting.
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While the School Trustees' Association study reported that over

Dne-half of the Province's high school students attended large schools

/with an enrolment over 400 in Grades X to XII, yet 85 per cent of the

high schools of the Province were small schools, 25 per cent of them

I

laving fewer..than 40 students. The report stated:

/

A number of social forces (community pride, economics, ethnicity
and value systems) operate for the preservation of small high
schools. . . .

Religion (and the legal provisions for separate schools) continues
to be one of the major factors producing smallness in schools.
However, the signs are that both leaders and supporters of separate
high schools are concerned over the ineffectiveness that has attended
separateness and smallness in- secondary education. . . .

Indications are also, however, that separate high school supporters
are reluctant to explore avenues of cooperation with the public high
schools because they are fearful of losing certain rights which they
consider to be important. . . .

RECOMMENDATION: That in areas where good relations and mutual
respect prevail, separate and public high school boards and adminis-
trators hold discussions to explore ways and means of extending
cooperation and shared services, perhaps, within the context of the
"large high school complex." (3: 58)

With regard to small high schools generally, this study indicated

that only 75 per cent of the teachers in these schools had four or more

years of education beyond Grade XII compared with 87 per cent in the

large urban high schools. At the same time, it was found that the

teachers in the small high schools were deprived of advantages enjoyed

by teachers in typical city high scbmols, such as the leadership of a

department head, the consultative services of a central office, adequate

libraries and instructional equipment and supplies.

In summary, it may be observed that students who attend Type I
High Schools (1-39 pupils) are seriously handicapped in terms of
the educational offerings available to them; 'in many cases they

are offered less than a matriculation program and in all cSses

nothing more. Students who attend Type II High Schools (40-99 pupils)

are also handicapped--though not quite so seriously; they are

offered a reasonable matriculation program along with a few electives
which, unfortunately, appear to be of doubtful value, as presented.

453-050 0-71-16
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Students who attend Type III (100-199 pupils) High Schools do have
the advantage of a reasonable selection of electives; but these

electives are.not sufficiently extensive to be patterned into any
kind of a systematic preparation for post-high school life. (3: 39)

After interviewing a limited sample of university students who

had graduated from the small high schools, the investigators for the

Trustees' study reported that the students had found little opportunity

in these high schools to learn the library and other skills necessary

for success in a university program.

Furthermore, the very way of life of the university is so unlike
the small high school that the small high school graduate is likely
to spend the first few months of his university life in a state of
awe--if not downright anxiety. (3: 41)

After presenting its case-illustrating the inadequacies of the

small high school the report recommended as follows:

That schools enrolling.fewer.than 200 students not be accorded
"full high school status;" that such schools, in future, be
designated as "partial or special purpose high schools;" and that
such schools be required or encouraged to become a part of a
"larger high school complex." (3: 59)

The Role of the Denominations in Education

Recognizing that denominationalism was one of the contributors

to the small high school problem, the School Trustees' study went on

to say:

We have no'intention, in this repokt, of questioning the wisdom
of the lawmakersyho established the separate sChool.system. Nor
have we any intention of questioning the right of religious Minori-
ties to establishand operate their ownreligiously-oriented,high
schoolS. We suspect, however, that the conditions that first gave
rise to separation in education .in this4rovince have eince.changed
appreciably. And we believe that, in many areas, a greater degree
of cooperation between public andseparate school authorities might
be contemplated:and0f_achieved., might.resultinbetter.education.
for the children of all parents7-7bOthCatholic.and Protestant. (31 52)

- .

Through the resolutions of the Albert& Royal..,Commission on

Education, already reported,_it is. evident that this body 41.4 not desire
.

- . .

Wsee any extensiOtt of the existing legal proviiOns for denomination-
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,alism in Alberta schools. In particular, it rejected the suggestions that

denominations should have specific representation on policy-making

bodies at the' provincial level. It also stated as its conviction that:

No denominational group should have direct influence or control

over even a segment of the public school system, particularly since

denominational interests are given priority over educational interests

in any situation where the two are in conflict. (1: 271)

On the relationship between public education and denominational

interests, the Commission elaborated further,with the following

statement.

It has become indelibly clear that,numerous individuals, groups

and organizations seek to further their legitimate and commendable

ends through the capture of the public schools. The public school

is only one of many institutions in society, not the least of which

are the home and the church. Each has its own unique potential

and primary purpose; their failure or general decline cannot be

corrected by the superficial transfer of responsibility to the

public schools. This is not to say that the public school system

can be oblivious to the ends of other institutions. In its every

action it must respect and support those things sacred and privi-

leged to the home. Further, its whole operation and conduct must

respect and even reinforce the basic intellectual, social, moral

and spiritual values of society. But the school does not set these

values--they are set by society. However, values spiritual and

temporal, historic and contemporary come into focus in a manner

apOropriate to the curriculum and operation of the public school.

Thereafter, the individual pupil together with his home and his

church must establish his own values and weave,them into a pattern

to govern his life. In this context, the primary function,of the

public school is one of secular nature, clearly removed from

metaphysical and theological teaching. The schools can thus exemplify

the highest of Christian ideals but avoid Sectarianism and dogma.

(1: 43)

Conclusion

In spite of its operation of a separate denominational school

system, Alberta has been able to maintain its general high level of

educational output. The unitary character of its Depaftment of Education

ensured similar educational prograMs And teacher qualifications in both

systems. Major disparities appeared hoWever, between the performance
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of students in the urban public and separate schools and the rural

separate schools. There was some suggestion that students in town

schools fared less well than their city counterparts because of a

fragmentation of the school enrolment and services due to the presence

of a separate school district in the same community. There was also a

suggestion that there would be some duplication of services and facili

ties where both systems operated, resulting in higher educational costs.

Whether or not such differences in output or cost of operation would

be considered by the public as significant would depend entirely upon

its system of values.
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lindicated earlier,
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,school system,

of denominationalism

THE'MANITOBA AND BRITISH =MIA CASES: UNITARY

PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS

Both Manitoba and British Columbia have unitary public school

with no legal provisions for denominational schools. It was

however, that

certain informal

in the historical evolution

arrangements had

of Manitoba's

resulted; in a degree

not to 'be found in the British Columbia system.

This degree of denominationalism may be conservatively measured by taking

into consideration the percentage of the province's teachers who were

members of religious orders and teaching in:.the public schOol system.

The degree oUdenominationalism may be:considerably underestimated,

because the number of lay teachers of the.same denominexion working in

schools with members of religious orders may not be known. In 1968-69,

there were 112 elementary and 62 secondary teachers in Manitoba who were

members of religious orders. They represented about 2 per cent of the

teaching force. In British Columbia there were none.

In Chapter 3, the comparative data on ilia five school systems

indicated that Manitoba uSually occupied an ,intermediate psition. Its

inputs and outputs Were aboyethose of the eastern PiOvinces bUt-beloW

those of the wtstern,provinces. As the reports on the small high school

indicated, effective secondary education can:only be provided where

large units of school adMinistration areable_to consolidate the pupils

and;;Instructional reseurCes' necessary to offer 4 coMprehensive eduCational

4orogram. It is in the establishment

Jrr
such larger units that informal
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agreements intended to meet special interests tend to create problems

and obstruct progress.

The Background to the Manitoba Case

Manitoba was created as a province and entered Confederation in

1870. As a result of missionary activities, there were already established

a number of schools in the territory. They were all denominational

schools controlled by the Roman Catholic or Protestant denominations and

supported by voluntary contributions. There were no state or tax-supported

schools. In 1871 the provincial legislature established a dual system

of education similar to the Quebec pattern. There was a Board of Education

with two sections one Catholic and one Protestant, each of which inde-

pendently operated its own schools with state support.

In 1890, the earlier legislation was repealed and a new School

Act passed which replaced the dual system with a_unitary. systemof non7

sectarian schools .for which Roman Catholics and Protestants were taxed alike.

Two major law .suitS followed which contended ;that the legal rights of

Roman Catholics to their own denominatiOnal schools had, been "prejudicially

affected," .to use. theterms in the Canadian Conatitution.. Since the dual

system had:been created subsequent, rather than prior o Manitoba's entry,

into Confederation the first legal case was lost after exhaustinuall

)1),
means df apPeal. Tile..resulta Of the second case however, zave the-

minority in Manitoba- the right to petition' the federal government for
.

redress according to:another subsection

of the attempt by the federal governMent

of the. Constitution.
, .

The result

introdute' legislation which

.wOuld over-rule the Manitoba legislature on a.matter of provincial

jurisdiction resulted iria::defeat at the polls. Of the federal party in

poWerH
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In resisting this appeal, the Manitoba government maintained

ithat
the old school laws had been found inefficient and ineffective,

that under the dual system "many people grew up in a state of illiteracy;

that, apart from the objections to separate schools on principle, the

Iweight of school taxation and the sparseness of settlement made it

impossible to carry on a double system of schools" (3: 4). It was

subsequent to these events that the informal arrangements were made.

The Manitoba Royal Commission Report

The Manitoba Royal Commigsion on Education made its iieport in

1959, the same,year as the Alberta Royal Commigsion. In its ohapter

dealing with private schools, it discussed the denominational issues.

At that time there were 9,292 pupils enrolled in private and parochial

schools. Pointing out that their attendance at these institutions placed

a finandio,1 burden on the institutions' supporters, and at the same time

relieved the state of thig expense and responsibility, ihe ComMission

reported that it had receiVed many representations asking some support

for parochial' schoOlg:' It alsO acknoWledged that if was a matter on

which there wag 4 sharpAifferende of Opinion.

The ComMissiOn.gave'the major argumentg which had:been presented

on bothr.sides of:theAuestion,-)ind then took-the position that minorities.-

have a right to disgenf:on the :matter:OftheeducatiOn of theirchildren,

and that the majority vieW. Shouldnot.be imposed on-them !'unlesa it7is

clearly neCessary in the public intereaL" In this conneCtion, the

CommiSsion wenton, togay however.,.:"Asfar, as the Commisision, :by logic,.

anrom eXperience ofotherAUrisdiCtionacanjudge the likelyconse.7:.

quenceS here .we belieye that.in manyAistrictsa second sChoolyould:
,

.

harm educationin thoSe:districte:(2: 179),
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The Commission summed up its conclusion in the following

recommendation:

The Commission therefore recommends that wherever minori-

ties, religious or other, can be provided with the kind of education

they wish for their children, this should be done. However, the

Commission believes it must guard against its recommendation for

tax suppQrt of alternative schools leading to their establishment

in districts in whichas best we can judge, they would be harmful

in themselves and to the public schools. The problem, as the

Commission sees it, is to provide some measure of public support

for private and parochial schools without injuring the public

school system. (2: 179)

Further recommendations of the Commission were to the effect

that all private and parochial schools should be required to incorporate

and that they should not be able to operate in more than one school

district. The schools should, however, be permitted to operate with

limited state controls, but with rigid st'ate inspection in or.'Ler to

determine that the education provided came up to public school standards.

The British Columbia Case

British Columbia, with its unitary school system, has been shown

to rank highest among the Canadian provinces in terms of both educational

inputs and outputs. The relative number of children to be educated

being smaller than in other provinces less financial effort was required

to provide the same level of education. The higher education and income

levels of the labor force would indicate that both the educational

aspirations and the ability to support those aspirations were relatively

high.

The-Royal Commission Repprt of 1960 indicated that there was a,

total of 113'private and parochial school's with an enrolment of arOund'

18 000. There had been a total-of 110 puPils transferring'froM public

to private schools during 1958-59, and a total of 530 pupils transferring
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n the other direction, leaving a net gain to the public schools of 320

joupils which the Commission considered a conservative estimate.

The Commission recommended that the Department of Education
1

should exercise tighter controls over the curriculum and instruction

offered in the private sector, and that these controls should include

4approval of the curriculum and periodic inspection.

The British Columbia Commission stated as the primary and general

aim of education in the public sector the promotion of the intellectual

,development of the pupils. With regard to religious instruction, it

The church has a special responsibility with reference to
religious instruction. There are many different sects even within
any one religion, and each adheres to its own beliefs, observances,

and tenets. Religious instruction lacks the general acceptance that
is typical of the intellectual skills and knowledge, which it is
the primary responsibility of the schools to impart. It follows

that the public school system as an institution designed to serve
the whole community cannot attempt to fulfil the functions of the
church, because no comprehensive program of religious instruction
could be devised that would be acceptable to all faiths. (1: 20)

This Commission took the position that it was not incumbent

upon the public schools to teach children everything which it was important

and useful for them to learn. It affirmed that public schools should

not try to assume the functions of other societal agencies or try to

duplicate their efforts. The failure of other institutions to fulfil

their own functions was not accepted as a reason for transferring the

functions to the schools.

Conclusion

The discuSsions of both the Manitoba and British Columbia Royal

Commissions on Education which are moSt releVant tcrthis paper deal only

with private andParochial schools, there being no public denominational
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systems to consider. In the Manitoba case, there was clear evidence of

support for some form of assistance to what was then the private sector.

It is apparent from the Report that the question of church-state relation-

ships which was such an explosive issue in that province in the 1890s

may be still...smoldering. Perhaps because it was marginal to its terms

of reference, the British Columbia Royal Commission gave only brief

attention to the relationship between the state department and the

private sector, and to the question of religious education.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been the purpose of this paper to present in summary

form, an overview of the Canadian experience with,denominational school

ksystems. It has been shown how the legal roots of these systems extend

,to the pre-Confederation era. It has also been shown how Article VI,

Section 93, of the North America Act safeguarded those legal rights to

denominational schools which minorities had enjoyed prior to the entrance

of their province into Confederation. It was because the legal provisions

for such schools varied from province to province and because the

entrance of the ten Canadian provinces into Confederation was spread

over a period of eighty-two years, that a variety of patterns of denomin-

ationalism in public school systems evolved.

In this chapter, the structure of these patterns will be briefly

reviewed, follOwed by a summary of some of the general findings of Royal

Commission_and other reports which evaluated their effectiveness. To

concludeosome of the major issues and trends which emerge will be

underlined.

The Organization of Education

Five distinct patterns of denominationalism in public school

systems have been evident,in Canada. For the purposes of this study,

the five patterns and the provinces which represented them were shown

to extend on a continuum of denominationalism as follows:

III:B:85
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A multidenominational public school system: Newfoundland

A dual denominational public school system: Quebec

' A separate denominational public school system: Alberta

A unitary public school system with informal arrangements for

denominationalism: Manitoba

A unitary public school sytem with all denominational schools in the

private sector: British Columbia.

Newfoundland's multidenominational system was comprised of five

individual denominational systems with three other denominations recog-

nized by the Education Act. Under a Minister of Education in the pro

vincial Cabinet was a Department 'of Education with a Deputy Minister and

five superintendents of schools, each representing a different denomina-

tion. This group constituted a Council of Education which developed

educational policy through the means of consensus. With the assistance

of supervisors in the Department, the Superintendents administered the

schools of their own denomination throughout the province. School boards

existed at the local level, most having only a few small schools to

administer. Ninety per cent of the educational revenues were derived

from provincial sources, very little use being made of the property tax.

Teachers were prepared in the one provincial'university, but the majority,

particularly at the elementary level, had a minimum of training.

The dual'system in Quebec was comprised of a Roman Catholic

system which enrolled almost 90 per cent of the pupils in the province,

and a Protestant system which had arrangements to provide educational

services for the Jewish population. The Department of Education for the

Province was not at that time under the direction of a Minister in the

provincial Cabinet. Communication to the Cabinet was through the office
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of the Provincial Secretary or the Minister of Youth. Effectual control

f education was vested in a Council of Education which had two Committees,

one for the Roman Catholic and one for the Protestant system. The

Committees were comprised of the members of the Council who were of that

particular denomination, together with a few supernumeraries. The

Committees were not responsible to the Council and had little contact

with one another. As a result, the two systems in Quebec developed

almost completely independently. At the local level, there were a

large numoer of school commissions which also had considerable autonomy;

but in many cases limited resources. Each system established its own

teacher training provisions and set its own qualification requirements.

The separate school system found in Alberta was typical of that

found also in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Ontario. This system,

which had pre-Confederation origins, permitted the Protestant or Roman

Catholic minority in a public school district to establish a separate

school district coterrainus with the public. Its board and its schools,

however, were under the same regulations and responsibilities as the

public school boards. This included not only the financial and facility

aspects of the system, but also matters of curriculum, examinations and

inspection. At the state level, there was a unified Department of

Education under a Minister which was organized on functional lines.

There were no concessions to denominationalism at this level, even on

advisory boards. Teacher training provisions and qualification require-

ments were identical.

Both Manitoba and British Columbia had unitary public school

systems, parochial schools being in the private sector. Out of

Manitoba's historical experience with the separate school question,
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however, there had emerged some informal "gentlemen's agreements" which

gave a denominational character to a limited number of schools. In both

provinces, there was no direct provision for denominational views on

policy-making bodies.

Evaluation of Administration at the State Level

The Royal Commissions investigating the administration of edu-

cation at the state level were rather critical of both organization and

practice in the multidenominational system of Newfoundland and the

dual system of Quebec. In Newfoundland, the Deputy Minister was in a

rather impotent role, serving as an intermediary between the Minister

and the Council of Education, but having no direct contact with schools

and school systems. The Royal Commission for that province received

many complaints that the potential use of the veto in the Council resulted

in a discouragement of innovation and a maintenance of the status quo.

It was theoretically possible for a small proportion of the population

represented by one of the five denominations on the Council to over-

rule the wishes of the large majority through the use of the veto. The

Commission Ncas also critical of the fact that, in some instances,

denominational rather than educational considerations had determined the

appointment of a Superintendent to the Department of Education, and that

all too often these considerations influenced the policy decisions of

that body. It-also found confused lines of authority in the Department

which made the role of the provincial supervisors of instruction an

almost untenable one. The Commission recommended that the Department

be reorganized along functional rather than denominational lines.

In Quebec, there was concern that the government, through the
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provincial Cabinet, was too far removed from educational policy-making.

The Royal Commission strongly recommended the appointment of a Minister

of Education who should head the Department. It also recommended that

the Council of Education with its two independent Committees should be

replaced with'a Superior Council of Education of a unitary character.

It felt that a great deal could be gained, which would be beneficial to

both systems, by a close liaison between those responsible for adminis-

tering them. Like the Newfoundland Commission, the Quebec Royal Commission

recommended that the Department of Education be reorganized along

functional lines.

In Alberta, which already'had a Department organized along func-

tional lines, the Royal Commission resisted any of the recommendations

made to it that there should evolve either a dual system or one in which

particular denominational interests were represented on provincial

policy-making bodies.

The British Columbia Commission was concerned that the institution

of education should not attempt to take on responsibilities which had

traditionally been shared by others. It saw as its major concern the

provision of quality academic education and was prepared to le&ve re-

ligious education to'the churches.

Several of the Royal Commissions made the suggestion that a

provincial planning agency Should be established which would 'provide

leadership and coordination for the total educational system of the

province, including the role to be played by the private sector. The

Quebec Commission spelled this proposal out in some detail. Emerging

from this seemed the clear recognition that the responsibility for

education delegated to the provinces by the Constitution was a
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responsibility not to be taken/and not to be dissipatei through excessive

fragmentation of either the Department of Education or the school system

evolving from it.

Administration of Education at the Local Level

The word "fragmentation" appeared over and over again in the

Commission reports, particularly in those concerned with the multi-

denaminational, dual and separate school systems. This fragmentation

was applied to both the clientele and the resources available to educa-

tional systems. At the local level, it related to the multiplicity of

boards administering very small districts, particularly in Quebec and

Newfoundland. It related also to the many small schools, and particularly

small high schools, which were a phenomenoli of almost all of the

provinces. Although geographic factors entered into the reasons for

this fragmentation, it was generally recognized that the presence of

denominatioanl systems which split the local population into two or more

groups was also a significant factor.

Fragmented school districts left a situation where consolidation

of schools was difficult and the provision of a comprehensive form of

education an impossibility. Commission investigations and studies done

in Alberta indicated that there was an important relationship between

size of school and educational opportunity, at least to some minimal

level. Inadequate libraries and other facilities, multigrade classes,

limited subject choices, and less adequately prepared teachers were

reported in many small schools in all of the provinces. The Quebec

Commission made the point that this excessive fragmentation of districts

and schools, rather than providing for more local autonomy, actually

resulted in a greater subordination of the local administrative unit to
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the state. It was found that in the small districts not only were the

school trustees inadequately educated and prepared for their roles, but

that they were unable for financial and other reasons to hire competent

administrators either to manage the school operations or to give pro-

fessional leadership to the staff. This left a situation which made

the state most reluctant to delegate major policy decisions to the local

level.

In the evaluation of administration at the local level, the word

duplication appeared

evident at the state

nominational basis.

and :-tcilities. But

almost as often as the word fragmentation. It was

level where the Department was organized on a der

It occurred at the local level in terms of services

alnng with the danger of duplication was also the

danger of neglect. Thic occurred where none of the systems had either

the financial resources, the personnel, or the interest to perform an

auxiliary service for the larger community. The Quebec Commission made

particular reference to the education of exceptional children, an area

of responsibility which had been left largely to the private sector.

Inequality and inefficiency were two other terms often applied

to local administrations where there had been excessive fragmentation.

The inequalities related, on the one hand, to inequities in the tax base

and financial resources and, on the other, to inequities in educational

opportunity in terms of both curriculum and instruction. The term in-

bfficiency was applied most often fo'fhe business aspects of school

district operation. Budgetting, purchasing, and auditing procedures

came under particular fire in one ofthe reports. Transportation services

and school building programs and maintenance were other areas where

startling inefficiencies were reported.

mmmaltemeMM
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The Royal Commission Reports which dealt with this topic were

all unanimous in recommending the organization of larger units of local

administration, even within denominational systems. The Quebec Commis-

sion took the position that it was not necessary to have denominational-

ism in the administrative structure in order to make provision for de-

nominational differences in schools and classrooms. It went so far as

to recommend the replacement of the traditional denominational author-

ities at the local level with nondenominational regional bodies.

Evaluation of the Educational Out ut and Pro rams

Early in this paper comparative data were provfded to show the

educational and economic inputs and outputs of the five denominational

systems considered. It was shown that the provinces with the highest

educational output in terms of school retention rates were also those

systems which had the lowest degree of denominationalism in their school

systems, and that the systems with the lowest output had the highest

degree of fragmentation for denominational reasons. The type of system,

of course, was not the only factor involved. Eft cultural factors, with

which denomination:lism has some relationship, resulted in there being

more children to educate, lower levels of education and income in the

labor force, snd lower expenditure levels on educationvin'those:prov-

inces with higher degrees of denominationalism in their school eysteros

than in those with lower.

The small high school studies refarred to in this paper clearly

indicated the lower educational output of the schools in that category

than in larger centralized secondary institutions. This output was

measurable in terms of both retention rates and examination results.

The Royal Commission itivestigations supported the findings of these
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independent studies. It therefore emerged, that the fragmentation of

school population and resources was the most serious outcome of denom-

Hnational forms of public education. This fragmentation damaged not only

the educational outcomes of the small denominational schools, but also

those of the.public system from which it had separated. Only in large

cities where the population could sustain them, did dual or multiple

fellmmix=mg*M1MZITO........ammomMAIIMMOPPLUMM

systems result in the provision of effective education. Even here there

would be some extra costs resulting from duplication of facilities and

services.

The Role of the Denominations in Education

Depending on the historical traditions and political climate of

the province whose systems they were investigating, the five Royal Com-

missions reported in this study took varying positions with respect to

the role of denominations in education. As already indicated, they all

emphasized in one way or another the fundainental responsibility of the

state to provide the public with an effective public education service.

Even those that were most.sensitive in recognizing the pluralistic

nature of our society and what they considered to be the legitimate

right of minority groups to dissent from the general provisions for

education and receive some special concessions, they nevertheless all

agreed that these were secondary considerations to the primal responsi-

bility. The Manitoba Commission, for example, while under pressure to

change a unitary system into one more accomodating to mlnority views,

nevertheless recognized ,that any concessions should not jeopardize the

quality of the public educational system.
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The Newfoundland Royal Commission recommended that the denom-

inational form of structure at the Department of Education level, which

is olated the Deputy Minister from the operational systems and resulted

in the threat of veto in the Council of Education, should be replaced by

a nondenominAional structure organized on functional lines. The Com-

mission felt that the denominations should be less concerned with the

daily administration of the educational systems and more with the devel-

opment. of effective religious education programs.

In Quebec the Commission also suggested the removal of the denom-

inationally structured Council of Education at the state level and its

replacement by a unitary nondenominational body. It has been shown that

even at the local level the Quebec Commission recommended integrated

regional authorities which would have responsibility for education in

all types of publically supported schools. The Commission conceded the

need for schools of a denominational character but rejected administra-

tive structures of this character. It particularly emphasized what it

called the 'neutrality' of the state in religious matters.

Conclusion

The church-state controversy in public education has continued,

more or less actively, in Canada for more than a century. It is still

a live issue which springs to light whenever there is an opportunity to

reopen the subject. The values of society, the rights of minority groups,

and the conscience of the individual are all involved in the issues. If

progress has been made it has been in the direction of a greater tolerance

and understanding of other points of view and a willingness bp cooperate

for the general good.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter is comprised of four papers, each com-

missioned to provide an analysis of educational pluralism

in ,.he United States from a special viewpoint. Part A, by

Theo Steeman, considers historical changes in the way religious

pluralism has been managed. Part B, by David Cohen, examines

the often advanced contention that nonpublic schools threaten

the consensual basis of national unity. In Part C, Irving

iLevine reviews major findings on ethnicity that may suggest

the need for a pluralistic educational response. In Part D,

James K. Cohen reassesses the differential impact that public

' and nonpublic, conventional and nonconventional schools may

have on certain student values.
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NEW PATTERNS OF PLURALI SM AND NON-PUBLIC EDUCATION

Introduction

The purpose of this position paper is limited. The author

is very much aware that the question of public financial aid

non-public, more specifically: religious schools is, under the

present doctrine of the United States Supreme Court, primarily a

matter of Constitutional law. As such it has to be dealt with

in its own terms. Constitutional law, however, and official

interpretations of the First Amendment are not unrelated to socio-

historical realities. They are formulated and established in order

to deal with socio-historical situations and, even though one has

Ito recognize a relative independence of the development of law, it

remains impossible to explain that development wdthout taking in-

Ito account the socio-historical situation in which it took place.

And this is the problematic the present position paper wants to

which gave,ritle to the sharp distinction between public and paro-

deal with: the socio-historical circumstancaes and developments

chial school education, issuing into the application of the doc-

trine of separation of Church and State to the schools, and, later,

in a corresponding interpretation of the First Amendment. Whether

or not this historical-sociological understanding of the relation

between public and non-public education is a sufficient reason for

change in the policy vis-a-vis the non-public schools, is a ques-

tion beyond the scope of this paper.
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There is indeed reason enough to consider the rise of the

parochial school system, its relation to the public school

system, the prevailing attitude toward the parochial schools,

the application of the religious clauses of the First Amend-

ment to the schools, and other issues involved in this complex

problem of religion and education, as problematical in the sense

that they are in need of explanation. It is not at all clear,

for instance, that those who formulated, or voted on, or ratified,

the First Amendment had in mind what the Supreme Court now says

the meaning of the religious clauses of the Amendment to be in

relation to education. They hardly could have. For one thing,

at the time of the ratification of the Bill of Rights there was

no such thing as a public school system, nor, for that matter,

a parochial school system in the present sense. This is not to

say, of course, that for this reason the Supreme Court is wrong

in applying the First Amendment to the schools. One would rather

suggest that to the extent that the Court uses the First Amend-

ment to deal with issues similar to those which the framers and

ratifiers of the Amendment tried to deal with while making it part

of the law of the land, the Court is doing exactly what it is sup-

posed to do. The critical task, therefore, is to discern the

socio-historical development of the schools as they relate to the

issues of religious liberty and establishment of religion for

which the First Amendment serves as a problem solving device.
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?

It is not my intention to discuss here the precise meaning

Iof the First Amendment. Not only is this issue still under de-

tbate by the specialists who disagree on the authorities on which
i

tto call for the interpretation of its original intention, but it

ftis only recently that the First Amendment was formally applied

t
t to the question of religion and the schools. Not until 1947
;)

fdid the Supreme Court formally appeal to the Amendment in de-

ciding a case inmolving State-aid to parochial school children.2

i In fact, only in 1940 did the Supreme Court decide that, by vir-

tue of the Fourteenth Amendment, the First Amendment was formally

1k binding not only on Congress but on the individual States.3 Thus

1: for most of the period we are dealing with the First Amendment
I

iIlas only limited importance, at least as a formally applied con-

:. stitutional principle. Rather than fastening our attention on the
r

First Amendment, therefore, we will have to study the development

of the educational systems in their relation to such issues as

religious liberty and religious establishment.

This is not to say that the First Amendment is irrelevant

to our discussion. Quite clearly the Amendment sets the tone for

:
many developments during the Nineteenth Century and beyond, but it

, does so less as a legal or constitutional arrangement than as the

formulation of an orientation with regard to Church - State rela-

tionships which was to work itself out in the growth of the Amer-

ican Republic. Though originally only limiting the powers of
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Congress, the Amendment nevertheless reflects the general will

of the nation, which in various ways came to expression in the

constitutions of the individual states, namely that the nation

and the states would guarantee religious liberty to everyone and

not establish any particular religion. But this is, at the same

time, about as far as one can go in formulating this orientation-

al principle at work in the history of Church - State relation-

ships in the early national period. The concrete implications of

this orientation were to be spelled out as in the course of the

nineteenth and the twentiety centuries courts and legislatures were

;'aced with concrete problems concerning Church-State relations and,

more specifically with changes in the religious problem of Ameri-

can society itself.

The Religious Problem
of American Society

Though it may seem somewhat daring to single out a particular

problem as the religious problem of American Society, I do not

hesitate to make the assertion that we can do so, and that this

problem is the religious diversity present in the American people.

There are, of course, many religious problems in American society,

but Religious Pluralism constitutes the religious problem of

American Society. Almost from the very beginning, in the early

colonial period, we find that religious differences among the

people create problems for the society, and, notwithstanding a
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!successful institutionalization of religious toleration and

liberty, the present involvement of the Supreme Court in clarify-

ing and deciding issues of Church and State indicates that in

some sense the problem is still with us.

For a fair understanding of the reason why religious diverty

;or pluralism should constitute a societal problem one has to re-
)

:call that the prevailing tradition prior to, and at the time of,

the first settlements in this country was the political theory

of the established Church. It was held, and not without reason,4

that religiols diversity or a multiplicity of churches in one

nation posed a serious threat to national integration and coher-

ence, and that it was the government's task to support and foster

ireligion as the guarantee for obedience to the laws and for the

!maintenance of morality in the nation. On the other hand, the

!result of the Protestant Reformation was not only that the unity

lof Christendom was broken, but that different religious orienta-

Itions emerged which, besides organizing themselves in different

,
and separate religious communities, also claimed to have something

to say about the social order, and, in many cases, expected the

political authorities to support and act on their particular re-

ligious conceptions of the good and Christian society.

Such a demand for Church establishment would, of course, not

be a problem as long as one had to do with a religiously homogeneous
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society. If one Church does, in fact, articulate the faith of

the people there is little reason to expect serious social con-

flict over religious issues or over state support for religious

1institutions. It is,.therefore, not all that strange that at

the very same time that we find the breakdown of the unity of

Christendom, we also see a rather strong emphasis on the need

for religious homogeneity - leading to the theory and practice
3

of church-establishment, almost classically formulated in the

Augsburg adagium:culus regio, illius et religio. (1555). Church

establishment was seen as a political means for securing social

cohesion and for preventing religious conflict. And it was an

arrangement acceptable to the churches because they conceived

of the political authorities as responsible for upholding the

right and Christian social order.

The situation becomes problematical as soon as in the same

society, different religious communities arise and the homogeneity

is broken. Not only does this mean that the moral consensus on

which national lire is based is threatened, but to the degree that

these different religious groups make demands on the social order

one has to expect serious social conflict to arise over religious

issues. flow deep such conflicts can cut into society is clear

from the history of religious wars and revolutions. One has only

to recall Britain's turbulent 17th century to realize that
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,
,

/

!religious diversity can indeed lead to profound social disorgani-

Ization precisely when the dissenting communities insist on their

;jtight to give shape to the social order and reject the religious
P

1

arrangemont of the standing order and the established church. It
i

1

,was exactly because the Puritans claimed their religious convic-

ttions to have direct political relevance and to force them to

oppose the Anglican Church as established by the Crown, that they

led England into revolution and civil war.

Sociologically speaking, we see here two basic forces at work.

On the one hand there is society's need for a value consensus, for

some generally accepted conception that life as lived in the so-

ciety is indeed the good life, a consensus which serves as legiti-

mation of the normative patterns of society and its authority

1

structures. On the other hand we have the working out of deep and

:personal religious commitments which take a critical posture

vis-a-vis society and its social order and are likely to question

its validity. In a religiously homogeneous society these two haqic

forces need not enter into conflict with each other. Presumably the

religious consensus would set or change the pattern of life for the

whole population. But when different religious claims are made by

a variety of religious groups the integration of society is in

jeopardy and the situation is, potentially at least, fraught with

social cmflict. The practice of church establishment can be seen

as an attempt to keep this sort of conflict under control by trying

453-050 0-71-18
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to eliminate religious diversity. Generally speaking, however,

one has to say that, once the forces working toward religious

diversity are strong enough, the established church will hardly

be 2ble to contain them. This, then, means that national unity

and national value consensus will have to be secured by other

means, and in such a way as to accommodate religious diversity.

Now, this is exactly the religious probleiii of America. The

nation is, and has been from the very beginning, thoroughly

pluralistic, with a large variety of religious orientations being

present in its population. The societal problem posed by this

situation for the growth of the nation was how it could become-

a well integrated national community based on a commonly accepted

value consensus, notwithstanding a large variety of religious

communities, and without resorting to some form of Church estab-

lirhment or curtailment of religious freedom. In Jefferson's

wor-is there was "the great and interesting question whether free-

dont f ieligion is compatible with order in government and obedi-

ence to the laws". 5

The problem presented itself to American society in no unclear!
4

terms. If, on the-one hand, one would like to emphasize that thoset

who left Britain and tame to these shores did so in order to find I

freedom from religious persecution - and this holds good for a

good portion of the early settlers - he should not, on the other

hand, forget that they came to build up a new society according to
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their own religious convictions. They came to do here what they

could not do in Britain: build the righteous Commonwealth, the

godly society. This motive was certainly strongly present in the

New England settlements, but elsewhere too the religious element,

whether or not, as in New England, in opposition to the Church of

&gland, was heavily at work in the process of building up the new

communities. More than that: they carried with them the conviction

that Church and State should unite in their attempt to construct

the good society. It may have taken different forms, but notably in

New England and in the Southern colonies the practice of church es-

tablishment was maintained. Only Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, New

'Jersey, and Delaware did not have religious establishments and en-

ijoyed religious liberty.6 Maryland, where, in view of the re-

fligious diversity among the early settlers, the Catholic proprietor
t

ihad proclaimed religious toleration in 1649, accepted the establish-

Iment of the Church of England in 1702.7
g

The situation would not have created any problems if the indi-

Ividual colonies had been religiously homgeneous. But dissent from

the establishment was present in New England almost from the very

beginning: in 1634 Roger Williams was found guilty of heresy, and

!

in 1637 Anne-Hutchinson was banished because of her dissenting re-

I/

4 ligious views. In 1644 the General Court of Massachusetts found it
k

necessary to pass a law against the Anabaptists, thereby attesting

I not only its intention to keep religious unity and homogeneity, but

also the factual lack of such homogeneity. 8 Elsewhere the story
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is basically the same even though the severity of persecution did

not go as far as in New England. In fact there was a growing re-

ligious diversity in the individual colonies, notwithstanding the

practice of church establishment. In Virginia, by the middle of

the eighteenth century, less than half of the population belonged

to the Church of England; Baptists and Presbyterians claimed the

better part of the population.9

The situation led to endless religious conflict. The pre-

ferred position of the established church, be it Congregational

or Church or England, meant discrimination against other religious

groups. Even though the practice of preventing dissenters from

settling in the colonies did not last long and such violent per-

secution ac the hanging of four Quakers in Boston Common was

rather the exception, full recognition of the equal civil rights

of dissenters had a long history. The details are not in order

here. There was a large variety in the ways in which the indi-

vidual colonies dealt with the problem. But it should be pointed

out that at least up till the middle of the eighteenth centurg, in

most of the colonies, not belonging to the established church was

indeed a civil disadvantage. And the conflict situation had to

do with just that: the attempt on the part of the religious

minorities and dissenters to gain equal rights as citizens.

To the twentieth century students of American religious

history the solution to these problems appears only too self-
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evident. Religious liberty, disestablishment of the church,

;separation of Church and State, are obviously the only solution

fto the problem. But the fact itself that it took a long time

ifor the individual colonies to arrive at this solution - and

Massachusetts came to full disestablishment only in 1833 -

i

!should put us on guard. Apparently things did not look all that

'simple to the people involved in the situation. It might be help-

Iful, therefore, to try and tinderstand the problem from their view-

ipoint and to gain some insight into the social processes that led

tto disestablishment, religious liberty, and separation of Church

land State.
i

t

As indicated earlier, the societal problem can be character-

1

lized as one of societal identity. Any society needs for its co-

thesions, and in order to engage the loyalty of its members, a basic

'value consensus, a generally accepted consensus that life as lived

in the society, and the orientation life is given, is indeed good.
1

1The specific way of life as institutionalized in the normative

patterns by which life is regulated and lived must be acceptable

to the people in moral-ethical terms. Now, this moral basis of

the common life, which sets the tone of social life and gives it

its identity is, in analytical terms, closely connected, if not

identical, with the religious understanuing of life. Historically

speaking, one must recognize that for the 17th and 18th centuries

it was indeed the explicitly religious outlook that was seen to

.
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govrrn, and to guarantees social order and obedience to the laws.

A sharp distinction between societal and religious concerns was

hardly ever made. Understandably, therefore, religious dissent

could be seen as threatening the social order and religious

liberty as counter to the best interests of the social order.

This position, which was held by most religious groups,

was not only a matter of political thought, but was reinforced

by a theological tjnviction. The differences between the re-

ligious communities were not taken lightly. What was at stake

was indeed the right understanding of the Gospel and of the nature

of the Christian Church. The Puritans left England because they

could not accept the church order of the Church of England, and

because they saw no possibility to reform that church. Certainly

in the early years these convictions were very strong and deep, but

even in the decades before the Revolutionary war the conflict situ-

ation was, though lessened, hardly over. Nor was the conflict

situation restricted to purely religious matters but the religious

differences created social conflict situations precisely because

religious matters were thought to be socially relevant.

It is clear, then, that major developments were necessary to

make possible a peaceful co-existence of the uifferent religious

communities within a unified commonwealth, first.on the level of

the individual colonies and later on the national level. We can
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Idescrihe these developments by making a distinction between two

Itypes of religious pluralism: intra-community pluralism and inter-

community pluralism.

Intra-Community and
Inter-Community Pluralism

As the problem was stated above the question real?.y is which

community is going to be the primary community of identity for

the members of a society: will their primary identification be

with the civil community: the state or the nation, or with the

religious community: the church? Along these lines we can set up

the distinction between intra- and inter-community pluralism.

Intra-community pluralism is a pluralism which is expressive of a

variety of religious orientations within a civil community without

breaking or upsetting the national value consensus. It means that

the national value consensus takes primacy and that the religious

differences do not hamper national integration. This presupposes,

of course, that there is no substantial disagreement between the

moral content of the national culture on the one hand, and the basic

religious orientation of the different religious groups on the other.

The national life should be acceptable in religious terms to all

groups. But the concept goes a bit further than this presuppo-

sition: it makes the national society rather than the churches

the community of identity. The churches positively relate to the

nation as the primary identity structure.
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Inter-community pluralism, on the other hand, is a pluralistic

arrangement in which the primary loyalty of the individual citizen

is to the religious community, and his participation in the nation-

al life conditioned by his explicit religious commitments to his

religious community. In this situation the religious community,

rather than the civil community, functions as the primary social

identity structure and governs the member's life, The national

life then remains problematical and subject to a critical approach

on:the part of the religious communities which maintain their ex- 1

clusiveness and their right to set standards for social life. The

life of the civil community, consequently, becomes dependent on

some kind of understanding between the different religious commun-

ities which claim to have a say not only over their own members, bu

about the night social order.

Th3 distinction between these two types of religious pluralism

is introduced here because it is possible to describe the dynamics

of American religious history in these terms. We can discern in

the history of religious pluralism in this country a movement from

inter-community pluralism to intra-community pluralism. Such a move

1ment first led from a divided Protestantism to the rather vague

entity of American Protestantism which made the nation into a Prot-1

estant Christian nation. In a second similar development, the tri-

chotomy of Protestant, Catholic, and Jew, was overcome in the commol

acceptance of another vague entity which we can call the American
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[Way of Life. The first stage of this proceSs can be dated roughly

1 as beginning with the Great Awakening in the early 18th century

V and being completed by the mid-nineteenth century. The second

[stage can be said to begin after World War II and is still in

process.

The American Solution: Religious Liberty
and Denominationalism

The concept of inter-community pluralism describes the situ-

ation in which religious diversity is indeed the societal problem

which we have identified earlier as the religious problem of
F

tAmerican society and is, therefore, applicable as characterizing

; the earlier period of American religious history. Church establish-
,

ment, intolerance vis a vis dissenters, religious conflict situ-

ations and religious strife are the main characteristics. And we

have already pointed out that the basic root of this state of af-

f,
fairs lies in the fact that the primary community of identity is

not the civil community but the religious community. What, then,

are the changes that took place to relieve the situation, and how

can we understand the process that led to an integrated American

nation?

It is clear, of course, that what actually constituted the

American solution was disestablishment of the church, freedom of

,
religion, and separatl.on of Church and State. But stating this

does not say very much about the social and structural changes in

AMerican religion which made this solution possible.
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A social conflict situation does not arise ekbept when there

are disagreements in the community which really matter and have

consequences for the cohesion of the group and its orgaqization.

For religion to cease to be a source of social conflict, there-

fore, the differences between the religious groups must cease to

be a socially important matter. That is: what separates the

religious communities and what could be the cause of inter-religiou:

conflict: has to become socially irrelevant. Only under such con-

ditions, it would seem, is religious liberty a realistic possi-

bility.

One must not underestimate the difficulty with which the

notion of religious liberty was made acceptable to the religious

communities. There was not only the theological tradition of

the established church but the inner conviction of the primacy of i

1

religious values in ordering social life as well. Even some of

the religious communities which were clearly dissenting and,

therefore, suffered most under the yoke of the established churches

had difficulty in accepting religious liberty as a valid concept.

They would, of course, demand the freedom to folloW their own

consciences in matters religious, but an unqualified acceptance of

religious freedom as a principle was a different matter. John

Cotton's remark that "It is b,'cter that-the Commonwealth be fashione

to the setting forth:of God's house, which is the church, than to

accommodate the churoh to the civil state'6 reflected not only the
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feeling of New England Congregationalism, but a rather widespread

feeling, notably among the Presbyterians. The difficulty was, of

course, which church?

This is not to say that there were no groups who advocated

religious liberty. Roger Williams, and af,,r him the Baptists,

'made it into a basic Christian principle that no authority could

exercise any power over a person's relationship with God. Similarly

Ithe Quakers advocated religious liberty and toleration on principle.

'Generally speaking it was the representatives of the Left Wing of the

I Reformation who pushed for religious freedom and for separation of

Church and State. For more pragmatic reasons, other religious com-

munities, like the Presbyterians in Virginia, did the same. And

by the time of the Revolutionary War the case for separation of

Church and State, as well as for complete religious liberty, was

:Y?

4'41 made by statesmen like Jefferson and Madison, who found their in-

.

spiration in Enlightenment philosophy.

But the presence of these groups does not explain the general

acceptance of religious liberty by American society as a whole.

Clearly some change in the religious perspective of the Right Wing

churches, must have taken place if one is to understand the general

and unquestioned acceptance of religious liberty as a principle of

American democracy, both on the State and on the Federal level. And

here it is not enough to point to the actual necessity to come to

some kind of solution in view of the destructiveness of continuous
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religious conflict. It may be true that economic and political

interests played a role in urging the issue, but the religious

issue needed to be dealt with in its own terms. Nor can we say

that the matter had already been decided in the basic doctrines

of the Reformation. It may be true that the Left Wing represented

the basic tendencies of the Reformation better than did the Right
I

Wing; however the fact remains that the main stream of the Reforma-!

tion, going back to Luther and Calvin themselves, did not draw the ,

consequence of religious liberty from the premises on which the

Reformation was predicated.

Now, it is indeed possible to detect a peculiar development

in the Right Wing churches that explains the general acceptance

of religious liberty. This development has to do with the Great

Awakening of the first half of the 18th and the Revivalism of

the 19th century; 11a development that gave rise to the peculiarly

American religious institution of the Denomination. The Great

Awakening, starting in the 1720's in New Jersey and coming to New 1

England with the preaching of Johathan Edwards at Northampton,

Massachusetts in the 1730's, was a movement of rather emotional

and pietistic preaching which endeavored to implant religion

directly in the hearts and minds of the people. Its real impact was

tremendous: individual persons went through experiences of conversio,

and religion was adhered to and practiced enthusiastically. But wha
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interests us here is its sociologfcal importance: what actually

happened was a shift'in the locus of religion from ecclesiastical

structures, the ministers and the divines, to the common man. There

h_s reason to believe that by the end of the 17th century the re-

ligious institutions, both in New England and in the South, had be-

come not only rather aristocratic and respectable, but highly form-
1

al and dry as well, far removed from the heart of the common man.

The Great Awakening, and after it, 19th century Revivalism, ad-

dressed itself to the common man, in his own language, in the emo-

tional dimension of life, and relocated religion by making it

popular.

More than that: this type of preaching and these efforts at

getting to the heart of the people were not restricted to any one

church. We find it equally among the Presbyterians, the Congre-

gationalists, the Episcopalians, the Baptists. One of the leading

figures in the movement, George Whitefield, was an Anglican clergy-

man who took delight in preaching in whatever church he could. What

we find here, then, is the preaching of a form of Christianity

which really cuts through the division between the churches and

which leads to a kind of general Protestant Christian orientation

that begins to shape the American people direbtly, often in opposi-

tion to the established ecclesiastical structures. Thus we see

emerge the beginnings of a religious consensus among the people

which in some sense is at odds with bhe differences between the

religious institutions.
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Thirdly, the Great Awakening was individualistic in its

emphasis: it was the individual's experience and conversion that

counted. Thus this kind of preaching fostered religious indi-

vidualism and, consequently a voluntaristic conception of religious

activity. This makes, of course, for a solid popular base of pro-

test against church establishment. People now seek to join such

a religious community as corresponds best to their personal religiol

needs. It is, in view of these effects, no wonder that the more tr

ditional church leaders looked with suspicion and worse upon the

Great Awakening. What in fact was happening was the breakdown of

the structure of American religion as it had developed in the first

century of its history.

The general process described took of course, a long tlme to

come to full completion. It was also a process beset with con-

flicts. The established structures naturally developed defensive

attitudes and even new divisions of churches occurred. In a sense

the revivalistic movement contributed to an even larger variety

in American Protestantism. But the point is that what began in the

Great Awakening, and was taken up again in the Great Revival of

the 1820's, was indeed a process by which American Protestantism

found a basic unity which was stronger than the differences between

the religious communities, a religious orientation which was typicaj

American and common to all the Protestant churches. It was, there-

fore, in the position to become a kind of - though not officially

established religion of America.
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n this context it may be helpful to make a few remarks

about the typically American form of religious organization: the

Denomination. If one follows Troeltsch's analysis of the typology

of religious groups12 it is clear that Troeltsch's main types:

church and sect, are both exclusive, based on the conviction that

this particular religious community, be it a church or a sect, is

indeed the true community of believers. Both types maintain an
1

'attitude of intolerance and the claim to possessing God's own and

absolute truth. The denomination as a specific type of religious

torganization difiers from both church and sect insofar as it con-

ceives of itself as a valid, but not exclusive, expression of a

Llarger social reality: the Christian Church. It is one of the main

theses of this paper that this is exactly the outcome of the process

youtlined above: under the impact of revivalism the American churches

and sects became denominations. They began to see themselves as

representatives of a larger reality: American Protestantism, which

in its turn, became the real solidarity structure with which people

identified. Denominationalism does indeed make the differences be-

tween the churches secondary to the recognized basic identity of

the faith represented, in slightly different ways, by all: American

Protestantism.

It can now be seen why we can characterize this process as

lleading from inter-community to intra-community pluralism. As de-

fined earlier the latter concept describes a situation in which
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the differences between groups do not question or affect the

larger solidarity structure. These differences are in fact taken

out of the area of socially relevant differences. In that way they

cease to 'be sources or causes of social conflict. Religious libert

becomes acceptable to the religious communities: what separates the

is not all that important and one can recognize other communities

as different but basically valid representatives of the same common

religion. Intra-community tolerance then replaces ecclesistical

or sectarian exclusiveness, and the American religious scene is

characterized by the common acceptance of the principle of religiotil

liberty by all the religious communities.

Political Consequences:
Separation of Church and State

It is in this light that we have to understand historically

the meaning of disestablishment of the Church and of separation of

church and state. These arrangements have to do, first of all, witl

the radical equality of all religious communities before the law 1

and with the freedom of the churches to go about their work with- i

out any government interference. The government cannot prefer one 1

religion over another, and religious differences do not count in .

any government business. Therefore no religious test can be re-

quired for any government office. In the area of religion one has

optimal freedom. Whatever oners religious affiliation or lack of

it, it is not relevant in the conduct of public affairs. This,

at 4ny rate, seems to be the primary thrust of the movement toward
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Ireligious liberty as it is laid down in the various State consti-

tutions and in the Federal constitution (Both Art. VI and the

!

iFirst Amendment).

It is not at all clear that the movement went much further

ithan
that. Quite clearly the intention of those involved in the

hilov9.melit was not hostile to religion. The prime intention, rather,

[was to set religion free from government interference and to pre-

vent religious conflict from becoming a social conflict. On this

point there is hardly any question. Things become problematical,

lhowever, when the question is raised whether in the minds of thsse

'who favor separation of church and state, e.g. those who framed

and ratified the First Amendment113 the move toward radical re

ligious liberty also meant that the state could not in one way or

another support religion. The state could not, to be sure, favor

, one religion over another, but could it support religion in general?

The question is a realistic one now that we know that there was

indeed such a religion: the underlying religious consensus which

, united American Protestantism. "Religion in general" was not an

empty term; it had, if not a sharply defined content, at any rate

a reality of its own.

Space does not allow me to go into a detailed discussion of

this question. The evidence seems to support the view that, at the

time of the ratification of the First Amendment, the prevailing

453-050 0-71-19
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attitude favored a rather positive attitude of the state vis a vis

religion. The strictures on establishment had to do wlth specific

religious communities, not with religion in general. It is, to

give only one example, worthy of note that the same Congress which

framed, voted and passed the First Amendment in 1789, also re-

enacted the Northwest Ordinance in 1787 which not only states that

"religion, morality and knowledge being necessary to good govern-

ment and the happiness*of mankind, schools and the means of educa-

tion shall forever be encouraged, "14 but also provides land grants

"for the purposes of religion"15 Antieaul6 and his co-researchers

maintain that the general practice at the time was to give financial

aid to religious institutions; and lists other kinds of aid that

religion received from both State and Federal governments. It is well

known, of course, that the practice in Virginia was stricter, and

that Madison as President followed a pol,icy of no financial support gjt

all to religion, but this does not seem to be the general pic-
1

ture.

On the other hand, it is not unlikely that Madison saw more

clearly than others that the American situation did not allow for

help to religion without helping individual religious institutions.

Religion in general was not institutionalized separately. Any form

of financial aid to religion had, therefore, to take the form of

what is called "multiple establishment" - equal treatment of all
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religious groups in the distribution of a public fund. Madison's

Remonstrance of 1785 was written to show the dangers of such an

arrangement which would still give the government the potential

power to establish religion. He was probably drawing the logical

conclusion: that non-preferential treatment of religious groups had

to mean no financial support at all. It may be of some interest

here to note that as early as 1810 Maryland came to the same con-

clusion and forbade any spending of public funds for religious

purposes. Apparently the availability of such fjunds was occasion

for religious strife between the churches.17

Educational Consequences:
The Emergence of the Public School

Whether or not this suggestion that the logic of the situ-

had to lead to a policy of no financial support at all is

to correct, the fact remains that for many living at the time the

social importance of religion seemed to justify general and non-

discriminatory aid with public funds. And this is notably true

for church-run educational institutions. But one has to keep in

mind that there was as yet, except in New England, no state-supported

school system, that traditionally education was done by the churches;

and that the state-supported schools of New England were teaching

religion. It is not until 1820 that we see a definite movement

1
:i that would make education a state responsibility, and it will take
v,

until the mid-century before we can say that the free public school
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which makes state-supported education available to all children

is a firmly established institution. 18
Thus, the early practice of

state help to church-related schools is to be placed in its his- i

torical context: the pre-public school period. And it Should be
\

noted that the same process that leads to the establishment of the 1

public school system also leads to the conviction that these

schools should be non-sectarian and that tax support for private

religious education is undesirable.

In the present context we are mostly interested in the re-

ligious aspects of the school question. It is clear, however, that

the emergence of the public school is a phenomenon of much wider

social importance. One can, of course, not deny the religious

origin of the high premium placed on education. Especially in New

England, with its strong Puritan background, it was for religious

reasons and purposes that education was emphasized from the very

beginning of the colonies, and the fact that New England had a

state-supported school system was due to the fact of church-

establishment. The state enforced what was a religious require-

ment ahd most of the teaching was done by ministers. In that light

it is not so strange that elsewhere too4:Lw,the churches that

were most interested in education, and given an arrangement of non- I

establishment, as in the middle colonies, were .more or less on their]

own in this enterprise; state help coming in occasionally to foster 4
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[what seemed to.be a valuable contribution to society. The main

1

!'difference at this point is that in the Middle Colonies the state,

:when helping education, was assisting private initiative, whereas

lin New England the state enforced education as it was offered by

the church. In all this, however, it should be noted that what

the churches were offering was not merely religious instruction

i

put general education. The educational enterprise as a whole was

in the hands of the churches.

The moving force behind the emergence of the public school,

then, is the realization that education was necessary for the wel-

fare, not just of the church, but of the civil society, and that,

!therefore, society had to take responsibility for education. Edu-

1
cation was to provide society with an educated citizenry who could

take part in the democratic process respons ibly and intelligently.

; In the democratic society, therefore, education had to be available
_

to all children and it was the society's responsibility to see to it

I

q;
that this was indeed the case. It is at this point that we see the

:

change-over take place: that education now was more and more under-

stood as a direct responsibility of the state rather than of the

church. The civil interests in education as a condition for the

welfare of society takes over.

We can see in this process, and in the struggle that went with

it between those advocating the rights and the duties of the state

and those defending the rights and the duties of the church, as an
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example, or as a concrete phase, in the transition from inter- to

intra-community pluralism. When defining these terms we said

that the basic issue at stake was to decide vhich would be the

primary community of identity: the civil society or the religious

community. The debates over the desirability of state-run public

schools as over against church-run parochial schools had indeed to d

with the question which of these communities had the primary right

to the child. The churches maintained that religion and virtue are

the very core of good education and that, therefore, the church had

to be the educating institution. The promoters of public education

would not deny this emphasis on virtue and religion but maintained

that a unified, non-sectarian education was best for the civil

community and for the child.

That, in this way, the whole pluralistic issue had to be fought

all over again is not so strange. After disestablishment of the

church in most of the colonies, and with a rather broad toleration

even where the church was not disestablished, the pluralistic prob-

lem did not present itself any longer on the level of the institu-

tional churches. It was clear that everybody should have freedom of 1

conscience and religion. But religious liberty is a singularly

adult concept. It presupposes that the individual is indeed able

to make up his own mind about religious matters. When it comes to

children, however, the question does look a bit different. Was not

the child to be brought up and educated in his faith? Was not
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religion the core of a sound education? Was it not, therefore, the

task of the parents and their religious community to provide edu-

cation? Could the state, supposed to be religiously neutral, ful-

fill adequately the task of education?

It should indeed be recognized that, even though this use of

the term may sound a bit strained, the only real occasion for

( establishment of religion is the educational process. Freedom of

Ireligion and disestablishment of the church became necessary be-

i cause in fact it is impossible to impose religious beliefs on

people who think differently. In that sense establishment of re-

ligion is simply an impossibility. But the educational process is

different: there it is possible to instill religious beliefs and

practices and to give the child a religious training. Nowadays

we may be a bit more skeptical about the effectiveness of formal

religious education. But on the one hand, the high moral value

placed on education, as a means of promoting virtue and of combat-

ing vice, which we find among the early promoters of education for

all - and they certainly were enthusiastic believers in educations -

indicates that they did indeed see education as a means to form the

child, both morally and religiously. On the other hand, even now

one would not want to dismiss the notion of religious education

all together as a means to promote religion. The question is more

about how rather than about whether it should be done.

At any rate, it seems that this particular characteristic of

education explains why the pluralistic issue came to settle upon
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the schools. Other problems in the field of church-state rela-

tions, such as the chaplaincies in tha armed forces and in

prisons, prayers in Congress, etc. differ from the educational

issue precisely because in these cases one has to do with adults

whose religious freedom is not in jeopardy but rather protected

by these provisions. In the schools we are confronted with an

issue regarding the free exercise of religion and the establish-

ment of religion in a rather wide sense.

It is not easy to assess the strength of the Protestant op-

position to the establishment of the public schools. On the whole,

it would seem, the churches did not fight very hard for the

maintenance of their own schools. What Curran, from a rather

typically Catholic viewpoint, has called "the surrender", by

which "American Protestantism has relinquished the age-old claim

of the Christian Church to control the formal elementary education

of its children",19 does not seem to have been a very painful

process. There were, to be sure, voices of protest, and the Old

School Presbyterian Church, under the instigation of Princeton's

Charles Hodge, even developed a parochial school system as an

alternative. But, apart from the Missouri Lutherans and the

Seventh Day Adventists, no Protestant denomination was able to

maintain a separate school system. The Presbyterian attempt in

that direction was short lived; its rise began in 1846 and its

decline in 1854.20 For a real system of parochial school of
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t

[national importance one has to go outside the orbit of Protest-

!

antism: the Catholic schools. But since the Catholic schools

'present special problems we will have to postpone the discussion

rto a later part of this paper.

t
For an:explanation of why the Protestant churches "sur-

f

l'rendered" so easily to the take-over by the state of the educa-

r
clevelopment that took place within American Protestantism. The

rise of denominationalism was in fact accompanied by the growth of

a broad religious consensus which made the differences between the

churches less significant. It should be noted at this point that

the public schools, though non-sectarian in order to be acceptable

to all, incorporated nevertheless this broad religious consensus

in their curriculum. They could present themselves,,or at least

Iwere acceptable to the churches, as being basically Protestant

Illristian in a broad sense. Thus there was little reason left for

the denominations to claim their right to educate their children:

tA
the public school somehow did what was most important in the eyes

k

1

2i of the Protestant churches. This, at least, seems to be the out-

4 come of the process by which the schools became the most typical of

,

,,t,

J American institutions. And American Protestantism began to develop

,

tional task, we can refer back to what was said earlier about the

a distinct dislike for parochial education as somehow divisive.

We should perhaps emphasize that the public schools were

indeed Protestant, though not in the sense of any particular de-

nomination. The fact is important not only because it explains
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partially the Catholic attitude toward public education and the

Catholic insistence on building up a separate school system, but

because it is roughly indicative of the majority feeling of Amer-

ican society in the nineteenth century. We will have to come back

to this point later. What should be clear at this point is that

it is not simply a matter of interpretation when we call the public

schools Protestant but a matter of self-conception on the part or

the public schools. Horace Mann, Secretary of the State Board of

Education in Massachusetts from 1837 till 1848, who is generally

considered to be the mastermind behind the public school system,

quite clearly conceived of the public school system as non-sectar-

ian but Christian. Not only did he advocate religious education

as part of the total educational task of the public school, but

glorified the Massachusetts system as illustrating "the one in-

divisible, all-glorious system of Christianity". The open Bible,

read without comment and thus being "allowed to speak for itself",
21

made the schools basically Christian.

It matters little whether one has some misgivings about Mann's

conception of Christianity which was, apparently, Unitarian. The

point is that he made a real effort to make clear that in his con- 1

ception of the public school system there was place for religious

education and that he wanted the schools to be Christian in a sense

that would be acceptable to all denominations without offending any
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, one's faith. The result is, of course, the teaching of a rather

vague type of Christian morality to which all denominations could

subscribe. At the same time Mann was aware that this consensus

was distinctly Protestant. In a letter of April 28, 1848, in which

he explains an arrangement of financial aid to a Catholic school

in Lowell, Massachusetts, he refers to the public schools as

"Protestant" schools. He states there that Catholic teachers would

,

( have to use the Protestant Bible when they are employed by a Protest-

1

ant school, clearly meaning the public school.
22

In a similar vein we can argue that the public schools of New

York City in the 1830's and 1840's were distinctly Protestant. The

Public School Society, founded in 1805 with the explicit purpose

"to inculcate the sublime truths of religion and moral7ity contained

in the Holy Scriptures",23 had attained a virtual monopoly over the

public schools of the city by 1840. Billingtc,n, the historian of

mid-nineteenth century anti-Catholicism, comes to the conclusion

that, apart from the reading of the King James Version of the Bible,

the schools were using textbooks which were "blatantly Protestant

in sympathy and many were openly disrespectful of Catho1icism."24

We will have to come back to the events in New York. The point to

be made at present is that apparently in the 1840's the public

school, though non-sectarian, was not irreligious, that religious

education was part of the program, and that the religious education

provideJ was Protestant.
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Thus, generally speaking, Protestantism colored the public

school system throughout the nineteenth century. 'And that was to I

be expected. The schools were intended to give a common education

to the young citizens of the nation and to inculcate the basic

values on which the nation was built. There is no denying that

these basic values were Protestant. It would be hard to imagine

a public school system that woult.' without further challenge,

'relinquish in its teaching what is in fact common culture. Non-

sectarian hardly ever meant: fully secular or divorced from re-

ligion. As late as 1890 Justice Lyon, of the Supreme Court of

the State of Wisconsin, could say that "to teach the existence of

a Supreme Being...is not sectarian, because all religious sects

so believe and teach".25 In fact the public schools incorporated

the basic consensus of American society which included Protestant

Christian identity. In 1892 Justice Brewer of the United States

Supreme Court saw occasion to quote from a decision written in

1

1811 by Justice Kent of the Supreme Court of the State of New York, 1

1

where the latter stated: "we are a Christian people, and the moraliti

of the country is deeply engrafted upon Christianity." In the same

decision he applied to the nation as a whole what was said for Penn-

sylvania by her Supreme Court in 1824: "Christianity, general

Christianity, is, and always has been, a part of the common law of 1

Pennsylvania.
26 A public school system that wants to articulate

for its students what it means to be an American citizen and to

educate them to good citizenElhip hardly could be anything but

generally Christian".
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In this way we can understand the public school system, and

its value orientation, as an example of.the process by which out

of the diversity of many religious communities grew a national

value consensus, a consensus that.could tolerate, in fact support,

religious differences because they no longer upset the basic

solidarity of the nation. In fact, the public school., where the

nation takes care of the training of its young, becomes the one

national institution which is explicitly geared to building up a

strong unified solidarity structure. Against this background we

will have to place the Catholics' insistence on maintaining their

own,school system.

Catholicism and America:
Which Comes First?

Although there was a small minority of Catholics among the

early bettlers, and:although the Carroll family rose to a status

of high respectability at the.time of the:War ofIndependence and

of the founding of the nation, it is more realistic to treat this

earliest phase of North American Catholic history as a kind of

pre-history.. The.origins of what shaped the history.. of Catholicism

in America we find in the immigrants of the early 19th century.

Whereat In 1790 there.were only 35 000 Catholics..in this Country,

lett than 1 percent of the population:, by 18.40 A4le count '1,300.1000

Catholics:.?7 :13-etween 1790 and 1850:more than a millibn Catholict

came to this country and it is this group rather than the:older,

families which created the .Catholic Church in:America With. its

particular problems and institUtiont at we know it."
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The problem can best be formulated in the terms we used

earlier: intra- and inter-community pluralism. It would seem that:

the older Catholic community, mostly of British origin, was well oni

the way to developing an American type of Catholiciom that would

fit the American scene. It is hard to say to what extent this

Catholicism would have 'joined the denominational pattern then de-

veloping in American Protestantism. It simply never happened. But

there were apparently some features in the Church over which John

Carroll presided that made it acceptable to the American mentality.

Further, under the aegis of religious liberty the Catholics seemed

to feel well at home in this country and content with its institu-

tions. They had established themselves as a respectAble minority,

with ample possibilities to acquire for themselves a place in the

nation's life socially,, culturally, and politically. 28

It was however, not to remain that way, and what presumably

could have happened did not. After the death of America's first

Catholic bishop John Carroll of Baltimore in 1815, the Catholic

Church in America became involved in an internal struggle over its

own identity and notably over its relation to the nation. The out-

come of it was that the Church 'defined itself rather strongly as

different from even though in, America thus entered into a

relationship with the nation .along the' pattern of an inter-com-

munity. pluralism. This attitude would 'find 'its reflection in the

111en0.-
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The details of the story are not in order here. Generally

Ispeaking one would have to say that Catholicism had difficulty in

really and fully adapting to American society, both its culture and

its institutions. If the community of John Carroll did not have

this problem, this Can be explained in terMs of the smallness of

the community, its having participated in the struggle for inde-

pendence', and the general goodwill toward all religiOus groups-that

pervaded American society between the revolution and 1820. But

after the turn of the century we find the leadership of the Catholic

Church in America changed to a largely French group of bishops, a

cirCumstance which only aggraVated the problems created by the

establishment of an American Catholic Hierarchy'. In pre-reVOlution-

ary daYs the church had'developed Some rather idiosyneratic'ways

of church-governMent: laymen acted'as trustees of their parishes'.

The introduction of regular-ePiscopal struetures led to a situ-

ation in whichtliebish6Ps had to aSsert their canonical authority,

thereby going against the grain Of what'had:develoPed in the:

American zituatibh and what looked'rather American: a more demo.-

cratie form :of church goVernment. The faat that in'1817 all

bishops exCept one caere Frbnch??.CoUld only sharpen the prOblem.

Naturally theY gO:Verned the, chUribh-after a Tr nch::Mbdel:-:

IfLthit 6ir'curliatariCe crea*ted tehaitih betw4en-the:hier*chy'__-

and the old'stotkCathali6S, theSituation' beate,even More dif:

ficult-with th& arrival:Of large groups of Irish immigrants Where.

the:older CommunitF,Was ariatocratid well cultured ariol well-
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established, the new immigration brought to these shores, and to

the responsibility of the bishops, a largely uncultured, uneducated,

mass of Irish farmers. The change itself in the composition of

the Catholic population, in which the new-comers soon outnumbered

the old stock, was enough to make Catholicism look completely dif-

ferent: more like a foreign religion of the uncultured and unedu-

cated. Apparently the highly cultured French hierarchy resented

this change and were not all that happy with the numbers of im-

migrants even though they added to the numerical strength of the

Church. In fact, what took place was a rather profound break with

the older tradition initiated by John Carroll. Whereas his ori-

entation had been to Americanize the church so as to make it as

American as it possibly could be without losing its Catholic

identity, now Catholicism in America becomes a more or less foreign

body, composed mostly of recent immigrants and governed by a hier-

archy which had difficulty to relate to the needs of the faithful.

The internal difficulties would not come to rest until the French

hierarchy was replaced by a predominantly Irish one - this was

achieved by 1830 - but by that time the link with the church of

Carroll's time was completely lost. The bishops thoroughly re-

sented the efforts of the bishop of England, of Charleston, South

Carolina, who, though himself an Irish immigrant, worked toward

an Americanization of the church very much in the spirit of John

Carroll.
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lin America is more or less a foreign body which had not shared in

Thus we find that from 1820 onwards the Catholic Church

[.;the colonial and revolutionary experience. The nation they found

themselves in, in the meantime, was becoming more and more the

,Protestant Christian nation we discussed earlier. This is the

1

,

,period of the Great Revival and of what Winthrop Hudson has called

"the powerful counter offensive to win the new nation to Christian

, obedience".3° After the ravages of the revolution the Protestant

churches, now on their own under the doctrine of religious liberty,

I-realized their responsibility for the nation and put every effort

!into bringing it, and notably the new states of the frontier, under

Ithe law of Christ. Combatting on the one hand, the spirit of

infidelity connected with the spread of French Enlightenment ideas

and, on the other hand, the barbarity and irreligion of the frontier,

the churches set out to convert the nation and to organize it re-

ligiously along the lines of the denominational pattern: voluntary

churches which would emphasize the common core of Christianity.

This counter offensive, to be sure, was directe primarily

against infidelity and irreligion and was the fruit of a positive

Christian impulse which made the churches take responsibility for

the moral and religious welfare of the nation. It also had to be

Protestant since the available religious resources were Protestant.

It,Must be recognized, however, that it was at the same time anti-

Catholic31 and that it fostered the anti-Catholic sentiment which

453-050. 0-71-20
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was abroad in the nation between 1820 and 1860. Thus the religious

climate in which the Catholic Church found itself in the 1820's

and later, that is, in the period of its rapid numerical growth,

was, to say the least, unfriendly. The Catholics, in composition

and historical experience strangers to the post-revolutionary

developments, were, on top of it all, unwelcome.

We can forego in the present context a discussion of the roots

of anti-Catholicism in America. It has a long history going back

to colonTal times and it has come to the fore every now and then

ever since. The relatively quiet period following the revolutionary

war was the consequence of the general goodwill toward all faiths

which marked the early national period when the new nation had to

get its house in order. But in the 1820's the struggle was over

the religious identity of the nation and in that climate the deep-

seated animosity between Protestantism and Catholicism could not

remain hidden. Whereas Protestantism had solved the pluralistic

problem by accepting religious liberty and denominationalism, Cathol-

icism was not ready to join that pattern - and the Protestants did

not expect them to. Thus we are faced again with an inter-community

pluralism.. The question became whethera Catholic could be an

Americah.

Given the position of the time it is probably correct to say

that this.conflict situation_was. inevitable. Even if one counts

with a considerable amount of prejudice - though prejudice is, of

course., equally inevitable - realistically speaking we haVe to
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iacknowledge that the gap which separated the developing American

culture and Catholicism was enormous. Thus, if we can be

astonished by the credulity of people who were willing to believe

that the Pope was ready to take over the Mississippi Valley, we

should take more seriously the fact that the Catholic structure

,of church-government, well known to the larger public since the

;widely publicized trustee controversy, was un-American and differed

lprofoundly from the more democratic structures common in American

Protestantism. The Catholic obedience to the Pope, moreover, was

interpreted as subjection to a foreign power. Furthermore, the

insistence that the Catholic Church alone was the true church of

Christ precluded any real participation in a joint Christian enter-

prise for a long time to come, and gave some realistic grounding to

the suspicion of. the Protestants that Catholicism really wanted to

take over the nation, a suspicion certainly not dispelled.by some

rather clear statements on the part of the Catholics to the effect.

Archbishop Hughes of New York stated in a famous sermon of 1850 that

it was indeed the Catholic mission to "convert the whole world -

including the inhabitants of the United States - the people of

the cities, and the people of the country, the officers of the

navy and the marines commanders of the army, the Legislatures,

the Senate, the Cabinet the Presidentvand all 1132

As a consequence Catholicism-could notiwholeheartedly.accept

the ,pri44ple.of religious,libertr:and the separation-Of Church

and State as laid down in the Constitution and as governing the

relationships between the PrOtestant Churches. In fact, this
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doctrine was explicitly condemned later in the century by Pius IX

in his Syllabus Errcrum of 1864, and by implication a new barrier

was thrown up between American Catholics and the prevailing re-

ligious arrangement of American society. As late as 1887, when

Cardinal Gibbons in a sermon in the church of Santa Maria in Traste

vere, Rome, extolled the freedom the Catholic Church enjoyed in

America, this was not acceptable to the Roman authorities. Writing

to the American hierarchy in 1895 Leo XIII accepted the American

arrangement as somehow practical and apparently bearing fruit, but

nevertheless claimed that separation of Church and State left much

to be desired. The church would be better off, he said, "if, in

addition to liberty, she enjoyed the favor OC the laws and.the

patronage of the public authority."33

What all this amounts to is that, even apart from consider-

ations having to do with the social and cultural status of the

Catholics, there was a profound ideological gap between the Prot-

estant America and American Catholicism. There is no reason to

doubt that the Catholics in some sense identified with America,

that they wanted to be here and to be good citizens. Many declar-

ations of loyalty to the nation are there to bear testimony to

this fact. Yet, one can hardly escape the evidence that the 19th

century American Catholic was a divided man whose loyalty to Amer-

ica and whose participation in American life was conditioned by

his primary loyalty to his church. He could not wholehealtedly

111RIS".....-
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join the national culture, Protestant as it was, and he had his

special demands on society even at points which ran counter to

I

the main tendencies and development in the society.

This kind of love-hate relationship which the position

calls for explains the Catholic insistence on parochial school

meducation. It is in the field of education that the ambiguity

P
'of the Catholic vis a vis the nation comes most dramatically to

;the fore. Historically the New York controversy of the 1840's

:gives us an excellent case to analyze the forces at work as well

as a moment of decision in American Catholic history.

The Catholic Parochial School Is The Answer:
The New York Controversy

The situation in the city of New York in the early 1830's

shows how little settled the question of religion in the schools

really was. As mentioned earlier, the Public School Society, a

private organization founded in 1805 for the purpose of teaching

the children of the poor and definitely Protestant in orientation,

had gained a virtual monopoly over the city's share in the common

school fund of the State and over the educational facilities of

New York City. But in 1831 the Common Council, which administered

the fund for the State, had given some financial aid to the Protest-

ant Orphan Society and shortly after that also, upon position, gave

some money to the Roman Catholic Bene.frolent Society, a move rather

deeply resented by the Public School Society.34 Apparently financial

aid to private religious schools was still a possibility, but, as

the subsequent history will show 'a waning possibility.
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Because of the distinctly Protestant character of the public

schools only ab)ut 300 Catholic children were attending them in

1840. Eight parochial schools served about 5,000 students. About

12,000 Catholic children went without education. 35 Governor Seward

of the State of New York, quite convinced that the Catholic :till-

dren needed an education in order to become good citizens, proposed

in the State Legislature the establishment of special schools for

Catholic children. The Catholics responded by petitioning the

Common Council for a share in the available State funds. The

Public School Society protested, fearing that if one religious

group would be supported in this way, the unity of the whole school

system would be jeopardized. They were probably right. Immediate-

ly after the Catholic petition the Methodists made it clear that if

the Catholics received financial support, they too wanted their

share to resuscitate their school and build others.36 This situ-

ation of heightened tension was what Archbishop John Hughes found

in July, 1840 upon his return to New York from Europe.

Again, the details are not in order here. What is most im-

portant is the attitude which the Archbishop adopted. Accusing

the public schools of being in fact sectarian- Protestant, he

asked for money to.provide Catholic education for Catholic children.

Not surprisingly, he did not get what he asked for. By now. Protest-

ant publi\c opinion had been aroused a d was against him. An attempt

it
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,at reorganization of the city's school system by bringing it under

the State system and replacing the private Public School Society

by a regularly elected school board - an arrangement which could

have led to greater influence or the individual school wards on

the educational program of each school, and thus to a less Protest-

ant education in Catholic wards - though passed by the legislature,

iproved to be abortive. The trustees df the Public School Society

i

) were elected to the School Board, and no change in general policy

occurred. The new system did give some alleviation to the Cath-

olics: it required that all education be non-sectarian. And

though the Board refused to recognize that the King James Version

of the Bible was sectarian, through the influence of the elective

officers of the predominantly Catholic school wards, the Catholics

were successful in banning the Bible from the schools in these

irards. By 1844 the practice of Bible reading had been discontinued

in 31 of the city's schools.37

This gives us some idea of what John Hughes was trying to do.

On the one hand, he was trying to make the public schools less

Protestant, by seeking to ban the Bible and also by purging the

textbooks. On the other hand, however, not withstanding the fact

that he did not receive public support or aid, he adopted a program

for expanding the Catholic parochial school system. It is in this

dual.policy:that we find the ambivalence, of the Catholics' dealing
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with their minority position. It should be noted here that before

Hughes became Archbishop of New York: the Public School Society,

aware of the problems its schools created for Catholic children,

tried to secure the help of Catholics to expurgate the textbooks.

On the part of the Society there was some willingness to accommodat

the Catholic demands. But by the time the schools had met these

demands they became unacceptable to the Archbishop exactly because

they had become religionless. Therefore a renewed inSistence on

the need for Catholic parochial schools followed.
39

Basically, when all is said and done, one has to say that what;

John Hughes wanted was a State-supported Catholic school system.

Nothing less would do. When he realized that he was not going to

receive public financial aid, he set out to immunize the public

schools and at the same time to build up the parochial schools.

Not amazingly, the Protestant reaction was one of indignation. The

themselves had given up their parochial schools to foster unity i

the public school system. They had accepted a common Christianity

to be taught in the schools. They had shown willingness to ac-

commodate the Catholics too by eliminating the typically Protestant

content of the curriculum. Or at least this had been done by the

school authorities even though the Protestants maintained that Bible

reading without comment was non-sectarian and could mit offend'the

Catholics. But the Catholics could not be Satisfied. They could'i
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of course, not accept the Protestant school, but after they had

'done the work of taking Protestantism out of the schools they would

fl.ot accept the result of their own action, because they called it

)

godless. Their answer was their own paroch:Lal school and a constant

,request for state support, something which the Protestants could

.not see as reasonable or legitimate.

It is hard to understand this attitude on the part of the

,Archbishop of New York - and of other members of the hierarchy and,

,,generally of both clergy and laity - except as a fundamental refusal

to join in either the general development of the public school sys-

,t m, or in the emerging consensus on which education would be based.

In fact, they were separating themselves from the national life or,

at any rate, chose to be Catholics in the first place and only then

Americans. The Catholic identity had to remain primary. Looked at

in this way, we can say that the insistence on the need for Catholic

parochial schools was the consequence of the primacy placed upon

the Catholic identity - the parochial school was to educate the

Catholic and to set the conditions under which a Catholic could be

an American. That, at the same time, the Catholics tried to de-

Protestantize the public schools can be seen as an attempt to

neutralize the American environment, to make America safe for Cath-

olics.

The Catholic parochial school system, then, is an institutional

expression of the basic uneasiness which the American Catholic felt
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in facing American realities. .Constantly aware of the fact that

his environment was basically Protestant, the Catholic took a

position of self-assertion and defensiveness. The New York contro-

versy is only one instance in which this uneasiness is worked out

in a conflict situation. The incident does not stand by itself 'Jut

reflects the general feeling of the Catholic community at that time

One can, of course, question whether Hughes' actions were most com-

mensurate to the situation, whether it would not have been more

prudent to accept the public s-hool system and join the national

movement. But it is hard to judge fairly. Whatever one wants to

think of Hughes' personal behavior," it is difficult to isolate

him from the total situation of a ml:nority group trying to keep its

identity in a strange and at times hostile environment. The simple

fact seems to be that the Catholics did not quite fit into the

majority pattern of American society. And this was felt by the

Protestants as well as by the Catholics.

But whether history could have taken a different course or not

the episode in New York is indicative of two decisive developments

which took place in the 1840's. On the one hand the relinquishment

by the Protestants of the parochial school idea and their support

for the public school system, and on the other hand, the Catholic

choice for a parochial school system comthined with a deep suspicion

of the public schools. As a consequence the Protestant-Catholic
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division was now institutionalized in the school systems. And

'the Catholics had defined their position toward American society

las one of reserved participation in a national life that would not

;give them what they thought was their right: the request for

financial aid to the parochial schools is only a concretization of a

more general demand for recognition. Behind it all lies a deeply

traditional Catholic view of Church-State relationships which did

not correspond with the typical American development since the

_Revolutionary war.

It As in,this context also that we 'have to understand the

unwilliqgness on the part of the nation and the states to support

the parochial schools financially. With the Protestants accepting

the public school system the State took over the responsibility for

education. The earlier practice of supporting private educational

initiative fell away. Clearly, the Catholic demand, however justi-

fied it may have looked to the Catholics, went counter to the major

trend of the development of the nation's educational system. In

the American mind all churches are equal before the law, none should

receive preferential treatment. The ;Catholics should not receive

what no one else was receiving. If they wanted separate schools,

that was their problem. The nation should not haye to pay for

Catholic separatism.

By 1875 this feeling had gained enough strength for President

Grant to propose a constitutional amendment specifically prohibiting
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any public funds for sectarian education. Though the amendment

formally introduced by James G. Blaine in 1876, was never adopted

Mr. Grant's action is cited by Mr. Justice Frankfurter in his

concurring opinion in McCollum (1948) as indicating the growing

realization on the part of the nation of the implications of the

Constitutional system with regard to separation of Church and

State. Though President Grant called for a new constitutional

Amendment, Mr. Justice Frankfurter says that what the President

was asking for was already there in the First and Fourteenth

Amendments. What is more interesting, though, is that, apparently

Mr. Frankfurter's reading of the First Amendment is influenced by

Mr. Grant's position of 1875. 42

1
We have characterized the Catholic attitude as one of reserved

participation in the nation's life, accompanied by a feeling of un-

easiness vis a vis American society. Generally we must say that

the Catholic population opted for a ghetto-like existence. Yet it

cannot be denied that the Catholics also showed a loyalty to the

nation, a desire to be American. As I said before there runs throu'

American Catholicism this awareness of a divided loyalty, the prob9

being how to be both an American and a Catholic. The solution of 1

the 1840's was that the Catholic identity came first, and that a

good Catholic would also make a good 'American. Tnus we have an

American Catholic rather than a Catholic American. But this meant
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that the tension between the two identities was not relieved. The

subsequent history shows that it was not to remain that way, and

that the American Catholic could become a Catholic American.

Catholicism and Americanism:
The Question Reopened

A first step in this direction was taken, toward the end of

-4he,19th century, by a group of church leaders who felt that a
'

;more positive relationship between Catholicism and the American

:11ation was possible and desirable, and that the two identities of

,Catholic and American did not need to be at odds. Thoroughly

1

,aware that the nation was basically Protestant, they set out to

bring Catholicism closer to America, mostly by recognizing the

positive value of American institutions and by fighting Anti-Catholic

prejudice, and, to a lesser extent, by trying to initiate change in

the Catholic Church. Though on the whole the movement was not suc-

cessful and ended with a condemnation, wh'ether deserved or not, by

the Roman authorities, some elements of its history are relevant to

this paper, if only to highlight the Catholic attitude toward

America)py. the end of the century.

One- of the leaders pf the movement and easily its most prom-

inent representative was Archbishop John Ireland of St. Paul,

Minnesota. Never tired of praising the nation, its constitution

and institutions, he appeared. in,.June, 1890, before the National

Educational Association and read a paper entitled: State Schools

and Parochial Schools." In it he made some remarkable concessions
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which the general Catholic public would have some difficulty

digesting. He acknowledged the right of the state to establish

and conduct schools, hailedthe free school system of America,

and accepted the principle 'of compulsory education. He deplored,

of course, that the state schoolS tend to be irreligious and would

rather see that the public schools, being the schools of the major-

ity, were explicitly Protestant, but, in all fairness, in that case

the state should be willing to pay for the secular education given

in the Catholid1parochial schools.

What is remarkable about this address is perhaps not so much

what John Ireland had to say as that he had to say it. In the

Catholic coMmunity of the time such a positive approach to the

public sChool was unheard 'of. The public school was oonsidered to

be godless, religionless and about one Of the most evil institutions

of America.:. a real danger for Catholics. The right of the State

to be involved in the educational enterprise was not generally ack-

nowledged even often denied, and compulsory education shared the

same lot. 'Cooperation between parochial'and state schools was deemed,

undesirable by the majority of the Caty101ics. Ireland s own experi 1

ment with such a plan'of tooperation'at Stillwater and Faribault was

not onIT shortiiVed,:but'it aroused suspicion even about his (Agri

good intentions. Ireland's address Moreover, was theteginning of

a controversy whi'ch tore the. Catholio:community apart for'three years

44
and waS firiiilly'decidd by a decision of.the Pope himself.
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What makes this controversy important for our present dis-

cussion is that it shows, on the-one hand, the awareness on the

part of at least some of the Catholic leaders that a more positive

posture' was necessary and possible and, on the other hand, how deeply

the Catholic community was at this point estranged from American

society. Archbishop Hughes' actions and positions certainly had

been successful in shaping the American Catholic mind. In fact,

the majority of the Catholic population was firmly entrenched in

a ghetto-like mentality. The parochial schools functioned in the

Catholic community very much like the public.school in the nation:

1

they had become the object of an emotionalHinvestment, an insti-

tution symbolic of the Catholic identity in America. The.opposi-

tion to the public school likewlse served to reinforce this separate

'Catholic identity.

On the whole, then., the Catholics of 1900 were not' willing

-Oto move toward a more liberal posture vis a vis American society.
i

The movement was carried mostly by a Small group:of Irish prelates

who by now, had been sufficiently. Americanized to sensei the need for

a more relaxed attitude. The main difficulty was not only the

presenceof:a newer wave of Catholic immigrants: the qermanS for

whom the Americanization proceSs was even more difficult than for

the-Irish but::thepersistence pfa_more Conservative:attitudein-
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the majority of the Irish prelates. Then with the condemnation

of Americanism by Leo XIII in 1899,45 followed by the even more

repressiVe actions of the Raman authorities against Modernism,

these attempts at Americanization of Catholicism pretty well came

to an end. The episode, however, proves that the problem existed,

but it could be solved only in a more subtle manner.

The efforts of John Ire1and48 and his fellow Americanists

were inspired by their desire to be'both Catholic and American.

On both points, no doubt, their loyalty and commitment were deep

and sincere. But there is an element of artificiality in their

efforts to bridge the gap. As long as America was still basically

Protestant and Catholicism had to relate to this Protestant nation

and Ireland and Gibbons had no doubt on this point - the American-

izers could only try to establish better relations between two

alien bodies. The pattern remained one of inter-community plural-

ism. In fact, one cannot escape the evidence that much of the
1

Americanists' effort was directed toward making Catholicism look

good to America, rather than Americanizing it. No substantial,

only political change was envisaged.

Real change in this relationship' was to come, nevertheless,

but it did not come from any concerted effort in thiS direction on

the part of the Catholic hierarchy. Rather it was the result of a
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slow process of acculturation and Americanization of the Catholic

community as a whole a.:,d as part of a larger process of change of

the religious arrangement of American society. Only after the fact

did this process find some form of theological and ecclesiastical

recognition,,culminating, perhaps, in the Declaration of Religious

Freedom of the Second Vatican Council.

The American Catholic Becomes
The Catholic American

Rather than looking for significant leaders who worked at the

problem systematically, we should, to understand this process of

change, turn our attention to the dynamics of American Society in

its tremendous integrative capacity. Earlier in this paper we saw

how the divisions between the Protestant denominations were gradual-

ly overcome through the establishment of a common core Protestant-

ism which could be equally shared by the different denominations,

though expressed by them in slightly different ways. This process,

we noted, was instrumental in forming a basic national identity of

America as a Protestant Christian nation. On the religious level

this process was facilitated by a common acceptance of revivalism by

the different churches, making for a large similarity between the

styles of Christian life proposed by them. Now, a similar process

seems to be on the way Which unites Protestants, Catholics, and

Jews in the acceptance of a common understanding of the religious

dimensions of American life. This, then, leads to a situation in

453-050 0-71-21
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which the differences between these groups are becoming irrelevant

as far as the life.of the.nation is concerned. We owe At, of

course, to Will Herberg4 7 that we have become aware of this

process,:and the similarity between this process and the one by .

which American Protestantism built its unity was first observed

by Sidney Mead. 48

To explain the process it should first of all be recognized

that the story of American Catholics is, by nd large, an American

success stor.Y. The Catholic community, notwithstanding some

serious drawbacks in the 19th century., fared quite well. If, with

the successive wdves'bf immigrants 'the Catholics startedOut aS

poor, uneducated, 'uncultured, they nevertheless.managed,. largelY

-by means Of. their SChOOl System, to gain their-place inlmel;ican

society, in pOlitiCs, in businessin edUcation. 'Thus', whatever

the religious differehdejthey became gradually accepted as citi-

zens-of the country. Nore than :that As A minority,group tryihg

to'make it in thiS CourOY., they somehow had tolive up' to-the'

value expectations of the majority and cohsciously'or notlaccepted

the-Amer;icari way of Iifeii,131,liVing in America and 'by partiCipating

in'the-national 'life 'the-AmeriCan latholicHbecaMeMore,andmore
/

Arrierican'andad&-ptedthe Values embeddedinth-edultti7.5e and:the

life. of the nation.
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basic change. The American Catholic began to feel at home and

It is on this level, I believe, that we have to find the
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Iquite comfortable in American society. He became middle class

and suburban. He entered the professions. He took part on the

'democratic process, helped, no doubt by an increasing seculariza-

ing with the nation and discovered that, in fact, he was an Ameri-

can who could work with his Protestant and Jewish neighbors with-

out too much trouble. He was, at any rate, not willing to have

his religion stand in the way of good social relationships. Good

citizenship became a matter of prime importance.

At the same time, a rather subtle change took place in

American religion. Religion remained important in American

life, but the nation ceased to be Protestant. Rather, any kind of

religion would do as long as there was some kind of religion. What

Herberg has called a "belief in religion" replaced the Protestant

religion as the core of American culture. The national religious

consensus was perhaps best captured by President Eisenhower in 1952

when he said, "Our government makes no sense unless it is found

in a deeply felt religious faith - and I don't care what it ..49

Basically what this means is that the religious basis and value

consensus of American society was broadened to include non-Protestant

and that the principles of religious liberty and inter-religious
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toleration, which governed the relationship between the Protestant

ecclesiastical bodies, began to regulate the relations between

Protestants, Catholics, and Jews. In a sense America became re-

ligiously more homogeneous by broadening its religious basis,

while at the same time incorporating a larger religious variety

in its intra-cbmmunity pluralism.

This type of development does, of course, not take away the

tension between official Catholic positions and doctrine and the Am

ican way. But it does shift the locus of the problem. From a

tension between the Catholic community and the Protestant nation

it becomes a tension between the actually Americanized style of

life and thinking of the Catholic and the official positions of

his church. It is now an intra-church problem which has to be

worked out by the Catholic community. The Catholic American has

to come to terms with the tradition of his church. The theological

and intellectual rationale for his new identity, that is, follows

the discovery.of that identity. To give only one example: Father

John Courtney Murray substantially reinterpreted the Catholic

doctrine on the relation between Church and State, relativizing

Leo XIII's pronouncements, in order to show that American arrange-

ments were acceptable in Catholic terms.5° And we can say that,

on a Much higher level, the Second Vatican Council dealt with the

same type of problem: that of the modern Catholic who became aware

of being modern and then had to come to terms with his religious
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tradition. This can be only mentioned here, but it should be

pointed out that the Declaration on Religious Freedom finally

made it possible for the Catholic American to support fully the

separation of Church and State and to accept the American religious

arrangement. And this Is only One way in which th& Second Vatican

Council sanctioned the new self-understanding ofthe'Catholic

American.

It is hard to give exact dates for the process We have tried

to describe. It would seem convenient to say that the process

began after World War II. The new national awareness of the post-

war period, the new position in wOrld politics, the new health,

and the so-called religious revival of the 1950's seem to be con-

tributing factors. But a systematic history is yet to be written.

Certainly, however, the election of John F. Kennedy to the'

Presidency was a landmark. Whereas in 1928 Al Smith was unsuccess-

ful in his attempts to convince his challengers that Catholicism

and Americanism were not irreconcilable, John.F. Kennedy succeeded.

And in Kennedy we have indeed a prototype of the Catholic American

for whom the American identity came'first. Which is not to say
/-

that he ceased to be a Catholic, but that he was a Catholic who

did not find it counter to his faith to take full reSponsibility

for the nation and its institutions. On the one hand the nation

recognized this by electing him, on the other hand it is Fr. Greeley's

opinion that John F. Kennedy should"be proclaimed Doctor of the

Church.
51
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What this recent development amounts to, then, is that in

fact the Catholics in America have joined the national consensus

and do not feel any more that they are strangers in the land. They

remain Catholics and this qualifies their being Americans but as

far as participation in the life of the nation goes this does not

make any difference. From inter-coommnity pluralism we have passed

to intra-community pluralism. Being a Catholic is fully compatible

with firm loyalty to the nation and its way of life. Basically this

means that there is much less pluralism, or that the religious dif-

ferences have, to a large extent, lost social relevance. Catholicism

is now one of the culturally established religions of America, one

particular way one can be an American. One can indeed say that

the Catholic Church quite often behaves as just another denomination,

1adding to the variety present in American religion in very much the

same way as the various Protestant churches and Judaism.

The Catholic Parochial School:
A New Image?

The Catholic Paxochial school is, of course, deeply affected

by this development. Not only is it less clear to the Catholic

American that a Catholic education is a must for his children - one

factor which explains diminishing financial support for the parochial,

schools by Catholics - but it changes the type of education offered

in the parochial schoks. Whereas the parochial schools were

founded for the explicit purpose of educating Catholic children to
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be good Catholics and in clear opposition to the Protestant or

godless public schools, the changed relationship between Catholi-

lcism and America now opens the parochial schools to a much more

open perspective on American society and makes education for good

citizenship in the nation - with a Catholic component, to be sure,

sits basic objective. And this iS in fact the product of present-

day Catholic education: the Catholic American educated to take a

responsible role in the life of the nation.

In education, as in other areas of life, The American Catholic

somehow had to adopt the standards of the majority as a measure of

his own accomplishment. His success is based on meeting these

standards. Thus, however much he may have insisted on maintaining

his own separate parochial school syttem, he had to accept, in

secular materials the standards that ruled public education. Thus,

in fact, the parochial schools were offering an education similar

to:that given in the public schools. What made them Catholic was

the religious instruction given and the total Catholic atmosphere

in which the instruction, secular and rpligious, was given. But

the end-product was similar to that of the public school: the secu-

lar elements of education could not be different, and these secular

elements counted most for his success in society.

The interesting thing, however, is that the American Catholic

was not willing to make the institutional separation between secu-

lar and religious instruction, and thought that the combination of
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the two was necessary to provide a total education. For this

reason he could not accept a secular public school supplemented

by religious instruction in a separate setting. He insisted on

his parochial schools. In the last analysis, therefore, the

raison d'etre of the parochial school as a separate institution

is religious, and if one wants to reassess the meaning of the

parochial school it has to be in the religious dimension. It will

not do to emphasize the fact that a sufficient secular education is

being offered in the parochial schools. The fact remains that they

are religious institutions.

But then we have to say that they are not any more the same

kind of religious institution they were in the 19th century or

before the American Catholic became the Catholic American. In line

with the general development of Catholicism in America the parochia]

schools are now, and are becoming more and more a part of the geneJ

educational establishment of the nation. They are not any longer

the counter-institution of the public school but an alternative

1

school system. They equally serve the nation in the education of

its young to good citizenship. Whereas in the 19th century the 1-

Catholic school system could be said to be geared primarily to keep-,

ing the children Catholic and separate from American society, now

their function is to provide American society with educated Catho-

lic citizens, or Catholic children with an American education.
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In a sense the situation is comparable to the one in which

the Protestant parochial schools found themselves in the early

19th century, when they functioned and were recognized as serving

a purpose for the larger society in providing education:1 Before

the public school system took over the States were often quite

willing to support these schools financially. But, as we have

seen, with the strong emphasis on national unity, partly in de-

fense against the Catholic threat, the Protestant parochial schools

disappeared. The public school became the nation's educational

establl.shment. Whether the Catholic parochial school will go

the same path is, of course, a question to be answered by the

,future. We should note at this point that the Protestant parochial

schools suffered from lack of support on the part of the laity -

phenomenon we find now with Catholic laity.

On the other hand, however, the situation is not quite the

same as in the early and mid-nineteenth century. Then the national

educational establishment, the public school was in fact Protestant.

It was challenged by a counter-system: the Catholic parochial

school. Now we have a general educational system, most of it

public, and part of it parochial: Catholic, Jewish, Lutheran, etc.

It cannot be said any more that the parochial schools are divisive.

The question is whether, on the one hand, America can now allow its

internal non-divisive diversity to stand and honor it, or on the

other hand whether the diversity embodied in the parochial schools

is important enough to demand separate institutionalization.
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Conclusion

At the outset of this paper we said that the question of

financial aid to parochial schools is primarily a matter of

constitutional law, and that what we would try to do in this

paper is to explain the socio-historical situation to which the

Courts, in interpreting the First Amendment, have responded and

have to respond. It is clear now that the situation of the paro-

chial schools in American society has changed profoundly as a con-

sequence of deep changes in the religious culture of America.

Whether these changes are decisive enough to demand a different

reading of the meaning and implications of the First Amendment

than the one now adhered to by the Supreme Court of the United

States, is a question beyond the scope of this paper, but we think

that the paper does indeed as% that question.
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and political culture. Allow public support for non-public schools and

the common core of democratic experiences and values provided in the

public schools will dissolve. Cultural and idiological particularism

would flourish (and what is worse! I) under state sponsorship.

This line of reasoning is not without weight, if for no other

reason than that almost everyone seems to believe in, or at least subscribe

to it. In my view, however, it is a mistake. I do not doubt that the

public se.lools perform socialization functions, but I do not believe that

they have done it so well as to render the existing arrangements sacrosanct,

nor do I think that educational alternatives would much weaken the

common political and moral culture. Indeed, my view can be summarized

in three contrary propositions:

- -The public schools exert rather a weak influence
on the development of children& moral and political
beliefs, and in substance they differ little from most

of the available schooling alternatives. Public
support for such alternatives would not touch off an
outburst of particularism.

- -The public schools' stance toward cultural and
political socialization is intrinsically undesirable, a
hangover from attitudes and arrangements which soli-
dified in response to the great waves of European
immigration.

--There is too little diversity in our approaches to
moral, political, and cultural socialization, a problem
which arises both from the character of public education
and the nature of communication technology. Schooling
alternatives might promote some needed diversity
here.
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In the remainder of this essay I will discuss these

points.

THE MELTING POT TRADITION

Sooner or later, every argument about alternative political

futures becomes an argument about alternative pasts, and in this the

schools are no exception. Those who oppose schooling alternatives

because they might weaken the schools' socialization efforts habitually

point to the schools' past performance. Public education, they maintain,

proved its worth as the transmitter of political and cultural values by

inducting millions of immigrant children into American society. If1

the schools could make one nation from many then, why should they

tnot continue?

One could approach this question as either a matter of

fact or principle, but the factual isslle is of little interest

if evidence on whether schools did produce the desired effect on ".ramigrant

children could be dredged up, the question is whether that sort c3:

effect is still desired, not whether it once occured. We confront

the meltinft, pot tradition in public education as historical actors, not

spectators, ant1 so the issue is whether we accept the tradition as a

basis fur a-Lion.

To answer thr-s question we need a inure concrete sense

of the tradition in question. It is perhaps best suwayrarized as an a,,Droach
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to citizenship education in which the attitude toward cultural and

ethnic differences typically varies from ignorance to bland acceptance of

stereotypes. The first suggests that real differences do not exist,

while the second suggests that they are illegitimate. The public

schools' actual policy and practice toward immigrant children also

varied along this continuum.

The tone of public school policy and practice, at least dtning

the great immigrations, was nicely captured by Elwood Cubberly, the

first dean of American public school administrators. Writing in one

of his early works Cubberly maintained that immigrants were a

cancer on the body politic, and that the best solution would be repatriation.

Barring that, he argued that the schools would have to replace their

existing language and cultures with more suitable, home-grown stuff.

Big city schools organized themselves to deal with immigrant

children in ways which did not depart significantly from the spirit of

Cubberly's remark. The schools' task was conceived as the replacement

of.one language and value system with another. Whatever school officials

may have thought, they behaved as though immigrant language and culture

was, to put it charitably, useless. Indeed, much school policy and

practice was founded on the supposition that most immigrant children

were barely civilized. Socially and intellectually they were presumed to

be capable of sustaining only the briefest excursion into education. As
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a result, special primary schools and curricula were often designed,

with the purpose of communicating the m:nimum necessary knowledge

of English and desired values.

Although the brutally assimilationist cast of school policy

tended to moderate at the century wore on, there is no evidence that

the assumptions on which it rested have changed. The European

immigrations have.been replaced by internal migration, but the treatment

of black and Spanish-speaking students has not been such as to suggest

t much greater openness to cultural differences.

A similar conclusion emerges from a review of the school

materials which deal with ethnic and cultural differences. Negro and

tSpanish-speaking Americans have simply been absent from most school

gt history and social studies, and when present, their role in the American
i

past has typically been dealt with in stereotyped and misleading ways.

And text materials dealing with ethnic and nationality differences have

been found in study after study to suffer from similarly slipshod or

mistaken treatment. The materials evidence ignorance of intergroup

differences, an unwillingness to recognise their depth or legitimacy,

and an aversion to conflict, controversy, or criticism.

Nor does the explanation *eem to be oversight, naivete, or

a tit of national absent-mindedness. Quite the contrary, everything

points to the assimiliationist bias which became explicit in school policy
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around the turn of the century. The rationale for the schools' treatment

of the immigrants was that their language, culture, and history were

unworthy; that same notion explains the continued use of educational

materials which pF,ss over and understate cultural and ethnic differences

in the national experience, and deny their legitimacy. And this is all

the more striking when we recall that earlier in the nineteenth century --

before the great immigrations -- many state and local school systems

adopted entirely different approaches to cultural differences. Perhaps

the clearest example is the fact that several states adopted statutes

specifically sanctioning instruction exclusively in foreign languages

German, in most cases.

This is not a tradition, then, which seems to have much to

recommend it as a matter of contemporary policy. One might argue

that it was intelligible in the context of the shock produced by the sudden

influx of millions of strangers, but even that hardly provides a rationale

extending to the present. After all, we now confront mostly the strangers'

grandchildren, nicely assimilated, and having only the most distant

acquaintance with their heritage.

THE EFFECTS OF SCHOOLING

But while it is helpful to get some perspective on the inherited

tradition, it is not the entire argument.. More important is :.he notion that
-

publically supported schooling aliernatiies would impede the transmission
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of common values. If this argument is correct, it isn't conclusive to

point out that many of the values transmitted have in the past been

objectionable. That may be a basis for changing the values, but it

'hardly seems an adequate rationale for dismantling the transmission

system.

Two sorts of evidence are appropriate on this point. One

i concerns the actual effects public schools do have on manners and

imorals. One specific case we can discuss here is how, and how much

the schools affect learning about politics.

of schooling alternatives -- do non-public school children differ from

Amther concerns the impact

those in public schools, as respects learning about politics and culture?
1

Unfortunately, evidence on the first point is scarce -- it

I must be fitted together from a variety of sources. First, there is

texisting research on childrens' political socialization. Although there

is a good deal of recent work in this field, it seems to be concerned

e, with the development of childrens' political attitudes, rather than with

the schools' influence on them. Nowhere, for example, has any direct

evidence been presented on how much the political attitudes of children

vary from scheol to school. If the configuration of political attitudes

in each school turned olit to be pretty typical of the political attitudes found

in the entire (school) population, there would net be much basis for thinking

that schools differ much in their impact on cbildrens' politzcal

But no studies illuminate this ;point.
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Let us suppose schools did differ somewhat in this regard.

We would then want to know whether the differences were a result of

-

schooling, or other environmental influences -- such as the family, ethnic

group membership, and so on. Again, however, there is no evidence

directly on this point. The relative importance of school and non-school

environment in the development of political attitudes is unknown.

There is, however, some indirect evidence. For one thing,

much of the political socialization research seems to show relatively

little change in childrens' attitudes over time. If political attitudes

undergo little change during the school years, of course, it would be hard

to argue that the schools couldhave much impact on them. The only

exception to this seems to be during the primary grades, which may be

a period in which childrens' political ideas do undergo change. But this is

an age at which children receive little or no explicit citizensnip instruction,

and it also happens to be an age at which family influences are still

extremely strong. None of this suggests that there are large school

effects on political attitudes.

This is supported by the absence of convincing evidence that

the schools' hsve much effect in other realms. Childrens' academic

performance and aspirations (which, after all, is what the schools are

about),- both seem not to be differentially influenced by schools. Aspirations,

for example, vary only a little among schools, and they seem to be quite

insensitive to variations in school resources and policies. In fact, they
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seem to be affected only by students' family background, academic ability,

and academic standing. Roughly the same situation seems to hold for

achievement. Most differences in student achievement lie within, not

among schools, and no combination of school resources and practices

seems to have any noticeable impact on achievement test scores.

These findings have been confirmed in a variety of studies,

undertaken at different times under different conditions. They show that

schools have little differential effect, even in precisely the areas of their

iprimary concern. It is hard to believe, therefore, that they would have
i
imore pronounced influence on such secondary objectives as citizenship.

f In fact, none of the research I have summizared suggests that schools

vary much in their impact on childrens' political learning. Indeed,

what direct evidence there ir. suggests that these attitudes are pretty

invariant over the duration of public schooling.

More direct evidence on how schools affect such attitudes is

provided by a study of the effect which non-public schools have on childrens'

development. In an exhaustive series of comparisons Creely and Rossi

(The Education of Catholic Americans), review the diikrences between
,

Catholic adults educated in parochial schools and those educated in public

schools. Much to everyone's surprise, there were only small differences.

Catholics who aaended parochial schools did not wind up lower on the

occupational /adder, nor did they turn out to have much different attitudes

or social orientations. Even after differences in family background and
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inherited status were taken into account, parochial and public school

graduates differed only a little on most indicators.

The most important point for our purposes, of course, is that

the differences are small. This may arise from the fact that neither

school system has much impact on the development of attitudes, or from

the fact that botn have a strong but similar impact. In either case, however,

it shatters the idea that schooling alternatives produce serious divergence

in the public values schools transmit.

Indeed, there is even a more delicious finai twist: almost all

the attitude differences between public and parochial graduates favor the

parochial graduates. That is, parochial graduates are likely to be more

committed to the very democratic values public schools are supposed to

teach than public school graduates. Greely and Rossi, for example,

found that parochial school graduates were less racially intolerant, and

more tolerant of other religious groups, than otherwise similarly situated

Catholics whc had attended public schools. It is hard to think of any more

persuasive evidence that schooling alternatives will not produce divisiveness,

or impede the transmission of a common political culture.

TOO LITTLE DIVERSITY

In fact, the most economical way to read the evidence is that

the entire school system, public and private, affords too little variety.

The problem with American education is not the irruninent danger of flying
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apart, but its increasing sameness.

The reasms for this situation are not obscure. The main alternatives,

as things now stand, are offered for religious reat.ons, rather than to

1 express explicit cultural, political, or ethnic differences. As a result,

diversity is expressed mostly along lines which are officially, at least,

irrelevant to the purposes of public education. In addition, the schools

provide a common fare, devoid of much variety, conflict, or other reason

for provocation. The main reason is that the schools' clientele, while

diverse, attends under forced draft. Consequently, the variety of taste

on matters cultural and political existing among the schools' clientele

can only be dealt with by so homogenizing the offerings ls to make them

offensive to almost no one. This, however, has the effect of making schools

a good deal more incorrect, boring, and alike than need be.

The only way to remedy that is to permit choice in the assignment

of children to schools. This would relieve each school of the pressure

o satisfy everyone, which would presumably result in more open expression

of differences in schools' purposes and methods. This is the notion

behind tuition vouchers, and other proposals to make school attendance

a matter of family choice.

None of the evidence I have presented suggests that such changes

would seriously impede the transmission of common values from one

generation to the next. In p. 1.t this is because of the spontaneous sameness

of public and non-public schools, a phenomenon which owes a good deal
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to the schools' past work and the pervasiveness of the melting pot ideology.

There also is the fact of the relative weakness of schools' influence on

childrens' development, as compared with family background and social

inheritance. If family influences predominate in political socialization,

any changes in schooling are likely to be of modest consequence. And

finally, it stems from the fact that the modern media of communication

provide a new but powerful transmitter of common values. Unhappily,

in the process the values are even more homogenized and debased in the

media -- especially teevision and radio -- than in the schools, but there

seems to be little denger of any departure from orthodoxy.

If schooling alternatives were created, then, they would probably

not result in a dangerous degree of diversity in political and social learning.

It is more likely that they would result in less change than one might

imagine, or think desirable. Not only has the culture become more

homogeneous during the last half century, but most of us have been well

taught that elementary and secondary education is no place to express

conflict, diversity, or difference concerning fundamental soc-lal and cultural

values. Change would come with painful slowness.

CONCLUSION

Another way of reading all this is that schooling alternatives

will probably not: find public support in the near future. Whatever the public

schools do or do not accomplish in the way of transmitting common values,
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they are an important institutional symbol of the commonness of the

society and its political culture. That symbolism is implicitly attacked

by proposals to publically support schooling alternatives, and it is not

surprising that the debate stirs deep feeling. Indeed, it would be more

surprising if they were not fiercely defended.

More than likely, then, the debate about public support

1

for schooling alternatives is not one in 'which evidence on their likely
I

I effect will have much weight. At issue is the sacredness of the symbols
i

1 of the American community. At a time when the society is unusually

Idivided, it seerns unlikely that the symbols will be abandoned.
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ETHNICITY AND AMERICAN EDUCATION

The Downgrading of Ethnicity

Among those playing leading roles in the drama of our evolving

society, there is a general tendency to underestimate the importance

of ethnicity as a factor in group life, the usefulness of knowledge

about ethnic groupings in America as an aid in coping with social

problems, and perhaps More vital, as a resource available for the

strengthening and enrichment of our national existence, including

t the educational experience.

This downgrading of ethnicity prompted the National Commission

on the Causes and Prevention of Violence to describe Americans as

the victims of "historical amnesia that masks much of their tur-

bulent past."

"The myth of the melting pot has obscured the great degree

to which Americans have historically identified with their national

citizenship through their myriad subnational affiliations. This

has meant inevitable conflict, competition, friction, and conflict."

Scholarly labors during the past quarter-century demonstrate

more concern for the processes of absorption and assimilation in

our society rather than for the diversity of its components. Among

the ethnically aware scholars, several offer hypotheses explaining

the relative absence of an ethnic dimension from American history,

sociology and intellectual life in general:

Vecolilfaults American historiography, for not adequately

emphasizing the role of ethnic group styles and interests as im-

portant contributors (if not determinants) of American institutions.

An assimilationist bias, he suggests, has led historians to look for,

'
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and find, evidence of homogeneity rather than diversity. Concurring,the editors of a reent book aim at
counterbalancing the "demands(for) conformity" which have been made of ethnic groups:

Because of a predominantly English heritage in thecolonial period, the United States, a country ofmany peoples, often has evaluated its varied citizenryby a single
standard: white, Anglo-Saxon, middle-class Protestantism. Although popular rhetoricglorified the country as a melting pot of differentpeoples, in actuality this meant melting diversityinto conformity with Anglo-Saxon characteristics.

"Ethnicity" (Fishman says) is not a phenomenonwith which most American
intellectuals are reallyfamiliar..., it is not one in which they are reallyinterested (for isn't ethnicity "something oldfashioned and unenlightened") and it is not onetoward which they are sympathetic (since they them-selves are "liberated from that kind of thing").2

Vecoli's analysis of the sociology of the academic communityleads him to conclude that students from ethnic backgrounds areconsistently exposed to the assimilationist norms of that community."As emancipated intellectuals," he says with tongue in Italiancheek, "they reject the narrow parochialism and tribal loyalties oftheir yth. ...How many graduate students have shied away from
research topics for fear they would be suspected of ethnic
chauvinism?"3

Yet the shoe of the chauvinist may well be on the wrong foot.Consider the definition of the word, ethnic, in a popular dictionary:"Neither Jewish nor Christian; pagan."(Webster's Collegiate Dictionary)
How then define the concept?

The precise nature of ethnicity in America is extremely diffi-cult to pinpoint. Indeed, it is even difficult to define. Rev.Andrew Greeley, who has done a popular work in this field, usesWeber's definition: Ifan ethnic group is a human
collectivity based
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t as some sort of "ethnic," such as Abramson's notion of ethnicity as

"a kind of distinctiveness defined by race, religion, national origin,

and even geographical isolation." Gordon categorizes intellectuals

as an ethnic group, since they share common values, have communications

mechanisms internal to themselves, and often even marry within their

on an assumption of common origin, real or imaginary. But whose

, assumption is meant -- the ethnic's, the larger society's, history's?

As Fishman says:

The question immediately arises as to when a group is
a group, i.e., how much "groupness" (and by whose
standards?) is required? Does an ethnic group become
and remain a group when (and as long as) its own
members consider it to be a separate group or when (and
as long as) outsiders consider it to be such a group?
Do individuals belong to an ethnic group when they
themselves acknowledge such memberphip or when others
attribute such membership to them?'

Some definitions are so broad as to include nearly everyone

own group.7 Some theorists insist on consciousness as a prerequisite

to ethnicity ("consciousness of kind"), and some assert that

behavioral distinctions exist between groups even where no consciousness

is present, as a result of generations of socialization patterns -- in

which case one has no choice.

At times the important element may be group power and group

interest, where the group whose interest is being asserted generally

I are descended from a common origin, whether the interest is expressed

1 in terms of that origin or not. At other times, we will focus on

group identity (the conscious dimension). In still other instances,

we will be talking about life styles, or cultural variables, or

behavioral differences, as between groups whose parents are Italian

and groups whose parents are Polish. Finally, we will sometimes re-

late to the ethnic factor as a causAl one, but most often will be
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chiefly interested in how understanding "ethnicity" can help solve

educational problems.

In a nation founded by immigrants and nurtured to world

leadership in no mall measure through the contributions of massive

influxes of immigrants, ethnicity has been and continues to be a

perve.sive even though often an unconscious factor throughout all

facets of our existence. And the omission of ethnicity has been

pervasive, too, in our nation's educational programming as in so

many other areas. As we are discovering, it is a costly omission.

A great deal more knowledge is needed to help us understand

the precise nature of this factor. Did certain groups make it

easier for a young person to succeed in schools, for example,

because of cultural factors or the group's place in the cultural

structure?

This kind of knowledge is important not only for an understanding

of the past, but also for an indication of present educational

policies. In which ethnic groups might which kinds of educational

gains occur with what initial outside stimulation? What kinds of

ethnic approaches can be utilized -- or developed -- to aid a group's

overall educational advancement? Which past success models, whether

in the school or outside of it, can work today?

One of the reasons it is difficult to pinpoint answers to

questions such as these, and perhaps why the ethnic factor has

been a "neglected" one, is that ethnic solidarity, interests, or

even consciousness have often been expressed in non-ethnic terms

or through other institutional forms, and there are few adequate

guidelines for culling the ethnic factor out of a situation.
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For example, Riesman and Jencks recount the history of the

formation of church-related institutions of higher learning as

having to do with conflicts between ethnic sub-groups within

religious communities as well as differences between large religious

groups. 8 They do not use David Danzig's term for it, but these

authors are identifying the "religio-ethnic" nature of what is

often perceived as narrowly a religious issue.9

Danzig described how strong the ethnic part of "religio-ethnic"

Icould be in relating the results and interpretations of voting

, studies during the Roosevelt years. At one point between the 1936 and

I

1940 elections when Protestant support for Roosevell: sharply in-

fcreased, it was thought by some to be the case that persons of

1. Anglo-Saxon background (fairly far back!) were responding to FDR's

Flend-lease policy of help to England! (It was Roosevelt who,

addressing a DAR convention after they had barred Marian Anderson

from concertizing at their (Constitution?) hall, greeted them with,

1 "Fellow immigrants....)
-o.

e

d There have been many other instances where a conflict or

1

t-4

an expression of group interest has not been couched in ethnic

group terms but has been ethnically related. The aim is not to

2, impose an ethnic label on a situation in which ethnic identity or
,

. interest is not an issue, but to help understand the role (if any)

played by these factors in situations where the participants are

by any stretch of the imagination "ethnic."

Many of today's group conflict situations, in our opinion,

contain a highly important ethnic dimension which often goes un-
,

r recognized. The *white community" is not a community at all, but

is a variety of sub-communities, one line of division for which
,

:::777.7-7,77:7:7.7-77.,
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remains the line of national origin. Whether one's parents are

Italian, Jewish, Irish, Polish, or whatever still does have a

relationship to various perceptions and behaviors.

More knowledge about even the third generation -- the children

of that "foreign stock" who are not identifiable through use of the

census -- is crucial. The common assumption is that, except among

Jews, most young people move to ethnically heterogeneous suburbs and

ethnic background loses its relevance, but some studies and in-

creasingly sharp observations indicate that there are other ethnic

enclaves even within suburban communities10 and that ethnic interests

and identity may be expressed in very different ways.

In the blue-collar Kensington section of Philadelphia, for

example, people's stated identification is with the neighborhood

("I'm a lifelong Kensingtonian") but the Irish Kensingtonians do

not drink in the same bars as the Polish Kensingtonians. As will

be shown further, there are ample grounds for accepting the judgment

of Glazer and Moynihan: "The point about the melting pot is it

did not happen." Why have our history books failed to tell us

this - indeed, have broadcast an opposite version?

pulls few punches:

"Sad to say, historians have neglected the dimension of ethnicity i

Rudolph Vecoli

in the American past. We have been made dramatically aware of our

deficiency in this respect by the sudden and widespread demand for

minority history courses. The most pressing demand, of course, is

for Afro-American history. History departments which would have

scoffed at the notion a few years ago are now recruiting black

Afro-American historians. Unfortunately, much of the contemporary
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concern with minority group history is politically inspired, rather

than deriving from an honest conviction of its inherent value as a field

I of study

"Why has not the history of the United States been written in

terms of the enormous diversity of race, culture, and religion which

has characterized its people from the seventeenth century until today?

"By and large, the portrayal of this diversity has been an ideal

to which we have paid lipservice rather than a task to which we have

addressed ourselves. That the history of a society the distinctive

attribute of which has been its racial; cultural, linguistic, and

religious pluralism should have been written for the most part from

an Anglo-American monistic perspective is indeed a paradox.

"I believe that there are two basic reasons why American his-

torians have neglected the dimensions of ethnicity. One has to do

with the prevailing ideology of the aca&-mic profession; the other,

with its sociology. They are obviously interrelated.

"The belief in a "new race of men" created in the crucible of

democracy became essential to the conception of an American

nationality. How else were Americans to emerge from the confusion

of tongues, faiths, and races? But as Crevecoeur pointed out, the

immigrant must be stripped of 'all his ancient prejudices and manners"

in order to become a "new man." Rapid and total assimilation thus

came to be regarded as natural, inevitable, and desirable.

"It was not until 1939, however, that social scientific concepts

were explicitly brought to bear on the historical study of ethnic

groups. Pt the AHA meeting tht year Caroline F. Ware presented a

paper on "Cultural Groups in the United States."11 Ware noted the
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neglect by American historians of the ethnic groups which deviated

from the dominant literate culture. Observing that the interaction

of the immigrants with the modern city was creating a new industrial

culture, Ware concluded:

"In the still unexplored history of the non-dominant
culture groups of the industrial cities lies the
story of an emerging industrial culture that repre-
sents the dynamic cultural frontier of modern America.

12

"Unfortunately Ware's manifesto was hearkened to by too few. Three

decades later the industrial culture of modern America remains

largely unexplored history.

"The estrangement of many intellectuals from their ethnic roots

may have something to do with their alienation from popular culture,

while the widespread anti-intellectualism among ethnic Americans may

reflect their resentment of the aloof professors whom they regard

as traitors and Uncle Toms. Many ethnic groups sponsor historical

societies which attempt to record in a more-or-less scholarly

fashion the role and contribution of their particular element to

American history. These,efforts have not been generally viewed in a

kindly fashion by professional historians. But it has been the

"standoffish" attitude of historians of ethnic origin which has

been most resented. Such academic snobbery, if such it is, is re-
/

grettable. For the cultivation of ethnic history might serve as one

of the much-needed bridges between the university ghetto and the

ethnic ghetto.13

Turning from the ivied halls to the public schools, the melting

pot again appears to be considerably less effective than it was

cracked up to be. Dr. Seymour P. Lachman of the New York City Board

of Education recently offered this review:
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The PubZic School's Failure

'Ambitious and hyperbolic language was used to describe the

imission of the public schools by a generation of educational reformers

in the 1830's. Their dream has never become reality although many

! Americans have misconstrued reality by citing the dream and incorpor-

ating it onto the mythos of their historic being and the civic religion

of their nation. The greatest of these educational leaders was Horace

Mhnn, appointed in 1837 as the first secretary of the Massachusetts

Board of Education. In his 12th Annual Report he wrote that education,

"beyond all other devices of human origin is the great equalizer of

the conditions of men, the balance wheel of the social machinery."

I A new vision was thus born - a vision of a public school that umuld,

unlike the 19th century Prussian Volkschule, be common to all people

receiving children of all creeds, social classes and ethnic backgrounds--

a public schnol that would serve as a means of upward mobility for

the lower socio-economic classes. It was a noble dream that was worthy

of the spiritual descendents of Thomas Jefferson. Unfortunately, it

turned out to be a pipe dream.

"It was Mann's dream which fired the imagination of many of America's

immigrants of the late 19th and early 20th centuries including numerous

social idealists within the Jewish community. It was Mann's dream

which today fires the imagination of many black, Puerto Rican, and

Chicano leaders. But it has never been.more than a frustrating and
1

non-deliverable dream for many Americans. Let us again look at the

record of the recent past and present.
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"IA study commissioned by New York's Board of Estimate in 1911 and

undertaken by Prof. Paul Hanus of Harvard University r0ealed that

while some New York City schools were doing very well scholastically,

other schools containing the largest number of immigrants, were not

dealing adequately with the rapidly multiplying needs that confronted

them. This was confirmed by numerous public and private records that

revealed unemployed immigrant families caught in the almost impossible

bind of poverty amidst the erratic and destructive behavior of an

unregulated business cycle. New York's Superintendent of Schools,

William Maxwell, called out for public concern and aid to resolve the 1

unique and exceptional educational problems of immigrant children. 1

Society, in general, did not listen and did not respond. According

to the Hanus survey and reports of school superintendents for 1904

to 1922, between 32% and 36% of public school pupils were "over-age"

and making "slow progress" in any given year. Excessive retardation

was claimed to be correlated to lower socio-economic life patterns.

In his 1922 Annual Report, New York City School Superintendent William

Ettinger cited progressive failure by students in high school grades

and a great deal of truancy. Indeed, fewer than 10% of the school

population graduated from high school in 1915.

"But here we find one of the important major differences between

11 then" and %me. Many of these "drop-outs" of pre,-Great Depression

days, as well as long term truants were frequently encouraged to leave
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school by the available employment to be found in manufacturing and

industry. Indeed, some historians are of the opinion that this was

'just what the industrial order required. Jobs not only could be found,

(with, of course, different standards than that of today) but they

were readily available and frequently served as an inthmement and

1 reason for permanent truancy. For those remaining lawer socio-economic

1

immigrant children in school; scholastic success would oftentimes coMe

only after the establishment of ethnic stability - built around perhaps

'1. ethnic businesses, commercial or labor organizations and the creation

of an ethnic middle class. Ethnic cohesiveness and solidarity stimu-
I,

lated internal self-help organizations that in turn served some as

catalytic agents(hecessary for their scaling the walls to the middle

class of the outside general soCiety.

"Before the Great Depression manpower wa.Ls the crucial factor and

the factory and the union were frequently more powerful assimilating

agents and change factors than was public education. The ethnic

immigrants did advance in every way -- through business and commerce,

labor and trade unions, politics and government but not usually through

the mobility that was suppnsed to be provided by the public schools.

" Thirty years ago Marie Syrkin wrote in Your School, Your Children

that the high schools of the cities were unable to properly educate

masses of Americans; that the methods and the system used then (and

still extensively used today) was a debasement rather than a fulfillment
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of democracy and sprang from "a distrust rather than a faith in the

common man." Yet, in 1941 over 38% of our nation's population had

a high school experience as against 75% today. We had difficulty in

educating 1/3 of the masses then and we are having greater difficulty

in educating 3/4 of the masses today.

"Perhaps it is too much to ask that an educational system serve as

a socio-economic means of upward mobility or as a laboratory for

democracy without concomitant changes in employment, housing, health,

family relationships and in social class values. Yet, this is precise:

what educators claimed they could do and this is what the nation expec-

ted them to do and this is what they have not done. Education has just

not been able to accomplish what John Dewey called modifying "the

social order." Instead, education has reflected the social order and

has not brought about any significant changes.

"Public education became then the "rubber stamp" of economic

improvement rather than the "operation boot strap" necessary for

advancement. The White Anglo-Saxon Protestant ethos had brought about 1

L

a self-fulfilling prophecy for those who should have known better. i

1

iThey came to accept the myths of their past as provided by others, rath;

than the reality of their past as experienced by themselves and their

forebearers.

11 But urban public education never really provided upward mobility

for the majority of poor white ethnic immigrants and sons of immigrants-
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the Irish, Italians, Hungarians, Polish and other slavic groups.

Smaller, yet more cohesive and stronger ethnic groups, such as the

Chinese, Japanese and East European Jews, initially could, as groups

and thus also as tndividuals, more adequately contend with the Pro-

testant ethos, which dominated and surprisingly still dominates the

/public schools. It was frequently left to the parochial schools to

.extend to the Irish Catholic population, for example, a sense of

Iself-identity and to help that population develop a positive relation-

ship with its new homeland, involving its own religion and culture.

k' Greeley and Rossi, in their important study, The Education of Catholic

Americans observed that Catholic school Catholics "are actually more

tolerant with regard to civil liberties and are no more anti-negro,

anti-semitic, or anti-Protestant" than Catholics who went to public

schools. The study also revealed signs that the younger and better

educated Catholic school. Catholics had greater social consciousness and

( greater tolerance for different groups than Catholics of the same age

1

i and educational level who had attended public school.

"The damage to pluralism in American life han been even greater,

Several years ago Margaret Mead wrote, The School In American Culture.

1 In this book, Miss Mead describes the effect of the public school upon

the typical immigrant school child. "They must be taught," she writes,

'not the constancies of their parents' immediate past, . . . but they

must be taught to reject, and usually to despise their parents values.

They must learn those things which, to the extent that they make them

453-050 0-71-24
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Americans, will alienate them forever from thetr parents, making

them ancestorless, children of the future, cut off from the past."

Thus if the schools aided in the assimilation or the Americanization

of the immigrants it was at the expense of their previous value

ustructure and their authentic identities. 14

Further light on how the foreign-born and their children fared

in our schools is shed by David K. Cohen, Co-Director of the

Harvard Center for Educational Policy Studies, who recently analy-

zed studies of retardation and retention rates in relation to such

factors as nationality, I.Q., and social class, studies made for

the most part during the first three decades of the twentieth

century. His article on "Immigrants and the Schools" points up

the importance of ethnic differences.

"In summary, then, although the evidence I have presented is

fragmentary and often non-comparable, it suggests that in the first

generation, at least, children from many immigrant groups did not

have an easy time in school. Pupils from these groups were more

likely to make low scores on IQ tests, and they seem to have been

a good deal less likely to remain in high school. It also appears

that children of first-generation immigrants from these groups had

as difficult a time in the 1920's or 1930's as their predecessors

experienced during the first decade of the century.

"It must be equally clear, however, that being the son or

daughter of an immigrant did not in itself result in below-average
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educational attainment. Children whose parents emigrated from

England, Scotland, Wales, Germany, and Scandinavia seem to have

generally performed about as well in school as native whites;

certainly their average performance never dropped much below that

level. The children of Jewish immigrants typically achieved at or

above the average for native whites. It was central and southern

European non-Jewish immigrants--and, to a lesser extent, the Irish--

,who experienced really serious difficulty in school. On any index

r f educational attainment (whether it was retardation, achievement

scores, IQ, or retention), children from these nationalities were

good deal worse off than native urban whites.

"Perhaps the most interesting question this raises involves the

origin of these ethnic differences: did they arise primarily fram

group differences in inherited social and economic attributes or

were they chiefly the consequence of differences in culture and

motivation? At first glance, the second seems a likely alternative;

after all, the main over-achievers--the Jews--typically placed a

great value on eduation. But there is more to it than that, for

there is evidence which suggests that the rank order of intelligence

among immigrant groups would correspond roughly to their rank order

on an index of urbanization. This is clearest if one compares the

Italians (most of whom emigrated from southern Italy) and the Poles

with immigran'ts from Germany, or with the Jews. It is interesting

to note, in this connection, that there were very great differences
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among the Jews according to nation of origin. The U.S. Immigration

Commission (1911, Vol. I, p. 31) foundthat 37% of German Jewish

children experienced school retardation, as against 41% for the

Russian Jews, 52% of the Rumanian Jews, and 67% of the Polish Jews.

These proportions closely resemble those for non-Jews of those

nationalities. In addition, there is some evidence that among the

immigrant groups, those whose children achieved well stood somewhat

higher on the occupational scale.

"Anothe important issue concerns the schools' response to the

immigrants. The arrival of large numbers of immigrant pupils

coincided with the emergence of IQ and achievement testing, voca-

tional guidance, and the movement to diversify instruction and

curriculum in city schools. There is more than a little evidence

that these practices were employed--if not conceived--as a way of

providing the lisuited education schoolmen often thought suitable for

children from the lower reaches of the social order. The tension

this suggests also extended to the schools' culture: there is no

evidence of any effort to employ the immigrants' language and

culture as educational vehicles. I have been unable to find any

hint that cultural diversity was entertained as a serious possibility;

it appears that the WASP culture reigned supreme in urban public

schools. In this connectinn, it is important to note that there

appears to have been a substantial movement to create educational

alternatives among some immigrant groups. For the Irish and Italians,
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of course, the Catholic parochial schools served this function,

1

as did part-time religious schools for the Jews. There also were

'effortsamong the Bohemians, for exampleto establish part-time

language schools" as a way of maintaining and transmitting the

culture."

Cohen is far less damning than Lachman of tne ultimate utility

schooling as a social mobility force. He concludes his review

"Immigrants and the Schools" by saying:

"Finally, there is the question of schooling and social mobility.

'P I have shown that there was a good deal of variability in immigrant

r
t children's educational attainment: some groups did as well or better

than the average for native urban whites, and others much worse.

But to show that the children of many immigrant groups had difficulty

in school is not to show that education turned out to be a less

effective way for them to climb the social and economic ladder.

Almost all the results I have presented are based on evidence about

the children of first generation immigrants, and it centers in the

first twi or three decades of the century. What data I have found

on exposure to the urban American culture and society suggests that

it coincided with drastically reduced educational differences

between immigrants and native whites. Furthermore, the Duncans (1968

have presented evidence that education may have been no less impor/

tant for the children of immigrants than for native whites, in,/

acconting for differences in occupational attainment."151
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Dr. Lachman in his paper also compares the immigrant experi-

ence to the black experience both in the past and today. He says:

"Today the racial integration of American society presents an

even more serious problem than integrating and assimilating large

numbers of immigrants with different languages and customs, values

and traditions. This was indicated even as far back as 1915. At

the time when the Hanus study had revealed retardation, drop-outs and

truancy in the general population, Frances Blascoer had undertaken

another study that was limited only to Negro school children. In

both reports school retardation was discovered to be progressive

with the child performing less adequately at the end than at the

start of his formal school career. Yet, even then there was an

important difference between the two studies. Acknowledging the

prejudice that made the black students' lives difficult--both in and

out of the classroom, Miss Blascoer stated that the Negro's educa-

tional problems demanded different treatment. Society which oftentimeq

in the past was guilty of denying the necessary education to

immigrant groups denied to the black man even the pragmatic justifi-

cation for this denial. For the Negro at the turn of the century, as

for the black man today, the category of race not only added a dimen-

sion greater than just ethnic difference to the rigors of lower class

life, but also frequently placed him outside of the now unaccepted but

then glorified melting pot concept of American life.
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"Today our cities do not even contain the weak saving grace,

if there can be such a thing, of mass poverty and subsistence,

Icutting widely across race and ethnic boundaries. The pockets of

!poverty in our nation's cities today overwhelmingly consist of our

1

Iblack and Spanish-speaking fellow citizens. These are the children

;who today attend what is known as the urban centers' inner city
r

[schools.

"All our major school systems must engage in systematic redef-

inition of our goals and means to these goals. Similarly, depart-

ments and schools of education where teachers are educated must

reexamine their role. This is truly a national problem and there

must be a reordering of national priorities to give education the

attention, research and funding that it so desperately needs. But

1

there must also be an encouragement of authentic group identification

,

iif the diversity of our American democratic socie.ty is to be

continued. This involves a basic reinterpretation of the value and

importance of public education in enhancing rather than extinguish-

!
ing a multi-cultural democratic experience. The phenomenon of

''.

cultural pluralism will have to be more readily understood and

incorporated within the curriculum. And this is not just a problem

of dealing adequately with Black Americans and Spanish Americans.

The Rev. Paul Asciolla, an Italian-American editor and ethnic

h I
"activist" in Chicago has said:
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Ethnics are trying to find out who they are. The history

books they studied in school didn't tell them. Their

parents didn't tell them. They are rootless people. They

gave the 'melting pot' a chance. They tried to become

'Americanized' . . . but they could never find out what
becoming an American meant in terms of full acceptance

. . . Cultural pluralism is the most logical solution we

can hope for. But we have to redefine our values and

ask: What does it mean to be an American?16

The Ethnic Studies Component

Dr. Melvin Scult of Vasser College in a report17 prepared for

the National Project on Ethnic America reviews recent happenings in

the field of ethnic studies. The following are some extended excerpts

from that report:

"The United States government has recently given recognition

to the right of some of our subcultures to perpetuate themselves

by establishing a network of bilingual eduational centers around

the country. The act passed by Congress in 1967 (Title VII Amendment

to 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education Act) led to the establish-

ment of 76 programs involving 27,000 pupils in some form of bilingual

bicultural education. Most of the programs were in Spanish but there

were also some in French, Chinese, Japanese and Indian dialects."

Another sign of new governmental interest is highlighted by

the moves of Congressman Roman Pucinski of Chicago and Senator

Rtrhard Schweiker of Pennsylvania who hove both recently introduced

"Ethnic Heritage Studies Center Acts" into the House and the Senate.

The enthusiastic response which greeted the introduction of these

bills is evidence of the rising public tide of interest in ethnic

studies.
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Dr. Scult in his paper has completed a cursory review of

materials, programs and organizational patterns related to ethnic

1

, studies. He finds the following:

"With all that has been written about discovery-learning,

the open classroom, etc., it is well known that the majortty of

children in elementary schools still use one textbook per subject

and that the whole textbook market insofar as Social Studies is

concerned is dominated by a few companies, each of which has a

series that goes through the Junior high grades. All the major

publishers have follawed the same pattern of starting with the'

local community and going progressively to the study of larger and

larger units. A number of studies have been made which survey the

cbritent of these texts insofar as minorities are concerned. The

most interesting is an unpublished theses by Loretta Golden, en-

titled "The Treatment of Minority Groups in Primary Social Studies

Text Books" who received her doctorate from Stanford University in

1964.

"In chapter after chapter of the study, we find that the

special character and quality of minority group life is neglected.

Regarding Mexican-Americans for example, the author finds that

"irformation is omitted for all Mexicans (mentioned), on the specific

food they eat their dances, music, folk tales, games celebration

of holidays and religion" (Golden, p. 86). The same is the case
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for immigrants when they are mentioned in the text books, ". . .

wear American clothes, and never speak or sing in their native

language" (Golden, p. 119).

"In all the books surveyed, the Jewish people were not

mentioned once. In one text there was a picture of a synagogue

but other than this the Jews are completely left out of the

frequently used texts and the others as well (Golden, p. 143).

"At the end of her study Golden lists some rather disturbing

characteristics which these texts exhibit:

"Minority group persons seldom have social relations as

equals with dominant group persons."

"Most minority group adults who are pictured or described as

using recreational facilities with dominant group persons are, in

a service or entertainment capacity."

"Most minority adults are in occupations associated with

their culture. (They work in an Indian shop, Chinese shop, etc.)

'Most Italian Americans hold positions in which they work

with food or food products."

"Minority group persons are seldom described as speaking a

foreign language. (Golden pp. 198-200).

p-
"A spot check of the latest editions of many of these works

have tUrned up more minority characters especially Blacks but the

policy is still what we have described as the Americanization

Policy rather than the "inclusion of differences.
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"The study of minority groups is not only the study of

their cultural traditions but also of their struggles to maintain

themselves in the face of pressure from the dominant culture and

from other minority groups.

"When we look to the material used in the elementary grades

we find an appalling lack of concern with the problems of the lower

classes. The philosophical rmodel of text book writers seems to be,

that if we describe life the way it ought to be or if we neglect

the problems that beset us we will help build healthier children

who have a more positive attitude toward their environment. I would

suggest that while it is important to give children a sense of con-

fidence and not to surround them with unrealistic fears or to tell

them about situations they cannot handle either emotionally or

intellectually, there is much more that we can do toward giving a

more realistic picture of life to children in the elementary grades.

In my own examination of relevant material I find a hesitation

to present real and important differences between groups. In a

second grade text Hanukah and Christmas are presented in exactly

the same language. The piece on Hanukah does not mention the Jews:

"Hanukah is a special time. Hanukah is a happy time. It is a time

to be thankful. Many' people have Hanukah. People all over the

world have Hanukah. Your School and Neighborhood, Ginn & C
c

p. 90 n the same book, urhen dealing with Puerto Rico a student

asks, what are people in Puerto Rico like?"
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John," said Miss Little, "they are like the people here." (Ibid,

p. 51). How can we expect our children to have any real respect

for people who are different from themselves, when they are presented

with material such as that uthicth we have been describing.

"There are many programs which deal with prejudice but none

which have been as carefully worked out or as extensively tested

as the Intergroup Relations Curriculum created by the Lincoln Filene

Center for Citizenship and Public Affairs at Tufts University under

the direction of John S. Gibson. Although the program has many

goals one of its primary aims is to aid students "to value a person

on the basis of that person's individual qualities as well as the

positive attributes of the groups to which he belongs or with which

he is identified." (John S. Gibson, The Intergroup Relations Curri-

culum, Lincoln Filene Center, Medford, Mass., 1969, p.2). One of the

key concepts used in working toward this goal is the idea of the

governing process. Starting with the family ,and the town, students

are helped to understand the way the governing process can be used

to resolve conflicts and to foster the general welfare of the group

involved. In the early stages of the program the stereotyping of

groups is attacked directly with many imaginative and carefully

thought out techniques. In one lesson, for example a child is

presented with pictures where children are visibly different and he

is told a story about the pictures which he has to complete himself

at key points. This kind of technique can give a teacher reliable

information on the stereotypes of the student.
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"The Lincoln Filene Center has worked on refining this curri-

lculum for many years. They have tested it extensively in the

!communities around Boston and have worked out an in-service program

for teachers which can be conducted with or without direct aid from

the staff of the Center. They have, for example, succeeded in

initiating their program in many communities in the Providence,

Rhode Island area after an extensive in-service course given to the

teachers involved.

"In 1969 the American Jewish Committee in Boston and the

Massachusetts Department of Public Instruction jointly sponsored

the results of a state-wide survey of programs in the field of

ethnic studies. The results indicate some of the more creative

ways in which ethnic studies can be integrated into the curriculum.

For example, a number of elementary schools in Newton, Massachusetts,

begin at the second grade level with a study of shelter in Borneo,

the Sahara, Southern France and among the Navajo as a reflection of

different environments and different cultures. When they get to

the fourth grade the students devote a significant portion of the

year to the study of Puerto Rican Harlem and French Louisiana as

instances of ethnic communities. At the Ipswich Junior High School

an eighth grade class has a year social studies course entitled

"What is happening to me now." The goal of the course is to try to

help the students crystalize their own feelings and thoughts about

themselves and a wide variety of subjects. During the second quarter
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they devote themselves to the local patterns of prejudice in their

own community -- the unit is called, Nhy do you Hate me?"

"There are many instances listed in this Massachusetts report

which indicate courses in Black History, in history of Immigration

or in the study of different minority groups (what we have termed

ethnic group history). One of the more unusual approaches is

illustrated by a course at the Meadowbrook Junior High School in

Newton. The course was entitled "The Uprooted" and included among

other books reading from the following: "The Fifth Chinese Daughter",

"A Tree Grows in Brooklyn", "Children of Sanchez", "My Name is Aram",

"My Antonia", and others.

"The most creative programs seem in many instances to emanate

from the idea that ethnic and minority groups share certain

experiences which can be illustrated by examples from almost any

group.

"The structure in which children learn is as important a factor

to the outcome of their studies as the content of their courses.

Our recommendations as to the type of programs that the Institute

might foster, will center on structure."

Dr. Scult has some preferred examples of programs he thinks are

wrking. He recommends a differential strategy depending on the

ethnic make up of a given school or school system. NItien the school

contains primarily one ethnic group it is possible to pair schools

which have different ethnic populations and hold social studies

1VP
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classes together. The content of the courses wuld he minority

problems and the ethnic traditions of the children involved. There

are a number of examples of this type of program which are very

instructive. In 1969-70 a public elementary school in Philadelphia,

'the Vare School, and a neighboring Catholic school, the Sacred Heart

School, arranged to have their fifth grade social studies classes

maet together part of the time and separately part of the time.

At a year end evaluative meeting, the principal of the Vare School

explained that ". . . there had been a great deal of tension between

the two schools. School safeties clashed; students shouted pro-

fanities at each other, etc., etc." As a result of the pairing

program all of this changed,according to the principal."

"The goals of the program were briefly outlined at this same

evaluative meeting:

1. "An intelligent appreciation of cultural differences and

a realization of the influences of the traditions which formed this

country.

2. The realization that different does not mean inferior.

3. An appreciation of the contributions of the various cultures

4. An intelligent a,ttitude both on the part.of the children

and parents in dealing with all cases of difference."
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A Puerto Rican educator indicated the kind of effect that a pairing

program can have: "At the beginning, all the girls fram Hallahan

sat on one side and all the girls from William Penn sat on the other

side. It was very segregated. We never really got along very well

until we hada Day of Dialogue, and we found out that we could become

close friends and everything."

"The pairing idea is especially appropriate where defacto

segregation has led to schools with distinct racial or ethnic

characters. There are other kinds of situations where a school is

multi-ethnic in character and is in the process of changing.

"Another concept is "the multi-ethnic school" concept. Under

such d. program (this is intended only for elementary schools) all

studlnts wuld go to morning classes in reading and mathematics on

a regular basis. In the afternoon, hawever, the school would split

up into ethnic groups and each group would study its awn literature

traditions, language and history. Such a program takes into account

the divisions already existing in the school and seeks to foster

understanding among the groups while at the same time giving recogni-

tion to their separate existence. Such a system is truly pluralistic

and therefore, most genuinely American.

"Such a school is already in operation in San Francisco and

is called "The Multi-Culture Ins:itute." Frances Sussna, the Director,
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in her testimony on the Ethnic Heritage Centers Act, indicated that

there are some 130 children from age three to age eight involved

in the program. In the morning the classes are integrated, in the

afternoon the children are placed in one of four groups: Afro-Ameri-

can, Chinese-American, Latin-American and Jewish. There is also a

fifth group made up of children from backgrounds not falling under

the other four categories. Miss Sussna, the Director, explained

that there were combined periods in which each group teaches the

others about its own group. She also stated that the staff attempts

"to show the relevance of the message of each group to all groups."

Children learn that ethnic groups need not be measured in terms of

"better or worse, but that every ethnic group is unique, special

and important just as every individual is unique, special and

important."

"One might think that smch a school would increase the sense

f divisiveness among the groups and make the children more intensely

ethnocentric. The goals which the director has set down and which

permeate the school have, however, worked in precisely the other

direction. A selection of these goals is given below.

1. The concepts of collective guilt and collective punishment

have wrought much harm throughout history and still pose dangers.

2. Every individual should be judged on his individual merits

rather than be pre-judged as a member of natural groups.

3. It is important to be able to judge which are situations

in which a pers'on's ethnic background is legitimately a fact to be
453-050 0-71-25
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considered, e.g., hiring, waiters for restaurants with French or

Japanese decor.

4. Within the history of every group we can find some examples

which conform to our present standards of ethics and some which do

not.

5. There are many ways to contribute to society, although

different communities at different times have rewarded certain

roles over others.

6. It is possible to be a valuable member of the general
a

society while being/knowledgeable and active member of one's own

group.

7. A group's freedom to act for its own benefit, like an

individual's freedom, ends at the point where somebody else's

begins."

In discussing the high school level, Dr. Scult finds the

following:

"Although the structure and curriculum of the high school

years differ in many fuadamental ways from the elementary grades

they share certain features in the matter of ethnic gtudies. Thus

programs in Black literature, Black history and the contemporary

experience of Black men in America have been proliferating at a

rapid rate all over the country. States and cities through their

offices of education have supplied material which purports to deal
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with all significant minority groups but actually deals only or

mostly with Blacks. Textual material, while more realistic than

at the elementary level still is lacking in the fundamental issues

which divide us and which make up the major news stories every day.

"There are virtually no materials that deal systematically

and in depth with minority problems. Assimilation, acculturation,

the political functioning of minorities, discrimination, prejudice,

the origin and development of ethnic cultural traditions, the

relationship between language and minority group strength and the

problem of marginality are all areas which could be profitably and

systematically explored at the high school level.

"A series of booklets collectively entitled "Justice in

Urban America" was recently published by Houghton Mifflin & Co.

Each booklet consisting of approximately 100 pages deals with a

different aspect of justice and law in the cities. Their titles

are: "Law and the City", "Youth and the Law", "Landlord and Tenant",

"Law and the Consumer", "Poverty and Welfare", "Crimes and Justice".

Used together they constitute a full years course in just those

problems that press so hard on the lives of the lower (ethnic)

classes in the cities. The tone is much more even-handed than any

civic texts that are now. 1- circulation. The series is jointly

sponsored by the Chicago Bar Association, and the Board of Education

ol7 the City of Chicago.
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"Another series which is much more well known than the one

on justice was produced under the aegis of the Social Studies

Department at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Professor

Donald Oliver, the Director of this project, has attempted to

introduce the idea of value conflict in to the study of American

History. In his book "Teaching Public Issues in the High School"

he explains the theory behind his approach to the social studies.

He rightly focuses on the importance of teaching students to make

intelligent decisions about the important issues of the day. Each

booklet in the series focuses on a value conflict, e.g., equality

versus individual freedom, which is exemplified by a particular

event or series of events in American life. Documents and second-

ary sources point up the key aspects of the controversy and excellent

questions help the student to understand all of the different factors

necessary to take a stand on the issue involved. One booklet is

germaine to our subject and it is entitled "The Immigrants' Experi-

ence - Cultural Variety and the Melting Pot."

"ro the administrator in the field, the key problem at

this point seems to be how to intoduce ethnic studies in to the

curriculum. Our most interesting finding in this reagrd is that

the same school system may work in many directions at once. In

Philadelphia, for example, there were 24 schools offering courses

in Black history in 1968; approximately 1350 students were involved.

Philadelphia is also in the process of setting up courses in Puerto

Rican studies and in Jewish studies. At the same time the Depart-
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ment of Social Studies of the Central Administration is working

on setting up a program in what we have called ethnic studies in

grades 5 through 12. In 1970-71 there will be approximately 1000

students involved in this new program. Because of this example

and others like it, we do not feel it makes sense to recommend

that school systems deal with separate ethnic groups on the one

hand or with the common problems of all groups on the other. Both

can be done at the same time and the prirticular ethnic makeup of the

school system and the pressures on the local administration will

be the deciding factors.

"Some school systems have chosen the medium of the voluntary

after school club to focus on the problems of minorities rather than

the formal classroom. Los Angeles has been the most successful in

this type of approach. They have a well organized large network

of clubs which are called Human Relations Workshops. The school

department in Los Angeles has published materials to aid teachers

who set up the workshops and has appointed a professional person

called "The Ethnic Recognition Specialist" who aids in securing

guest speakers, films, etc., for the local groups. A Human Relations

Guide issued by the school department suggests that the workshops

might consider for discussion such topics as, "The Contribution of

Minority Groups to American Society," "Intercultural, Interfaith and

Interracial Dating," and 'Minority Group Responsibilities". In

1968 there were some sixty schools in Los Angeles that had these
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workshops. Chicago and Detroit also have gone in heavily for

this type of program.

"A.T.V. series run by KQED in San Francisco was an out-

standing example of what educational T.V. can do in the area of

ethnic studies. The program VNIS called "That's A Good Question"

and in addition to general considerations of prejudice, a separate

session was devoted to each of many ethnic groups. The station

published a pamphlet which was to serve as a guide for pre-program

preparation and for post-viewing activities."

On the university level, Dr. Scult finds:

"At this point in time, it is impossible to consider ethnic

studies in a university setting without first discussing the

problems of black studies. In the past few years, more and more

colleges that previously only had a token number of black students

have been trying to increase their black population. With the new

influx that has resulted, has come a host of problems not confronted

by institutions of higher learning before. The desire of Blacks for

separate housing, separate cultural centers, autonomous departments

of black studies and black advisors of all kinds has been a constant

pressure on the university. The colleges seem to be caught in the

middle with militant young blacks demanding separatism on the one

hand, and older more moderate black leaders opposing separatism as

racist and destructive no matter what group demands it."
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Dr. Scult agrees with those who advocate the study of the

Black experience as a serious enterprise. He says, "More students

every day are coming to realize the considerable extent to which

our history, political science and sociology have, until recently,

neglected the Blacks in Amwrica. All courses in this area ought

to meet the same standards of rigor and objectivity that the

university demands in every other area. If this were the case

the legitimate demands of blacks to study the black experience

and to employ the intellectual resources of the university in seeking

solutions to the problems of the black community would be satisfied.

"In the wake of this spread of black studies, have come demands

by other ethnic groups to be included in the curriculum. The

question thus arises if the blacks have a legitimate claim on the

universities, why not Puerto Ricans, Jews Italians, etc.

"Colleges and universities must also be concerned with the

objective scholarly value of any proposed study which might be

introduced into the curriculum. Students in quest of their own

identity must be listened to but their demands ought to be balanced

by a more objective consideration of the virtues of the field in

question as an object of scientific study.

"Before we leave the matter of ethnic studies within the

regular curriculum, it should be noted that the study of ethnic

groups has become especially widespread among our junior colleges.

These institutions tend to serve the large masses of Students from
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the lower urban classes, most of whom are ethnic Americans. Because

junior colleges are not geared toward preparing students for

graduate school they can more easily concentrate on the immediate

perceived needs of the students.

"Another area where we are likely to see expansion in ethnic

studies is in Schools of Education. In the past few years the

preparation of teachers has improved considerably and many Schools

of Education have come to realize that they must acquaint prospective

teachers with the urban scene if most of them are to be able to

cope with their first assignments.

"In addition to course offerings within the regular curriculum,

there have also appeared in recent years institutes which are devoted

to scholarly research'about one or more ethnic groups. Among the

older centers is the East-West Center at the University of Hawaii

which is devoted to research in the area of crass-cultural learning.

Students from pver thirty-three countries have come to the center

to study on the graduate level. At the Claremont Colleges in

California there is an Institute in Mexican-American studies, one

in Black studies and one in urban studies. The director of the

Mexican-itmerican center admitted that "The centers will overlap,

particularly when the call for multi-racial cooperation could serve

the purposes of each center as they tackle those urban problems

which have multi-racial . aspects or implications." (quoted in

"Intercultural Education", January 1970, p. 15) U.C.L.A. is in the
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f process of establishing a program which will take into account
1
i

p this lack of coordination. It is to be called the Institute for

f
iAmerican Cultures and will include centers for the study of Afro-

American culture, Mexican-American, Oriental-American and Indian

history and culture (Kroepsch, p. 34).

"There are also a number of centers devoted to the study of

i immigration which clearly are relevant to our interest. Dr.

1

.1Rudolph Vecoli, who has published much in this field, is Director
4,

;

1 of the Center for Immigration Studies at the University of Minnesota.
,f1
el

10 There is also a Center for Migration Studies at Brooklyn College

1

under the direction of Professor Clarence Senior."

Dr. Scult offers some organizational advice for t e higher

education level:

"The programs which we have been discussing will all serve

to give many ethnic Americans a greater sense of their own identity

and will increase the awareness of their cultural heritage. At the

same time, however such programs may lead minority group students

to a greater sense of isolation from other minority groups and from

the society at large. The question is whether it is possible t

foster a greater sense of one s own group identity and at the same

time to encourage groups to study comrnon problems and seek for

common political, economic and social goals. In short, can we

have real cultural pluralism and at the same time work for the-

general welfare of all,disadvantaged minority groups. This goal

is not only possible but can easily be given expression on the

aP70.¢..PPN.!
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university level in an overall program in ethnic studies which

would include all the types of programs mentioned above and more.

"The idea is that if there are a number of departments each

of which is devoted to a particular ethnic group or if there are a

number of institutes they can be brought together under the general

rubric of ethnic studies. This administrative cohesion would

encourage both students and teachers to explore common problems

which all minorities have. The matter of common minority problems

are usually dealt with in one course in the sociology department.

It is logical that with the establishment of the study of even one

ethnic group, this offering in minority studies would be expanded

so that a student could major in ethnic studies with an emphasis

on one group or another.

"There are many ways in which courses in minority studies

might be expanded. Each college will want to work out its own

direction. One example which may'be instructive is a course taught

at Case Western Reserve by the noted sociologist R.A. Schermerhorn.

It is called "Minority Role Behavior" and deals primarily with the

problem of marginality. The two groups which are the main focus

of the study are Jews and Negroes.

"Another neglected 'field is that of white ethnic America. The

work of Andrew Greeley, Earl Raab Gus Tyler, Irving M. Levine

and others 'in the field of the white ethnic American, clearly

indicates our ignorance about the very significant role that ethnic
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consciousness plays among ethnic Americans whose roots Are in

Europe. The recent national and regional conferences on white

ethnic America and the response of white ethnics to Congressman

Pucincki's and Senator Schweiker's Bills indicates a widespread

interest in this largely unexplored field which ought to be included

in any general program in ethnic studies.

"This approach of bringing all ethnic groups under one umbrella

would thus serve to depolarize and reduce the tension among minorities,

at least those on our college campuses. It is also possible that

the ethnic studies program in a college can encourage its students

to seek modes of social change outside the academic framework

which reflect the philosophy of the ethnic studies approach. Stu-

dents might thus be encouraged to look for solutions to social and

economic problems that are good for all minortties, not just for

one particular group. It is important that each ethnic group on

campus understand that coming together in one program does not mean

that any group will lose anything it has gained in term's of recogni-

tion within the college. The program being s4gested here is similar

to many on college campuses which are of an inter-disciplinary

nature and thus leaves its separate components intact. The value

of the ethnic studies more-inclusive approach is that through

conferences, lectures and other types of cooperative programs it

will encourage those interested in one ethnic -group or another to

focus on the conmion problems which all minorities have."
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Dr. Scult sees ethnic studies in a far more important context

than those who approve for curricular or political reasons. He

concludes by stressing that:

"Some critics of the contemporary scene maintain that Ameri-

cans have too much faith in eduation as an agent of social change.

Though this faith may be misplaced, this author must confess that

V

1 /1

/he feels it very strongly. For there are many ways in which our

curriculum area--ethnic studies--seems to be revolutionary in

i/ terms of its ultimate goal.

"The underlying assumption of ethnic studies is that America

can be a genuinely pluralistic society in terms of language and

culture. Our aim is not only to emphasize how any ethnic subculture

has contributed to the American way of life but also to have people

understand that there are and ought to be many ways of American

life and that our school systems ought to be geared towards nurturing

and fostering these subcultures wherever they exist.

"Ethnic studies is revolutionary, because it seeks to impose

on the school the obligation-Of helping to guard the rights of

minorities. The classroom, therefore, is not only the place where

the best in our society is transmitted but where the problems of

:ainority groups are studied. The suffering of Blacks, of Mexican-

Americans, of Indians and of lower class white ethnics, all ought

to be a major component in the social studies curriculum. Minority

studies may also lead the minority groups themselves to see that

---;eTT2T1a1===.. .,-{-----
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they have much in common to work for; a sense of shared problems

would certainly help to depolarize black and white ethnic

tAmericans and thereby reduce some of the tensions that beset us.

Such a critical focus in our schools would turn out more children

who were really patriotic. Patriotism in a democracy, where no

( one group has a monopoly on truth or power, means that everyone

is obligated to ba critical and to search for better ways of solving

social problems with the context of the legal barriers set up for

the general welfare."

The Saliency of Ethnicity

While the saliency of ethnicity is hardly in dispute when

ij one is alluding to the problems and identity of blacks, chicanos,
,'

' Puerto Ricans, and American Indians, there is sharp dispute on the

question of the ethnic component and identity needs of other

American groups.

Class as a determinant still holds sway.in most conventional

and elevated thought and perhaps this analysis hugs much truth

but the relative neglect of the historical and contemporary fact

of the very close correlation in AmeAcan life of both class and

ethnicity has led to a lack of preciseness and a lack of appreciation

of the relative importance of differential ethnicity.

It still gnaws at the gut of too many intellectuals and

practitioners to accept a statement such as made by Marvin K.

Opler in discussing the mental health of different ethnic groups.
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Dr. Opler states that:

The problem may not be whether Italians or Irish become

entangled in personal conflicts, or repress, but rather

what and equally important, how they repress, how they

convert energies or direct them, and what cognitive
attitudes and outlooks motivate them. These regulatory

and control functions, no matter how much they become

internalized in individual personality, have, as outer

limits the cultural backgrounds, themselves uniquely

organized into "styles and regulative principles."

And what are the consequences to the facile white-black model

of racial confrontation when a fine scholar such as Harold J. Abramson

shows in his recent paper in "Ethnic Pluralism in the Central City"
18

that:

"Let us consider a few important ideas, especially those which

are particularly germane to life in the central city. Home ownership,

for example, is often an important characteristic in describing an

urban neighborhood, but we usually lack information on which groups

are more likely to own their home, and which are more likely to rent

them. We wnuld probably expect that relatively few in the central

cities of Connecticut do actually own their homes, or live in houses

where they are paying on a mortgage instead of some fixed rental.

This is true; only one-third of all central ciey residents own their

homes. But the figures for the different ethnic groups show real

diversity. As many as half of all Jews, and Eastern European, Italian,

and Polish Catholics, own their homes, but all other groups are

considerably more likely to rent theirs. And this diversity remains
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even when we look at blue collar and white collar families. White

collar job-holders are somewhat more likely to own than to rent,

for all in the survey taken as a whole, but this is not always true

for each ethnic group taken separately. German Catholics and Jews,

for example, are more likely to own a home if they are blue collnr, and

there is no difference at all between white collar and blue collar

Irish, or between Italians of different occupations. Regardless

of their occupational status, the Irish are more likely to rent,

and the Italians are more likely to own. Interests in home owner-

ship, and the alternative prospects of owning or renting, are vari-

able by ethnicity as well as class.

"The idea of home ownership in the central city is important

also for the sense of the neighborhood. Despite all the research

into the large metropolitan or middle-size American city, under

the traditional name of urban sociology, we know little about

comparative ethnic behavior in the central city. We lack information,

for example on the ethnic neighborhood. To be sure, there are

studies and reports which look at particular neighborhoods,

individually. But until we emphasize comparative life styles, we

cannot begin to talk about ethnic pluralism.

"In this connection, it is valuable to have an idea of the

ethnic relationships in urban neighborhoods. A question included

in this survey which come
r,

\\

this idea refers to the number
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of close friends in the neighborhood who are relatives or in-laws

of the family being interviewed. This question then taps not only

the location, i.e., the immediate neighborhood, but also the nature

of friendship choice and kinship. For all people in the survey,

only 27 per cent replied that most of their close friends are

neighbors. But the difference by social class is impressive. Blue

collar workers are more than twice as likely to have these stronger

ties of kinship than are white collar workers. And this is true

for most of the specific groups mentioned as well.

"Ethnic diversity on this question is also impressive. Of all

the groups interviewed in Connecticut's central cities, the Italians,

the Spanish-speaking, and the Poles, stand out as reflecting this

kind of ethnic kinship pattern and neighborhood. The white collar

Protestants and German Catholics stand out too, at the other end,

as exceptions to this pattern.

'The implications of this are interesting. If one-third to

one-half of a particular group in the central city claims that

most of its friendship choices in the neighborhood are among

relatives and kinfolk, then the idea of the urban neighborhood

assumes a strength and a character which perhaps, many have tended

to ignore. The neighborhood can be an extended family, or so it

can be defined if the three ideas of local vicinity, friendship

choice, and family relations, are more than randomly united. If

this pattern varies, and is more important for some ethnic groups

-4
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than for others, as it indeed is, it is crucial for urban planning

and urban development. The problems of urban renewal seem all the

more momentous because they so frequently tend to ignore this

very kind of consideration."

Education in Whitetoz4n

Peter Binzen, in his book Whitetown U.S.A. penetrates the

,) educational system of the white ethnic neighborhood and discovers

the Kensington district of Philadelphia. He finds that Kensington

is "a cogmunity in crises. In many ways it looks, thinks, and acts

like so many of the Negro ghettos festering in American cities.

Its eduational, political, social, and economic problems are almost

as great as those found in the black slums. It, too, has failed

to solve these problems, and failure has gade it sullen, surly,

and suspicious."

"Kensington is 99.7 percent white. About 100,000 Americans

live there, the first-, second-, and third-generation descendents

of Irish, Polish, Ukrainian, Italian, Hungarian, German, and even

a few Scottish and English immigrants. (Most Whitetowners are

"ethnics", but a few are WASPs, and some Whitetowns--such as Cleveland's

Near West Side, populated by refugees from Appalachia--are almost

solidly Anglo-Saxon.)

"Kensington's air is polluted, its streets and sidewalks are

filthy, its juvenile crime rate is rising, its industry is languishing.

No more than a handful of new houses have been built there in the last

453-050 0-71-26
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third of a century. Its schools are among the oldest in the city,

industry is moving out." And yet--most telling point of all--"nothing

much is being done to get the old mill district back on its feet."

"Proud but neglected, powerless, and nearly voiceless, inhabi-

tants of the Kensingtons of the country simmer in a state of

"white rage, " as Mr. Binzen terms it. Despite frequently chauvinistic

manifestations of patriotism, Whitetowners are profoundly alienated '

from the mainstream of Ammalcan life. Threatened, as they see it,

at home and at work by the encroachments of blacks supported by

white do-gooders and expedient politicians, they are both too proud

and too frightened (af being forced to integrate) to ask for help.

Besides, "nobody knows how to work (for social change) in the

white community," comments a Kensington-born college student who

would like to. Most Whitetowners are suspicious of social workers

and college kids (especially bearded ones), of politicians, educators,

preachers, intellectuals, and the press. Insulated and parochial--

many Kensingtonians can barely make their way around downtown

Philadelphia, a ten-minute subway ride awaythey yet fail to

develop any strong local or community organizations of their own,

largely, Mr. Binzen believes, because they think that organization

means change and change means integration.

"As far as can be told from the scant information available,

the children of Whitetown do almost as badly on measurements of
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academic aptitude and achievement as do the children of the black

slums, sometimes slightly worse. In Philadelphia, some inner-city

districts that are 90 percent or more black (North Philadelphia,

for exaaple) produce slightly higher test scores than does Kensing-

ton's district. Yet Kensington is excluded from such federal

programs as Model Cities, and many of its schools fail to qualify

for aid under the poverty provision of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act (ESEA).

"The story is the same from Whitetown after Whitetown. An

assistant dean of Harvard's Graduate Schoo3 of Education says,

"The poor whites in Boston are less well served than the poor

blacks." In Cleveland, principals and teachers report that

Appalachian white youngsters are falling behind black pupils in

attendance, effort, and achievement. Because their parents' fierce

pride restrains them from accepting welfare, the children's schools

often fail to qualify for aid. In a largely Polish Detroit neighbor-

hood, which ranks barely above the poverty level, the school doesn't

get a dime of Title I money under ESEA. Its principal says of the

people: "They don't expect help and they don't get any."

"The schools of Blacktown and Whitetown share a lot besides low

test scores and unspeakably gloomy, overcrowded, smelly, too-cold

or too-hot buildings. Teachers' attitudes, for one thing. In

Kensington, Mr. Binzen found white educators . . . ynriting off
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white children" the way so many teachers write off black children:
expecting little and, because of this, having their expectations
richly (and inevitably) rewarded. Furthermore, he found extreme
educational conservatism at a time when liberal reforms were
being pushed by-the city superintendent and school board. "In
Blacktown and Whitetown classrooms alike I found tough, demanding,
old-line battle-axes, sticklers for discipline, foes of all behavior
that differed from the conventional." 18a
Ethnic Succession

The discussion of ethnicity and American Education would be
diminished indeed if the "ethnic

succession factor" in the
management and administration of schools were avoided.

The recent turbulent and tension-filled strikes in New York
City and Newark seemingly pitted blacks against Jews and blacks
against Italians.

In a recent
paper written by myself and my colleague Judith

M. Herman, we discussed the ethnic succession in these terms:
19

"Intimately related to the group self-interest attached to
certain occupations is an overlapping ethnic interest in relative
power. When many New York schoolteachers are Jews, the Jewish
community sees an attack on established teachers' power as an
attack on the power of the Jewish community as a whole. Similarly,
when the white political

domination of Newark was challenged by
Blacks, the issue became an Italian issue because of the high overlap
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between "established politicians" and "Italians." Even though
"Jewishness" or "Italian-ness" were not specifically

attacked
except by a few, large segments of both communities felt threatened
nonetheless, and not without "legitimate" reason. Where were
Jewish teachers or Italian municipal workers to go, and what would
be the resulting impact on the ethnic group's status, power, and
influence? More important, many informed public officials and
other "opinion molders" do not even define the conflicts which
arise in terms of group status and power. The result in many cases
has been escalating emotions, with the established group attacked
as being only "anti" the emerging group and not "pro" their own
community's well being.

"There is a scarcity of knowledge or theories dealing with
this issue of ethnic succession -- the time when a rising group
seeks to capture a field of influence from another group.

Ne need to know much more about how the ethnic succession
process has occurred in the past:

What were the instances of succession?

Were the rising
groups fought by the established ones,was power ever voluntarily ceded, or was nothing actuallygiven up if the established groups felt it was still asource of power?

What happened to the groups who were succeeded--did theycarry their pcwer with them into new areas, did theythemselves attack still other established groups, did theyactually decline in power?
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Has the status hierarchy of groups been maintained even
though each group's actual achievements increased?

Is there a line of movement which groups have historically
followed?

"More important, how were the conflicts which grew out of

succession resolved in other historical periods? Were there

new institutional responses which prevented polarization from

hardening into decisive combat? Can anything be learned which

would make it easier for established groups to give up power in one

area while not totally losing their influence? Can we find the

"cushions" needed and deEerved by individuals who are remnants

of thttr group's power?,

"For example, in Npw York's school system, how can we meet

the "legitimate" needs of both Blacks and Jews -- Blacks to

advance and Jews to not decline? Are there new channels which

should be created so that a teacher with twenty years of experience

can make that experience useful, even if it is no longer totally

relevant in a classroom with a new pupil population? Failing that,

can we develop programs to apply to individuals who are "socially

displaced" as we have begun to do for those who are technologically

displaced? If such benefits were available, would the ethnic

group perceive an attack on its occupational area to be as threaten-

ing as they do when it seenthat the only alternative is to defend

themselves or to be cast aside altogether?
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Conclusion

Perhaps in conclusion the single most important goal a

complicated, dynamic and diverse society like ours must learn

to achieve and educate its young to strive for is the fostering

of a "new pluralism."

The structure of American education, its content, the recogni-

tion it jves to difference among children and personnel and its

ihistorical perspective on the reality of American ethnicity and

group life will perhaps do in the future what it has failed

'miserably to do in the past. That is to help mold children into

"pluralistic personalities" with both an appreciation of their

own self worth and heritage and a curiosity, excitement and affection

for their neighbors' similarities and differences.
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INTRODUCTION

The fact that many different types of secondary schools have existed in the

past and currently exist within American education raises the question whether

Idifferent types of secondary schools have appreciably different effects on their

students. This paper attempts to deal with that question, focusing on specific

Idifferences between schools and on certain values, attitudes, and aspirations

which different schools-might be expected to effect.
,

I have chosen to compare public and non-public secondary schools as well as

informal and traditional schools.* The former categories are self-explanatory.

The latter, however, are not so clear, but should be heuristically useful. By

informal schools I mean schools which have deviated in some way from the traditional

curriculum or underlying structure. "Traditional" then becomes a baseline concept

which denotes schools that, according to common sense knowledge, conform to the

general norm of schools as places with buildings, ctassrooms, grades, textbooks,

tracks, and so forth.** In any comparisons of different types of schools made

subsequently in this paper I will clearly denote the distinguishing factor which

is being held accountable for Roue impact on values.

The values and attitudes which I will focus on are those which pertain most

*There ore obviously other ways in which school differences could be delineated.
I have chosen to make these particular comparisons because of their specific
relevance to the Commission's inquiry.

**Public schools can be either traditional or informal and the same for non-
public schools, but such interactions are not applied in this report.

IV:D:1
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directly to social and economic mobility and educational advancement. These

include achievement motives (usually called need-achievement), aspirations for

higher education, and certain school-related attitudes such as diligence,

subordinacy, and independence which have been shown to be highly valued by both

teachers and employers who are evaluating student and employee performance. I

have chosen to focus on these values and attitudes, from among many others which

could have been chosen, because it seems to me that the most important role

schools play in an open society is to affect a person's life chances and these

values ard attitudes are directly relevant to adult achievement.*

The conclusions which I reach in this paper are that values affect life

chances, that schools in turn have an impact on values, but that the schools'

impact is significantly moderated by the prior impact of early family learning.

I also conclude that little evidence exists as to the degree to which schools

can alter a set of values which someone has acquired prior to beginning school.

BACKGROUND

To inquire about the impact of different types of schools on students'

values and life chances is to assume that in fact values do make a difference in

life chances. Rather than leave that assumption unexamined I want to look at

the relevant evidence.

*For example I could have looked at the differential impact of schooling on
political attitudes and values. There is, in fact, a large body of research on
"political socialization" which tells of the effects of sdilooling on political
attitudes. However, most of the specific attitudes and values discussed in that
research--for,exapple, political affiliation, attitudes about government, civic
tolerance, and so forth--are usually not particularly germane to whether or how
well a student will succeed in life. Thus I have not included the evidence in
this paper. (The same applies to all the hundreds of other studies on student
attitudes toward everything frcm drugs to the space program.) However, two non-
cognitive facrtors relevant to life chances which might profitably have been
discussed in'this paper but weren't because of my inadequate knowledge about
them are self-esteem and sense of control over the environment.
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Recent research by members of the Center for Educational Policy research in

Cambridge, Massachusetts, has revealed that about 45 to 60 per cent of the

differences in occupation attainment among adults are explained by how far a

student goes in school.' In other words the higher the grade level attained,

the better one's chances of getting a high paying job.

This fact, however, does not explain what it is about grade level achievement

which affects occupational attainment, so members of the Center worked on

partialling out the various factors which might make a difference. %Mat they

found is that I.O. and other cognitive skills make some difference, as does

parental status, but that even with both those factors taken into account,

half of the 45 to 60 per cent effect of educational attainment is still unexplained.

The conclusion of the Center's staff is that noncognitive value and attitude

ifactors must also play a role in grade level achieved. By extrapolation, then,

'this means that values and attitudes affect life chances.*

Further support for this propositiolis provided by studies which show that

noncognitive value factors are better predictors of grades than are aptitude and

achievement tests. Since grades clearly affect educational attainment, which in

Iturn affects afe chances, then again, by extrapolation, values must affect

occupational success.2

*A brief caveat should be entered at this point: although I have deMonstrated
that values affect school attainment and occupational achievement and thus have
justified an exmmination of the impact of schooling on values, I do not thereby

' mean to imply that noncognitive factors operate psychologically in same-specially

distinct may fram cognitive factors. Ciqarly interactions of significant sorts
occur and the cognitive/noncognitive dichotomy drawn in this report is strictly

an analytic distinction.
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Thus our original assumption is no longer an assumption. However, even

though we know that noncognitive factors make a difference in educational attain-

ment and thereby in life chances we still do not know whether schools have an

impact on students' values or whether all schools do is to select for high

educational attainment:those students who originally entered with the "right"

values and attitudes for educational and occupational success. Thus I turn now

to examining the evidence about school selection versus school impact. At the

same time I will interpret the relevant evidence concerning whether different

types of schools (public-private; informal-traditional) either select different

types of students or have varying forms of impact on all students.

SELECTION VERSUS IMPACT: PRE-SCHOOL FACTORS

As implied in the previous paragraph, there is a considerable body of

evidence which indicates that before children ever get to school, they have

learned important attitudes, values, and aspirations. More specifically, the

evidence indicates that in this country a variety of class and ethnic subcultures

exist, that each subcultural grcup has evolved its own unique way of adapting to

its position within Arerican society, and that one of those ways of adapting

involves learning a particular set of values and attitudes. Sometimes these

attitudes and values are useful for furthering school succesa, sometimes not. If

the result is the latter, then clearly that will affect a child's ultimate life

chances.

Support for this interpretation conies from a number of studies. Rosen, for

example, correlates class and ethnicity with two achievement-related outcomes--

need-achievement (an internalized, unconscious motive) and educational and

vocational aspirations--and finds that the constellation of specific relationships
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between class, ethnicity, and achievement values varies with each subculture.3

Thus, the lower class blacks whom Rosen studied show consistently high occupational

aspirations, whereas Greeks and Italians manifest low aspirations. In short,

each subculture is different.

However, Rosen fails to explain the origins of these differences (beyond

saying that they relate to family socialization practices), whereas Gans, in a

study of working cthss Italians, shows exactly how the dynamics of a subculture

V operate. With regard to achievement values Gans found that the parents in his

sample place little emphasis on upward mobility and therefore gave their children

little encouragement to do well in tchool.
4

The reason for this, says Gans, is

twofold: first, a background of traditional Italian peasant acceptance of an

impoverished social position; and second, a relatively realistic appraisal_ of

their current social position, a position that makes upward mobility very

difficult for all sorts of cultural and economic reasons. Thus people in the

Italian working c'lass neighborhood which Gans investigated were oriented mainly

towards achievement within their own culture--excelling, for example, as tellers

of stories in the highly valued family and friendship groups. In short, these

people had evolved their own particular subcultural adaptive strategies and

even if they did not succeed in middle class terms they had their own standards

of success.

Research on other American subcultures supports Gans' interpretation of the

adaptive value of subcultural socialization practices. For example, tiebow5,

Katz6, and Rainwater7, among others8, find that lower class black people, while

very much desiring middle class types of success, fail in their aspirations

453-050 0-71-27
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exactly because of their subcultural position. Because they are at the lov

end of the American class heirarchy and due therefore to ecamomic and cultural

discrimination, black familk life becomes a struggle for daily survival rather

than being oriented toward future upward mobility. Children are trained in

very concrete modes of reasoning useful for survival in "street life"; they

learn few of the cognitive skills needed for achieving in middle class oriented

schools; the immediate problems of economic existence make deferred gratification

difficult if not impossible. Thus even though they do in fact have high

occupational aspirations, 9 lower class blacks come to school tacking, in

general, the psychological means for success. In short, their failure is made

likely by their original class and cultural position in American society. Their

subcultural adaptive strategy is an adaptation only in the sense of guaranteeing

daily survival, not in providing the means for upward mobility.

In sum, each study of a particular subculture finds a unique constellation

of achievement-oriented values in that subculture. Some subcultures manifest high

need-achievement, others low, some aspirations toward upward occupational mobility,

others do not. Every class and ethnic subculture is different.

There are some people, however, who hspute low aspirations and low need-

aehievement to all lower class subcultures (and vice-versa for upper classes).

Douvan, for example, claims, on the basis of her research, that middle class

children develop "(significantly) more autonomous and generalized success

strivings" than working class children.10 Bronfenbrenner reviews ten survey-

type studies of class differences in child rearing and concludes that "middle

class mothers exacted significantly higher (aspirations for the child's academic
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progress) than lower class mothers."11 And a popular stereotype is that lower

class children "just don't want to succeed" vhich presumably accounts for their

generally lower level of occupational success that is found among children of

the middle and upper classes. These generalizations, however, and the studies

upoL which they are based are filled with serious flaws. For example, they fail

to adequately distinguish the working class from the lover middle class or lover

class when it is well established that many special subcultural traits are

associated wifh each of these classes.
12 Also they use test measures, such as

the McClelland need-achievement test, iihich are flawed by serious cultural

biases. In short I am confident that most of, as welt es the best of the

evidence supports the interpretation that different class and ethnic-related

subcultures develop their own values end attitudes and that these values are a

i form of subcultural adaptation to social position.

It follows for my interpretation of socialization within subcultures that

children come to school with !leek attitudes, and values which either predispose

them to success in middle class oriented schools or which make success much less

likely. Nevertheless it remains to be determined whether, in spite of, or in

! addition to a child's prior socialization, schools have some impact on values

and attitudes, or whether schools only select for success those children who

come with the "right" attitudes for success. The remainder of this paper evaluates

the evidence concerning the impact on mbility and achievement-related values

of public and non-public, and informal and traditional. For purposes of

analysis the structure of these different types of schools is broken down into

three parts: 'hidden" curriculum (such things as grading poli,y, tracking,
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teacher power, etc.); school climates (the expectations prevalent in a school

environment as determined by students', teachers', and administratorsevalues

and behavior); and formal classroom curricula (civic courses, etc.).

SELECTION VERSUS IMPACT: THE HIDDEN CURRICULUM

The following line of reasoning supports the idea that schools might have

some impact on the children who pass through their doors: schools have a different

social structure than families; therefore children learn different norms,

values, and attitudes than they learn in families; in short, schools must have

an impact. Similarly, if schools in general can have some impact, then it

follows that different types of schools (public, private, traditional, informal)

probably have different types of impact.

Dreeban develops the first but not the second part of this analysis in his

book, On Wbat Is Learned in School.13 According to Dreeban, school learning is

not in conflict with family learning; rather it is different rind therefore in

addition to findly learning:

Continuing membership in the family promotes learning
patterns of conduct appropriate to units of kinship and
similar settings (while) schooling. . .contributes to
learning patterns of conduct appropriate to that and
related settings.14

The differences between school and family structures are mainly that families

provide Lasting and close, affective, individualized interaction.between

parents and children whereas schooling involves more ephermeral, less affectively

oriented contact between teachers and students within non-individualized settings.

Thus, in schools, children are exposed to mony different people who fill the same

role (i.e., teachers) to classrooms and tracks where all students are treated
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categorically alike, and to a universalistic system of age grading. As a result

af these structural conditions students learn certain norms and values which

tare functional for future occupational life. Ihe specific norms and values learned

in school include: first, a subordination of personal attachments or relation-

ships of enotional solidaritytypical of family life and friendship--to the

"demands of production" which are the demands of acting with independence

(accepting personal responsibility for one% behavior, being self-reliant) and

valuing achievement (performing a task as best one can, attempting an active

mastery of a task); second, learning to apply universalistic norms to people

and behavior--for example, accepting a universalistic definition of an authority

f role (teacher, boss) and of a subordinacy role (student, clerk); or, applying

universalistic standards to performance (grades, licenses) as opposed to applying

particularistic standards (mother-child favoritism, nepotism in job appointments).

In short, schools teach studehts norms they do not "Learn in the home--namely,

independence, achievement, and universaligm--and these norms are particularly

appropriate for adcquate perfonnance in adult occupational settings.15

Support for Dreeban's thew), comes in the form of a very perceptive analysis

in Life In Classrooms by Phillip Jackson of the University of Chicago.16

Portraying the crowds, constant evaluation, and superior power of teachers over

students as a 'hidden curriculum", Jackson agree; with Dreeban that students

learn from the structural setting of schools and that this learning is of use

in adult occupational life. Jackson notes, for example, that the ability of students

to learn obedience to school expectations at the same time as they exercise

"intellectual aggressiveness" (i.e., independence) is particularly useful for
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occupational success within heirarchically ordered bureaucratic organizations

which demand both obedience to superiors and self-reliance in carrying nut

assigned tasks. Although some people would take exception to Dreeban's and

Jackson's thesis that independence as well as obedience is learned in school--

many recent studies prasent persuasive evidence that schools mainly train

children to be obedient and docile at the expense of independence
17

,--the important

general point for my purposes is only to present for discussion tho Jackson-

Dreeben thesis and supporting evidence that school structure has an impact on

values.

This thesis obviously has general validity; but its weakness, is its failure

to account for the attenuating effects on school impact which values and attitudes

learned prior to school must have. That, after all, is the significant implication

of the evidenc, about ctass and ethnic subcultures presented ir the previous

section of this report. Clearly, then, what is needed at this point in this

report is a consideration of evidence which directly pertains to the issue of

impact of school structure on aelievement-related values, attitudes, and needs

learned in families.

Much evidence relevant in this regard comes from looking at attempts by

schools to overcome, through special programs, the so-called "cultural deprivation"

of lower class black and minority group children. These programs (such as Headstart

typically involve exposing children to pre-school cultural enrichment classes,

special guidance counseling, and to teachers trained to have high expectations

for student success--all of which are designed to overcome the "low" achievement-

needs and values, as well as the inadequate cognitive abilities, of most lower
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class blacks. The United States Civil Rights Cournission has published a large

report evaluating these programs. The Commisaion's findings are that, with few

exceptions, these compensatory education programa have achieved no significant

improvement in children's attitudes toward school or occupational achievement,

nor in achievement-need. Similarly the programa tail with regard to cognitive

abilities such as reading achievement. The exceptional programs are usually small,

very expensive (and therefore politically unfeasible on a national scale), and

most improvements in achievement-related factors dissipate soon after children

enter regular school programs.*18 In sumr,, these special school programs have

little appreciable impact on achievement needs and values.

There are two basic reasons for the failure of these programs: firet,

I
cognitive disabilities often interfere with attempts to improve noncognitivevalue

Iorientations. For example, Katz has pointed out that although lower class blacks

often have high expressed aspirations, at the same time they lack the verbal-

symbolic akills to actualize these aspirations." As a result their school

achievesent remains incommensurate with their aspirations. Second, and perhaps

of more fundamental importance, compensatory programs fail because they try to

?

!
change cognitive skills and noncognitive values which have a structural origin in

*I should note however that a recent study by Rosenthal and Jacobsen on the effects
of raising teacher expectations, though of small scale and as yet not well enough
replicated for final judgmencnto be made, has shawn some significant success in
raising student achievement. Similarly, Silberman optimistically describes a
number of experimental schools Which work "successfully" with lawer class and
working class low achievers. Hawever, both Silberman and Rosenthal and Jacobsen
apply cognitive criteria to the evaluation of success; they present little
evidence with regard to achievement attitudes and values. Nevertheless, their
studies present an optimistic picture of the possibilities for schools to make a
difference in both cognitive and noncognitive abilities.
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the cumulative impact of generations of class and cultural inequality. Because

special school programs attack the symptom of class inequality rather than the

original inequality itself, they are doomed to relative impotence.

The Civil Rights Commission's findings take on an even more pessimistic

meaning when juxtaposed with evidence about class-related school selection processc

Specifically, this evidence indicates that even if lower and working class

children have high aspirations, because of other skill deficiencies, if not just

because of class discrimination, they usually end up in the lower tracks at the

beginning of their high school career and that fact dooms them not to go to college`

In other words, certain structural aspects of schooling such as tracks act to

enhance rather than ameliorate the unhappy situation of a student who enters

school without the abilities and attitudes that guarantee success.

Heyns documents this last proposition in her study of students in forty-

eight cities across the country who were tracked in their first year of high

school. Taking only those students of the same social class and the save aspira-

tions who entered low or high tracks in tenth grade (due to different grades) it

was found that the former group end up lowering their aspirations below tenth

grade levels by the 12th grade while the latter group raise theirs.*21 In other

words, if a child enters school, as do most lower and working class children,

with inadequate cognitive abilities, no matter what their aspirations it is

unlikely that school will be able to do much to overcome their deficiencies;

in fact schooling may further decrease a student's relative life chances through

*The reason for this seems to be that the peer culture of lower tracks is strongly
anti-achievement oriented and thereby exerts pressure on its members not to get
ahead. More will be said about this in the next section of this report.
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tracking structures which slowly erode the high aspirations with which he started

!school. For middle and upper-middle class children the opposite process occurs.

fThey enter school with relatively high achievement orientations and abilities
A

land, if anything, structures such as tracks enhance their relative opportunities.

It should be pointed out that these are obviously judgments being made about

f groups, not individuals, and that many lover class and working class children do

[ not conform to the general pattern and do achieve more highly than their own

class peers or even than their upper class neighbors. This fact causes me to

moderate the most extreme conclusions which would logically follow if only the

evidence about the failure of compensatory education programs and the usually

"F negative consequences of tracking were considered. The evidence that some

lower and vorking class (including black) children do well in school indicates that

some schools can have an impact (although even this proposition has flaws, for it

is possible that the lower class students who do well were brought up in "deviant"

families that encouraged and provided skills for school achievement). Thus I

come back at least in part to Dreeban's analysis; for it would seem plausible

that if sone lower and working class students do as well as do most middle and

upper class children it may be because the structure of schoolirg to which they

are exposed encourages achievement and independence.

In the-final analysis, the evidence with regard to the impact of schooling

remains inadequate for coming to any ineluctable conclusions. However, I do think

that enough evidence has been brougot together to confidently support the interpreta-

tion that, on the one hand, schools are to a large extent -limited in the impact

they can have by the fact that maay children come to school not having learned

values and skills conducive to high achievement, although on the other hand, because
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of structural factors inherent in schooling which are conducive to achievement,

they do make some impact on some students.

However, this interpretation leaves unresolved the question of whether--

within the limits defined above--public and non-public or traditional and informal

schools have different forma Gi impact on values. Three studies are particularly

relevant to that question.

First, there is a study by Greeley and Rossi comparing public schools and

Cafholic non-public schools. Greeley and Rossi show that Catholic children

attending Catholic schools go further in school and attain higher occupational

22
positions than Catholics going to public schools. This is a clear instance

of differential impact of non-public as opposed to public schooling on student

achievement. The reason for the special innact of Catholic schools on Catholic

children, say Greeley and Rossi, is that attending school with peers of similar

cultural values provides a special emotional support which in turn makes it

easier for students to do well in school. 23
However, it turns out on closer

examination of the data that this effect of Catholic schooling is primarily a

"value added" and class related phenomenon: that is to say, for children of

the mdddle and upper middle classes, Catholic schooling has much more of a

positive impact on future educatiunal and occupational achievement than it

does for lower class and working class Catholics. The reason:* because early

family socialization among lower class Catholics probably is non-achievement

oriented and thereby attenuates the potential effectiveness of schooling while,

*The reason 7..s mine, not Greeley and Rossi's. They ignore class differences in
achievement in their analysis of the data relevant to this issue.
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for upper status Catholics early socialization teaches abilities and values

which are probably adaptive for school success. In short, schools have an

impact--in this case non-public schools in particular--but as usual their impact

is affected by class subcultures which socialize children prior to school entrance

A second source nf information on the differential impact of schooling--

this time concerning the informal-traditional dimension--comes from studies of

those British and American schools thathave adopted "informal" structures of

schooling. 24 These informal schools unlike traditional American and British

schools, substitute techniques such as non-graded classrooms, elimination of

tracking, combining work and Play, child-centered curricula, and cooperation

among children and between children and teacher for the usual structures of

competition, non-individualized evaluation, age grading, tracking, and sharp

teacher student status differentials. The object of these changes--following

the logic of Dreeban's theory--is that school structures have an impact on

learning and therefore a change in structure will produce a change in impact.

Evidence concerning the effects of structural changes on values and attitudes

comes from three sources: first, from studies of the new British informal schools;

second, from the Eight Year Study of American Progressive Schools of the 1930's

and 1940'5; and third, from studies of American schools which now follow the British

informal model.

Silberman has evaluated schools which fall into this third group. Looking

at the effects of these schools on the achievement orientations of lower class

chiidren, Silbermali finds that children in these schools are making important

advances toward seeing themselves as people of worth, capable of dealing with their
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environment. 1,25
Presumably, if Silberman's evaluation is accurate, these

children are insured more chance of future success by being in informal schools

than would be the case if they were attending traditional schools. However,

Silberman's evaluation may not be all that accurate, for we have already noted

the failures of compensatory education programs and these informal schools which

he describes are not all that much different from compensatory schools. Further-

more, Silberman draws his optimistic conclusions on the basis of both very

small samples and very impressionistic evidence. He admits himself that

no final conclusions should be drawn from his impressions until more rigorous

evaluations are made. I must agree.

negrettably,a rather rigorous evaluation of early American experiments

informal schools, does-not make me much more sanguine about their positive

effects on achievement values than I was after reading Silberman. In the late

1930's and early 1940's a team of psychological specialists evaluated many of

the Progressive Schools of that era. Comparing college students who had graduated
1

from the Progressive Schools with a matched group who had attended traditional

schools, the evaluation team found that graduates of the Progressive Schools

seemed to possess a higher degree of intellectual curiosity and drive" and

"more often demonstrated a high degree of resourcefulness in meeting new

situations" than their traditional school counterparts. The implication: that

Progressive School students are more destined for success, at least in those

occupations which demand independence and initiative, than students who attended

traditional schools. However, while this may be true, almost all of the "subjects"

on whom this evaluation is based, came from middle or upper middle class backgrounds
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In other words, the Eight Year Study does not provide adequate information
concerning whether Progressive Schools had special impact on students who cameto school without positive achievement orientations or whether those schoolsmerely made success more likely for middle class students who entered already
destined for success. Knowing that

Progressive Schools drew on predominantlyal upper middle
class clientele, my guess is that their impact was much like theclass related and attenuated

"value-added" effect of Greeley and Rossi's
!.< Catholic schools.

So again,we must look for more definitive
evidence about school impact.

Unhappily, the most rigorous and up-to-date
evaluation of informal versus traditionalschools is not very sanguine about their special impact. In fact, what BrianJackson repeatedly documents for us is that "poor and working class childrenin British infant schools do no better than their ancestors now in English

elr!

secondary schools: they infrequently attend the university, and the rigidity ofthe English class structure remains virtually unaffected, in school and out."27In short, in exactly the areas which it is most important for schools to haveimpact in an open
society--namely, on social

mobility--British informal schoolsfail.

There are bdo possible
explanations for this failure of British informal; schools to have an impact on achievement and mobility-related phenomena: first,there is the explanation which I gave earlier in this report in discussing the

; relative lack of success that most traditional schools have in raising achievement-.4 related needs, values, and aspirations: informal schools are severely inhibitedin their potential for impact by the fact that children come to schools having
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already learned their most fundamental achievement orientations in the family

in early chilanood. Second, there is a possible explanation provided by Dreeban.

Dreeban has expressed the opinion28 that a cause for their lack of success may

be that informal classrooms are not on radically different from traditional

classrooms as they appear at first sight. Dreeban believes, for example,

that subtle forms of invidious evaluation occur in informal classrooms just

as in traditional classrooms, that teacher-student status differentials are still

present and produce strong pressures for obedience, and that even if these things

were not true, informal schooling usually only last up until sixth grade so

students end up in the traditional tracked schools for most of their educational

careers anyway.

In sum, informal schools fail either because they really are not so structurall3

different as they ostensibly appear, or, even if they are different, their

structural impact cannot overcome early family socialization.*

SELECTION VERSUS IMPACT: SCHOOL CLIMATES

In the previous section I looked at the effects of structural factors, such as

tracking and age-grading, on value factors, such as aspirations and achievement

*A somewhat different thesis concerning informal schools is that they are a class

phenomenon: that they originally grew up both in the Progressive Era and more

recently to serve a middle or upper middle class clientele, not to have special

compensatory impact on the "low" achievement orientations of the poorer classes.

According to this interpretation by Cohen and Lazerson,29 the growth of middle

and upper middle clask;-related leisure life styles has produced demands by those

classes for more informality in schools. Evidence in support of this thesis is

provided by demographic studies currently in progress which show that "free schools"

and other informal-type schools draw predomdnantly on a middle class clientele.30
Nevertheless whether informal schools are or are not predominantly middle class

does not in any way modify the evidence I have presented in this section of

this report which shows that experimental informal schools which do include lower

and working class as well as middle class students has little impact on that

former group.
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values. In this section I will examine the effects of one value factor--school

climate--on another value factor--student attitudes and aspirations. School

climate is usually defined as the normative milieu of student and/or teacher

values, attitudes, and aspiration.

Most studies of school climates describe their impact on cognitive achievement

;
(as measured in terms of grades or achievement tests). 31 Regrettably, few studies

have been done which examine the impact of school on student values, either the

impact of schools in general or more specifically the impact of public and non-

public and informal and traditional schools. There are three directly relevant

studies, however, and a few other studies from which speculative conclusions can

be drawn.

First, Coleman has studied school climates and their effects in ten mid-

western high schools.32 Based on responses by students to various attitude

questionnaires schools were characterized as either scholastically or non-

scholastically oriented (the latter characterization-meant that students assigned

greater importance to sports than to getting good grades as a means to attaining

high status with one's peers). On the basis of these responses one preliminary

finding by Coleman is that student opinion in the last year of high school is

significantly more homogenous than in the first year; so schooling definitely

has some impact on students as they move through their four years of high school.

However, in his subsequent evaluation of the effects of these school climates

on achievement values in particular, Coleman finds that aspirations for college

attendance are not related to type of school climate:

College-going apparently depends more upon the aLipirations
a student's family has for him to autend college (than

upon school climate).33
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1

In short school climates have an impact in the sense that they perpetuate

themselves, but according to Coleman's data at least, their impact on aspirations

is not significant.

In contrast to Coleman, a study done by Alan Wilson in California found

significant effects of school climate on student aspirations for a college

education. Wilson compared the effects of eight schools of varying social

climate on the educational aspirations of children of working class and profession; ;!

parents. School climate was measured in terms of "modaleducational and

occupational aspirations of their student bodies." It was assumed that the'

children of working class parents came to these schools with low aspirations

(an assumption supported indirectly through comparison of working class students'

values in the eight schools) while children of professionals have high aspirations

Wilson found that:

while ninety-three percent of the sons of professionals at

the highest status schools wanted to go to college, fewer

than two-thirds of the sons of professionals at the pre-

dominantly working class schools wished to do so; and

whereas only a third of the sons of manual workers at the

latter schools wished to go to college, more than a half

of their peers who34ttended predominantly middle class

schools so wished.

In other words, school climates raised levels of educational aspirations for

those students who started with low aspirations and lowered the aspirations

of those who originally intended to go to college.

Why the conflict between Coleman's and Wilson's findings? Is it an

irreconcilable conflict? My opinion is that the conflict is not that important,

except for what it reveals about the difficulty of comparing certain types of
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Iresearch. Coleman's study measures the scholastic climates of schools quite

findirectly. For Coleman a school is scholastically oriented if the students

;rank "getting good grades" higher than "being a good athlete" as a criterion

ifor being a student leader or for "being looked up to". I do.not believe that

Ithe peer status criterion is a particularly useful way to evaluate the educational

'aspirations of a student body. It measures quite indirectly what could more

effectively be measured by a direct question about scholastic achievement values

Furthermore, as Coleman himself admits, his measure of scholastic orientation

is not the same thing as a measure of aspirations for higher education;35

for in one school where he did make this distinction, Coleman found that at

the same time as they were not "scholastically" oriented, the students in a

school characterized by high college aspirations did "aspire toward a college

r education." Thus, in effect, Coleman's peer status criterion for school climates

k: is different from Wilsodsgudent
body social composition criterion. Admittedly

even Wilson's study makes assumptions about what are class-related values, and

his study of change is weak for being cross-sectional, not longitudinal, but

overall his findings appear more persuasive than Coleman's: first, because

Coleman, in that one school just described, shows that a college oriented

1

climate encourages similar, student orientation; and second, because evidence

' from studies of school climate effects on cognitive achievement indirectly

4 support Wilson's conclusion regarding noncognitive achievement values.36 In

1 short, until further evidence is forthcoming, I would at least be willing to

argue from Wilson that scholastically oriented school climates can have a positive

1

453-050 0-71-28
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effect on student aspirationa for higher education.*

The most persuasive evidence about the impact of school climates comes

from studies of the effects of tracking on student values. Earlier in this

report I described the overall impact as that of increasing the cognitive and

noncognitive inequalities that already exist between children of upper and

lower social classes at the time of school entrance. Students of lower social

class backgrounds are most frequently assigned to non-college-bound tracks

(because they typically have poorer cognitive skills and lawer need-achievement).

Or, even if that class differentiation does not occur, if students of the same

social class, same I.Q., grade performance, and aspirations are assigned to

upper and lower tracks, after three or four years of high school those students

in upper tracks end up with higher aspirations (and achievement) than students

in lower tracks.
37 The reason for the increased inequality is traceable to the

effects of what could be called track "climate" and teacher expectations.

David Hargreaves has carried out a detailed study of the peer and teacher

influences on students in non-college-bound tracks. According to Hargreaves,

atudents in the lower tracks evolve a set of norms and informal pressures which

"work directly against the assumption. . .that boys will regard promotion (to a

higher track) as a desirable goal.
38 Furthermore teachers both cause and

exacerbate this situation because they hold relatively low expectations for the

academic success of the occupants of the lower tracks. leacher and peer culture

*Neither Wilson nor Coleman provide An adequate sample of data from which to

draw any conclusions about the impact of public versus non-public or informal

versus traditional schools.

I)
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effects thus work in efficient cambination with the result that:

non-college bound students. . .develop progresslvely more

negative attitudes toward school, especially formal academic

work, because they see grades--and indeed school itself--

as having little future relevance or payoff.39

Just the reverse of this whole process works for students in upper tracks, so

that their relative advantage always increases.

In short, what I would call the climate of tracks clearly has impact on

!student values and aspirations, although that impact is not what would be

most desirable according to the ideals of equal opportunity. In effect track

Iclimates mainly function to exacerbate situations of noncognitive inequality

which result from class inequalities.

Thus we are left in this section with evidence about school climates and

track climates which support the conclusion that if students are exposed to

[ peer pressures for or against scholastic achievement they will generally conform

to that pressure. That pressure may occur within the context of tracks or

within the broader school context. It is also possible, as Wilson's evidence

implies, that an entire school, because it is composed of students of

predominantly lower or upper class backgrounds, will function as a track in and

of itself. Thus there is tracking within and among schools. The only thing

I we do not know is what happens if a dominant school climate conflicts with the

peer culture of a track within that school.

One final speculative note: it would seem to follow from my interpretation

of the evidence that the elimination of trackingas is currently being tried

in some informal high schools--would be a good thing. However, no data are as
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yet available on the effects of non-tracked schools on values and aspirations

and, given the far stronger impact of early class-related non-achievement-

oriented socialization practices, I would be dubious of the amelioritive effects

of this one change. Again, as I argued in the earlier discussion of compensatory

education programs, what is needed is not attempts to change the schools in

hopes that this will change people's values, but rather an attack on the original

cause of cognitive and noncognitive inequalities--namely, social and economic

or class inequality.

SELECTION VERSUS IMPACT: FORMAL SCHOOL CURRICULUM

Finally, a brief note on the impact of formal school curricula. I could

find no studies which deal either directly or indirectly with the differential

impact of public versus non-public schooling on values which affect life chances

Similarly applying the informal traditional categories produces little relevant

information. Silberman discusses the many experiments in curriculum being tried

at informal high school across the country. 39 These include conducting classes

in business offices, Law courts, hospitals, and the like, on subjects relevant

to those places of work. However, no evidence is presented concerning achievement-

related value and attitude outcomes of such courses per se or as compared to

traditional in-class curricula. One might speculate that interest and motivation

to achieve might be higher in the experimental classes because they have

II relevance" but that is strictly speculation. In short there is no evidence

relevant to the topics selected for discussion in this section.

1
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CONCLUSION

Most of the evidence presented in this report has been used to support

[ the following three propositions: first, I have argued that children learn

basic achievement-oriented attitudes and values before they ever get to school;

!,
schools, both public and private, then function to a great extent to track

students for various positions in the school and occupational achievement

hierarchy according to the students' level of aspirations and ability and

A

1

i.
5:

according to type of values and attitudes held. Second, I argued that schools A
4

1
1

V sometimes help and sometimes hinder the educational and occupational aspirations

C..

of students. Achievement-oriented school climates, for example, often raise

a student's aspirations for college attendance. Tracking, on the other hand,

usually has negative effects especially on lower class students (even lower

class students with high aspirations). Third, I offered the proposition that

changes in school structures are unlikely to have powerful effects on student

achievement as long as class inequalities persist. It is exactly class inequality,

I argue, which causes the perpetuation of subcultures within which families

often socialize their children not to strive for upward mobility and high

educational achievement.

Finally and most important from the Commission's point of view is that in the

course of this report it was demonstrated that the few differences between public

,

I

2 and non-public or traditional and informal schools do not make much difference

1
0

'.! in achievement-related outcomes.

J

In spite of the evidence offered in this report and in contrast to the inter-
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pretation I put forward, some people still look to schools as a panacea for

inequality of opportunity. For example, Silberman wants to turn slum schools

into "free and joyous" institutions. That sounds very nice, but as long as

schools recruit children from ghettos who do not have the psychological means

for school success, then Silberman's program remains flawed by all the weaknesses

of compensatory educational programs designed to combat "cultural deprivation".

I have emphasized throughout this report that structural changes in schooling

are usually ineffective in overcoming non-achievement oriented early Emily

socialization. Also I stressed that children with non-middle-class orientations

are not "culturally deprived;" rather, they have their own unique cultural

orientations developed in response to their position in American society.

That they hold values and attitudes which often are not adapted to upward

mobility in and out of school is not their fault, but rather the fault of a

society founded on large inequalities between classes (which in turn more often

than not perpetuate those class inequalities through the structure of schooling)

So looking to schools alone for amelioritive effects as Silberman and others do,

seems to me less sensible than at least attacking at the same time the original

socio-econamic causes of inequality. Schools and society must change together.
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CHAPTER V

MINORITY GROUPS AND NONPUBLIC SCEOOLS

In the struggle to provide minority groups with the full advantages

of a demecratic society, are nonpublic schools a help or an impediment? The

question conc.:7,7ms Black Americans, American Indians, ChicanosOhite Appala-

chians, Puerto Ricansp.and many other groups. To keep our analysis within

manageable proportions, however, we intend to focus primarily upon the strug-

gle of Black people for racial justice. It is likely that many conclusions

reached in this particular will apply to other minorities as well.

The Situation in the South is relatively clear, for there six legis-

latures have introduced voucher plans (subsequently outlawed by the courts) to

finance private schools functioning to circumvent edicts of the Supreme Court01

According to observersl'hundreds of shoestring schoels have sprung up to main-

/tain segregation, end many patrons seem little concerned if academic adequacy

must be sacrificed in the process.
2

fThis paper will ocus, however, on the more complicated conditions of

the North and West, particularly in states where large numbers of nonpublic

schools existed long before the Brown decision of 1954.

1
1 It is often argued that, since they complicate efforts to achieve racial

,41

'1 integration in public schools, to assist nonpublic schools financially would
1

0q be to complicate the struggle fer racial justice. Thomas Pettigrew declares,'
;IA

for example, that a primary cause of segretation in the schools is the exis-
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tence of private schoo2s--pallochial schools in

schools have grown in our cc tral cities, they

particular. . . As parochial

have tended more and more to

draw out whites from the pool of school-age children, making the public school

system more and more Negro, by definitton. Only 6 to 7 percent of all Negro-

Americans are Roman Catholic, and they are not spread evenly over the Negro

population of the United States; they are concentrated in such cities as

Chicago, St. Louis, and New Orleans. Take away those cities, then you'll have

an even smaller percentage than the 6 to 7 percent. What this means is that

de facto parochial systems will tend to be white and will tend to exacerbate

the problem of segregation in the public schools that much more03

When Pettigrew made this statement,
4 significantly, he was challenged

by David Seeley, who for many months had been in charge of enforcing civil

rights in the U. S. Office of Education. No novice on problems of achieving

integration, See2ey observed:

As for the parochial schools, If every child now

attending one were forced tomorrow morning,to go to his

nearest public school, I believe that within two years we

would have virtually the sane degree of segregation we have

today.5

It seems best to begin our own analysis of these issues by pro-

viding Orièrgl information concerning racia) and ethnic integration in

nonpublic schools. Later, several discrete considerations will be examined

in some detail.
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4. Racia land ethnic Integration in
N mpub lic Schools General ly

. Students in Catholic School's Nationally

Table 1 provides an ethnic and religious
breakdown of the total 1970-71

enrollment in Catholic elementary and secondary schools in the United States.
6

TABLE 1

ENROLI1MNT TN CATHOLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

BY RACE AND RELIGION, 1970-71

Grade Level
and

Ethnic GrouP

Religion
Total

aatholic Non-Catholic

Number Percent _Number Percent Number Percent

Elementary

Amer. Indian 15,182 .5 693 .7 15,875 .5

Amer. Negro 98,156 3.4 52,401 52.0 150,557 5.1

Oriental Amer. 12,942 .5 20,856 2.8 151798 .5

Spanish
surnamed 153,441 5.4 935 .9 154,376 5.2

All Other 2,569,639 ;:90.2 43,941 43.6 ::2,613,580 88.6

Total 2,849,360 100.0 100,826 100.0 2,950,186 100.0

Secandam

Amer. Indian 1,644 .2 178 .6 1,842 .2

Amer. Negro 25,509 3.0 7,778 27.5 330287 3.7

Oriental Amer. 2,971 .3 1,006 3.6 3.977 .4

Spanish
surnamed 31,307 3.6 223 .8 31,530 3.5

All Other 801,297 92.9 19,150 67.6 820,447 92.1

Total 862,748 100.0 281335 100.0 891,083 100.0

Sources N.C.E.A. Data Bank National Center for Educational Statistics

Based on 88 percent response rate.

American Negroes and Spanish Americans obviously are the largest minor-

ity groups attending Catholic schools (5.1 percent and 5.2 percent, respect+

ively, of all students at the elementary level, and 3.7 percent and 3.5 percent
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at the secondary level). In the far west,7 the NCEA report reveals elsewhere,

Spanish Americans constitute 20 percent of the school population. Non-Catholics

comprise 34 percent of the elementary enrollment and 3.2 percent of the secon-

dary school enrollment. All of these percentages are almost identical to those

reported a year earlier, in the 1969-70 NCEA Statistical Report.8

These data clearly reflect thc historical roots of Catholic education.

Catholic schools were built for the most part to protect the faith, and to a

lesser extent, the culture of emigrant EUropeans. Consequently the bulk of

these schools were concentrated in the East, to service local Trish and Ital-

ian populations, and in the Midwest, for the benefit of large numbers of

German, Polish and Slavic emigrants. Spanish Americans are less numerous in

these areas of the country, compared to the West and Far West regions. Hence

the large enrollment of Spanish Americans in the Far West was "swampe0 in the

national figures by the more numerous "white" enrollments from the older Catho-

lic school centers.

There arc comparatively few black Catholics from among whom to recruit

black students for Catholic schools. Pettigrew estimates that fewer than 7

percent of Catholics are black.9 Feagan's estimate is considerably lower, 2

per cent.
10 Furthermore, many Negroes motivated by a spirit of black national-

ism do not want their children caught in white "middle class" schools--

Catholic or public. Jencks, in arguing for a separate nonpublic black school

system, claims some striking parallels between the motives of Catholic immigrants.
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in creating Catholic schools and what black nationalists wish in their

schools:

Just as today's black nationalist does not want his children

infected by alien, white "middle-class" values, so many devout

Catholic immigrants did not want their children to imbibe the

alien values of white Protestant "first families." Just as

today's black nationalist deplores the public schools' failure

to develop pride and self-respect in black children, so, too,

many Trish immigrants felt they needed their own schools to

make their children feel that Catholicism and Irishness were

respectable rather than shameful. And just as many black parents

now want to get their children out of public schools because

they feel these schools do not maintain proper discipline, so, too,

many Catholics still say that their prime reason for sending

their children to parochial schools is that the nuns maintain

order and teach children "to behavc."11

However, the Catholic schools are attracting many non-Catholic blacks.

iIn 1970-71, 33 percent df all black students enrolled in Catholic schools were

non-Catholic, 3q,.8,percent at the elementary level and 23.3 percent at the

secondry-:: 7.,,l. T1,io compares with less than 2 percent of the non-Catholics

.
enrolled in Catholic schools who were classified in the "white" (all other)

category. The relatively large percentage of non-Catholic black enrollment

in Catholic schools most likely occurs because Catholic schools are found in

many black areas that were formerly white ethnic enclaves. Many parents,

1
black and white, perceive the quality of eduoation given by public schools in

mge, inner- city areas to be poor. Hence parents are often willing to elect the

alternative, the Catholic school, in hopes of obtaining better education,

better discipline, and greater safety, regardless of their religious affilia-

12
tion.
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The next set of tables in this section (based on the same NCEA data)

reports on levels of integration in Catholic elementary and secondary schools,

rather than mere proportions, for the system as a whole. A few comparable

public sChool figures from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

(HEW) will also be cited. In these tables, NCEA classified all schools into

one of the following mutually exclusive categories:

1. All Black or All Minority Group (schools with 98 to 100 per cent

black or minority group ,enrollment).

2. Mostly Black or Mos tly Minority Group (schools with greater

than 80 pet cent but less than 98 per cent black or minority

group enrollment).

3. Mixed (neither white nor minority groups constitute more than 80

per cent of the total enrollment).

4. Mostly white (includes those schools in which greater than 80 per

cent but less than 98 per cent of the students are "white").

5. All white (includes those schools with 98 to 100 per cent "white"

other7 enrollment).

Table 2 gives the distribution of all students in Catholic schools by

integration levels and region of the country.
13

Table 3 presents the distribu-

tion of black students in Catholic schools according to the level of black

integration.
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Table 2 shows that with the exception of the West and Far West region,

whore 40 percent of all Catholic elementary school punils arc in mixed schools,

[

f better than 8 out of 10 Catholic school pupils are matriculated in all or

mostly. all "white" schools.

TABLE 2

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS IN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
BY INTEGRATION LEVEL AND REGION OF THE COUNTRY

ELEMENTARY

BLACK MIXED WHITE TOTAL

Region ALL MOSTLY MOSTLY ALL

New England .0 1.1 4.4 20.4 74.0 238,364 100.0

Mideast .9 1.1 10.8 26.3 60.9 1,005,304 100.0

Great Lakes 1.9 1,1 6.4 23.4 67.2 860,524 100.0

Plains .7 .3 3.2 21.1 74.6 233,772 100.0

Southeast 7.8 1.5 8.6 49.5 32.6 248,295 100.0

West and Far West .6 .9 39.7 50.6 8.1 364,445 100.0

Jnited. States 1.7 1.1 11.8 29.5 56.0 2,950,704 100.0

SECONDARY

BLACK MIXED WHITE TOTAL

Region ALL MOSTLY MOSTLY ALL

New England .0 .0 .8 24.1 75.1 74,332 100.0

Mideast .0 .2 8.2 -42.8 48.8 337,124 100.0

Great Lakes .3 .4 7.8 41.4 50.0 250,022 100.0

Plains .0 .0 2.5 39.9 57.7 61,368 100.0

Southeast 4.5 .0 11.9 60.7 22.9 74,118 100.0

West and Far West .0 .0 37.3 50.4 12.3 94,119 100.0

United States .5 .2 10.5 43.0 45.9 891,083 100.0

Source: NCEA
Based on an 88 per cent response rate

453-050 0-71-29
Vr.,`,",011 WV.
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Table 3 shows. that .51.'3 percent of black pupils i.n Catholic Plementari

schools were 5.n all or mostly all black schools; 33 percent were in mixed

schools, while only 35.7 percent were caterrorized in the all or mostly all

"white" categories. The most likely, reason that the majority of blacks were

located, in all or mostly all black schools is that parish boundaries are fre-

quentlydrawn to follow neittliorhood lines. Consequently, many Catholic

elementary schools built to 'serve,: white- ethnic groups are now located in inne7.-

City. 'black t,,hettoes. Unlest 'carefully read , the pe,-Centap;es in :these tabl

may obscure the fact that the-actual ..enrollment n unbers jn some regions are

relatively small. At the secondary level a different picture emerges. Catho-

lic Seeendary.schoOls, for:the most part diocesan Or "priVate," d.raw their

students from.. all over the metropolitan area .rather than slmost exclusively

froM specific neig.hborhoods 'as is *most often the' case with' parish 0.ementary

schools. Consequently, at the r:econdary level only 17.2 percer.t of black

pupils are in all .or mostly all black schoo3.r.4 38.5 perCe.nt are in mixed

schools and 44 4 percent are i.n all or mostly. all Ilhite .schoolc..
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TABLE 3

PERCRITAGE DISTRIBUTION OF BLACK STUDENTS IN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

BY INTETIATION LEVEL (BLACK-WHITE) AND RMION OF THE COUNTRY

ELEMENTARY

..BLACK MIXED WHITE TOTAL

Region ALL MOSTLY I MOSTLY ALL

r ...--
`Iew England .0 353.2 31.0 25.2 5.6 6,311 100.0

Mideast 19.4 20.6 42.9 14.8 2.3 48,123 100.0

Great Lakes 39.3 21.6 26.2 11.6 1.3 41,615 100.0
Plains 35.2 16.6 22.6 21.6 4.0 4,428 100.0
Southeast 60.0 10.8 13.2 15.4 .8 32,163 100.0
West and Far West 13.1 16.2 60.9 9.7 .2 17,918 100.0
United States 32.4 18.9 33.0 14.1 1.6 150,558 100.0

SECONDARY

BLACK MIXED WHITE TOTAL

Re Pion ALL .0STLY MOSTLY ALL

New England 1.9 .0 7.0 61.3 29.8 875 100,0
Mideast .0 5.9 113.1 0.8 6-.2 11,506 100.0
Creat.Lakes 7.7 8.9 43.0 35.6 4.8 10,396 100.0
Plains .0 .0 31.5 61.7 6.8. 854 100.e
SvAtheast 48.1 .0 18.9 31.5 1.6 6,880 100.0

West and Far West .0 .0 63.0 35.4 1.6 2,776 100.0
United States 1 2.4 4.8 :3865 39.3 5.1 33,287 100.

Sovree: 7.CEA
Paned on 92 rer cent-response rate

Table 4 inclieats the dstribution of all minority grov.:. students (Amer-

-Lean Indian;:AncriCar ; *Oriental American; Spanish Surnamed) _.n Catholic

schools, by minority 'irrevp intettratien level. PercentareS in the table shol-r

that nationally 40 .norcent of all minority group children in Cathelic c.chools'

are found 'in schools _.11 which 90.tO.100 percent of, the sturi,nt from

minority ,"Troups: Some 45 per 'cent of minoriti'j-group Children 1r pu.O.ic schools

14 .are similarly sitOated. Elementary scheOlS arc mere ser76tated (45.2 percent
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TABLE Li.

PERCRZTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MINORITY GROUP STUDENTS* IN CATHOLIC
SCHOOLS BY INTFI1RATION LEVELS OF MINORITY GROUP STUDENTS

AND REGIONS OF THE CCUNTRY

Grade Level ALT, MINORITY MIXED WHITE TOTAL

and

Region ALI MOSTLY MOSTLY ALL

Elementary.

New England 11.7 .24.1 27.8 28.3 6.1 11,527 loo,,q
Mdeast 17,3 27.6 35.4 16.7 3.0 100,599 100.0
Great Lakes 36.0 12.1 29.9 18.7 3.3 69,361 100.0
Plains 29.1 13.7 21.3 28.8 7.1 9,767 100.0
Southeast 47.5 12.4 18.2 20.6 1.3 41,963 100.0
West e,c Far West 12.5 26.0 45.5 15.8 .2 103,402 100.01
United States 2 3.7 21.5 34.6 18.1 2.2 336,619 100.0

Secondary

New England 10.0 .0, 7.1 58.7 24.1 1,525 100.0
Mideast .5 3.8 45.4 44.7 5.5 20,639 100.0
Great Takes 6.7 6.6 4400 737.3 5.3 15,876 100.0
Plains 14.7 .5 20.2 57.4 7.3 2,39'7 100.0
Southeast 32.3 8.8 24.4 33.2 1.4 10,296 100.0
West & Far West 1.5 14.8 61.0 22.0 .7 19,903 100.0
United States 7.5 8.1 44.8 35.7 4.0 70,636 100.0

Source: NCEA.

Based on 88 percent response rate
*Minority Group includes American Indians American Negroes , Oriental 'Ameri-
cans , Span i@h Surnamed students.

in the 80 to 100 percent categories) than are secondary schools (15.6 percent).

These statistics again reveal the more metropolitan orientation of Catholic

secondary schools, as compared with the neighborhood composi.tion of typical

parish elementary ,schools. Table L. also revealS some interestinr regional
,

differences. At the elementary level, the Southeast with its large Negro

population, enrolls the highest percent (59.9) of minority group children in

80 to 100 percent minority group schools;- the New England States and the West
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Iand Far West have the lowest percentage (39) of minority children in segrega-

ted elementary schools. The total number of minority children in New England

is the second lowest of any region of the country (only the Plains States have

fewer) and probably accounts for the relatively low percentage enrolled in

segregated schools. The West and Far West on the other hand, have the larg-

est number of minority group children bf any region in the country. (It

should'be remembered that 20 percent of Catholic school students in the West

and Far West are Spanish Americans). Evidently Catholic parishes in this

region of the country are comprised of both "white" and Spanish Americans.

This parish composition, and/or the fact that in this region Catholic schools

make a deliberate effort to integrate, may account for the relatively low

percent of minority children enrolled in all or Imlay all minority group

schools.

At the secondary level, Table 4 shows that the Mideast Region has the

lowest percentage (4.3) of minority students enrolled in segregated (80-100

percent) schools: the Southeast again has the highest percent (41.1) enrolled

in ali or mostly all minOrity schools.

A HEW survey conducted in the fall of 1970 found in public schools in

the. Southeast that the percent of Negro students in the all black:category

dropped frOm 68 percent in 1968 to 18.4 percent in 1970; theAlumber in the 80

to 100 percent Category fell from 78.8 percent to 4107 percent.15 In contrast

Catholic Schools in the South enrolled 45.1 percent of their blacks in all or
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:nestly all categories in 1970-71. This is 3.4 percent higher than the compar-

able HEW figures (the 80 to 100 percent category). It is interesting to note

that slightly better than 20 percent of all black students in Catholic schools

are located in the Southeast; however, this same region of the country accounts

for only 9 percent of the national Catholic school enrollment.

As far as these percentages arc concerned, Catholic schools appear to

be doing reasonably well in terms of integration levels. The voluntary nature

of Catholic schools must be considered in this connection. That is, within a

parish Catholic parents are free to send or not to send their children to the

parochial school; further, they arc free to donate or withhold money from the

Sunday collection, much of which ultimately goes to the support of the parish

school. Also, Catholic schools are free to accept or reject students on both

academic and non-academic grounds, an option not available to public school of-

ficials. The Catholic school exists by nature of implicit continuing agreement

among the principal parties--parents, clergy.and religious. Attempts at inte-

gration in many parishes In racially marginal neighborhoods or in heavily

white ethnic neighborhoods are often strongly resisted, for reasons discussed. _

later.

Catholic Sehools in'Urban'Areas.

Many Catholic schools are Iodated in urban areas particularly, in the.

New England MideaSt, and Great Lakes regions. :Tables 5 and ...6ompax.e the:

integration pattern of minority groups in Urban Catholic sChoOls (including
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inner city schools) wh thme located in suburban or small town rural areas.

Unfortunately, Tables 5 and 6 are not broken down by race. Nonethe-

less, the data reflect the fact that minority groups generally are segregated

in larfre urban ghettoes. Only a small number escape to suburbs and small

town rural areas. Eighty percent of minority group students in the 80 to 100

percent minority rroup Catholic elementary schools are located in urban

areas. Similarly 80 percent of those in mixed schools are located in urban

areas, Over 90 percent of aB. Catholic school enrollments outside the urban

area were in the 80 to 100 percent "white" schools,16 Within the urban scene

itself, there is n wide variation frm city to city, Tables 7 and 8 show the

4

percent of schools and enrollment of black and minority students in four large

cities outside the south,
17

TABLE 5

DISTRIBUTIOr OF ALI CHTLDRaT IN URBAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS BY

MTITORITY r;TiOU? INTTRATION LEVELS VD liMON OF THE COUNTRY

Cra&: Level

and

Region

ALL MTATTTY MIXED WHITE
TOTAL

ALL MOSTLY vIOSTLY
. ,

ALL

Elementary

4
P8
5.5
1,0

220?
4.5:
4.5:.

.6
q_...

2.2
:It?
9,4

11.9h9

(,.5

14.:3
10.,5
1i6

12.5
'31.0
14,5

25.8
-30.3
31,5
2o,7
51.9
45.!::
"34.1

(6.7
.!;.,,F1
50,2
62,7
-?0.0

r: .1.....
42,4

129,139 inn,0
521 ,1 100,0
h00,1k8 100.0

94,50r.: 100.0
118,7(.2 10060
212,426 100,n

1,4871361 100.0

lieu Enf.:71ind

Mideast
Creat.Lrknf.;

Plpins
Southoant,
Uncit P: Far West
.1n4-Lcd ItriteS

9,.scorAz.-..r,,

11-
-.,1

-j-7-
:.10
4,9
0
:.7

.0

.8

.0
21
4,0-
'1.2

... .

11.0
?1.0.

111.3-
40.2
15,0

?.5
rm,.;6.
_. .

11.7.6

50.2
58.5
450.
'49,3

.'72 .1

.1.),Z)i8r1,/.0..3:_

?7.8..:
46.9
91.2

9 9.,.
q3,7:

112 5 ac.! 1000
l000

1/.1.,,12.5 100.0
.371.A9 :100.
51,747 100.
7,5,641 100..

530;1/13 10.0,

. r. -.1 Tnglo.r.ei
Mtdcast --.

r3-reat T.::*.nr;
Pl.n5nr,I
Sollthcast
Went & Far:West
linitod Stntes

Scmrer,:
on. f38 perePnt rr.,sporr:t0.-.±ate
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TABLE 6

DISTRIBUTION OP AIL CHILDREN TN SURIRBAN AND SMALL TOWN
RURAL CATHOLIC SCHOOLS BY MINORITY GROUP INTEGRATION LEVELS

AND REGION OF THE COUNTRY.

Grade Level
and

Region

ALL MINORITY MIXED WHITE
Tankr,

ALL MOSTLY MOSTLY

Elementary.

New England 1.0 2.1 .1 14.1 82. 109,246 100.0
Mideast .6 .1 1.2 22.1 76, 484,143 100.0
Great Lakes .5 .1 .9 16.0 82. 451,135 100.0
Plains .7 -,

... .9 15.2 83. 137,267 100.0
Southeast 4.3 1.3 3.1 47.2 44.2 129,533 100.0
West & Far West 2.2 3.2 24.6 57.8 J2.2 152,019 100.0
United States 1.1 .7 3.6 24.9 69. 1,463,343 100.0

Secondary,

.1 0 .2 20.9 78.8 31,824 100.0
New Enland
Mideast .0 .0 .9 28.3 70.8 150,681 100.0
Great Lakes .0 .0 el 32.7 67.2 103,897 100.0
Plains 1.5 .0 .3 23.4 74.9 23,689 100.0
Southeast 3.6 .0 3.9 65.8- 26.8 22,371 100.0
West t Far West 1.1 .6 17.7 62,7 17.9 28,478 100.0
United States .4. .0 2.1 33.6 63.8 360,940 100.0

Source: NCEA
Based on an 88 percent response rate.
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TABLE 7

PERCENTAGE LEVEL OF INTEGRATION OF BLACK STUDENTS IN CATHOLIC
SCHOOLS IN FOUR LARGE CITIES OUTSIDE THE SOUTH

CITY A CITY B CITY C CITY

Level of
Integration Sch.

Enroll--
ment Sch.

Enroll-
ment Sch.

Enroll-
ment Sch.

Enroll-
ment

80-100%
Black 1.5 .7 15.9 11.7 7.2 4.3 1.8 .9

/

Mixed

80-100%

6.2 4.6 7.1 13.4. 12.6 9.0 8.0

"White" 92.4 94.6 76.8 82.5 79.3 83.1 89.4 91.0

TABLE 8

PERCLTPAGE LEVEL OF INTEGRATION OF ALL mINorry STUDENTS IN CATHOLIC
pcifous IN FOUR LARGE CITIES OUTSIDE THE SOUTH

CITY A CITY B CITY C CITY D

Level,of
Integration Sch.

Enroll-
ment Sch.

Enroll-
ment Sch.

Enroll-
Ment Sch.

Enroll -

ment

80-100%
Minority 13.4 11.7 195 14.2 9. 3 4.8 10.7 9.1

Mixed 305 30.0 24.1 '18.8 19.6 18.0 48.2 39.8

80-100%:
"White" 56.1 58.4 56.1 66.9 71.1 77.0 41.1 51.1
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Table 7 indicates that Cities A and D have the smallest percentage of

schools with 80 to 100 percent black enrollment. 'However Cities B and C have

the smallest percentage of schools with 80 to 100 percent white enrollment.

City C is particularly interesting since it has the largest percentage of

mixed schools and enrollment. Table 8 shows that when all minority croups are

considered, City C has the smallest percentage of schools and pupils in segre-

gated schools. Thus there is variation in the level of integration between

largecities. Most likely this reflects the migration of minority ?Tr:ups

across parish boundaries more than any greater conscious effort on the part of

Catholics in one.city than on the part of Catholics in another city.

Tables 9 and 10 'demonstrate that within a single city, New York, thers

are variations in the ethnic and racial mixture of students across different

boroughs. For example, at the elementary level 12 percent .of the students in

the Catholic schools-of Manhattan were black-as-opposed to less thar one percent

in Staten Island. Schools inManhattan and the Bronx'also had substantial

numbers of Puerto Ricairl', students,. whereas Staten Island and Queens had very

few..Ibis nhenomenon is probably repeated Another large-American cities.

It should be noted that the data_centained in Tables 9 and 10 a-re three
,2

.years Old and based on a resPonse rate of only 52 percent. Nevertheless, the

tables reflect racial and ethnic neighbOrhOod segregation patterns. Teble 10
-

indicates' that Catholic schools in New York were still servicing many chil-

dren of parents who classified themselves as nuropean "
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Non-Cathollc Enrollment Patterns in Catholic Schools

As noted previously, the non-Cathelic enrollment in Catholic schools

constitutes only 3.3 Percent of the total enrollment. Nonetheless the distri-

1

'bution of these students by level of integration is of interest, since it is

;relevant to Catholic efforts.to service black Americans. Tables 10 and 11

,T2resent the distribution of non-Catholic minority group and "white" students

1))r integration level of minority group students and. reglon of the country.
,

Tables 11 and 12 very clearly show that non-Catholic "white" elementary

students with few exceptions arc enrolled in predominantly "white" schools.

On the other hand, close to 66 percent of the non-Catholic minority group

elementary children are found in predominantly minority rrroup schools. At the

high school level, r4_nority group non-Catholics are mostly found in mixed or

predominantly white Catholic schools. Once again, differences between the

Parish-based elementary and metropolitan-based high school account for these

trends, In mary inner city areas, non-Catholic blacks are being educated by

parish schools originally built to enroll white ethnic groups that have since

migrated to ether nrban or subur- . As we saw in Table . 52 percent

of all non-Catholics nrolled in elementary schools were lack .mf)ricans.

Their choice of a denominational school in liou of the public schools is an

indication of the poor regard in which they hold inntm city public schools.
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TABLE 11

DISTRIBUTION LEVELS OF NON-CATHOLIC MINORITY.CROUP TRIDENTS

IN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS BY INTITIRATION TEVEL OF MINORITY' CROUP

STUDENTS AND REGION OP THE COUNTRY

Crade Level
and
Region

ALL MINORITY TITXV) WHITE
TOTAL

ALL MOSTLY MOSTLY ALL_
El ementar ,

2.6 5040 23.5 20.7 1.1 4,274 100.0
New Encland
Mideast 26.1 2144 23.3 140 1.9 14,115 100,0

Creat, Lakes 53.1 15.3 22.0 807 .9 17,078 100.0

Plains 42.2 20.2 21.1 13.8 2.5 1,737 100.0

Southeast. 5900 17.6 .10.6 12.2 .6 12,406 100.0

'Jest and Fro: West 30.7 29.9 31.1 9.8 .2 7,276 100.0

trnited States 40.7 22.7 23.6 11.9 1.2 56,886 100.0

SecondarY

New England 4.2 00 4.2. 59.5 32.2 :485 100.0

Mideast .3 7.4 34. 3 47.5 1.0.0 1,982 100.0

C?..eat Lakes 1.0.7 15.5 33.5 36.R 3.4 2 , 907 100.0

Plains 22.1 .8 27.9 1147 4.5 398 100.0

Southeast 50,6 .0 17.8 30.4 1.2 1,902 100.0

West and Far West .0 6.1 69.1 23.8 1.0 1
,
611 100.0

Inited States 15.2 7.6 35.2 36.F1 5,2 9,18 5 100,0

Source: NCEA
liPseri on 8P: percent response rate
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'TABLE 12

DISTRIBUTION OF NON-CATHOLIC WHITE STUDENTS IN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
BY INTEGRATION LEVEL OF MINORITY GROUP STUDENTS AND

REGION OF THE COUNTRY

Grad.e Level
and
Region

ALL MINORITY MIXED WHITE
TOTAL

ALL MOSTLY MOSTLY ALL

Elementary

New England .1 .2 3.8 28.5 67.5 3,767 100.0
Mideast .1 1.6 13.2 40,0 45.1 7,877 100.0
Great Lakes .1 .5 10.1 14.4 74.9 12,004 100,0
Plains .1 .4 6.4. 35.1 58.0 1,584 100.0
Southeast .1 .,7 8 ,14- 68.8 22.1 11 ,?57 10000
West and Far West .1 3,9 35.1 54.1 6.8 6,961 100.0
United States .1 1.2 13.5 41.8 43.4 43,950 100.0

Secondary

New England .0 .0 .2 20.1 79.7 1,418 100.0
Mideast .0 .4 5.2 53.2 41.2 3,521 100.0
Great Lakes .0 .2 15.3 57.2 27.3 2,889 100.0
Plains .1 .2 3.9 33.2 62.7 1,322 100.0
Southeast .0 .1 6.1 79.3 14.5 5,563 100.0
West and Far West .0 .5 30.1 60.9 8.5 4,437 100.0
United States .0 .3 12.3 59.3 28.1 19 , 150 100.0

Source: NCEA

Based on an 88 percent response rate
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4, Minority Croup Employment in Catholic Schools

The number of black and other minority rroup teachers in Catholic

schools during the 1970-71 academic year was quite small. Table 13 presents

the racial/ethnic 1-,ackground of full-time teachers in Catholic schools by

vocational status (whether or not they are members of religious orders).

TABLE 13

ETHNIC BACKCTOPID OF FULL TIME TEACHERS IN CATHOLIC
ELEMENTARY AT'TD SECONDARY SCHOOLS BY VOCATIONAL STATUS 7

1970-71

Ethnic C;roup Reliszious Lay Total

Elementary

American Indian .6% .6% 282 .6
American ,NegrO 05 2.5 1,507 1.6
Oriental American .3 .7 452 .5
Spanish Surnamed 1.5 1.4 1,401 1.5
All Others 97.3 94.9 91.810 95.9

Total 100.0 100.0 95.743 100.0

Secondary

American Indian 01% .2% 59 .1
American Negro i4 1.5 .

417 1.0

Oni ental American 2 .5 139 .3
Spanish. Surnamed .8 2.5 720 1.6
All Others 9(1.5 95.3 42,483 97.0

Total 100.0 100.0 43 1828 100.0

Source: MCEA
Based on 85.5 percent response rate
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Comparing Table 13 with Table 1, 1t 12 clear that the percentage of

blank and mfnor.ity Troup teachers to the total staff ir Catholic schools is

quJte a bit smaller than the percentarce of black a'd minority group students

to the totol student. body. Further, At is clear that thc lay staff has a

larger pereort of blacl: teachers thPr doe.-, the 7e2ITious staff. Given the

socia2, ethnic cnd educational (i.e., p.%reehlal school) backgrounds of a

majorIty of the religious this is not .v1rprising. Tr, addition thc recruit-

ment peJicics and nre.ctices of re1i-1ous congre7tion-, of women did not

encourage until rcnert years apnlicatIonc from bla& eandidatcr.

Table 14 nresents the distribut1on of blyei- teachers in Cathollc

-:chools by levnl of integration. Uh17e the numbers on which the percenteges

srr, bnc;ed e r-7,s,111, the rattern ls cle,r, mhn 77,jority of 1)3 ok teachers arn

feurd in mixed or mostlir "white" schools. There wore ro black teacherr,;

recordod in all "whIte" Catholic r,,lementary schools, and only about 16 blacks

are recorded .1.n the all "white"' Catholic secondarY schools. Elford notes that:

The fact that no minority group teaehnr, including Ne7ro
teachers, served in all white elementary schools presents a diS7
tlnct challenge to Catholic educators. The deployment of quali
fied teachers from ethnic minoritTgroups,into these all white
sChools; which are attended by the majerity of Catholic schcol
student, would seem to'bc a lo7istically manaccable and pOten-
tially nuite effective firs:7, sten'toward.the nurpOses that inte-'
gration seeks to achieve.18

it could also be argued, both within ahd outside the black community,

that black teachers would be better deployed in all or mostly all black

schools, to servo,as adult models for the predominantly black student body.

453-050 0-71-30
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In either ease, the present.number of available black teachers serving in

Catholic schools is so small that ,the extent of the impact of any allocation

might be .hypothesized to Ileminimal.

TABLE 14

DTSTRIBTITION Or BLACK FACULTY MEEBERS IN CATHOLIC

SCHOOLS BY INTMRATION LEVEL

Region

BLACK MTXED WHTI'D
'MAL

ALT: MOSTLY MOSTLY ALL

Elen_zryitar.

.Tev England .0% 0% .0% 100.0% 0% 11 100.05

14ideast 2.9 3.3 50.0 43.8 o 274 100.0

reat Laises .0 .0 78,4 21.6 , .0 /440 100.0.

*lains ..0 .0. 31.7 68.3 .0 60 100.0

.outheast 19.6 6.6 59.1 14.7 .0 516 , 100.0

!lest and Far West .3 4.4 61.2 28.2 .0 206 100.0

ni.ted States 8.1 3.5 61.8 26.6 .0 1007 100.0

Secondary

.'rew. PAgland .0!/: a io 25,0% 125.0' .0% ' 8 100.0.

Mideast .0 0 12.0 70.7 17.4 92 100.0

2reat lakes .0 .0 4.8 89.3 60 84 100.0

PlaLns .0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 14 100.0

Southeast 3.7 29.9 42.8 23.5 .0 187 100.0

lest and Far West 00. . .0 '21.9 78.1 .0 32 100.0

nited States 1.7 13.4. 24.0 55.9 5.0 417 ..100.0

,

Source: NCEA
Based. on, 85.5 percent response, rate

.61011111116ilimmsammisisaasimami;kama
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Firaneina. Minority (=roily) Catholic. 7,chools

Tr our initial -report to the Co-rnius1,on entitled "The Soci.r.).1

75.ous Sources of the Crisis in Cptholic Schools" Volme I.n ! thi s seric:s

nointod out that sound intra- and 5.nter-rari7h fI scal o1 cie Jere

short supply. This was becaun th TroDTPly collections re 1oth â.r. inadovate

anr3...uneva1. tax base and because transfer TlechanIsms that could Irrrove parish

equities have not been .deVeloped.. One might roll ask to what extent minority

grout children in Catholic schools a,-e adversely .affected.. by .such inissez-

faire fiscal. policle3. ,Tablc 15 describes Catholic schools according to .

integration level anc3 certain fiscal., staffin g. and demO7ranhic characteris-

Table 15 shows that the averr).2.,e thition in all "white" ellentary

school's is $35.71 .
lower than it I.S In the a,11 minority grOup schools. Con-

versely the parish subsidy is (5().96 higher in al.1 "white" schoolc than it Is

in the all minority group schools. Additionally,, the .7,1.':.`Y:71.3e lay teacher's.:

salary IS ar-qir9X±Mately $500 higherin the all "white" elementary

in the all minority group .schools... TheSe evidences.' of'.:the fiscal itpr1orty

of the al.]; "white" elementary school can be accounted. for bY several inter- ..
. .

. ,

. . ,
.

.
.

. .
.

. .. .

!

related facts. First,, the all !,!white" shoo)s, on the .average, will be found

In more afflnent parishes than r1 1 1 the :all "minority grou7.)" schools. Thi

can be verified from Table 15 itself. Fifty-three Percent of the

group school.s are located in the inner city as opposed to only 11..P. percent of
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the all "white" school. Second, as wn 1)rovtou3ly noted, therc more ron-

Catholles omcini; mino-r-Ity r:ro!lp ehildr. than amonr; the sV-144..e" stunts.

the paren- of t''epc ohild.ren do not to rarish colctl.on, it

.s safe to as11 a± the Mzhc,-
aro nrl.mar4.ly

to

cffset tMa loss of volunti.ry cotrnution.
Th;rd, these fizIlres

demonstrate thc almence of a ror:1e t,-ansfe7. 7=hr,..nsm inter-rarlsh

finances,

.0ne forn of subsidy to the less intecrated Catholic schools is the

presence of a hihe,- ratio of rclious teachere to lay teacher7. Irot only

does this tranzl dollar savircs throuch,contri"huted
sc-xvices, 1-)/It

there is nvidence that th esence of roli7iouf3 teachers, .12,7,'h4,,ps leear.:.:.e of

thir ,rfenorally .bettr tr rd eor ,ra-ed 7.ay teaehe:s),
,

1P

ip related to hi... -r1.16 student aohiev0-1,1,

:Pablo 15 shoWs that there is ponSidOrally moro Cty aeress intera-

tion 1.e,7'fe3r, at the Fleeondary level. faeti all minoz.itzr n:ehools have h4zher

parIsh/dlocesan ur3e an0 total sche1 rTond4tures than have thr, all

nehool* This ar;ainean be attributed to.the,ton-arish orlentation

of the-Catholic secondary school',

'
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6. Religious Background of Students and:Faculty in
Other Nonpublic SchosAs

Tables 16 through 19 present the religious background of

students and faculty in this sample of nonpublic schools.
20

Interpretation of these data is complicated by the rather sizable

percentages in the "missing" category. The way the questionnaire

was structured, this category could include those who felt that

none of the three other categories listed was accurate enough

(i.e., a Unitarian might not consider himself a Protestant), or

it could include people with no religious preference (this is

more particularly possible in the case of nondenominational

schools).

Most denominational nonpublic schools exist to an important

extent to socialize children within a.particular world view and

set of beliefs. Not unexpectedly, therefore, Tables 16 and 17

show that religiously affiliated .nonpublic schools reflect their

sectarian heritages. The vast majority of students in denomina-

tional schools. are classified as belonging to the corresponding

major denominational categories listed in the questionnaire. With-

in these denominational schoolS, the Episcopal schools have the

highest percentage of students from other faiths. Interestingly

Glock:and Stark21 found the Episcopal church to be less sectarian,

and more liberal, than any of the other Christian denominations

'.11woor
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awrrn*ntrrnr, r,TTE7',17Stitr:!1 17' '!T

listed in Tables 16 and 17. Perhaps because of this the Episco-

pal schools are seen by some non-Episcopal parents as less dogmatic

and less apt to proselytize. Peter S. Prescott describes the

daily Episcopal Chapel service at Choate as follows:

A Jesuit priest who had visited St. Paul's School
announced uneasily that religion seemed acceptable
in the classroom but not in the chapel. "I am
suspicious" he wrote, "that some of the ineffective-
ness of chapel service derives from lack of dogmatism.
In other words, the attempt to offend no one by the
preaching and praying of the sacred theology of the
Protestant Episcopal Church ends up by offending every-

one. What often results is an indifferent naturalism
bordering on humanism." Little sound theology of any
kind is preached at Choate.42

The religious background of the faculties of sectarian nonpublic

schools also reflects the religious heritage of these schools.

There are very few Jews or Catholics teaching in Protestant schools.

However, there is a relatively large minority of Catholics and Prot-

estants staffing Jewish schools.

As far as the nondenominational independent sChools 'are con-

cerned, close to six out of ten students are Protestant, while.the

remainder are more or less equally often. Catholic, Jewish, and

other (missing categories). 'Among the faculty, 66.percent are

Protestant, 13 percent Catholic or'Other, and only 7 percent Jew-

ish.

Racial/Ethnic Background of Nonpublic School Students and Faculty

Tables-18 and 19 present the racial/ethnic background of non-

public school students and faculty as rey,orted by the headmasters

and principals in the schools sampled.
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Tables 18 and 19 clearly show that the preponderance of

students and faculty in nonpublic schools are classified in the

"other" or "white" categories. The minority group accounting for

the largest percentage .of nonpublic school enrollments is Black

Americans; the percentage of Blacks attending nonpublic schools

is the largest at the elementary level. The Seventh Day Adventist

schools report the largest minority group representation. Episcopal

and Catholic schools rank next, followed by Independent schools.

Calvinists, Jewish, and Lutheran schools report the smallest per-

centages of minority group students. About one in 50 pupils en-

rolled in Jewish, Catholic, and nonsectarian schools hold foreign

citizenship.

1

Teachers in the nonpublic schools sampled are almost exclus-

ively white. The largest faculty minority groups are those holding'

foreign citizenship. With the exception of Black Americans, minor-

ity group teachers employed in nonpublic schools fail to add up to

one percent.

The reason for so small a representation of minority group

students in nonpublic schools is clear. The nonsectarian schools

draw their students preponderately from upper and upper-middle class

homes. Minority group families are few and far between within these

strata of society. The denominations with largest school systems

(Catholic, Jewish, Calvinist, Lutheran, Episcopal and Seventh Day

Adventist) have relatively few minority group members within their
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constituency. Further, these schools have grown up around local

churches or temples and thus reflect the segregation patterns

that are inherent in many neighborhoods.

Attitudes Toward Enrollment and Enrollment Practices
in Nonpublic Schools

Parents, governing board members, and school heads were asked

1 to indicate their feelings about the following policies:

Enrollment of Protestant students
Enrollment of Jewish students
Enrollment of Roman Catholic students
Enrollment of Black students
Employment of Protestant teachers
Employment of Jewish teachers
Employment of Roman Catholic teachers
Employment of Black teachers

They were asked to respond in terms of these four categories:

Strongly opposed
Mindly opposed
Favor, within limits
Favor, with no particular limits

In addition each school head was asked to use the same scale

to indicate how he felt parents and governing board members felt

about these enrollment and employment practices.

Tables 20 and 21 present the vi-. of school heads, parents

and governing board members toward various enrollment practices.

Also reflected in Tables 20 and 21 are the perceptions of head-

masters concerning the views of parents and governing board mem-

bers toward these same practices. The small sample ine in many

cells (particularly for school heads and governing board members)
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TABLE 20

ATTITUDES TOWARD ENROLLMENT OF VARIOUS RELIGIOUS
ASD RACIAL GROUPS BY TYPE OF NONPUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Type of School
Independent Calvinist Lutheran Episcopal Catholic Seventh

Day
Adventist

N015 N17 Nu27 N12 Nu98 Num13

Opp. Fail.

Protestant Students 0 100
Jewish Students 0 100
Roman Catholic 0 100

Opp. Fav. Opp. Fay. CIEL. Fav.
75--0 100 0 96 100

34 47 15 78 17 83

35 47 11 82 8 92

Students
Black Students 33 67 12 76 4 89 0 100

Parent's Attitude

Opp. Pay. Opp. Fail.

6 86 15 62

6 81 8 69

0 92 23 54

1 88 8 69

N063 N28 N055 N.yr----Imilrf----wir---
rom oor

families 10 90 4 96 6 87 19 74 5 86 6 80

Protestant Students 0 98 0 96 2 86 6 84 11 81 6 83

Jewish Students 0 95 39 54 31 54 19 71 12 78 9 80

Roman Catholic
Students 2 97 50 46 31 54 13 74 1 91 9 80

Black Students 19 79 32 54 18 69 42 45 11 81 12 71

Parent's Attitude Perceived by School Heads
N015 No. N027 Nui12 Ne98 N.913

6---i87 -----0 100 0 100 0 83 13 70 8 69 !

0 87 41 41 26 70 0 83 16 62 8 69
Protestant Students
Jewish Students
Roman Catholic

Students
Black Students

0 87 53 29 22 74 0 83 1 91 23 54 ,

40 47 24 65 26 66 8 75 24 60 0 77 l

Governint Board Member's Attitudes
N033 Now12 N.34 Num13 Nu47 Noi16

Students from Poor
Families 15 85 0 100 8 91 8 92 4 92 0 100

Protestant Students 0 100 0 100 9 88 0 100 6 89 0 94

Jewish Students 3 97 17 75 35 59 0 100 8 87 6 97

Roman Catholic
Students 0 100 25 67 35 59 0 100 2 96 19 69

Black Students 9 88 0 100 8 85 23 77 13 85 6 94

Governing Board Member's Attitudes
As Perceived b School Head

N015 N17 Nu27 Nes12 Nu98 Num13 ,

Protestant Students 0 71 0 94 d 94--- 0 92 11 53 15 61

Jewish Students 0 73 41 41 22 70 17 75 8 51 8 69

Roman Catholic
Students 0 73 47 35 15 78 0 92 0 65 23 54

Black Students 27 47 18 65 11 78 25 67 6 53 0 77

Favor category includes Favor within limits or iavor with no limits
Oppose category includes strongly oppose or mildly oppose

Percentages do not add to 100 due to missing data.
Students from poor families ware omitted from the school head questionnaire.
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TABLE 21

ATTITUDE TOWARD ENROLLMENT OF RELIGIOUS/RACIAL STUDENT
CROUPS BY TYPE SCHOOL

(Percentages)

Independent

No104

Protestant
Students
Jnwish Students
Roman latholic
Students
Black Students

Opp. Favor

0 96
1 95

0 96
8 86

H-301
Students from
poor families
Protestant
students
Roman Catholic
students
Black students

11 82

95

Lutheran Catholic
Adventist

Nm10 N16 Nm92 Nm13

School Head's Attitude
Opp. Fav. Opp. Fav. Opp. Fav. Opp. Fav.

0 100 0 100 9 85 0 92

30 70 0 94 11 83 8 84

20 80 0 100 1 95 8 85

0 100 0 94 1 9 7 2 3 69

Parent s Attitude
Nm33 N. 0 0.199 N;rr----

0 97 12 82 4 88 5 95

3 94 0 94 8 85 10 85

3 9 3 15 79 a

18 80 3 91 16
Parent's Attitude as

Ly_School Head
Nml Nm1-0

88
78

Perceived

9 82 10 76

10 85 5 95

N16 N92 Ns13

Protestant
students
Jewish otadents
Roman Catholic
students
Black students

0 93 0 100 0

5 86 20 80 0

2 89 30 70 0

26 62 10 90 12
Governing Board Member s Attitude

100 16 73 0 92

17 72 8 84

100 1 90 15 77

81 23 70 46 46

N014
N0129 Nm2-1 Nm25 Nm52

Students from
poor families
Protestant
students
Jewish students
Roman Catholic
students
Black Students

12 85

99
1 9 7

16

Nim104

0 100 0 92

0 95 0 92

28 67 0 92
7

7

96 24 76 o 96 o

82 5 95 a 84 2

Governing Board Member's Attitude
As Perceived bv School Head

No10 N16

100 0 100

90 0 100

90 0 86

98 14 72

96 0 100

N192 N13

Protestant
students 0 91 0 100

Jewish students 2 88 40 60

Roman Catholic
students 1 90 30 70 0 100 1

Black students 19 69 10 90 6 88 3

Favor category includes favor within limits or favor with no

Oppose category includes strong/y oppose or mildly oppose.
Percentages do not add to 100 because of missing data and/or rounding errors.

O 100 13 64 0 92

O 94 16 61 15 77

78 15 77

77 38 54

limits.
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precludes safe generalizability of the reported attitudes.

When the cell size falls below 50, the data are at best sug-

gestive because of the large standard error. Because of small

sample sizes, all data on Jewish schools were eliminated along

with the secondary school data for Calvinist schools. An addi-

tional limitation in interpreting these data is the rather

large amount of items to which many respondents did not reply.

Table 20 shows that 70 percent or better of nonsectarian,

Episcopal and Catholic school heads, parents, and governing

board members favor enrollment of children of other faiths in

their elementary schools. The Lutheran school heads are more

liberal than either Lutheran parents or governing board members

toward the enrollment of Jewish and Catholic students. School

heads and parents from the Calvinist and Seventh Day Adventist

schools are the most parochial in their attitudes, with rather

sizeable minorities opposed to enrolling Jewish and Catholic

students.

The sugge)tion of enrolling Black students was opposed by

one-third (remember this is only 5 individuals) of the nonsectari-

an school heads. However 65 percent or better of all school

heads favored the practice of enrolling Black students. Parental

opposition was strongest to the suggestion of Black enrollment in

tilt-Calvinist (32 percent) and Episcopal elementary schools (42

percent). Three-fourths or better of the governing board members
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regardless of affiliation, favor enrolling Blacks in their

elementary schools. There are no data to indicate the extent

o which these attitudes reflect the acceptance of "token"

Ilack students or openness to proportionate representatioa.

Interestingly, the school heads perceived the parents add

governing board members to be more conservative regarding en-

rollment suggestions than those groups appear in their nelf-

,reports.

Table 21 reproduces the patterns exhibited in Table 20.

However, all publics at the secondary level appear to be slight-

t(ly more favorable toward the suggested enrollment practices than

/

.do their elementary school counterparts.

While there is a manifestation of parochial attitudes in

the data contained in Tablee 20 and 21, all things considered,

there is considerable acceptance on the part of all the publics

sampled of the practice of enrolling both students of other

faiths and black students. Unfortunately, no comparative data

are available on similar attitudes of various public school

constituencies or of the general public1; such normative data

would be useful in assessing the extent to which attitudes

expressed by nonpublic school groups are reflective of the

larger community.

Two additional questions in the Kraushaar study deal with

attitudes toward current enrollment practices. These two

questions, more specific than the previous set, submitted to

433-050 0-71-31
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faculty and governing board memberscontained the following

items:

The number of students from racial or ethnic minorities
who-ars enrolled -

1 2 3 4 5
Not Nearly Not About Too Far Too
Enough Enough Right Much Much

The number of financially poor students to receive
large scholarships were -

1 2 3 4 5
Not Nearly Not About Too Far Too
Enough Enough Right Much Much

The second question was also asked the eleventh and twelfth

grade students in the sample. Tables 22 and 23 show that a

negligible percent felt the number of racial or ethnic minorities

now enrolled were too much or far too much. At the elementary

level, a majority of governing board members felt present num-

bers were about right; teachers were slightly more inclined to

indicate that the numbers of minority students were not large

enough. There was somewhat more support for increasing the en-

rollment of minority group students at the secondary level

(Table 23) than at the elementary level.

Regarding scholarships, Tables 24 and 25 show that either

a majority or sizable plurality of all groups felt that present

practices in this regard were about right at the elementary

level. A very small percentage felt too many poor students were
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receiving scholarships. Close to one out of two nonsectarian

School respondents felt not enough was being done in this re-

gard. The figures indicating "not enough" drop off in the de-

nominational schools. At the secondary level, four out of ten

or better of all groups felt that the present scholarship prat-

ices were about right. On the other hand, there was consider-

'iably more sentiment that present scholarship practices were not

!enough, than that too much was being allocated.

19. Attitudea Concernin m lo ment of Black Individuals.

Tables 26 and 27 present the attitudes of school heads,

parents and governing board members toward the hiring of faculty

of various religious backgrounds and toward the hiring of black

Ifaculty members. A majority of the nonsectarian, Episcopal and

Catholic school respondents favor the employment practices listed.

The majority of respondents from Calvinist, Lutheran, and Seventh

1:1ay Adventist schools opposed the hiring of Catholic or Jewish

iteachers. Their opposition to the hiring of faculty members of

a different faith is much stronger than is their opposition to

the hiring of black faculty members. Given the sectarian reasons

for maintaining these schools, opposition to hiring faculty mem-

bers of different faiths is perhaps understandable. What is sur-

prising is the extent to which the Catholic and Episcopal respond-

ents are willing to accept faculty of other faiths. As far as

hiring black teachers is concerned, a majority of the respondents
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TABLE 26

ATTITUDE TOWARD EMPLOYMENT OF RELIGIOUS/RACIAL TEACHER GROUPS I

BY TYPE OF NONPUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL !
1

(Percentages)
1

1Type of School Seventh Day

Nonsectarial Calvinist Lutheran Episcopal Catholic Aeventist

Opp, Fav. Opp, Fay. Opp.Fav. Opp. Fair. Opp. Paw. Opp. Few.

School Head's Attitude
H.615 M=17 M*27 5=12 N098 5=13

Protestant
teachers 7 93 0 94 ? 93 0 100 17 74 8 62

Jewish teachers 7 93 76 0 93 4 42 50 17 64 46 23

Roman Catholic
teachers 13 87 82 0 96 0 17 75 0 91 62

Black teachers 47 53 18 71 18 78 33 58 5 82 0 77

Parents Attitudes
N*63 5=28 H*55 5=31 50152 5=35

Protestant
teachers 0 100 0 96 0 91 3 87 20 69 23 54

Jewish teachers 6 92 86 11 69 18 26 64 28 62 60 14

Roman Catholic
teachers 2 98 82 11 71 16 26 64 1 91 74 0

Black teachers 19 78 54 43 38 53 45 52 19 74 26 57

Parents Attitudes as Perceived by School Head

N*15 R=17 M027 5=12 8098 5=13

Protestant
teachers 7 80 0 94 4 67 4 93 0 75 8 62

Jewish teachers 0 87 76 0 89 4 42 33 29 46 46 23

koman Catholic
teachers 7 80 82 0 93 0 0 75 1 90 62 8

pack teachers 47 23 24 65 48 48 42 33 41 39 41 39

Gomernine Boatd Members Attitudes
H*33 5=12 5*34 N=13 5047 R=16

Protestant
teachers 0 100 0 100 9 88 0 100 21 74 6 88

Jewish teachers 3 97 83 0 62 32 31 69 21 72 81 19

Roman Catholic
teachers 0 100 83 0 68 29 23 77 0 96 100

Black teachers 9 91 33 58 24 76 31 69 15 83 25 75

Governinp Board Members Attitudes
As Perceived by School Head

015 5=17 V*27 5=12 N098 70,13

Protestant
teachers 7 67 0 94 I 93 0 92 12 49 8 62

Jewish teachers 0 73 76 0 89 4 42 41 16 41 46 23

Roman Catholic
teachers 7 67 R2 0 91 0 17 67 0 64 62 8

Black teachers 40 33 24 59 41 52 42 42 16 42 15 54

Percentages do not add to 100 because of rlissing data and/or rounding errors.

Favor category includes favor within limits or favor with no limits.
Oppose category includes stronRly or mildly oppose.
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TABLE 27

ATTITUDE TOWARD ZMPLOYMENT OF RELIGIOUS/RACIAL TEACHER GROUPS
BY TYPE OF NONPUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOL

(Percentages)

Nonsectarian

Opp. ray.

.---

[

.Protestant
teachers

,Iewirh teachers
tRoman Catholic
i teachers
Black teachers

I
;

t

IProtestant
t*

f, teachers
-Jewish teachers
:Roman Catholic
k
teachersi.:.

,Black teachers

frotestant
, teachers
.Jewish teachers
itoman Catholic
teachers
Black teachers

-Protestant
teachers

Jewish teachers
Roman Catholic
teachers

Black teachers

Type of School
Lutheran Episcopal Catholic

Opp. Fav. Opp. Fav. Opp.rav.
School &Ws Attitnie

Seventh Day
Adventist
Opp. Fay.

14104 11.10 11=16 11.92 N=13

0

1

1

16

97
95

95
78

0 100 0 100
80 10 0 100

80 10 0 100
0 100 6 94

6 90
ft 87

0 97
3 93

0
77

SS
46

92
15

38
Parent's Attitude

110301 N33 1=50 110199 11=21

0 96 3 91 0 96 14 80 14 80

3 93 54 49 8 86 15 79 76 19

2 93 58 36 8 86 0 94 91

20 77 15 82 18 78 12 85 33 67
Parent's Attitude

As Perceived by School Head
8=104 11=10 11=16 8.92 11=13

91 0 100 0 100 19 72 0 92

6 82 80 10 0 100 20 70 77 15

3 88 SO 10 0 100 0 91 85 8

31 52 20 80 19 75 25 65 54 31

Governing Board Mem er s Attitude
110129 8.21 7=25 11=52 N=14

0 87 19 81 0 96 9 87 0 100

5 92 86 5 4 88 11 87 86 0

6 91 86 5 8 88 0 98 79 0

30 67 19 81 16 80 5 92 7 79

Governing Boar. Members Att tude
A. Perceived by School Head

11=104 11010

Protestant
teachers 0 90 0 100 0

Jewish teachers 5 83 80 10 6

Roman Catholic
teachers

11=16 14092 11=13

100 13 65 0 92
94 12 65 77 15

2 86 80 10 0 100 0 79

1

Black teachers 30 56 20 AO 31 69 10 68

Percentages do not add to 100 because of missing data andfor

Oppose category includes strongly and mildly oppose.

f

14 4

,

8 8
54 31

rounding errors.

Favor category includes favor within limits or favor with no limits.

Students from poor families were omitted from the school head questionnaire.
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favored the practice. Further, the opposition to the practice

is not as marked as it was to the suggestion of Niring faculty

members of different faiths.

10. Public-Non ublic Com arisons in One State

As the final data in this ection, we present in Table 28

all the data that the National Association of Independent Schools

was able to assemble for the State of Massachusetts in 1969-70

concerning proportions of black students in its member schools as

compared vith proportions of black students in public schools in

the same areas. These schools are generally, though not uni-

versally, nonsectarian schools with relatively high tuition levels.

According to the table, the majority of responding nonpublic school

in this group surpass the public schools in the same areas with

respect to the proportions of black students enrolled.

Thus far we have seen that the patrons, personnel, and student:

of the nonpublic schools, like the nation's citizens generally,

exhibit various attitudes toward minorities. Some prefer their

schools to be segregated, or largely so, along racial, ethnic, or

religious lines. Some of these preferences reflect the extent to

which schools are dedicated to maintaining certain ethnic or re-

ligious distinctives, a task that would be difficult in a fully

integrated setting.
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TABLE 28

PEACENTAGE OF NONWHITE STUDENTS IN MASSACHUSETTS PUBLIC
SCHOOLS AND IN MEMBER SCHOOLS OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS, 1969-70

Area and Town

Target Area-Boston

ISuburbs - 20 mile
Radius

Beverly
Lynn
Peabody

t Reading
t Lexington
t Arlington
Concord
(Concord-Carlisle

! Regional H.S. not
! included)
Belmont

Name of NAIS
Member School

Percentage of Nonwhite
Students

NAIS Public
School School

Shore Country Day School

St. Anne's

Cambridge

Weston

Newton

Wellesley

Belncnt Day
Belmont Hill
B & N
Cambridge Friends
Manter Hall
Shady Hill
Cambridge School of Weston
Meadowbrook School
Rivers Country Day School
Country Day School of the

Sacred Heart
Dana-Hall
Tenacre Country Day School

, Needham
Dedham Dedham Country Day School

& G
Framingham
Canton
Milton
Bro,...kline
Quincy
Braintree

i

i Weymouth
i

IA-__Cover

Milton Academy

Thayer Academ

(30 mile radius)
Abbot Academy
Phillips Academy
Pike School

0.27 0.55
5.2
0.62
0.26
2.7

21.0 1.5
2.7

2.0
1.1

1.8

3.8
8.7
n.a.
6.9

16.0

4.0
0.7
2.4

2.8

2.18

3.4
1.4
0.0

1.8

1.2
3.1
4.1 0.14

3.1
1.3

3.5 0.71
8.22
0.04

1.6 0.68
0.57

2.1
6.2
0.88

0.79
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TABLE 28 - Cont'd.

Area and Town Name of NA/S
Member,School

1

1

Percentage of Nonwhite
3tudents

NAIS Public
School School

Target Area - Worcester
Suburbs - 10 ai. radius

Worcester 3.7
Shrewsbury 0.86
Westboro 0.43
Auburn 0.12

Target Area-Springfield
Suburbs - 10 mi. radius

S,ringfield 22.
1Chicopee 33

Longmeadow 1.5
E. Longaeadow 1.0
Westfield 0.26
Holyoke 6_7

Target Area - Amherst
Suburbs - 10 mi. radius

Amherst 26.2
Northampton Northampton School for Girls 3.9 0.29

SmIth College Day School 0.8

Target Area - Pittsfield 1

Suburbs - 10 Mi. Radius

Pittsfield 2.9
Lenox Berkshire Country Day School 0.7 1.7

Cranwell School 2.9
Foxhollow Sctoll n.a.
Lenox School 4.6

Target Area-New Bedford
Suburbs - 10 mi. radius

New Bedford
Westport
ificushnet

12 .0
0.09
0.70

Target area - Leominster
tiburbs - 10 mile radius
Leominster 2.4

Source: Boston Offize of Nacional Association of Independent Schools
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Since our data are not comparative, we do not know whether

aese groups are less favorable or nore favorable toward various

types of integration than the nation as a whole. Figures quoted

thus far with respect to integration actually
effectuated in non-

frablic schools suggest to us that there is at least as much com-

mitment to racial justice as one would find in a public school

sample, though the effects of the commitment may be somewhat

dampened by the low proportions of minorities present in most

groups that maintain many nonpublic schools.

Having surveyed these general conditions, we must aralyze

:In morn detail the functions nonpublic schools may perform in facil-

itating or impeding the struggle for racial justice. But factors

that contribute to progress in some situations may limit it in

others. It seems necessary to assume, for instance, that the dy-

namics of communities threatened by runaway racial change will be

unlike the dynamics of racially stable communities. In some chan3e-

threatened communities, the dominant reaction of citizens is pos-

itive - one of attempting to develop a new, racially integrated

stability (let us label these as CP, or "change-threatened, pos-

itively reacting" communities). In other change-threatened com-

munities, the dominant reaction of citizens is negative--one of

fear and hostility, resistance to racial mixing (we designate these

as CN, or "Change-threatened, negatively reacting" communities).
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As for communities that are relatively stable racially, some

are so located that considerable racial integration can be achieved

through such devices as changing attendance area boundaries and

bussing children to and from other communities (call these SF, or

"stable, feasible" communities), while:other stable communities

find the likelihood of racial integration

cally not feasible, at least for the vast

(call these SN, or "stable, not feasible"

in thi schools geographi-

majority of students

communities). In the

discussion that follows, the four community types (CP, CN, SF, and

SN) will be examined separately.

Our purpose in analyzing the four situations is not to provide

any representative national picture of what is happening. To do so

was far beyond the constraints of the present study. The intent is

to determine whether, in the light of existing data, statements

condemning nonpublic schools as impediments, in the main, to racial

justice, can be justified, and if not, what tentative conclusions

seem warranted. The data to be used for this purpose are in no

sense representative. Drawn from samples selected fortuitiously

rather than randomly, they demonstrate that some nonpublic schools

are performing functions that are generally not recognized, but

they do not indicate how frequently those functions

and in what parts of the country. Further-research

be done to map these trends systematically.

are performed,

should definitely
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B. More Specific Considerations

1. Functions of Nonpublic Schools in CP Communities

We have defined CP ("change-threatened, positively reacting")

communities as those which are threatened by runaway racial

change but in which the dominant reaction of citizens is positive--

lone of attempting to develop a new, racially integrated stability.

;It is often asserted that nonpublic schools in the North and West h

have frequently impeded sincere efforts to achieve racial integration

in the public schools. Let us assume for the sake of discussion that,

.
if we had adequate national data, we would find the attempts of pub-

i

I

_ic schoolmen and common citizens in CP communities (in some unknown

t

1

percentage of cases) to have been obstructed by the tendency of numer-

ious parents to use the nonpublic schools as havens for lily-white

'segregation. In contrast, we must also inquire into the likelihood

1
that nonpublic schools perform a positive function (again, in an

unknown percentage of cases) in CP communities.

Appendix D (Volume IV) provides a case study of a Chicago

neighborhood that lost the battle to achieve stable racial integration,

largely, it appears, because of appalling errors on the part of

central office public school administrators and board members who

were insensitive to, or badly misinformed concerning local condi-

tions. The writer of the case, then a public school principal in

Chicago, was describing a school near his own. Since that time,
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virtually the same pattern inundated his own school neighborhood

iand another nearby (in despair, he resigned from the school system

and obtained a new appointment as principal of a public school in

Ia suburb). One wonders, in reading this case, whether the neighbol

hood could have been saved if most parents had enjoyed ready accesq

to a nonpublic school.

With thoughts like these in mind we decided, early in the work

leading to this report, to conduct a brief case study of the functi

being performed by nonpublic schools in communities now seriously

threatened by runaway racial change. One of the communities se-

lected ("South Shore" in Chicago) falls clearly into the CP categor

It was chosen partly because we had extensive materials on hand con

cerning the history and politics of the community from another stud

recently completed at the University of Chicago. Furthermore, a

member of the team was well acquainted with the school in question

(a highly reputable nonsectarian school), having consulted with the,

trustees concerning their severe financial problems. The school

will be identified pseudonymously as the "Butler Schoo."

Within the past 20 years, the proportion of non-white residents!

1

in South Shore has gone from less than one percent as recorded in

the 1950 cens-la to estimates of 50 to 75 percent in 1970. With this)

rapid shift iv population, an expected exodus of some white resident

has occurred, along with a decrease in income levels, school over-

crowding because of an increased number of young families, a drop
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in the number of local businesses, and an increase in local crime.

All of these conditions, and particularly the problems with the

schools, are of much concern to the remaining white and many of the

black residents. Within the South Shore community, there seems to

be a very definite desire to maintain some form of racial and

social balance and not allow the area to become an all black neigh-

borhood. In spite of the growing number of problems, it seems that

there are members of the white community who sincerely wish to re-

main in the South Shore area and are willing to put up with a number

of inconveniences and even dangers to do so. Within this framework,

any institution or organization which can offer a stabilizing in-

fluence is of great value.

Prior to recent migration of black people, the population in

this area was fairly stable. The earliest residents of the area

were German truck farmers who settled the swampy forest land in the

1860's. The first real growth in the area took place between 1910

and 1930. By 1920, the population was 31,832, composed mostly of

English and Swedish Protestants, with a few Irish and English

Catholics to the west and the beginning of a Jewish community.

Between 1920 and 1930, the population more than doubled (to 78,755),

and many large apartment buildings were built along the sewly com-

pleted Outer Drive. The Jewish population increased considerably.

The leading national groups were German, Irish, and English.

453-050 0-71-32
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Between 1930 and 1950, the South Shore population remained

relatively stable. By 1950, the total area population was 79,336,

including 79,115 (99.8 percent) whites, and 182 (0.2 percent)

blacks. The stability of the area was evident in the continuity

of the residents. As one resident explained, often three genera-

tions of the same family lived in the South Shore area. Two of

the other residents interviewed, one a mother of school-age children

have lived in this area all of their lives.

The first real migration of black people into the area occurred

during the late 1950s and 1960s. By this time, many of the younger

white families had moved out into the suburbs to the south or to

more western neighborhoods, and as the older population died, their

homes were offered on the real estate market. In 1940, 45 percent

of the population was between the ages of 30 and 44 years, and 32.5

percent were 45 or older. By 1950, this had shifted to 36.6 percent

between 20 and 44 with 40.5 percent over 45, and by 1960 only 27.8

percent were between 20 and 44 while 49.1 percent were past 45 years

old.

The immigration of Blacks was gradual, but by 1960, the popu-

lation had shifted, so that while the total population dropped

7.9 percent to 73,086, the black population increased from 182

people to 7,018 or 9.6 percent of the total population. At this

time, among the 6,321 owner-occupied units, 360 were owned by non-

whites, an increase of 356 over the 1950 census figures. There
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were also 22,467 rental units, 1,860 with non-white renters.

From 1960 on, the only population figures avaiTable are

estimates but they show the continued shift in population. Ac-

cording to estimates, prepared for the Hospital Planning Council

of Metropolitan Chicago in November, 1966, the area population

decreased from 73,086 in 1960 to 72,681 in April 1965 and de-

creased further to 72,434 by April 1966. In the same estimate,

the non-white population was calculated as increasing from 7,579

iin 1960 to 28,557 by April, 1965, and 31,581 by April, 1966, a

shift from 10.4 percent of the total population to 43.6 percent

1 and a total increase of 24,002 people.

In statistics provided by the Real Estate Research Corporation

for the Chicago Board of Education, estimates for the 1970 and 1975

population in the South Shore area are as follows: by 1970, a total

population of 84,000, with 41,000 whites and 43,000 (51.8 percent)

black, and in 1975, a total population of 82,300, with 16,300 white

and 66,000 (80.2 percent) black.

The change in neighborhood composition has not progressed

equally in all areas. Some areas still have concentrations of either

black or white residents.

To translate the statistics about the population shift into

human experience is to show the more realistic side of such changes.

As one woman explained, when her family moved to their present home

eighteen years ago and joined the local block club, the group was
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composed of all people living on both sides of the block, people

of various interests and opinions, but they were ali white. Said

she, "When the question of black people moving into the block came

up, some people said they would move the next day and others said

they would wait and see what happened. When the first black

family did move in, the people who said they would stay moved im-

mediately, and those who said they would leave stayed." Now, she

said, there was a total of three white families on her street.

Like a stone thrown into a pond, a rapid change of population

sends out ripples which cause additional problems. One such prob-

lem in the South Shore area, as in many similar areas, was panic

peddling and discrimination in the selling of property. According

to one resident, there were cases of discrimination in housing,

particularly a few years ago, but more often, there have been in-

stances where unscrupulous real estate brokers take advantage of the

situation by buying a house from a white family for $15,000 and sell- 4

ing it to a black family for $19,000. Another resident felt that the

realtors should also be faulted for helping certain areas to become

all black blocks instead of working toward integrated ones. He

said that after a certain number of homes were sold to blaek fam-

ilies, the realtors considered the block to be a black one and no

longer showed homes to prospective white buyers, thus effectively

keeping white families out of certain areas.

Concerning the incidence of panic peddling in the South Shore

area, there seems to be some difference of opinion, According to

the director of the local Chamber of Commerce, there was very little.
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t However, the president of the South Shore Commission said the

Commission had come down hard" on panic peddling a few years

V ago. For awhile it lessened, but "it is cropping up again"

recently. Another resident explained that in 1968 and 1969,

due to the combined efforts of the South Shore Commission and

r.
, its neighbor to the south, the South East Community Organization

r. (SECO) , area residents formed an organization called the South

East Council for an Integrated Community and succeeded in getting

the state legislature to enact legislation providing that property

owners who do not wish to be solicited by realtors may register

with the Human Rights Council and any realtor who ignores their

notice may be fined.

Another approach to stabilizing the population shift was

the idea of "managed integration," introduced as a resolution in

i

1966 before the South Shore Commission and incorporated the fol-

lowing year as part of the Commission's South Shore Plan. This

1 proposal was concerned with regulating the movement of entering

,

/
,1 black families so as to avoid concentrations of either white or

black neighborhoods - a balanced integration pattern. To accomplish

this, the Commission set up a screening program in cooperation with

local realtors and established a tenant referral service. It also

hoped to attract incoming white families, particularly like those

of faculty members at the University of Chicago. However, the plan

proved less than effective. The director of the Chamber of Commerce
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blamed its failure on realtors who did not screen their applicants

on the basis of personal references and job security, but instead

allowed anyone to move into the area. Other residents said the

plan was unrealistic.

An additional problem came about as a result of the large

size of many of the houses and apartments in the area. In some

places the larger apartments are broken up into smaller units, and

soon several families were living in what was intended for only

one. These crowded conditions, combined with an increased number

of children, have resulted in a faster depreciation of some build-

ings and have presented a grave problem to some community leaders.

In conversations with residents of the South Shore area, the

problem always immediately mentioned is that of the public schools.

Within the past seventeen years, there have been at least three

major efforts by community residents to effect changes in the public

schools. Current school boycotts and demands that principals be

removed constitute another effort at change. Because of the shift

in population and the increase in the number of young families

1

with children, the schools most cf which were built in the years whenl

the age level of the populatfoa was.increasing, are now greatly over-1

crowded. As the chairman of the Commission explained, "No attempt

has been made to keep up with ihe needs of the schools. The school

population has doubled and the services have not."

In .1950, according to census .figures, there were 11,917 people

between the ages of 5 and 19 living in the South Shore area. While
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it is difficult to say just how many of this number were actually

attending schools in the South Shore area, it would seem safe to say

that at least 75 percent, or 8,938 children, were in South Shore

schools at that time. By 1960, the total figure for that age group

was 12,012, 75 percent of which is 9,009. Projections prepared for

the Chicago Board of Education indicated that in 1970 there would

be a total of 15,385 children in the public and nonpublic schools.

This figure breaks down into a public school enrollment of 13,599,

and a nonpublic school enrollment of 1,794. By 1975, the total

school enrollment is projected at 14,676, with 13,060 in the public

schools and 1,616 in the nonpublic schools.

The transition in racial composition is also reflected in the

school enrollment estimates for 1970 and 1975. In 1970, it was

estimated that there were 3,215 whites and 10,376 non-white students

in the public schools and 718 non-white students and 1,076 white

students in nonpublic schools. By 1975, these estimates project

that the enrollment of white children in the public schools w111

drop to 810, compared to 12,250 non-white children. In the non-

public schools the number of white to non-white is much more equal,

with estimates of 646 white to 970 non-white.

In projections made for the change in racial characteristics at

South Shore High School between 1966 - 1970, the number of white

students drops from 1,348 in 1966 to 500 in 1970, while the black

student body increases,from 934 to 2 010, and the total enrollment,
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including students described as "others," increases from 2,321

in 1966 to 2,580 in 1970.

The first local crisis in community and public school affairs

in the South Shore area came in 1964; when a Parent Teacher Associ'--

ation (PTA) became concerned about the racial make-up of that

school. Between 1963 and 1965, the racial make-up of South Shore

elementary schools had changed as follows:

School

O'Keeffe
Bryn Mawr
Horace Mann
Bradwell
Parkside

1963
40.0
16.0
7.0
.0

90.0

Percentage Negro
1965
85.4
55.2
43.0
0.7

97.8

Aware that Bryn Mawr would soon become an all black school

unless some effort at racial balance was maintained, the PTA pro-

posed that additional entering children whose presence in that

school would upset the already precarious 60-40 balance should be

sent to the nearest other public school. This recommendation was

contrary to the Chicago Board of Education's "neighborhoOd school

system," and the board attorney determined that it would impose an

unconstitutional quota system based on race.

In early 1965, the PTA proposed an alternative "flower petal

plan" in which Bryn Mawr wbuld share overlapping boundaries with

surrounding schools, and incoming children who would shift the

racial make-up would attend the surrounding school nearest their

home.
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Because the neighboring schools could see that such a plan

['

1-would have possible unbalancing effects on their racial composi-

I( tion, there was no agreement among the schools. Several other

plans were suggested, but none were accepted. At that time,

F

1 pressure was applied to Chicago School Superintendent Benjamin

i:

'Willis and the Board of Education by the South Shore Commission
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tand the Friends of the Chicago Schools Committee to provide a

stabilizing plan for the South Shore area schools by the end of

that school year.

Willis replied to this pressure by proposing to the Board a

plan which he said was based on the welfare of every child ("not

just in one or two schools, but in all Chicago schools,") and

which "instead looked at the individual educational needs and

tried to respond to them." His plan called for the following:

1. Creation of a new district, including the seven
schools in the South Shore area.

2. Re-organizing the schools on a k-7 basis, placing
grades 8 to 10 in the old high school building and
erecting a new high school for grades 11 and 12.

3. Assigning graduates of Madison, who had formerly
gone to Hirsch High School, and those of Fermi,
Parkside, and O'Keefe, who had formerly gone to
Hyde Park High School, to South Shore High School.

4, Reducing class size in the area elementary schools
to 30.

5. Introducing a saturation program in the area schools.
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6. Developing a Saturday arts program.

7. Opening an evening junior college in the high school
to serve area adults.

8. Creating an Action for Education committee, composed
of school staff and community leaders, to work on
the development of local educational programs.

This plan drew immediate criticism from the Commission and

the PTAs at the schools involved. They said it would cause serious,

over-crowding of the high school and did not take into consideratiot

the stability of the community. Also it brought in schools, Fermi

and Madison, which were not part of the South Shore area and which

would increase the color proportion of blacks at South Shore High
I

School from 10 to 40 percent immediately. Later Willis modified 1

his plan to exclude Madison and Fermi from the district and re-

moved South Shore High School from the Bowen-Hirsch-South Shore

Cluster.

One of the primary steps in the plan just discussed was the

proposed creation of a new high school in the South Shore area.

This school was to be designed to accommodate the eleventh and

twelfth grades and would sern as a prototype of future schools in

Chicago. In 1965, Willis told the Commission that the school would

be ready for occupancy by September 1966. The construction was de-

layed until spring by litigation proceedings, and in February, 1966 1

't

1

Willis announced that the completion date was moved up to September,

1

1967. This, however, was not the case, and although the school was '
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4

finally oper!ed in September 1968, some areas of the building (such

as the auditorium) are still unfinished in 1971.

While the community was waitiug for the new high school, other

changes were taking place in the existing high school. To reduce

Ithe overcrowded conditions there, three high school branches were

set up at Bradwell, O'Keefe and Bryn Mawr. This step increased

the overcrowding in the elementary schools. Bryn Mawr was now

operating at 200 percent capacity.

Another problem came up about the special academic programs at

the new high school. In the original proposal, it was promised

that this school would be one of the most progressive in the Chicago

area, but as the opening date came closer, the faculty began to doubt

the validity of this idea. Also, teachers were concerned that, be-

cause of the overcrowding at the elementary schools,.the new high

school would be opened up to seventh and eighth graders, so that

upon opening, the high school would be operating at 132 percent of

capacity. A number of teachers,wrote a letter.to the area super-

intendent questioning these rupors, stating that the implementation

of the rumore6 proposal would "preclude the possibility of meaning-

ful creative programming and educational innovation to determine.

what role the schools can,play in helping to stabilize an inte-

grated community."

In the meeting with the faculty, the area superintendent

promised that the school would serve only grades nine through

:41
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twelve and would not be operated beyond capacity.

With the closing of the branch high schools, from three to

four hundred.additional seats were available. Teachers wanted to

use these seats to establish advanced placement programs as suggest

in a "mini magnet" proposal suggested by Superintendent James Redmo

(successor to Benjamin Willis). However, this resulted in addi-

tional friction within the community, for while the teachers saw

the "mini magnet" plan as an educational experiment, the South

Shore Commission hoped it would keep and attract new white students

to the area and the black community saw it as excluding qualified

blacks in order ot use the seats for white students.

After several months of meetings and communications between th(

school authorities and various community groups, a general understal

ing was reached. The high school was opened for grades nine througl

twelve on a permissive-transfer plan and offered special programs tc

attract both high quality white and black students.

A third major crisis in school-community relations came about

as a result of city-wide discussion of bussing to achieve integra-

tion. Over the objections of its own Schools and Youth Committee,

the Board of Directors of the South Shore Commission proposed to

establish a one-way compulsory bussing plan but later modified this

approach and proposed instead an intra-community bussing program

(Plan A) in which each of the elementary schools would reflect the

racial composition of the entire area.
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This plan was rejected by the Board of Education because the

schools in the area were of too similar racial composition and
f'

two of them, Parkside and 0' Keeffe, were over 96 percent black.

Instead, the board suggested "Plan B" which called for the cluster-

ing of the five schools with less than 90 percent black students

with the next five schools to the southeast. However, the commun-

ity rejected this idea because the southeast was already having

integration problems. It was feared these problems would increase

the tension in South Shore.

Three additional plans (C. D. and E) were suggested and re-

jected after much controversy. Finally, Plan F was introduced,

which called for a return to the one-way bussing of 463 students

from three South Shore schools to nine schools to the southeast.

This plan created a tremendous community reaction, and at the sug-

t0 gestion of Superintendent Redmond, the Board of Education voted to

l'.,

'Icreate a committee to hold hearings on the proposal. Three such

1

.

hearings were held, with few community supPorters for the proposal

i?and many critics. Reaching no satisfactory agreement, the Board of

,

Education decided to return the problem to Redmond for further work.

' After several months of continued meetings, the Board of Education

"I
suggested that two "mini magnet" schools with a 50-50 racial com-

1

size. Although this plan met with some favor, it was still questioned

position, drawn from 20 feeder schools on an equal basis, be estab-

lished and offer special educational programs and reduced class

, by liberal whites, militant blacks and "neighborhood school" people

and eventually was dropped.

.1
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Partially as a result of the past difficulties, recently

there have been new problems between the community and the schools.

Community residents seem to have lost confidence in the ability of

the schools to handle the situation. Several people interviewed

said they thought teachers were no longer able to maintain order

in the classrooms, and students were undisciplined. Some area

residents feel the local schools are not provided with necessary

supplies and classroom materials. This is one of the several

complaints recently included in a four-page list of grievances

prepared by the Concerned Faculty Members of Horace Mann Elementary

School and sent to the principal and district offices.

Public concern over these school problems has become apparent

in several ways. At two of the schools, Bradwell and Horace Mann,

parent groups have requested the resignation of the principals.

Recently at Horace Mann, the parents' organization planned a week

of "harraasment" to back up their demands. Included in this harrass."

ment were a mass rally on the school grounds, delegations of parents.

visiting the principal to ask when she wonld be leaving, and parents

visiting the classrooms. On the Sunday prior to the planned harrass.'

ment, there was a fire at the school (damage was estimated at

$10,000). The police suspected arson, but the PTA denied any in-

volvement. A similar incident at Bradwell School last July caused

$2,000 in damage.
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Another tactic used by parent organizations is to boycott

classes. Several South Shore schools have had boycotts in the

last two years. Most recently, a boycott lasted for two weeks at

Horace Mann.

Because of increasing problems in the public schools and the

trouble with juvenile gangs, as discussed below, a number of

parents have become alarmed enough to remove their children from

the public schools. Some families move out of the area entirely.

Others look for alternatives in education in terms of nonpublic

schools, of which there are nine in the South Shore area, (three

Catholic elementary schools, two Catholic high schools, a Jewish

Day School, a Greek Orthodox Elementary School, a Montessori

School, and the "Butler School").

One resident interviewed, a motT7.er of six, has had children

in both public and nonpublic schools. The two eldest attended a

local public school, where the parent is still active in the PTA.

The middle three children began in the public,.schools, but as the

overcrowding continued, the parent en-rolled them in a nonpublic

school. The youngest child will be starting school in the fall

and at first, the mother planned to send him to a public school.

She changed her mind at a PTA meeting when the question came up,

"What can we do about the children who are bringing guns to school?"

However, not all people who would like to send their children

to nonpublic schools are able to do so. Another resident reported

that his sister looked into nonpublic schools for her children be-

cause "it is not saffa to send kids to public schools," but she
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found the costs for several children prohibitive. Her family

then moved out of South Shore.

Another by-product of the transition in the South Shore area

is an increase in crime levels and the activities of juvenile gangs

Gang activity is not new to this area. According to one resident,

there have been white gangs for 25 years. In recent years, howeveri

the problems have come primarily from the black gangs coming over

from the Woodlawn area. Most residents interviewed said that, so

far, they felt the leaders of such organizations ware from outside

the area, although the chairman of the Commission said that, while '1

three years ago these gangs would be seen going over into Woodlhwn

for their activities, now they are coming into South Shore. He

A

said the community was united against them and so far had managed tcl

keep them from gett.ng a strong hold on the youth in spite of the

threats that if local youths did not join them, there would be

people dead in the streets.

However, there has been a definite increase in the number of

crimes, particularly auto thefts, street assaults, and robberies.

According to figures published in January, 1971, in the Fourth

District the January crime rate increased by 3.8 percent compared

to a drop in the total city crime rate of 5.1 percent for the same

time period. In the Third District, which covers the northern half
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cm the following items seem particularly ?ertinent:
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of the South Shore area, there was a decrease of 0.1 percent.

These percentages show a crime increase of 10.6 percent in the

Third District and 55.8 percent in the Fourth District in the year

since January, 1970.

As local crimes have increased and shopping patterns have

changed, local stores have gone out of business or have moved to

other areas. According to one resident, several years ago the

South Shore was a self-contained area, well supplied with stores.

Now many stores are vacant and there has been a decrease in the

quality of the merchandise available and in the upkeep of the stores

themselves. A number of small businesses reportedly closed or moved

to avoid having to pay gang members for "protection". A store that

was practically a landmark in the area closed recently when the

owner was shot during a robbery.

Structured telephone interviews were conducted with 36 mothers

with children in the Butler School, in an effort to elicit further

evidence concerning the possible role of nonpublic schools in help-

Generally, how would you rate the quality of the public
schools in your area? Would you say they are excellent,
pretty good, only fair, or poor?

453-050 0-71-33

excellent 0

pretty good 4

Only fair 9

poor 33

.
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Generally, how would you rate the quality of the

Butler school? Would you say it is excellent, pretty

good, only fair, or poor?

excellent 28
pretty good 8

only fair 0

poor 0

Based on your own experience or on what you've heard or

seen, how do you feel that the public schools in your

neighborhood compare with a few years ago? Are they

better, about the same, or not as good as they were a

few years ago?

better
about the same 4

not as good 27

no way of knowing 1

How do you feel that the Butler school compares now with

the way it was a few years ago? Is it better, about the

same, or not as good as it was a few years ago?

better 1

about the same 18
not as good 4

no way of knowing 13

How about the next few years--do you think public schools

in your area are going to get better, stay the same, or

get worse?

get better 8

stay the same 13

get worse 15

How about the next few years--do you think the Butler

school is going to get better, stay the same, or get

worse?

get better 3

stay the same 18

get worse 5

can't say 10
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How do you feel the Butler school compares academically
with the public schools in your area? Is it much better,
somewhat better, about the same, somewhat worse, or much
worse?

much better 34

somewhat better 2

about the same 0

s,omewhat worse 0

mUch worse

Sometimes children are harmed physically at school or while
on the way to or from school. How does the Butler school
,compare with public schools in your area in this regard? Is
it much safer, somewhat safer, aboat the same, somewhat
more dangerous, or much more dangerous?

much safer 26
somewhat safer 3

about the same 7

somewhat more
dangerous 0

much more dangerous 0

Sometimes children run into bad moral influences at school.
As compared with public schools in your area, is the Butler
school much safer morally, somewhat safer morally, about the
same, not as safe morally, or much less safe morally?

much safer morally 26
somewhat safer morally 7

about the same 2

somewhat less safe
morally 0

much less safe morally 0

1

I.

If the Butler school closed down at the end of this school
year, what would you do?

4;

seek another nonpublic
school 26

mOve 6

send child(ren) to
public schools 3

not returning to
Butler anyway
(dissatisfaction
with school) 1
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Regarding your child , who is in the grade:

What are your major reasons for sending him/her to the

Butler school? Any other reason? (Probe for several).

1

Number of Responses

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13

Public schools poor
0

Better education

Smaller Elasses

More individual
attention

Better academic
curriculum

MO

Highly recommended,
good reputation

Public school dis-
cipline problems

Better teachers

Safer
4

Integrated

Public school violence

Public school over-
crowded

Previous nonpublic
.school not good

Closer to home
lb

Racial problems in
ublic schools

Better atmoSphere or
learning

Child too young to meet
__public school deadlines _ .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
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(If mother said she would find another nonpublic school

for the child). What if you could not get your child

'into another nonpublic school?

move
11

send to boarding school 5

send to public schools

in area
6

send.to public schools

not in area (but not

move)
4

(Note thitt when both parts of this question are considered,

'a total of 18 parents out of 36, exactly 50 percent, indi-

I,i,cated they would leave the community if no nonpublic school

04ere available for their children.)

Approximately how much will it cost you (including trans-

)portation and other incidentals, to send this child to

(
the Butler school during the present school year?

fi

k7

,J.st grade:

2nd grade:

3rd grade:

4th grade:

5th grade;

6th grade:

$ 950.00
1200.00
960.00
900.00
800.00

$ 900.00
1200.00
1500.00
1000.00

7th grade: $ 1500.00
1200.00
don't know

8th grade: 1600.00
1100.00
1300.00

9th grade: 2200.00
1600.00

$ 1300.00
10th grade:

5001:000 (incl. donations)

1500.00
1500.00

llth grade:

1500.00
2000.00
1600.00

1100.00
1200.00
1800,.400

1400.00
1500.00
1500.00
2200.00
1700.00

2000.00
2000.00

1600.00

12th grade: 2000.00
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What would you do if these costs increased by 10 percent

a year for the next 5 years?

definitely tolerate 24

borderline tolerance
(depends on salary,
economy, what other
alternatives are
available, etc.)..... ..... 7

witbOraw from Butler 5

When you were a child, did you ever attend a nonpublic

elementary or secondary school?

yes 8

no 28

For how long have you lived in the community where you are

now located?

Years !_c_112
Years

1 1

2..., 1
3 5

4 4

5 2 9 1

6 3 .10 '3

7 3 11 2

8 1 12 3

over 12 7

In the next two or three years, are you definitely planning

to move out rf this community, are you uncertain about moving,

or are you definitely planning to stay?

Definitely planning to move 13

Uncertain 12

Definitely planning to stay 11

What is your husband's occupation? (If no husband, reaord

interviewee's occupation.)

Professional (doctor, lawyer, teacher, Llergy, etc.) 16

Executive, Managerial, Proprietor (president,
vice president or other officer, owner, etc.) 8

Creative and Communications (artist, writer, radio-TV,

newspapers, magazines, etc.)
4

Sales (other than retail)
2

White Collar or Civil Service (clerical, administrative,

supervisor, etc.),
3

Service (hotel, restaurant, repairs, etc.) 1

Skilled Labor, Craftsman, Foreman (carpenter, checker,

machinist, tool-die worker, welder, etc.
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Is your husband under 40 or older than that? (If no

husband, do as in item 21).

Under 40 17

Older than that 17

Just 40 2

What is the last grade of school your husband completed?
(If no husband, do as in item 21).

8th grade or less 0

Some high school . 1

High school graduate 3

Some college
9

2-yr. college graduate 7

4-yr. college graduated 8

Master's degree 5

Doctorate 10

Race (from school records)

What is your religion?

White 17

Negro 18

Puerto Rican
Mexican or
Spanish Amer
Oriental
Other (specify) 1 (Filipino)

Protestant 21

Roman Catholic 9

Jewish 3

Other 3 (Unitarian, none,

comment. Combined with the preceding analysis of conditions in South

Shore, they lead us to conclude that there are CP ("change-threatened,

'positively reacting") communities in which nonpublic schools make,a

Eastern Orthodox).

These data, we think, are sufficiently dramatic to need little

profound contribution to the achievement and maintenance of stable

racial integration. It seems tragic, consequently, that the Butler

School, along with other nonpublic schools in the area, continues to
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encounter staggering financial problems, largely because a sizeable

proportion of its erstwhile high-income parents have moved away.

Some of these parents have been replaced by parents who are less

capable of supporting it financially. However, the school can no

longer fill its classrooms with children whose parents can afford

the tuition. It is operating considerably below capacity, and its

future is far from assured.

2. Fundtions of Nonpublic Schools in: CN Communities

We have delfined CN ("change-threatened, negatively reacting")

communities as those which are threatened with runaway racial chang

but in which the dominant reaction .of citizens Is negative--one of

fear and hostility, resistance to racial mixing. Some CN communitie

seem clearly racist, but in others, factors are operating that seld

are adequately recognized. It is simplistic, for example, to.analy

in identical terms a Ukranian commmmity that feels its integrity

threatened by any non-Ukranians who intrude upon its territory and

polyglot middle-clasS neighborhood that,ekcqudes outsiders

'.tive basis (onlY blacks and/or Jews and/or Catholics). In the first

institnce, the,excluSion is significantly a Matter-- of'maintaining

ethnicity. In the second instance, the exclusion springs primarily

from the view,.that 'Some groups are inferior. We will return

thtme.at a:later point

effort to diecernin at least.expl,oratory fashion 01.e

funCtions nonpubliC*schools might perform.i CN coilmunites, many
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1

them white ethnic in composition, we conducted a case study in

-Chicago's West Humboldt district. The school in question is Our

Lady of the Angels (OLA), a Catholic school. (The analysis of

West Humboldt that follows, with the research on which it is based,

is the work of John A. Rohr of the University of Chicago).
25

Our lady cf the Angels parish was established in 1894. Shortly

thereafter, the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin arrived

to staff a parochial school, which by 1906 served over 1,100

children. Church and school flourished until the internationally

publicized fire in 1958. Within two years a new school had been

buirt-At a cost of $1,250,000. In addition to an impressive array

of modern educat-ional equipment (reading machines, verhead pro-

jectors, etc.), the school features an elaborate "learning center"

where children are instructed in small groups by electrical and

mechanical devices supervised by some forty neighborhood women who

volunteer their services as teacher-aides. The achievement of the

pupils, the dedication of the pare.nts, and the beauty of the plant

are some of the factors underlylng the justifiable pride of the

parishioners in their school. It is not surprising that a pamphlet

celebrating the.seventy-fifth anniversary of the parish called the

school "the jewel of the west side."

To understand the reasons for the strong parish loyalties .

to the school, we must consider more than its academit character.
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OLA serves a predominantly Italian neighborhood contiguous

to rapidly changing areas of the south and east. Many of the

Italian residents came to OLA from the older Italian settlement

at Taylor Street on Chicago's near west side. Some of these

people were forced to move because of urban renewal projects,

while others feared the growing number of blacks in the area.

More than-a few OLA parents have recently arrived in the United

States. Seven out of the ninety-one questionnaires sent out for

this case study were returned because the parerkts'did not under-

stand English. There are.also, of course; many life-long residents

among the parents who send their,e-hfldren to OLA. The remarkable

-----

unity of the-OLA community may be due not only to the religious

and ethnic similarities of the people but also to the shared ex-

perience of the tragic. fire:.

.Concern- over- .the.rapidchanges in-racial composition in near-

by, areas is a. constant'. topic. of cpnversation in.West.Humboldt.

neighbOrhoods. .To the west of West...Humboldt is theAustin

whose celebrated busing. crisis meritednational attention-in-1.968.L

.Wes.tAiumboldt. residents-. are:well aware that- Austin. High...School_'

.went from allwhite,in 1963: to.-- 73 percent:Black in-1969...The.-

eaStern-section of-West Humboldt hasalready,lwitnessed a...remarkable

influx,OU:Tuetto RicansHumbOldt Park:once served as abuffer-

id.rie.betWeen Ruetto Ricans to the east whites. to 'the .west,

Rican families "lumped7

.011.11/0.2.1.0SKIsre
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the buffer and settled in West Humboldt. The first public school

west of the park had an enrollment that was 58 percent Puerto

Rican in 1969-70. Chicago Avenue lies one block south of OLA

and presently constitutes the dividing line between blacks (to

the south) and whites (to the north.) The local public school.,

the Ryerson, had an enrollment that was 74 percent black in

1969-70. According to the principal's estimate, the enrollment

is now 90 percent black. The Ryerson had been all white in 1963.

OLA is, therefore, surrounded by neighborhoods that have

undergone remarkable racial changes in a very short time. The

salient characteristics of the immediate environs of OLA are the

presence of powerful community organizations determined to pre-

serve stability in the neighborhood, along with aggressive and,

at times, unscrupulous realtors, equally determined to upset this

stability through "panic peddling."

The community organizers in the OLA area are unrelenting

critics of the local realtors. They maintain the "panic peddlers"

exploit the racial tensions of the neighborhood for their own

profit. According to the community organizers the realtors will

phone a home owner in an all white area and urge him to sell

before it is too late.."before the apes are on your doorstep."

The victim o "Panic peddling" will frequently sell hs home for

..considerably less than it is worth.

"straw 'buyer" hired:by the realtors t o buy

The purchaser is often

up homes at bargain

.....A,.
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prices. The realtors, their critics contenct, then look for

prospective black buyers, who will have to pay far more than

the home is worth because of the limited housing market open to

blacks. Thus, the tealtor 6uys in a self-generated buyers' market

and sells in a sellers' market. When one or two black families

have moved in, the motives for panic selling are reinforced--

with more profits for the realtors.

If the neighborhood is not stabilized after the first few

black families move in, poorer blacks will follow in the footsteps

of their more affluent brethren. If they cannot afford a conven-

tional mortgage, they will have to buy on contract--with even more

profits for the realtor. The original black settlers soon discover

that the ghetto they thought they had escaped has caught up with

them. If they sell their new home, they suffer a substantial loss.

The realtors, however, profit by the commissions they make each

time a home is sold. With an assist from greedy realtors, the

community organizations contend, integration becomes the interval

between the arrival of the first blacks and the departure of the

last whites.

The Organization for a Better Austin (OBA) is the best known

community organization on Chicago's west side and serves as a

paradigm for similar groups attempting to resfgt the blandish-

ments of the "panic peddlers." It was organized in 1966 and draws

support from local block clubs, churches, and businessmen. Thete
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are 187 organizations represented in OBA. Of these, 49 are black

organizations, 41 are white, and 97 are bi-racial. The substan-

tial black representation in OBA operates out of the basement of

the Church adjoining the school. Rev. Richard Dodero, an assistant

pastor at the parish, is a leading figure in the Committee's activ-

ities.

Our plan was to conduct telephone interviews with OLA parents,

just as we did with parents in the Butler school (see earlier

passages on the South Shore case study) . However, as we noted

earlier, parents in the area were so sensitive to harrassment by

telephone (especially from "panic Peddlers") that we were forced

to rely on mailed questionnaires instead.
26

The distribution of parental responses to the following

items seems particularly noteworthy:

Generally, how would you rate the quality of the public
schools in your area?

excellent 1

pretty good 5

only fair 23
poor 42

Generally, how would you rate the quality of OLA?

excellent 56
pretty good 17
only gsit 0

poor 0
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Based on your own experience or on what you've heard or
seen, how do you feel that the public schools in your
neighborhood compare with a few years ago? Are they
better, about the same, or not as good as they were a
few years ago?

better 4

about the same 5

not as good 61
no way of knowing 4

How do you feel that OLA compares now with the way it
was a few years ago?

better 33
about the same 26
not as good 8

no way of knowing 5

How about the next few years--do you think public schools
in your area are going to get better, stay the same, or get
worse?

get better 4

stay the same 11
get worse 57

How do you feel OLA compares academically with the public
schools in your area?

much better 67
somewhat better 3

about the same 0

somewhat worse 0

much worse

Sometimes children are harmed physically at school or while
on the way to or from school. How does OLA compare with public
schools in your area in this regard? Is it much safer, some-
what safer, about the same, somewhat more dangerous or much
more dangerous?

much safer 50
-somewhat safer 14

about the same ,6

somewhat more dangerous
.much more dangerous 0
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Sometimes children run into bad moral influences at school.

As compared with public schools in your area, is OLA much

safer morally, somewhat safer morally, about the same, not

as safe morally, or much less safe morally?

much safer morally 54

somewhat safer morally 16

about the same 2

somewhat less safe morally 0

much less safe morally 0

Regarding your child , who is in the grade: What

are your major reasons for sending him/her to OLA

1. Religious education 45

2. Higher academic standards 41

3. Better discipline 23

4. Better teaching 20

5. OLA better than other
schools in area 16

6. Better moral training 13

7. More individual attention and

supervision 13

8. Better equipment and facilities 11

9. Safer 9

10. Closer to home 0

11. Less crowded 3

If 1LA school closed down at the end of this school year and

no other private school were available, would you prefer to

move away or send your child to the local public school?

move away 63

send child to public school...7

Approximately how much will it cost you(including transpor-

tation and other incidentals) to send this child to OLA during

the present school year?

K ist 2nd 3rd

$150 '$150 $195 $ 75

150 170 200 125

300 200 200 140

235 200 170

_250 260 195

250 400 200

250 ; 400 200

275 600 229,
225
300
:400
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Approximate

4th

cost of sending child

5th

to OLA, cont'd.

6th

$125 $125 $155

200 150 175

200 175 200

250 200 200

250 200 250

270 225 350

400 300

700 330
350

7th
$150
200
200
225
250
275
320
350
450

8th
$170
175
200
200
200
200
265
300
300

What would you do if these costs increased by 10 percent a

year for the next 5 years?

In
to
or

pay 33

don't know 13

take child out of OLA 9

move 8

difficult to pay 5

the next two or three years, are you definitely planning
move out of this community, are you uncertain about moving,

are you definitely planning to stay?

definitely planning to
uncertain
definitely planning to

moVe...19
37

stay...16
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Why? Can you think of anything that might change your

mind?

Move
Stay

Decling neighborhood...25
If community stabilizes

If OLA closes . ... 13 racially 8

Unsafe from crime 13

When you were a child, did you ever attend a nonpublic

elementary or secondary school?

Yes...42
No....30

For how long have you lived in the community where you are

now located?

1 yr. ...2
2 yrs....5
3 yrs....6
4 yrs....2
5 yrs....4

6 yrs...i2
7 yrs....4
8 yrs....4
9 yrs....1
10 yrs....3

11 yrs...2
12 yrs...4
13 yrs...2
14 yrs...3
15 yrs...6
over 15 yrs...22

What is the occupation of the head of the household?

Blue collar
60

Clerical,-sales
6

Semi-professional
2

PrOprietoré, entrepreneurs,
managers

4

Professional_ . :..
1-:

Is 'the heacr f the houSehold under 40 or older Olan

that?

.Under 40 33

Older than thit -40'

WhatA.t:thelast grade of schoolcompleted by the head of

the househ.o1d?

801 grade or lets 19

SOMe:hightchool.....:19
High tchool graduate 23

Some college :
6

2 Y.e'College graduate 3

.4 yr college graduate 1

Master's degree .. ...,.. 1

Doctorate
1

453-050 0-71-34 ;.
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In what country was your parental grandfather (your
father's father) born?

Italy 40
U.S A 12

Poland 6

Russia 3

Germany 2

Mexico 2

Greece 2

Puerto Rico 2

South. Amer 1

Austria 1

Ireland 1

Here again, :a*vin,the case of.the Butler School, the.response

patterns are so dramatic that little comment is required. It is

pertinent, however, to note some startling differences between OLA

and Butler. While,the clientele at.Butler is preponderantly pro-

fessional, executive, and managerial, the clientele at OLA is pre-

dominantly blue collar. As a group, Butler parents are much better

educated than OLA parents. Parents at OLA tend to be somewhat

older than parents at Butler. ,OLA,parents,view publictichools

even more uegatively than do Butler parents. ..While 50.percent of

Butler parents say they would,move if no nonpublic.scWool were

available to them, the-corresponding..proportion is 90,percent .at

OLA! While Butler is well integrated racially, OLA is for all

practical purposes -a,white segregated school (according to data

from school recordi).. 'TuitiOn.feei:aremuch layerAn-OLA than

concentration ofin Butler. While BUtler exhibits no notable

parents from white ethnic,groups,OLAAiOpeard to be primarily
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The remarkable loyalty of OLA parents to the school does

not seem explainable on academic grounds
alone--despite the re-

puted excellence of OLA. The OLA stiff was not surprised at this

ifinding. Neither were public school administrators at four neighbor-

ing schools. Neither was a local Protestant minister. The findings

f the questionnaire fit the expectations of community leaders.

The parents indicated many reasons for sending their children

to OLA, as indicated in the above-tabulated responses to item 5.

Religious education, high academic standards, and better discipline

1

were mentioned most frequently. None of the parents mentioned

reluctance to have their children go to school with large numbers

1

of blacks or Puertb Ricans. Community leaders, however, were

unanimous in affirming that such reluctance was at least a partial

cause for the parents' decision.27

The opinion is persuasive. OLA draws students from four

public school districts. While OLA is virtually all white, only
,-;

Ione of these pUblic schools, the Nobel is all white. We have

already noted that the Ryerson is approximately 90 percent black.

IThe enrollment of Puerto Ricans at the Cameron jumped from 14 to

30 percent in one year (September, 1969 to September, 1970). The

IN'

Orr Elementary School is 96 percent-white, but is part of the same

physical plant as the Orr High, School, which was 48 percent black

in 1969-70 and may be as high as 70 percent black in the current

academic year (1970-71).
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The motivation behind OLA parents' support for their school

is obviously a complex. question. It is not very helpful to brand

these people as "racists," since nearly every American to the right

of Eldridge Cleaver has probably been called a racist at some time.

Even if we could use the word "racism" with some precision, we

would still have to decide where to draw the fine line between

ethnocentricity, fear for the safety of one's children, and a

legitimate concern for property values, on the one hand, and racisi

on the other.

When OLA Parents were asked about their plans if the school

should close, the question was more than sheer speculation. The

entire community--including public school officials--is deeply

concerned about the future of OLA. The Pastor of the Advent

Lutheran Church acknowledged that OLA and the Regular Democratic

Organization are the only viable institutions in the neighborhood.

Rumors of OLA"s demise are heard with diaturbing regularlity in

local bars and coffee shops. Such rumors, of course, have a dan-

gerous tendency to become self-fulfilling prophecies. OLA's en-

rollment has declined dramatically over the past 10 years, as the

following figures show:

1961 1615 .4-i

1962 1572
1965 1548
1968 1384
1969 1200
1970 911
1971 866
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1

jf this trend continues, the stabilizing influence of the

.school will be reduced significantly. Tuitiom increases have

'undoubtedly played an important part in the enrollment drop-off,.

Sister Bertilla, the principal of OLA, estimated the annual cost

f,educating one child at $375. At present the tuition rates are

$170 per child. The parish paysthe remaining $205 from Sunday

collections. Families with two .children at OLA pay $270, with

$480 coming from parish funds, and those with three payi .$340, with

$785 coming from the parish.

The main.reason for the increase in tuition has been the

decreasing number of nuns on the faculty,and the corresponding

increase in the number of lay teachers. In 1960 OLA.had twenty-

two nuns and eleven lay teachers. Less than $100000 was paid in

salaries. In 1970 there were eleven:.nuns and seventeen lay teachers,

with over $200,000 going for salaries. The decreasing number,of

sisters is, of course, a well known phenomenon throughout the

Catholic Church, There seems to be .little hope of reversing the.

trend.

If OLA should,close and 88 Tercent of parents,should move

(as, they_said, they would), .the "panic peddlers' .certainly would

not fail to profit from the development, Wept HuTOPldt would be

added to the growing list of white ethnic neighb,grhoods that have

turned.black. White migration to the suburbs and outer, fringes

of the city would be accelerated. The demise f West Hupholdt
. _.. _
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would bring one step closer the urban structure we all hope to

avoidan affluent.whife iing 'around an impoverished black city'.

As more White families leave Chicago, the city's tax base will be

gradually eiOded .and crushing tax burdens will be imposed on the

gainfully employed who. remain (or, more acCurateiY, Cannot escape.)

In mOving out of West Humboldt, the emigres Might well lOok upon

themselves as an uprooted pe6ple and bting their hatred and bitter-

ness with them to the 'subuibs where they could perpetuate their

attitudes and perhaps even pass them on, intact to their children.

Finally, the first black residents in the area around OLA would

soon find themselves trapped once again in the ghetto they had

sought to escape.

In trying to handle the problem of whether the Catholic

Church (and perhaps government) should "subsidize racist; attitudes

in the name of neighbOrhood stab'ility," it may be helpful to bor-

row a conceptual tool from Max Webei's essay, "Politics as a

Vocation. 1128
In this essay Weber distinguishes two ways of ap-

proaching ethical issues. The first he calls the ethic of ends

and means (or 'absolutist') and the second the ethic of responsi-

bility. A man committed to an absolutist ethic believes certain

forms of human behavior are always immoral a d should never be

done, regardles'e of cirCumata'n'ces.

comes to mind readily.

The exaMple of the pacifist'

'will not particiate in -wat no Matter

how righteous the cause. Other men rely primarily on circumstances
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\when making moral judgments. They are not unprincipled, but

their principles can be modified or even abandoned in extreme

cases. Weber describes this approach as an ethic of responsi-

bility--a concern with the result of one's action rather than

Iwith the means one employs. An example might be a doctor opposed

to abortion unless the mother's life were seriously threatened.

Weber contends that only the man who embraces an ethic of

respo,nsibility has a vocation for politics. The nature of the

political process requires so many compromises that a man burdened

with many absolute moral principles--e.g. no wars, no abortions,

no divorces, no racism, etc7-could not function effectively

without sacrificing his integrity. In applying Weber's analysis

to the situation at OLA, the crucial question would seem to be the

moral character of the racism implied in "holding the line" against

blacks. The political man will balance this evil against the many

advantages that result; from it,'whereas the non-political man will

have nothing to do with supporting any movement tainted with racism,

regardless of the consequences. A political solution could accom-

modate the unwholesome attitudes of OLA parents by balancing them

against the many praiseworthy motives of these people, and especial-

ly against the disastrous results of the alternatives to accommo-

dation.

A helpful, if somewhat imprecise, analogy might be the way

n which some nations subsidize prostitution by paying doctors for
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periodic physical examinations required of licensed prostitutes.

A legislator who voted for such a measure might well look upon

prostitution as a moral abomination. Nevertheless he might be-

lieve that the wiser course is to control the evil effect of

prostitution rather than wait for the day when men will desist

from this form of self-indulgence. He action would not imply

moral approval of prostitution. It would mean only that he felt

attempts to drive prostitution underground would lead to greater

harm than a policy of regulating it through a licensing system.

The analogy, like all analogies, is somewhat off target.

It has the value, however, of calling attention to the fact that

the central issue in our discussion is not the moral character of

racism. The presumption is that racism, like prostitution, is .

morally wrong. The precise point at issue is to invite the reader

tO examine his conscience to discover the type of analysis he

brings to questioas of politcal. morality. Is' it. one of moral

abSolutism in which a morállY tainted.means can' never be 'used.

to bring abOut-d ocid, end Or. AVoid a'bsd one? Or is it an 'ethic

of .respcineibility in whith the primary lotus it on the resUlte of;

onel 'deeielons anolbehevior rather than On the means by which

one.iteddheS'theee resules?

If the maintenance.of sChools like OLA is juetifiable, the

justiftation ie thatthe pmblic Intereet ft served,by dissuading.

theselie.614e'ltbni 144.14-14 .thefr homes flee.ing the city,. 'deetroying
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Chicago's tax base and, ultimately, contributing to the urban

.Gotterdammerung -- an affluent white ring around a decaying

black ghetto.

Some might object that to maintain the 'community stabiliz-

ing" private school is to deal with urban problems at a very

superficial level. Wouldn't it be better to tackle such problems

at a more fundamental level by trying to change the attitudes

f parents who fear sending their children to schools with large

numbers of blacks a d Puerto Ricans? Wouldn't it be a far greater

contribution to the public interest to attempt to change these

iattitudes rather than accommodating them by subsidizing private

0

schools?

The response to this objection depends on one's philosophy

f government--just how much good or, more precisely, what kinds

f good can government achieve? We would suggest that The Feder-

alist Papers provide a sound approach.29 James Madison recognized

the excellence of appeals to religion and morality to motivate men

to do what is right. He did not ignore, however, the inefficacy

of such appeals in public affairs

fective public policy must appeal

He realized that to be ef

to man s self-interest. The

genius of democratic government does nOt-lie in transforming men

into angels but rather in making men as they are and channelling

their passions and pftejudices along socially constructive lines

We cgOuld suggest that Maintaining schools like OLA stands squarely-

in The Federalist tradition. It recognizes that the people of
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West Humboldt, like most Americans, are tainted with America's

primordial curse--racism. It does not try to change these people

quickly at a fundamental level. It recognizes that an attempt

to do so would be ineffective and perhaps even counter-productive.

It takes them as they are--with their familial, ethnic, and

religious loyalties as well as their racism--and argues that if

their school does not survive they will move and thereby accelerate

urban decay. It concludes that this would not be in the public

interest and therefore looks for ways to prevent it.

* * *

The major conclusion of Rohr s analysis of conditions in

West Humboldt seems clear--in CN ("change-threatened, negatively

reacting") communities of this type, where typically there appears

to be little chance of developing stable racial integration anyhow,,

one role of nonpublic schools (though one involving ethical com-

plexities) is to provide a safe white haven for local youngsters so

their parents will not move away and make conditions much worse

than they are at present.

This maY mot be theAmly value of institutions Iike OLA,

however. Ttle:,preservation of ethnic White communities.(asSuming

they may evemtualqy be purged of whateVer element of racism of whict

they are guilty) may be vital to the fUture aVailability of life-

racism, surely we do not seek
style optioni. As an alternatie to

A society ethnically'homogenizedi:

ohoefON4y=r1.11.0.1n,
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NeVerthelese, muth Social poiicT implies that the old

"melting pot:;ideal,i to produte a Uniform cUlture, ie still a

national goal. We atton many occasiOns-as iflther'Ideal"cOm

munity were racially, religiouely, ethnitally, and-sotio-econoMi-

tally undifferutiited. But there are,emphatic growing indica-

tions that many (perhaps most) citizens 'reject that assuthption.

Many groups have-successfully resisted the melting pot. While

acquiring the ability to interact in our sotiety at many levels,

they continue to maintain unique-attributes, preferring to live

in their own neighborhood:it and restricting primary-relationships

to people havingHthe''sathemational

There are apparently many reasons lor theHpersistence of

ethnicity in the United'States., inCluding the: need.for many people

to seek a eense of identity throughassociation with ethnic groups

ancLa desire to 'telieve the monotony of.mass culture..- Many citi-

zens, legielators,-and stholars whose ildvocacy of egalitarianism-

is'aboveeproath-4cte nevertheless repelled by the,image 'of an:

athorphous ebtiety:, 'undifferentiated inbasit'life

TheYlife styleoptions-reireeented.in arCethnically diVerse-

society areas'-eetiouelY reetrItted,by 'the :toertive break-up ,of

an-ethni:c entloVe Whose-membete 4ti trying tO maintein it (take,

a Polleh'neighbothood:ow:thefaryeet pide oUChicago) as through:

the co*ttiveinaintenanceoU- :Tiethnit entlave' whose meibers,Are
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trying to desert it (take a black ghetto on the near west side

of Chicago). To force blacks or Italians or Ukranians or

Chinese into a Polish community.that is struggling, to, maintain its

ethnic integrity is as destructive of freedom as to force blacks

or Italians or Ukranians or Chinqse or Poles to stay in 'their

ethnic communities when 'they want desperately to move out.

A second reason why the existence of white .ethnic communities

must be a serious consideration in public policy is.that the com-

mitment of white ethnics..tc their communities is an irreplaceable

urban asset. To many other whites., a move to the suburbs may be

justified simply by more pleasant physical surroundings. Rut many

white ethnics are.willing to stay in their urban locales long.

after physical conditions have deteriorated. They toleir'ate air

pollution, noises, congestion, substandard services, and many

other inconveniences because they have an.extensive.emotional 'And-

financial investment in these neighborhoods,. .Even a relatiVely

quick tour through:the. ethnic .areas of, Chicago,:,for example,-. turns,

up many community organizations, often housed in expensive, recently,P

erected buildings. One encounters impressive churches, schools,

office buildings, meeting halls,. etc.,' that would have to b

abandoned at serious financial loss if the residents were to leave.

Y t these :enclavss have been obliterated frequently an0 continue

to be threatened at, present. Ihe typical response ,of community

leaders to the question, "How much loner can this neighborhood

hold out?" is "five years at most" in fIlicago areas we have visited.
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Public leaders often seem unaware that white ethnic com-

munities are generally healthy social systems-in a disorganized,

demoralized urban setting. Since many of the buildings in these

neighborhoods are old, though generally well maintained, since

population densities are high, and since mixed land uses are

common, such areas frequently appear, to the superficial observer,

like slums in the making.

Though a potent resource for urban rehabilitation, white

ethnics typically feel estranged from government, and with goo4

reason.
0 Their .resistance to racialintegration is typically

characterized a pure bigotry, as if efforts to maintain ethnic

integrity could be diSmissed with the wave of a'hanci.. Public

leaders.freqUentlyleopardize
ethnic neighborhoods in misguided

.ttemOts%to produce integration. or "cleat out the slums..". :Seldom

recognized is the fact that white ethnico6mmunities are generally

healthY- Social syStemain a disorganized demblalized urbansetting.

They ltre inhabited fot-theAllost patt by lbng-time residents with

a strong coMmitMent to the neighborhoo(UH
PeoPle:in these areas

often exhibit'de4p'rOciiii:it
the faMily: Sttucture. srlie old and the

young ate:Idixed tOgether in' a More natural faiihimnthan one finds

In most, suburXsinareali." 'Ilievitaiity Of the-areaA.a enhamced by

ethniClOad stOteaand rest4Urantsfraternal
andYSOcial organizE

tibMa,'And the'Thysicai OroXimity,of relativesTand frierids:Atent6

are geMerallY reasdhable.2PlacesAjf
workAre-oftenclose at hand.

These assets compensate for mixed land uses, the prevalence of
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erne.,ercetn

somewhat unsightly buildings, and the fact that many homes,

though well maintained, are old and far from beautiful by the

standards of urban planners, who often can hardly wait, it appears,

to replace them with expressways and expensive high-rise apartments

that local people cannot afford.

The dissolution ol white ethnic communities often sets in

motion a chain of events that induces other whites to leave the,

city. The more affluent whites, living on the fringes of the,

city, discovered that working-class white ethnic communities no

longer separate them from outward-moving blacks, and are the more

likely to flee.

In the long run, perhaps, the right of some citizens to main-

tain ethnic neighborhoods and the right of other citizens to live

in integrated neighborhoods do not necessarily conflict with each

other. So long as ethnically distinct communities are greatly

outnumbered by multi-ethnic or non-ethnic communities in the UnAted

States, as at present, the two values may be complementary. It

seems unlikely that the majority of neighborhoods in the, Unite;d

States will ever attempt to, maintain,ethnic homogeneity.

There are encouraginvindications of late in -the vicinity.

West Humboldt that .the ultimate good,which Rohr Otes (in the

above). AS justifying ,periodjofresistance to.,integretion'-may,not,

be unconscionablyJar off7.-if we are imaginative enongh t :devise:

strategies that do ,not.presume an ability torid,man enddenly of
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his foibles. Rev. Francis X. Lawlor, a Catholic priest in the

area who for years has been condemned as a racist for helping

local people resist enforced racial integration, has recently

been taking steps that show much promise.31 First e succeeded

in his attempt to he elected as an alderman. Second, he held

talks with Mrs. Anna Langford, a black alderman from an adjoining

black ward. Then he and Mrs. Langford established committees of

people from their two wards to work together cooperatively on

the solution of mutual problems, including the stabilization of

the commuhities. Father Lawlor's actions seem to eMbody a strategy

that has seldom been tried: Instead of forcing working-class white
,

,

ethnic communities to accept Blacks (a tactic that seems almost

inevitably to backfire), perhaps we should instead take steps to

reduce the threat that the movement of Black people poses, even

if that means temporary abandonment of efforts to achieve integration.

With the threat reduced, the white ethnics. and-the blacks may be'able

to develop coOperative arrangements. Everitually, much social sci-

entific research suggests, the need to collaborate on the solution

of mutual problems may create uhderstanding and'acceptahce betWeen

I

,
.

the grou0. 32
Cohtact between'ilCoU0s is not enough to combat

p efudice. The relationship must be relatively non'-threatening

and must Ypróvide an ddcaaion f r unity in a comMOn cause.

To -suppIeMent data prO.1:iided thU4 far OOn'cerhing'the

stabilizing role o

vieWs with MotheiS

nOnpubliCtithOOrs, we cOridU'Cted 'telephone int6r7

frOt three CathOlIC paro'Cbial
_

schObis in greater
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Boston, using methods identical to those utilized for the Butler.

school (see details provided earlier). 33 St. Angela's elementary

school is located in the Mattapan area of Boston, which was until

about five years ago a Jewish-Irish neighborhood. The public

schools had excellent reputations. As more and more Black citizens

moved in, local people perceived the public schools as deteriorat-

ing. The Jewish families left very quickly, but many Irish Catholi

have remained. St. Angela's school is about 15 percent Black. The

pastor thinks the neighborhood will become entirely Black, but hope:

the process,can be slowed. He thinks the neighborhood may be ableilto remain integrated for ten or fifteen years. Part of the exist-

ng stability seems due to the availability of St. Angela's schoo

and part to the fact that, since homes in the area are high qualityi

people are reluctant to sell them.

St. Mark's school, in the Dorchester section of Boston, is

entirely white. However, the public schools of the area draw from

the neighboring Black community. If the parochial school closes,

the parents will have the choice of sending their children to pre-

dominantly black public schools or moving away.

St. Peter's, also in the Dorchester section, is in the direct

path of,the Black migration. Real estate prices have plumnletted.

What is going to happen to the community remains a question mark.

A few blac,k families have purchased homes in the parish, but they

are isolated instances. In most cases, the pastor says, they are

better citizens than their white predecessors. Here the quality of
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the real estate is much poorer than in the other two parishes

mentioned, consisting mostly of wooden two and three deckers.

Most parishioners are lower class. The pastor predicts the area

will become Boston's worst slum eventually, but can't predict the

rate at which this will happen.

The distribution of the responses of mothers from St.

Angela's, St. Mark's and St. Peter's to the most important inter-

view items are as follows:

Generally, how would you rate the quality of the
school? Would
or poor?

you say it is excellent, 'pretty good, only fair,

St. Angela St. Mark St. Peter
excellent 4 0 0
pretty good 9 10 9
only fair 19 5 11
poor 13 4 4
don't know 2 2 2

Based on your own experience or on what you've heard or seen,
how do you feel that the public schools in your neighborhood
compare with a few years ago? Are they better, about the same
or not as good as they were a few years ago?

better 1 2
about the same 6 7 5
not as good 35 9 14
no way of knowing 5 3 7

How do you feel that the school compares now with the way
it was a few years ago? Is it better, about the same, or not as
good as it was a few years ago?

better 18 8 7
about the same 23 8 15
not as good 4 5 3
no way of knowing 2 0 1

453-050 0-71-35
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How about theY next 'few years--do,'yOu think public schools in
your area are going to get better, stay the same, or 'get worse?

St. Angela St. Mark St. Peter

get better 8 9 3

stay the same 13 5 8

get'worse 25 6 12

don't know 1 1 2

How about the next few years--do you think the school is
going to get better, stay the same, or get worse?

get better
stay the same
get worse
can't say

19 11 4

22 6 11

0 3 5

6 1 4

How do you feel the school compares academically with the
public schools in your area? Is it much better, somewhat better,
about the same, somewhat worse, or much worse?

much better
somewhat better
about the same
somewhat worse
much worse

27 8 14

14 4 5

4 6 7

0 2 0

0 0 1

Sometimes children are harmed physically at school or while on the
way to or from school. How does the school compare with
public schools in your area in this regard? Is it much safer, some-
what safer, about the same, somewhat more dangerous, or much more
dangerous?

much safer
somewhat safer
about the same
somewhat more

dangerous 1 0 1

much more dangerous 0 0 0

16 6 5

20 4 9

10 11 11
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Sometimes children rua into bad moral influences at school. As

compared with public schools in your area, is the

school much safer morally, somewhat safer morally, about the same,

not as safe morally or much less safe morally?

much safer morally
somewhat safer

morally
about the same
somewhat less safe

morally
much less safe

morally

St. Angela St. Mark
30 7

7

10

0 0

0

10

Regarding your child- , who is in the
your major reasons for sending him/her to the

Any other reasons? (Probe for several).

St. Angela St. Mark

St. Peter
16

grade:

4

6

0

What are
school?

Better education
Religious traiAing
Better discipline ...

Tradition in family
(Catholic schools)

Good teachers--dedication 10

32
24
18

13

Religious education
Good education
Discipline
Traditional
Closer
Other members of family

14
8
7

4
4

Public schools bad 9 went to Catholic school.... 4

Moral training 4 Better than other sChools

More individual attention 4 around 2

Objection to blacks in Preference 2

public school 4 Felt it was the thing to do.. 2

Respect for authority . 3 Atmosphere 1

Teacher turnover rate high Good teaching 1

in public school 2 Religious duty 1

Integration in St. Angela More individual attention 1

(not all Black ) 1

St. Peter
Religions education 20

Discipline 13

Good education 8

Closer 3

Nuns,better teachers 3

Tradition 3

Other family members went
there 3

History of Catholic schools
in family 2

Relative in the religious
order 1

Preference 1

Neighborechildren go there 1

More individual attention 1

Best school in area 1
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Has your child attended any other school?

St. An ela

Yes 34

No 13

Why

St. Mark
6

15

St. Peter
8

17

did you change?
St. Angela

Public Private

Better education
Religious education
No kindergarten in private school

More discipline
Tradition on private schooling in

family
Blacks in public schools

Better teachers
Closer
More individual attention,

Poor communication between teacher

and parents
Waiting list at St. Angela;s
Too much pressure
Limited to a certain grade only....

St. Mark

12
8

8

6

4

4

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

I

1

2

Religious training at st. Mark's

Better education at St. Mark's
Class size too large
More attention given at St. Mark's

Couldn't afford

St. Peter

Parochial education
4

Poor education
2

No room at St. Peters at that time 1

No kindergarten at St. Peter's 1

1
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If the school closed down at the end f this school

St. Angela
Move 17

Look for another
private school 16

Send to public
school 9

Don't know 3

Tutor 1

Send to another
area through
busing 1

St. Mark
Send to public school 8

Send to nonpublic school 6

Best education offered 2

Don't know 2

Move 2

Can't close 1

St. Peter
Another private school
Be di3turbed
Public school
Move
Don't know

8

... 2

11
3

1

Not concerned 1

No public school at all 1

(If mother says she w%uld find another nonpublic school for the
. chAd). What if you could not get your child into another
no:7mblic school?

St. Angela
Forced to send to

public school 8

I Don't know ...3

- Tutor 1

Send to another
area through
busing 1

4

St Mark
Send to public school 6

St. Peter
Public school 7

Move 1

Public school 1

Don't know .. 1

Approximately how much will it cost you (include transportation and
other incidentals) to send this child to the school
during the present school year?

; St. Angela

, 1st grade
50
90

100
108
125
180
300

-4

4rt

St. Mark

1st grade

No students in
this grade

St. Peter

1st grade
50
70

115
150
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Cost to send child to school, cont'd.

St. Angela
2nd grade

108
150
160
170
180

3rd grade
63
80

100
130
150

4th grade
70
90
90

108
150

St. Mark
2nd grade

No Students in this
grade

3rd grade

No students in this
grade

4th grade

No students in this
grade

St. Peter
2nd grade

50
65
75

85

3rd grade
90

100
100
160

4th grade
95

75

100
170

5th grade 5th grade 5th grade
55 50

60 No students in this 125
65 grade 125
70 145
80

110
118
140
150

6th grade 6th grade Eth grade
100 60 30.

108 60 50
110 75
125 80
125 95

180
180

7th grade 7th grade 7th grade
70 40 50

100 65 120
100 70
100 80
180 80

130
150
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Cost to send child to

St. Angela
8th grade

45
60
85
80

108

10th grade
1,000
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school, cont'd.

St. Mark

8th grade
80

150
160
160
170
180
200

St. Peter /NEM

8th grade
75

100

What would you do if these costs increased by 10 percent a year for

the next five years?

Pay 40
Difficult to pay.3
Don't know.......2
Remove child

Pay 16

Take child out.3
Couldn't pay...1
Don't know 1

Pay 18
Difficult to pay.3
Remove child
Don't know 1

When you were a child, did you ever attend a nonpublic elementary

or secondary school?

no 19

yes....13
no 18

yes 20
no 6

Row long have you lived in the community where you are now located?

1.....1
2 2

3.....2
4 4

6 3

7.....3
8.....3
9 3

11.....1

13.....1
14 1

15 2

16 2

18 1

20.....1
over 20...17

5 2

6 1

7..4 3

8 1

11 3

14 2

pver 15 14
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In the next two or three years, are you definitely planning to
move out of this community, are you uncertain about moving, or
are you definitely planning to stay?

Definitely planning to move
Uncertain
Definitely planning to stay

St. Angela
a

16
22

St. Mark St. Peter
1 7

6 6

14 13

Why? Can you think

Move
If meighVnTood goes
If St. Angela's closes
Poor schools .
Unsafe conditions
House getting small
If services in community

not maintained

of anything that might

St. Angela

change your mind? (Probe)

Stay
all black..14

... 7

7

5

2

are
1

Like tne area 11
Convenient 2

Family nearby 2

Owns own home 2

Move
St. Mark

laidt
If St. Mi7;Ts closes 3 Economic reasons 2

Crime ... 1 Happy here ... 2

Buy own home 1 Near work 1

St. Peter
Move

Safety endangered 3

Blacks moving in 2

Closure of St. Peter's "2
Poor schools 2

Cheap whites moving in 1

Old house 1

Just moved in,
would lose financially..

Stay
Can't afford to move 1

Relatives nearby. . 1

Like the area
Must cope with changes 1
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What is your husband's occupation? (If no husband,

interviewee's occupation.)
St. Anpela St. Mark

record

St. Peter

Professional 3 3 0

Executive, Manager al
Proprietor

3

Creative and Communications 1 0

Sales (Retail sales 1 1 2 2

All oiler sales
0

White 'collar or Civil Serviet '11 5 4

TrattEltAISSIL-------------
4 1 3

Service pi 0 oa 1, ,fiiit iluii,

re airs etc. 3 1 2

Skilled La or Craftsman,
Foreman 11 5 12

Semi- and Unskilled Labor 4 0 1

Farmer 0 0

Other (specify) sys. analyst Elec. Mntn. disabled
police officer housewife
widowed Housewife
army colonel
housewife
disabled

Is your husband under 40 or older than that? (If no husband,

Itecord interviewee's age.

Under 40 20 5 11

Older than that 27 15 15

What is the last grade of school your husband completed? If no

husband record interviewee's schooling.

8th grade or less
Some high school
High School graduate
Sone college
2-yr. college graduate
4-yr. college graduate
Master's degree
Doctorate
Law school

0 0 3

7 5 8

28 5 7

5 4 5

0 2 1

4 .4 2

2 0 0

1 1 0

1
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Race (from school records)

White
Negro .

Puerto Rican
Mexican or
Spanish American
Oriental
Other (specify)
No answer
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St. Ave a St. Mark
3 19

1

St. Peter
21

(Omit for Black interviewees)
IrWat country was your paternal grandfather (your father's father,

born?

U.S. or Canada 14 7 9

Ireland 18 9 13

England, Scatland or Wales 3 1 1

Germany 1 0 0

France 1 0 0

Italy 4 2 0

Spain or Portugal 0 1 0

Greece 0 0 0

Other (specify) 3 1 1

Dominican Rep. New Found. Russia

Romania
Don't know

What is your religion?

Protestant
Roman Catholic 47 20 26

Jewish
Other
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3. Functions of Nonpublic Schools in 'SF Communities

We have defined SF ("stable, feasible") communities as those

which are relatively stable racially and are so located that con -

heiderable racial integration can be achieved by changing attend -

ance area boundaries, busing children to and from other communities,

and other tactics. For some children, virtually all stable com-

munities may fall into this category, for there are few areas in

which no integration is feasible.

Mere again, it has not been possible for us to secure repre-

sentative data. Our purpose is to explore relationships that do

occur, though with unknown frequency. Further work should be con-
'

ducted to clarify the national picture in this regard.

National leaders of nonpublic school groups seem to have no

difficulty identifying schools that have as a central goal the

maintenance of a stable, integrated student body for children who

would not otherwise enjoy that advantage. Two examples, reportedly

are the Manhattan Country School in New York City and the German-

town Friends School in Philadelphia. We would strongly recommend

studies to determine how many schools of this type are functioning

in the United Stateg, and with what apparent results.

For present purposes, only one example of the trend will by

cited, the program known as ABC (A Better Chance"), is run cooperatively

by approximately one hundred member institutions of the National

34
Association of Independent Schools.
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The program, begun in 1964, has as its spearhead component

the Independent Schools Talent Search, an ef fort to find acutely
disadvantaged youth who might benefit from spending at least three

years in the "beefed-up" environment of an outstanding college
preparatory boarding school. Table 29 along with Figure I, sum-

marises family background information concerning the 1,800 students

thus enrolled. Before entering the independent school, each student
is provided with a summer program designed to ease the transition,
mainly by giving him confidence in his ability to adjust to an
independent school. Thus far, over 600 participants have graduated
from independent schools and gone on to the colleges and universities
shown in Table 30. Some 800 are enrolled in ABC independent schools

during the current year (19 70-71).
A studs is now being conducted, with foundation funding, to

assess the results of ABC, which, by removing a student from a fre-

quently destructive environment to a well appointed boarding school

for three years, may be one of the most intensive "compensatory"
interventions thus far attempted. The estimated per-pupil cost for
the three years is placed between $10,000 and $12,000. The bulk of

the program has bean underwritten by the schools themselves, with the t

help of private philanthropy (see Table 31). Between 1964 and 1969-70i

some public funds were made available, particularly through the Of-

fice of Economic Opportunity. We are informed that participating
school officials are extremely enthusiastic about ABC and would
expand it vastly if necessary funds could be obtained.
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TABLE 29

FAMILY BACKGROUNDS OF ABC STUDENTS

Year of Entry 1964 1965 1966
196-4-70

1967 1968 1969 1970 Average

Median
family income (s) 5320 4940 4640 4420

! Mother' s education
(median years 12.2 10 .8 10.6 10. 3

of school)

Fathdim' s e ducation
(median years

of school) 11.5 10.3 9.8 10.0

Students NOT
living with

both parents (2) 39 4 1 44 59

Families receiving
welfare (2) 17 2 3 21 26

4160 4260 4850 4480

10.0 10.5 10.2 10.6

9.3 9.9 9.5 9.7

51 57 61 52

25 41 44 29

TABLE 30

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ATTENDANCE
OF ABC INDEPENDENT SCHOOL GRADUATES, 1966-70

Harvard 30
University of Pennsylvania
Dartmouth 20
Tufts 20
Yale 18
Columbia 17
Williams 16
Cornell 13
Vestleyan 13
Carleton 12
N.Y.U. 11
Oberlin 10
Antioch 9
Brown 9
Northeastern 9

Stanford 8
2 7 Trinity 8

Hamilton 7

Case Western
Fordhas 6
Hobart 6
University of Michigan
Princeton 6
Amherst 5
Boston University 5
University of Connecticut
Howard 5
Lincoln 5
Northwestern 5
Radcliffe 5

Reserve 6

6
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TABLE 30, Coned

College and University Attendance
of ABC Independent School Graduates, 1966-70

Simmons 5
Washington 5
Barnard 4
Brandeis 4
Clark 4
Duke 4
M.I.T. 4
Ohio Wesleyan 4
Syracuse 4
Wayne State 4
Alfred 3
American 3
Univ. of Chicago 3
Colby 3
University of
Denver 3

Dickinson 3
Emory 3
Hampshire 3
Lake Forest 3
University of Massa-
chusetts, Amherst 3

Pembroke 3
University of
Pittsburgh 3

University of
Rochester 3

Rutgers 3
Sarah Lawrence 3
Swathmore 3
Utica College of

Syracuse University 3
Union 3
Vassar 3
Albion 2
Baylor 2

Boston College
Bovdoin 2
University of Colorado 2
Connecticut College

for Women 2
Drexel Institute 2
Earlham 2
Elnhurst 2
Federal City 2
Ceorgetovn 2
Hamrick 2
Jackson 2
Lawrence 2
Macalester 2
Manhattanville 2
University of

Massachusettn, Boston
Middlebury 2
Pennsylvania State 2
Pomona 2
Prescott 2
Rensselaer Polytechnic 2
Rice 2
Springfield 2
Tulane 2
Vanderbilt 2
University of

Vermont 2
Western Michigan 2
Wheelock 2
Wittenburg 2
Worcester 2

Other colleges 125
(one student each)

TOTAL - 607



Ethnic Batiground
1969-1970

Bleck 76%
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Geographical Background
(1969-1970)

Northwest
4%

Southwest
4%

11017

Other 1%

American Indian 5%

Puerto Rican 6%

Mexican American 1%

White 11%

Fig. 1. Ethic and Ceographic Origins of ABC Students.

1
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1

1

i

1

1

i

i
Students financed

1

with the aid of ABC
1

matching scholarships .. .. -- 40 67 144 126 377

1

1 Total of new students 63 193 455 223 306 328 300 1868
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TABLE 31

SOURCES OF SCHOLARSHIPS FOR ABC STUDENTS

'64 '65 '66 '67 '68 '69 '70 Total

Federally
financed
students -- 100 300 50 50 Oa Mb Mb Mb

Students financed
entirely by

ABC Schools 63 93 155 133 189 184 174 991

We are inclined to conclude that the potential for using non

public schools to help achieve racial justice in SF communities is

very great, and that sone significant contributions (unknown in

extent at this point) have been made in the past.

4. Functions of Nonpublic Schools in SN Coss:unities

We have defined SN ("Stable, not feasible") communities as

those which are relatively stable racially but which, because of

geographic and other limitations, present little opportunity for

racial integration in the schools, at least for the vast majority

of youngsters. (Our comments here are most applicable to all black

communities). When children cannot be given the benefits of
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iintsigrated schooling, steps can nevertheless be taken to advance

ithe cause of racial justice. /n the long run, perhaps the most

important contribution of the schools in these situations is to

fhelp the minority groups whose children attend thee schools

Iachieve economic and political parity. It seems likely to us,

let least, that prejudice against nonwhites in the United States

Ifileill persist until these minorities have achieved economic and

f

f political power.
!

There is considerable evidence to suggest that wtanever two

i interacting human groups are notably unequal economically and

e

Ipolitically, the advantaged group will hold prejudiced views

toward the less advantaged group, perhaps partly as a way of

managing guilt. 35 Idiosyncracies of language, morality, body

build, facial characteristics, and dress that might be viewed as

charming features of an equal group will be regarded as marks of

inferiority in a disadvantaged greup. It is far from accidental,

for instance, that a wide range of dialects spoken by white citizens

in.the United States are accepted as the speech of intelliRent

people, whereas the verbal patterns of blacks, tnough richly ex

pressive, are designated as "substandard," to be eradicated as

quickly as possible."

'The need for parity is a focal concern of the Slack Power

movement. Many black leaders are convinced, partly on the basis

of the history of other ethnic groups in the United States, that

453-0SO 0-71-36
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blacks will always be oppressed and discriminated against until

they develop their own economic and political power base -- that

social equality is largely a function of equality in other

spheres. One possibility in this regard is that black Americans

might fruitfully pursue the example of American Catholics, who

developed their own nonpublic school system as a device for gettins

ahead in a society whose public schools were hostile to Catholic

interests in many particulars.37

Whether schools for blacks are run by black people or not,

there is little doubt that fundamental reforms are long overdue

in education, particularly in the inner city. So long as large

proportions of black children fail to develop adequate basic skills

economic and political parity is unlikely to be achieved. For pres

ent purposes, the central question is whether the necessary improve-

ments are likely to come at all, or come quiekly enough, through

public education almost exclusively, or whether, as an alternative,

nonpublic schools must play an important role.

This is obviously not the place, in the light of the space

already consumed, for a prolonged discussion of the couparative

contributions of public and nonpublic schools to the improvement of

educational practices through experimentation and other means, but

we should highlight at least the major considerations. It is some,

times argued that the very existence of nonpublic schools makes

reform more difficult to achieve in public education by draining
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off citizen interest.
38 The available research on this question

:summarized in Appendix C), though not conclusive, suggests that

the charge is not generally valid.

It can be argued with much cogency, however, that educational

!experimentation should be diverse and wide-ranging in a day when

!there is growing consensus that the schools are not performing

stithin a tolerable proximity to citizen aspirations, yet no clear

solution can be identified. Imaginative students of education can

:broach strategies that seem promising, but none whose worth has

been substantiated conclusively in a variety of settings.

In tranquil times, schooluen might calmly mark time while

waiting for researchers and a few radical experimenters to produce

a sure method for improving education lubstantially. In the cur-

rent crisis, it may be manditory for the schools to experiment on

i a widespread basis with approaches which though not yet definitely

iproven effective, seem more hope-inspiring than business-as-usual.

t If so, a range of organizational forms should be utilized to foster

maximum flexibility. All organizations seem to resist changes that

threaten the hard-won rewards of their members, but organizations

structured in different ways will differ as to the changes they

resist. Some xperiments should be more easily executed in public

schoOs than anywhere else--new arrangements for articulating the

work of elementary and second-try schools in a large city, for ex-

ample. Existing nonpublic schools should be particularly well

suited to other experiments--such as departures from the urban

approach to teacher preparation and certification. Only a few
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nonpublic schools, catering to special groups of parents, may be

able to try some radical ideas--take Summerhill's concepts as

an instance. Still other experimentation may never occur unless

new nonpublic schools are created, nonpublic schools unlike any

that now exist.

The recent growth of such iconoclastic enterprises as "street

academies," "storefront learning centers," and "free schools" woultt

seem to indicate that a growing number of people concerned with the

education of the disadvantaged view the private sector as the bast

place to institute needed improvements, at least initially.39 The

assumption is breaking down that the best source of opportunity

for upward mobility is necessarily the public schools. The researcf;

of Colin Greer at Columbia University indicates that the extent to

which public schools have helped the disadvantaged in the past has

been greatly exaggerated. 40 In fairly recent studies in the State

of Michigan and the City of Chicago, evidence was uncovered to the

effect that there was greater equality of opportunity extended to

the rich and poor students in Catholic schools than in public

schools.41 (The latter study appears in Volume IV, Appendix B).

When the proportion of academic achievement gains attributable to

in-school variables was isolated, the "Chicago study suggested that 3

the public schools were doing their best job with the wealthy, at

1

the expense of the poor, whereas the Catholic schools were doing

their best job with the impoverished, not the rich."42 There is

evidence that in the past the Catholic schools significantly aided
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!outcast Catholics in their attempts to secure acceptance and

)status in this society.43 It seems entirely possible, then, that

1:Lonpublic schools may have a vital role to play in helping achieve

iracial justice for future citizens for whom racial integration in

ithe schools is not a realistic goal at the present
1

1

1 Summary

The function of this chapter was to analyze the charge that

inonpublic schools in the United States are necessarily an impediment

ito racial integration (and thus, more generally, to racial justice).

1The available data concerning integration in nonpublic schools did

Inot substantiate the charge. /t would be difficult, apparently, to

demonstrate (particularly outside the South) that public schools as

;a total group are significantly more integrated than nonpublic

'schools as a total group.

When we examined the issue by looking at more clearly defined

situations, the above-mentioned charges seemed to be based on a

simplistic view of problems involved in achieving racial justice.

In some racially integrated communities, nonpublic schools are a

4 vital instrument for preserving integration. /n some predominantly

white communities that resist integration, nonpublic schools help

prevent a rapid exodus of whites and thus keep open the possibility

of developing rapprochement between blacks and whites. Nothing

could be much worse in this regard than for the geographic sep-

aration of blacks and whites to be vastly intensified and for the
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interests of the cities and the suburbs to be further polarised.

la some stable communities where integration is feasible, non-.

public schools are making a strong czatribution to that end.

For the sany disadvantaged childien for whos integratioa is sot

feasible, the nonpublic schools may help produce a more adequate

quality of education. There are also communities, so doubt, in

which nonpublic schools are a nat liability in the struggle for

racial justice.

National studies should be launched to provide information

concerning the frequency of these trends. In the meantime, how-

ever, the conclusion seems valid that the potential for using

nonpublic schools as an instrument for achieving racial justice

is very great. To state that the objective 'meld be more readily

achieved if nonpublic schools were curtailed or abolished is ob-

viously naive and indefeasible.
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these strata (totaling 250), 'questionnaires were mailed to a
sample of students, parents, teachers and governing board mem-

bers

This data source has at least one serious limitation that
must be kept in mind when interpreting results. The question-
naires were mailed, and thus the response rate was limited.

The overall returns were as follows:
Parent questionnaire 65%
Faculty questionnaire 67%
Student questionnaire 74%.
School Head questiunnaire 71%
Governing Board questionnaire 65%

While these return rates are high for mailed questionnaires,
[ the issue of generalizability might be raised. More important-

ly, questions on the characteristics of non-respondents would
certainly be an issue. Even with this fairly high return rate
the numbers represented in some groups are so small that in
some cases groups had to be eliminated from consideration; in
others the resulting interpretation can be regarded as being
suggestive at best.

The Kraushaar study of American Independent Schools gathered,
in addition to basic census data concerning the religious,
racial and ethnic backgrounds of students and faculty, data on
the attitudes of various publics toward minority group enroll-

[, ment and employment in nonpublic schools. This is the only
source available that allows inferences to be made about minor-
ity group enrollment,in nonpublic schools outside the Catholic
sector. .Further, it sheds light on attitudinal differences
between parents, students, school heads, and governing board
members toward minority group enrollment and employment in non-
public schools.

The Kraushaar study"asked each school head sampled the fol-
lowing questions regarding the religious and ethnic, background
of the students and faculty in his school:
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The following four questions concern the religious,
racial, ethnic or national background of your students
and staff. Many schools do not have records for some or
all of this information. If so, please give your best
estimate in each case.

A. Approximately how many of your students are:
Roman Catholic
Protestant
Jewish

B. Approximately how many of your faculty are:
Roman Cholic
Protestant
Jewish

C. Approximately how many of your students belong to
each of the following ethnic or racial groups:

Black American
American Indian
Mexican American
Puerto Rican American
Oriental American
Of foreign citizenship

D. Approximately how many of your faculty belong to each
of the following ethnic or racial groups:

Black American ..

American Indian-
Mexican American ..

Puerto Rican American
Oriental American
Of Foreign Citizenship

Three things should be kept in mind when studying what follows.
First, these are estimates by principals or 11admasters of the
religious, social and ethnic background. Second, the "other"
category under the ethnic-racial background question becomes by
process of elimination the largest single category that of

"white" American or European origin. Third, unfortunately one
cannot directly compare the Catholic school sample with the
NCEA figures presented in the previous section because of the

two year difference between the two studies. The nearest study
in point of time is the NCEA 1969-70 survey, A Statistical
Report on Catholic Elementary and Secondary Schools for the Years

1967-68 to 1969-70, NCEA. Washington, DC. 1970. If these 1969
figures are used, it appears as if the Kraushaar data tend
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INTRODUCTION

In exploring questions of aid to nonpublic schools from the
viewpoint of the economist, we have produced two papers. In the
first of these, Jeffrey Puryear explores the issues from a fairly

[high level of abstraction. At this level it is possible to clarify
points that are considerably more obscure when the complications

f of actual workaday situations are present. But if underlying

principles are most readily articulated in abstract papers such as
Puryear's, other objectives are easier to achieve in analyses that,

, address concrete situations in the "real world." Consequently we
e

are presenting in addition an essay by Andre Daniere, originally
rprepared for a Massachusetts commission and revised for our purposes,i

1

that elicits in a specific context (a bill considered in Massachusetts)
the implications of some principles enunciated by Puryear. In one

I respect, it adds to the list of considerations. Its author argues
that rational consideration of aid to nonpublic schools must involve
systematic examination of consequences for public education. Daniere's
enunciation of the "principle of fractionality" seems particularly apt.

As some scholars who examine these materials may observe, not all1

i conceivable economic questions have been covered, even with the two
papers. For example, it seems likely to some economists (Milton
Friedman, for instance) that the existence of nonpublic schools tends

1 to ensure greater income elasticity of demand, and therefore more
adequate support of education generally, than can be achieved in an
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exclusively public system. Initial discussions on this possibility

revealed that it was far too complex to be analyzed adequately,

along with the other matters covered by Puryear and Daniere, within

the limits of time and other resources available. Nevertheless, thes'

pages may comprise the most systematic economic analysis of aid to

nonpublic schools thus far available in a single document. If so,

they represent a significant beginning of work that could beivastly

extended.
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ECONOMIC ISSUES IN PUBLIC AID TO NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS'

By Jeffrey Puryear
University of Chicago

The task of this paper is to explore some of the economic issues raised

by public aid to nonpublic elementary and secondary schools. Much of the

discussion will be from a theoretical point of view to ensure both clarity

in presentation of the arguments and systematic orientation to the myriad of

practical detail which mdght obscure the central issues throughout. Most of

the ideas considered have been expressed in other places by responsible and

respected economists; the goal here is to present them in a unified fashion

and in somewhat simplified terms. Since the organizational form that public

aid to nonpublic schools might conceivably take are nearly infinite, we will

4.!

Vlimit our consideration to two alternatives, which are both pragmatically

relevant to the current situation in the United States and illustrative of

key analytical and policy problems:

Alternative A: Kaintain the system as it is in the United
States. Do not provide public aid. to non-
public schools and do not facilitate their
existence by lowering the tax burden on
families who choose private schools.

Alternative B: Finance the growth of a syStem of public and
nonpublic educational options by granting a
family a specified amount of educational
credit for each child, to be spent as the
family chooses on either public or nonpublic

schooling. This, with its many possible
variations, is commonly known as the voucher

system.

/I wish to acknowledge the extensive comments by Dr. Mary Jean Bowman

of the University of Chicago. Any strengths this analysis might have are due

in large part to her constructive criticimm; any errors or weak points are

entirely my responsibility.
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In assessing the possible effects of these two alternatives, three kinds of

questions will be considered: the allocation of educational services, the

distribution of educational burdens, and economic efficiency.

The Allocation of Educational Services

Imagine the community of River City, with two schools, one private and

one public. Both cost $600 per pupil per year. The public school is main-

tained entirely by local taxes, which must be paid whether or not a child is

/'

attending that school. The private sahool is maintained entirely by tuition

fees and covers costs with charges for each pupil of $600 per year.

Same people in town think that the quality of education at the private

school is better than at the public school, while others may disagree.

Similarly, some may prefer particular attributes of the private school (most

commonly its religious instruction), whereas others do not. For simplicity,

we will assume that every family has the same income and has just one child

of school age. Those who would prefer to send the child to the private

school will act on that preference only if their feelings are so strong as to

justify the extra $600 over and abovr. the tax costs (paid _maim) of the

public education. Many who prefer . the private school but not to the extent

of spending an extra $600 will send their children to the public institution.

Yet the true resource costs/of providing education in these two schools was

specified as the same. The result is a distortion in allocating resources to

the public and private institutions, and people with preferences for the

private school are penalized relative to those preferring the public institu-

tion.

This situation roughly approximates alternative A outlined above.

Citizens in River City face the same supply conditions for educational services
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up to the resource cost value of $600 per child per year. Should a family

desire to send its child to a type of school different from that provided

publicly, the cost of doing so skyrockets; they still must pay taxes to sup-

port the public school and in addition the entire private school tuition.

Under alternative B, families who prefer a type of schooling different

from that offered publicly could more easily satisfy their distinct educational:

tastes. As under A, all pay a school tax, but the receipts of that tax are

used to provide vouchers for each school-age child. The vouchers carry a

fixed dollar value of, let us say, the $600 previously specified as the cost

per child of the educational services. These vouchers can be spent on either

public or nonpublic schools. There is no penalizing or rewarding of one pre-

ference against another.

Now, suppose that a family wished not only to obtain a different kind of

education for its children but also to invest in more costly education than

the publicly provided $600 per child--say at a level of $1,000 per child.

Under alternative B it could do this with an extra expense beyond the voucher

of $400, matching the extra cost of services provided with the $1,000 education,

whereas under alternative A the extra expense to the family would have been

the full $1,000, Hence if services costing an extra $400 were worth an extra

expense of $400 in the family's judgement the child would be sent to the

$1,000 school under alternative B. Under alternative A, on the other hand, a

family would have to consider the extra $400 worth of servic%,_ be worth an

extra $1,000 expense before it would patronize the more expeu,ive inatitution..

Again the incentives for the allocation of resources among kinds and qualities

of education are distorted under alternative A whereas, given the subsidy to

education generally in the vouchers, there is no distortion under alternative B.
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Thus far we have assumed all families to be in the same income posi-

tion, with the same "ability to pay." That assumption was a convenient

simplification. Because it allowed us tacitly to treat all families' dollars

as of equal importance without straining credibility or ethical values we

could see the allocative distortions clearly and unambiguously. Shifting to

the more realistic situation, in which there is a wide range in family incomes,

it becomes evident immediately that alternative A entails more severe con-

straints on realization of preferences among poor than among rich families.

Should a wealthy family desire to send its child to a nonpublic school it can

do so without too great a sacrifice. But such options are virtually out of

the reach of lower class fmmilies, even if we consider only private schools

with the same level of resources per child as the public schools. Thus the

poorer one is, under alternative A, the more he is restricted to that type of

education offered by the local public school and the less hf. can exercise his

particular educational preferences.

In contrast, alternative B eliminates special costs of attending private

schools equivalent in their real costs per child to the public schools,

giving poor families equal freedom of choice among schools at the voucher cost

level. Obviously, neither altrnative equalizes rich and poor with respect

to their positionn in purchase of education at cost levels substantially in

excess of what the vouchers will purchase. This is a point to which I shall

return.

One question often raised in contemplating a voucher system is whether

it would lead to a massive flight to nonpublic schools by middle and upper-

class children. We should emphasize at the outset that movement won't

necessarily be from public to nonpublic schools, but could very well be from

one public school to another. Public schools differ greatly in their level of
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support, their mix of educational methods, and their social characteristics.

Thus once free to apply their vouchers to any school they wish, a family may

simply elect to send their children to a "better" public school and, should

there be any difference between the price of the school and the size of the

voucher, pay the balance from their personal funds.

Now, putting aside the fact that if such an exodus occurred it might

tell us something well worth knowing about the quality of education avail-

at;le in sme public schools, three points are of interest. First, for the

very rich the type of financing provided is virtually irrelevant. Their wealth

enables them to choose between public and nonpublic schools on the basis of

quality or convenience, rather than on the basis of cost. So altering the

supply of funds for educational investment is not likely to change their

'211

choices.

Secondly, at equal costs to parents, any move from public to nonpublic

schools (or from one public school to another) will depend solely on the

character of the options available. Insofar as parents see the education

provided by one school as being more beneficial to their children than that

provided by another, they can be expected to choose accordingly. Such dif-

ferences needn't be restricted to the amounts of learning that take place,

but may also apply to different educational contents. Same families may pre-

fer a greater emphasis on religion or an ethnically homogeneous student body,

or many other quality considerations. Should equal-cost nonpublic schools be

more successful in convincing parents that they offer a better education, they

will attract more students. Public schools, of course, could and probably

would counter this by altering the type of education offered or by appealing

to a different group of people. The net result will depend on which schools
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most effectively meet the perceived educational demands of families within

the limits of public regulation and minimum standards. The relevant decision

is not necessarily between public and nonpublic schools, but is rather a

matter of choosing between different types of education at.equal costs.

NW, the third possibility is that factor costs will not be equal.

Some schools will coit more than others and we will assume that partnts who

pay the extra price feel they are getting greater benefits for their children.

We've already mentioned that alternative B lowers the marginal price of

educational investments in nonpublic (or higher-cost public) education.

Whether anyone actually invests more as a result of this change depends upon

how responsive he is to changes in the relevant prices. Some people would

react strongly to th lower marginal costs of educational investments and

invest a good deal more. Others would not react at all and their schooling

choices would be unchanged.

Thus two facets of demands determine the response of fPmil:tes under

alternative B: the ranking of preferences and the elasticities of substi-

tution between different types or kinds of education. For social or religious

reasons same parents will prefer different types of education for their

children when costs are equal and some will shift their behavior more readily

than will others with changes in relative prices. The results for allocation

of children into different kinds of schools at different levels of investment

are not certain, though several contentions exist.

One view is that these responses are class-related--thnt wealthy

parents will make a greater percentage increase in educational investment

under alternative B than will poorer parents. If this is correct, the result

might be a rapid flight of the more affluent students from cheaper schools,
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leaving behind them the less favored and less able in the bottom of the

educational barrel.

Another contention is that people will sort themselves out into an

educational segregation aloug ethnic and racial lines, although whether this

would be greater than the de facto segregation which already exists is

difficult to say.

In any event, a variety of controls has been suggested. The most

obviOus would be to provide every family with something like equal resources.

This would mean not allowing parents to supplement vouchers with private

funds or perhaps to progressively decrease the size of the voucher as we

move up the socio-economic scale, giving the more affluent families less

credit fhan the less affluent. This would facilitate additional investments

by poorer groups more than by wealthier groups and decrease the class-related

disparity in supply curves of educational investment funds. Perhaps the most

prominent of such plans is the "family power equalizing plan" proposed by

Professor Coons at Berkeley. This model, which sets the value of vouchers

within a progressive tax structure, tries to insure that differences in the

amount spent on children's tducation are based upon the values and preferences

of the family rather than the accident of their wealth.2 Other administrative

surveillance mechanisms would be necessary to control ethnic and racial dis-

crimination within schools. The effectiveness of any of these measures is

not immediately apparent, but they show sufficient promise to merit experimen-

tation.

Another potential source of allodatiye inequity under alternative A is

2,John E. Coons, William H. Clune III, and Stephen D. Sugarman, Private

Wealth and Public Education (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University

Press, 1970)
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manife§ted in the concern for de facto segregation and the bussing issue.

Under the present system, free schooling is provided within one's general

neighborhood--children are typically directed to attend the school nearest

their homes and are seldom allowed to choose any other. Since many neigh-

borhoods tend to be homogeneous along ethnic and class lines and since

differences in per-pupil expenditures tend to parallel these divisions, the

result may easily be a less-than-equal distribution of educational opportu-

nities. Many children, particularly lower-class blacks, may find themselves

at a disadvantage simply because they are constrained to attending their

neighborhood school rather than one in another part of town. They can avoid

this situation only by moving, and this is likely to be too difficult and too

expensive. Under alternative B, those residents who wish to invest above the

community level of educational support will find it easier to do so without

having to move to e different area and without having to pay double rates.

The Distribution of Educational Burdens

We might note that under either alternative all members of a community

share in the financial burden of public education even though only some of

them have children who go to school. Thus not all of the cost is borne by

the users of education. h substantial group of non-users--those without

children, the elderly, the: unmarried--also pay a share. This is justified by

the presumption that education has external benefits which accrue to members

of the society other than those who have children.3 A stable and democratic

society, it appears, need:3 citizens who are literate and possess some degree

of knowledge and have been exposed to a core of common values. It is also

3Milton Friedman, Capitalism and Freedom, "The Role of Government in

Education," (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), pp. 83-108; E.G. West,

&location and the State (London: Institute of Economic Affairs, 1965).
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often asserted.that greater education helps reduce the costs of welfare and

v law enforcement to society, and that better educated people contribute more

tto production than they consume, thereby raising levels of living not only

r for themselves but for others as well. If such externalities exist, there is

some justification for shifting a portion of the costs to those who benefit

indirectly from the education of others, Thus the principle of payment

according to benefits is not necessarily violated by public subsidy to

education: indeed, it may require subsidy.

Under alternative A, the amount of resources allocated to a particular

school is determined jo-Iiitly by decision-making bodies representing the

1

community in which tile school is located at various governmental levels--

school district city, township, state, nation--in different combinations for

' different srAlools. Under a simple majority voting rule (if we ignore for the
/

,

,

moment ,lObbying and biases in levels of paritcipation at the polls) the level

of resource allocation will tend to approximate the median level of support

,desired by the residents--some will have preferred more and same less. A

change in the median level of desired support can be expected to lead to a

change in the amount provided in the long run.4

Thus the prer,ent system of financing provides a minimum level of

educational invesfanent to each child. Regardless of how disadvantaged a

student may be economically, he suffers no shortage of educational investment

capital as long as he is content with public schools. Each year he faces a

supply curve of educational investment funds which is infinitely elastic up to

the level of public educational support. That is, the price of such funds is

4william Craig Stubblevine, "Institutional Elements in the Financing of

Education," Southern Economic Journal, XXXII number 1, part 2, July, 1965,

pp. 16-18.
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the same for any amount desired a to that amount provided by the public.

After that the curve rises rapidly. As long as he desires to invest no more

than is publicly provided, he may continue through high school without

borrowing funds or having to dip into his (or his family's) savings. Thus

a "floor? is created which partially evens out the lower extremes of income

distribution and tends toward a more equitable distribution of opportunities.

It should be noted, however, that this method equalizes educational oppor-

tunities among children by constraining all choices to the median (if no pri-

vate financing is practical). This is fine for all who are prepared to

accept their education at the median level. But it is less satisfactory for

those who wish more education or education of a type not offered by the public

system.

Under alternative B, the same principles would apply. Parents would

still be able to shift a part of the educational burden upon non-users and

thus demand more than they would if they had to pay full costs. Similarly,

non-users would be willing to pay share of tha costs of education because

they receive some of the benefits in the form of externalities. How the

distribution of educational burdens would shift under alternative B will

depend in part on the proportion of school children who were attending private

schools under alternative A, in part on sensitivity of responses to changes

in effective price ratios, and in part on composition and attitudes of the

voting public. This complex of conditions and influences is well worth

studying but goes beyond the scope of the present paper, which makes no

attempt to present modern developments in the theory and analysis of collective

decision-maklmg.
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Economic Efficiency - Supply and Demand Considerations5

A rational person will invest in more education only so long as what he

expects to get out of any additional investment is greater than the qdditional

cost of that investment. This generalization encompasses both monetary and

non-monetary returns (and costs) to the investor, but we may simplify by

translating the non-monetary to dollar equivalents.

We shall further assume that the marginal rate of return to investment

decreases as the amount invested increases. This is because the longer a

student stays in school, the greater the amount he could be earning if he

were working, and the shorter his remaining working life becames. For this

reason, everyone can be expected to stop going to school at some point, be-

icause the marginal gains of continuing are less than the marginal costs.6 More

precisely, optimal decisions would entail investing in education up to the

point that the expected marginal rate of return just equals the marginal rate

of interest on additional investment funds. Anything less would leave some

potential benefits to the individual unrealized and anything more would be

overinvestment from his point of view.

If everyone paid the same price for educational investment funds and if

everyone got exactly the same return on any given educational investment, most

5The majority of the ideas in this section are taken from Gary S. Becker,

"Human Capital and the Personal Distribution of Income," W.S. Woytinsky

Lecture No. 1, Institute of Public Administration and Deparbnent of Economics

The University of Michigan, 1967.

6An exception to this situation would be the possibility of investing

greater amounts per year, thus avoiding the time considerations mentioned.

However, there appear to be declining marginal returns to educational invest-

ment after same point. Except at very low initial levels of investment,

doubling the amount of .onels investment in education in a given year is unlikely

to double the subsequent returns.
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problems of equity and of societal efficiency in the distribution of educa-

tional investments would disappear. In fact however, access to educational

funds differs among groups. Some people can get large amounts of investment

capital rather easily, through their families, foundations, or other sources

of cheap credit. Others either have no access to such capital funds, or can

only get them by paying high interest rates. Thus the capital market for

educational investments is quite segmented, and people investing in their

educations must shift from the cheapest, to the second cheapest, and even-

tually to rao're expensive sources.

To some extent these segmentations are related to ability; more able

students stand a better chance of getting scholarship aid for added educa-'

tional investments than do the less able, simply because many scholarships

are awarded on the basis of ability or some combination of ability and need,

rather than on need alone.7 But social factors are also important. Stu-

dents from more affluent families are more likely to have access to cheap

investment funds through savings and greater family assets than are those

from less affluent families. Also, there tends to be a correlation between

ability and socio-economic status; brighter students Fire more likely to be

found in more affluent families then in less affluent families. All of

these relationships tend to segment the capital market for educational

investments, compelling different people to pay different prices for
,

So, although the supply curves of educational .inVestment funds faced

dividuals all tend to rise as investment increases for some they rise more

rapidly than for Others- Over a given range of 'investments .

/Ability-related segmentations in the capital market are probably more
relevant to university education than to elementary or secondary education.

war.atfunrwewety.....ston *mow,
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It is also apparent that some people get more out of a given amount of

educational investment than others. We assume, for example, that people with

greater intelligence will profit more personally than those with less in-

telligence, other factors being equal. This is another way of saying that

their private rate of return is higher.8 Some of these differences are also

due to social factors. Two children of equal ability from different family

backgrounds might have quite different 1-51.tes of return to given amounts of

education. The child from the more favored family situation might profit

more from education because he is better motivated or is more at ease in

-41achievement situations, or simply because he had the necessary social con- 1
nections to open doors for him once he begins working. Thus some people will

wish more education than others; demand for education is not equally dis-

tributed across the population.

The greater one' s demand for educational investment funds (i. . the

higher his rate of return) the more he will wish to invest. Similarly, per-

sons facing more favorable supply conditions will wish to invest more than

those facing less- favorable supply conditions. By,combining these two

considerations it becomes apparent that people who have both high rates of. ,

return to education and easy access to investment funds will tend to invest

the most, while those with low rates of return and less favorable access to

investment funds will tend to invest the least.

It has been, argued that supply conditions do not vary independently of

demand conditions in the United States. Children of better educated parents

8This portion of the discussion is oriented to the private returns to
education "and not to social returns. Were we to take' the social point of view,
we might reach somewhat different conclusions. For some classes of people--
those prone to violence and crime, for example--the social returns to, educa-
tional investment at a given level might be greater than the social returns
to other groups, even though the private returns would probably be less.
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and/or from higher-income families commonly have easier access to funds,

whether through scholarships or greater parental resources, thus increasing

the differences in investments and subsequent earnings.

The most economically efficient allocation of educational resources

would be one under which the marginal rates of return to all investors were

equal. Each person would have invested up to the point where his marginal

rate of return on any additional investment just equalled the marginal pri-

vate cost of more iMvestment funds. He would have made the maximum use of

his educational potential, given the costs of capital, and the rate of re-

turn would be the same for all persons. This is, however, a difficult condi-

tion to achieve if different people face different costs of investment funds.

Suppose, for example, individual A can get all the funds he wishes at 8

per cent and individual B can get all the funds he needs at 5 per cent.

A will invest until his marginal rate of return is 8 per cent and will then

stop. Any additional investment would cost him Store than he would get out

of it. B will invest until his marginal rate of return is 5 per cent and then

stop, for the same reason. An efficient allocation of resources would sug-

gest that 4e take some funds away from B and put them into A, Since a dollar

taken from B means roughly a 5 per cent loss while that same dollar invested

in A means roughly an 8 per cent gain. Efficiency would have this trade-off

continue until the marginal rates of return to investment for each were equal.

Some of the possibilities become clearer when illustrated by means of
,

graph . In figure 1; tWo families -are 'aistimed to baVe the sake demand for

education_ (D) but to face different supplY

they exCeed the public1Y-prOvideci inkriiinum SloUnt of. investment (Io

curlies of educational.funds, once'.

1 faces SupPly Curve, S1 Wbile,
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obviously in a more favorable position than family 1 because it can get any

particular amount of funds beyond the publicly provided minimum amount at a

cheaper interest rate than can family 1. We have already noted that each

family will invest up to the point that the marginal rate of return on any

additional investment just equals the marginal private cost of more invest-

ment funds. For family 1 this occurs at point I since the marginal rate of

return (r1) just equals theTiiiitiffal-cost of funds (r1). But for family 2,

i greater, where the marginal rate of return (r2) just equals the marginal cost

of funds (r2). Since the marginal rates of return for these two families

differ, we are not at a point of maximum economic efficiency. If these two

families faced exactly the same supply curve they would stop at the same

marginal rate of return and economic efficiency would be maximized.

Figure 1

Rate of return

to investment

in education in

per cent. (0,

_Total amount invested in

education in dollars (I)

.,

Now /et us ,shift to another posSibility. ilgure 2:shows tilo.families

with different damandafee;educatiOn,(D & D') but who face:the!aame,supply



curve for funds (S).

Rate of return

to investment

in education

in per cent (r)

r
2

r1
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Total amount invested in

education in dollars (I) //'

Here the rising supply curve is the source of differences/in rates of return

....-*

and consequent inefficiency. Family 2 gets a higher marginal rate of return

from any given level of investment in education timn family 1. If the supply

curve were flat, each family would have invested different amounts in educa-

tion, but would have stopped at equal rates of return--an economically ef-

ficient situation. Since the curve rises, family 2 still invests more than

family 1, but is forced to stop at a higher marginal rate of return than

family 1. Thus econcaic efficiency is not maximized. From this example it

should become clear that perfectly flat supply curve :. are accompanied by greater

economic efficiency, because they encourage families to invest up to the same

marginal rate of return. At the Same time, they increase the differences in

amoUnts of education associated with differences in demands.

Finally, let us combine these two situations, since we know that in the

real world families have both different 'demands for eduCation and face dif

ferent supPly curves of funds. Figure 3 shows two families who have both
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different demands for education (D1 & D2) and face different supply curves

(S1 & S2). Hero there are a variety of possibilities with respect to

economic efficiency. If, as we've already suggested, supply conditions do

Rate of return

to investment

in education r1

in per cent (r)

12

Total amount invested in

education in dollars (I)

not vary independently of demand conditions in the United States, a situa-

tion such as that shown in figure 3 may, be the r :suit. Here, there is a

positive correlation between demand and supply conditions. Those families

with the highest demands for education face the most favorable supply curves.

In this particular case, the resulting investments are at the same rate of

return and economic efficiency is thus maximized. In general, a positive

correlation between demand and supply conditions will tend toward economic

efficiency;.though it also increases the dispersion in amounts of education

and subsequently in earnings.

If hoWever, demand conditions were..negativelY Correlated -;;Tith supply

conditions, so that 'those with the highest demands for education received

the leiat foiorable supply cOndition'a Of fiinds,::and ViCe versa; the results

V
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would be as shown in figure 4. The marginal rates of return to investors

would tend to be further apart, decreasing economic effici:mcy though the

total amounts invested draw closer together.

Rate of return

to investment

in education

in per cent (r)

r2

r1

Total amount invested in

education in dollars (I)

All of this suggests that where demand curves differ, a steeper

common supply curve leads to,greaterjnefficiency,in allocation of invest-

ments because some people will stop.at much higher rates of return than

others._ Decreasing the dispersions of supply curves-may or may.not increase

efficiency clependingTon the.relationship, between supply ancidemand:conditions.

Butany.policy Which both increases the elasticities.of supply curves and

brings them closer together promotes. a .more efficient.allocation of educe-

tional resources._ Let's see,how.alternatives kand.B fare with respect to

,.educational prevision when subjected to such.criteria.

.

The4ppesition,of compulsory.iminimum-standards oUeducational. invest-

ment_means that all.Children must inVest a certain amountregardless of

their aierginal rates Of'return.- 'Insofar as.aome:children areio disadvantaged

:-culturally or emotionally that additional .. educationstopsining worth theiri-.
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time at a point below the minimum educational requirements, such standards

-

.feduce efficiency. The extent to Which this occurs depends on the number

of such disadvantaged children exiSting, and also on the relative effective-

ness of schools in compensating for such disadvantages. It seems plausible

that some schools will be more effective for some kinds of children than

others. In any event, since both alternatives A and B include the concept

of a minimal amount of schooling, the effects on efficiency can be assumed to

be the same.

Let us consider now what would happen with respect to decisions to

invest in more expensive education at any given grade level. It will facil-

itate exposition to make the simplifying assumption that higher expenditures

do entail "more" education- per year in some meaningful sense and to dis-

regard preferences otherwise. The demand and supply curves of the earlier

diagrams are here viewed as referring to amounts invested in schooling in any

given year. :Under
alternative A there will be a sharp upward jump in the

supply-of-funds
schedule for a shift from the public school rate of invest-

ment to any higher level since a shift to private schools is entailed.

Under alternative B. no such break occurs.
Disregarding the many adjustments

that would occur in other respects the difference is illustrated in figure 5,

Rate of return

to investment

in education

in per cent (r)

Total amount invested in education in dollars (I)
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which supposes a single common supply curve under A and under B. By ap-

plication of vouchers, parents wishing to make extra investments in educa-

tion at any grade level would now only have to pay the difference between,'

the amount provided by the community and the tuition charges of a more'ex-

/
pensive school. Thus the supply curve would not rise as rapidly We. it

would be more elastic), tending therefore toward a more efficien:. allocation

of resources.

The Internal Efficiency of the School

Let us turn then to the effects of the two alternative systems of

finance upon the productive efficiency of any particular school. Here we

are concerned with the relationship of school inputs to school outputs and

whether the type of financing affects that relationship. The mix of produc-

tion factors is basically decided by teachers and administrators, with

varying influence from government, parents, and students, in the form of

legislation and informal pressures. It appears that a wide range of produc-

tion combinations is possible, depending on the attitudes of the decision-

makers involved and on the receptivity of students and their parents. One

generalization will serve as a beginning: if we assume rational behavior on

the part of parents, investment in education beyond the publicly provided

amount will only occur if parents judge that the benefits accruing to such

investment exceed the costs. Again, this does not mean that these benefits

must be monetary; they could be religious or social, as in the case of par-

ents who send their children to schools catering to or restricted to) a

particular social group.

We mentioned earlier the process by which a typical community might

be expected to decide at wnat level to fund public education. Once funded,
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the associated processes by which the type and quality of education are

determined are more difficult to pin down. Certainly the abilities and

attitudes of the teachers and administrative staff play a part, and possibly,

through Parent-Teacher Associations and other contacts with the school, the

expectations of parents have an effect. But there may be little direct

incentive to provide an education consistent with the needs and desires of

the children and their parents. To be sure, good teachers and administrators

will be constantly aware of the needs of their pupils and will adjust their

methods accordingly. But there is no certainty that less able or committed

personnel will be as responsive to the needs of their pupils.

Since most teachers and administrators are middle-class (as are perhaps

most school boards) one might easily expect the type of education to roughly

approximate the desires and goals of middle-class people. The question is

whether such an approach is adequate for the children of non-middle-class

families, particularly the very poor or those outside the cultural mainstream

of the United States. In such cases, parents cannot threaten to withdraw

their children from the school, because there is no financially viable alter-

native--private schools are likely to be too expensive and they must send

their children somewhere. The only way they can affect the type of education

their children receive is verbally--through discussion with teachers and

administrators. But suchpeople are typically disadvantaged in terms of

verbal skills and are OfteUreluctant to even attempt this tactic.

But,even so, we mils* Argue that such parents' either don't care or are

unable to judge the type of education most Immeficial for their children,

making it necessary for the community (through teachers and school adediadtra-

tors) to make such decisions. This:As the "paternalistic"jUstification for
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government intervention in education noted by Hilton Friedman.
9

This view

is fine as long as it works. Insofar as the education provided such

children benefits them more than that provided by their parents' decisions,

it can be justified. Yet judging by the magnitude of the concern expressed

over the effectiveness of inner-city schools to provide for thg peculiar

needs of their pupils same people would argue that the paternalistic efforts

of middle-class administrators and teachers have been inadequate to the task.

One of the questions that has recurred over a century in writings of

economists concerns the ability of parents and of poor parents in particular,

to assess the quality of educational offerings. From Tom Payne to the present

there is a strong theme suggesting that the necessity to attract students

would lead to competitive efforts to provide better services. But a parallel

theme also has run the other way, in concern that educational hucksters

might multiply under alternative B, deceiving uninformed families regarding

Oe value of.the educational services proferred. Such a risk is common to

ampprofessional service. In this caseas in others it could be lessened by

the imposition ofininimum quality requirements and government accreditation

for all schools re4iving voucher payments, whether public or nonpublic.

Similarly, measures dealing with the role of advertising might be instituted.

Under alternative A public schools appear to be highly.inflexible. The

'process of expansion, for example is a long one, beginning with recognition

of needs by administrators and ending with a proposed bond issue pr tax

increase which, may or may not be epproved by the voters. Consensus by the

communityiis required for major changes. Severalyears may pass between
_

9Friedman cit. pp15-86.:
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recognition of needs and the impleMentation of appropriate measures.

The flexibility of arrangements under alternative B stands in sharp

contrast. Here change is the outcome of independent decisions arrived at in

,competing markets. As the demand for educational quantity and quality

;changes, the educational entrepreneur makes his decisions. New schools are

'built, new methods are instituted, teachers' wages are bid up, and there is

no need to wait for a community majority to make a decision. Of courae,

'those members of the community Who disagree with such proposed changes may

simply refuse to send their children to those schools. And if'ihe entre-

preneur incorrectly assesses emerging 'educational'needs, he won't attract

enough students and will either go out of business or make additional changes.

The point is that there is no need to wait upon a community consenius. The

flexibility of individuals seeking new ancibetter Methodd'greatly facilitates

adjustments."

Similarly, alternatiVe B could be expected tO lead to a greater range

of resource combinations within different schools. Whether parents know more

than do teachers about what kinds of education benefit different iinds of

children is not altogether clear and not really the pOint. A more basic

consideration is the probibility that educational production functions are

different for Childien ftmi different cultnral, econolic, and emotional

backgreunds.- Hilton beings are not a hOMOgeneous raw material and it is

likely that different kind's of-people requite diffetent-kinds Of inOuti in

order to prOfit frow.andto acquire an edUcMtion: 'Thii:sUggests'A variety'of.

educational inst;itutiOnemPioYineevatietief Method ind6WhOsebenefits,

"StubbleVine, Op.3233.-
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whether measured in economic, social, or psychic term, are greater than

their costs.

To the extent that an open private-public system (alternative B with

its direct subsidies to pupils instead of institutions) stimulates the flow

of students into schools most able to maximize their potential, it would

appear to be an improvement over the present system of neighborhood mono-

polies, which has a more difficult time catering to diverse needs. Under

such a system, educational entrepreneurs would have an incentive to innovate

(once again, subject to minimum government standards) in the hopes of dis-

covering particular educational production combinations suitable for particu-

lar kinds of students. It is quite possible that the added flexibility of

such a system will more than compensate for any "bad choices" which ensue.

And it is also possible that for many disadvantaged groups the type of

publin education presently offered them is a "bad choice."

The role of competition in promoting the efficient allocation of

resources needs also to be considered. Under the present financing system

public schools hold a virtual monopoly over elementary and secondary education.

The efficiency of their efforts isnot subject to any.direct pressure from

the clients they serve. Under a mixed system, an elenent of competition

would be added, not only between nonpublic schools, but between nonpublic and

public schools. Since each school's financial integrity would depend on the

number of students it could attract, it would be constantly concerned wdth

the suitability of its offerings to the needs of its potential students. It

would, therefore, have,an incentive to investigate what happens to its

students after they graduate, in the hopes of evaluating the effectiveness of

its curriculum. Cost consciousness would probably also increase under
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alternative B. The use of new materials and methods might be more strongly

subjected to critical evaluation. And schools would have a strong incentive

to maximize the internal efficiency of their operations.

It would appear, then, that the flexibility and productive efficiency

of schools would increase under alternative B. There would be a greater

, incentive to innovate and to tailor schools to the peculiar needs of partic-

ular kinds of students. Thus it is not difficult to envisage the growth of

schools specializing in certain kinds of culturally or emotionally disad-

vantaged children. lnmough such schools may also exist under alternative A,

they may be prohibitively expensive for those who need them most, or very

cumbersome and slow to respond to change.

The goal of this paper has been to examine some of the economic issues

raised by public aid to nonpublic elementary and secondary schools in the

hopes of clarifying some of the possible effects of two alternative approaches.

Alternative B, with its direct subsidies to pupils rather than to institu-

tions, appears to provide a more equitable distribution of educational ser-

vices, a distribution of educational burdens more in accord with services

received, and a greater economic efficiency. Although it is tempting to

make sweeping recommendations from such an analysis, I would like to empha-

size that the issues treated here are by no means clear-cut. The indications

are, from the standpoint of the economic issues raised, that much is to be

gained by instituting some form of a voucher financing system for elementary

and secondary education. Much, however, depends on the responses of parents

to such changes, and on the effectiveness of administrative safeguards used

to prevent abuses of such a system. As in any complex social organization,

achievement of an optimal solution depends on a variety of checks and balances.
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Thus the appropriate next step would be a series of experiments designed to

explore the ways in idhich parents respond to lower marginal costs of educa-

tional investment, and perhaps more hmportantly, the ways in

respond to a more competitive, free-market situation.

which schools
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Andre Daniere

STATEMENT TO THE MASSACHUSETTS COMMISSION TO STUDY PUBLIC AID TO NON-PUBLIC

SCHOOLS

(Revised)

INTRODUCTION

Even though the expertise represented by this Commission and its staff

should insure the recommendation of appropriate policiesconcerning the

treatment of non-public schooling by the State, recent developments at the legis-

lative level suggest that grave misunderstandings are widesptead or, alternatively,

.
that legislation will be-written by the Winners in a contest of.greed and pre.-

judice rather than by teasonable men patiently working out.differences 'in a

common pursuit of the public.welfare. The Catholic dioceses, after well-

timed and well-publicized closings of several schools, are stampeding the

legislature with a voracious: bill lifted from the Pennsylvania record, the

sole merit of which is its apparent.constitutionality. Their eagerness and

confidence:lare such that they have not seen fit to illumInate,the debate by

making public the studies they recently completed, or to clarify, their financial.,

condition by:embarking-cin an experimental program'of tuition increases and'

compensating=student aid:. On the other side,iof the' aisle ehttrely'negative

attitudestoward any-kind of.private-school support ,are rationalized by re.;

ference-to imaginary threats of Roman Subversion andAmaginary'virtues of

our public 'School syStem. The following is-offered as alcontributionto the

rational debate which, hopefully, this commission will fdster before
.4

reversible mistakes are made.

453-050 0-71-39
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I. SCHOOL FINANCING AND PUBLIC WELFARE

Even though too much time may be spent in discussing principles and

objectives I will start with a concise statement of my understanding of the

options which the State has available in fulfilling its education mandate.

Ideally, the state government must prepare and implement two schedules

setting forth requirements for the maximization of basic social benefits from

school education.

(1) The first schedule describes the nature and standard cost of

"socially required" education for each child. The schedule does not, of

course, refer to individuals, but to groups of pupils characterized by aae,

measured aptitudes (i.e., expected performance in alternative tracts of

further schooling) and extent of earlier deprivations. The schedule reflects

an attempt at maximizing a weighted index of certain social benefits associated

with production and distribution of school education, including net economic

productivity desirable social change, personal growth of individuals and

equalization of opportunities.

(2) The second schedule specifies the total contribution which each

family must make to the financing of socially required education in the state.

The schedule should accord with the overall 'progressiveness of taxation in the

state or alternatively, to whatever new standardi of progressiveness" are

being sought.'

Once 'it' has established:theseschedules, the state can implement them

through a state system Of cOmpulsory puhi ic education supOort by aPpropriate

state taxation. However, this v,,rould ignor the high Value, WhiCh our society

rightly places on the exercise of freedom of 'choice by individuals - in this
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case, the parents and those who, for whatever reason, wish private schools

to flourish. We must seek to maximize ehis exercise consistently with the

production of socially required education and the payment by all families of

their "due' contribution to its support.

1. The best institutional arrangement for makLag family control effective

without dangerously "atomizing" education is to give local communities (legal

or natural) a major share of control of public education. If the logic of

"social welfare" analysis is to be followed however, the control exercised

by communities must remain consistent with the satisfaction of overriding

social objectives. From another standpoint, it is also desirable that local

control be accompanied by some local fiscal responsibility./ Thus, the public

system we seek - and achieve very imperfectly - is one under which communities

assume a substantial share of control and financing of local public schools,

while the state operates a system of controls taxation and reimbursements

which (a) guarantees a 'socially required" education to all children, and

(b) induces each community (i.e., its member families) to make their "due

contribution" to the cost of "socially required" education in the state.

2. We can increase freedom of choice further_laallayjig_emmtatcrlux

- and others to support - appropriate non-public education without fiscal or

other penalization. The education is "appropriate' if the child s expected

final achievement is at least as high as that provided by his "socially

required" education. Assuming, for a moment, that non-public schools are fully

supported by parents, the absence of fiscal penalization means that families

should be reimbursed (or their taxes reduced) by whatever amount they

directly toward their child's education up to the standard cost of his
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"socially required" 7ducation. Alternatively, reimbursements can be made to

./
the schools attended so as to generate an equivalent drop in tuition charges.

In either case,/the state is simply placing some (or all) of the public funds

/
committed to ihe child's education in the hands of his parents, so that the

latter can/provide that education in the light of their own preferences.

On,the other hand, powerful arguments can be advanced to the effect that

the eXcessive growth of private schooling would result in widespread inefficiency

(tco many small units), social fragmentation, and unequal opportunities.

Clearly, the private-schooling privilege should not be allowed unless the

satisfactions it procures are greater than the social losses it generates:

if we assume that the dollar value which parents place on the privilege is

equal to the maximum tuition they are willing to pay for it, this means that

we would want to stop the expansion of private schooling before the estimated

social costs exceed the aggregate volume of tuitions which private-school

parente could be made to pay. From the standpoint of equity, the state must

also see to it that parents are made to pay full compensation for the social

losses they generate, the funds to be used in support of corrective measures

or for general tax relief. If any net benefit still accrues to private-

school parents, we may take one other step toward equalization and demand

that parents share those remaining benefits with the general public. All this

can be done by reimbursing private-school parents somewhat less than the

standard cost of their child's socially required education, thus forcing them

to relieve general taxpayers of a portion of their burden.

* If the level of reimbursement could be increased by stages (from Its
present level of zero) over the years, a measure of private schooling benefits
to parents in any year, t, could be obtained by subtracting from the aggre-'
gate of tuition charges in that year the sum: (reimbursement in year 1 x

added enrollment in year 1) .1. (reimbursement in year 2 x added enrollment in
year 2) + . . . + (reimbursement in year t x added enrollment in year t).
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the logical solution is for the state to pay all non-public school tuitions up

1

to the standard education cost and to let donors and families contribute

additional resources as they see fit. Once the adverse effects of extensive

1

private schooling are recognized, however, we must again insist that

identifiable losses be more than compensated by the social gains of free

choice.* To insure equity, we must also ask all those who benefit (i.e.,

parents and voluntary contributors in all forms) to pay compensation for the

social losses they induce and, perhaps, to share whatever net benefits still

remain. This can again, be achieved by reimbursing non-public schools for

onlv a fraction of the standard cost of their pupils' education, thus shifting

some of the total costs of education from general taxpayers to non-public

VI: 8: 5

The argument requires only slight modifications when the role of other

[contributors to the support of non-public education is taken into account.

The latter include donors contributing directly or through their church, as

well as individuals (often religious) who contribute their services at less

than the competitive salary. To the extent that such contributions simply

join with parental tuitions to replace public funds committed to the support of

public service, one could argue that all should be jointly reimbursed up

to the standard cost of public education. In effect, then, the net contribu-

tion of parents and donors would only go to school expenditures beyond the

standard cost. Since the flow of funds back and forth between public purse

and individuals is obviously inefficient, and since the imputation of re-

imbursements to different contributors would present additional difficulties,

* The latter nad include the satisfaction of supporting a favorite cause,

which we may take to be valued by givers at the maximum they would contribute,

net of associated tax savings.
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school parents and allied contributors.

The principle of fractional reimbursement does not hold without qualifica-

tions, two of which deserve particular emphasis.

(1) It is not enough to ensure that beneficiaries will compensate for

the social costs of private schooling. Appropriate regulations, controls,

and incentives must be established so as to reduce the potential social costs

and generate all the possible benefits of a non-public school sector.

Whatever system we adopt should:

(a) encourage a high level of support of public school education,

(b) encourage education experimentation in the private sector,

(c) prohibit subversion of private education.

Some would add the inducement or enforcement of desirable levels of socio-economic

and racial integration. My own view is that such conditions should only be im-

posed if they are effectively enforced in the public schools as well. As long

as our public school system is molded by the neighborhood concept and by housing

segregation, I see no great loss from parallel segregation in private schools.

The only pressures now applied for public school integration in our state are

directed at low and middle-income groups in the cities while suburban residents

maintain zoning and building codes that keep out all'undesirable'elements. If

it can be argued that private school systems would, ofthese conditions remain,

themselves, reduce nather than increase segregation, At present, white suburban

families cannot afford not toloatronize their well segregated public schools:

they pay high taxes for their suppOrtand get no relief if they participate in-

private ventures in integrated schooling. Once private schools can be started

with substantial public reimbursements, however nothing should prevent liberal

white parents from joining with their black counterparts and practicing in

'conveniently located schools the integration they have been.seeking.'
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(2) There is reason to fear that, as long as private schooling must be

financed in part from tuitions, those of low-income will have lesser acceJs

to it. Let us be clear about one thing, however: unless we are committed

to the principle that our public schools must remain inadequate, private

schooling is a privilege of benefit to parents, not to their children. If

public schools are provided with adequate means, the only substantial in-

equalities that non-public schools canfoster are those arising from pupil

segregation. But low-income children are alreadif segregated within the public

school system, so that they cannot lose much from a shift of allegiance in

the upper strata. We can go one step further: nothing prevents the various

organizations that are, or would become, involved in running private school

systems from redistributing tuition burdens so as to insure a socially balanced

enrollment. Tuitions can be set at $400 or more, with remissions in accordance

with family income going all the way to a zero net charge. Whatever their

past record may be, Catholic dioceses in the state should have no doctrinal

objection to this principle.

3. The argument in favor of fractionalt rather than full reimbursement

of standard (socially required) education costs -rests on a fundamental act

of faith in our public school systems, i.e. that they can be made to secure

an optimum education for each child. If we feel that, because of inherent

bureaucratization, lack of competition and rigidity of feeding patterns,

public schoo must 6,rever fail a substantial number of our children, then the

"social costs" of'non-public schooling are easily turned into a potential

"social benefit".. Whatever-may be lost throUgh excessive atomization will
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be more than recouped in the form of productive experimentation, better "tuning"

of children to the school of their choice and, under appropriate regulation,

greater social and ethnic integration. There is, then, every reason for the

state to offer full tuition reimbursement up to the cost of "socially

required" education, allowing payments to any publicly or privately sponsored

school that operates in accordance with the rules.

As one whose children benefit from a "good" public school under reason-

able levels of social (although not racial) integration, I cannot, empirically,

subscribe to the final demise of public education. I remain convinced that

meaningful experimentation can be carried out in the public sector and that

its results, whatever their source, can be incorporated in the public schools.

Until further evidence becomes available, there is little ground for the hope

that the regulation of non-public enrollment can achieve higher levels of

integration than state or federal regulation of public school enrollments.

In any case, the strength of the public-education Establishment is such that

reforms are more likelrto succeed through it than against it. Realistically,

we must postulate the coritinued existence of a massive network of public

school systems, from whi h it follows that school education cannot be strong

without strong public schools. There is no question that, in the present

morae,s of our city school systems, some educational gains can, at first,

be achieved by expanding non-public school alternatives; but social losses

must eventually domFnate and the sooner the more efforts we put in improv-

ing public education.

II. PRINCIPLE OF FRACTIONAL REIMBURSEMENTS: PROBLEMS IN IMPLEMENTATION

A careful weighing of the costs and benefits arising from non-public

schooling leads to the firm conclusion that parents or schools should only
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be reimbursed a
fraction of the per-pupil cost of education in public schools.

A useful way of figuring the proper level of reimbursement is to consider

what occurs as we progressively increase the reimbursement
from zero to full

per-pupil cost in public schools:

If we place
ourselves a few years hence, when a large proportion of

parochial schools may, indeed, Nave been forced to close their doors, we

start with a residual (50,000?) of pupils attending private schools without

public support. As the reimbursement begins and is gradually raised, more

pupils leave the public schools and social costs increase - although social

gains may be generated at first if public schools are inadequate (as they

are in many of our districts) or do a particularly poor job of educating

the transferred pupils. The benefits to private school parents do, of

course, increase - although at a decreasing rate - since more families

can afford private schooling and individual burdens are reduced. As to

benefits occurring to general tax-payers through
reduction of the total

tax load,
they increase up to a point, then decline and finally become

zero when
reimbursement is at the full per-pupil cost of public education.*

* Consider, as an illustration, the following schedules. The total number

of pupils is 100,000 and the per-pupil cost in public schools is $1,000.

Reinthursorent Enrollment Enrollment

per pupil in in

(Priv.Schools) Priv.Schls. Pub.Schls

(1) (2) (3)

(Do 1 lars)

100

200

300

400
500

600.

700

800

900

1 ,000

5,000 95,000

10,000 90,000

15,000 85,000

25,000 75,000

32,000 68,000

40,000 60,000

48,000 52,000

54,000 46,000

60,000 40,000

65,000 35,000

70,000 30,000

Cost of Cost of

Priv.Pupil Pub.School

Reimbursements Support

(4)=(J)x(2) (5)=3x1000

3

7.5
13

20
29

38

48
58.5
70

Total Public

Public Saving From

Expenditure Reimbursements

(6)=(4)(5) (7)=-95M- (6)

$) (million 0 (million 0 $)

95

go
85

75

68

60
52

46
ho

35
30

95
91
88
81.5
81
80
81
84
88
93.5
100

4

7

12.5

14

15

14

11

7
1,5

-5

In this example, maximum relief on public budgets occurs at $500 reimbursement

(507) per-pupil
cost), with a private school

enrollment equal to 40rh of the total.

However, most or the saving can be achieved tvith only $300 reimbursement (337, of

per-pupil cost), with a privatc-school enrollment equal to 25% of the total.

Important note: The relation between columns (1) and (2) is for illustration

only: it has no anpirical basis whatsoever.
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There is thus some level of payment, short of full-cost reimbursement,

at which net benefits are maximized, and it can be assumed that such benefits

'All be fairly distributed among all citizens. However, our information is

too scant--and our objectives too imprscise-- fora fully rational determination

of the right fraction to b rwde. From a practical standpoint, it is easier

to reach a consensus on the desirable percentage of non-public enrollments,

and to set the reimbursement fraction so as to generate that enrollment. I

would expect fairly general agreement around the position that a transfer of

more than 30% of all pupils to the private network would so weaken the public

system as to generate "unrecoupable" social costs; if so, a reasonable goal

is to maintain the present percentage of non-public enrollments (22%) while

allowing deviations up to 30%. The appropriate reimbursement fraction can

be ascertained by beginning at a relatively low 20% of public education

costs and raising the level year by year until enrollments are stabilized

at the desired level.

Fractionality and "Purchase of Services"

A good deal of propbsed legislation toward public support of non-public

schools incorporates the concept of "purchase of education services" by

public authorities. Since the delicate weighting of various elements of

social welfare is still relatively foreign to our legislative and judicial

traditions, similar language can be used in legislation designed to implement

the principle of fractional reimbursement to parents or schools. From

the standpoint of constitutionality, something could probably be gained

by stating that the purchase ks from parents who in turn, must use the

services of an accredited school. However, the practical effect of a
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purchase from (payment to),the schools is the same as that of a purchase

ifrom (payment.to) parents, and we may let the laWyers decide which.is

best.

On the other hand, legislators must be warned against committing

the Commonwealth to purchase education services at the "reasonable cost"

thereof. As long as services purchased represent-or may later represent-

a high proportion of those supplied in public schools, this is, in effect,

a commitment to reimburse a high percentage of the per-pupil cost in

public schools. For the principle of fraCtionality to be fully protected,

the appropriate state conmitment can be stated in fairly, general terms

as follows:

"to bid for the purchase of education services at such a

price as will best serve the good and welfare of the

Commonwealth."

If a more pointed objective is considered desirable, we will not go

far wrong by concentrating on the redistribution of lbenefits among

general taxpayers and stating our purpose as:

"to bid for the purchase of education services at such a price

as will provide substantial relief*on public budgets."

The actual fraction of per-pupil cost set in the legislation may, or may not,

fully satisfy these requirements, but it should represent the best judgement of

law-makers (or those to whom they delegate authority) in the light of these

criteri.

* There is some danger in seeking "maximum relief", as this might call for

a reimbursement rate that cuts excessively into public school enrollments.
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III. COORDINATION OF STATE AID TO PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS

In its original design, the Massachusetts state reimbursement formula

to public school districts (Chapter 70) would have insured that, as long

as all pupils attend ublic schools, each city and town can spend an

adequate minimum on each of its pupils by raising in loéal taxes its

"due" share of the total cost of school education in the state (in

accordance with its "ability to pay").* It is of course well known

that ihe formula fails to achieve this objective. For one thing, not

all pupils attend public schools, with the result that communities with

a high proportion of private school pupils can achieve parity of public

school expenditures by paying less than their due share of state-wide

public education costs (although private-school parents within them pay

an unduly high proportion of the cost of all school education). For

another, incentives built in the formula are not strong enough to insure

adequate fiscal efforts on the part of all communities: many pay less than

their due share, at the cost of their children's education. Finally, a

vai4ety of distortions guarantee that richer communities need not pay

their due share to achieve the school expenditure minimum, and can spend

the money thus "saved" on some "extra" educatioh for their own pupi)s.

Nevertheless, the system, as it stands, represents the best compromise

which our legislators have been able to make with the ambitious objectives

of the theoretical formula.

* This generally describes the so-called "Percentage Equalization Formula",

but the following argument applies to "Foundation" formulas as well. Note

that, in the Mass. version, the relative ability to pay is calculated as
the ratio of Town valuation to all pupils (public &-non-public), while
the resulting reimbursement percentage is applied to public school expen-

ditures only. This is why the objective of the general formula as
described above is only satisfied when all pupils attend public schools.
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Consider a town which, at the present time, has no private school

pupils and receives a state reimbursement under Chapter 70 equal to 30%

of what it spends on public education out of local taxes. If the latter

amount is $500 per pupil, the town receives a state reimbursement of 1,

i

$150 per pupil and can spend a total of $650. per pupil .(not including ,

various categorical aids). We shall assume that $500 per pupil in

local taxes is precisely the "due share" of the town so that, in the absence

of distortions, the $650 per pupil it can spend after reimbursement is

equal to the state "guaranteed" minimum.

Consider next what happens when children begin to shift to the private sector.*

1. As things now stand, each child transferring to a private school saves

the town taxpayers $500 and the state taxpayers'$150, while it costs the family

and other contributors something on the order of $650. The town taxpayers are

thus withdrawing $500 from their "due share" of public education support in the

state, although one family among them may have to boost its education payments

ty as much as $650. Put another way, general taxpayers in the town (and state

taxpayers to a lesser devee) enjoy a special bonus at the expense of private-

school clients.

* Developments described under 1 and 2 are contingent on the peculiarity of

the Massachusetts formula listed earlier, i.e. the computation of valuation -

per pupil in relation to all pupils rather than public school pupils only.

Under the ordinary formull7using valuation per public-school pupil), the

reimbursement loss occuring with each transfer to non-public schools is

such that the district must maintain a constant local tax contribution

to keep up its expenditure.per pupil. This ceases to be true, however,

as soon as reimbursements drop to zero and, under strict application of

the formula, weuld turn negadve. For such "negative" reimbursements

(payments from district to state) are usually proscribed. If.the state

stands ready to pay for the cost of non-public education, it is, again,

to the town's advantage to let go of its public school system and, thus,

reduce its school taxation to zero.
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2. Existing proposals for non-public school aid address theMselves to the

inquities of the latter shift. It is suggested that the state pay part or the

whole of the $650 which priv.ite-school parents and allied charities are now asked

to contribute in excess of their taxes. Whatever the merits of such a reimburse-

ment out of public funds, we must keep in mind that payment out of state funds

wIll do nothing to correct the other inetguity we have noted, i.e., each pupil

transfer to the private schools will continue to cut $500 out of what the general

taxpayers in the town contribute b3 education support. Moreover, 'if the town

knows a good thing when it sees it, it will simply let Q0 of its public school

system save itself the local taxes, and have the state finance a prosperous

string of private schools. Thisis one way to get rid of local taxation.as a

source .)f school finance; but it is also a way to destroy public schools across

the state.

1= As long, therefore, as we depend on local taxation and equalizing state

reimbursements for the support'of public schools, the proper way of distributing

aid to non-public schools is through the public schools districts. The town

used for illustration will keep contributing its due share of statewide costs if,

whtnever a child transfers to the private sector, it continues to pay $500 out

of local taxes and the state continues to reimburse $150, the funds now going to

non-public school parents or directly to the attended school.
This implies a

computation of state reimbursements under Chapter 70 in terms of all school

pupils and an obligation imposed on school districts to.reimburse parents of

(dr schools attended by) non-pUblic school pupils an amount equal to the public

school expenditure per pupil.
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However, I have argued that the reimbursionent to private-school parents

should represent a fraction of the amount spent on public school pupils. If we

settle.on 31X as the proper fraction, the town will only reimburse $200 for each

,private-sehool pupil and will again avoid payment of its due share, this time to

the tune of $450 per pupil transferred. if we settle on 50%, the town will re-

I
linburse $325 and 'draW a bonus of $325. Clearly, then, we are re-introducing a de-

! gree of '.ncquity: the juStification for fractional reimbursements is, indeed,

Ito create public savings which can be applied to general tax relief and to

correction of the potential ills of private educatilon; but there ls no reason

why the savings should go in their entirety to taxpayers of communities addicted

: to private-school ing.

One way of spreading benefits more equally is for the state to apply the

fractionality principle to its own reimbursements covering private school pupils,

I.e., to reimburse the town Jess for its private-school pupils than it does for

those In public schools. The tax burden of communities would still be reduced

substantially as a result of transfers to the private education network. On

the other hand, no danger of wholesale exodus from the public schools would

exist since, as long as the proportion of private-school pupils is small, potential

shifters must contemplate both heavy school taxes and a substantial net payment

for tuition. Furthern,re, a moderate taxpayer bonus to communities in which

transfers occur is equitable: for one thing, the bonus is financed by private-

school families in the community; for another, the community itself experiences

a major share of the social costs of private education. Finally, communities with

a large present proportion of private school pupils tend to be in the lower range
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of wealth and to carry heavy municipal "overburdens"; the bonus they would

receive would thus compensate for some of the inequities of the state

reimbursement system.

4. In fairness to the principle of direct state subsidization of private

schools or parents, it must be recognized that the by-passing of school

districts causes the less damage the smiler the fraction of "standard

cost" reimbursed to non-public schools or parents. Better still, the

non-public reimbursement fraction can be applied to the local public

school expenditure per pupil (rather than to a state standard) so as

to provide private-school parents with an incentive to support public

school education in their coamunity. Such a system of direct fractional

reimbursements would still allow our towns' taxpayers to withhold $500

from their "due share" of support every time a transfer takes place, but

there would be no stampede out of public schools since, again, each

family contemplating a transfer would have to think of a substantial

net tuition on top of its school-tax payments. However, the taxpayer

bonus would be em..essive, and it would be larger the richer the community

(the least its school aid percentage).

The ill eVects of direct state subsidization of th.: private education sector

can be further neutralized by shifting the base of state reimbursements to public

schools 14.1 by modifying the Chapter 70 formula so that each pupil transfer to

a private school reduces reimbursements to the district by the full amount of

local taxes saved ($500 In the illustrative town) or by some fraction thereof.

Under the peculiar form of percentage equalization formula now in effect in
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Massachusetts, this condition would be approximated by the following

modifications: to induce full maintenance of the local tax contribution,

change the school-aid percentage r, to R = (p x - (1 - p), where p

is the proportion of public school to total pupils in the district; to

induce fractional maintenance of the local tax contribution, change the

school aid percentage, r, to R = p x r, or to some arbitrary fraction

thereof. The major problem this presents, however, is that the school-

aid percentage easily becomes negative if p and/or r are small, i.e., if

the district has a high proportion of private-school pupils and/or is

reratively wealthy. This would call for a "backward" reimbursement by

the district to the statema contingency which already occurs for

wealthy districts under the existing formula and is handled through

imposition of a school-aid percentage floor. Whether we do this or

simply multiply the present school-aid percentage by p (again guar-

anteeing a positive reimbursement), the system would always be procuring

excessive advantages to districts which are either wealthy or heavily

dependent on private schooling.

IV. GENERAL CAUTIONS

Rather than reviewing the various plans proposed or in effect in various

states, I prefer to isolate a few features of major importance and to point out,

in.each case, what cautions are in order.

1. Looking back at the discussion just completed, it is clear that we should

avoid any system under which payments are made by the state directly to the non-

yublic schools or to parents. Under the present system of public school financing

In the state, this will always result in an unwarranted reduction of tax burdens

453-050 0-71-40
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in communities with a high incidence of private schooling. If state payments are

close to the actual cost of public education, they will encourage a massive migration

of pupils to private schools and destroy the public system.

Concerning the first matter, we must keep in mind that the bonus to general

taxpayers in "privatized" school dirstricts is already granted under Chapter 70, I.e.,

communities do lose state reimbursements, but save far more in local taxes every time

a pupil transfers to a non-public school. The only difference which direct state

payments to the private sector would make is that private-school parents in the

community would cease to finance the whole of that bonus: the state would now assume

a share of it. In this respect, therefore, a direct fractional state subsidy would

represent progress over the situation we now have. But it would still fall short

of any i-easonable "equity" objective. For equity to be enhanced, we must insure some

degree of local tax participation in the support of non-public schools.

2. We should avoid any systemwhich, directly, or by implication will reimburse

rivate-schools or arents at the full cost of an equivalent public education. The

argument for "fractionality" was developed at length in a pi-evious section, and no

purpose would be served by repeating it. Although no clear yardstick is available,

I submit the following guidelines as a point of departure: a $700 cost can be

covered with $250 (35%) from.parental tuition, $200 (30%) from philanthropic

sources (including contributed services) and $250 (35%) from public aid. There may

be fears that such a level of participation will be too small for effective support

of non-public school enrollments. It should be clear, however, that there Is some

level of public aid below full cost at which a healthy network of private education

can be maintained. I hazard the guess that an average tuition of $250-300 would not

jeopardize enrollments; in any case, we can certainly start with a reimbursement

level of the suggested order (35% of per-pupil public cost) and see whether private

institutions are, indeed, capable of raising the remainder from tuitions and charity

without losing enrollments. If they are not, an upward adjustment of reimbursements

may be in order.
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3. We should avoid any system that ties private school reimbursements to

specific service inputsti.e.teachers, textbooks,etc.. or to the teaching of

specific sublects. The service which the state purchases is elementary, or

secondary, or special education, If measured at all, it should be in terms of

standard achievement of pupils (averages of their scores can be compared with

those of public school pupils in the same grade, for groups having entered an

earlier grade with the same average score) and maintenance of minimum standards

in the area of pupil health and attitudinal melding.

First, it should be clear that all the rhetoric about "secular"educational

services and "secular"subjects serves only to confuse and obscure the issues.

Catholic schools were not set up to teach Catechism, and whatver they do in

this line must be viewed as an extracurricular activity of minor relevance.

Their main business is to teach what the public schools teach; the difference is

in the values and attitudes they impart to children. That is what parochial

school parents are buying, although they hope that their children will "learn

better" as well. The meaning of this is, on the one hand, that constitutional

I issues are not avoided by emphasizing the "secular"distinction: The teaching of

1

values and attitudes permeates all activities. The.second implication, however,

is that.the limitation of reimbursements to inputs in "secular" services promises

no relief to state taxpayers: if not now, at least following the new legislation,

Catholic schools can be expected to spend on "secular" matters precisely what

public schools are now spending. Since "secular" matters encompass most of the

curriculum (social studies tend to be left out for questionable reasons), a_eromise

to reimburse all such expenditures is thus a promise to pay peivate schools a

hioh percentage of the fiill alternative cost of public education.

Nothing, of course, ,Irevents us from paying only a fraction of the cost of

service inputs or from eliminating some inputs arbitrarily (e.g.,construction
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and maintenance, administrative personnel, etc.). The trouble with the first

alternative is that the laundry list of items subject to reimbursement will

acquire a life of its own. Because.so many innocuous articles are purchased,

we will lose sight of the fact that the education they produce should not be

bought at full cost. Slowly but surely, our legislators wi:1 heed the argument

1

that the state should pay full price for the things it is on record as purchasing.

As to limitations on the list of reimbursable inputs, they will effectively

shackle experimentation in private education. If only one item is subject to

reimbursement (e.g., qualified teachers), the school will allocate all

possible resources to the hiring teachers, and highly qualified ones at that,

since that's where the state money is; every comt they divert to curriculum

materials, or to teacher aides, or to administrative efforts in program devel-

opment, will be a cent lost. Even if reimbursements apply to a varied package

of inputs, its items will obviously have to accord with state or local district

specifications, and it is likely that narrow limits will be imposed on their

"quantity-per-pupil" in accordance with professional wisdom. Thus, one of

the few major social benefits which private education could claim will be

thrown overboard.

4. We should avoid any system that discouragei beneficiaries of private-
.

school aid from supporting public schools at a high level of per-pupil expenditurq

This support will obviously fail to materialize if payment to private schools or

parents is made without relation to the amount spent or tax effort produced by

communities from which private pupils originate. The tying of teacher reimburse-

ments to salaries patd for equivalent training and qualification in local public

schools falls utterly to create proper incentives. Under such a system, priVate-

school parents will give the school board no support in its attempts to withstand

teacher deOands for higher salarie4 while at the same time supporting low public
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school budgets and thus squeezinvout the public teaching force. Real support for

I
1
the public system will only materialize if the size of the payments received for

private-school pupils is. tied directly to the per-pupil expenditure incurred by

public schools in originating communities.

1 V. THE "HARRINGTON" oruDIOCESAN"BILL

;

This may be a subject of wonder, but the most actively discussed and most

intensely supported bill now before the Massachusetts Senate manages to bring

Itogether every undesirable feature ever conceived. It is a eirect state reimburse-

!

ment to the schools, it promises payment of a high percentage of the full cost

1

of equivalent public education, it reimburses specific sohool inputs, and

[ it does not link payments to the public school support.provided by beneficiaries.

1

In short --and unless appropriations to the"Non-public Education Assistance

Fund" are systematically kept at a fraction of total entitlements-- the bill

heralds.the end.of public education in Massachusetts and, meanwhile, gross

inequities in the disposition of public funds.

The bill has two redeeming features only: one is its commitment to the use

of standardized pupil performance tests in "checking" the quality of service

provided by private schools---although the record iS marred by joint insistence

on Commissioner approvaf (standardization?) of textbcoks and other instructional

materials. The other is the.absence of any earmarking of tax revenues to finance

the Non-public Education Assistance Fund: there is reason to hope, in the light

of legislative experience in our state, that only a fraction of the necessary

funds will ever be appropriated. This, of course, will not so)ve the problem,

since payments will generate tax inequities, curtail
initiatives and weaken

public school support; but wholesale desertion of the public schools will, at

least,be prevented.
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On the other hand, we should not underestimate the strength of the pressures

that will build toward payment of the promised full "reasonable" cost 'of purchased

secular educational services, One may suppose that the choice of this particular

formulation by the Catholic dioceses is rooted in something more than a desire

to emulate Pennsylvania or the constitutional reassurance provided by a U.S.

District Court. The diocesan authorities must have realized tha.t the bill they

advocate has the greatest potential payoff in terms of total public support of

parochial schools. The record of their fight over the last two years suggests

that they will neither relent, nor fail to use any weapon under their control.

Unless, therefore, the bill we enact carries a clear commitment to fractionality

of payments, we are taking a very serious risk with the furture of publ ic education.

Even if the bill does no more than keep private-school enrollments at their

present level, the burden on state budgets when the full reasonable cost is

reimbursed will be impressive. There is every reason to assume that parochial

schools will hire a full complement of teachers in all "authorized" subjects and

pay their remaining religious teachers the full salary allowed by their training

and qualifications. Under ihese conditions, the "reasonable cost" per pupil

cannot possibly fall below $500. The bill wOuld dppear to provide reimbursement

to non-public schools in Massachusetts irrespective of whether some, or a majority,

of their pupils are from out of state. However, we can get a rough estimate of the

cost by applying the $500 to the 250,000 Massachusetts pupils in private schools:

it comes out as a yearly $125 million.

I will not say much concernhig alternative plans nod in 'tile public -record,

since they are. not likely to receive very serious consideration. In brief,

however,, i t cen be stated that (1) the leasing of non-nubl ic school facilities

to public school districts is little more than an elegant method of liquidating

low-income parochial schools; (2) facilities-sharing plans should be
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viewed as a useful adjunct to whatever system of private-school aid we adopt, but

their administration appears quite cumbersome and the solution they provide is

ambivalent: either too little is shared to generate adequate savings or too much

is shared to preserve the schooPs integrity; (3) the idea of limiting reimburse-

ments to school services rendered to the poor, the handicapped or the disadvantaged

is acceptable, but far less conducive to maximization of public welfare than a

non-discriminatory reimbursement system complemented by aid bonuses for the

servicing of special categories; (4) as to the paying by the state of a uniform

(small) amount for each child attending school, it has as much appeal as a plan

to parcel out welfare funds equally to all families in the state.

VI. PROPOSED AID PROGRAM

The program which I would hope to see enacted in Massachusetts is outlined

below. It adequately meets all the specifications discussed in the early parts

of the statement.

.1. The "reimbursable expenditure" of school districts under Chapter 70 is

augmented by 75% of the estimated local cost of eJucating nol-public school pupils

in public schools. Under Chapter 70, the "reimbursable expenditure", RE, is the

amount to which the distrEct's "school aid percentage" is applied to compute

reimbursements; it also represents an approximation of the local tax cost of

public education.* The proposed extension consists in augmenting RE by the

Quantity 0.73 x (REMAM) x (SAT-NAM), where SAT is the number of school attending

children in the district and HAM is the net average membership in its public

schools. The last factor (SAT-HAM) is an approximation of the number of district

pupils innapptmc schools. The middle factor is the reimbursable expenditure

(local tax cost) per public school pupil; when multiplied by (SAT-tiAM), it gives

the amount private school pupils would cost the district* if all were supported

at the same level as public school pupils. Since (see below) the local district

is only required to support private pupils at 35% of public.school costs, the

* Subject to upper and lower Hmit adjustments compensating for inequities in

the aid percentage.
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state makes a parallel cut in its reimbursement; the factor it applies, however,

is 75% instead of 35%, thus providing the district with a substantial bonus.

Example---in round figures, Boston has 130,000 school attending children and

90,000 in net average membership in public schools. its reimbursable expenditure

of $50 million would be increased by 0.75 x 50 million x (130,000 - 85,000) =
85,000

$20 million. Since Boston's school aid percentage is 55%, its entitlement to

reimbursements would increase by 0.55 x 20 = $11 million (from the presera 0.55

x 50 ft $27 million).

2. Each school district is required to reimburse district families an annual

amount equal to 35% of fhe base per-pupil expenditure in local public schools, for

each child enrolled in a non-public school. The base per pupil expenditure is

calculated through division of the following sum by the average net membership in

public schools: reported reimbursable expenditure* plus state reimbursement to the

district, as presently calculated under Chapter 70. The family reimbursement, to be

made in three installments, can be paid to the family upon school certification

of pupil attendance and proof of tuition payment equal to, or larger than, the

amount received; or it can be paid to the school attended upon presentation of a

voucher signed by parents.

Example--Assuming that Boston is reimbursed its full present entitlement under

Chapter 70, the base per-pupil expenditure in public schools would be obtained

by forming the sum: 50 million (reported reiimbursable expenditure) *Otis 27 million

(reimbursement) = 77 million, and dividing by the net average membership of 85,000,

which gives a figure of approximately $900. 'The reimbursement due each private

school pupil for Boston mould be 35% of this amount, or $315. Since about 45,000

pupils would benefit, this would cost Boston 315 x 48,000 = $14 million.

*The "reported reimbur.able expenditurc" differs'from the "reimbursable expenditure"

used in computing Chapter 70 entitlements, in that it has not been subjected to

upper-and lower-limit adjustments.
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Note that the increased state reimbursement to Boston is only $11 million,

so that the district must supply $3 million from its own taxes. This added local

burden must not hide.the fact that Boston is now receiving sehstantial additional

aid (under Chapter 70) as a result of having a high proportion of private school

pupils, even though it contributes nothing to their schocls out of public funds;

also that it is still receiving a "bonus" under the proposed.system. It can

certainly be argued that Boston ought to receive mmore state reimbursements than

it now does, but this should come through a revision of Chapter 70 toward a more

equitable calculation of the school-aid percentage.

3. In order for pupils or schools to qualify for reimbursement, the schools

{Mist:

a. Satisfy present minimun requirements for school operation in the

Coomonwealth.

b. Subject their pupils to regularly scheduled standard achievement tests

under state supervision; and show minimum average pupil achievement over five-

year periods in grades 3,6,9 and 12, for groups of pupils in a common achievement

range three arades earlier.

c. Be open for inspection by district officials through classroom visits,

review of study materials and interviewing of pupils; and receive certificatiOn

that the school is not-actively fostering values and attitudes that are destructive

of the social fabric.

Costing and Addi tiona I Qua l if ica t ion:

The cost of the program to the state would be of the order of $50 million.

An additional $20-25 millionwould be required In the aggregate from local taxes,

on the part of communities which now receive an unwarranted state reimbursement

-bonus and in which rectpients of pri.vate school aid are concentrated. The
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local tax contribution to the program would be wiped out by a relatively'small

Increase in the percentage of public school expenditures reimbursed under Chapter

70. My resources were not sufficient to undertake a comprehensive calculation,

but figures in the attached table are illustrative.

Clearly, both the 75% factor applied to state ceimbursements on the apcount of

private-school pupils and the 35% applied to the per pupil base expenditure to

compute private school aid are negotiable . The attached table shows alternative

figures.for a state reimbursement on the account of priVate-school pupils at the

same nrce as public school pupils (i.e., the present reimbursable expenditure is

simply multiplied by SAC/IIM). An important refinement consists in calculating

the additional state reimbursement to districts and the per pupil base expenditure

separately for elementary and secondary school pupils. Finally, it is clear that

modifications would have to be made in response to any significant change in the

reimbursement system contained in Chapter 70.

Andre Daniere
Associate Research Professor

Institute of Human Sciences.

Boston College
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Impact of Proposed Formula

(Ircluding alternative 100% state reimbursement

to district on account of private school pupils).

Se!ected Cities and Tains
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CHAPTER VII

MAJOR FINDINGS FROM STATE-SPONSORED STUDIES
OF NONPUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

The purpose of this paper is to synthesize the important find-

ings from studies conducted under state sponsorship in recent years

with respect to nonpublic elementary and secondary schools. Work of

this type has been completed, or is now in process, in at least

thirteen states: Illinoia, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,

New Hampshire, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Vermont,

West Virginia, and Wisconsin. New York has begun a second investiga-

tion, and similar research has been authorized in New Jersey. The

comments that follow are based upon the ten study reports that are

now available to us.
1 Particular emphasis is given to inquiries in

Michigan, Rhode Island. Maryland, Illinois, and Wisconsin, since these

involved the anraysis of extensive bodies of systematic evidence.

Several state-wide studies (e.g., in Kansas, New Hampshire, and Vermont)

offer little more than unsubstantiated impressions and opinions and

consequently are of little value for cur purposes. The Kansas report

announces, for example: "The committee was impressed with the statuee

of the people appearing before it...Nonpublic education in Kansas is

not in the hands of religious fanatics."

The inquiries in question differ markedly as to the types of data

that were deened important enough to assemble and analyze. If all the

findings were recorded here, the result would be a potpourri of dubious

VII:1
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value. Some consistency may be found, however, with respect to two

general areas of evidence. The first, discussed in Part I of this

paper, concerns the nature of the crisis in nonpublic education. The

second, reserved for Part II, relates to questions of selectivity and

experimentation in nonpublic schools.

One further delimitation applies to Part I. According to

evidence in most of the state-sponsored studies, perhaps assembled most

systematically in chapters 6 and 7 of the Illinois Report, the most

immediate crisis concerns the Catholic schools primarily. Jewish, Greek

Orthodox, Calvinist, Seventh Day Adventist, and Episcopal schools have

been gaining at least modest ground, along with most member institutions

of the National Association of Independent Schools. The Missouri Synod

Lutheran schools have lost enrollments, but to an extent largely attri-

butable to the recent birth rate decline.2 Between 1963 and 1969-70,

however, the number of pupils in Catholic elementary schools dropped by

20.7 per cent, from 4,546,360 to 3,607,168.3 Catholic high schools con-

tinued to grow for a time, but lost 1.1 per cent of their students

between 1967-68 and 1968-69 and another 2.8 per cent between 1968-69 and

1969-70. Since Catholic high schools draw most of their freshmen from

Catholic elementary schools, the crisis may simply be taking a few years

to crest at the upper grades.

It seems likely that the storm now buffeting Catholic schools will

soon affect most other nonpublic schools in the United States. Both

public and nonpublic schools are in trouble, being viewed increasingly

as mindlnss, irrelevant, and inhumane. While repeatedly demanding more

money, they seldom adopt mcmne productive umthods to help offset the costs.

1
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In all likelihood public education will survive, for it is guaranteed a

steady flow of students and at least minimal funds. (What public school

system ever went out of business because it was ineffective?) But

patrons of nonpublic education must shoulder a double burden7aJlt-al

;
share of mounting public school taxation, plus thg..:eatreased outlays

that seem necessary to keep nonpublic schools CO:mpetitive. Unless non-
!

public institutions generate powerful new incentives, most of their

clients may desert them. As one ominous indication, the college pre-

paratory boarding schools,.generally patronized by affluent families, are

losing students and financial solvency. A 1960 survey estimated that

only 75 per cent of boarding institutions affiliated with the National

Association of Independent Schools were balancing their budgets. The

proportion dropped to 53 per cent by 1970.

Part I of this paper is addressed to tl-te question: Why are

Catholic schools threatened so profoundly, long before other major groups

have experienced comparable uncertitude? That question, if properly

answered, should provide an understanding of the immediate crisis and

important clues as Co:the difficulties that nonpublic schools outside the

Catholic group may face in the near future. Since none of the state-

sponsored studies involved representative national samples, and since it

is impossible to establish beyond doubt the reasons why parents, teachers,

administrators, and church leaders make the decisions that they do, no

one knows precisely what are the causes of the current crisis. What

follows in Part I, however, is what seems to be the most logical inter-

pretation of the available evidence. On many occasions it will be nedes-

sary to use state and local data for purposes of illustration. The
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tendencies these data exemplify are national in scope, but are certain

to vary in intensity from one part of the country to another and among

different types of Catholic schools.

PART I. THE MEDIATE CRISIS IN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

Notice, first of all, that the motives for Catholic education

that once were most basic of all no longer exist. In the Nineteenth and

early Twentieth Centuries, Catholics needed to protect their young

against a hostile environment.4 The.faithful were despised and perse-

cuted--because they were Catholics, because they were recent immigrants

(especially if not Anglo-Saxon), and 114..ItaUse they were mostly poor. Pub-

lic schools were promoted by Protestants as the most promising device

for destroying Papism and other foreign evils. Parochial schools could

not be built fast enough to shelter all Catholic youngsters, so the

church worked relentlessly to neutralize the Protestant bias in public

education. But the first line of defense, religiously and ethnically,

was the fast-growing network of Catholic schools.

When its patrons are attracted by religious and ethnic features,

a school has limited need to compete academically, especially when catering

to the lower socio-economic strata. Until recently, at least, most

working class parents were reluctant to challenge professional educators,

partly, no doubt, because few children from working class homes were

competing for entry to highly seleCtive colleges, and partly because

working class parents were often intimidated by professionals. (Militancy

and higher educational aspirations may be changing the pattern.) At one

time, then, Catholic schools could tolerate conditions widely regarded as

...r.( ; 11Iwo.-ov.....r....
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substandard--such as massive class sizes, untrained teachers, and primi-

tive facilities and equipment. (This is not to say that the product was

inferior. Most popular notions of academic quality are based, not on

evidence, but on the carefully promoted Tenuous Commandments of pro-

! fessional educators).

The bulk of Catholics gradually won middle-class status. Through

battles hard fought in the courts and elsewhere, the public schools were

purged of Protestant bias. Most Catholics abandoned the languages of

their forebears, along with other ethnic distinctions their schools had

been designed to perpetuate. Secure in their middle-class jobs, suburban

homes, political representation, and mainstream Americanhood, Catholics

in the Sixties began to ask whether a system created under seige any

[

longer made sense.
5

Many parents still valued Catholic schooling as a device to

strengthen religious conmitment in their children, even though public

education was no longer overtly hostile.
6 Then in 1966, the national

study by Greeley and Rossi was reported.7 Its findings, discussed

throughout Catholic America, questioned the religious effectiveness of

the church's schools, especially when the apparently modest results were

compared with the massive investment. There are recent indications, in

fact, that many Catholics see little difference between those who have

and those who have not attended Catholic schools.
8

Comparatively few

Catholics seem to believe that their schools have a major religious impact.

The Sixties also brought Catholics the whirlwind of change

symbolized by the Second Vatican Council. New ideas were current concerning

religious commitment. Many leaders argued that church-related schooling
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was not only religiously ineffective, but downright harmful, inhibiting

a constructive witness in the world. Support grew for proposals to

replace Catholic schools with other agencies of religious formation.9

Since cld religious and ethnic motivations were weakening,

Catholics began to evaluate their schools more centrally on academic

grounds.10 As parents demanded more of the popular indices of pedagogical

excellence, such as smaller class sizes, better buildings, and teachers

with more extensive training, expenditures and tuitions burgeoned. Now

that fewer poor people could afford them, the schools were patronized

more exclusively by middle-class parents, who were the more likely to

demand costly "improvements," forcing expenditures up again.

Unprecedented expenses were incurred as Catholic schools sought

to be more attractive to patrons.
11

Reductions in class size alone

were sufficient to bring many schools to the brink of financial ruin.12

Salary schedules were liberalized in an effort to attract personnel with

better qualifications.13 Regular teachers (known as "lay" teachers in

Catholic schools) were encouraged to acquire more training. 14 In so

doing, they moved to higher steps on the salary schedule. Preparation

programs for teachers from religious orders (known as II religious" teachers /

in Catholic schools) were lengthened

services jumped upward in response
.15

and intensified. The cost of their

The need to compete academically with public schools could not

have come at a worse time, for expenditures in public education were

soaring because of such new dynamics as collective negotiations by

teachers. While Catholic schools were spending sums previously undreamed

of in an effort to achieve parity, parity was more elusive year-by year.
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At this point several self-reinforcing cycles became evident (in

some cases they had begun much earlier), throwing the system out of

control. Members of religious communities, who once contributed services

worth millions annually, began to regard the schools as outmoded and

directed their efforts into other fields.
16 Probably more than any

single factor, the teachilik nuns had provided the fiscal foundation for

Catholic schools. Lay teachers, often three times as costly or more,

were hired to replace them.
17 To attract a greater number of well

qualified lay teachers in an era of short supply, salaries had to be

more competitive.
18 But salary standards were being forced rapidly

higher by teacher bargaining in public schools. At the same time, in an

[

effort to be more respectable academically, most Catholic schools had to

seek lay teachers who were more extensively trained (and thus more

[ costly still). Otherwise,,the replacement of nuns by lay teachers would

result in diminished quality, for religious teachers generally had more

formal education behind them than did existing lay teachers in Catholic

schools.
19 The new, better-qualified lay teachers, who could easily

obtain public school positions, had less reason.to tolerate poor salaries

than the many lay teachers in the past with substandard credentials.2°

Reexamining the relevance of other church institutions in the

wake of Vatican II, many individuals dissociated themselves from the

religious orders, and many others decided not to join.21 The scarcity

of teaching sisters was further accentuated. More lay teachers were

introduced at staggering expense. Since the aged and infirm, remained in

the orders the ratio of dependent to productive members jumped, aggra-

vating once more the costs of obtaining religious teachers.
22 At one time,
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religious communities had been willing to subsidize Catholic schools,

obtaining less money from the schools than it cost to make personnel

available.23 The deficit could be made up elsewherefrom members who

brought in substantial incomes as nurses, for example. Now the tendency

was being reversed. Questioning the value of the schools, many orders

were inclined to demand remuneration more conparable to public school

salaries, with the objective in view of using the "profit" to subsidize

other religious and social endeavors. When given new freedom to choose

their areas of work, rather than merely being assigned by their superiors,

as previously, many individuals in the religious orders left the schools

on their own volition.

Now that nuns were disappearing from the classrooms, parents

were even less likely to value Catholic education primarily for religious

reasons.24 The schools seemed strangely secular. When the sisters who

remained began to abandon their traditional garb, this impression was

probably intensified.

Since the Catholic schools were looking more and more like

public schools, the lay teachdrs decided they were not missionaries after

all, but performing the same functions as their public school confreres.

They demanded payment in appropriate currencydollars on earth, not

rewards in Heaven. Emulating public school personnel, they began to

organize, bargain, and strike.
25 -Their salaries were steeply upgraded

once more.

Pleading for public assistante, Catholic leaders were told that

the states could not constitutionally support religion-permeated instruc-

tion. Attempting to minimize sectarian overtones in most subjects, they

contributed further to the impression of patrons and teachers that Catholic

4
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schools were no longer religiously distinctive. Yet public aid was

seldom gained in the process.
/

,

)If Catholics had remained in central :ities, the crisis would

,11.ave been less deadly. Urban public schools pere deteriorating. Their

halls and classrooms were often blighted by hostility and violence.

Much teacher energy was dissipated in an effort to maintain minimal

I order. Children were attacked inside the school, on the playground, and

1

on the way home. Because so many students had learning difficulties,

t, capable youngsters felt handicapped by the slow pace of instruction.

With control over admissions and expulsions, the Catholic schools were

in a better position to ensure physical security, moral safety, and

challenging instruction.
26 Yet it was precisely these areas, where

Catholic schools were a vital option, that middle-class Catholics were

leaving. Few families that remained or moved'in could afford to support

the Catholic schools. When some dioceses provided emergency aid, they

-

were criticized by church members elsewhere, who did not want their

donations used to halp people they regarded as unworthy.
27 Money was

' withheld from collection plates to make the point clear. Diocesan

officials lacked resources to finance defunct schools indefinitely,

particularly in the face of this resistance within the church.28

What of the suburbs, to which most Catholics were migrating?

Here there was enough money to finance Catholic schools, but the willing-

ness was waning.29 Suburban public schools, more adequately financed

and subject to fewer disruptions, were in better repute. They often

boasted costly facilities, small classes and elaborate programs that

few Catholic schools could' match. In the suburbs, becuase a larger

^
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proportion of the local tax dollar was earmarked for public schools,

parents were more conscious of the cost of public education, more likely

to resent the burden of patronizing Catholic schools. A growing number

switched to public education. The defections were probably encouraged

by rapid increases in Catholic school tuitions.
30 (Had the crisis-loomed

less suddenly, fees could have been augmented little by little, and

fewer patrons might have been alienated). Unfortunately for the schools,

they were rejected most frequently by the people in charge of the future--

by Catholics who were younger and better educated and lived mostly in the

suburbs.
31

In short, in the cities where Catholic schools were needed the

most, money was not available to provide them. In the suburbs where

money was plentiful, the motivation was disappearing.32 The churches

financial procedures, far from rectifying the inequity, were generally

regressive, impinging more heavily on the poor than on the wealthy.33

Parochial-shhool tuitions, for example, were often higher in low-income

parishes than in parishes populated by the well-to-do.34

Financial shortages were aggravated by a frequent lack of

planning. Numerous new school buildings, erected withimt attention to

demographic and attitudinal trends, were drastically underutilized, vir-

tually from the day they opened. As a result, many parishes, dioceses,

and religious orders were faced with the necessity of paying off large

mortgages for classrooms that could not be put to godd use.

Since it seemed suicidal to raise tuitions enough to meet in-

creased costs when patrons were already defecting, . Catholic elementary

schools had to be subsidized more than previously.
35 Apparently most
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schools, and in some cases the proportion rose to 80 or 90 per cent.
36

Since less than 50 per cent of Catholic children attended these schools,

the subsidies seemed inequitable. Church leaders, stunned by mounting

deficits and tortured by doubts about the value of the schools, closed

dame down, phased out entire grades in others, and abandoned the tradi-

tional policy of starting schools in most new parished.37 As a result

of these policies, coupled with the class size reductions mentioned

earlier, far fewer spaces were available, even in areas where the demand

was still strong.

The increased costs and patron defections would have caused less

panic a few years earlier, for the nation's birth rate was still expanding,

f and Catholics were particularly prolific. With enrollments closer to

capacity, deficits would have been smaller and-weakening loyalties less

\

)

1

evident. But in the Sixties, Catholic family sizes were closer to the

I compounded by a dramatic enrollment decrease, and patron defections,

coinciding witha reduced availability of school-age children, seem

);

ed

national norm, and the birth rate was declining. Fiscal difficulties were
,

1

4 worse than they actually were. Noting the deficits, accelerating enroll-

ment drop-offs, closures, phase-outs, personnel changes, and arguments

about the system's value, many parents lost confidence in the future of

Catholic schools.
38 Children who would have begun their education in

these dchools under more stable conditions.were started instead, in.public

schools, and many were-transferred to. public .schools after first communion,

including..youngstersfrom families that still preferred and 'could afford

Catholic,education. (The Catholic schools have often been regarded as
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the best place to prepare a child for his first communion.) Parents

were reluctant to begin a process that might soon be interrupted by a

closure, phase-out, or program deterioration.

Not all segments of Catholic education have been affected equally

.in these respects. Important differences exist between parochial,

diocesan, and "private" schools; between various parishes, dioceses, and

religious orders; and between the elementary and secondary levels. It

is possible, however, that many of these distinctions wilt disappear

over thme. Thus far, for example, the high schools have suffered much

smaller enrollment losses than the grade schools.39 But historically,

most Catholic_high school students have come from Catholic elementary

schools. As thiu source dties up, the high schools may be affected

dramatically.

When a group is unified by strong conviction, startling adversities

can be taken in stride. Witness the fact that the Catholic school systmn

was initially created when most Catholics were oppressed and poor! But

now most parishes and dioceses are disunited concerning the value of

church-related schooling. If it is assumed that part of the enterprise

must be phased out, furthermore, the clergy and religious teachers seem

to insist that the high schools be maintained intact while most lay

Catholics want the elementary schools preserved.
40 Unless more consensus

emerges, it may be possible to salvage little from the worId's most

massive school system created at.private initiative.

No single factor mentioned here could have brought Catholic schools

so quickly to their knees--especially if introduced singly and gradually.

Many nonpublic schools have adjusted to similar difficulties though not
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in this lethal dosage. The Lutheran schools of the Missouri and

Wisconsin synods accomodated long ago to the weakening of ethnic motives.
41

! Many schools once founded to perpetuate sectarian views are now thoroughly

r secular, surviving on academic reputations. Several groups built new

facilities when their patrons moved to the suburbs. Per-pupil costs

;
and tuitions have risen mmch higher in some nonpublic schools than in

the Catholic sector.
42 According to a recent study in St. Louis, the

average Catholic was not heavily burdened by the cost of church-related

[

schools, for only one per eent of estimated gross family income was

1
being allocated to that purpose.

43 Teacher bargaining has failed to ruin

T other systems. Other schools have been subsidized entirely from church

budgets without disastrous after-effects. But when these forces struck

( the Catholic system, they came in rapid sequence, potently juxtaposed.

! It is doubtful that the crisis can be reversed through piecemeal

ii

tinkering. To borrow a phrase from Donovan and Madauu, a massive crisis

of confidence is evident among church leaders, religious personnel, and

laymen.
44 It may take dramatic interventions to assuage their doubts

about the future.

PART II: SELECTIVITY AND EXPERIMENTATION

IN NONPUBLIC FpiOOLS

One frequent contention is that nonpublic schools cater predomi-

nately to children from well-to-do families, leaving the poor and

difficult-to-educate in the public schools. Several studies in the past

,

have substantiated a tendency for nonsectarian nonpublic schools, in

same areas, at least, to be socio-economically selective to a marked degree.

i

.1

3

411111MIN
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In these studies, the selectivity of the church-related group was much

less pronounced. In his study of New Haven two decades ago, for example,

Davie divided the city into "natural areas" in terms of land use, incamie,

nationality, occupation, delinquency, dependency, social club membership,

and inclusion in the Social Register. 45 He found that area boundaries

drawn in terms of each of the above-mentioned criteria were very similar,

that 25 distinctive areas emerged, 22 of them residential, and that the

residential areas could readily be grouped into six classes roughly

indicative of social rank. The evidence indicated a close relationship

between residential class and the frequency of nonpublic school attendance.

Whereas 43 per cent of children from Class I areas (areas of highest

social status) attended nonpublic schools, the percentages dropped to

21.4 for Class II, 20.6 for Class III, 13.1 for Class IV, 9.6 for Class V,

and 10.8 for Class VI (lowest social status). The bias was particularly

evident in the nonsectarian nonpublic schools. In the two residential

classes of highest status (Class I and Class II), a large percentage of

students attending nonpublic schools were in the nonsectarian group

(90.0 per cent in Class I and 49.2 per cent in Class II), even though

most nonpublic schools by far were church-related. The vast majority of

nonpublic school students in the lowest two residential classes (Class V

and Class VI) were in sectarian schools (94.2 per cent in Class V and

96.4 per cent in Class VI).

A more recent Harvard University study of Englewood, New Jersey,

provides two maPs which, when campared, show relationships similar to

those found by Davie in New Haven." Visual inspection reveals that the

percentage of the total student enrollment found in nonpublic schools is
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clearly correlated with median housing values and median family incomes

1

in various areas of Englewood. Since the areas represented in the two

I maps do not coincide precisely, tabular presentation of the data is not

feasible.

According to Baltzell's research in Philadelphia, members of the

upper class showed a powerful penchant lor patronizing several well known

New England college preparatory boarding schools and country day schools,

particularly schools of Episcopalian affiliation, but including several

nonsectarian schools.47 His data suggests that independent school back-

grounds and numnbership in exclusive college clubs--rather than educational

attainment per se--differentiated members of the upper class fram the

other Philadelphia elite.
48 "Of the Philadelphians listed in Who's who,

41 per cent of those also listed in the Social Register, as against 15

per cent of those who were not, reported attendance at some private

school."49 In his Yankee City study much earlier, Warner gained a sim-

ilar impression, pittteing the independent college prepa'ratory school as

an instrument used by the upper class "to indocrinate the child with

certain attitudes and values, certain manners, and certain daily rites

and routines that will prepare him for a society which believes in its

superiority to the other groups in the community and is so accepted by

50
these groups.' A number of studies indicate that a distinct upper-class

student cUlture may have characterized some of the best-known independent

college preparatory boarding schools, at least in the past.51

But one must interpret such evidence carefully. The data concern

a small number of expensive independent schools, not even randomly

selected. One cannot infer from the social class composition of its
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student body that a school necessarily does or does not foster prejudice.

It is quite possible, obviously, for heterogeneous student bodies to

exhibit malevolent social discrimination and for homogenous student

bodies to emphasize democratic ideals.
52

Physical presence is not

tantamount to social acceptance, and physical absence does not necessarily

mean social rejection. As Lieberman points out:

Educational research going back at least twenty years
has demonstrated that college preparatory students tend
Cin comprehensive high schools] to monopolize class
offices and other prestigeful positions far out of pro-

portion to their numbers. These students are also favored

in grading, in discipline, and in the various academic,
musical, and literary contesgi which aaracterize large
comprehensive schools.

In some cases, it has been argued, the comparatively homogeneous

social setting of an independent school may have more of a democratizing

effect than a heterogeneous public school context.
54 The student who

could depend upon his expensive clothes, impressive home, and social

background to bring him status in a heterogeneous student body may have

to adopt a new outlook among more homogeneous peers, almost all of whom

can boast the same advantages.

It must be recognized, in this regard, that many public schools

in privileged suburban neighborhoods (Francis Keppel calls them "private

schools at public expense") are fully as exclusive as high-status nonpub-

lic schools. Getzels reports data to the effect that public school stu-

dents in some suburbs differ in values from public school students in

industrial cities in much the same manner as graduates of exclusive non-

public schools were found to differ from graduates of public schools in

studies cited earlier in this discussion.55



The possibility also must be recognized that the aristocratic

1

subcultures of numerous college-preparatory schools may be changing in

1 a tendency to censure established institutions, and a fretfulness over

t

manifestations of snobbishness and softmindedness.
56 Cummiskey, similarly,

1

ri

i writes of the "nego," a dissenting breed of J.ndependent school student,

I

the face of a new climate of self-criticism. Birmingham and Blackmer

report a profound intellectual ferment among students in these schools,

disillusioned with pat values and striving for more defensible moorings.
57

In contrast to the expensive nonpublic schools, mostly non-

sectarian, the large church-related school groups have generally catered

to a far broader range of the social-class spectrum, though with some

degree of selectivity in terms of family income. In their national

study, for example, Greeley and Rossi showed that the well-to-do Catholic

was more likely than the low-income Catholic to send his child to the

Catholic school.58 The connection between income level and parochial

school attendance was particularly marked at the elementary level and

outside the central city. Limited evidence from state-sponsored studies

suggests that the situation may have changed since that time, with

rather marked socio-economic selectivity in Catholic high schools being

much less in Catholic elementary schools, as data cited later will

indicate.

In the Michigan study, Catholic, Calvinist, and Lutheran non-

public schools were somewhat more selective socio-economically than the

public schools, with the exception of the Lutheran elementary group,

possibly because so many Lutheran schools were in rural areas, patronized

by farmers.
59 However, the Catholic schools were surprisingly similar

453-05n 0-71-4?
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to the public schools in the income distribution oC their personnel

(see Table 1). Catholic schools seemed significantly more selective

than the public schools only at the secondary level.

TABLE 1

PERCENTAGE OF CATHOLIC, CALVINIST, AND LUTHERAN SCHOOLS

ESTIMATED AS SERVING HIGH- AND LOW-INCOME AREAS

Estimated Average
Head-of-household

income

Catholic Calvinist Lutheran Public

Elem.

%

Sr.Hi.Elem.
% %

Sr.Ri.Elem.
% %

Sr.Hi.Elem.
% %

Sr.Hi.
%

Less than $7,000 54 46 35 20 33 0 57 63

(263) (78) (12) (1) (30) (0) (1482) (354)

$7,000 or more 46 54 65 80 67 100 43 37

(222) (91) (22) (4) (61) (1)(1124)

Totals 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

....(2081_

100

(485) (169) (34) (5) (91) (2) (2606) (562)

Figure 1, based on data in the Illinois study, suggests that in the

average church-related school in Illinois, nearly 10 per cent of parents

are estimated to have incomes below $5,000 a year, compared with approxi-

mately 17 per cent of parents in public schools in the same areas.6° The

relative selectivity of the nonpublic schools is somewhat greater when

the nonsectarian group is added to the pool. However, the differences

between public and nonpublic schools would probably have been more marked

in this particular if a random rather than matched sample of public

schools had been utilized.

In the Rhode Island study, students in elementary and secondary

nonsectarian nonpublic schools were found to come from homes well above

average in income, education, and occupational status, while the students

themselves exhibited I.Q.s averaging around 120,.as compared with an
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FIGURE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF PARENTS BY INCOME LEVEL,

PUBLIC AND NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS IN ILLINOIS,

1969-70 (PRINCIPAL'S ESTIMATE)

A B

Combined Catholic and,
Protestant (Shaded)

Public (Solid)

A

All Nonpublic (Shaded)

Public (Solid)

A - $0 to $4,999 per year

B $5,000 to $9,999 per year

C $10,000 to $19,999 per year

D $20,000 to $49,999 per year

E $50,000 and Over
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average of about 105 in the public elementary and seCondary schools.
61

Catholic school students were more similar to public school students,

Their average I.Q. was reported as 106 at the elementary level (campated

with 103 in public schools) and 120 at the secondary level (no comparable

figure was quoted for the public high schools).62 The selectivity of the

Catholic high schools, among other factors, was reflected in the fact that

75 per cent of their graduates went to college, while only about 50 per

cent of public school graduates did so.
63

One major advantage

be used to compare the ext

n the Michigan study was that the data could

nt to which educational advantages were

equally distributed aniong income groups within the public, Catholic,

Calvinist, and Lutfieran school systems. A dramatic finding emerged: As

far as the school characteristics considered in the study were concerned

(e.g., obsolete classrooms, class sizes, overcrowding, age of textbooks,

availability of paperback collections, availability of television equip-

ment, special classes for talented youngsters, availability of librarian,

percentage of teachers in federal summer institutes, new mathematics

curricula, and nongrading), there was considerably less equality of

educational opportunity within the public schools than within the non-
!

public schools. While public education could be credited with serving

a somewhat wider range of income levels, it could be severely criticized

for doing so inequitably, providing children in wealthy areas with far

more modern and costly facilities and programs than 1.t was providing to

children in impoverished areas. -And while nonpublic education could be

faulted for failing to serve many of the most disadvantaged families, it

was distributing its resources rather equally among the families it did

serve.
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A closely related question, concerning the racial and ethnic

selectivity of nonpublic schools, is much better illuminated by data in

our paper on "Nonpublic Schools and Racial Equity" than by any of the

state-sponsored studies, but it may be useful to cite the limited data

that are available from the latter source.

The commission sponsoring the Maryland study concluded, on the

[ basis of both testimony and the evidence summarized in Tables 2, 3, and

,
4, that there was little racial integration in the nonpublic schools of

the state, though the Catholic schools located in black areas had 4one

more to achieve a racial mixture than had any of the other nonpublic

schools. The commission noted, as a point of comparison, that more than

50 per cent of public elementary schools in the state and more than 75

per cent of public secondary schools were still segregated (rables 5 and

6).

TABLE 2

PER CENT OF NON-wRrrE ENROLLMENT,

MARYLAND NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS, 196940

e of School
Total

Unknown

0 31

0 11

2 195

1 42
3 279

Number of schools reporting non-white

enrollmett as indicated

0-57. 6-107. 11-257. 26-50% Over
50%

. Nonreligious 24 0 5 0 2

Lutheran 8 1 2 0 0

Catholic 157 12 10 4 10

1 All Other Religions 28 6 4 1 2

Total 217 19 21 5 14
1

4

Source: Maryland Report, p. 16.
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TABLE 3

ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS BACKGROUNDS OF

STUDENTS IN MARYLAND CATHOLIC SCHOOLS, 1969-70

Elementary Schools Catholic Non-Catholic Total

Afro-American 3,355 1,133 4,488

Indian and Spanish 1,025 65 1,090

All Other Students 69,337 1,090 70,427

Elementary Total 73,717 2,288 76,005

Secondary Schools

Afro-American 733 219 952

Indian and Spanish 275 4 278

All Other Students 19,390 462 19,852

Secondary Total 20,398 685 21,083

Source: Maryland Report, p. 16.

TABLE 4

ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS BACKGROUNDS OF STUDENTS

IN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS, ARCHDIOCESE OF BALTIMORE, 19,9-70

Elementary Schools Catholic Non-Catholic Total

Afro-American 2,090 1,045 3,135

Indian and Spanish 470 55 525

All Other Students 46,744 681 47,425

Elementary Total 49,304 1,781 51,085

Secondary Schools

Afro-American 446 75 521

Indian and Spanish 101 2 103

All Other Students 13,096 212 13,308

Secondary Total 13,646 289 13,932

Source: Marylrnd Report, p. 16.
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TABLE 5

1
r

ENROLLMENT BY RACE MARYLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS 1969-70
Racial Breakdown Racial Breakdown Racial Breakdown rRacial Breakdown

1

Level of Pupils in
Schools Whose Net
Rolls are 90% or
more Nonwhite

of Pupils in
Schools Whose Net

Rolls are
Racially Balance
10-90% white

of Pupils in
Schools Whose Net
Rolls are 90% or
more White

of Pupils in
All Schools

Elem. Nonwhite 68,834 11,557 705 41,096
White, 469 11,644 25,540 37,653
Total' 69,303 23,201 26,245 118,749

Sec.- Nonwhite 30,643 15,810 223 46,676

Voc. White 110 21,649 5,897 27,656

Total 30,753 37,459 6,120 74,332

Total Nonwhite 99,477 27,367 928 127,772

White 579 33,293 31,437 65,309
Total 100,056 60,660 32,365 193,081

Includes Kindergarten, Early Admissions
Excludes Home, Hospital, and Junior College

Source: Maryland Report, p. 19.

TABLE, 6

CLASSIFICATION OF MARYLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BY RACE OF PUPILS, 1958 TO 1969

Racial Composition 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Elem.
90% or more Nonwhite 59 61 63 66 70 72 )8 80 84 88 87 89

90% or more White 56 52 50 48 48 39 39 36 38 37 36 34

Racially Balanced
(10-90% White) 25 31 30 32 31 39 38 39 37 34 35 37

Total 140 144 143 146 149 150 155 155 159 159 158 160

Sec.-Voc.
90% or more Nonwhite 12 13 14 15 16 17 17 19 24 24 23 22

90% or more White 11 11 11 8 8 5 4 5 3 3 2 2

Racially Balanced
(10-90% White) 13 13 13 16 16 20 21 19 19 20 21 21

Total 36 37 38 39 40 42 42 43 46 46 46 45

Total
90% or more Nonwhite 71 74 77 81 86 89 95 99 108 111 110 111

90% or more White 67 63 61 56 56 44 43 41 41 40 38 36

Racially Balanced

'(10-90% White) 38 44 43 48 47 59 59 58 56 54 56 58

Total 176 181 181 185 189 192 197 198 205 205 204 205

Each school with its annex is counted only once.

Source: Maryland Report, p. 19.
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Moreover, the Maryland commission noted, though the nonpublic schools as a

group had little reason for pride in this particular, some extenuating cir-

cumstances were applicable, particularly in the Catholic groups that made up

the bulk of nonpublic schools: most religiously affiliated schools under-

standablytend to enroll primarily members of the faith they represent, among

whom, generally, are few black families. Few nonpublic schools are found in

black neighborhoods, and the cost of both transportation and tuitions are a

deterrent to potential black enrollees. The bulk of the nonpublic schools

draw students from their immediate neighborhoods and thus, like most public

schools reflect the racial characteristics of the localities in which they

are situated.

Table 7, taken from the Illinois study, reports an increasing enrollment

of black students in nonpublic schools, though the proportions as yet are

very small. The comparatively large percentage of biack students reported in

nonsectarian nonpublic schools in Illinois is somewhat Misleading, for it is

largely a function of the fact that all black nonsectarian nonpublic schools

in Chicago are disproportionately represented in the questionnaire responses

from which the data were derived. Apart from this inflated figure, the

largest proportion of black students is found in the parochial (parish-operated)

Catholic schools. The extremely small quota of blacks in Jewish schools is

understandable in the light of the nunNy hours per week devoted in these

Schools to the Hebrew subjecte an eephasis that few black parents would see

As beneficial:fOr their children.

The state-sponSored StUdies of'nonpUbliCachoolt selddm attempt to

gather evidenceyOncerninuthe extent to which:nonpublid Schools are engeged
_

in significant-e4erimentation. Though the Rhode Island imvestigationWas no

exception, its author (Brickel].) took the following position, largely, it
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TABLE 7

ENWT,T,MXP OY BLACK STUDENTS,
ILLINOIS PUBLIC t.ND ITNPUBLIC SCHOOLS, 1966-67

TO 1970-71

AFFILIATION 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
-67 -68 -69 -70 -71

% % % % %

mean mean mean mean mean

(n) (n) (n) (n) (n)

10. 5% 11.0% 12 .6% 17.9% 25.0%

Public 144 147 171 231 307

(72 ) (Tr) (80) (92) (94)

.6% .7% .9% 5.0% 5.0%

Religious Order 7 8 9 47 42

Catholic: (11) (13 ) ( 15) (18 ) (20)

4 .9% 4.6% 5 .0% 5.5% 5. 6%

Diocesan 56 56 48 43 38

Catholic (6) (6) (8) (10) (il)

4.1% 4.6% 4.8% 6.2%

Par ochial 37 38 38 32 36

Catholic (28 ) (28) ( 30) (35) (39)

.6% .9% 1.3% 1.3% 1.4%

Lutheran 5 7 8 7 8

(5) (5) (6) (7) (6)

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.4% 1.4%

Calvinist 0 o o 15 10

(1) (1) (1) (2) (3)

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% .3%

Jewish o o 'o o a.

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

3.2% 3.7% 3.5% 8.3% 15.9%

Nonsectarian 21 26 25 39 62.

Nonpublic (4) (4) (4) (6) (7)
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appears, on the basis of his impressions and one earlier inquiry:
64

Nonpublic schools appear to be less responsive to changes
in the external environment than public schools, according to
evidence from one study conducted after Sputnik I. No nonpublic
school exists in the same kind of political environment as a
public school. It need not respond to the same kind of pressures.

Most nonpublic schools make little if any use of their
freedom to innovate. Thus they have nothing different to be
copied. In fact, during the past decade the public schools seem
to have moved ahead in this respect. Nonetheless, from time to
ttme nonpublic schools will attract great attention by being
first to cross a new frontier, leading public schools after
them. It is considerably easier to think of examples from the
days of Progressive Education in the 1930's than it is fram
the 1960's, but the Advanced Placement program (under which
high school students can take college subjects and perhaps earn
college credit or at least skip the freshman course) is an
example of a new endeavor in which nonpublic schools have
furnished excellent leadership during the present decade. 65

This statement seems misleading in several particulars and may conse-

quently necessitate a brief discussion of the available evidence.

In one of the earliest reputable investigations on the topic, Cole

reported in 1928, after studying schools for boys throughout the United

States:

Comparatively few private schools, for the most part only those
of the progressive country day variety [the largely nonsectarian
"independent" schoolsj, show any influence of current educational
thought

An intensive study of the curriculum of forty private schools
of all types compared with a similar study of the high schools of
fifteen large cities leads to the conclusion that the private
schooL:curriculum is relatively-inflexible and the offering of
course's smaller ,

One group only, the progressive schools, depart from the
general rule... A fuller, curriculum is offered with fewer
constraints, and there is an apparent endeavor to utilize the
results of educational experimentation, as well as to experiment
themselves."'

Just a few-years later, in an inquiry into all types of nonpublic'

schools in Minnesota, Koos concluded:
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The trend of the evidence in these comparisons has been

so uniformly in a single direction that tt seems needlessly

repetitious to restate the findings in summary: the offerings

of private schools aS a group are unquestionably more traditional

and conservative than are those of public schools . . . Public

schools are without question open to criticism for the conservative

make-up of their offerings, but private schools are more open

to it than public schools. There are in this country examples

of individual private schools in which freedom for experimentation

exceeds that in public schools generally, and which on this account

are making substantial contributions to the progress of secondary

education. But the evidence of the current chapter is ample

proof that this is far from characteristic, and therefore, it

would be next to preposterous to use freedom for experimentation

as a blanket justification for all private schools. It can be used

only for that exceedingly small proportion that can be shown to

be actually experimental.°

In the Illinois study, in the fall of 1970, the principal of each public

and nonpublic school in the sample was asked whether he thought his school

was in the top 10 per cent of schools in the state with respect to some in-

novative feature." Then he was asked, if he had answered positively, to

identify what innovation( ) his school was emphasizing. In general, the

iresponses were mundane in the extreme, both from public and nonpublic schools.

1

ITheinnoVations- most frequently mentioned were common structural, procedural,

or technological features. They could easily- have been selected . from a

catalog of'popular packaged improvements widely touted for .yore than a decade

among School administrator's. Virtually 11 , of these haci been widely "installed"

in schools throughout. the United. States without affec ting. the fundamentals -of

the teaching-learning encounter, in any way that research had consistently been

able to establieh. 7: Prominent. inthis list were:teaM teaching modular'.

schedUling, 1Mini-6Coutees it various grouping: patterns , depertmentalization

resource 'centeri, .and faitWconventional- hardware. ,Anothersroup of in--

novationa, mentioned by a few publit':andA'nonpublic 'schools centervi in various

ways arOUnd: the expree Sion: ofkv different- apProach: to .childhoodand: thildr en,

inclUding.speCial 'concern fOrtlie:: Student needs and' eenSefof efficacy..
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These more encouraging responses were equally frequent in public and nonpublic

schools. Site visits by members of the research staff suggested strongly that

the purported innovations were as genuine in the one sector of education as in

the other.

Previous work had alerted us to the probability, however, that significant

experimentation in nonpublic schools was not evenly distributed. Its proba-

bility seemed greatest, a priori, in the most extreme situations in which non-

public schools are found--in schools patronized by the wealthy and in schools

patronized by the poor. As for the former, though many parents have been

attracted to expensive schools in the past partially for reasons of social

status, it appears, a reputation for academic excellence, whether fully

warranted or not, seems essential to the continuance of these institutions.

Most of their clients, well educated and articulate, seem most unlikely to

continue paying the high fees that are involved while tolerating signs of

baCkwardness and mediocrity. As for schools in impoverished inner-city areas,

here a different set of dynamics comes into play. The comparatively few

parents in these areas who can dfford to support nonpublic schools must

usually do so at great financial sacrifice. In most cases, the schools must

be supported from outside the area by people who believe they are accomplishing

something t-ruly significant. Often the programs are subsidized to A great

extent through contributed services, incluling the services of teachers and

administrators who are willing to work for a fraction of what they could

obtain elsewhere. These inputs seem generally based on the expectation that

nonpublic schools.will outproduce public schools in the area. In some cases,

as we mentioned earlier, the freedom to select student.' is virtually all the

nonpublic school needs in order- to appear superior, *or 13y excluding the

troublesome and the students with the most severe learning problems, it can
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guarantee an important measure of physical security, moral safety, and more

rapidly paced instruction. In many instances, however, one would expect that

nonpublic schools in the inner city would be under strong pressure from

parents and other supporters to experiment with unusual programs.

There is clear evidence, extending over several decades, concerning the

experimental contributions of more expensive, mostly nonsectarian, nonpublic

schools. (In his above-quoted statement, Brickell seems unaware of this fact)..

During the Progressive Education era, John Dewey began putting his ideas into

practice in a privately supported laboratory school at the University of

Chicago. By the time Dewey had his falling-out with the university president

and left in a huff for Teachers College, Columbia University, the laboratory

school "had become the most interesting experimental venture in American

education; indeed, there are those who insist that there has been nothing

since to match it in exciteient, quality, and contribution."69 Cremin, who

has written the most definitive history of the progressive movement, points

out that "some of the most courageous and imaginative pedagogical experiments

of the era did proceed under private auspices, and . . . did exert incalculable

influence on'the larger course of American education."7° Baltimore's Park

School, for example, was established after a split on the public board of

education; one discontent faction decided to start a private school of its own.

Margaret gatmnburg founded the Children's School, later named the Walden School,

in arpioneering effort to apply psychoanalytic principles to instruction.

Caroline Pratt began the Play School to see whether children would learn

better through well structured play activities. Many other examples could be

given.

A somewhat different wave of educational reform received a major boost

from Sputnik. This revolution represented an ettempt mainly to introduce more
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academic rigor into instruction. The major findings concerning the contri-

butions of nonpublic schools during the period were produced almost ac-

cidentally. During 1961-62, Larmee decided to see whether recent national

developments were having any influence on the best-known private college-

preparatory institutions, such as Andover, Exeter, Lawrenceville, and St.

Paul's.71 He discovered that the influence flowed mostly the other way. The

eleven private schools in the study had done much to initiate the national

developments. Three of the schools played a central role in starting the

Advanced Placenent Program and continued to be exceptionally active in the

effort. Six members of 1961 Advanced Placement examination commtttees and

twenty-six members of the reading committees were from these three schools.

Twenty-one teachers from the.same schools filled key positions in national

curriculum movements, such as the School Mathematics Study Group, the Physical

Science Study Committee, and the committee developing the Chemical Bond

approach to chemiutry instruction. Teachers from all eleven schools had

participated either in examination preparation or as readers for the College

Entrance Examination Board. The schools exhibited dozens of departures from

the orthodox in such areas as programmed reading; teacher and administrator

training; experimental summer activities; the development of South American,

Russian, and African history courses; courses relating to Russia, Spain,

France, Germany, and the Orient; citizenship and Bill of Rights course-unit

experiments; television instruction in mathematics; and language programs com-

bining traditional three-year programs into two years and four-year programs

into three years.

The attempt to document experimentation in nonpublic schools serving the

poor, as in the Illinois study, is'something new. Though the.effort was

limited because of time and-other resOurces .the researchers encountered many

7
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private groups--church groups, groups of teachers, and groups of parents--

,

who were attempting, often on a shoestring, to provide instructional oppor-

tunities distinctively different from those that were available in the public

schools in the area.

Many of these efforts are well epitomized in a single example, the CAM

(Christian Action Ministry) Academy on West Madison Street in Chicago.72

Sponsored by eleven churches in the area, CAM Academy specializes in reclaiming

dropouts from the public schools. Its leaders have espoused the objective of

so conclusively demonstrating the superiority of unconventional approaches to

these rejected students that the public schools will be forced to adopt the

same procedures and the academy can then cease its efforts. Attendance is

completely voluntary. NO subjects are mandatory. No efforts are made to

II cover" prescribed curricula. Since the pace is relaxed, teachers can help

/
students as much as seems necessary at cny point without feeling pressure to

IImove along to the next scheduled topic." Informal relationships are main-

tained. Strong efforts Are made to maintain an intimate "community" atmosphere.

According to an evaluation completed by the University of Illinois in 1970,

thA,students have made superior progress in mathematics and language. CAM

Academy has been at least partially instrunental in stimulating the development

of a loose-knit collection of "free schools" in Chicago, some part-time and

some.full-time all experimenting with new programs for children who do not

succeed in the nearby public schools.

:In the Michigan study, the evidence concerning experimentation in the

MaJoritz of nonpublic schools was More encouraging than data.cited earlier.73

The Roman Catholic schools-in the state were.more activehthan the,_public schools:

in a number of areas espetially.the introduction of newmathematics curricula

and various nongrading experiments:Their teachers were more extensively
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1

engaged in in-service training programs. It could be, however, that these

findings were somewhat local and temporal, largely the result of the fact

that our questions coincided with a particular emphasis at a particular time,

not representative of over-all tendencies.

4

All in all, considering the evidence from many sources, the most
3

reasonable conclusions seem close to those suggested in the Rhode Island

study in some respects, but different in others. When all public schools are 1

compared against all nonpublic schools, there is little reason to expect the

one group to be more experimental or innovative than the other. Within each

sector, however, one may identify groups of schools that may make far-reaching

contributions to the improvement of instruction. In the private sector, the

frontier-creating schools seem to be found primarily at the two socio-economic

extremesamong the wealthy, who often seem to demand avant-garde programs in 1

return for the extremely high fees they must pay; and among the poor, where 1

nonpublic schools can rarely exist unless outsiders are persuaded that they

are accomplishing something vital.

One further misleading assertion in the statement from the Rhode Island

study quoted earlier should probably be discussed briefly in closing--that

II nonpublic schools appear to be less responsive to changes in the external

environment than public schooXs, according to one study conducted after

Sputnik I." The study in question investigated innovations, not the adapta-

bility of a school to its environment. In many cases, the school that adapts

most closely to the needs and interests of its constituency (the only environ-

ment to which one can expect it to adapt) will be among the least innovative

schools found everywhere. Consider, for example, an Old Order Amish school.

The history of schools of this type suggests strongly that they have been

better adapted to their communities than most mainstream schools have been to
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theirs. But Old Order Amish schools are hardly innovative in tlecustomary

sense of that word.

The issue of the comparative adaptability of public and nonpublic schools

is complicated by the fact that their constituencies differ. The public

schools must be responsive to majoritarian demands articulated through the

political process. These demands often make it impossible for the public

schools to be responsive to minorities. The nonpublic schools must be res-

ponsive to demands articulated through the market by their clients and sup-

porters. One advantage of the latter arrangement is that it provides a

mechanism for the satisfaction of the needs and interests of minorities in a

given area. The most valid position, perhaps, is that flexibility and freedom

are likely to be maximized best if both the public school's political response

and the nonpublic school's market response are kept constantly available.

453-050 0-71-43
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FOOTNOTES

1
For the sake of brevity, the state studies will be identified hereinafter

merely as "Illinois Report," "Maryland Report," etc. The complete references

are as follows (in alphabetical order)1

Illinois: Donald A. Erickson, Crisis in Illinois Nonpublic Schools,

Final Research Report to the Elementary and Secondary Nonpublic Schools Study

Commission, State of Illinois (Springfield, Ill.: the Commission, 1971).

Kansas: "Nonpublic Schools in Kansas and Their Relationship to Public

Schools: Report of the Joint Education Subcommittee" (Topeka, Kansas, 1970,

processed).

Maryland,: CommissiOn to Study State Ald to Nonpublic Education,

Report to the Governor and General Assembly of Maryland (Baltimore, Md.: the

Commission, 1971).

Michigan: DonaldIA. Erickson, "Nbnpublic Schools in Michigan," in

J. Alan Thomas, School Finance and Educational Opportunity in Michigan

(Lansing, Mich.: Michigan Department of Education, 1968), pp. 209-291.

New Hampshire: "Report of the Nonpublic School Study Commission"

(Concord, N.H.: 1970, mimeographed).

New York: Financial Support: Nonpublic Sdhools: New York State (Albany,

N.Y.: The University of the State of New York, 1969).

Rhode Island: Henry M. Brickell, Nonpublic Education in Rhode Island:

Alternatives for the FUture, A Study for the Rhode Island Special Commission to

Study the Entire Field of Education (Providence, R.I.: the Commission, 1969).

South Dakota: South Dakota Private Education Study Committee, The

Qua/ity, Lmpact and Future of Private Education in South Dakota (Sioux Falls,

S.D.: the Committee, 1970).

Vermont: Legislative Council of the State of Vermont, "Private Schools

in Vermont: Report of the Committee to Study Proposal No. 38 (Nontpelier,

1969, processed).

Wisconsin: Governor's Commission on Education, "Final Report of K-12

Task Unit to the Private Education Task Force" (Madison, Wisc.: 1970, processed).

2
"Two contributing factors influencing enrollments in Missouri Synod

Lutheran schools should be noted here. During the past decade the U.S.A.

birth rate declined 177. froa4,295,000 live births to 3,467,000. During the

same period the number of children baptisms reported by MissOuri Synod

congregations declined 23% from 90,183 baptisms to 69,442...Enrollment declines

may continue during the early 70's and stabiliie during the mid-decade. En-

rollment gains can be expected in the late 1970's...Present declining elementary

enrollment...should not mislead us. On the basis of birth rate projections,

our country will be experiencing another population growth period.at the close

of.the 1970's." Marcin F. Wessler, "Lutheran Elementary School Statistics,

1969-70 (mimeographed statistical r'port issued by Board of Parish Education,

The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod, St. Louis, MO.).
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3National Catholic Educational Association, A Statistical Report on
Catholic Elementary and Secondary Schools for the Years 1967-68 to 1969-70

(Washington, D.C.: the Association, 1970), pp. 7-11. Hereinafter, this docu-

ment will be identified simply as NCEA Data Bank Report.
In Michigan, the Catholic schools had lost 4.3 per cent of their enroll-

ments between 1962-63 and 1967-68. Michigan Report, p. 253. New Hampshire

reports a loss of approximately 15 per cent for all nonpublic schools between

1966-67 and 1969-70. New Hampshire Report, p. 2. The following table summarizes

rate-of-decline data from five other states. In each case it is evident that

the Catholic schools are responsible for virtually the entire decline. A
generally accelerating loss rate seems obvious.

TABLE 8 _-

YEAR-BY-YEAR PERCENTAGE OF ENROLLMENT DECLINE
IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS

(BASED UPON PREVIOUS YEAR AS 100 PER CENT)

Maryland*

Illinois,

Illinois,
elem.

New York*

Kansas

Wisconsin*

* Catholic schools only
Sources: Maryland Report, p. 11; Illinois Report, p. 8-7;

New York Report, Appendix D, p. 1; Kansas Report, p. 1;

Wisconsin Report, p. 4.

4The relevant history, with particular attention to the largest arch-
diocesan system of them all (in Chicago) is traced by James W. Sanders in

chapter 10 of the Illinois Report. Jane G. Buresh provides further evidence
concerning the hostile environment in chapter 9 of the same document.

5For an early influential statement of this position, see Mary Perkins

1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71

2.7 0.6 3.3 6.3 7.2

-- -- 0.67 2.14 3.52 3.95

2.21 3.90 5.85 7.58 8.10

0.63 j 1.19 2.26 3.41 -
4.0 3.0 4.8 7.1 --

1.2 5.3 4.9 10.0 9.4 --

Ryan, Are Parochial Schools the Answer? Catholic Education in the Light of the

Council (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964).

6 In the Greeley-Rossi study, the advantage of Catholic schooling most often

reported (73 per cent of respondents) was religious instruction. Andrew M.

Greeley and Peter R. Rossi, The Education of Catholic Americans (Chicago: Aldine

Publishing Company, 1966),pp. 206-207. In the Boston-area study by Donovan and

Madaus, the reason most often given by parents (it was offered by from 43 to

58 per cent of respondents) for sending children to Catholic rather than public

schools was "better religious training." John D. Donovan and George F. Madaus,

Catholic Education in the Archdiocese of Boston: The Voices of the People
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(Chestnut Hill, Mass.: New England Catholic Educational Center, 1969), p. 176.

In the Rhode Island study, 84 per cent of all Catholics interviewed said

that an tmportant motivation of patrons was the "religious or moral atmosphere

in the school." About 57 per cent of Catholic laymen thought parents were
attracted in part by the assurance that nothing contrary to the faith would be

taught in Catholic schools. Rhode Island Study, pp. 103,113.

7Greeley and Rossi, Education of Catholic Americans.

8Donovan and Madaus Catholic Education, pp. 179, 187.

9In the Boston Archdiocese, 64 per cent of Catholics said they favored

gradually closing Catholic schools and using the money to set up well-staffed

religious education centers instead. Only 31 per cent were opposed. The

strongest support came from college graduates. Donovan and Madaus, Catholic

Education, p. 290.

1°According to data gathered by Leonard V. Koos between 1925 and 1928, there

were marked differences between sectarian and nmmaectarian secondary schools

with respect to the reasons why students attended them. (See Leonard V. Koos,

Private and Public SecondarlsationLACAaparative Study (Chicago: University 1

of Chicago Press, 1931) , p. 23.) In Roman Catholic schools, 81.2 per cent of 3

students mentioned religious reasons, as did 72.6 per cent of students in

schools operated by other denominations, but only 0.5 per cent of students in

nonsectarian schools. Only 7.2 per cent of Catholic students explained their

attendance by stating that their school was better than the local public school,

along with only 10.0.per cent of students from other denominations, but 38 per

cent of students in nonsectarian nonpublic schools. In marked contrast, the

recent study by Donovan and Hadaus (Catholic Education in the ArchdioceSe of

Boston, al. cit., p. 177) indicates that, of parents who send their children to

Catholic schools, 45 per cent with children from 6 to 12 years of age, 48 per

cent with children 13 and 14 years of age, and 41 per cent with children 15 to

18 years of age mention that they believe the'Catholic schools are superior in

quality to the public schools. Since Koos drew his data from Minnesota,

Whereas Donovan and Madaus were studying metropolitan Boston, the differences

may be partly regional. And since Koos queried students in secondary schools,

whereas Donovan and Madaus interviewed parents of pupils in both elementary and

secondary schools and asked somewhat different q9eStion6 the differences may

derive partly from dissimilar methodologies. The most plausible basic ex-'

planation, however, is that religious and ethnic motivations in Catholic schools

have been giving way to an important extent to academic motivations. As a

further indication that shifting parental orientations are involved, the study

by Donovan and Madaus shows (p. 178) that the proportion of parents fOr whom

the choice of a Catholic school seems related to.a perception of superior

quality rises from 36 and 46 per cent for two groups of parents from 40 to 54

years of age, to 45 per cent for parents from 30 to 39 years of age, to a

remarkable 75 per cent for parents under 30.

11 In Illinois, the diocese with the most trustworthy data (Soliet) had

experienced an increase of 95.9 per cent in total operatimvcosts at the

elementary level between 1966-67 and 1970-71 and an increase, of 87.9 per cent

at the secondary level during the same period. Corresponding RIF pupil increases
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were much larger at the elementary level (256.6 per cent) and slightly mailer

at the secondary level (78.7 per cent). At the elementary level, per-pupil

costs had risen from $122.77 to $315.00. At the secondary level, per-pupil

costs increased from $307.80 to $550.09. (Illinois Report, pp. 7-9, 7-10, note

typographical error corrected here).
Costs have also risen rather dramatically in nonpublic schools not asso-

ciated with the Catholic Church. In the Calvinist schools in Illinois, per-

pupil costs increased 43.8 per cent at the elementary level between 1966-67 and

1969-70, while per-pupil costs increased 26.9 per cent at the secondary level

during the same period. As for the elementary schools of the Lutheran Church-

Missouri Synod, annual per-pupil operating expenditures were 40.2 per cent

between 1964-65 and 1969-70 in the Northern Illinois District, 42.9 per cent in

the Central Illinois District, and 49.8 per cent in the Southern Illinois

District. Illinois Report, pp. 7-12, 7-13.
The Archdiocese of Baltimore reports that total operating expenses for

elementary schools were $6,276,984 in 1967-68, but $7,458,410 in 1969-70, for

an increase of 19 per cent in onlY two years. In the secondary schools of the

archdiocese, costs were $5,918,552 in 1967-68 and $7,807,227 in 1969-70, an

increase of 32 per cent. (Maryland Report, p. 9.)

Per-pupil costs in the Wichita Catholic Diocese rose from $135 to $186 in

the elementary grades between 1966-67 and 1968-69. In the Lutheran elementary

schools in Kansas, the corresponding figures are $278 and $325. Kansas Report,

p. 3.
Annual per-pupil expenditure levels in South Dakota nonpublic schools (the

vast majority of vhich are Catholic) are estimated at $360.32 for 1961-62,

$374.00 for 1962-63, $392.92 for 1963-64, $408.76 for 1964-65, $447.41 for

1965-66, $496.58 for 1966-67, $536.51 for 1967-68, $601.50 for 1968-69, $621.10

for 1969-70, and $686.37 for 1970-71. South Dakota Report, p. 46.

Also see NCEA Data Bank Report, p. 19.

12While there is no consistent research evidence to indicate that reduc-

tions in class size per se (at least within the range that seems politically

and economically feasible), will improve learning, parenis seem much iMpressed'

7 by this criterion, and a feature typidally offered by eXpensive independent

schools is exceptionally small classes.. In Rhode Island, for 'example, Class sizes

in independent schools were approximately half the public school average. Rhode

Island Report, p. 38. In Rhode Island, Catholic schools actually added teachers

while losing pupils. The average pupil-teacher -ratio dropped from 36 to 1 in

1959-60 to 26-to 1,in 1968-69. Rhode Island Report, pp. 48-52.. Also see

Illinois Report, pp. 7-26 to 7-29.
In South Dakota, pupil-teacher ratios in nonpublic schools (the vast

majority of which are Catholic) reportedly have remained relatively constant

since 1960-61, increasihg from 15.1/1 in 1960-61 to 15.5/1 in 1969-70. At the

elementary level, they have declined dramatically, from 33.6/1 in 1960-61 to

21.3/1 in 1969-70. .South Dakota Report, p. 48.

13When National Catholic Education Association Data Bank figures for lay

teacher salaries in elementary and secondary Catholic schools in 1968-69 are

compared with 1962-63 data provided by the Notre Dame study, dramatic increases

are indicated. According to these sources, 72.2 per cent of full-time

elementary teachers were earning between $4,000 and $6,000 in 1968-69,. and over

77 per cent of secondary teachers were paid between $6,000 and $8,000; but in
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1962-63 only 2.4 per cent of elementary lay teachers and 46.4 per cent of

secondary lay teachers were salaried at more than $4,500. In 1962-63, 0.2

per cent of elementary lay teachers were grossing more than $6,000, whereas

27.8 per cent were in this category in 1968-69. In 19621-63, 9.4 per cent of

secondary lay teachers earned more than $6,000, but in 1968-69 over 77 per cent

were taking home more than that amount. See NCEA Data Bank Report, pp. 21-22; and

Reginald A. Neuwien, ed., Catholic Schools in Action: The Notre Dame Study of

Catholic Elementary and Secondar Schools in the United States (Notre Dame,

Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1966), pp. 105-109.
Agcording to figures compiled in the Illinois study, average salaries for

lay elementary teachers increased 29.5 per cent in the Joliet diocese and 11.7
per cent in the Peoria Diocese, but decreased 7.3 per cent in the Springfield

diocese between 1967-68 and 1969-70. The decrease in the Springfield diocese

WAS apparently brought about by a tendency (probably self-defeating in the long
run) to replace religious teachers with lay teachers with very minimal quali-
fications, who entered the salary schedule at the lowest points and thus
lowered the average salary paid to lay elementary teachers in the diocese.
Average salaries for elementary teachers in the Calvinist schools during the

same period increased 35.1 per cent. The corresponding figures at the secondary
level were -3.2 per cent for the Joliet diccese, 37.8 per cent for the Peoria
diocese, 5.6 per cent for the Springfield 6iocese, and 12.1 for the Calvinist

schools. Illinois Report, pp. 7-14 to 7-1(i;.

In the Archdiocese of Baltimore, salary outlays for lay teachers increased

from $2,103,472 in 1967-68 to $2,834,508 (34 .per cent) in 1969-70 at the

elementary level; and increased from $1,586,161 in 1967-68 to $2,715,863 (72

per cent) in 1969,.70 at the secondary level, even though the number of iay

teachers during the period increased only 13 per cent. Maryland Report, p. 9.

"Nationally, it appears that at least 59 per cent of lay teachers now
hold at least an A.B. degree, whereas the Notre Dame Study reported that only

33 per cent of lay teachers held degrees in 1962-63. NCEA Data Bank, p. 15;

Neuwien, Notre Dame Study.
In the Joliet diocese in Illinois, only 49.4 of lay teachers had degrees

in 1966-67, but the proportion had risen to 77.3 per cent by 1969-70. During

the same years in the Chicago Archdiocese, the proportion of lay teachers with
college degrees rose from 48.9 to 81.8 per cent. In the Joliet Diocese, which
was requiring that every teacher must hold an A.B. and earn an A.M. within

seven years, we calculated that the acquisition of an A.B. by the 147 teachers

in the system who did not hold one at the time of the study would cost the

system (according to the existing salary schedule) more than $90,000 a year.

Illinois Study, pp. 7-23 to 7-25.

15The National Catholic Education Associatian.Data Bank reports that at
least 80 per cent of religious teachers now hold al; least an A.B. degree,

whereas the Notre Dame Study reported that only 57:per cent of these teachers

held degrees in 1962-63. NCEA Data Bank Report, p. 15; Neuwien, Notre Dame

Study.
According to the NCEA Data Bank, cash payments to religious teachers

nationally rose more than $40 million between 1967-68 and 1968-69 at the elemen-

tary level and more than $2411 million at the secondary level, even though the

number of these teachers was declining. (Information obtained directly from

NCEA.)
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Massive increases in outlays to religious teachers are documented in the

Illinois and Maryland studies as well, even though the total of these teachers

was decreasing rapidly. Illinois Report, pp. 7-20 to 7-22; Maryland Report,

p. 9.
As will be pointed out later, however, these increases are only partially

attributable to improvements in pre-service training programs.

16 In the Rhode Island study, 12 per cent of religious teachers said they

were not satisfied with their assignment to schools. Another 24 per cent were

undecided. In Catholic schools, 64 per cent of religious teachers expressed

satisfaction with their jobs, as compared with 80 per cent public school

teachers and 85 per cent of teachers in independent schools. Rhode Island

Report, pp. 54, 100.
Cf. Office for Educational Research, University of Notre Dame, Catholic

Education in the Archdiocese of St. Louis: Allocation and Distribution of

Human and Financial Resources (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame du

Lac, 1970), pp. 69-71. Hereinafter this document will be identified as St.

Louis Report.
In Illinois, the following facts were uncovered: In 1967-68, the School

Sisters of St. Francis had 430 teachers in Illinois Catholic schools. In

196869, 86 members of this order were assigned to other work, followed by 94

members in 1969-70 and 105 in 1970-71. The Joliet Franciscians, who had 474

teachers in Illinois schools in 1966-67, assigned.10 members to other work in

p 1966-67, 12 in 1967-68, 18 in 1968-69,and 20 in 1970-71. The Sisters of. Proildence

f who had 1,168 teachers in Illinois Catholic schools in 1966-67, assigned 77

p umbers to other work in 1966-67, 77 in 1967-68, 66 in 1968-69, 90 in 196940,

V and 98 in 1970-71. The BVM Charity Sisters, who had 1,629 teachers in Illinois

schools in 1966-67, assigned 62 members to other work in 1966-67, 116 in

1967-68, 122 in 196869, 118 in 1969-70, and 120 in 1970-71. The School Sisters

Notre,Dade, withi231-teachers in Illinois in 1966-67,.assigned 23 sisters

tb other work in.1966-67i 23 in 1967-68, 21 in_1968-69i 29 in 1969-70, and 41

in 1970-71. When these figures are considered in the light of evidence,

introduced later,thatthese:religious orders are losing more and more old

members and gaining fewer and fewer new members;\it becomes obvious that they

are assigning a rapidly growing proportion of theirNpersonnel to other work in

preference to:the Catholic schools. Illinois Report, ,pip 7-31 to 7-35,

Surveying .the national picture, the liCEA Data Bank. Report states. (p..5):

"Whereas, 83-9= _of the Catholic,school teachers.in 1950sverereligious, and

about three fourths AA 1960, by 1965 this_figure was less than two thirds."

17'.In Rhode.,Islandi: layteaChers. represented:only 9 pm centok Catholic

school facultieS in.1959-60Ut 20 per cent inJ968-69%. At the time of the

Rhode Island st4dyJiowever, Since thisrahiftcould be.attributed entirely to

efforts to reduce class size,.iheresearchers:concluded that ."lay teachers have .

not replaced religious teachers,"\:In the long range, however, and particularly

in other states, they have. RhodexIsland Report,- pp. 5202.

In St Louis, where elementary school teachers and school administrators

with equal'qualifications would ha* been entitled to salarieS averaging

$8,777 in public schools in 1968-69,"religious teachers in Catholic schools

were Paid an average-of:$2,224, including the costs of convent maintenance.

St. Louis Report, p. 65. Whereas lay teachers were providing their services in

1968-69 for $2,605 less, on an average,than teaChers with equivalent qualifi-

cations could obtain in nearby public schools,religious teachers were serving
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for $5020 less than teachers equally qualified in public schools. Ibid., p. 39

Nationally, according to the NCEA Data Bank Report (pp. 12-14), 58.0

per cent of all elementary teachers in Catholic schools were religious per-

sonnel in 1967-68, but the figure had dropped to 50.0 per cent by 1969-70. The

corresponding figures in Illinois were a drop from 48.4 to 40.7 per cent in the

Joliet Diocese, from 52.9 to 50.6 per cent in the Belleville Diocese, from

55.7 to 46.8 per cent in the Chicago Archdiocese, from 56.0 to 49.2 per cent

in the Peoria Diocese, and from 58.5 to 48.0 per cent in the Rockford Diocese.

The figures at the secondary level show a drop from 41.7 to 37.2 nationally,

from 47.6 to 35.4 in the Joliet Diocese, from 70.0 to 55.7 in the Belleville

Diocese, from 55.5 to 52.9 per cent in the Chicago Archdiocese, from 60.8 to

51.5 per cent in the Peoria Diocese, and from 71.4 to 55.1 in the Rockford

Diocese. Illinois Report, p. 7-30.

In the Archdiocese of Baltimore (Maryland), 61 per cent of the full-time

teachers in 1967-68 were religious personnel, but the percentage had dropped

to 56 per cent by 1969-70. Lay teachers were commanding salaries of $6,000

or more, whereas the religious were available for around $1,900. Maryland

Report, pp. 8-9.
In New York, the salaries of religious teachers were reported as ranging

from $1,200 to $2,500 in September, 1969. New York Report, Appendix D, p. 3.

The number of full-time religious and clerics staffing Catholic elementary and

secondary schools in the state grew by 2.6 per cent between 1963 and 1964 and

by 1.4 per cent between 1964 and 1965, but declined by 2.6, 2.3, and 5.3 per

cent in the three years following. The number of lay teachers increased by

12.94 pet cent between 1963 and 1964, by 9.66 per cent between 1964 and 1965,

by 8.51 per cent between 1965 and 1966, by 9.13 per cent between 1966 and

1967, and by 11.36 per cent between 1967 and 1968. New York Report, Appendix

A, pp. 3-5.

18By 1968-69 in St. Louis, new lay teachers were being hired at salaries

e.4uivalent to what they could earn in public schools. St. Louis Report, p. 43.

19Rhode Island Report p. 54. St. Louis Report, p. 65. Illinois Report,

pp. 7-23 to 7-25.

20Even as late as 1968-69, 35 per cent of lay teachers in Boston Arch-

diocese Catholic schools gave negative reasons for teaching there: that they

were not certified (13 per cent), that this was a good place to acquire the

first year of teaching experience (8 per cent); that they were there while

pursuing a degree (6 per cent), or that they were unable to find a suitable

job in the public schools. Donovan and Madaus, Catholic Education, p. 190.

21The following table from the Illinois study provides dramatic evidence

of i7.creasing withdrawals and decreasing entrances:
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TABLE 9
ENTRANTS AND WITHDRAWALS,

TEN RELIGIOUS CONGREGATIONS IN ILLINOIS

Ccuregation
1962 J

-63
1966

-67

1967 1 1968 7-1969

-68 -69 -70

.1970
-71

Springfield Dominicans
Entrants 19 14 16 16 3 4

Withdrawals N.A. 6 6 16 27 13

School Sisters of St. Francis
Entrants 15 10 6 9 4 3

Withdrawals 3 14 22 15 32 28

Joliet Franciscans
Enteants 35 28 25 13 9 0

Withdrawals 2 0 0 3 10 N.A.

Sisters of Mercy
Entrants 52 33 17 18 2 N.A.

Withdrawals 9 13 39 38 45 N.A.

Sisters of Providence
Entrants 91 62 40 25 21 hi

Withdrawals 9 4 12 29 32 ,15

BVM Charity I

Entrants 161 104 77 30 13 1

Withdrawals 7 46 85 124 135 N.A.

School Sisters of Notre Dame
Entrants N.A.

Withdrawals N.A.

Ursulines
Entrants 4

Withdrawals 1

Adorers of the Precious Blood
Entrants 8 6 4 0 2

Withdrawals 2 8 11 6 11

Felician Sisters
Entrants 22 27 11 12 6

Withdrawals 7 17 23 29

Source: Table 7-15, Illinois Repo'e .p. 7-3 .

h the religious,otder8,64eving the sChooli of 04 St.- tOSii Arehdiocese

the number of peraons entering:in 1960-70 Was less thhh One4tourth the'huMber
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entering in 1964-65, while the annual number of withdrawals had roughly

doubled during the same period. St. Louis Report, p. 68.

22-i-he investigators in the St. Louis study estimated that by 1973-74 the

costs of keeping religious orders self-sufficient would increase from $2,946 to

something between $4,500 and $4,900. Estimates by the fifteen religious orders

that were investigated suggested that the proportion of retired members would

increase by almost 5 per cent annually for the following four years. St.

Louis Report, pp. 68, 75.

In the Illinois study, ratios of productive to dependent members were

obtained for ten of the religious orders providing the greatest numbers of

teachers to Catholic schools. In 1962, the most favorable ratio of all, 35

productive members to each dependent member, was enjoyed by the Felicians, but

it had plummeted to 11 to 1 by 1969. The Providence nuns moved from a ratio of

20 to 1 to a ratio of 5.5 to 1 during the same period. The same general

pattern held true for all ten congregations. Illinois Report, p. 7-34.

A major upward revision of allowance paid to religious teachers was

anticipated at the time of the Rhode Island study. Rhode Island Report, p. 71.

23-wn-,ereas it was costing the religious orders with teachers in Rhode

Island schools an average of about $3,000 a year in 1968-69 to maintain each of

its members, the diocesan schools were being charged only $1,300 or so. Rhode

Island Report, p. 71.

24-Ln.,is possibility was broached, though apparently not investigated, in the

Rhode Island ttudy. See Rhode Island Report, p. 98.

In St. Louis, 62 per cent of the Catholic parents interviewed said they

felt religioui teachers were more devoted than lay teachers to the character

development of, their students. St. Louis Report,' p. 71.

In the Boston.Aschdiocese,,45,per cent of parents with children in

Catholic senior high schools, 20'per cent with children' in CatholiC junior

high schools, and 8 per cent of parents with children in Catholic elementary

schools mentioned the presence of religious teachers as a reason for, patrOnining

these schools. The changing ratio of religioui.to lay teachers was, a prominent

reason given by Catholics who were 4oubtfUl concerning the future of Catholic

schools. Some, 45 per cent of all Catholics felt that fewer parents would

patronize Catholic schools staffed primarily by lay teachers, and 41 per cent

felt thai contributions to the schools,would decline. Donovan and Midst's,

Catholic Education, pp. 176,: 213, 273.

25,"Some'of theflay teachers in the Diotese of Providenee have organiZed

themselims intO an association for the'pw4ose of, negotiating salaries and

other forms of coapensation. They have been so successful that todaY there is

little difference between their-salarits and those paid public school teachers."

RhOde Island Report, p. 72.

2In Michigan, there were Several indicationi that in areas pOpUlated by

wealthierfamilies (mostly the suburba), Catholic schools were more.markedly

deprived of Several instructional_adVantages, incomparison with public schools,

than were Catholic 'schools in areas:p0pulated by poOrer families (mostly the

cities). Michigan Report, pp. 231, 238, 254.

_Inthe,Illinois study, principals of,astratified random sample of non-

pUbliC:SChoOli (moitly Catholic,' bY,far) were'askedto estiziate.how the Majority

.
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of their students' parents would rate their schools on foul: criteria, in com-

parison with available public schools. (The items were regarded as semi-

projective, not necessarily reflecting parental opinion, but at least providing

assesmments by people whose viewpoints were likely to berinfluentia1). In

keeping with predictions, only 18.9 per cent of principals in the suburbs

thought parents viewed nonpublic schools as "much superior" academically to

public schools, while the percentage rose to 35.0 in small town and rural

locations, 41.0 in general urban areas, and 57.1 per cent in areas of

poverty. A iftilar pattern appeared with respect to safety from fire, accident,

etc.; the moral climate of the school; and safety from physical assault.

Illinois Report, pp. 6-23, 6,24.
In the Boston Axchdiocese, Donovan and Mhdaus found that the attitudes of

Catholics in the city of Boston differed markedly,from the attitudes of

Catholics outside Boston on a whole series of issues--relative quality of

Catholic schools (compared with public schools), 'willingness to build more

Catholic schools, and plans to send children to Catholic schools. Donovan

and Madaus, Catholic Education, pp. 159.
In the St. Louis study, Catholic enrollment per family was highest in

the city. Enrollment per baptism had growl, iTt the city in recent years, but

had decreased in the suburbs. The perceived quality of Catholic schools was

higher in the city than elsewhere. The relative-quality of Catholic schools

as perceived by parents appeared, in turn, to be a key factor in the demand for

Catholic education. St. Louis Report, pp. 16-17 24, 25.

27On the basis of their interviews in the Boston Archdiocese, Donovan

and Madaus concluded: "There is formidable opposition within various strata

of the community toward diverting funds and personnel from middle class

Catholic parishes to ghetto areas." Catholic Education, p. 300.

The St. Louis study also provided evidence suggesting the likelihood was

small that Catholics in the suburbs would do much to help finance Catholic

schools in the city. St. Louis Report, p. 11.

28"The Diocese of Providence has no plans, and presumably Joes not have

the fdnds, to subsidize parish elementary schools." Rhode Island Report, p. 93.

"All of this financial data indicates--
(1) That the individual parishes do not have subsivintial liquid resources

with which to subsidize their schools out of capital. If. the Archdiocese

of Baltimore ceased its redistribution program through borrowing and lending,

some parishes would be better able to support their schools and some would be

less able;
(2) that the Archdiocese could support the parochial schools in a meaning-

ful way for a few years by depleting its liquid assets and liquidating fixed

assets, but that after several years of such support, assuming there is no

marked reversal of current trends, the problems would still be present and the

Archdiocese would be approaching insolvency." Maryland Report p. 14.

29See evidence under footnote 25, above.

"It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine the extent to which

enrollment losses in Catholic schools are attributable to tuition increases.

What a parent feels he can afford is partly determined by what he values
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primarily, partly influenced by what he is accustomed to paying, and partly a

function of his disposable income. In a recent study in the Joliet Diocese in

Illinois, the reason most often given by parents fer not patronizing Catholic

schools was tuition costs. Catholic Education Study: Diocese of Joliet

(Joliet, Ill.: the Diocese, 1970), Table 14A. Hereinafter this document is

identified as Joliet Report.
In the Boston Archdiocese, in contrast, only 10 per cent of parents with

children 15 to 18 years of age, 11 per cent with children 13 and 14 years of

age, and 14 per cent with children 6 to 12 years of age said they patronized

public schools because they could not afford Catholic schools. (Donovan and

Madaus, Catholic Education, p. 168 ).
In the recent St. Louis study, the researchers could find no evidence

that tuition costs had had any effect at all in terms of patron defections,

probably because fees had been raised so little in that archdiocese. (St.

Louis Report, p. 24).
In general, I am inclined to conclude that tuitions, while less important

than such other factors as the perceived relative quality of Catholic schools,

have some important effect, particularly if they are raised rapidly. The

differential evidence obtained on this topic in various studies is probably

largely a function of differential methods.
In the Illinois study, mean tuitions for the first six grades in the

Catholic parochial schools responding to the questionnaire rose from $67 per

year to $138 per year (more than 100 per cent) in four years (between 1966-67

and 1970-71). Illinois Report, p. 6-31.

31Donovan and Madaus, Catholic Education, pp. 93, 162, 165.

32In the Rhode Island study, a survey of opinion indicated that high-income

Catholics were more likely than other Catholics to disagree with the statement:

"Every Catholic child should spend some time in Catholic schools." High-income

Catholics were more likely than others to agree that "If priests and sisters

conducted classes, visited homes, and ran programs for children, the Catholic

schools could be reduced." Rhode Island Report, pp. 102-103.

In the St. Louis Study, the parishes that could best afford to support

Catholic schools exhibited little interest in doing so. Enrollments were

falling faster in these parishes than elsewhere. St. Louis Report, p. 93.

Cf. pp. 15.96.
Also see relevant evidence summarized under footnote 25, above.

33In the Rhode,Island study, most Catholics who were interviewed agreed

that affluent church members should help finance the education of poor church

members. But in 1968-69, the, average tuition in low-income parishes was $42,

whereas only $37 per child was charged in high-income parishes. Rhode Island

Report, pp.,84, 114.
.

a the St. Louis study,.expenditures per pupil in Catholic schools were

considerably higher .in high-Income than in low-income parishes. However,

contributions.as a percentage of family income were lower for the affluent

than for the poor. St. Louis-Report, pp. 81-82.

34Maryland Report, p..10.

35According to the NMEA Data Bank Report (p. 21), 60.9 per cent of

elementary school budgets were subsidized by parishes and dioceses in 1967-68,

YR.*
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[ but the proportion had increased to 64.4 per cent by 1969-70. At the secondary

t level, these subsidies amounted to only 21.6 per cent of the school budgets in

1967-68 and only 21.0 per cent in 1969-70.

Catholic leaders may possibly have overestimated the resistance of patrons

11 to tuition increases. In the Rhode Island study, most laymen did not see

tuition fees (or distance of school from home) as particularly critical im-

pediments to attendance, while the clergy and religious teachers did. Rhode

Island Report, p. 104.
In the St. Louis study, similarly, there was no evidence that enrollment

4 decisions were influenced by tuition increases. St. Louis Report, p. 24.

Also see footnote 29, above.
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CHAPTER VIII

MAJOR FINDINGS OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
*

Introduction

During the last decade the spirit of Vatican II has set in

motion a conscious, continuing and profound reappraisal of almost

all aspects of the Church. This reappraisal and the implementation

consequences on human and financial resources have forced a consider-

able, but uneven, research effort to assess various aspects of

Catholic schools. Here the critical point is that the elementary

and secondary schools have been taken as a "given" and research has

been primarily directed toward aiding in decisions about their future;

this research can be described as survey, ex post facto or occasion-

ally quasi experimental in nature. There has been a negligible in-

vestment in experimental research during this same period directed

toward alternative modes of either informal or formal Christian

education for the larger Catholic community.

The purpose of this Chapter is to survey the various diocesan

sponsored research studies that have been commissioned over the past

several years as well as published empirical studies dealing with

Catholic schools. This research falls into three main categories,

the secular and sectarian effects of Catholic schools on pupils,

the financial crisis facing Catholic schools and the attitudes of

different publics toward various issues related to Catholic schools.

We shall consider each of these areas in turn.

*Co-authored by Roger J. Linnan.
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SECULAR AND SECTARIAN EFFECTS ON CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

Research design to probe the secular and sectarian effects

of Catholic elementary and secondary schools can be considered

under four main categories: (a) academic achievement, (b) post

high school matriculation, (c) divisiveness, (d) religious out-

comes.

Academic Achievement

Research on the secular effects of Catholic schools has been

directed largely toward determining the extent of parity between

the academic achievement level of Catholic schools and that of

their principal evaluative referent, the public schools. Lee

(1967) asserts that "the overwhelming evidence of research has

indicated that...government schools as a group at every level per-

form a total educative function superior to that of the Catholic

Schools." What in fact is the evidence?

Several studies of the academic effectiveness of Catholic

schools can be dismissed because of their datedness (Koos, 1931;

Lennon, 1948) or due to sampling considerations (Hill, 1957;

Neuwein, 1966). Perhaps the logical place to begin is with stan-

dardization data from commercial test publishers. In standardiz-

ing national achievement and IQ tests, probability samples of

Catholic and public schools are drawn in such a way as to represent

the universe of such schools. A comparison of the Catholic norms
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with national norms on such tests as The Iowa Teets of Basic Skills

(1965), The Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (1968) or The Cal-

ifornia Test of Academic Achievement (1968) shows the Catholic

group norms are consistently higher than those of the total nation-

al sample. Even this is an underestimate since the Catholic sample

v, becomes a subset when computing the national norms.

Higher mean achievement and IQ scores for Catholic schools when

compared to national norms have also been found in studies in the

dioceses of Boston (Walsh, et al., 1969), St. Louis (Bartell, et al.,

1970), Youngstown (Bartell, n.d.), Denver (Neuwein, 1969), and San

Francisco (Bartell, n.d.).

Unfortunately, such direct comparisons cannot be taken at face

value. The institutional and individual selectivity of Catholic

schools confounds and compromises the evaluation of these findings.

For example, while the positive relationship between social class

and scholastic achievement is well documented (e.g. Brazzlel and

Farrell, 1962; Deutsch, 1960; Coleman, et al., 1966; Osborne, 1960;

Montague, 1964; Payne, 1964), Greeley and Rossi, (1968, p. 43) found

that "It was the poor and the poorly educated who disproportionately

did not send their children to Catholic schools." We do not know

the extent to which inner city children, children with learning dis-

abilities or discipline problems are represented in Catholic norm

groups as compared to public norm groups. Further, this higher

achievement of Catholic schools might in part be attributed to their



higher mean scores on tests of intelligence; tests that in fact

measure a pupil's ability to succeed at academic tasks.

Recognizing the confounding effects of such variables as IQ

or socioeconomic status when comparing public and Catholic school

achievement, competent researchers have attempted in the past to

adjust for these initial selectivity differences by using standard

statistical controls and analyses. However, very recent re-

examinations of studies which have shown Head Start programs having

no effect or harmful effects have demonstrated that these previously

accepted techniques for adjusting for initial differences are, in

fact, inappropriate (Campbell and Erlebacher, 1970; Cronbach and

Furby, 1970). It would appear that researchers dealing with the

compEl'ative academic achievement of public and Catholic schools in-

advertently fell into this same methodological pitfall as the Head

Start researchers.

Consider the study by Bauernfeind and Blumenfeld (1963). An

a priori national sampling model of public and Catholic school stu-

dents was matched on three variables: IQ, sex and geographic region.

Atter matching, the Catholic school groups scored significantly

higher t'? SRA High School Placement Tests. This superiority

of the Catholic groups can now be explained by the statistical arti-

fact of regression toward the mean caused by the matching procedures

used to adjust for the initial selectivity differences.
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The two groups because of matching, had identical IQ's. How-

ever, given the initial differentiation on the IQ variable, the

Catholic students tended to come from the lower end of their

.distribution while the public students tended to come from the

upper end of the public school distribution. Scores on the achieve-

ment test were of course free to vary and inevitably moved toward

the mean of their resPective groups, i.e., upward for the Catholic

stuaents and downward for the public groups.

The investigators could have completely reversed their conclu-

sions if they had matched on the achievement test and then compared

these comparable groups on the IQ test. The Catholic mean IQ now

free to vary, would have regressed upward toward the population mean,

while the public school mean IQ would have regressed downward toward

its population mean. Thus, the conclusion would have been reversed;

public school students achieve as well as Catholic school students in

spite of lower measured IQ's.

The problems of controlling for initial differences is not

limited to matching procedures described above however. Cronbach and

Furby (1970, p. 78) show that "application of analysis of co-variance

to studies where initial assignment was non-random, which was widely

recommended ten years ago, is now in bad repute...If the treatment

groups differed systematially at the start of the experiment with

respect to any relevant characteristic other than the covariate, even
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a perfect measure of the covariate cannot remove the confounding..."

Meehl (1970) calls such corrections "inherently fallacious." The

conclusion is inevitable. We must concede that interpretations of

the achievement studies in Boston (Walsh, et al., 1969), Denver,

(Neuwein, 1968), Notre Dame (Neuwein studies, 1966), all based on

adjusted mean achievement scores, are now highly suspect at best

and misleading at worst.

Let us now consider the research efficacy of another statistical

technique. Specifically, the multiple regression model has been used j

j
1

in studies in Youngstown (Bartell, n.d.) and St. Louis (Bartel, et

sl., 1970) to investigate the relationship between scholastic achieve-

ment and such variables as family income and instructional costs. The

more recent St. Louis study concludes "that the parochial schools of

the Archdiocese of St. Louis are hav:Ing a pcsitive impact upon the

scholastic and religious achievement of their students. The home

environment and school environment variables work together in such

a way as to produce scholastic achievement well above the national

norm." (p. 61) Let us re-examine the basis of this positive con-

clusion concerning the effect of Catholic schools.

It should be noted that with the exceptien of the sixth grade

vocabulary findings, the pattern of St. Louis regression results are

similar to Mayeski's (1969) re-analysis of the Coleman data.

Mayeski criticizes Coleman's slighting of the potential importance
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f school characteristics on achievement. The St. Louis study

certainly does not slight the importance of the school. However,

Mayeski, in his re-analysis goes on to show clearly (p. 368)

that school variables (including per pupil expenditures) share a

great deal of variance with student variables and that this

overlap therefore makes interpretation ambiguous. In this con-

nection the omission from St. Louis regression equations of any

measures of student characteristics (except race) further clouds

the validity of their conclusions.

On a separate but related level the interpretation of both

Mayeski and Bartell reflect the disciplinary bias endemic to the

research enterprise. Thus Mayeski, like Bartell, et al., did

find that the family variable and racial group membership were

significantly related to achievement. Mayeski, the psychologist,

recommended that substantial gains in achievement might be real-

ized through greater parental involvement; indeed he concluded

that small changes in school variables will not bring about

substantial gains in achievement. By way of contrast, Bartell,

an economist, suggested that in St. Louis at sixth grade,

"Perhaps a dollaf, invested in school inputs tends to have a

greater positive impact on school outputs than an additional

dollar of family income" (p. 62).
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One final point that needs to be considered is that in the

interpretation of the St. Louis regression results, phrases like

"positive impact: (p. 61), and "produce scholastic achievement"

(p. 61) could be read as implying a causal connection between the

variables used in the regression equation. The use of the regression

to infer causation is of course a tricky business at best. Brownlee,

(1965, p. 724) in discussing the relationship between cigarette

smoking and health quotes the following from the Surgeon General's

report:

Statistical methods cannot establish proof of a causal
relationship in an association. This causal significance
of an association is a matter of judgment...To judge or
evaluate the causal significance of the association be-
tween the attribute or agent and.the disease, or effect

upon health, a number of criteria must be utilized, no one
of which is an all-sufficient basis for judgment. These

criteria include:

(a) The consistency of the association
(b) The strength of the association
(c) The specificity of the association
(d) The temporal relationship of the association
(e) The coherence of the association

Thus before we can say that a certain combination of school and

family variables combine to produce a scholastic effect, there is
--

need to use the technique of strong inference (Platt, 1964), the

method of multiple working hypotheses (Chamberlin, 1965), and the

statistical techniques of causal inference outlined in Blalock (1961).

Needless to say, these techniques, or the criteria outlined by the

Surgeon General, have not been employed in studies of the achieve-

ment performance of Catholic school pupils.
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In sum, the evidence is simply this. While we know that

Catholic school students generally score higher on the average

than public school students on tests of academic achievement the

extent to which this difference is attributable to the effects

Catholic schooJ.s per se are unknown. We can say no more.

Post High Schoo:. Matriculation

Let us turn now to another criterion of the effectiveness of

secondary education often cited, namely, the number of graduates

going on to some form of higher education. In this regard, the Notre

Dame (Neuwein, 1966) and Wisconsin (1970) studies report that percent-

age of Catholic students going on to some form of post secondary

education is well above the national average. However, these find-

ings, it should be noted, are predicated on estimates by school of-

ficials rather than actual matriculation records. They are therefore

highly vulnerable. A strong basis for similar conclusions is found in

the work of Morrison and Hodgkin (1970), and Greeley and Rossi (1967)

who used actual enrollment data from national .samples. They reported

that students from Catholic high schools are more likely than those

from public schools to go on to some form of post high school educa-

Ition. These studies were not insensitive to selectivity factors and

attempted to adjust for them. Unfortunately their efforts resulted

in the same type of statistical artifact cited above in our discussion

of academic achievement. Therefore, their conclusions after adjust-

ment remain suspect.
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To confound things further, Trent (1967) also on the basis of

a national sample, concluded that graduates of Catholic high schools

are less likely to attend college than are public school Protestants

though they are more lfkely than are public school Catholics. Here

our concern is not to explain the different conclusions of separate

studies but only to note that Trent's findings are perhaps evidence

of the selectivity factors operating in admission to Catholic

secondary schools.

We can certainly compare the post high school matriculation

statistics of Catholic and public schools; however, the relation-

ship between the school per se and matriculation is undoubtedly

concomitant rather than causal.

Divisiveness

A negative criterion of the effect of Catholic schools often

expressed is that they are "divisive." At an attitudinal level

however, recent opinion studies (Gallup, 1969; Donovan & Madaus,

1969), show that the vast majority of the public feel instead

"that private schools are regarded as a natural concomitant of a

pluralistic society" (Gallup, 1969, p. 8). Greeley and Rossi (1966)

spent considerable time investigating this effect among Catholic

school graduates. They conclude:

"It may well be that, on the bases of the answers
to these questions, we cannot yet bring in a
'not guilty' verdict to the charge that Catholic
schools have a harmful influence on the social
consensus of the land. But surely it would not be
an exaggeration to render the ancient Scotch verdict
of 'not proven.' (p. 143)
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Much the same can be said concerning the results of studies

that speak to the charge that Catholic schools produce non-competitive

economic attitudes in their students (Bressler and Westoff, 1963;

1 Rossi and Rossi, 1961; Greeley, 1963; McClelland, 1971). Again, a

"
f not proven" verdict seems indicated. Bressler and Westoff express

it in these terms. "There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate

that a Catholic education actually encourages an allegiance to work

and mobility values. But we can quite clearly reject the hypotheses

that among Catholics, religious education is negatively related to

I,

these values of worldly success."

Similarly, the charge that Catholic schools produce rigid think-

f ing patterns and/or authoritarian and dependent personalities in

their students remains "not proven". The conflicting results in

studies of creative or divergent thinking.of parochial school students

Iby Navarre (1965), Tate and Straub (1965), Boles (1965), and Dauw

and Pugh (1965) probably reflect no more than fluctuations in samples,

'
by Quinn (1965), Boehm (1968), Brett and M

flicting and inconiusive results.

-

none of which can be extrapolated to any definable population.

In the area of authoritarian and dependent personalities, studies

aOlain (1968) produce con

Thus we could certainly agree with Greeley and Rossi's use of

the ancient Scotch verdict, "not proven" when they answer the charge

that Catholic schools are divisive. If any such charge of divisive-

ness should be leveled against Catholic schools, it would have to be
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a dharge of accomplice or accessory after the fact. The home back-

ground, ethnicity, social-economic class, and a host of other culprits

would also need to be indicted.

Religious Outcomes

Our fourth and final area of the evaluation of the effects of

Catholic schools concerns religious outcomes. Here we have an

expanding body of research on the effectiveness of Catholic schools

designed to test the very basic apsumption that Catholic schools pro-

vide a unique and desirable religious moral formation nct obtainable

from the public school, or even from the alternative Church sponsored

confraternity programs. Several studies (e.g. Elford, 1968; Madaus

and Donovan, 1969) show that parental decisions to send children to

Catholic schools are based primarily on this assumption. Paradox-

ically, a majority of these same parents perceived little or no dif-

ference in the religious behavior between adults who attended Catholic

schools and Catholics who attended public schools (Elford, 1969; Madaus

and Donovan, 1969).

The researchers' quest for "harder" data than the reported

perceptions of the laity on the religious outcomes of Catholic schools ,

inevitably encounter all of the methodological and selectivity pitfalls '

associated with research on the non-sectarian outcomes previously

discussed. However, perhaps more frustrating than these obstacles

is the elusive nature of the definition and operationalization of

criteria of religious outcomes. Let us first consider the selectiv-

ity problems.



The institutional and individual selectivity factors that con-

found analysis and interpretation of the secular outcomes of

Catholic schools already discussed are also at work confounding

interpretation of data on the effectiveness of Catholic schools on

religious outcomes. The home background of students is a case in

point. For example, in the Archdiocese of Boston (Donovan & Madaus,

1969), the formal educational resources of the Church are being

over utilized by children from highly religious homes and under-

utilized by those children from markedly weaker religious family

backgrounds. Or consider Greer's (1970) findings that in Northern

Ireland "the degree of certainty of belief in Gcd and frequence of

Church attendance of parents are important factors in the trans-

mission of this belief and practice to the next generation" (p. 10).

Thus with the clarity of hindsigtt, we should not have been surprised

with Greeley and Rossi's description of the religious outcomes of

Catholic schools. They concluded "that Catholic schools have worked

very well for those who would already be part of the religious

elite; they have not worked so well for those whose religious back-

grounds were less intense, and apparently, Catholics who have not

attended them have not been appreciably harmed by their non-

attendance" (p.117).

Stated somewhat differently, it appears that what Greeley and

Rossi found is that the Catholic schools are. to borrow a phrase

from Chickering (1970), acting in loco uteri. That is, since a

majority of students at entrance are predisposed to forming, or
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already display the characteristics desired of graduates, the school

merely acts in loco uteri, as a womb, neither accelerating nor re-

tarding development but simply providing a safe haven where it can

occur.

The powerful influence of the home on the child's subsequent

secular educational achievements and attitudes have been well

documented (Bloom, 1964; Dave, 1963; Wolf, 1964; Plowden, 1967;

Coleman, 1968; Hess & Torney, 1967). It should come as no surprise

then that the religiosity of the home is an early and powerful de-

terminer of religious attitudes and moral development (e.g. Bull,

1969, p. 112). Westoff, (1967, p. 49) concluding an eight year

longitudinal study on fertility values states that "Differences in

fertility orientation among Catholics in general appear to reflect

much more the influence of factors other than that of the educational

experience." He further reports on a similar study in Belgium by

Szykman which also concluded that high fertility oriented women are

selected into Catholic institutions (Westoff, 1967, p. 49). These

data suggest that on attitudes toward family planning the Catholic

schools were again acting in loco uteri.

Parents in Boston (Donovan & Madaus, 1969) recognized that

they were most influential in their children's religious formation

during the elementary grades and felt that they had little such

influence on the adolescent. Nonetheless, there was a greater

preference by these same parents for Catholic schools and religious

teachers at the elementary rather than at the secondary level.
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Perhaps these parents, along with many Church officials, share

what seems to be a conditioned reflex of equating Catholic education

t and hence religious formation, with teaching by trained religious

personnel LI a school setting. Similarly, consideration of alterna-

tive modes of Catholic education often are semantically equated with

the other institutional education programs of the Church, the CCD,

and then quickly dismissed as an ineffective vehicle of religious

education. It is painfully obvious that the conceptualization of

Catholic education apart from these two formal programs is extremely

difficult for many Catholics. Illich (1970) is not alone in his

expression of concern over this pervasive folklore which reduces

education to a combination of classrooms, teachers, curricula, etc.

Turning now to the criterion problem we find that several

studies (Greeley & Rossi, 1964; Walsh, et al., 1969; Neuwein, 1966;

Neuwein, 1968) have shown that Catholic schools are markedly success-

ful in transmitting a knowledge of the doctrinal aspects of Catholi-

cism. Greeley and Rossi (1963) for example, concluded that those

educated in Catholic schools are better informed than public school.

Catholics on the "finer points" of :4eligious knowledge. Similarly,

in Boston those with twelve years cf Catholic school scored, on the

average, 26 points higher on the Gados Religion Test than their

counterparts who spent an equal nuirter of years in CCD programs

(Walsh, et al, 1969).

453-050 0-71---45
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In evaluating these large differences on tests like the Gaydos

one must carefully consider the content validity of the criterion

instrument employed. In an unpublished study several years ago

one of tl-e present authors commissioned two theologians to evaluate

in terms of theology of Vatican II all of the then available cognitive

tests of religion. Not surprisingly, they concluded that the content

matter of the tests were almost exclusively pre-conciliar. Further,

using Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Part I, The 22E-

nitive Domain (1956), each item on each test was classified according

to the type of mental operations most likely employed by the respond-

ent. Again, not surprising, these tests tapped simple recall and

recognition of facts. The low relationship between knowledge of

facts and ability to apply principles and generalizations to solve

problems is well known (Tyler, 1950)

Interestingly, there are no meaningful differences between

these same groups of Oaydos tested Boston twelfth graders :In

either religious practices or religious and social attitudes.

Along these lines it is interesting to note that the New York

study found that the presence or absence of a parochial school

in a parish does not have a consistent and reliable impact upon

religious practice as evidenced by Mass attendance (New York,

1969, II-14). We can only concur with Silberman (1970, p. 9)

when he p,--,1tvzs cut that "Talking about morality, honesty, or

kindness in no way insures that people will act morally, honestly,
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or kindly. In the words of a Talmudic axiom, "Let not thy

learning exceed thy deeds. Mere Knowledge is not the goal, but

action."

The superiority of Catholge se:hool students in the purely

cognitive aspects of the faith might be explained by the Church's

historical emphasis on the primacy of education for cognition and

the intellect; and this urtil recently.almed at developing an intel-

lect "informed" by the magisterium (e.g. O'Dea, 1968). Implicit in

this emphasis on cognition was the faith that positive affective and

volitional results would simultaneously accrue much in the same way

that the Biblical verb yadah "to know" signifies a unification of

intellect, feeling and action." (Silberman, 1970, p. 8). In other

words, in one and the same educative act the unified formation of the

whole man would be accomplished.

However, the pedagogic techniques to arrive at such a unified

outcome are not clear. Because of the nature of Western society, our

educational systems, public and private, are geared toward producing

people with verbal and conceptual skills. The transmission of such

skills readily lend themselves to the verbal methods of lectures,

conversations, demonstrations,
discussions and the use of the printed

word. Unfortunately, in contrast to such well developed methods of

verbal-conceptual instruction, the techniques for developing affect,

empathy, a viable conscience, etc., are not nearly as well defined

and are certainly not identical with pedagogic techniques used in the

development of cognition.
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Further complicating the problem is the fact that the pedagogic

techniques used to develop verbal and conceptual skills are easily

perverted. Freire (1970, p. 58) labels this perversion the "banking

concept" where education becomes "an act of depositing in which the

students are the depositories and the teacher is the depositor.

Instead of communicating, the teacher issues communiques and makes

deposits which the students patiently receive, memorize and repeat."

Perhaps the superiority of Catholic school students to CCD students

on tests of knowledge of doctrine can be explained simply by the fact

of professional rather than volunteer bankers and longer banking hours.

Time does not permit further development of this line of reasoning.

Further, there simply is no data on the number of, or the extent to

which, Catholic schools, or for that matter public schools, are

presently employing "banking" techniques or conversely are "teaching

in such a way as to convert" ideas about morality into "moral ideas"

(Silberman, 1970, p. 9).

This latter concern ha!: been at the heart of a recent call to

shift the emphasis of formal religion instruction away from children

toward adolescents and adults (e.g., Moran, 1966, 1968; O'Neil &

Donovan, 1970; Goldman, 1964, 1965). Basically, these proposals

attack, on the basis of Piagetian levels of operational thinking, the

cognitive, conceptual emphasis on doctrine and precepts found in inch

of the formal religious instruction given children. Goldman, in

England (1964, p. 226) for example, finds that in religious thinking

formal operations or propositional, hypothetical thought appears at

age 13.5 at the earliest.
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Moran (1968, p. 145) contends that most of those doctrinal

and ethical beliefs laboriously emphasised in grade school could

much more easily be picked up by adults. There is some rather soft

evidence from the Boston Study (Walsh, et al., 1969) supporting

Moran's assertion at least in the area of simple recall of doctrinal

facts. Ninth graders in Catholic high schools who had had eight

years of public elementary school scored 11 points higher on the

Gaydos than those who had had eight years of Catholic elementary

school and one year of public high school. From this it might

appear that one year of Catholic high school education has religious

knowledge pay-off greater than that provided by eight years of Cath-

olic elementary school. Not trying to have our cake and eat it too,

the Boston results could just as easily be explained by the selec-

ttivity artifact.

The partial and inconclusive character of applying developmental

principles to religious education must be frankly conceded. For

example, Boehm (1968) argues from her data that since Catholic schools

emphasize the distinction between accident, misdeed and sin in prep-

aration for First Communion at age 7, Catholic school pupils gain

insights into the motivations for their moral actions at a much

earlier age than students educated in public school.

Whatever the pros and cons, these arguments against formal

cognitive religious instruction of children also touch upon the

more crucial problems facing research on religious outcomes of Catholic
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schools, namely the conceptualizatin of religious outcomes. What

does, or should, the Catholic community expect of Catholic schools?

In what ways should Catholic school students be different from public

school products? Are we talking about higher scores on tests of

religious knowledge and doctrinal understanding? Greater attendance

at the Sacraments? Greater doctrinal orthodoxy? Performance of cer-

tain devotional practices? More "orthodox" attitudes toward family

planning? These are the types of criteria sociologists, psychologists,

and educational researchers, the present authors included, have tra-

ditionally employed. Why? Because constructs such as these lend

themselves to observation - the bread and butter of the behavioral

scientists' training, profession and world view. We can't help but

te reminded here of the apocryphal story of the Catholic researcher

who had one of his twins baptized while keeping the other one as a

control.

The Coleman report on.the effects of public education is a

similar case in point. His results have been interpreted by some

as indicating that the public schools have little impact once home

background is controlled. But the positive and negative impact of

schools, teachers, the whole ecology of the classroom is infinitely

more subtle than paper and pencil tests can possibly hope to capture.

In terms of Catholic schools, Moran makes the important point that

prescinding from cognition Catholic school teachers "convey a sense

of.;hristian living (sometimes in spite of what they are saying) but
.c

that such o;i'ed-omes might be obscured or even judged a failure on a

sociological instrument" (Moran, 1966, p. 136).
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In other words, we empiricists have failed, and may never be

able, to operationalize the Catholic school's ability to develop

in its charges a "sensus ecclesiae". Milhaven (1970, p. 207)

describes this outcome as follows:

I can, if so inclined, indulge in contemporary fun-

games of criticizing the nuns who taught me. The fact

remains that their teaching is part of me (including,

incidentally, many true and beautiful things about God

and man) and will always be. Despite whatever flaws the

teaching may have had, or whatever flaws my reception may

have had, it remains within me in memory and imagination

and habits of thought and feeling. It is one broadway

where Christ speaks to me. Not mystically or ontologically,

Not because of any authority of the nuns. But empirically,

practically, Christ speaks to me through those human beings.

Through them he gives me insights, feelings, impulses of

action that mirror Him and His love. Much that He gives

ma through them is not what they intended to give. Often

it is rather something that arises from my reactions to

them, a reaction often negative. But part of my ongoing

dialogue with Christ will always be in terms of my ex-

periences in grammar school under the Sisters.

This is the type of crucial long range outcomes that can be

described by the theologian but that eludes the methodology of the

behavioral scientist. Illich (1970) and others argue that this

sensus ecclesiae" can be developed outsige of a formal school

setting; in fact, Milhaven himself goes on to describe the subtle

but powerful encounter with Christ - "Parental faith, liturgy,

ways of private prayer, long conversations with friends, and

declarations of the hierarchy."

If Milhaven is accurate and the Catholic schools do more than

act in loco uteri, do substantially contribute to the development of

a "sensus ecclesiae", then additional problems arise that impinge

on the present Catholic school crisis.
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First, Milhaven's reminiscences reintroduce the old but power-

ful concept of permeation - a concept sow.e would rather avoid in

debates about school aid ani purchase of secular services. It

also lends credence to the perceptions of teachers and adminis-

trators from the Kraushaar sample (see Appendix A) that religion

does affect instruction in other areas.

Secondly, what of the trade-offs? Does the continuance of

schools retard or preclude alternative formal and informal educa-

tional efforts aimed at the larger Catholic and non-Catholic com-

munities? Economically, are schools the best vehicle for trans-

mitting this "sensus ecclesiae"? Economics apart, Elford (1971)

raises the intriguing question of the school's negative impact on

the "sensus ecclesiae" of the total parish. To paraphrase Illich

(1970), will the pharmacist's pill of school aid so lull and addict

the patient that it will inhibit his seeking a surgeon's advice?

Ultimately these are value questions, goal questions, questions

for the larger Catholic commnity, rather than solely for the soci-

olog!st, educator or economist. Perhaps we have come to expect too

much of our empirical efforts; to over-estimate the products of our

learned research. Perhaps our learning, statistically sophisticated

and ideologically straight, should be openly seen for what it is.

It is a learned ignorance. Inevitably, it's professional narrow-

ness deforms the complex reality of the religious socialization.

As Andrew Greeley, speaking to the question of the morality of social
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i science rhetoric recently put it, "What would be immoral would be
[

to believe that the devices of Survey questionnaires, high-flown

[ theoretical rhetoric, and complex mathematical models get at

reality save in the most tenuous way..." (p. 371). This is not

underline not - an appeal to throw the baby out with the bath

water. Our learned ignorance does provide us insight that should

rnot be denied.

FINANCIAL STUDIES

The financial difficulties pressing in on Catholic elementary

and secondary schools is clearly evidenced by the fact that the

dioceses of Denver (Neuwein, 1968), Saginaw (Neuwein, 1968), St.

Louis (Bartell, et al., 1970), Savanah, (Friend & Neuwein, 1969),

Galveston (1968), St. Cloud (Luetman, 1969), St. Paul-Minneapolis

(Peat, Marwich, Mtichell & Co., 1970), Omaha (Peat, Marwich,

Mitchell & Co., 1961, Grand Island (Cosgriff Organization, 1967),

Dubuque (1970), Manchester (Murray, 1968), New York (1969),

Indianapolis (Elford, 1968), Milwaukee, (Darnieder et al., 1970),

Madison (1969), Phoenix (1969), Corpus Christi (Thomas, et al.,

1968), Burlington (1968) and Boston (unavailable, Nuccio, 1969)

I have all commissioned financial studies of their school systems.

While there very well may be other diocesan financial self studies,

our search failed to turn up additional sources. The mere existence

1/
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of so many locally financed 'studies across the country is mute

evidence of the deep concern of Church officials over the financing

of the largest private educational system in existence.

Volume II of our report to the Commission entitled The Social

and Religious Sources of the Crisis in Catholic Schools2 presents

an analysis of the causes of the,financial difficulties facing

Catholic schools. There we argued that while indeed real, these

financial difficulties are more properly identifed as symtpoms

of a deeper crisis facing Catholic education. We shall not attempt

#o repeat in detail those arguments here; instead the reader is

referred to Volume II. Here we shall merely briefly synopsize

the major findings common to most of these financial studies.

Until recently one of the major difficulties in doing research

on parochl_al school financing has been the lack of reliable and valid

data bases. This fact is further evidence of the extent of decentral-

ization that characterizes most Catholic school "systems." Since

the local parish is responsible for the maintenance of the parochial

school, accountability has remained at the parish level. Conse-

quently school expenditures were often not separated accurately from

general parish expenditures. Further complicating the accuracy of

a "system" wide financial analysis was the fact that different pastors

2See particularly pp. 32-38 for a discussion of how Catholic schools
are financed.
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often employed different accounting procedures. Annual

financial reports by pastors to the Chancery generally were

not useful in estimating accurate per pupil expenditures. In

most studies special questionnaires had to be designed to help

the pastor and school principal estimate more accurately the

actual operating expenses; in other instances accountants,

or the research staff, had to work with officials in order to

come up with the best possible cost estimates, (e.g. Bartell,

1970; Cosgriff, 1967; Dubuque, 1970; Luetmer, 1969; Neuwein,

1968a; Madison, 1969; Elford, 1968).

Several studies (Neuwein, 1968a; Friend-& Neuwein, 1969;

i

Neuwein, 1968b; Murray, 1968; Peat, Marwich, Mitchell & Co.,

t

I1969 1970; Dubuque, 1970; Elford, 1968) have recommended that

the dioceses install, and operate under a common accounting

system for the individual schools. Catholic school officials

have recognized the need for uniform accounting procedures

(Elford, 1971b, p. 22) and future data will undoubtedly become

progressively more accurate as parish costs are systematically

separated from school costs. For example, this year the NCEA

)reports the first published figures on national and regional per

t
;

pupil cost, not based merely on superintendents' estimates bu

i instead oh information supplied by each' school'. .0n the bases

4 of thesedata it was estimated that 1.3 billion dollars was

budgeted nationally for Catholic schools in 1970-71 (Elford,

1971, p. 25).
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Despite poor data, the financial difficulties facing Cath-

olic schools are very real, very extensive and very profound.

In New York, for example, it was predicted that as a result of

the combination of capital need and project cash losses entailed

in the operation of parish schools and Archdiocesan high schools,

a cash deficit of "somewhere between $30 million and $49 million

per year will materialize by 1972P. Cost per pupil in New York

parochial schools rose from $55 per pupil in 1958 to $156 per

pupil in 1965. (If the non cash costs such as depreciation,

contributed services, etc., are included the $156 figure rises

to $398). Further, costs per pupil were projected to rise to be-

tween $179 and $238 by 1970 and betwen $256 and $379 in 1972

(New York, 1969, p. I-1-4).

Similarly in the St. Louis study it was predicted that the

cost per pupil of full time Catholic education will increase up-

wards of 50 percent during the next five years. This would

result in a deficit of $11 million dollars if enrollment was

maintained at the present level. Even taking into account fore-

casts of enrollment declines the predicted deficit for the St.

Louis Catholic school system was $5 million annually ,(Fahey,

1970, p. 12).

This pattern of rising per pupil costs and mounting deficits

was not unique to the St. Louis or New York studies. It was LI
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repeated across all of the studies reviewed. Further, the

factors contributing to the financial dilemma were also common

to all of the studies under review. The interactive factors of

shifts in population, general inflation, enrollment declines

concomitant with staff increases, increases in the ratio of

'
lay teachers to religious with its attended decrease in con-

[
= tributed services and rise in salary expenditures have con-

spired to push Catholic schools into the red. However, these

factors alone fail to completely explain the crisis. They in

turn are compounded further by the difficulties inherent in

;11
the principal revenue sources that the Church historically has

t depended on to finance her schools.

Nationally over one-half of the income of parish schools

comes from parish funds (Elford, 1971, p. 24). (In the diocese

V
of St. Cloud, the parish subsidy ranged from 78.4 to 93.9 percent

(Luetmer, 1969, p. 101)). These parish funds in turn come

primarily from the Sunday collection. The voluntary donations

of parishioners as a source of school income has at least two

serious limitations. First, the Sunday collection as a source

of funds has been repeatedly shown to be regressive; that is,

when contributions are calculated as a percent of income they

are inversely related to income. (Neuwein, 1968a, 1968b;

Friend & Neiwein, 1969; Bartell, et al. 1970; Bartell, n.d.;

Peat, Marwich and Mitchell & Co., 1968.
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Second, the Sunday collection has been showing "signs of

fatigue" (New York, 1969, P. 1-3). The New. York study reported

that "per capita giving at Sunday Mass rose 45 percent between

1958 and 1964 [the peak years of the post war religious revival];

however, it rose only 6.9 percent between 1964 and 1967" (New

York, 1969, p. 1-3). The NCEA Research Department sampled five

percent of the parishes with schools across the nation and

found that:

From 1965 to 1970, the parish income increased

14.8 percent while estimated school costs jumped

68 percent. In 1965 just over one-third (36 percent)

of parish income was spent on the school, in 1970, over

half of the income (52.9 percent) went for school pur-

poses. While the 4.7 percent increase in parish income

from 1969 to 1970 was better than the 2.9 percent five

year average rate of increase it did not match the 12.9

percent increase in school costs. (Elford, 1971, p. 29).

The NCEA report does not mention the fact that if an annual

rate of inflation of between 5.5 and 6 percent is considered in

conjunction with the increase in parish donations then the real

purchasing power of the parish has actually declined between

.8 and 1.3 percent between 1969 and 1970. Consequently, it is

clear that the school has demanded a greater proportion of parish

income each year.

The second principal source of school revenue is tuition.

Tuition, like voluntary contributions, tends to be regressive,

having the greatest negative impact on those least able to pay.
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In 1969-70 43 percent of all parish elementary schools charged

under fifty dollars a year in tuition and 95 percent charged

under $200 per year (Elford, 1970). However, the NCEA reported

a 17.5 percent increase in tuition from 1969-70 to 1970-71

(Elford, 1971).

The regressive nature of tuition apart, the impact of

increasing the tuition charge by Catholic schools is not clear.

In New York City, for example, it was felt that tuition charges

were all that the parents could bear; further any increase would

diminish the amount of voluntary contributions to the parish

(New York, 1969, p. 1-3). The Omaha study conjectured that be-

tween 25 and 52 percent of a tuition rise would come from general

parish support (Peat, Marwich,
Mitchell & Co., 1968). Similarly,

Bartell (1970, p. 85) found that in St. Louis contributions were

consistently higher in those parishes which do not assess an

explicit tuition charge. On the other hand, in St. Louis enroll-

ment declines could not be related to "actual" increases in

tuition charges or to the increasing burden on Catholic family

incomes. In Chapter V of Volume I of our report to the Commission

Daniere makes the interesting point that the Catholic sector has

failed to assess the impact of tUition r7ses by systematically

increasing tuition charges over a period of years in different

types of parishes. Further, apart from St. Louis there has been

no effort to ascertain whether enrollment declines are related
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to tuition increases. In sum, we have little empirical evidence

on the effects of tuition rises.

To combat the above weaknesses in the financing of Catholic

schools and offset mounting deficits, the studies under review

recommended all, or a combination of several, of the following

alternatives:

1. Develop both equitable means of intra and inter-parish

financing and workable revenue transfer mechanism between

parishes. These measures would spread the support burden

more equally between the more affluent and the poorer

parishes.

2. Transfer religious personnel to the poorer parishes. This

would increase the contributed services donation in poor

parishes, decreasing their expenditures on lay teacher

salaries. This of course would force the more affluent

parishes to spend more on lay teacher salaries. The net

result would be a form of subsidy by rich parishes of their

less affluent counterparts.

3. Raise tuition based on some sort of ability to pay fbrmula.

4. Consolidate smaller units and develop centralized purchasing.

5. Develop closer cooperation with public schools in the form

of release time, shared facilities, or dual enrollment.
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6. Elimination of certain grade levels.

7. Increase the amount of voluntary donations. How this

is accomplished is not developed. Brown and Greeley

(1970, p. 189) point out that the area of voluntary giving

needs considerable research.

8. Actively seek state and federal aid.

9. Actively seek aid from business or other private sources.

10. More active participation in existing federal programs

such as Title I and Title III.

In the next section of this review we shall see that atti-

tudes toward many of these recommendations vary greatly across

different publics. Any move toward a more equitable distri-

bution of the Church's overall resources for education would

ts41
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probably meet with considerable resistance in certain quarters.

While the present system of funding is admittedly bad; one gan

nevertheless ask the question whether or not the CKoarch, given

better fund raising and financial policies, has the financial

potential to support the school system. Put more directly,

can the Church support a school system without state or federal

aid? Brown and Greeley (1970, p. 178) argue that a poor

immigrant Church was able to build and maintain the largest

nonpublic school system in history. They go on to argue that
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the extra costs to the present Catholic community is "only

slightly higher than it was for our forefathers". It is their

contention that the Catholic community itself has the money to

support its schools but that new methods of raising, conserving

and distributing these moneys must be developed. These last

three points are of course easier said than done. However, it

would seem that if Brown and Greeley are correct, then this lends

credence to the arguments we made in Volume II that the present

financial difficulties facing Catholic schools are a symptom

rather than a cause of the present Catholic school crisis.

Similarly in St. Louis enrollment declines could not be

attributed to the costs of Catholic education, "for the users

of the schools pay for less than 20 percent of the operating

costs of the school through tuition and related payments."

"Moreover, the total operating costs of Catholic education in

the schools of the Archdiocese represent only a fraction of

over one percent of the estimated gross family income of the

Catholic population of the Archdiocese (Fahey, 1970, p. 6 -

italics added).

Peaz; Mnvwich and Mitchell (1968, p. V-16-2)4) concluded

that the Archdiocese of Omaha had the overall financial poten-

tial within the Archdiocese to meet the present needs of Arch-

diocesan parishes and schools. They went on to point out that

inequities that exist between parishes must first be eliminated.
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and they discussed aspects of central financing for the diocese

that included (1) a school tax based on a per pupil levey to

meet administrative costs of the system, (2) a school founda-

! tion plan which would guarantee a uniform minimum per pupil

support in all schools, (3) an income and/or property based

assessment for each parish in the diocese, (4) pooling of

parish and diocesan funds, and (5) establishment of restricted

funds for schools.

The question of whether or not the Church has the financial

potential to maintain a school system and support other import-

ant apostolates, and if it does, whether it can harness this

Ipotential, is still an empirically unresolved question. Neither

Brown or Greeley, or Peat, et al., discuss the opportunity costs

to the Catholic community of tapping financial potential foil

support of the schools that theoretically they claim is present.

Further, granted the financ al potential and even given improved

mechanisms for fund raising, etc., if positive values and atti-

tudes with regard to Catholic schools are not present the

prognosis of tapping this financial p:Dol is negative.

One thing is clear from this review. If Catholic schools

are ever to be put on a sound financial basis rather drastic

changes must be made in the present mode of raising and
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distributing revenues. The church's dependence on Contributed

services must be re-evaluated and an equitable system of intra-

and inter-parish financing and transfer mechanisms must be de-

veloped to eliminate the present restricted and regressive

aspects of school support.

ATTITUDINAL STUDIES

Introduction

A crisis facing a school system that has been educating one

out of every eight American children is the legitimate concern

of every American. Consequently our review of attitudinal

studies of Catholic education will include a survey of the

attitudes of the following publics:

1. Catholic parents who send their children to

Catholic and public schools as well as the

larger Catholic community whose contributions

support the school system.

2. Non-Catholic adults whose values and attitudes

toward the Catholic school are politically, socially

and ecclesiastically important to considerations of

state and federal aid alternatives.

g For a discussion of new corporate structures for Catholic
Schools, see Vol. I, Cahpter IX.
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3. Teachers and administrators, lay and religious,

who have direct professional involvement in the

Catholic school system.

4. Paricll priests, who both administer many of these

schools and influence opinions in their respective

communities.

Catholics clearly compromise the most directly concerned

and affected population. The significance of Catholic parental

attitudes involves not only their attitude toward the schools

but also their broader attitude toward the Church, its teach-

ing mission and alternative means of realiiing and financing

the mission. To date, for the most part, Catholics alone have

borne the burden of financing these schools. But as the prospect

of public aid to Catholic schools is more and more discussed and

as the possibility of a flood of Catholic students into tax-

supported schools becomes more a reality, Catholic education be-

comes an object of proper concern for non-Catholic members of

the community.

The teaching sisters, brothers, and priests whose contributed

services have made the system possible, represent a strategic

population, especially in relation to alternative forms of edu-

cation. The same.is true of parish priests, who act as molders

of opinion in the Catholic community and who have had the primary

responsibility for administering the finances of these schools.
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The attitudes of these groups will be studied individually

and in relation to one another relative to the following key

issues:

1. What are the values served by Catholic elementary

and secondary education?

2. What is the perception of the relative efTective-

ness of public and nonplIblic schools in secular and

non-secular areas?

3. What were the attitudes of the Catholic samples to-

ward alternatives to the present system for providing

Catholic education; toward various retrenchment options

considered by some Catholic school systems; and toward

various models for the administering and financing of

Catholic schools?

4. How do the various publics regard different forms of

government aid to Catholic schools?

The review of attitudinal studies which provide information

concerning these questions must be interpreted with the following )

.precautions in mind. The methodology and instrumentation of the

various attitudinal surveys reviewed are of decidedly unequal

value. Percentage responses to open-ended questions are not

comparable to forced-choice or closed-end questions though both



must be reported as proportion of the sample who responded as

such. Finally, and perhaps most important, these results

freeze attitudes at a certain point in time. The reader is

reminded of the extremely rapid tempo of change in contemporary

society in general and in the Catholic Church in particular.

Values, attitudes and situations may change even before decisions

can be made on the basis of research findings. For example in

Chapter IX of this volume we traced a shift in attitudes from

those reported in the Greeley and Rossi study. Thus, the limits

of these surveys for predictive purposes and decision-making,

especially in the context of rapid change, must be explicitly

recognized.

Values of Catholic Education

The Catholic Public

The fundamental question under scrutiny here is "Why do

I
Catholic parents send their children to Catholic schools?" On

1 this point, the research studies show overwhelming agreement.

The basic question has been asked in various ways and while

the order of preference varies the following reasons for send-

ing children to Catholic schools emerge: religion is both

taught and practiced; a religious atmosphere pervades th? school;

0.; the presence of sisters, priests and br,)thers; ch7'ldren are



taught to respect property; they are better at teaching honesty

and truthfulness; there is better preparation for marriage and

family life; they teach right from wrong; discipline is better;

and the virtue of self discipline and hard work are engendered.

These reasons can be grouped under the three broad categories of

moral-religious reasons, disc4linary reasons and reasons of

quality education. By far the most important of these three

dimensions is the religious-moral dimensions, followed by the

dimension of discipline (Allen, 1968; Springfield, 1969;

Joliet, 1970, S-3, L-13, C-14; Friend, 1970, 58: Gallup, 1969;

Friend, 1969; Neuwein, 1967; Brickell, 1969; Cahill, 1968;

Donovan, 1968; Greeley and Rossi, 1966; Donovan and Madaus, 1969;

Elford, 1968; Louis Harris Associates, 1969a, 1969b).

Most of the studies cited above found that the following

reasons were offered to explain the enrollment of Catholic chil-

dren in public schools: no parochial school avai2able; distance

to the parochial school from home; tuition - people often state

that they cannot afford to pay twice for education. However,

when overall responses are broken down further it becomes clear

that Catholic parents who are better educated, younger and in

the higher income brackets tend to be more critical of the edu-

cational quality of, and facilities associated with, Catholic

schools. This trend deserves careful attention. Catholics in
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[ the higher social class categories historically have patronized

the Catholic schools (Greeley and Rosi, 1966). However more

recently they have begun to negatively evaluate the need for a

total school system (Donovan and Madaus, 1969; Elford, 1968;

( Holtz, 1970; Friend, 1970; Donovan, 7968; Neuwein, 1967; Louis

Harris Associates, 1969a, 1969b).

Parental religiosiby has traditionally been a good predictor

of Catholic school support (Glock and Stark, 1964; Greeley and

Rossi, 1966; Donovan and Madaus, 1969. Allen (1968) found that

parents who are more conservative in matters of religion tend to

be most supportive of Catholic schools. There is some evidence,

gathered in connection with this report, that the relationship

between religiosity and school support is weaker now than tradi

tionally has seemed the case. In Chapter IX we found that parents

who would be classified as high on the Greeley and Rossie index

of religiosity were the very ones withdrawing their children from

Catholic schools.

Catholic Priests, Sisters and Brothers

Not surprisingly, "Giving students a sense of moral values"

and the "Religious and moral, atmosphere of the school," are.the

goals of the Catholic' schools that an overwhelming majority of

priests, brothers and nuns select as the most important parents

had for selecting Ct4.tholic schools. In addition, about eight

ff
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out of ten priests and siste s across various studies, felt

that discipline is perceived by parents as an important asset

of the school, and about 70 percent felt that the quality of the

education offered was an important reason parents had for sending;

their chilexen to Catholic schools (Elford, 1968, Brickell, 1969;

Donovan and Madaus, 1969; Linnan and Madaus, 1969a, 1969b).

The Non-Catholic Public

In a national survey of attitudes toward nonpublic schools,

Gallup (1969) while noting that the general public is not well

informed about nonpublic education, found no generally held belief

that the private schools are divisive or undemocratic. The great

majority of citizens accept the present three school system (pri-

vate, parochial and public) as a desirable combination. For the

nation as a whole, 73 percent felt there should be both private and

parochial schools in addition to public schools; only about one

out of four (23 percent) of Americans felt it would be better if

private and parochial schools did not exist. In communities where

private and parochial schools were operating, and presumably

where the general public would be better informed of their nature,

the percentage of those who thought nonpublic schools should

exist rose to 84 percent.

In the same Gallup (1969) survey, when adults were asked,

"If you had the money, or if your children could get free tuition,
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1,

would you send them to private school, parochial school, or

public school?" Thirty percent said they would send their

children to a private school, 29 percent to parochial school)

and 41 percent to public school. The combined proportions

choosing a private or parochial school, 59 percent, exceeded the

percentage electing the public schools.

Although proponents of private education often mention

competition stemming from diverse systems, and the greater op-

1

portunity for private schools to experiment as advantages ac-

icruing from the existence of nonpublic schools, the general

public seems to have less recognition or awareness of these

purported assets. Gallup found that when asked "If having

schools of different kinds in a community is a good thing be-

cause competition increases the quality of education," national-

ly 40 percent agreed, 33 percent disagreed, and 27 percent had

no opinion. Further, a majority of 54 percent of the general

public felt that public schools were in a better position to

experiment than private schools; although in communities which

Ihad private schools 52 percent of the respondents indicate that

1

private schools had the best opportunity to try out new ideas

(Gallup, 1969).

About one out of two citizens (49 percent) felt that private

schools do a better job of building character and inculcating a
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sense of values. Three out of ten felt the public schools did

a better job in these respects and the remaining proportion

had no opinion (Gallup, 1969).

The athtudinal study of Catholic education in the Arch-

diocese of Boston and in the dioceses of Fall River and Spring-

field, Massachusetts, included a tightly drawn pPobability sample

of non-Catholic adults as well as non-Catholic clergymen and

public school administrators. In these :,tudies, as in the Gallup

survey, there was a significant proportion of people who did not

feel sufficiently informed to give an opinion about nonpublic

schools (Donovan and Madaus, 1969; Louis Harris Associates,

1969a).

One-third or more of the non-Catholics interviewed in the

three Massachusetts studies believed that nonpub3ic schools spend

too much time teaching religion and not enough teaching secular

subjects. Close to 4o percent felt that nonpublic schools teach

children that members of their religion are bettpr than non-

members. While the vast majority of non-Catholic adults inter-

viewed in these three dioceses felt that nonpublic schools teach

children to be good American citizens, close to one-half of the

respondents would disagree with the following statement: "Many

nonpublic schools teach children that allegiance to their country

is second to their allegiance to their Church." Close to majority
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of the non-Catholics in the Massac'husetts studies did not feel

nonpublic schools do much to strengthen the moral fiber of

America (Donvan and Madaus, 1969)#

In Boston the survival,power of old fears and myths about

Catholic schools proved to be durable particularly among the

respondents over fifty-five. The conclusion reached was that

while non-Catholics were willing to concede academic improvement

and a presently satisfactoiry quality of education to Catholic

schools, they are still ambivalent with regard to their overall

functions and consequences (Donovan and Madaus, 1969, pp. 144-

146).

In summary, it is clear that the great majority of Catholics

perceive the unique aspect of Catholic schools to be its religious-

moral dimension. The importance parents attach to the religious

aspect of the school, and the teaching religious as the symbol of

that dimensiun, cannot be underestimated. As explained and docu-

mented in Chapter IX of this:report, the decreasing proportion

and visibility of religious in Catholic schools has tended to

diminish parents' recognition of the unique services of these

schools. On the basis of the attitudinal evidence, it would seem

that the chances of maintaining parental support for Catholic

*The data here on the Springfield and Fall River samples have
hitherto not been published and are taken directly from the

computer printouts.
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schools can be expected to decrease in direct proportion to the

perceived disappearance of the unique aspects of Catholic schools.

The non-Catholic public, while not generally hostile to

private or Parochial schools, seem poorly informed about their

goals and operations. This fact is underscored by the proportion

of non-Catholics who answer "Don't know" to questions about non-

public education, and by the proportion who hold opinions about

the schools which are not supported in fact. Although Catholic

school children attain above average scores on standardized

measures of secular learning, a plurality of non-Catholic adults,

at least in the Boston area, believe these areas are neglected

in Catholic schools. It would seem that an important objective

for Catholic school officials should be to better inform the

average American of the nature, goals and operations of Catholic

schools.

PERCEPTIONS OF THE RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF
PUBLIC AND NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS

The Catholic Public

It was pointed out above that Catholic adults see tP,e re-

ligious-moral formation and discipline and training in hard work

as the primary assets of the Catholic school. At the same time,

especially among parents who use these schools, there is the

belief that the quality of the instruction in secular subjects

is as good as, or better than, that in the public schools.
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Perceptions of superior quality in the teaching of secular

subjects in Catholic schools were very, strong 141 large cities where

public schools have tended to deteriorate or fall into disrepute.

There also is some evidence that the holding power and attraction

of Catholic schoola in the large cities has actually increased

(Bartell, 1970; Donovan and Madaus, 1969). However inYthe

suburbs, there is a growing tendency among Catholics to rate

suburban public schools as providing a better secular education

than its Catholic School counterpart (e.g. Bartell, 1970; Donovan

and Madaus, 1969).

Despite generally high ratings for the quality of secular

education in Catholic schools, there is a generally held recog-

nition that there are'areas where public schools are superior.

Catholic -adultsh generally feel that the public schools have

better guidance and counseling services; better prepare pupils

for work in later lifes; have better physical education programs,

make better provision for Alow learners; ofrer a wider range

of courses; and do a better job of teaching students to think

for themselves (Allen, 1969; Harris Associates, 1969b; Joliet,

1970; Elford 1968; Brickell, 1969; Donovan and Madaus, 1969;

Cahill, 1968; NeuWein, 1967; Friend, 1969; Montgomery,. 1970).

'TheSe same surveys also.indicate,that Catholic parents

generally.believe that Catholic sehools

schools in preParing

are better 'than public
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teaching moral virtues such as honesty, truthfulness and industry,

that sisters and teachers show more personal interest in their

pupils, and that the sisters are better teachers.

The attitudes of the priests and sisters are almost identi-

cal to those of the general Catholic public and do not need

separate treatment. As noted and detailed in Chapter IX of this

report, in addition to the differences between urban. and suburban

Catholics regarding the perceived quality of the two systems,

wealthier, better educated and younger Catholic parents tend to

give higher ratings to the quality of the secular education in

the public schools.

The most significant data in connection with Catholic

parental attitudes toward quality however, concerns their

projections about future quality of Catholic schools. In the

three Massachusetts studies a majority of the respondents pre-

dicted that public schools would continue to improve in) quality.

However, a majority felt that the CAtholic schools' would. either

stay the same or get worse (Donovan and Madaus, 1969, Harris

Associates, 1969a, 1969b). In all three tudies pessimism about

the future of Catholic schools increased with the education.

For example, in Fall River 53 percent of tho with an eighth

grade education thought the Catholic schoois would get better;

the figure dropsyto 24 percent among the college educated (Harris

Assoc ates, 1969a). In Boston even the most supportive public,
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those with children in the schools, were split over the future

quality; 37 percent felt it would get better, 34 percent felt

it would get worse (Donovan and Nadaus, 1969).

Among Catholics who felt the system would get better, the

reason most often offered to support their predictions was

"faith". On the other hand, reasons cited for negative predic-

tions were tangible - monetary problems, or decline in religious

vocations (Donovan and Madaus, 1969; Harris Associates, 1969a,

1969b). The widespread knowledge of financial problems besetting

Catholic schools and the decline in religious vocations have

clearly made many Catholics pessimistic concerning the future of

their schools. The significance and e tent of this pessimism

is presented in Chapter IX of this repol,t.

These are parental perceptions. While it may be argued that

these perceptions are inaccurate, nevertheless it is the perceptions,

accurate or inaccurate, of parents which determine where they send

their children to school as well as their willingness to financial-

ly support the Catholic schools.

The Non-Catholic Public

When asked, "If you were to rate the quality of education

received.by childrenin-your community, which wOuld you say is

'best - private) parochial or public schocls?" forty-three

Percent of the general public rated .public education bett,

percent.parochial schools best, 14 percent priVate school,

453-050 0-71-47
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20 percent felt all three were equal, and 8 percent had no

opinion (Gallup, 1969).

In the public opinion survey in three Massachusetts

dioceses: more than half of the non-Catholic respondents rated

Catholic schools as excellent or pretty good. Catholic schools

were ranked better by both Catholic and non-Catholic respondents

in classroom discipline, teaching children right from wrong, and

in preparation for marriage and family. A majority of non-

Catholics ranked public schools better in offering a wide range

of courses, teaching students to think for themselves, 'in prep-

aration for a later life; developing good citizenship, teaching

children to get along with other children (Donovan and Madaus,

1969; Harris Associates, 1969a, 1969b). Outside the city of

Boston a plurality among younger and better educated non-Catholics

also felt public school teachers and their guidance and counseling

courses were better (Donovan and Maddus, 1969).

ConCerning the future quality of Catholic schools, close to

one-half the nOn-Catholic respondents in Boston and Fall River

expected the.quality to get worse; Close to one out of four ex-

pected the quality to improve (Donovan and Madaus,'1969; Harris

& Associates, 1969a). In Springfield more non-Catholics (51

percent) than Catholics (tt1 perCe.nt) thought the future quality

vould improve; 28 percent .of both' groups thought they would

get worse (Harris & Associates 1969b). The, crisis of confidence
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syndrome is clearly present among non-Catholics as well as

Catholics.

Attitudes Toward Alternative Models for
Catholic Education

Faced with the prospect of educating an increasingly smaller

proportion of Catholic school age children as well as mounting

financial difficulties, Catholic school officials have considered

and proposed various alternatives to the present system. The

acceptance or rejection of these proposed changes by the various

affected publics is an important factor to be considered in policy

decisions. Evidence from the attitudinal surveys reviewed do not

give very consistent indications of public reaction and must be

interpreted very cautiously. Most of the publics sampled in these

surveys have not had any direct experience with the proposed al-

ternatives and it is likely that opinions concerning them are

very fluid and subject to dramatic change with direct experience.

Four alternative plans, retrenchment, consolidation, shared time,

and religious education centers, have teen the subject-pf several

attitudinal surveys. Data on each plan will be considered in turn.

I. Retrenchment

Some have proposed a curtailment of one segment of the

school system relative to another, e.g., the high school grades

or the first four grades of the elementary school. While the

majority of Catholics seem to favor eliminating certain grades-
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in the face of rising costs, and in the hopes of educating a

larger proportion of school age children, there is no unanimity

as to which grades should be eliminated. A majority of Catholic

laymen seemed to favor maintaining the elementary school and

eliminating the high school. At the same time, however, parents

agree that they are most effective in the religious formation

of their children at the primary school level and least effective

at the high school level (Elford, 1968; Brickell, 1969; Cahill,

1968; Cleveland, 1970; Joliet, 1970; Donovan and Madaus, 1969).

The attitudes of sisters, brothers and priests differ sharply

from those of the laity in this regard. Studies of communities

of teaching sisters (Madaus and Fontes, 1967; Madaus and Walsh,

1967) and diocesan studies that included samples of priests and

religious (Elford, 1968; Donovan and Madaus, 1969; Linnan and

Madaus, 1969a, 1969b) found that a majority of sisters, when

forced to take a stand, favor closing grades one to four. These

opinions are especially noteworthy inasmuch as about two-thirds

of the teaching sisters polled were teaching in the elementary

grades at the time of these surveys.

The younger priests, those who were teaching in the schools

or serving as assistants, reflected opinions similar to that of

the sisters. Pastors in general, however, were more apt to agree

with the laity that the primary grades are the most important in

the Catholic system Elford 1968; Donovan and Madaus, 1969;

Brickell, 1969; Linnan and Madaus, 1969a, 1969b).
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The question of which grades to eliminate is a very

complex one. It must go beyond attitudes and opinion polls

to include questions of developmental psychology and economics.

For example, Bartell (n.d.) points out that the discussion

concerning the necessity of cutbacks in school expenditures and

the relative desirability of maintaining secondary rather than

elementary schools or vice versa has concentrated on a comparison

of benefits to the exc lusion of comparative costs. This can be a

serious omission in rational decision-making if, as much available

data show, costs per pupil in the secondary schools averages any-

where from two to three times the costs in elementary schools.
;;'1

i

2. Consolidation

There is general support among all segments of Catholic

publics, lay and religious, for plans to consolidate. This gener-

ally favorable attitude extends to the consolidation of smaller

grade schools, the elimination of grades 7 and 8 and the inclusion

of these children in more centralized junior high schools, as well

as consolidation of smaller parish high schools into diocesan or

inter-parochial high schools. The strongest support for consoli-

dation plans comes from teaching sisters and young priests. How-

ever, a majority of all the Catholic publics favored these con-

solidation plans (Elford, 1968; Brickell, 1969; Cleveland, Ohio,

19r-C.; Joliet, 1970 Friend, 1970).
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The majority support for these various consolidation plans

can probably be explained by the fact that no grades are elimin-

ated, and consolidation plans maintain the schools in their

present format.

3. Shared Time

Proposals for shared time and released time, with children

,taking some of their courses in nearby public school, have met

with a surprising amount of opposition in view of the commonly

assumed desirability of such arrangements in its literature.

In a Midwestern sample (Elford, 1968), a majority of lay respond-

ents opposed shared time and dual enrollment alternatives. More

recently (Joliet, 1970; Donovan and Madaus, 1969; Holtz, et al.,

1970) a slight majority of lay respondents favored such plans

but there still remains a substantial minority who oppose these

alternatives.

Teaching sisters and priests are more favorably disposed

toward these plans than are the laity. The one excpetion is

the study in Joliet, Indiana (1970), where a majority of priests

and sisters opPosed dual enrollment and shared time proposals.*

IrSee Chapter IV, Volume III for a detailed discussion of
shared time programs.
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4. Religious Education Centers

Proposals to gradually close Catholic schools and replace

them with religious education centers staffed by priests, sisters

and trained personnel, are received favorably by a consistent

majority of Catholic adults in the Boston area (Donovan and

Madaus, 1969). When religious education centers were proposed

as ecumenical centers located separate from, but next to, the

public school they have received majority support from Catholic

parents in the Boston area and in the Indiana study (Donovan and

Madaus, 1969; Elford, 1968). These facts would seem to indicate

that if a majority of Catholics feel that the religious education

of their children (the most important reason given by most parents

for sending their children to Catholic schools) is being handled

by full-time trained personnel, they would be more willing to con-

sider gradually closing the Catholic schools.

/
However in the St. Louis study (Holtz, et al., 1971), in

the Montgomery study (Friend, 1970), and in the Joliet study

(Joliet, 1970) these same plans for an alternative religious edu-

cation split the respondents rather evenly into those opposed,

those favoring and those with no opinion. In other words, accept-

ance of this alternative in these geographic areas is not as strong

as in Boston or Indiana. This highlights the fact that there are

important differences in attitudes between different regions of

1

the country; and eVen in the same region differences between
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adjacent dioceses. For example, attitudes in Fall River, Boston

and Springfield, dioceses in the 'same state, were quite different

from one another un many issues.

Catholic priests and sisters generally felt religious edu-

cation centers were a good j2dea. Fifty percent of the public

school officials in the Boston area were inclined to oppose the

plan, while forty-eight percent favored it (Donovan and Madaus,

1969).

Attitudes Toward Alternative Financial Plans

Although a great majority of Catholic parents will answer

affirmatively to a question such as "Catholic schools have a

unique and desirable quality that is not found in public schools,"

or "Every child should spend some time in a Catholic school,"

the crucial test of attitude is action. Translated into the lan-

guage of those who must decide on the future direction of parochial

school education, two significant questions remain: Will American

Catholics continue to put their children in these schools? and

Will American Catholics continue to support these schools finn-

cially?

An analysis of factors adversely affecting enrollment was

presented in Volume II of our report to the Commisslon. Enroll-

ment predictions in the Archdiocese of St. Louis, the only study

with both relevant data and a solid analysis of enrollment trends,

shows that enrollments will continue to decline in the St. Louis

areas (Bartell, 1970).

NO101/1111111MIROP.
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The second question, wil3 Catholics continue to put their

dollars to the support of the schools, is especially important

in the light of the present financial crisis in Catholic educa-

tion. It was pointed out previously that when judged according

to criteria of ability to pay, the principal sources of revenue

upon which the Church and her schools have depended afe regres-

sive. As the revenue needs of Catholic schools increase, the

impact of the burden imposed by particular sources of revenue

becomes increasingly significant and subject to evaluation not

only by ezonomic criteria, but also that of social justice.

If future Catholic education is to meet the increasing

costs of education, it seemingly must have greater financial

support from people in the higher socioeconomic class, the

same class that has historically been most apt to attend Catholic

schools, but whose present allegiance to the system seems to be

weakening. Conscious of this need, a number of alternate plans

for financing Catholic schools have been considered and proposed

to the Catholic public. Inasmuch as the contributions of Catholics

to the support of the Church and her schools are strictly volun-

tary, their reaction to alternate plans for financing education

need careful scrutiny.

However, the limitations of data on attitudes toward alter-

nate modes of financing Catholic education have serious limitations.

The Catholic public has had little or not actual experience with
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these plans and so their opinions must be,considered tentative.

As will be noted, there are considerable ambivalences and contra-

dictory attitudes expressed.

There is little evidem-ie that the general Catholic public

is greatly disturbed by present policies of financing Catholic

schools. The only group to register majority disagreement with

the statement that "The present policy whereby each parish is

responsible for its own parochial schools is the best policy,"

has been younger priests. The majority of lay Catholics in

southern, northeastern and midwestern surveys tended to be neutral

or in agreement with present financial policies. At the same time

there appears to be some willingness to consider alternate methods

of finance (Elford, 1968;.Brickell, 1969; Joliet, 1970; Hotz, et al.,

1970; Friend, 1970).

Centralization of Finances

The centralization of finances on a diocesan basis is not

readily accepted as a suitable plan for financing Cathblie

education. In such geographically diverse areas as Indiana, Ken-

tucky (Elford, 1960; Joliet, 1970), Rhode-Island (Brickell, 1969)

and Ma::.Sachusetts (Donovan and Madaus, 1969), majority of re-

spondentS rejected plans for centralized financing;.however

diocesan fundipg.bf-certain specffic programs did receive majority

approval.,
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Redistribution of Personnel

In the St. Louis, Boston, and MontgoMery areas adult Catholics

were presented the following proposal: ""Sisters would be assigned

to poor parishes even if this means other parishes would have to

hire lay teachers." This plan for a more equitable distribution

of human resources according to financial need was viewed favor-

ably by 54 percent of the Catholic communities in Boston (Donovan

and Madaus, 1969) but rejected by a majority of Catholic respond-

ents in Alabama (Friend, 1970) and St. Louis (Holtz, et al., 1971).

In all three areas, a majority of Catholic parents with children

in Catholic schools were inclined to oppose this type of proposal.

Another section of this report indicated the importance

parents place on the presence of religious personnel in the schools

(cf. Chariter IX). Thus, the opposition to this plan probably stems

in great part from the loss of religious personnel atr se, rather

than from the financial outlay implied.

Rich Parishes Help Pay for Poor Parish Schools

In most of the surveys there was a majority agreement among

lay Catholics that funds raised in wealthy parishes should be

used to help the cost of Catholic education in poorer parishes.

Interestingly, as the income of the respondent .rises there IS

some tendency for disagreement to increase. Moreover, a majority

of Catholics from parishes classified as wealthy (Eford, 1968)

or from the higher income brackets (Holtz, et al 1970; Joliet,
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1970; Cleveland, 1970; and Boston (Donovan and Madaus, 1969),

agreed that richer parishes should help defray the educational

costs in the poorer parishes.

A second but related plan was described to respondents as

follows: "Gradually close Catholic schools in suburban, middle

class parishes. Use some of the money and staff saved to build

a strong and effective religious education program. Use the

balance of the money and sisters to staff educational programs

in inner city or ghetto areas." In Boston, a slim plurality

47 percent) of the Catholic community were in favor of this

proposal, while only three percent fewer catholics (44 percent)

were opposed to this plan to aid Catholic educati.clnal programs

in inner city ghetto areas (Donovan and Madaus, 1969). The same

plan received overwhelming rejection in St. Louis (Holtz, et al.

1970) and in Montgomery (Friend, 1970). In the latter two

dioceses a majority of clergy and religious were opposed to

this plan.

It appears as if any redistribution of personnel and re-

sources into an area described as a "ghetto" is likely to receiVe

strOrig opposition frOm Catholic adults, especially thOse over 35.

Though 4 strong cas9 might be made for concentrating More per-
,1"

sonnel and resources in inner-CitY neighborhoods inhabited by

minoritY groups, if Catholic officials make such a deCision they

most likely can expect strong oppoi..ition from a subst.antial

segment of the laity.
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A third plan, increase "the number of Catholic schools so

that all Catholic children can attend Catholic schools" may seem

to be an unrealistic alternative given the Church's present

personnel and financial crisis. However, many Catholics still

believe in the concept of every Catholic child in a Catholic

school. Fifty-two percent of the Catholics in Boston (Donovan

and Madaus, 1969), 40 percent in ST. Louis (Holtz, 1970), and

Montgomery, Alabama (Friend, 1970), accepted this proposal.

Clergy and religious, more cognizant of the impracticability of

such a plan, consistently reject such proposals by large major-

ities. Also, people in higher income brackets, those who might

be expected to pay for these new schools, rejected such a propos-

al (Donovan and Madaus, 1969).

Attitudes Toward Government Aid

The Catholic Public

The great majority of Catholic adults, lay and religious,

feel that government subsidy is a good:way to help ease the:

present financial crisis in Catholic schools.(Elford, 1968;

Brickell, 1969; Cleveland, 1970; Joliet .1970). The attitudinal

survey in the Boston area found that about eight. out of ten Cath-

olics favor such aid': In Boston among the..Catholics opposed

to aid the largest proportions were Republicans (9 percent),

Independents.(24 percent) and college graduates (23 percent)

(Donovan and Madaus, 1969).
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The Non-Catholic Public

In Eastern Massachusetts, among non-Catholics, 45 percent

favored, while 49 percent opposed government aid to Catholic

schools. A majority of Jews (59 percent) opposed aid; the

Ppotestant respondents were almost evenly split, 46 percent in

favor and 47 percent opposed to aid (Donovan and Madaus, 1969).

It must be remembered that this sample represents only the

dioceses of Boston, and attitudes toward aid might be quite dif-

ferent in other parts of the country. However since the Boston

data are the only known data available
4

we shall present a synop-

sis of the Boston findings.

There was strong opposition among non-Catholics from college

graduates (57 percent), Republicans (54 percent), And Independents

(53 percent). A plurality (47 percent) of high school graduates

also opposed state aid. The better educated among non-Catholics

and Catholics would seem to represent the major force of resist-

ance to such programs of aid (Donovan

In the Boston study non-Catholic

officials were also asked the broadly

and Madaus, 1969).

clergy and public school

stated question: "How

do you feel about goveimment aid to elementary and high schools

run by religious groups?" Public school officials were evenly

divided on the issue, nearly half in favor and half in opposi-

tion. Among th'e non Catholic clergy, 54 percent, a statistic

almost identical to non-Catholic college graduates, opposed state

4 It is our understanding that one or two surveys of attitudes
toward state aid are extent but private.
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aid. Only 39 percent of the ministers favored such aid; t1;is

_

contrasts with 46 percent of Protestant laity favoring -aid,_

The Boston area survey explored the intensity of the

respondents' feeling toward government aid. The intensity

dimension was probed by explicitly specifying the costs attend-

ant on the closing of Catholic schools and listing a variety of

services and programs that might be supplied to Catholic schools

by government agencies. When presented with a threat of closing,

a majority of all groups sampled except the Jewish sample (48

percent), favored some form of government aid to Catholic schools.

It should be noted that the indefinite word "some" covers a broad

spectrum Of possibilities, from minimuM amount of aidto substan-

tial assistance, and therefore describes more than anything else

a degree of openness to such aid provisions.

A majority of Protestants favored aid for bu service (55

percent), remedial teachers (57 percent) textbooks (62 percent)

auxiliary services (77 percent), and lab equipment (55 percent).

A majority of these same respondents, on the other hand,'were

opposed to aid for buildings, while the question of teacher sal-

aries f r teaching secular subjects .split the Protestant group;

47 percent in favor and 46 percent opposed.

A majority of the npn-Catholic clergy and the .public school

officials favored all but two of the aid proposals; funds for

buildings and salaries for teachers of non-religious subjects.
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A Summary of Attitudinal Surveys

Problems in Catholic education are partly reflections of

theological.and ecclesial changes in the Church itself. The

general religious values, attitudes arid-behaviorssof Catholic

people inevitably will be mirrored in their views, opinions and

support of Catholic schools. This fact is true for clerical and

religious, as well as lay Catholics. To date, it seems premature

to predict with any certainty the ultimate effects changes within

the Church will have on Catholic schools.

However, if the hypothesis of Greeley and Rossi (1966, p.

75) is correct that

Sunday Mass, monthly Communion, confession several
times a year, Catholic education of children,
financial contribution to the Church, acceptance
of the Church as an authoritative teacher, acknowl-
edgement of Papal and hierarchical authority, in-
formality with the clergy, strict sexual morality,
more detailed knowledge about one's religion...

have be6n the apparent effects of Catholic education, and that

they remain a reasonable description of what the.Church and the

laity expected from these schools, there are indications of a

decreasing deMand for schoolswhich foster these Values.

Catholic' thought, behavior, and attitudes inthese-matters

have been altered radically in the past'few yearsl. For example,

a study commissioned by the diocese of Worcester (Becker, 1969),

designed to measure.;the'effects of the .Sedond Vatican Council,

revealed that 35 percent-:of the laity had "some doubts" that the

Pope "when speaking on matters of faith.and morals is infallible
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and cannot he in error;" 17 percent serious dOubts and 12 percent

didn't believe this doctrine at all. Further, a majority of two
to one opposed the Church's traditional stand on birth control.

In the Dioceses of Boston CDonovan and Madaus, 1969), Fall

River and Springfield (Harris. Associates, 1969a, 1969b), a majority
of Catholics did hot believe it was necessary to attend Mass every
--Sunday to be a good Catholic; seven out of ten believed that the

Church's position forbidding divorce and remarriage should be

altered; three out of four felt Catholics should be free to use

their own conscience on matters of birth control; the laity in

11

Massachusetts were about evenly split on the issue of the right of

priests to marry and remain as priest. Among sisters and priests,

particularly those under 40, even higher proportions than was the

case with the laity, opted for the newer rather than the more

traditional theological positions. Further, laymen, clergy or

religious, the younger and better educated, were most likely to

have the more.liberal religious orientation.

These facts should not be interpreted to mean that the Catholics
have become secularized, or have bought the, "God is dead': theology.

rl'hree-fourths of the lay respondents in these Massachuetts surveys

indicated that religion was either the most important or avery

important aspect of their lives. Reported attendance at Mass:was
high. The.Catholics zurveyed remain, for the most part, a religious

people,,but one whose religious values are changing.

453-050 0-71-48
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The consequences of these changing religious beliefs and

values do not augur well for future support of Catholic schools.

An increasing proportion of Catholics are receiving a higher edu-

cation; the younger Catholic represents the Church of the future.

But precisely these two groups of Catholics,those who are younger,

and those who are better educated are less likely to value many

of the Church's traditional teachings and goals and are less likely

to send their children to, or support Catholic schools. Finally,

the teaching sister, historically the backbone of the Catholic

school, in larger proportions each year, are seeking apostolates

other than in Catholic schools.

It is not necessary here to re-run and re-analyze the specifics

or again detail the opinions of the Catholic people concerning

Catholic education. The Catholic people surveyed in the various

studies were found to be a religious people, still sensitive to

the mission of the Church and to their responsibilities as Church

members. But they are a people different than yesterday's gener-

ation of Catholics. By birth or by naturalization they are citizens

of a new Church in a new world. And in this new role and in these

new structures, they seem willing to re-value the institutions

through which the Church in the United States has sought to fulfill

its mission.

Specifically, this new spirit appears in their desacraliza-

tion of Catholic schools. This view does not challenge either

the perceived quality of education provided by Catholic schools
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or the diversity of maintaining and even expanding, if feasible,

parts of the educational system sponsored by the Church. A sig-

nificant proportion of adult Catholics positively recommend such

a development. This is particularly true where the quality of

public schools is generally evaluated in negataive terms.

The critical points appear to be that equally, significant

proportions see the situation in different terms. Some feel that

the Church should concentrate on superior religious education pro-

grams which would not only reach the greatest number but would

do so under conditions more likely to enrich the quality of present

programs. Others desire this same goal but see as necessary pre-

requisites the retrenchment of Catholic schools. Opinions here vary

among laity and religious, but as a point of fact it should be

noted that the more professionally qualified are disposed, though

not unanimously, toward a cutback at the elementary school level.

On the other hand, the non-professional lay persons in the surveys

were clearly disposed to preserve Catholic elementary schools even

though they concur that at this age level parental education and

CCD programs are most likely to be effective. Obduracy is not,

however, the mark of/ this lay population. They are positively

sympathetic to mostof the alternative plans which would change the

structure of parochial schools. Their voices are many and mixed,

but overall they are open to changes; they expect changes, they

will work with changes.
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The strain toward the preservation of at least a part of

the Catholic educational system is however, a real fact and a

real force. In a pluralistic society such schools not only can

contribute needed and valuable differences, and therefore options,

especially in the cities, but they are potential centers of deepen-

ing and broadening and intellectual life of the Church. Their

preservation, however, involves a resolution in some form of the

problems of personnel and finance.

Religious manpower is a declining resource. This fact is

clear and positive, but the image of the Catholic teacher as a

nun has so dominated the Catholic schools that the lay teacher

replacement is suspect. Somehow the image must be changed. Still,

even if accepted, lay teachers add to the whole massive problem of

financing Catholic schools. There is increasing evidence that the

parish financial well, or at least voluntary giving, is.drying up.

Almost automatically, the source of financial assistance is seen

as the government at either or both state and federal levels.

The prospects of assistance from this source are open to

questions both in terms of their likelihood and their desirability.

However, it is clear that the majority of Catholics feel that such

aid is right and necessary, but there are other interested parties.

It is-true that non-Catholics generally are positive in their evalu-

ation of Catholic schools, but this approval does not trAnsfer to
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according government aid to Catholic schools unless it is put in

terms of a threat to their pocketbooks. A slight plurality reject

the idea of government aid to parochial schools when it is posed as

a solution in general terms. When, however, the alternative of an

increasing local tax rate is posed as a consequence of no govern-

ment aid, the proportion of changed opinions is significant.

Whether or not such government aid is desirable from the

Church's point of view is another complex issue. It will not re-

solve all the financial problems of Catholic education. This much

is sure, and keeps alive the problem of Catholic funding. Perhaps,

more important, the provision of government financial aid may have

as consequences certain less desirable products. Thus, it may help

to freeze the Church into educational commitments which are still

open to question relative to the investment of priorities and per-

sonnel. Put badly, does the Catholic Church in the United States

see its goals and future so clearly that this commitment can now be

made? Secondly, the provision of government aid may prove a threat

to whatever may be considered unique and desirable in specifically

Catholic schools. If they are still to be perceived as the centers

of religious training and Christian formation can these features

survive the terms of government financial assistance. This is

clearly It-mor'phIlosophical question, but it must be addressed

directly.

These imponderables and a thousand more specific opinions and

experiences have combined to form a distinctAve attitudinal climate
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among Catholics in the United States. Doubts, fears, suspicion

and ignorance and some "hard" financial and personnel facts

have nurtured a spirit of pessimism in a substantial and important

segment of the Catholic population. This spirit poses difficulties

for the decision-making process even now. Perhaps the most sig-

nificant fact, however, is that negative and/or pessimistic views

regarding the future of Catholic education are relatively over-

represented in the young and well educated, both religious and

lay. In the future the portents are, therefore, far from encourag-

ing. In a large number of areas the opinions of these parents and

religious leaders of tomorrow are markedly different from those of'

the older, less-educated generations. Change is the password of

their generation and they desire and expect these changes in the

structure of tomorrow's Church and tomorrow's Catholic schools.
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CHAPTER IX

CATHOLIC SCHOOLS AND THE CRISIS OF CONFIDENCE PHENOMENA*

Introduction

Over the last five years Catholic school enrollment has de-

creased rather dramatically. Some of this decline in enrollment

can be attributed to the reduction in class size and school clos-

ings.
1 However, cvith regard to the latter there are some indications

that these school closings have affected the attitudes of parents

toward healthy Catholic schools, further aggravating the enrollment

decreases. This study investigates the reasons behind parents'

decisions to withdraw their children from healthy Catholic schools

in order to determine the extent of this confidence crisis.

The review of the literature which follows will present a

summary of the empirical studies of parental attitudes toward

Catholic schools over the past ten years. The evidence which in-

dicates a change in the pattern of parenual demand for Catholic

education, the apparent reasons for these changes, and the frame-

work for the question to be investigated will be presented.

*Co-authored by Roger J. Linnan.
'See The Social and Religious Sources of the Crisis in Catholic
Schools (Donovan, J., Erickson, D. and Madaus7d7):- Volume II
.075-17-Report to the Commission.
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Review of the Literature

One of the publics most directly concerned with Catholic educa-

tion is that of parents. It is the parents who initially make the

decision to send their children to a Catholic or a public school,

who apart from the staff are the adults intimately concerned with

the system, and whose voluntary contributions have supported the

largest privately-financed, religious school system in history. Thus,

it is crucial to an understanding of Catholic education and to the

formulation of policy that affects the system to know the opinions

and attitudes of a public so intimately involved, the parents.

Why have Catholic parents in the U. S. supported this religious

school system and sent their children to it in such proportions?

Historically, the reasons seem clear. The early American Catholic

Church was an immigrant people received into a country hostile

both to its religion and its culture. Catholic schools became the

first line of defense from the proselytizing in the public schools,

and a haven for the maintenance of ethnic identity and solidarity.

Hence, the original objectives of the Catholic school were both

religious and ethnic (McCluskey, 1968).

Given this fact that American Catholic schools were essentially

defensive in origin, one would have predicted that as Catholics

became more acculturated into American society, better educated
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and socially mobile, the demand for Catholic schools would have

decreased. At least in the initial stages of the Americanization

process, this was not the case. During the twentieth century, as

American Catholics progressed from blue collar to white collar, to

administrative and professional positions in increasing proportions,

the Catholic school system continued to grow. Catholics who had

won middle class status still valued the Catholic school as the

device to develop religious commitment in their children. In fact,

as late as 1963 it was the higher socioeconomic class Catholics

who were most apt to send their children to Catholic schools

(Greeley and Rossi, 1967). It should also be noted, however, that

part of this phenomenal growth in the Catholic school system was

related to the increased religiosity that swept the country im-

mediately after World War II and peaked around 1963.

Despite the phenomenal growth of the Catholic school system,

it must be kept in mind that it was never the vehicle of religious

education for a majority of Catholic parents. Examining the frag-

mentary and somewhat untrustworthy statistics of this century, it

can be seen that the proportion of parishes with schools never rose

Ihigher than three out of five. (P. J. Kennedy and Sons, 1915-

1970). Even in 1962, the year of peak Catholic school enrollment,

less than half (46 percent) of the school-age Catholic children

were enrolled in Catholic schools (NCEA, 1970). In short, thEt

unavailability of these schools has always been a major reason



for Catholic parents sending their children to public schools

(Donovan and Madaus, 1969).

There is considerable evidence, however, that the matricu

lation patterns for Catholic schools are different now than they

were fifty or even ten years ago. Since 1963 elementary school

enrollment has declined at the rate of about 6 percent a year.

At the secondary level the percentage decline has been less marked

until this academic year when it reached six percent (NCEA, 1970).

Part of this descending enrollment can be explained in terms of

the declining birth rate and admdnistrative decisions to reduce

class size and close certain schools. But in addition, changes in

social and economic composition of American Catholics, changes in

the religiosity of all Americans, including Catholics, changes in

Catholicism since Vatican II, and finally, changes in the nature of ,

the schools themselves have all seemed to contribute to this altered 1

pattern.

In the past decade, there have been a number of surveys of

Catholic education which have included an investigation of parental

attitudes. Though many of these studies have severe limitations in

terms of the representativeness of their samples, the quality ol

the instruments used, and the adequacy of their analysis, the con-

sistency of the outcomes of these various surveys reveal a rather

clear constellation of dominant parental attitudes toward Catholic

education, at least for the decade of the sixties.
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Surveys of Catholic parents in the 1960's found them general-

ly committed to the need for a separate school system. Studies in

such geographically diverse dioceses as Portland, Maine (Donovan,

1968), Davenport, Iowa (Cahill, 1968), Denvero Colorado (Neuwein,

1967), Savannah, Georgia (Friend, 1970), Indianapolis, Indiana

(Elford, 1968), and Boston, Massachusetts (Donovan and Madaus, 1969)

'lave indicated that however hard it is to define, a majority of

Catholic parents felt that Catholic schools had unique and desirable

r

qualities not found in public schools. The proportion of parents

who have felt this way has ranged from a slight majority in Port-

f land, Maine to over 80 percent of the respondents in some of the

Midwestern studies.

Three reasons for sending children to Catholic schools con-

sistently emerge. First is the religious dimension that the parents

view as the unique aspects of Catholic schools. The second is a

parental desire for greater discipline. Ttm third is related to

both the first and second and involves the presence of religious

, in the schools. The Notre Dame study (Neuwein, 1967) was perhaps

the first major attempt to assess parental attitudes toward Cath-

olic education. When asked to select from a list of thirty-one

goals of Catholic education, the following were judged mast importt.

ant:

1. Teaching children to know about God, Christ, and

the Church.

3
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2. TTaining children in self-discipline and hard work

3. Having effective, qualified priests, sisters, and

brtIthers as teachers.

Though the Notre Dame study was national in scope, the sampling

procedures and rates of return were not adequately described.

Also, the data was collected in 1962-63 and the modal age of the

respondents was 40-49.

With similar sampling limitations, the study of parental

attitudes in the dioceses of Indianapolis and Evansville, Indiana

and Louis-Alle, Kentucky (Elford, 1968), surveys in Denver (Nemein,

1967), the state of Rhode Island (Brickell, 1969), Davenport, Iowa

(Cahill, et al., 1968) and Cleveland, Ohio (Cleveland, 1969), have

shown essentially similar results: the religious and moral

atmosphere of the school, discipline, and the presence of priests,

nuns and bzothers in the classrooms were the most tvortant reasons

for sending children to Catholic schools.

In a large scale attitudinal study in the dioceses of Boston,

Fall Fairer, and Springfield, Massachusetts, a tightly drawn prob-

ability sample of parents was interviewed concerning Catholic edu-

cation. The results deserve close attention because of the exper-.

tise in sampling procedures, instrumental design and the conduct,

supervision and validation of a large number of interviews. The

parents' responses to a series of open-ended questions tend to

confirm the results of the closed-ended surveys mentioned above,
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whose representativeness could be questioned; again, the religious

training and atmosphere of the school, discipline, and the presence

of religious teachers were reasons parents most often cited for

sending their children to Catholic schools (Donovan and Madaus, 1969).

A national study of independent schools, directed by Otto

Kraushaar sought to assess parental reasons for choosing non-public

schools. Two-thirds of the parents who had children in Catholic

schools listed religious education, training in study habits, and

values closer to those in the home as important reasons for their

choice. (See Appendix A, Vol. IV for a detail description of

these data). The Importance of the religious dimension was also

documented in a well designed national study by Gallup (Gallup, 1969).

In the interpretations of the results of the attitudinal sur-

veys described above, the following "caveats" are in order. Atti-

tudinal surveys describe the values, attitudes an4 opinions of the

respondents at the tine of the Interview to specific formulations

of questions. Responses are a result of the respondent's individual

understanding of the questions and their direct or vicarious experi-

ences with the issues involved. From one attitudinal survey one

cannot assume how the same respondents would react to the same set

of questions at a later point it time. Many events or experiences

can intervene to dramatically change opinions on issues of interest.

In short, then, the findings must be tempered with a consideration
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of the point in time of the survey, wordings of the questions used,

and the knowledge and experience of the respondents.

Moreover, the crucial test of attitmde is action. As noted

above, American Catholic parents have not enrolled their children

in Catholic schools in the proportion of previous years. Parents,

having once enrolled their children, have withdrawn them. The

factors influencing these enrollment decisions can be discerned,

at least in part, by relating the above attitudes to changes that

have taken place in Catholic schools, in the Catholic Church, and

in the nature of the knerican Catholic population.

Prom the studies reviewed above, two important facets of

Catholic schools should be underscored. First, the religious and

social features of the school are the primary attraction to its

patrons; this is not to indicate that the Catholl.c parents as a

whole felt the secular education provided in these schools was

inferior. Most viewed it as good as, and many - especially those

living in the cities - better than the public schools in the teach-

ing of traditional subject matter (Bartell, 1971; Donovan and

Madaus, 1969). Secondly, it should be noted that the symbol of

the religious dimensions of the school, the disciplinary aspects

of the schools, and the quality of the education was the teaching

sister, brnther, or priest.
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In attempting to understand changing enrollment patterns in

Catholic education, it seems certain that part of the explanation

is the perceived changes in the religious dimensions of the schools

themselves. The efficacy of the religious symbol of Catholic educa-

tion, the teaching reliaious, has been changed in at least two im-

portant respects. First, the number and proportion of teaching

religious in Catholic schools has dwindled each year in the past

five years. Secondly, the trend towa.rd secular clothes among the

religious has served to further diminish the visibility of that

symbol.

The ...aportance of this diminished presence and visibility of

the teaching religious in parental matriculation decisions seems

intuitively compelling but is more difficult to document or assess

empirically. In the surveys mentioned above by Elford (1968),

Cahill (1968), Brickell (1969): and Cleveland (1970), the great

majority of parents indicated that the presence of lay teachers

was not important one way or another in their decision to send

children to Catholic schools. However, in each of these studies

there was a significant minority of parents, almost two out of

ten, who indicated that this was.an important reason for not sending

children to Catholic schools. The importance of the presence of

religious teachers in tlie schools is further evidenced in the Boston

study. Whereas the great majority of parents indicated that an

increased number of lay teachers would not affect the quality of
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either the religious or secular education, 45 percent of the parents

indicated that the public would neither support financially nor

send their children to a Catholic school where the number of lay

teachers greatly outnumbered the number of religious.

The decreasing ratio of religious in Catholic schools would

a130 seem to affect parents' perceptions of the quality of the secu-

lar education. In the study of Independent schools by Kraushaar,

60 percent or the Catholic parents sampled mentioned better teachers

as the reason for enrolling their child. In the past some parents

seemingly reassured themselves that their children were receiving

high quality education despite over-crowded classrooms and inadc-

quate facilities because Sister was able to handle such a situ-

ation. "The Sisters are the best teachers," and "The Nuns are the

most dedicated teachers" are comments frequently made by Catholic

parents.

While the above attitude is still fairly common, there has

been a growing number of parents, "less mollified by either sister

or perhaps a lay teacher, who have demanded cond tions more nearly

comparable to the public schools. That efforts i this direction

have been made is evidenced by the fact that despi e annual de-

creases in the number of students since 1962, there has been an

annual increase in the number of teachers in Catholi schools"

(NCEA, 1970). This increase, of course, has been ac1ieved by hiring

more and more.lay teachers. As it turns out, efforts made to im-

prove the traditional signs of quality,je.g., teacher-pupil ratios,
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have proved a two-edged sword. While the pupil-teacher ratios in

Catholic schools were improving by the hiring of more lay teachers,

an important symbol of both the religious and academic quality of

the schools was being diminished.

Parents' perceptions of the quality of the secular education

is a facet of Catholic schools that needs to be examined in its own

right. In the 1950's Catholic parents were more tolerant of large

classes, primitive facil.lties, equipment and materials. This seems

to be less the case today. Parents seem more apt to evaluate their

schools on academic as well as religious grounds. Though great

efforts have been made to improve the quality of these schools,

and they are generally regarded as having improved, (Donovan and

Madaus, 1969) in the eyes of some parents, they have not been

able to keep pace with the public schools in terms of the popu-

lar criteria of academi--; excellence. For example, in the Boston

study (Donovan and Madaus, 1969) one-third of the parents who had

had;four years of college education or who were under thirty-five

gave quality of education as the reason for sending their children

to public schools. In Portland, Oregon 45 percent of the parents

sampled mentioned improving the caliber of instruction and modern-

ization of curriculum and facilities as the things that need to be

improved most in Catholic schools (Pallone, et al., 1969). In the

T;enver study (Neuwein, 1967), again it was the quality of the in-

struction and the lack of facilities which were listed as the most
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important reasons for sending children to public schools. In

Savannah, Georgia (Friend, 1970) parents were about evenly split

as to the quality of Catholic vs. public education.

Surveys of parental attitudes toward Catholic education which

have analyzed their samples on the basis of the education and in-

omme of the respondents, e.g., (Donovan and Madaus, 1969; Donovan,

1968; Friend, 1970; Elford, 1968) indicate that parents who are

younger, whose education and social position are higher, tend to

be more critical of the educational quality of these schools and

less supportive of Catholic education. These findings represent

a decided shift from the kind of patrons Greeley and Rossi (1966)

described as most apt to attend Catholic schools.

What is to be noted here is that regardless of the actual

quality, it is the perceived differences between Catholic and

public schools that influence enrollment decisions. Studies in

the Archdioceses of Boston (Donovan and Madaus, 1969) and St.

Louis (Bartell, et al., 1970) indicate that suburban Catholic

schools are hard pressed to keep up with neighboring public schools.

In the Archdiocese of Boston the perceived quality of the Catholic

schools in the city of Boston was significantly higher than those

in communities outside the city. Bartell (1970) noted that parents

in St. Louis County (suburban) rated Catholic schools as inferior

to public schools; parents in St. Louis proper (urban and inner city)
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rated them as superior. From this data and enrollment information,

Bartell indicated that "loyalty" or support of Catholic schools had

actually grown in the city but had decreased in the outer counties.

These geographical differences correspond with stuldies reviewed

above where perceived quality is negatively correlated with family

income and level of education.

Tuition costs do not seem to be a consistently important de-

terrent to Catholic school enrollment. Despite the fact that in the

dioceses of Cleveland (1970) and Davenport (Cahill, et al., 1968)

tuition was listed by half of the parents as an important reason

for not sending their children to Catholic schools, ate.tudinal

data is not generally supported by actual enrollment statistics.

Bartell (1970), for example, noted in his St. Louis study that en-

rollment declines were not a function of high tuitions despite

contrary indications from attitudinal results.

Implicit in these observations is the fact that enrollment

demand for Catholic education, like financial support, is complete-

ly voluntary. Hence, enrollment depends upon all factors, economic

and non-economic, that affect the tastes and preferences of Catholic

parents. These factors include attitudes toward religion, the

Church in general, and toward Cotholic education in particular,

as well as by the perceived quality of Catholic schools and of

their public school counterparts.
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In the cities where Catholic schools provide an alternative

to inferior public schools, the demand deems relatively constant.

Enrollments have decreased in city schools but so have the number

of Catholic parents with school-age children (Bartell, 1970;

Donovan, Erickson and Madaus, 1971). Outside the cities, where

public schools are of adequate quality, preference of Catholic

parents for Catholic schools has declined. Thls means that either

these schools are providing less of the unique services desired by

Catholic parents, e.g., religious formation, discipline, and high

quality instruction, or that the demand for these unique services

has decreased.

Evidence of change in the percelved uniqueness of Catholic

schools, of changes in the socio-economic composition of Catholic

school patrons, and the enrollment consequences of such changes

were presented above. In addition, there have been decided changes

in the religious tastes, preferences and practices of all Americans,

including Catholics. Attendance at services, including Sunday

Mass, has declined (Gallup, 1970; Harris, 1969). For Catholics

the changes have been more rapid and more pronounced than for

non-Catholics. Changes in modes of worship, life style of religious

and traditional disciplines have been most apparent. Though more

subtle but of no less consequence, have been changes in doctrinal
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emphases, altered attitudes toward things of "this world" includ-

ing sex, love, marriage, and man's relation to the social order,

and the differing viewpoints on the place of authority and the

role of laymen in the Church. These changes have been received

as too little and too late by some Catholic laymen and with bitter

resentment and disillusionment by others. The effects that these

Post Vatican II changes have had on parental demands for the

unique services of Catholic schools is not yet clear. However

Allen (1970), in his analysis of data collected by Elford found

that it was the more conservative Catholic who was most supportive

of Catholic schools; and Deedy (1971) argues that the parish school

is the last strong link Conservatives have to the Church they knew

and loved.

Finally, the fact of crisis in Catholic schools is everywhere

apparent. Newspapers are filled with accounts of Catholic school

closings and statements by the hierarchy, pastors, and religious

1
bemoaning the financial crisis of Catholic schools. Knowledge of

Ithe severe decrease in religious vocations is widespread. It is

uncertainty are verified in the attitudinal study in the Arch-

that compared to a few years ago, the quality of Catholic schools

diocese of Boston. While a majority of the Catholic laity felt

almost certain that this atmosphere of tremendous uncertainty has

affected parents' matriculations decisions. The effects of this
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had improved or held their own, a plurality felt the quality of

the schools would get worse over the next few years. However

a clear majority felt that public schools would get better over

the next few years (Donovan and Madaus, 1969).

Thus, the questions to be examined in this survey are as fol-

lows: Has the publicity attendant on the closing of Catholic

schools, the diminishing proportion and visibility of religious

teachers, the changing composition and religiosity of American

Catholics created a crisis of confidence in the parochial school

system?

Procedures
1

4

4

In order to gather information pursuant to the questions raised

above, it was decided to identify parents who had recently with-

drawn their children from a parochial school not directly threatened

with closing. While these parents are not typical of Catholic parents

in general, they do represent parents who have recently had a change

in attitude toward Catholic education. It was believed that this

type of parent would provide the sharpest indicators of the factors

behind changing parental attitudes, and especially would help to

determine the extent to which the closing of schools and the threats

of closing are responsible for changing enrollment patterns.

I a_ 4111111110
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Parents were selected from the Boston metropolitan area.

Lack of funds precluded a more nationally representative sample.

Consequently these results are generalizable only to the Boston

area, and attempts should be made to replicate these findings else-

where. The reader is cautioned therefore not to over generalize.

Three types of communities were chosen: predominantly blue collar,

predominantly white collar, and those characterized as a solid mix-

ture of blue and white collar workers. Differences between the

responses of parents from these three types of communities were

studied. Whenever differences were found they are reported and

discussed. Where no mention is made of community-type it is because

no differences were found on the particulu' variable in question. In

each of the communities chosen a Catholic school had closed or there

was a threat of closing a Catholic school other than the one from

which the sample of parents were drawn. In other words, the parents

studied withdrew their children from Catholic schools which were not

threatened by closing in the foreseeable future. Parents who had

withdrawn their children from a parochial school within the past

two years, at a time other than a natural transition point, viz.

to enter junior high school or high school, were identified. The

names and addresses of these parents were supplied by the public

school superintendent's office in the communities studied.

An interview schedule was constructed to gather information

concerning parents' perceptions of the quality

453-050 0-71-50

Catholic vs.
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public education, their views on the future of Catholic education,

reasons for enrolling and withdrawing their children from parochial

schools, and finally, two scales were designed to measure re-

ligiosity and social class. Each of the questions in the inter-

view schedule had been used in previous studies and were selected

because they had proved effective in the assessment of parental

attitudes toward Catholic education. Both open- and closed-end

questions were used. A copy of the interview schedule can be

found in the Appendix J:1.

After constructing the interview, it was pre-tested to in-

sure that the questions could be used effectively via the telephone.

(Ideally a face to face interview would have been preferred but

sufficient funds were not available.) On the basis of these pre,

tests, there was ample evidence of the "workability" of the tele-

phone interviews. After a brief explanation concerning the pur,

pose of the study, the parents seemed willing to cooperate, ob-

viously understood the nature of the questions, and seemed to have

no hesitation to express their opinions over the telephone.

Interviewers were then familiarized with the purpose of the

study and the interview schedule itself. They were trained in

the use of the telephone interview by a series of "dry runs",

where they encountered the kinds of responses expected from par,

ents. Members of the staff who had had previous experience inter-

viewing parents played the role of parents in these instances.
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The interviewers were carefully supervised at all times during the

actual telephone interviewing. Shortly after the termination of

each interview it was checked to insure that all information was

complete.

Because attitudinal and opinion surveys are frequently used

today as a come-on for sales pitches, it was realized that the

introductory remarks by the interviewer would be crucial to secure

agreement for the interview. As an indication of its adequacy and

use by the interviewers, less than four percent of the parents

selected refused to be interviewed.

The Characteristics of the Sample

Table 1 contains a listing of the grade levels at which

students were transferred. Students who transferred at grades 7

and 8, natural transition points, in each case were the older

brothers or sisters of children who were transferred at an earlier

grade level. Children who were transferred at grade one had at-

ttlided kindergarten in a parochial school. Twenty-nine, or 18

percent, of the parents interviewed, still had at least one child

in a Catholic grade school. Put another way, 82 percent transferred

all their children. The same percentage had younger children who

had never attended a parochial school and had been enrolled in a

public school upon reaching school age.



TABLE 1

AT WHICH GRADE LEVEL DID YOU TRANSFER YOUR
CHILD FROM A PAROCHIAL SCHOOL?

Grade Number Percentage*

1 28 17.95

2 46 29.49

3 66 42.31

4 51 32.69

5 . 43 27.56

6 29 18.59

7 . 14 8.97

8 6 3.85

156 100.00

*Percentages have
error.

een carrie to two p aces to prevent roun ing

As can be seen from Table 2, many of these transfers involved

more than one child; over 80 percent of the parents had more than

one child in elementary school, and over 50 percent had three or

more children presently enrolled in an elementary school.

Because attendance at Catholic school is highly related to

the family religious practices (Greeley and Rossi, 1966; Donovan

and Madaus, 1969) , data was collected on the frequency of Mass at-

tendance and reception of Holy Communion on the part of parents.

Tables 3 and 4 list these statistics.
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TABLE 2

NUMBER OF CHILDREN PARENTS HAVE PRESENTLY ENROLLED
IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Number of
Children N Percentage

1 29 18.59

2 43 27.56

3 38 24.36

4 39 25.00

5 4 2.56

6 2 1.28

7 1 0.64

156 100.00

TABLE 3

FREQUENCY OF MASS ATTENDANCE FOR HUSBAND AND WIFE

Frequency Husband
Percent

Wife
N Percent

More than once a week 22 14.29 25 16.03

Once a week 97 62.99 99 63.46

One to three times
a month 13 8.44 13 8.33

Once every few months 0 0.00 2 1.28

Couple of times a year 1 .65 2 1.28

Almost never 19 12.34 14 8.97

Not sure 2 1.30 1 0.64

156 100.00 156 100.00
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TABLE 4

FREQUENCY OF RECEPTION OF HOLY COMMUNION FOR HUSBAND AND WIFE

Frequency Husband
Percent N

Wife
Percent

More than once a week 7 4.55 10 6.51

Once a week 65 42.21 65 41.67

One to three times a month 34 22.08 31 25.00

Once every few months 11 7.14 14 8.67

Couple of times a year 10 6.49 7 4.49

Almost never 24 15.58 20 12.82

Not sure 3 1.92 1 0.64

156 100.00 156 100.00

The hypothesis that it is the marginal Catholic parent who is

withdrawing his children from Catholic schools can quickly be re-

jected. Better than three out of four of the parents attended Mass

once a week or more frequently. Less than ten percent of the wives

and about 13 percent of the husbands indicated they seldomly attend

Mass. Likewise, seven out of ten of these parents received Holy

Communion at least once a month.
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TABLE 5

MASS ATTENDANCE FOR PARENTS AT FOUR AGE CATEGORIES

Frequency of Mass
Attendance Age

N
25-34

%

WIFE
Age
N

35-39
%

Age
N

4o-44
%

Age
N

45-64
%

More than once a week 1 3.85 4 10.53 13 24.07 7 18.92

Once a week 14 53.85 31 81.58 31 57.41 23 62.16

1-3 times a month 4 15.38 o 0.00 5 9.26 3 8.11

Once every few months 0 0.00 2 5.26 0 0.00 0 0.00

Couple of times a year 1 3.35 1 2.63 o 0.00 o 0.00

Almost never 6 23.08 o 0.00 5. 9.26 3. 8.11

Not sure 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1. 2.70

26 100.00 38 100.00 54 100.00 37 100.00

HUSBAND
Age 25-34 Age 35-39 Age 40-44 Age 45-64

1

t More than once a week 2 7.69 4 10.53 10 18.87 6 16.22

Once a week 12 46.15 31 81.58 32 60.38 22 59.46

1-3 times a month 3 11.54 1 2.63 5 9.43 4 10.81

Once every few months 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.00 0 0.00

Couple of times a year 1 3.85 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00

Almost never 8 30.77 2 5.26 5 9.43 4 10.81

Not sure 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 1.89 1 2.70

26 100.00 38 100.00 53 100.00 37 100.00
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TABLE 6

HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION BY TYPE OF COMMUNITY

'11

: 1

A

Category
White

N
Collar

%

Type
Blue

N

of Community
Collar Mixed Collar

% N % N

Professional 11 20.00 22 2.04 4 7.69 16

Executive, Manager-
ial, Proprietor 9 16.36 9 18.36 8 15.38 26

Creative and
Communications 3 5.45 0 0.00 0 3

Sales 63 10.90 3 6.12 5 9.62 14

White Collar or
Civil Service 7 12.73 7 14.29 7 13.46 21

Transportation 2 3.64 3 6.12 5 9.62 10

Service 5 9.09 4 8.16 4 7.69 13

Skilled Labor 12 21.82 20 40.82 15 28.85 47

Semi or Unskilled
Labor 0 0.00 0 4.08 4 7.69 6

55 -1(4 00 52 )00.00 49 100.00 156

Total
%

10.2

16.42 "5

11;

1.92

8.981

13.46
A

6.41 4

8.33;

30.13-'.
,%t

3.85.;

100.004
A
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On the basis of this evidence, parents who,have recently with-

drawn their children from parochial school-O-ertainly could not be

put in the category of non-practicing Catholics. In fact, as a group,

their religiosity would be considered above average on the basis of

their Mass attendance and reception of the Sacraments (Gallup, 1970;

Harris, 1969). However, Table 5 shows that there was a disproportion-

ate number of younger parents (Age 25-34) among those who attended

Mass irregularly.

As can be seen from Table 6, the parents represent a good

cross section of occupational categories. About one-fourth were in

professional or executive-managerial positions; an additional fourth

were in white collar, sales or Civil Service positions, and about

one out of three were skilled or semi-skilled workers. As com-

munities go from white to blue collar the proportion of lower occu-

pational categories increase and the proportion of higher categories

decrease. Slightly more than four out of ten wives and three out of

ten husbands were under forty (Table 7). The highest proportion of

respondents were in the 40-44 age bracket, roughly a third. The

remainder were 40 or older.

Table 8 shows that a little over half of the husbands had had

some type of post high school education and about a third were graduates

of a four-year college. Over 80 percent of the wives were high school

graduates and about one-third had some type of post-high school edu-

cation.
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TABLE 7

PARENTS' AGE

Age Husband
Percent N

Wife
Percent

25-29 3 1.94 5 3.23

30-34 18 11.61 21 13.55

35-39 37 23.87 38 24.52

42-44 60 38.71 54 34.84

45-54 3h 21.94 36 23.23

55.64 3 1.94 1 0.65

155* 100.00 155* 100.00

---WUE-6 respondent refused to give this information

TABLE 8

PARENTS' LEVEL OF EDUCATION

Level Husband
Percent

Wife
N Percent

8th grade or less 4 2.56 4 2.56

Some high school 17 10.90 26 16.67

High school graduate 59 37.82 72 46.15

Some college 14 8.97 21 13.46
Graduate of 2 yr. college 7 4.49 9 5.77
Graduate of 4 year
college 39 25.00 18 11.54

LL.B. 5 3.21 1 0.64

Master's degree 6 3.85 4 2.56

Doctorate 5 3.21 1 0.64
156 100.00 f-5.6- 100.00
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One half of the mothers had attended a Catholic elementary

school themselves, one-third had attended a Catholic high school

and about two out of ten had attended a Catholic college. A little

less than half of the fathers had spent some time in a Catholic

elementary school, over a fourth were graduates of a Catholic high

school, and a fourth had attended a Catholic college. Thus, the

great majority of the parents had had direct experience with

Catholic schools themselves.

In summary, the background characteristics of the interviewees

are quite heterogeneous with regard to age, occupation, and level of

education. For purposes of this study, however, two characteristics

of this parental sample should be noted: the vast majority of these

parents are practicing Catholics; apd over 75 percent of the families

contacted had at least one parent who had had part of his education

in a Catholic school.

Reasons Given for Enrolling Children in Parochial Schools.

The original motivations of these parents in selecting a Catholic

school for their children are shown in Table 9. The pattern of re-

[ sponse is very similar to that documented by Donovan and Madaus

(1969) in their study of Boston area parents. Religious formation

and the presence of nuns as symbols of quality education were the

reasons most often given by the respondents. Here again, the primary

drawing power of the schools, as perceived by a majority of parents,

was its ability to render a unique kind of services -- religious
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TABLE 9

RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO SEND
YOUR CHILD/CHILDREN TO PAROCHIAL SCHOOL ORIGINALLY?

Response
White Collar

Type of Community
Blue Collar Mixed Total

N % N % N % N %

Religion 26 47 31 60 32 68 89 57

Discipline 10 18 8 15 8 16 26 17

Nuns/Quality 33 60 12 23 23 47 68 44

Expedience 3 5 14 8 14 8 11 7

Tradition 14 25 18 15 17 35 49 32

Other 0 0 3 6 o o 3 2

training and instruction by the nuns. To be noted is the emphasis

on the quality of the education by the parents in white collar com-

munities; six out of ten mentioned this is the reason they originally

sent their children to Catholic school.

The following examples,which are literal transcriptions of

parental statements, will give the reader a sampling of typical re-

sponses:

"Religion - I wanted them to get their religion." (Blue collar)

"Better education - I always thought the nuns were the
best teachers. (White Collar)

"I always felt the education in the sisters' school was
better." (Mixed Collar)

"Religious instruction - when you send them to Catholic school
you know they are going to get that." (Blue Collar)
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"We were told that the sisters were the best teachers."

(White Collar)

These statements exemplify the two factors, religious forma-

tion and nuns as teachers, which seemed to serve as the primary

attraction of the Catholic school.

The meaning of the category "Tradition," mentioned by almost

one out of three parents, can perhaps be better understood in the

light of the following remarks of parents:

"I went to parochial school and so did all the members

of my family." (Blue Collar)

"I went to parochial school and wanted my children to

go too." (White collar)

"I went and thought it was the thing to do." (Blue Collar)

"It was good enough for me. I thought it was good enough

for them." (Mixed Collar)

Thus in short, attendance at a Catholic school had become somewhat

of a family tradition for these respondents.

TABLE 10

RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: WHAT WERE THE REASONS YOU

WITHDREW YOUR CHILD/CHILDREN FROM PAROCHIAL SCHOOL?

Reason
White Collar

N %

Type of Community
Blue Collar Mixed

N % N %

Total
N %

Quality of
Education 17 31 8 16 15 29 4o 26

c'.
Cath. schools
are going to
close 1 17 16 33 11 21 36 23

Personal problem 8 15 lo 20 17 33 35 22

Tuition 9 16 9 18 13 25 32 21

Double Taxation 12 22 5 lo 7 13 30 19

Expedience 11 20 7 14 9 17 27 17

Lay Teachers 7 13 r
) 1 0 5 10 17 11

Too much disci-
pline 6 11 5 10 4 8 15 10

The way religion
is taught 6 11 6 12 4 8 16 10
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Discipline was mentioned as an important reason for sending

their children to Catholic school by 17 percent of the parents. The

following quotes capture the flavor of this type of response:

"I felt there was better discipline in the sistr,ers'
school." (White collar)

"Discipline - they learn to mind their p's and q's in the
sisters' school." (Blue Collar).

"Better discipline - they are made to behave - C.o their
work." (Blue Collar)

The category "Expedience" refers to factors not directly re-

lated to the kind of education offered by the school.

"It' was closer." (Blue Collar)

"Catholic school was just across the street." (Mixed Collar)

"Wanted him to start school when he was five and public
schools would not accept him." (Mixed Collar)

Reasons similar to those above were given by about seven percent of

the parents questioned.

Reasons Given for Withdrawing Children From Parochial School

Given the foregoing reasons for matriculation, what factors caused

these parents to rescind their original commitment? The reasons

parents gave for withdrawing their children are shown in Table 10.

Quality of education was mentioned by one out of four of the

parents. This group can in turn be divided into three groups. Ten

percent of the parents interviewed mentioned that special facilities

or programs in the public school, not present.in the Catholic schools,

were the reasons for the transfer. Labs, gymnasia, physieal education,
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sports programs, and specialized science and art courses were among

the public school offerings that parents mentioned they wanted

their children to have. An additional ten percent of the parents

interviewed mentioned that they discovered their child had a special

learning disability and they felt the public school was better

equipped to cope with it. The remaining six percent indicated that

their child was not learning and at least part of the problem stemmed

from the quality of the instruction in the Catholic school.

The belief that Catholic schools were going to close was given

by one out of four parents as the reason they had withdrawn their

child. Examples of parental statements are as follows:

"It's gonna close - they are all gonna close." (Blue collar)

"Catholic schools are going to close." (Blue collar)

"The school will close soon anyway and I decided to make

1 the break now." (White collar)

Or as one male respondent said:

"I know the Assistant Superintendent of schools here.
I thought I'd better get my daughters placed while
he was still in and there was still some room." (Mixed collar)

He obviously felt a deluge of parochial school students into

Ipublic schools was imminent and that if he acted now, the chances

1 for his daughters' education would be improved. As will be seen,

the significance of the threat of Catholic schools closing is prob-

ably even greater than the proportions here would indicate.
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The-three categories, tuition, double taxation and lay teachers

appear to be several facets of a single dimension responsible for

parents' withdrawal decisions. The thrust of the parents remarks

concerning tuition was not that the amount was beyond their financial

capacity to pay. Rather, given the nature of the parochial school,

the services were not worth the price. For example, when tuition was

listed as the reason, it was often accompanied by statements such as

the following:

"Tuition - Why pay tuition for a parochial school when they
can get the same thing or better in a public school."
(Blue collar)

"The tuition - I can't see paying $100 a year and have a
lay teacher." (White collar)

The category "Double Taxation" had similar nuances.

"We're taxed to death in this town to have good public
schools. I decided to make use of them." (White collar)

"Double Taxation - What's the point in having to support
two school systems." (White collar)

The presence of lay teachers in the schools was mentioned as a

reason for withdrawal by 10 percent of the parents.

"It was the second year in a row that he'd had a lay
teacher." (Mixed collar)

"What's the point - they're getting to have more lay
teachers than-muns. You can have that for nothing in

the public schools." (Mixed collar)

Sometimes it was implied that the lay teacher was not a good in-

structor, but more often, the implication was that the school wasn't
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really Catholic if the children were not taught by nuns. In the

remarks of parents quoted above, it should be noted that there

was little recognition of any unique services offered by the

Catholic school.

Discipline and the teaching of religion have always been

important reasons for sending children to Catholic schools. In

20 percent of the parents interviewed, these were important

reasons for withdrawal. "Too much discipline" is self-explanatory.

Ten percent of the parents felt that the atmosphere of the school

was stifling their child's development.

"Rigid and over-regimented." (hite collar)

"She (a nun) was making him nervous and learning to hate

school." (white collar)

The category "The Way Religion was Taught" could have been

divided into two categories: those who were appalled at the newer

materials and ideas in religious education and those who felt their

children were getting a Vatican I concept of Catholicism. In fact,

one parent described the religious atmosphere of the school his

child attended as "Pre-Vatican II." Other parents indicated they

were disappointed in their children's lack or religious knowledge.

("Still doesn't know the Commandments") and training ("He was in

the third grade and the sisters still hadn't taught him to go to

Confession.) This obviously represents some of the liberal-

conservative differences within Roman Catholicism and the reaction

of parents when the orientation of the school is different from

their own.

4N3-050 0-71-51
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"Personal Problem" in most cases was an indication of a

rift between parent and teacher, principal, or priest. In some

instances the parent had withdrawn the child and sometimes the

child had been dismissed.

The category "Ekpedience," included such things as distance

from school, transportation difficulties, and dangerous inter-

sections on the way to the Catholic school. Reasons such as

these were given by 17 percent of the parents.

In summary, the diminishing proportion and visibility of

religious in the Catholic schools have obviously made them less

athractive to some parents. There is also evidence for an in-

creased demand for the kind of education offered in public schools,

a demand which has been augmented by a lessened awareness of any

unique services in the Catholic schools. While the threat of

closing was listed as the proximate reason for withdrawal by one

out of four parents, the impact of school closings and the short-

age of teaching sisters can be better seen in the section which

follows.

Quality Ratings

Parents were asked to rate the quality of present public

schools, as compared to a few years ago, and to give their

opinion concerning the future quality of public schools. As

can be seen from Table 11, 80 percent of the parents rate the

quality of the public school as either excellent or pretty good.
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Further, there are significant differences in the perceived qual-

ity of public schools acrosz community types. Sixty percent of

the parents in the wealthier, white-collar communities rated their
5

public school as excellent; no more than 29 percent in less af-

fluent ccmmunities gave their public schools such a rating.

TABLE 11

Responses to the question:
How Would You Rate the Present Quality
of the Publid Schools in Your Area?

Response

White Collar
No. %

Type of Community

BlueCollar Mixed Collar
No. % No.

Total
No.

Excellent 33 60.00 15 28.85 lo 20.41 58 37.18

i
Pretty Good 16 29.09 22 42.31 29 58.18 67 42.95

Only Fair 3 5.45 12 23.08 8 16.33 23 14.74

Poor 3 5.45 3 5.77 1 2.04 7 4.49

Not Sure 0 ,o.00 0 0.00 1 2.04 1. 0.64

55 100.00 49 100.00 52 100.00 156 100.00

Table 12 shows that one out of three parents felt the public

schools had improved as compared to a few years ggo; a fourth

:
thought they were the same, and about one out of ten felt they had

gotten worse. Many parents did not feel they Were in a good posi-

tion tomake such a rating. Lack of discipline in the school was

the reason most often given by those who felt publiC schools had

deteriorated.
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TABLE 12

Re ponse to the question:
HoJ Do You Feel Public Schools
Co pare to a Few Years Ago?

Type of CommunityResponse

White Collar
No. %

Better 20 36.36

' Some 18 32.73

Not as
Good 2 3.64

Not sure 15 27.27

55 100.00

Blue Collar
No. %

Mixed Collar
No. % N

Total

13 25.00 24 48.98 57 36.54

12 23.08 11 22.45 41 26.28

12 23.08 3 6.12 17 10.00

15 28.84 11 22.45 41 26.38

49 100.00 52 100.00 156 100.00

The same set of questions was also asked about the Catholic

.schools. Table 13 presents the results. Two-thirds of the

parents, who had recently withdrawn their children from 1 parochial

school rated them as excellent or pretty good. One out of four

rated them as excellent. This should not seem surprising. As

noted above, the principal reasons for withdrawing were fears of

closing and a diminished perception of any unique services in the

Catholic school.

A slight plurality of parents (3)4 percent) felt Catholic

schools were not as good as a few years ago, witIvaabout a third

indicating they were the same, while 18 percent felt they are

better now.
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TABLE 13

Response to the question:
How Would You Rate the Present Quality

of Catholic Schools in Your Area?

Response

;

,

White Collar
No. %

Type of Community

Blue Collar Mixed Collar
No. % No. %

:

Total
No. %

Excellent
i

15 27.27 10 19.23 12 24.49 37 23.72

,
Pretty Good 23 41.82 24 46.15 20 40.82 67 42.95

, Only Fair'
11 20.00 14 26.92 9 18.37 34 21.79

:7

Poor 5 9.09 3 5.77 7 14.29 15 9.62

Not sure 1 1.82 1 1.92 1 2.04 3 1.92

55 100.00 ,49 100.00 52 100.00 56 100.00

The major differences in the ratings of public and Catholic

schools pertained to future quality. Each respondent was asked:

"How about in the next few years - do you think that Catholic

schools in your area are going to get better, stay the same, or

get worse?" They were asked an identical question about the future

of the public schools. These differences are quite dramatic. As

can be seen from Tables 14 and 15, sixty percent of the parents

felt that in the future public schools would get better, whereas

only 18 percent felt that Catholic schools would improve. Likewise,

only 11 percent of the parents felt public schools would get worse,

but a majority, 53 percent of the parents, felt the quality of

education in Catholic schools would deteriorate in the next few years.

4
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These perceptions cut across community type. Further the per-

centage not sure about the future of Catholic schools is higher

than the corresponding figure for public. The extent of this

pessimism concerning the future quality of Catholic schools is

further highlighted by the fact that among those who felt Catholic

schools would get better, over half gave as their reason that only

the very good ones,would survive.

TABLE 14

Response to the question:
Ratings of Future Quality of Public Schools

Response Type of Community

white Collar Blue Collar Mixed Collar
No. No. % No.

Get Better 30 54.55 29 55.77 36 73.47

Stay the same 16 29.09 8 15.38 7 1't.29

Get Worse 5 9.09 10 19.23 3 6.12

Not sure 14 7.27 5 9.62 3 6.12

55 100 00 49 100.00 52 100.00

Total
No.

95 60.90

31 19.87

18 11.54

12 7.69

156 100.00
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Parents were asked to give reasons concerning their predic-

tions of future Catholic school quality. Over half indicated

that the current financial state of Catholic schools was the

reason for their rating. One-fourth listed the decline in re-

ligious vocations and a similar proportion indicated that the

increased ratio of lay teachers to religious was the reason for

their predicted decline in future quality. These are really two

sides of the same coin. As indicated above, parents see the teaching

religious as an integral part of Catholic schooling and as the pro-

portion of ..'eligious diminishes, so does the quality of the school.

As mentioned above, it was suspected that the diminished

; visibility of the teaching religious, because of the secular

clothes worn by sisters, might in part be responsible for parents'

changing perceptions of today's Catholic school. Without any data

! to estimate the proportion of teaching sisters who wear secular

/clothes in the classroom, there is some evidence that thi$ practice

has already affected the viewpoint of some Catholic parents toward

1

Catholic education. One,out of nine parents referred to the "new

P

f kind of nun" as the reason for decline in quality. On this point

/.'

parents seemed hesitant to become more explicit. Those who did

said things like the following:

"You can't tell the sisters from the lay teachers today."

"The nuns dress like lay people."

"The sisters today weren't like the ones I had in school.

They don't wear the"habit and are teaching all kinds of

funny stuff in religion."



Referring to some sisters who had recently participated in a mis-

sion benefit basketball game with high school girls and who had

dressed in slacks and sweatshirts for the occasion, one parent

concluded:

"I don't know how they expect to have respect and
discipline in the classroom when they dress and act
like that."

Among the parents who felt the school would improve, consoli-

dation was the major reason. These parents felt that many Catholic

schools would close but those which survived would be of excellent

quality.

TABLE 18

Response to the Question:
What do you think is going to happen
to Catholic schools in your area?

Response Type of Community

White Collar Blue Collar Mixed Collar Total
No. % No. % No % No. %

Close 34 62 )40 82 36 69 110 72

Consolidate 17 32 9 16 15 29 4o 26

Don't Know 14 7 1 2 1 2 3. 2

The other side of the liberal conservative split also showed its

head here. Parents who felt Catholic education would improve men-_

tioned among their reasons: religiouT.--"fiducation was better now and
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the sisters were now much better prepared to be teachers than in

the past.

The importance of the threats of Catholic schools closing can

be better estimated from two questions. First, "What do you think

is going to happen to Catholic schools in your area", and second,

"Do you think anything can save these schools?" Seventy percent

of the parents indicated that Catholic schools would close. Most

of the remaining parents predicted consolidation.

TABLE 17

Response tothe question:
What is going to happen to the
Catholic schools in your area?

Response
Type of Community

White Collar Blue Collar Mixed Collar Total

No. % No. % No. R No. %

Close 34 61.82 36 69.23 4o 81.63 110 70.51

Consolidate 17 30.91 15 28.85 8 16.33 40 20.64

Not sure 14 7.27 1 1.92 1 1.94 6 8.95

55 100.00 52 100.00 49 100.00 156 100.00

In addition, Table 18 shows that 30 percent, of the parents felt

there was nothing that could be done to save Catholic schools.

Though almost half mentioned that some form of government aid might

save the schools the tenor of their remarks, indicated they were not

optimistic about gC.vernment aid becoming a reality.
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While a majority of parents listed reasons other than the

closing of CatholiC schools as the reason Por withdrawing their

child, it seems clear that the threat of the Catholic school

closing was a contributing factor in many of their decisions to

find a place in the public schools for their children.

Summary

At the outset, the reader is reminded of the precautions which

must be used in the interpretation of attitudinal survey data which

were mentioned earlier. In addition, we caution that the outcomes

of this study, strictly speaking, cannot be generalized beyond

the Metropolitan Boston area. However, it seems likely that atti-

tudes similar to those documented in the Boston area would prevail

in any region of the country where Catholic schoOls have closed or

are threatening to close, and/or where the ratio of religious to

lay teachers has appreciably decreased in the past few years. This

seems especially true in light of the fact,that development respon-

sible for the confidence crisis documented in the geographical area

of the survey are less pronounced there than in other areas of the

country. The New England area in general, and the Boston area in

particular, still maintain a proportion of religious teachers in

Catholic.schools higher than.any other region of the country;

secondly, to date very few schools in the Boston area have actually

closed.
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To a surprising degree, the outcomes of this survey are

precisely what was conjectured from the analysis of previous re-

search on the attitudes of Catholic parents. Certain attitudes

were more sharply defined because of the nature of the parental

sample. However, this was precisely why they were chosen.

The original reasons for sending children to parochial school

were similar to those documented in the Review of the Literature.

Given this original disposition to provide:religious formation and

quality education for their children in a Catholic school, we had

hypothesized that the diminishing proportion and visibility of

sisters in the school has adversely affected parents' perceptions of

the quality of the instruction and the uniqueness of the services of

the Catholic schools. Well over one half of the parents gave re-

sponses that indicated these factors had indeed contributed to their

decision to withdraw their children.

The increased attention and emphasis on the quality of the -edu-

cation, especially among younger and better educated Catholic parents

had been noted in the literature reView. Further, the more recent

perceived superiority of the public schools in the eyes of parents

from the more affluent suburbs had also been documented. .These

findings were replicated in ,this Istudy. -One out of four parents-

indicated that the quality of the nonpUblic school was one reason

for their decision to withdraw-their child/children and enroll



them in a public school. This proportion rose to one out of three

in predominantly white collar communities.

In the Review of the Literature we had noted that the

religiosity of parents affects the demand for a religiously-

oriented school. If parents who had recently withdrawn their

children from the Catholic schools were largely not-practicing

Catholics, then the explanation for enrollment declines could be

attributed at least in part, to the falling away of marginal

Catholics rather than highly religious Catholics. Using fre-

quency of Mass attendance and reception of the sacraments as

criteria, there was no evidence that this was the case. With the

exception of the youngest group of parents (25 - 35), the great

majority of these mothors and fathers were regular Church-goers

who received the sacraments frequently.

We also conjectured that present changes within the Roman

Catholic Church, reflected in the religious program of the school,

might be affecting parents' reactions to the school. Although not

widespread, there was a significant minority of parents, one out

of ten, who were disenchanted with the manner in which religion

was taught. Interestingly, their reasons were often diametrically

opposed, including both liberal and conservative dissatisfaction.

One of the major reasons for the survey was to determine

if the publicity given Catholic school closings and the severe
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financial problems attributed to Catholic schools had begun to

i destroy the confidence of parents in the system itself. To our

knowledge, this is the first attempt to gather empirical evidence

to assess the strength of this crisis phenomenon. With better than

seven out of ten parents indicating they believed the quality of

education in Catholic schools would deteriorate in the future, the

widespread nature of this crisis is apparent. In our judgment,

there is no question but that parents' skepticism concerning the

continued survival of the Catholic school system was the factor

most responsible for parents withdrawal decisions and an important

part of the explanation for declining enrollments. This perceived

crisis was of course compounded by the interaction of the factors

discussed above.

Clearly, if the sliding enrollments in Catholic schools are to

be halted or turned around, one major step must be that of restoring

1

confidence among Catholics in their future viability. Such a public

relationS task is no easy matter given the religious and social

tdynamics of this crisis outlined in Volume II of our report to the

[ Commission.
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THE LEGAL INCORPORATION OF CATHOLIC SCHOOLS -

A SPECULATIVE INQUIRY

by George Elford
Director of Research, NCEA

In the search for alternatives and new sti.uctures occasioned by the current

crisis in Catholic education, some attention should be given to the question of

the legal incorporation of Catholic schools as non-profit, charitable or educational

corporations. This chapter makes no pretense of offering a comprehensive legal

study on this subject. What is offered here is an exploratory discussion of the

idea of legal incorporation, which outlines the issues and problems that seem

apparent at outset. The importance of legal incorporation in the light of the

First Amendment cases now before the Supreme Court will be discussed at some length,

this being relevant to the question of federal aid to non-public schools.

CORPORATION - NON-PROFIT, CHARITABLE AND RELIGIOUS

A 1968 study by John J. McGrath entitled Catholic Institutions in the United

States: Canonical and Civil Law Status
I
was occasioned by questions raised in

the reorganization of boards of trustees in Catholic institutions of higher

education. The McGrath study has become the handbook on legal incorporation for

Catholic institutions. Leaving to the law journals any review of the merits of

this study, the study, will be used here as a source and summary of the basic

concepts of corporation law.

McGrath cited a decision of the Supreme Court of Minnesota for a definition

of a corporation.

(a)n artificial being or person created by law, having a

legal entity, entirely separate and distinct from the

individuals who compose it, with the capacity .of continuous

existence or succession, notwithstanding changes In its,

membership, and havingalso the capacity, as, such iegal

entity and artificial person in the law, of taking; holding

and conveying property, entering into contracts, suing and

being sued, and exercising such other powers andprivileges

as may be conferred on i by the law of its creation, jUst

as a natural person may.

-
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McGrath adds the following explanatory comment:

The corporation is purely a creature of law and possesses
only such powers and privileges as are expressly or implicitly
conferred on it by law...The torporation has most of the
attributes of personality that can be conferred on a phsyical
person, namely, citizenship, domicile, and residence. It acts
for itself through its officers and agents. It has its own
rights and duties, and may be held responsible for its criminal
acts. It can take and hold property, sue and be sued, contract
in its own name, and continue to exist. All these rights are
independent of the individuals who comprise it. The courts will
not hold the members of a corporation responsible for its actions -

"pierce the corporate veil" - unless they abuse it by using the
corporation to the detriment of3public convenience, to justify
wrong, or to propagate a fraud.

McGrath in his discussion on the ownership of corporation property describes

the legal and equitable titles to this property.

The business corporation holds legal title to the property in
its own name, but must use the property for the benefit of its
stockholders. The corporation is the trustee; the stockholders
are the beneficiaries. The corporation Las legal title; the
stockholders have equitable title. Equitable ownership gives
the stockholder certain rights which the courts will enforce:
he has the right to share in any profits; he has a right to a
proportionate share of the assets if the corporation is dissolved.

ln applying this concept to the charitable corporation, the true
ownership of the property of educational institutions and hospitals
becomes evident. Legal title to the property is vested in the
corporation, just as in a business corporation, but there are no
stockholders to hold the equitable title. Since the charitable
corporation is created to serve the general public, the equitable
title t2 charitable corporate property is vested in the general
public.

McGrath next describes non-profit corporation, a bToad category which

includes both charitable and religious corporations:

The non-profit corporation is a special type of corporation in
American law. It may be organized with or withoutcapital stock,
and its members usually elect the board of directors, although
the members mar reserve ultimate control to themselves.

Non-profit corporations are not required to have a religious,
educational, or charitable purpose, but charitable corporations
are always nonprofit. In states that do not have special
charitable, educational, or religious corporations, the non-
profit corporation is substituted. ' Most educational institutions
are created under either non-profit or charitable corporation acts.
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Certain types of activity, in the interest of public welfare,

have always been considered charitable. Any corporation engaged

in such activities without a distribution of profit to its

members is unquestionably charitable.

In law, charity means a gift for the benefit of an indefinite

number of persons for any of the following purposes: (1) relief

of poverty; (2) advancement of education; (3) advancement of

religion; (4) promotion of health; (5) governmental or municipal

purposes; (6) other purposes the accomplishment of which is

beneficial to the community.

The charitable corporation must, therefore, confer its benefits

upon an indefinite number of persons, or the general public as

beneficiaries. To qualify for the many special considerations

accorded them, charitable corporations must fulfill two criteria;

possess a chaqtable purpose, and serve an indefinite number of

beneficiaries.

McGrath points out that hospitals and schools qualify as charitable

4 institutions. "It is immaterial that students are charged tuition or that

; patients are charged for the services they receive". He then describes the

religious corporation.

The religious corporation is another statutory creature that has

come into the law of American corporations. Its sole .purpose is

to hold the property of ecclesiastical entities such as dioceses,

parishes, religious societies. Incorporation is necessary since

ecclesiastical moral persons (a term from ciiiöi law describing an

entity other than a physical person that is the sUbjëctöFThw

such as a parish, a diocese, or a religious community) per se

are not recognized as such by law in the United States, and yet

they hold property in order to fulfill their purposes. In

applying the trust anadogy to ownership in these corporations,

legal title rests in the corporation, while equitable title resides

in the appropriate ecclesiastical moral peason, (e.g. the religious

community or the Roman Catholic Church).

The courts have been most careful to protest not only the property

rights of such religious corporations but even their own mode of

government. When a dispute arises within such a religious cor-

poration, the discipline, custom, and lawr of the particular church

is enforced by the courts. Thus, the churches are assured the right

to manage their affairs in- accordance with their own ecclesiastical

law.
6
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From the viewpoint of the Catholic Church, the development of the laws

governing the formation of religious corporations has been far from tranquil.

This stormy history will be discussed later in conjunction with the spectre of

19th century lay trusteeism, which still hangs over current considerations of

the legal incorporation of Catholic schools.

PRESENT LEGAL INCORPORATION OF CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

According to the U.S. Office of Education survey of 1960-61, 80% of the

secondary and 70% of the elementary non-public schools were church-related

institutions. While the 1970-71 survey results, not yet finalized, might alter

these figures, presumably the majority of non-public schools will still be church-

related institutions. A 1969 Survey by the Board of Parish Education, the Lutheran-

Church Missouri Synod, which included all church-related schools which belonged

to a group that compiled statistics, reported that 12% of the church-related

elementary schools were Lutheran and 73% were Roman Catholic; at the secondary level,

Roman Catholics operated 84% of the church-related schools. For this reason, this

chapter will focus primarily on the Catholic schools. In general, what is true of

private Catholic schools described below applies also to private and non-denominational

religously-oriented schools in other denominations or religions, and what is true

for Catholic parish schools is true also for those church-related schools

conducted by 'local congregations.

Within the general category of Catholic schools two types of schools are
.- ,

distinguished on the basis of the financial management. Private schools are

operated and; as a rule owned by individuals, groups or by religious communities

with the approval of and with varying degrees of cooperation froi local church

officials. Along with the character of the school itself, this approval and

cooperation from local church officials constitutes these schools as Catholic

schools. The legal ownership of these schools is held, as a rule, either by

the religious community as a religious corporation or by the non-profit,

,1
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charitable corporation, which operates the school, e.g. St. Paul's School, Inc.

While private Catholic schools operated by laymen are practically always non-profit

charitable corporations, religios communites also operate schools incorporated

as charitable corporations. In these latter instances, it is important to note

that these incorporated Catholic schools are not religious corporations but are

non-profit charitable corpoiations.

In recent years, religious communities faced with the prospect of closing

a school have sold or relinquished the school property and its operation to lay

boards, made up of parents and other interested persons. These schools were then

incorporated as non-profit charitable corporations with the laymen as trustees

of the corporation. These occasional instances might well be predictive of a new

frrelationship between religious communities and the private schools in which they

serve. In this new relationship, individual religious will usually sign contracts

K, with the lay trustees who own and operate the Catholic school. This seems

/ especially fikely in view of the individual preference and individual contract

provisions becoping more and more the acceptable practice with teaching sisters.

/ t
In some cases, religious communities have legally incorporated individual

schools so that gifts made to a particular school clearly remain with the school

and are not commingled with the funds of the religious community or those_of other

schools.
,

Parish or diocesan supported schools constitute the majority of all Catholic

schools. Ninety-five percent of the Catholic elementary schools and 60% of the

secondary schools were operated by parishes or dioceses;

These schools are usually owned by the local diocese, organized as a religious

corporation. Where state laws are not favorable to incorporation in a way that is

compatible with the hierarchical traditions of the Catholic Church,
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the Church properties, including all diocesan owned school properties, are

held by the Archbishop in fee simple. This normally entails the same legal effects

and religious coloration as does ownership by a religious corporation. The fact

that parochial schools were owned and operated by religious corporations and not

by non-profit, charitable corporations has largely shaped the manner in which

First Amendment cases have been argued and adjudicated and even, for that matter,

the fact that they were argued at all.

INCORPORATED CATHOLIC SCHOOLS AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT

As this report is being drafted, the U.S. Supreme Court has already heard

the presentation of arguments and is deliberating on three First Amendment cases.

The Lemon v. Kurtzman case appeals a verdict of a federal court in the Eastern

District of Pennsylvania which upheld the constitutionality of the Pennsylvania

Nonpublic Elementary and Secondary School Act. This act authorizes the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction to purchase from non-public schools for the benefit

of non-public school students secular educational services in four defined secular

subjects, mathematics, modern foreign languages, physical science, and p3lysical

education. The DiCenso v. Robinson case appeals the verdict of a.Rhode Island

U.S. District Court which ruled that Rhode Island's Salary Supplement Act, which

provides for payment of state funds to teachers of secular subjects in non-public

elementary schools, resulted in excessive government entanglement with religion

and thus violates the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. The third

case, Tilton v. Richardson involves an appeal from the verdict of a Connecticut

U.S. District Court which upheld the constitutionality of the Higher Education

Facilities Act of 1963, which includes church-related colleges and universities

in a federal program to expand educational facilities and opportunities.
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While the Supreme Court's decision in all three cases will prove to be of

paramount importance for the future of all non-public schools, for present

purposes, one area of argument will be singled out because of its bearing on the

legal incorporation of Catholic or other church-related schools.

Among the most significant benefits of the incorporation of a school as a

non-profit charitable corporation is that the school is thereby rendered legally

tt secular", as a creature of the state established for the secular purpose of

education. As McGrath has noted:

The legal character of a corporation is determined by the "law

of its being", which is conclusively and solely educed from its

charter or articles of incorporation, with constant reference

to state statutory and decisional law. A secular corporation,

incorporated for certain defined purposes and with clearly stated

powers, cannot be transformed into a religious or sectarian body

by the control or large measure of influence of a church, whether

it be the Roman Catholic Church or any other church. The corpor-

ation must still be operated pursuant to the law of its being

as embodied in its charter or articles of incorporation, and any

sectarian control cannot alter its legal character as a secular

corporation.

In support of this position, the leading case in an 1899 decision of the

U.S. Supreme Court, wlhich upheld the use of federal funds in the erection of a

wing on Providence Hospital, in Washington, D.C. conducted by the Daughters of

Charity, a Roman Catholic community of sisters. The Court held that, as to the

legal character of the hospital corporation, it was wholly immaterial that the

members of the hospital belonged to a religious community of the Roman Catholic

Church and that the hospital was conducted under the auspices of that Church. This

ruling of the Supreme Court is crucial to the issue of legal incorporation.

Assuming that the hospital is a private eleemosynary corporation,

the fact that its members, according to the belief of the com-

plainant, are memburs iof a monastic order of sisterhood of the

Roman Catholic Church, and the further fact that the hospital is

conducted under the auspecies;of said church, are wholly immaterial...

The facts above stated dn not in the least change the legal char-

acter of the hospital, or make a religious corporation out of a

purely secular one as constituted by the law of its being. Whether

the individuals who compose the corporation under its charter

happen to be all Roman Catholics, or all Methodists, or Presby-

terians, or','Unitarians, wrilbers of any other religious,
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organization, or of no organiza4-kon at all, is of not the

slightest consequence with reference to the law of its

incorporation, nor can the individual beliefs upon religious

matters of the various incorporators be inquired into.

Nor is it material that the hospital may be conducted under

the auspices of the Roman Catholic Church. To be conducted

under the auspices is to be conducted under the influence or

patronage of that church. The meaning of the allegation is

that the church exercises great and perhaps controlling

influence over the management of the hospital. It must,

however, be managed pursuant to the law of its being. That

the influence of any particular church may be powerful over

the members of a nonsectarian and secular corporation, incor-

porated for a certain defined purpose and with clearly stated

powers, is surely not sufficient to convert such a corporation

into a religious or sectarian body. That fact does not alter

the legal character of the corporation, which is incorporated

under an act of Congress, and its powers, duties, and character

are to be solely measuredlby the charter under which it alone

has any legal existence."

The Connecticut case (rilton v. Richardson) involves only colleges and

universities which were legally incorporated as non-profit educational corporations.

These institutions were not incorporated under the special provision of

Connecticut law for ecclesiastical societies and church corporations. The counsel

for the appellees (the church-related colleges) offered'a formulation of the basic

issue in the Connecticut case, which might well describe.the essential dispute

in all three cases now before the Court.

The essential legal dispute between appellants and appellees in

this action can be simply stated. Appellants insist that the

Establishment Clause validity of general public spending pro-

grams for education should be decided according to the religious

or non-religious character of schools participating in such

programs. The several appellees contend that the controlling

question is whether the government has sought to aid and has in )

fact aided only secular educational functions, irrespective ofl,

the religious character of schools performing those functions.

In the Connecticut case, the appellants did not overlook the Bradfield

precedent. (The following representation of opposing arguments as described in

the brief of the appellee colleges and universities
12

must be considered so

incomplete asto preclude any inference as to the merits pf either position.)

The appellants contended that vis a vis Bradfield educational institutions stand

on a different constitutional footing from hospitals. In rebuttal, Counsel for
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the appellees cited a 1906 decision (Speer v. Colbert) which applied Bradfield

to church-related schools. In this case, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that

Georgetown University; operated by the Jesuit Fathers:

"was fully and completely incorporated by the above-cited act
of Congress of June 10, 1844. That act must be resorted to as
the measure of the powers and duties, as well as to define the
character, of the corporation created thereby. Bradfield V.

Roberts 175 U.S. 291. Taking the character of the college from
the act of Congress, we ays of the opinion that it is not a

sectarian institution..."

The appellants also sought to distinguish Catholic schools from Catholic

hospitals, in that the latter did not limit its services to members of a single

religious denomination. In this Connecticut case, all the colleges could show

that they imposed no religious restrictions on admission to the student body or

employment of the faculty and staff. The appellants sought to describe the

schools clientelevia a "composite profile" of the student body and not by admission

requirements.

The appellants also cited the absence of any reference to Bradfield in the

Supreme Court rulings in Everson/v. Board of Education (1947) and Board of Education

v. Allen (1968), two important decisions related to government aid to publics

in church-related schools. By way of rejoinder, it was pointed out that because

the church-related schools in question in these decisions were for the most part

not incorporated, the Bradfield decision had no bearing.

HORACE MANN V. BRADFIELD -.THE TEST FOR SECTARIANISM

The Counsel for the church-related colleges proceeded to argue further that

even if the Court accepts the appellants, invitation-to decide the Establishment

Clause issue in this case according to the alleged "sectarian" character of

colleges and universities reeeiving grants, the-Bradfield decision should be the

controlling precedent in determining the test of sectarianism:-
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The Counsel for the church-related schools described the Bradfield test:

The underlying premise of Bradfield is that, when a religiously

affiliated organization obtains a charter from the state to

operate a hospital or a school, the law presumes it will carry

out that activity in the same manner as non-church-related organ-

izations which receive similar charters for identical purposes.

Thus, in the context of this case, the search for "sectarianism"

should be limited to determining whether church-related schools

receiving grants are fulfilling the educational functions for

which they have been chartered in the states where they are

located. If so, such schools will be considered bona fide

educational institutions and not sectarian institutions. In

a very real sense, therefore, the inquiry under Bradfield is

"whether the educational functions (of a church-related school)

is distorted because of the institution's religious commitment."
14

A crucial question has been placed before the Court by the counsel for

the appellants, who suggested that the religious purpose and character of the

school are decisive matters in First Amendment cases. If the Court follows the

suggestion of the appellants and judges the cases not on the secular purpose

of the law but on the religious purpose of the schools in question, the appellants

further suggest that for the test of the schools' "sectarianism" the Bradfield

criteria be replaced by the "Horace Mann" criteria. These criteria were formulated

by the same counsel, Leo Pfeffer, in a 1966 Maryland Court of Appeals case

(Horace Mann League v. Board of Public Works). Charles H. Wilson, counsel for the

church-related colleges in Tilton v. Richardson case, described the significance

of this earlier Maryland case for church-related educational institutions.

At issue in the Horace Mann case were grants of public money

made by the Maryland legislature to four church-related

colleges in that s*,:ate. Two of the colleges were Catholic

in their church relationships and two were protestant. The

public funds at issue were to assist the construction of

classroom and dormitory facilities. The Maryland Court of

Appeals ruled that all four grants were valid under the state

constitution, but it invalidated three of the four grants under

the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment because the

recipients of the three invalid grants, were--in the words of the

Maryland court--"legally sectarian". The Maryland Court reached

that conclusion by evaluating the four colleges according to a

set of criteria proposed by the taxpayer-plaintiffs in their

appellate brief. Those criteria which highlighted the aspects

of the religious affiliations of the four colleges fall into six

general categories--the stated purpose of the college, the

religious character of the college's personnel, the college'
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relationship with religious groups, the place of religion in

the college's program, the result or outcome of the college's

program, and the work and image of the college in the community.

However, when the specific factors which make up each of those

general categories are enumerated, the Maryland court had to

assess more than twenty criteria in applying the test it had

adopted. For example, under the category of the place of

religion in the college's program, .the Court looked at the

nature of the religious observances on campus (including the

extent of religious symbolism in the physical surroundings

and whether students are required to participate in religious

ceremonies), the place of religion in the curriculum (including

whether the religion courses are required and whether there is

an "integration of religious courses with the rest of the

curriculuels and the place of religion in extra-curricular

activities.

When lawyers hesitate to predict the verdict of the Supreme Court; others

are even hiss well advised to suggest possible outcomes. Nevertheless, to explore',

speculatively the idea of the legal incorporation of church-related schools, some

discussion of the possible outcomes of the First Amendment cases now before the

Supreme Court seems to be necessary. Three possible outcomes, outlined in quite

general terms, seem to relate to the question of the legal incorporation.

First of all, a decision could be handed down which bases constitutionality

of school aid laws solely on the purpose of the law and not on the purpose of

the school. Such a decision would lessen the immediate press for the legal

incorporation of schools, since present and proposed state aid plans would not be

impeded by any conflict with the First Amendment.

Secondly, a decision could be handed down which bases constitutionality

on the purpose of the school as well as on the purpose of the law, using as a test

for "sectarianism" the Horace Mann criteria. For church-related elementary and

secondary schools to pass this severe test would demand such a secularization of the

program as to call into question in the minds of the schools, patrons the value

of supporting a school, so denatured in terms of its basic goals. Church-related

colleges and universities might well be able to meet the Horace Mann criteria

without such a sacrifice of their original purpose. However, the markedly different

453-050 0-71-53
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role of Catholic elementary and secondary schools leave them far more committed

to directly and intensively imparting the values and beliefs of the Christian

families and the church community. This role would seem to preclude compliAnce

with the Horace Mann criteria.

Thirdly, a decision could be reached which bases the constitutionality of

school aid laws on both the purpose of the law and the purpose of the school,

accepting as the test for "sectarianism" the Bradfield precedent. Such a decision

would, in effect, clearly maLdate legal incorporation for all church-related

schools desirous of qualifying for government aid in any form. As mentioned above,

the Bradfield test would inquire "whether the educational function of a church-

related school is distorted because of the institution s religious commitment".

The counsel for the church-related colleges in the Connecticut case suggested

three factors16 wh ch would reveal any such distortion of the chartered educational

functions. Those_factors were: (1) whether the school is accredited, (2) whether

the school is open to persons of all religious faiths or of no religious faith,

and (3) whether the school affords its students and faculty a full measure of

academic freedom. If the criteria implied by the Bradfield precedent are these

three, then certain changes would be required in the customary practices of most

Catholic elementary and secondary schools. One might in the speculative vein,

suggest that required changes would include the following. First of all any

religious restrictions on admission .to the school would have to be completely

abolished. Open enrollment would be mandated for a non-profit charitable corporation

chartered to serve the public. While the program offered by these schools which

is not subject to review under the Bradfield criteria might well attract mosqy

Catholic students, this would not present any legal difficulties. However,

tuition and fees for Catholic and non-Catholic students must be the same.
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Many state constitutions contain provisions which are far more
restrictive than the Establishment Clause in the limitations
they impose on aid to church-related schools. For example, the

New York constitution contains the so-called Blaine Amendment
which provides that no public money, property or credit may
be used directly or indirectly to aid or maintain "any school or
institution of learning wholly or in part under the control or
direction of any religious denomination, or in which any denom-
inational doctrine or tenet is taught." Even if the Supreme
Court rejects the Horace Mann test for Establishment Clause
purposes, a state court may conclude that such a test is the best

guide for determining whether a church-related school qualifies
for state aid under a constitutional provision such as the Blaine
Amendment. Indeed, the New York Commissioner of Education sent
all church-related colleges in the state a questionnaire several
months ago to determine if they qualified for state aid. The

questionnaire was quite obviously-based on the Horace Mann test.
Last week the Commissioner announced that he had found 21 church-
related colleges in New York ineligible for state aid based on
their answers to the questionnaire. The announcement said that

the status of five other schools,lincluding Fordham and Yeshiva
Universities, was still in doubt.

At Fordham's request, Professor Walter Gellhorn and R. Kent Greenawalt of

the Columbia University Law School conducted a study which specified the steps

Fordham needed to take to achieve legal parity with other private independent

universities in New York State. The public release of this study, entitled "An

Independent Fordham? A Choice for Catholic Higher Education",
18

was met with an

outcry, which the trustees described as "considerable popular misunderstanding".

In effect, the study applied a version of the Horace Mann criteria to Fordham.

This response serves as a reminder that the feelings of patrons and alumni must be

taken into account as such changes are contemplated.

TRUSTEE1SM AND CHURCH AUTHORITY

In the question of separate incorporation of schools, the Catholic sector faces

problems and tension which are somewhat unique. In the wake of the Second Vatican

Council, which suggested that a more significant role and status be assumed by the

laity in the Catholic Church, dioceses and parishes have rapidly established boards

of education or parish and diocesan councils. In what has been a less than orderly

development, these have often overlapped. Recent figures have indicated that over

half of the U.S. Catholic elementary schools have boards of education of some

description.
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Not untypical of the literature of this new thrust is a booklet by

Bernard Lyons entitled Parish Councils: Renewing the Christian Community. In his

forward to this booklet, Cardinal Wright (then Bishop) opened with these comments:

The present-day concept of the parish council, or committee,

is, in fact, relatively new. It has little relationship and

no affinity with the old-time concept of parish trustees.

It is not concerned with legal ownership but with religious

action. It is concerned hardly at all with corporation

notions, and very much with community. It is well to get

these distinctions sharply in focus at the outset of a book

like this one, not merely to exorcise any evil spirits left

over fram past conigoversies but to give full impetus to

new directions..."

Later in this booklet, Lyons listed "five principal fears related to the

parish council concept", one of these being "the fear of lay trusteeism". As

mentioned earlier, lay trusteeism is a spectre from the past that looms large

in any consideration of the legal incorporation of Catholic schools.

As Dignan" in his history of the legal incorporation of Catholic Church

property has pcdnted out, the first legal measures for the protection and

ownership of church property were shaped by a religious tradition that was

entirely Protestant. These laws reflected in part the struggle of the local

vestrymen or trustees, many of whom were also legislators, for control over the

temporalities of their local churches. Thus, these earliest laws governing the

tenure of church property provided that this property be owned and administered by

lay trustees, usually elected by the congregation. The Catholic Church, which

differed completely in its constitution from other religious bodies in this country,

experienced at times severe difficulties as a result of these laws. Disputes

1 between bishops and pastors and the lay trustees reached dramatic proportions

I, in numerous instances. In 1785, in one of the earliest disputes, the issues were

stated quite plainly. The trustees of St. Peter's Church in New York City claimed:

...a right not only to choose such a parish paiest as is

agreeable to them, but (of) discharging him at pleasure, and

that after such election, the bishop or other ecclesiastical

superior cannot hinder from exercising the usual function.
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Bishop Carroll replied:

If ever the principles then laid down should become predominant,

the unity and catholicity of our Church would be at an end; and

it would be formed into distinct and independent societies,

nearly in the same manner as the comregation Presbyterians of

our neighboring New England States.

These disputes struck at the very heart of the traditional Catholic Church

structure. However the onus of these disputes should not be laid exclusively on

the laity of that period. Dignan pointed out that what was true in this New York

case was true in most of these disputes:

All the difficulties of these critical years centered around

the trustee system, but almost invariOly the rebellious lay-

men were abetted by an unruly priest.

As incidents similar to the New York dispute multiplied, the need for more suitable

laws of ownership of church property became distressingly apparent. In the Third

Plenary Council of Baltimore, the American bishops expressed their preference for

various systems of church tenure.

The corporation aggregate, of which the bishop, vicar-general

and pastor are ex-officio members, and in which the bishop

exercises proper control*, is held to be most desirable, and

is to be adopted wherever possible. The corporation sole is

the next most desirable form until the former can be obtained

and where it is used the bishop in the administration of

ecclesiastical goods is to consult those concerned, as well

as the diocesan consuAors. Fee simple tenure is to be

altogether abolished.

This statement of preference was the basis for the 1911 decree of the

Vatican which settled the question.

This proper control to which the bishops referred was best expressed in the

New York law of 1863, which stated, in a section referring explicitly to the Catholic

Church

"No act or proceeding of the trustees of any such incorporated

church shall be valid, without the sanction of the archbishop

or bishop of the diocese to which such church belongs, or in case

of their absence or inability to act, without the sanctiin of the

vicar-general or of the administrator of such diocese."
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In the mid-sixties, the Michigan Catholic Conference produced a preliminary

study on the legal status of Catholic schools which concluded that

the transfer of legal title from its present ownership by the

Ordinaries to a corporate board of education was perhaps

essential if these schools are to participate in anhfuture

programs of federal aid for classroom construction.

A subsequent study was circulated in 1969 which dealt with the means of

achieving such a transfer of the ownership and control of parish and diocesan

schools to a non-profit, charitable corporation.

It is proposed that the Ordinary (the Bishop) of the diocese

would serve as the chairman of the Board of Directors of the

corporation (being the diocesan Board of Education) to which

title to the schools is proposed to be transferred. Further,

it is proposed that by irrevocable provision of the corporate

articles the Ordinary retain a right of veIg over all

activities of the proposed corporate body.

This Michigan proposal clearly follows the 1911 guidelines for the tenure of

Church property. Only, in this instance these guidelines were applied to the

formation not of a religious corporation but of a non-profit, charitable

corporation.

At first glance, the inclusion of the veto power for the bishop seems to

reduce the participation of other board members to an advisory status. The

same observation applies to a similar veto written into the constitution of parish

and diocesan councils or boards of education. In the present order of things,

all effective lay participation in significant decision-making rests on something

of a gentleman's agreement between the bishop or the pastors and the laity involved.

According to the church's handbook of official internal policies, which has been

drawn up as 4 full blown legal system called Me_Code of Canon Law, legal, authority

rests solely with the bishops and the pastotT.. While legal authority rests with

these men, real authority rests in other hands. Chester Barnard, included in his

classic work, The Functions of the Executive, this concept of the origin of

authority:
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Whether authority is of personal or institotional origin
it is created and maintained by public opinion, which in
its turn is Tinditioned by sentiment, affection, reverence
or fatalism.

Barnard cited the observation of a retired Major-General who long before

Vietnam remarked that "the greatest of all democracies is any Army".

Discipline and morale influence the inarticulate vote that is
instantly taken by masses of men when the order comes to move
forward, but the Army does not move forward until the motion
has "carried". "Unanimous consent" only2iollows cooperation
between the individual men in the ranks.

Perhaps the most dramatic lesson in the nature of real authority endured by

Catholic Churchmen came in the wake of Pope Paul's decision on birth control.

In this instance, the Army, in effect, refused to march. It is of more than

passing interest to note that in making this decision, Pope Paul vetoed the

recommendations of a generally representative papal commission in which, perhaps

for the first time, laymen were significantly involved. Barnard himself pointed

out that an essential element of organization is "the willingness of persons to

contribute their individual efforts".

The individual is always the basic strategic factor in
organization. Regardless of his history or his obligations
he must be induced to cooperate, or there can be no
cooperation.

The net satisfactions which induce a man to contribute his
efforts to an organization result from the positive advantages
as against the disadvantages which are entsiled...When the
burdens involved are numerous or heavy, the ofgetting positive
advantages must be either numerous or powerful.

In the past seven years some 25,000 U.S. priests have left the ministry.

At the same time, there is some evidence of lessening willingness on the part

of the younger and more educated laity "to contribute their individual efforts

to the cooperative system". Perhaps these trying circumstances will produce

a dawning of awareness in the Catholic Church, that despite the possession veto

powers and final lesal authority by bishops and pastors, the Church will soon

become democratized simply because Barnard's theory of the nature of real authority
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will prove to be the correct one. Reliarce on vetoes and legal authority will

simply prove ineffective.

In a recent widely advertized booklet designed for genera] use in Catholic

adult discussion groups, the point is Made quite forcefully.

It is no secret that difficulties have arisen in the past

several years, especially since the renewal inaugurated

by the Second Vatican Council, over the conduct of nthority

in the Church. The difficulties do not center upon the fact

of such authority or its rightfulness, but upon the conception

of what that authority really is and how it should function.

People have begun to be especially sensitive to what they

regard as authoritarianism and the arbitrary use of power; they

are resentful of secrecy and suspicious of evasion. They are

demanding to be consulted and represented in decision-making

at all levels. Thus, for several years, somethinkof an
"authority-crisis" has been brewing inthe Church.

The American Canon Law Society has observed in a recent statement directed

toward the rrwision of the canon law, the handbook of the church's internal

policies.

"The values of pnlitical democracy have become a world-wide

ideal. Hence any organization which does not wish to be at

variance with the spirit and ideals of a free society must

incorporate into its structure as many of the modes of

democracy as are consistent with its goals and nature. In

particular great respect must be paid to human freedom,

dignity and inalienqle rights and to the consensual process

in decision-making".

Perhaps the incorporation of Catholic schools under boards of directors

made up largely of interested laymen might be a dramatic step, even with the

episcopal veto, toward a more democratic Church.

INCORPORATION, A STEP TOWARD PARENTAL CONTROL AND POLITICAL ACCEPTANCE

While the separate, legal incorporation of schools could possibly eliminate

First Amendment barriers to government aid to church-related schools, the chief

obstacle to such aid has not been legal hut political. The American electorate has

never taken kindly to the authoritarian ways of the Roman Catholic Church.

Presumably this attitude has been one factor in the unwillingness of legislature

and voters to approve various proposals for government aid for church-related
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schools. The above cited Michigan study mentioned that legal incorporation of

itself will not help the situation.

No one is so naive as to suppose that such a transfer of legal
title alone will eliminate opposition to fair participation.
On the contrary, it must be expected that the proposal will be
examined in the greatest detail by friend and foe alike. And
it must follow that a transfer which resulted in a mere "paper"
transfer would be less than helpful and would be likely to damage
the effort undertaken. Consequently, there is the most cogent

reasons for making the new corporate entity u meaningful organ-

ization vested with authority appropriate to its function. Should
it be resolved to the contrary, that the new corporate body would
be, for example, vested with limited and 'only advisory powers,
it is strosfly recommended that the proposed transfer not be

attempted.

Obviously, the Michigan study did not consider the bishop's veto, which it

recommended, as relegating the board of directors to a limited or advisory capacity.

Whether the general public, friend and foe alike, would concur with this assessment

is another question. Perhaps, the only workable solution to the demands of the

political situation vis a vis the American electorate is to replace the clerical

veto with a trust in the laity which makes them full partners in the management

of the Catholic educational enterprize.

The Michigan study, in addition to First Amendment considerations and

increased compatibility with a democratic society, cited a third reason for legal

incorporation, namely, "to bring Catholic theory into actual practice". While

glossing over the lack of parental control of Catholic schools, the Church has

strenuously and consistently proclaimed the primary rights of parents as

educators, a position recently reaffirmed by Second Vatican Council. In view of

present veto power over parental control, following a long period of time in which

parents had no organized voice at all, one might speculate that the Church's

insistence on parental rights was a not too well disguised effort to enhance the

position of church-controlled schools.

Recently on the American educational scnne, an increasing impetus toward

free schools and community schools has been in evidence. These schools are
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OTHER IMPLICATIONS OF INCORPORATION

To speculate as to the impact of the separate incorporation of Catholic

schools upon the typical parish would be especially hazardous. Incorporation

certainly would commit those individuals, who assume the legal responsibility

for the school or schools, more deeply to the cause of Catholic schools. This

could easily heighten the tensions and polarization that some observers have

already noted with alarm. John Deedy, the Managing Editor of the lay Catholic

weekly Commonweal, commented in a recent article in the New Replublic

One of the tragedies of the post-Vatican II American Catholic

Church - a tragedy hardly glimpsed from outside and not

sufficiently appreciated inside - is the degree of tension

which the parochial school has generated among large numbers

of Catholics. Once a unifying bond, the school is now a source

of conflict, a polarizer of Catholics. And it will continue

to be a polarizer, one fears, since the issue transcends the

levels of finances, public or private, of quality and most of

the other same categories for reaching a decision about the

schools' future...Among (the committed of left and right) the

intensity of feeling over the school issue is hard to imagine.

It is an intensity which borders on the irrational and which

can be dragged34however awkwardly, into every new issue of

Catholic life.

Recent attitudinal surveys have indicated that the majority of "conservative"

Catholics felt that Catholic schools should not be drastically changed but should

continue in their present form. The majority of "liberal" Catholics did not

agree. One of the questions raised by the possibility of legal incorporation

is to what extent will these schools attract the conservatives in so much

greater numbers that the schools become bastions of Catholic traditionalists-

conservatism? There is some evidence to suggest that observations by Deedy are

well founded.

For conservatives, who have lost one tradition after another -

from the Miraculous Medal Novena on Monday nights to the Latin

Mass on Sundays - the parish school is the last strong link to

the church they knew and loved. It is to be protected and

preserved at all costs. For liberals, on the other hand, the

parochial school is an octopus, sucking up more and more revenue

to educate fewer and fewer of the Catholic school-ago population,

but more importantly, strangling energies and distracting attention

whichtpight more profitably be directed to the renewal of parish
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While the overwhelming majority of teaching sisters and other religious still

evidence a strong commitment to teaching in Catholic schools, some initial

hints of a somewhat parallel liberal-consorvative division among religious are

appearing. For some, including high ranking Churchmen, the possibility of

the incorporated Catholic school developing into a traditionalist-conservative

bastion would offer an incentive toward incorporation. Conservatives on all rungs

of the church ladder tend at times to consider themselves as the "permanent

Catholics", viewing liberals as types to be endured for a time and eventually

sloughed off. According to this viewpoint, Catholic schools would continue to

educate and produce the "permanent Catholics". This would be especially true if the

control of the school were more directly in the hands of the patrons as a result of

legal incorporation. Certainly, such a possibility is at this time quite remote.

It deserves mention here only to exemplify that there is a possible relationship

between Catholic educational structures and the character of American Catholicism.

While not unrelated to the question of polarization, the matter of financing

of parish and diocesan schools is crucial to the question of legal incorporation.

For example, would the pastors and their parish councils have the same commitment

to pay the bills for a school which, as a result of separate incorporation, no

longer is directly their responsibility. At present, parish schools receive over

half of their support from parish subsidy; inter-parish and diocesan high schools

receive just over one-fourth of their income from this subsidy. In the Archdiocese

of New York, where the twelve diocesan high schools have been incorporated as one

corporation for some time, the Archdiocese subsidizes students who are unable to

pay the standard tuition. Apart from this subsidy, which is quite substantial

in lower income schools, these schools are tuition-supported in a manner similar

to private Catholic schools. This type of arrangement, i.e. tuition support with

church subsidy only for those students in financial need, might well be the standard

approach in legally incorporated schools. If so, the traditional tuition-free

parish school, subsidized by the contributions of the total parish might rapidly

disappear from the scene.
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In terms of possible lay reactions, there might be some among the laity who

would dub this wholt; Blove toward increased lay involvement and the separate legal

incorporation of the schools as "Operation Albatross". During the hey-day of

Catholic schools, as enrollments increased, vocations increased, and buildings

were expanded, the clergy ran the show. Now, as all of the graphs trend downward

and the Catholic school appears to some as an albatross around the bishop's

and pastors' necks, the laity are called in to offer their necks. To change the

metaphor, the situation might be similar to the captain of the Titanic, after a

number of days of pleasant sailing, turning the ship over to a lay board, leaving

behind a garbled memo mentioning something about an iceberg. On the other hand,

there have been several instances, as mentioned earlier, in which Catholic schools

have been about to close, where laymen have moved ill and via the process of

legal incorporation have assumed responsibility for the schools, which now continue

in operation. These schools are often staffed with entirely lay personnel.

From the viewpoint of the educational administrator separate legal

incorporation would serve to clear up some muddied roles that have long plagued

Catholic schoolmen. With the bishops and pastors possessing legal authority

and the control of finances, the superintendents and school principals have

exercised their responsibilities with a professional authority that was clearly

"extra legal". If Catholic schools were incorporated as a diocesan system as

proposed in the Michigan study, the Superintendents of Schools would serve as

the executive officer for the Board of Directors. He would be responsible to

the board - and legally to the board alone. He would appoint or ratify the

appointment of administrative staff including school principals, who would have

ful/ authority in their positions. The rovement among teaching Sisters to see

individual contracts blends in well with the prospect of legal incorporation.

In these incorporated schools, all staff members would be tied to the corporation

by individual contracts, with the clarification of duties and responsibilities

these formal contracts entail.
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In the matter of financial accounting, separate incorporation would

eliminate the commingling of parish and school income and expense monies,

which now renders Catholic parish school accounting an exercise in frustration.

Also, as observed in the case of New York diocesan high schools, the incorporation

of these high schools as one corporation facilitates teacher negotiations. One

contract is negotiated between teacher representatives and the representatives

of the school corporation. Pull disclosure of all corporation funds and holdings

is readily provided to all parties. In such disclosures there is little likeli-

hood Of creating the alirm and possible misunderstandings that might result from

the full disclosure of all Church financial records and holdings. School financial

records contain little or no inTormation that could be construed as."lurid".

An added administrative advantage in incorporating a network of schools as

one corporation is that such a step makes possible some constructive solution

to the present inequities in the parish by parish financing of Catholic schools.

As shown in the NCEA's Report on Catholic Schools, 1970-71 lay teachers in lower

income neighborhoods received an average salary that was $2,000 less than the salary

of their colleagues in more affluent neighborhoods. With the centralization of

finances in one corporation such inequities could be eliminated.

PROPERTY, TENURE AND INCORPORATION

The incorporation of Catholic schools as non-profit, charitable corporations

could be accomplished in two ways. The corporation could be established for the

operation of the school or schools,1 with the property leased from the diocese

on a low cost, long term basis (e.g. one dollar per year for 99 years). At

present,several of the incorporated community schools operating in facilities

which once housed traditional parochial schools rent from the parish under this

type of an arranguent. The parish at times contributes not only the facilities

but the cost of maintenance as a part of the parish's social mission to the

coon:unity.

1
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The Michigan study recommended that title to all school properties be

transfrred to the newly formed corporation. This is understandable in view of

the objective of this study, which sought to legally qualify Catholic schools for

participation in government classroom construction subsidies. Obviously, to

qualify for any aid that affects property holdings, such as the Higher Education

Facilities Act of 1963 now being contested in the Supreme Court, the corporation

receiving the aid must have ownership of the property. This presents several

difficulties in the traditional parish situation. The typical parish school,

cafeteria and adjoining playgrounds serve also as the parish community center,

meeting hall, picnic grounds, and parking lot, not to mention any use for an

occasional game of bingo. The Michigan study did not overlook this matter.

Since we obviously do not wish to convey anything but the

schools, the school land must be separated out and accurately

described in legal and survey terms. This could be a monu-

mental and expensive undertaking in itself. Consideration

might be given to the employment of a deed which omits a

detailed description of the school properties, and simply

describes the property thus conveyed in general terms; e.g.
"all that real property presently owned by the grantee herein

as Bishop of the Roman Catholic Diocese of and employed

for the specific purpose of a parochial school."

The legal coRplexities of this situation could be the subject of a separate

chapter. For example, would the school corporation established for the good

of the general public be free to show preference to local parish groups in the

after hours use of the facilities? The parish altar society would indeed be

distressed to find their former parish school hall unavailable for their card

party, since it was already spoken for by the Methodist ladies guild from down

the street.

More serious questions arise when it comes to the disposition of the school

corporation's property should the scflool cease to operate. This must be a matter

of same real concern, as Catholic schools continue to close at the overall rate

of one per day. The Michigan study suggested:
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that the deeds of conveyance, by which the title to
the school are transferred to the suggested corpor-
ation, provides a reversionary clause by which title
to the schools would automatically revert to the office
of the Bishop of the diocese from which title originated,
should any attempt 15e made by the corporatiqn to transfer
title of the schools to some other agency. '

Rather than question the expertise of the Michigan study, suffice it to say

that this natter of the reversion to the former owner or any other manner of

disposition of the properties of incorporated schools, which close their doors,

should be the subject of careful legsl investigation in every instance. Referring

to the types of claims made upon propertir:s mentioned earlier, namely legal title

and equitable title, McGrath pointed out that in bu.siness corporations the

property is distributed, upon dissolution, to those who held equaable title to it,

namely the stockholders or members. In a charitable corporation, the public

holds equitable title to the assets. Thus, the property of a charitable corporation,

upon dissolution, is ordinarily distributed by the courts to another charitable

corporation of similar purpat.

The tax exempt stati.s of schools incorporated as non-profit, charitable

or educational institutions is generally the same as the status of church-related

schools operated by religious corporations. However, a review of local and

state laws governing income tax and property is necessary in every instance.

The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended and revised (Section 501(C) ), which

contains the provisions for tax exempt organizations, should be reviewed carefully.

Compliance with state and local laws governing charitable corporations does not

guarantee exemptions from Federal Income Tax. This requires a separate procedure.

To cite an example, in a recent effort to gain tax exemption for an existing

Catholic high school, formerly operated by a religious community and now operated

under lay control as a non-profit, charitable corporation, the following items

were to be submitted prior to approval: (1) The Articles of Incorporation amended

to state specifically that in the event of dissolution, all funds remaining in the
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school would be transferred to a Section 501 (c) (3) Corporation. (2) A statement

of the school's policies and, more specifically, a policy on non-discrimination.

The non-discrimination feature would not only go to race and religion, but also

to tuition. (3) A schedule of tuition and fees; (4) A statement of the general

philosophy of the school; (S) A list of the faculty and Board members; (6) A

list of those receiving scholarships; (7) A copy of the application form; and

(8) An approximate percentage of minority grcmps attending the school. This

was the recommended procedure in one instance. In every case, a careful

investigation of the existing requirements for tax exemption would be necessary.

11DE JEOPARDY OF PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

In concluding the discussion of the legal incorporation of church-related

schools, it should be mentioned that joining the rinks of non-prnfit, charitable

institutiens does not place one securely in the company of the saved. In his

1970 Anhual Report, Alan Pifer, the president of the Carnegie Corporation, a

philanthropic foundation, described the dire situation presently facing private

service institutions in the United States. These institutions, which are as a

rule incorporated as non-profit institutions include approximately 1,430 colleges

and universities, 4,600 secondary schools, 3,650 voluntary hospitals, 6,000 museums,

1,100 symphcny orchestras, 5,500 libraries, and 29,000 welfare agencies supported

by the United Fund. It is important to note, that with the exception of the

sumphonies and theater companies, every category of private service institutions

has its tax supported, publicly controlled counterpart.

The threat to private institutions, which Pifer reports, is not the threat of

instant collapse but the possibility of a demise via an inconspicuous process

encompassing several stages. Pifer describes these stages which are ominously

descriptive of the present condition of many Catholic schools.
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There may be a first stage in which the institution,

financial reasoa,Thecomes unable to manage the growth

necessary to meet new challenges. This loss of a cutting

edge may bring on a second stage in which the institution's

own self-confidence and the public's confidence in it begin

to slip, a third in which the recruitment of capable staff

becomes progressively more difficult, a fourth in which

declining income begins to necessitate tfie-157tailment of

important activities and reduction of staff, and se on.

Even when the institution is moribund, it may drag on for

some time before it is finally forced to close down. It

is at the very first stage, however, when an institution

shows itself to be incapable of vigorous response to

changed times, and it should be seen to be eriouslbill,

and it is then that remedial steps should be taken.

While aware of the financial forces that are working unfavorably for the

cause of rallutte institutions, Pifer points in a different direction.

Many of our greatest private service institutions are now

showing all the symptoms of being in this initial stage of

sickness; and in seeking to understand the cause of their

illness, they tend to diagnose it as essentially financial...

If financial debility were the only problem faced by private

institutions, there might be grounds for at least some degree

of optimism...The issue now is whether a majority of our

citizens still sees special merit in the retention of a

combined public/private system, or conversely, whether sub-

stantial numbers would now, for varying reasons, be quite

content to see Hivate institutions generally handed over to

public control.

Pifer examines the opposition to private institutions. He cites as unfriendly

to private institutions those suffering from poverty and discrimination who feel

alienated fro private as well as public institutions, those, who by way of contrast

feel that private institutions have been captured by the liberalism of the day,

and those who have a populist mistrust for private institutions, associating them

with great wealth, privilege, and a social caste system. Pifer then comes to

a type of silent majority.

Finally, there are many people who are aimply indifferent to

the issue, to the degree that they are even aware of it. They

know little of the role of private institutions ir our national

life, and they care less. From time to time they benefit from

what they take to be public services without realizing that

these are, in fact, provided by private institutions. Unfortunalely,

this group probably constitutes a large part of the population.
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According to Pifer, these views are shared by public officials. While

"here and there one finds active and courageous supporters of the cause of

private institutions", Pifer describes the predominant attitude of public

officials as "at best, one of indifference to the entire issue and at worst one

of skepticism bordering on hostility".
42

Desrite the compelling reasons for the preservation of private institutions

quite forcefully outlined in the same report, Pifer makes it all too clear that

as long as this present mood of indifference continues, the legal incorporation

of church-related schools as non-profit charitable corporations, while

admitting these schools into quite prestigeous company, will not solve their

problems.
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